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Gender inequalities have persisted in India since centuries. Women 
and girls continue to be discriminated against at every stage of their life cycle. This 
manifests itself in the form of sex selection; infanticide; neglect; lack of access to 
education, health care, nutrition; early marriages; repeated and frequent pregnancies 
at a very young age; violence; etc.

Sex selection, which is now assuming alarming proportions is not a new 
phenomenon in India, it has existed for decades. The Child Sex Ratio (number of 
girls per 1000 boys in the 0-6 years age group) in the country declined from 976 in 
1961 to 914 in 2011. This is a matter of grave concern and needs to be addressed 
using a multi-pronged approach involving different sections of the society. Judiciary 
also has a very important role to play in impacting the issue of sex selection. While 
different cases could be viewed from different angles, legislative intent should be on 
promoting equality and protection of the girl child.

Maharashtra was the pioneer in the Country to enact the Maharashtra 
Regulation of Use of Pre Natal Diagnostic Techniques Act in 1988, which paved the 
way for the enactment of the Prevention of misuse of Pre-Natal Diagnostic 
Techniques Act in 1994 and the amended Pre-Conception and Pre-Natal Diagnostic 
Techniques Act in 2003. Maharashtra has also been a pioneer in training of Judicial 
officers on the issue of sex selection and PCPNDT Act and seek their involvement 
for effective implementation of the Act. This activity was jointly undertaken by the 
Bombay High Court, Maharashtra State Legal Services Authority, Maharashtra 
Judicial Academy, Public Health Department Government of Maharashtra and United 
Nations Population Fund. These trainings have enabled Judicial Officers to interpret 
the law in the broader context of how this issue impacts the social and cultural fabric 
of the country. In the recent past there have been a series of sensitive and precedent 
setting judgments in the State. These have helped to draw attention of the judiciary, 
media, medical community and the society at large about the gravity of the problem.

I feel that the PCPNDT Act should be viewed in the larger context of 
gender equality and in that an attempt should be made to draw a connect with the 
implementation of the Hindu Succession Act, the Protection of Women from 
Domestic Violence Act and the Dowry Prohibition Act. At the same time, while 
working on sex selection, utmost precaution should be taken to ensure that women’s 
access to safe and legal abortion does not get compromised.

I would like to congratulate the Maharashtra Judicial Academy and 
United Nations Population Fund for undertaking the compilation and analysis of 
Judgments under the PCPNDT Act from across the Country. I hope this compilation 
would serve as a good reference document for all those working on the subject.

Tel: Office 022-22623665 Telefax 022-22655640
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Foreword
Principles of gender equity are an integral part of Constitution. The 

Constitution confers equal rights and opportunities on women; bars discrimination 
on the basis of sex and denounces practices derogatory to the dignity of women. 
In spite of this, discrimination against women and girls is almost universal. Forced 
abortions of female foetuses and prenatal sex determination results in millions of 
girls not being allowed to be born just because they are girls.

The 2011 census revealed that the child sex ratio in the country (the number 
of girls per 1000 boys in the 0-6 years' age group) has shown a sharp decline from 
976 girls per 1000 boys in 1961 to 914 in 2011. In certain parts of the country there 
are less than 800 girls for every 1000 boys born.

Taking cognizance of this issue the Government of India has put in place 
a law, the PCPNDT ACT that prohibits the use of pre conception and prenatal 
diagnostic techniques to determine the sex of the unborn child. It also imposes a 
fine and imprisonment on doctors indulging in this practice. It has however been 
difficult to implement the Act because sex selection happens within the confines 
of the doctor client relationship. There are few convictions under the Act. The 
Maharashtra Judicial Academy with support from the United Nations Population 
Fund has undertaken to compile and analyse the case law under the Act with the 
hope that this compilation will help to serve as a guide and reference book on the 
issue of sex selection.

I appreciate the efforts of Dr Shalini Phansalkar Joshi, Joint Director of 
the Academy in compiling this volume. The Academy is doing this work as part 
of its endeavor towards building capacities of Judicial officers on issues of social 
relevance.

Hon'ble Dr. Justice D. Y. Chandrachud
Judge Bombay High Court & 
Officiating Director 
Maharashtra Judicial Academy
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Preface

Son preference and discrimination against the girl child is almost universal in India and manifests itself in 
many ways, including sex selection i.e. pre-birth elimination of female foetuses. This practice has led to decline 
in the Child Sex Ratio in most parts of India. The Child Sex ratio, which is the number of girls per 1000 boys in the 
0-6 years age group has declined from 976 in 1961 to 914 in 2011. The Child Sex Ratio in the State of Maharashtra 
declined from 940 in 1991 to 913 in 2001 to 883 in 2011. Child sex ratio in the State has declined at a rate of 3.28% 
between 2001 and 2011 as against 1.4% for the Country.

The decline in sex ratio can severely impact the delicate equilibrium of nature and destroy our moral and 
social fabric. Sex selection is a reflection of the low status of women in society and a patriarchal mindset steeped in 
son preference. Sex selection also occurs because of the perceived financial cost of having a girl child, which includes 
paying for her education, community customs that put burden on the family, the increasing commercialization of 
the institution of marriage because of which large sums have to be spent on the marriage ceremony and given 
away as dowry. In general this perception conjoined with the attitude that the girl is a paraya dhan creates a 
mindset that girls are indeed a liability and boys assets because of reasons of lineage and the perception that they 
would provide old age support.

The consequences of declining sex ratio are serious, all pervading and far reaching. Lesser number of girls 
in society has resulted in increased violence against women and denial of basic rights to them. It has also led to 
increase in sex related crimes (rape, abduction, forced polyandry). Sex selection, further, impacts health, especially 
reproductive health of women who are forced to go in for repeated pregnancies followed by abortions in the 
desire to have a male child.

Ironically the major reason for declining sex ratio is the proliferation of modern technology and easy and 
affordable access to such technology with its rapidly expanding use for the purpose of pre and post conception 
sex selection followed by elimination of foetus, if found to be of female.

Taking cognizance of this issue, the Government of India responded to the imperative need of the hour by 
passing Prenatal Diagnostic Techniques Act, 1994 to stop this practice and misuse of technology for prenatal sex 
determination.

Maharashtra was the first state in the Country to enact the Maharashtra regulation of use of Pre Natal 
Diagnostic Techniques Act in 1988, prohibiting the use of new scientific techniques for sex determination and sex 
selection treating it as totally insulting to the dignity of womanhood and against the spirit of Constitution in which 
the right to equality is embedded. Thereafter the Central Government took up the initiative and passed the Pre
natal Diagnostic Techniques (Regulation and Prevention of Misuse) Act (P.N.D.T. Act). Though this Act was passed on 
September 20, 1994, it came into force from 1/1/1996. During the course of years thereafter several deficiencies, 
inadequacies and practical difficulties in the implementation of the Act came to notice of the Government, which 
necessitated amendments in the Act. Moreover new technology was also being developed to select sex of the 
child before conception. Therefore to bring these pre-conception sex selection techniques within the ambit of the 
law and also in conformity with the directions of the Apex Court, certain amendments were carried out in the Act, 
making its provisions more comprehensive and the Act was titled as the "Pre-conception and Pre-natal Diagnostics 
Techniques (Prohibition of Sex Selection) Act, 1994" (PCPNDT Act).

The amended Act came into effect on 14/2/2003. However, as observed by the Apex Court, there was total 
inaction on the part of the Government in implementing the provisions of the Act. Only after several directions 
were issued by the Supreme Court and the various High Courts, that Government took upon itself the task of 
creating general awareness, sensitization and also prosecuting doctors and clinics which were found violating the 
provisions of the Act. Even then, the Act was not being implemented with the zeal and vigour which was expected 
in implementation of this important piece of social welfare legislation. This was reflected by the fact that there 
were very few prosecutions launched and hence not many case laws were available. The majority of rulings dealt 
with challenges raised to the Constitutional validity of the Act and to the directions issued by the Higher Courts
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for effective implementation of the Act. There are very few cases which are registered, prosecuted and are finally 
decided after full fledged trial. Hence vast body of decisional law of the district and the trial courts, where the bulk 
of the cases are ordinarily filed, fought and decided, is not available under this Act.

Moreover most of the cases booked under the Act are still pending for trial and are also concerned with ultra 
sonography centres not having licenses and registrations. Very few of them deal with the problem of sex selection. 
Very few provisions of the Act have come for judicial interpretation as the unfolding of the Act is yet to take place 
in the manner it was expected. There are several other social causes for the same. The Act aims and attempts to 
address technology and medical issues but not social issues. Sex selection is the result of unholy alliance between 
traditional values and modern technology. The Act regulates the use of technology but the mindset of the people 
who adopt and practice this cannot be addressed by Law. Girl Child still remains unwanted in several households. 
These hard realities of life cannot be ignored and are required to be addressed in implementation of the Act. It 
hence becomes the duty of the society as to eliminate this social evil by effective implementation of the provisions 
of the Act with the sensitivity it deserves.

The burden of the legal community including the bench and the bar in such situation becomes onerous. If 
the mindset of society is not changed and it lags behind the legislation, it has to be the job of judiciary to fill this 
gap by adopting a realistic and sensitive approach for proper implementation of the legislation. The need of the 
hour is to mould and evolve the law so as to meet its Object by effective implementation.

With this intention in mind United Nations Population Fund India (UNFPA ) Maharashtra has, in association 
with Bombay High Court , Maharashtra State Legal Services Authorities, State Health Systems Resource Centre and 
Public Health Department- Government of Maharashtra conducted various Judicial Colloquia at the State level and 
in all districts for Judicial Officers and sensitization workshops for newly inducted trainee judicial officers at the 
Maharashtra Judicial Academy on the issue of Sex selection and PCPNDT Act. As on today 28 Judicial colloquia 
have been conducted covering all districts of Maharashtra. As part of these colloquia 1192 Judicial officers including 
District Judges, Chief Judicial Magistrates, Civil judges at Senior and junior level have been trained. In addition to 
this, around three hundred newly recruited civil judges junior division and judicial magistrates first class have been 
trained at the Maharashtra Judicial Academy.

The district colloquia and the training programs recommended the need for compilation of all judgments 
under the PCPNDT Act. It was decided that the Maharashtra Judicial Academy could undertake such a compilation. 
Hence the idea for such a book was born. The book is not just a compilation of cases but also provides an analysis of 
each case with a view to share the best practices and positive rulings which can be used by all stake holders involved 
in implementation of the Act. This book is designed to give exposure to the latest position in interpretation of the 
provisions of the Act and is expected to serve as ready reference for judges, public prosecutors, legal practitioners 
and other stake holders. Although each of the Judgment passed by the Court aids and has aided in clarifying, 
expanding and throwing light on some aspect of the provisions while interpreting them, the Judgments which are 
selected in this book are those which touch some fundamental aspects, like directions of the Supreme Court and 
High Court for implementation of the Act, Constitutional validity of the Act and which touch upon issues, though 
factual or procedural, but frequently raised or provide clarity on the spirit, object and reasons of the Act. The case 
law compiled in this book fare selective and representative in nature and an attempt is made to cover most of the 
issues involved in interpretation and implementation of the Act by the judiciary. The comments prefixing the case 
law are only illustrative and explanatory in nature. They are not to be read in any other way.

This book is a joint venture between Bombay High Court, UNFPA, Maharashtra Judicial Academy and 
Maharashtra State Legal Services Authority

Hope and pray this book serves its purpose and the cause.

(Dr. Mrs. S. S. Phansalkar-Joshi)
Joint Director, Maharashtra Judicial Academy, 

Indian Mediation Center and Training Institute, Uttan
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Landmark Decisions for Implementation of the Act

CHAPTER 1

Landmark Decisions for Implementation of the Act
Directions Issued by the Supreme Court and High Courts

It is normally the function o f the Government 
to implement laws enacted by the legislature. 
But when the Government fails to do so, resort 
is taken to judiciary. The primary credit for 
implementation o f the Pre Natal Diagnostic 
Techniques (Prevention o f Misuse) Act goes 
to the judiciary. The PNDT Act was enacted 
by Parliament in 1994. However it came into  
operation after 2 years, on 1.1.1996 and even 
after lapse o f 5 years neither the Central nor 
the State Governments had taken any action 
fo r its implementation. Hence the judiciary 
had to take upon it self the task o f giving effect 
to the said Act. There are a series o f petitions 
filed either Suo motu or being moved by 
NGOs in which the Supreme Court and the 
High Courts, have issued various directions 
and pronounced orders to the Central and 
the State Governments fo r creating public 
awareness and for effective implementation 
o f this Act.
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EQUIVALENT CITATION : (2001) 5 Supreme Court Cases 577

Writ Petition (Civil) No. 301 of 2000 
Decided on May 4, 2001.

1 (1)

CENTRE FOR ENQUIRY INTO HEALTH & ALLIED THEMES (CEHAT) AND OTHERS

-VERSUS-

UNION OF INDIA AND OTHERS 

Hon’ble Judges : M. B. Shah And Hon’ble Mr. Justice S. N. Variava,

Per Hon’ble Mr. Justice M. B. Shah J. 1  (1)

Soli J. Sorabjee, Attorney General, Ms Indira Jaising, Yogeshwar Prasad, Dinesh Dwivedi and Kailash 
Vasdev, Senior Advocates (Sanjay Parikh, R.R. Chandrachud, Sanjay Ghosh, Ms Jayna Kothari, Manish Singhvi, 
Ms Hemantika Wahi, Ms Sumita Hazarika, Krishan Mahana, C. Radha Krishan, Ajay Sharma, Ms Jayshree Anand, 
Additional Advocate General for State of Punjab, Jain Hansaria & Co., Advocates, Radhashyam Jena, Brijender 
Chahar, Ashok Mathur, Sushil Kr. Jain, K.M.K. Nair, S.R. Sharma, Mahabir Singh, Bhavani Shankar V. Gadnis, 
Shiv Sagar Tiwari, Ms A. Subhashini, Rajiv Sharma, Anil Shrivastav, Sanjay R. Hegde, Sanjay Mitra, Sanjay Kr. 
Shandilya, V.D. Khanna, Satish Kr. Agnihotri, Sakesh Kumar, Anil Kr. Pandey, Rohit Kr. Singh, Gopal Singh, Ms 
Alka Agarwal, Kamlendra Misra, Ms Sangeeta Sharma, R.C. Verma, Ajay Kr. Agarwal, Vibhakar Mishra, Dev Brat 
Tiwari, A. Mariaputham, Ms Aruna Mathur, Rajeev Sharma, Tara Chandra Sharma, Ms Sunita R. Singh, Kh. Nobin 
Singh, Ranjan Mukherjee, Naresh Kr. Sharma, V.G. Pragasam, S.V. Deshpande, Ms Sunita Sharma and D.S. Mahra, 
Advocates, with them) for the appearing parties.

Acts/Rules/orders : Dowry Prohibition Act; Pre-natal Diagnostic Techniques (Regulation and Prevention of 
Misuse) Act, 1994 -  Sections 2, 3, 7, 7(2), 9(1), 16, 16A, 17, 17(5), 17(6), 22, 23, 28 and 30; Pre-conception and 
Pre-natal Diagnostic Techniques (Prohibition of Sex Selection) Act -  Section 3B, Constitution of India -  Article 32; 
Pre-natal Diagnostic Techniques (Regulation and Prevention of Misuse ) Rules, 1996 -  Rules 15 and 17(3)

CASE SUMMARY

A path breaking order with regard to the implementation of the PNDT Act, is the Writ Petition 
(C) No. 301/ 2000. It was a Public Interest Litigation, filed under Article 32 of the Constitution of 
India, by Centre for Enquiry into Health and Allied Themes (CEHAT), a research organisation; Mahila 
Sarvangin Utkarsh Mandal (MASUM), a Non-Governmental organization and Dr. Sabu M. George, a 
civil society member. In this Petition it took nearly one year for various States to file their affidavits in 
reply/ written submissions and after hearing them, from time to time the Supreme Court has issued 
number of directions to the Central and State Governments, to the Central Supervisory Board and 
Appropriate Authorities established under the Act, for its proper implementation with all vigor and 
zeal.

The first set of directions were issued on 4.5.2001 whereby both State and Central Governments 
were directed to create public awareness against the practice of pre-natal sex determination and sex 
selection and to implement the Act in the earnest interest. Central Supervisory Board was directed 
to review and monitor the implementation of the Act and at the same time to examine the necessity
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to amend the Act in view of the emerging technology of pre conception sex selection and difficulties 
encountered in implementation of the Act. State Governments were directed to immediately appoint 
fully empowered Appropriate Authorities and Appropriate Authorities were further directed to take 
appropriate criminal action in case of violation of the provisions of the Act. (Para-3) Being aware of 
the lackadaisical manner in which the Governments were functioning, the Supreme Court did not 
stop merely by issuing directions but called for the compliance reports and kept the matter pending 
for further directions on 06.08.2001.

In spite of these directions by the Supreme Court as certain States did not file compliance 
affidavits, the matter had to be adjourned from time to time and on 19.09.2001 the Supreme Court 
recorded with anguish that directions were not complied with and there was a total disregard on the 
part of administration in implementation of the Act. The Supreme Court issued further directions for 
taking appropriate criminal action against the Medical Officers and the Clinics violating the provisions 
of the Act.

On 07.11.2001 in the same Writ Petition, on the suggestion of Central Government, Supreme 
Court ordered setting up of National Inspection and Monitoring Committee for the implementation of 
the Act.(Para 3) In the year 2003 in conformity with the several directions issued by the Supreme 
Court, the Act was amended to bring within its purview the misuse of pre-conception and pre-natal 
diagnostic techniques and was titled as the Preconception and Prenatal Diagnostic Techniques 
(Prohibition of Sex Selection) Act. On 31.03.2003 and 10.09.2003 after giving some further directions, 
for creating public awareness and for effective implementation of the amended Act, the Supreme 
Court finally disposed of the Petition on 10.09.2003.

The perusal of these directions in the form of total six orders is sufficient to reflect that the 
Supreme Court has to in this matter literally legislate on how the Act should be implemented. This 
decision hence constitutes a land mark in its impact. It exhibits the deep concern and the anguish 
felt by the Apex Court towards the social evil of sex selection followed by elimination of foetus if found 
to be female. The Supreme Court was equally concerned with the apathy on the part of Government 
in implementation of the law which aims at preventing such a social evil. As per Supreme Court, "it 
was unfortunate that for implementation of the law, which was the urgent need of the hour, NGOs 
had to approach the Court.” The significance given by the Supreme Court to this issue is bound to 
have positive effect for advancing the cause.

As the Judgments and Orders of Supreme Court are binding on all in view of Article 141 of the 
Constitution of India and as the non-obedience and non-compliance with the directions issued by 
the Supreme Court amounts to contempt of court, it appears that only with a view to avoid facing the 
action of contempt of the Supreme Court, the Government and Authorities have at least made some 
efforts towards implementation of this Act. This decision is in that respect epoch making.

It must be stated that but for the initiative taken by the NGOs and the constant monitoring by 
the Apex Court, virtually laying down the entire frame work for implementation, this Act would have 
remained on paper only.

All the six Orders passed in this Writ Petition are worth reading in entirety, especially the 
opening paras of the Supreme Court’s first order dated 04.05.2001 and last order dated 10.09.2003, 
highlighting the plight of female child and the in human practice of sex selection. The six Orders of 
the Supreme Court passed in Writ Petition (Civil) No. 301/2000 are given below.
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ORDER

1. It is unfortunate that for one reason or the other, the practice of female infanticide still prevails despite the 
fact that the gentle touch of a daughter and her voice has a soothing effect on the parents. One of the reasons 
may be the marriage problems faced by the parents coupled with the dowry demand by the so-called educated 
and/or rich persons who are well placed in the society. The traditional system of female infanticide whereby 
the female baby was done away with after birth by poisoning or letting her choke on husk continues in 
a different form by taking advantage of advanced medical techniques. Unfortunately, developed medical 
science is misused to get rid of a girl child before birth. Knowing full well that it is immoral and unethical 
as well as it may amount to an offence, foetus of a girl child is aborted by qualified and unqualified doctors 
or compounders. This has affected overall sex ratio in various States where female infanticide is prevailing 
without any hindrance.

2. For controlling the situation, Parliament in its wisdom enacted the Prenatal Diagnostic Techniques (Regulation 
and Prevention of Misuse) Act, 1994 (hereinafter referred to as “the PNDT Act”). The Preamble, inter alia, 
provides that the object of the Act is to prevent the misuse of such techniques for the purpose of prenatal sex 
determination leading to female foeticide and for matters connected therewith or incidental thereto. The Act 
came into force from 1-1-1996.

3. It is apparent that to a large extent, the PNDT Act is not implemented by the Central Government or by 
the State Governments. Hence, the petitioners are required to approach this Court under Article 32 of the 
Constitution of India. One ofthe petitioners is the Centre for Enquiry into Health and Allied Themes (CEHAT) 
which is a research centre of Anusandhan Trust based in Pune and Mumbai. The second petitioner is Mahila 
Sarvangeen Utkarsh Mandal (MASUM) based in Pune in Maharashtra and the third petitioner is Dr Sabu 
M. Georges who is having experience and technical knowledge in the field. After filing of this petition, this 
Court issued notices to the parties concerned on 9-5-2000. It took nearly one year for the various States to 
file their affidavits in reply/written submissions. Prima facie it appears that despite the PNDT Act being 
enacted by Parliament five years back, neither the State Governments nor the Central Government has taken 
appropriate action for its implementation. Hence, after considering the respective submissions made at the 
time of hearing of this matter, as suggested by the learned Attorney-General for India, Mr Soli J. Sorabjee, the 
following directions are issued on the basis of various provisions for the proper implementation of the PNDT 
Act:

I. Directions to the Central Government

1. The Central Government is directed to create public awareness against the practice of prenatal determination 
of sex and female foeticide through appropriate releases/programmes in the electronic media. This shall also 
be done by the Central Supervisory Board (“CSB” for short) as provided under Section 16(iii) of the PNDT 
Act.

2. The Central Government is directed to implement with all vigour and zeal the PNDT Act and the Rules framed 
in 1996. Rule 15 provides that the intervening period between two meetings of the Advisory Committees 
constituted under sub-section (5) of Section 17 of the PNDT Act to advise the appropriate authority shall not 
exceed 60 days. It would be seen that this Rule is strictly adhered to.

II. Directions to the Central Supervisory Board (CSB)

1. Meetings of CSB will be held at least once in six months [re proviso to Section 9(1)]. The constitution of CSB 
is provided under Section 7. It empowers the Central Government to appoint ten members under Section 7(2) 
(e) which includes eminent medical practitioners, including eminent social scientists and representatives of 
women welfare organizations. We hope that this power will be exercised so as to include those persons who 
can genuinely spare some time for implementation of the Act.
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2. CSB shall review and monitor the implementation of the Act [re Section 16(ii)].

3. CSB shall issue directions to all State/UT appropriate authorities to furnish quarterly returns to CSB giving 
a report on the implementation and working of the Act. These returns should inter alia contain specific 
information about:

(i) survey of bodies specified in Section 3 of the Act;

(ii) registration of bodies specified in Section 3 of the Act;

(iii) action taken against non-registered bodies operating in violation of Section 3 of the Act, inclusive of 
search and seizure of records;

(iv) complaints received by the appropriate authorities under the Act and action taken pursuant thereto;

(v) number and nature of awareness campaigns conducted and results flowing therefrom.

4. CSB shall examine the necessity to amend the Act keeping in mind emerging technologies and difficulties 
encountered in implementation of the Act and to make recommendations to the Central Government (re 
Section 16).

5. CSB shall lay down a code of conduct under Section 16(iv) of the Act to be observed by persons working in 
bodies specified therein and to ensure its publication so that the public at large can know about it.

6. CSB will require medical professional bodies/associations to create awareness against the practice of prenatal 
determination of sex and female foeticide and to ensure implementation of the Act.

III. Directions to State Governments/UT Administrations

1. All State Governments/UT Administrations are directed to appoint by notification, fully empowered 
appropriate authorities at district and sub-district levels and also Advisory Committees to aid and advise the 
appropriate authorities in discharge of their functions [re Section 17(5)]. For the Advisory Committee also, it 
is hoped that members of the said Committee as provided under Section 17(6)(d) should be such persons who 
can devote some time to the work assigned to them.

2. All State Governments/UT Administrations are directed to publish a list of the appropriate authorities in print 
and electronic media in their respective States/UTs.

3. All State Governments/UT Administrations are directed to create public awareness against the practice of 
prenatal determination of sex and female foeticide through advertisement in print and electronic media by 
hoardings and other appropriate means.

4. All State Governments/UT Administrations are directed to ensure that all State/UT appropriate authorities 
furnish quarterly returns to CSB giving a report on the implementation and working of the Act. These returns 
should inter alia contain specific information about:

(i) survey of bodies specified in Section 3 of the Act;

(ii) registration of bodies specified in Section 3 of the Act;

(iii) action taken against non-registered bodies operating in violation of Section 3 of the Act, inclusive of 
search and seizure of records;

(iv) complaints received by the appropriate authorities under the Act and action taken pursuant thereto;

(v) number and nature of awareness campaigns conducted and results flowing therefrom.
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IV. Directions to appropriate authorities

1. Appropriate authorities are directed to take prompt action against any person or body who issues or causes to 
be issued any advertisement in violation of Section 22 of the Act.

2. Appropriate authorities are directed to take prompt action against all bodies specified in Section 3 of the Act 
as also against persons who are operating without a valid certificate of registration under the Act.

3. All State/UT appropriate authorities are directed to furnish quarterly returns to CSB giving a report on the 
implementation and working of the Act. These returns should inter alia contain specific information about:

(i) survey of bodies specified in Section 3 of the Act;

(ii) registration of bodies specified in Section 3 of the Act including bodies using ultrasound machines;

(iii) action taken against non-registered bodies operating in violation of Section 3 of the Act, inclusive of 
search and seizure of records;

(iv) complaints received by the appropriate authorities under the Act and action taken pursuant thereto;

(v) number and nature of awareness campaigns conducted and results flowing therefrom.

4. CSB and the State Governments/Union Territories are directed to report to this Court on or before 30-7-2001. 
List the matter on 6-8-2001 for further directions at the bottom of the list.

EQUIVALENT CITATION : (2003) 8 Supreme Court Cases 406

WP (C) No. 301 of 2000, 
Decided on September 19, 2001

1 (2)

CEHATAND OTHERS 

Versus

UNION OF INDIA

Hon’ble Judges : M.B. Shah andR.P. Sethi, JJ. 

(Record o f Proceedings)

Acts/Rules/orders : Dowry Prohibition Act; Pre-natal Diagnostic Techniques (Regulation and Prevention of 
Misuse) Act, 1994 -  Sections 2, 3, 7, 7(2), 9(1), 16, 16A, 17, 17(5), 17(6), 22, 23, 28 and 30; Pre-conception and 
Pre-natal Diagnostic Techniques (Prohibition of Sex Selection) Act -  Section 3B, Constitution of India -  Article 32; 
Pre-natal Diagnostic Techniques (Regulation and Prevention of Misuse ) Rules, 1996 -  Rules 15 and 17(3)
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ORDER

1. Heard the learned counsel for the parties and considered the affidavits filed on behalf of various States. From 
the said affidavits, it appears that the directions issued by this Court are not complied with.

2. At the outset, we may state that there is total slackness by the administration in implementing the Act. Some 
learned counsel pointed out that even though the genetic counselling centres, genetic laboratories or genetic 
clinics are not registered, no action is taken as provided under Section 23 of the Act, but only a warning is 
issued. In our view, those centres which are not registered are required to be prosecuted by the authorities 
under the provisions of the Act and there is no question of issue of warning and to permit them to continue 
their illegal activities.

3. It is to be stated that the appropriate authorities or any officer of the Central or the State Government authorised 
in this behalf is required to file complaint under Section 28 of the Act for prosecuting the offenders.

4. Further, wherever at district level, appropriate authorities are appointed, they must carry out the necessary 
survey of clinics and take appropriate action in case of non-registration or non-compliance with the statutory 
provisions including the Rules. Appropriate authorities are not only empowered to take criminal action, but 
to search and seize documents, records, objects etc. of unregistered bodies under Section 30 of the Act.

5. It has been pointed out that the States/Union Territories have not submitted quarterly returns to the Central 
Supervisory Board on implementation of the Prenatal Diagnostic Techniques (Regulation and Prevention of 
Misuse) Act, 1994 (hereinafter referred to as “the Act”). Hence, it is directed that the quarterly returns to the 
Central Supervisory Board should be submitted giving the following information:

(a) Survey of centres, laboratories/clinics,

(b) registration of these bodies,

(c) action taken against unregistered bodies,

(d) search and seizure,

(e) number of awareness campaigns, and

(f) results of campaigns.

6. From the record, it is apparent that the State of Chhattisgarh and on behalf ofthe Union Territory of Chandigarh, 
affidavits are not filed.

7. For the State of Jammu and Kashmir, learned counsel appearing on behalf of the State submits that at present, 
the Act is not applicable to the State of Jammu and Kashmir. However, till there is similar enactment, the 
State authorities would take appropriate action on the basis of the directions which may be issued by the 
Court.

8. As per various affidavits, learned counsel for the petitioners and Respondent 1 pointed out that some States 
have complied with the directions issued by this Court on 4-5-2001f, but the following directions are not 
complied with by the States mentioned hereinbelow:

(a) For the direction of issuing notification of appropriate authorities at district levels, the following States/
UTs have not complied with:

States

Goa, Jammu and Kashmir, Nagaland and Tripura
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UTs

Andaman and Nicobar Islands, Chandigarh, Dadra and Nagar Haveli, Daman & Diu, Lakshadweep, 
Pondicherry and NCT of Delhi.

(b) For the direction regarding issue of notification for appointing appropriate authorities at sub-district 
level, the following States/UTs have not complied with:

States

Arunachal Pradesh, Goa, Gujarat, Haryana, Himachal Pradesh, Jammu and Kashmir, Jharkhand, 
Karnataka, Kerala, Maharashtra, Mizoram, Nagaland, Orissa, Sikkim, Tamil Nadu, Tripura, Uttar 
Pradesh and West Bengal.

UTs

Andaman and Nicobar Islands, Chandigarh, Dadra and Nagar Haveli, Daman and Diu, Lakshadweep, 
Pondicherry and NCT of Delhi.

(c) With regard to the direction issued for the Advisory Committees to aid and advise the appropriate 
authorities, the following States/UTs have not complied with:

States

Arunachal Pradesh, Goa, Himachal Pradesh, Jammu and Kashmir, Jharkhand, Maharashtra, Meghalaya, 
Mizoram, Nagaland, Rajasthan, Sikkim, Tripura and West Bengal.

UTs

Andaman and Nicobar Islands, Chandigarh, Dadra and Nagar Haveli, Daman and Diu, Lakshadweep, 
Pondicherry and NCT of Delhi.

(d) For constitution of the Sub-District-Level Advisory Committees, the following States/UTs have not 
done the needful:

States

Andhra Pradesh, Arunachal Pradesh, Goa, Gujarat, Haryana, Himachal Pradesh, Jharkhand, Karnataka, 
Kerala, Maharashtra, Meghalaya, Mizoram, Nagaland, Orissa, Rajasthan, Sikkim, Tamil Nadu, Tripura, 
Uttar Pradesh and West Bengal.

UTs

Andaman and Nicobar Islands, Chandigarh, Dadra and Nagar Haveli, Daman and Diu, Lakshadweep, 
Pondicherry and NCT of Delhi.

(e) For the direction to publish a list of appropriate authorities in the print media, electronic media, 
hoardings and other means, the following States/UTs have not done the needful:

(i) Re print media: no action is taken by the following:

States

Assam, Goa, Himachal Pradesh, Jammu and Kashmir, Kerala, Maharashtra, Meghalaya, Manipur, 
Nagaland, Orissa, Sikkim, Uttaranchal and Uttar Pradesh.

UTs

Dadra and Nagar Haveli, Lakshadweep and NCT of Delhi.
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(ii) Re electronic media: no action is taken by the following:

States

Andhra Pradesh, Arunachal Pradesh, Assam, Bihar, Goa, Gujarat, Haryana, Himachal Pradesh, Jammu 
and Kashmir, Jharkhand, Kerala, Maharashtra, Meghalaya, Manipur, Nagaland, Orissa, Punjab, 
Sikkim, Tamil Nadu, Tripura, Uttaranchal, Uttar Pradesh and West Bengal.

UTs

Dadra and Nagar Haveli, Daman and Diu, Lakshadweep and NCT of Delhi.

(iii) Re hoardings: no action is taken by the following:

States

Andhra Pradesh, Arunachal Pradesh, Assam, Bihar, Goa, Gujarat, Haryana, Himachal Pradesh, Jammu 
and Kashmir, Jharkhand, Kerala, Madhya Pradesh, Maharashtra, Meghalaya, Mizoram, Manipur, 
Nagaland, Orissa, Punjab, Sikkim, Tamil Nadu, Tripura, Uttaranchal, Uttar Pradesh and West Bengal.

UTs

Andaman and Nicobar Islands, Dadra and Nagar Haveli, Lakshadweep and NCT of Delhi.

9. In this view of the matter, we direct all the State Governments/Union Territories to implement the Act and 
submit the compliance report as directed by our order dated 4-5-2001f as well as this order within six weeks 
from today.

10. List this matter after six weeks.

EQUIVALENT CITATION : (2003) 8 Supreme Court Cases 409

WP (C) No. 301 of 2000 
Decided on November 7, 2001

1 (3)

CEHATAND OTHERS 

Versus

UNION OF INDIA AND OTHERS 

Hon’ble Judges : M.B. Shah andB.N. Agrawal, JJ. 

(Record o f Proceedings)

Acts/Rules/orders : Dowry Prohibition Act; Pre-natal Diagnostic Techniques (Regulation and Prevention of 
Misuse) Act, 1994 -  Sections 2, 3, 7, 7(2), 9(1), 16, 16A, 17, 17(5), 17(6), 22, 23, 28 and 30; Pre-conception and 
Pre-natal Diagnostic Techniques (Prohibition of Sex Selection) Act -  Section 3B, Constitution of India -  Article 32; 
Pre-natal Diagnostic Techniques (Regulation and Prevention of Misuse ) Rules, 1996 -  Rules 15 and 17(3).
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ORDER

1. Heard the learned counsel for the parties.

2. Learned counsel appearing for some of the States submit that necessary affidavit along with compliance 
report would be filed within a period of three weeks from today.

3. Mr Mahajan, the learned counsel appearing for the Union of India states that the Central Government has also 
decided to take concrete steps for the implementation of the Act and suggested to set National Inspection and 
Monitoring Committee for the implementation of the Act.

4. Stand over to 11-12-2001.

EQUIVALENT CITATION : (2003) 8 Supreme Court Cases 410

WP (C) No. 301 of 2000 
Decided on December 11, 2001

1 (4)

CEHATAND OTHERS 

Versus

UNION OF INDIA AND OTHERS 

Hon’ble Judges : M.B. Shah, B.N. Agrawal and Arijit Pasayat, JJ.

(Record o f Proceedings)

Acts/Rules/orders : Dowry Prohibition Act; Pre-natal Diagnostic Techniques (Regulation and Prevention of 
Misuse) Act, 1994 -  Sections 2, 3, 7, 7(2), 9(1), 16, 16A, 17, 17(5), 17(6), 22, 23, 28 and 30; Pre-conception and 
Pre-natal Diagnostic Techniques (Prohibition of Sex Selection) Act -  Section 3B, Constitution of India -  Article 32; 
Pre-natal Diagnostic Techniques (Regulation and Prevention of Misuse ) Rules, 1996 -  Rules 15 and 17(3)

o r d e r

1. Learned counsel for the petitioners has pointed out that in the affidavits tendered on behalf of the State 
Governments names of the members of the Advisory Committee are not disclosed and in any case are not 
published at the relevant places. In this view of the matter, the State Governments concerned are directed 
to publish the names of the members of the Advisory Committee in various districts so that if there is any 
complaint any citizen can approach them. Further, the statistics and information which are to be given in the 
affidavit should be given districtwise.

2. Mr Krishan Mahajan, the learned counsel appearing on behalf of the Union of India states that despite the 
necessary warning by the Secretary, Health Department (Family Welfare), Health Secretaries of various States
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are not responding and are not interested in implementing the Act as well as the various directions issued by 
this Court. Today, the learned counsel appearing on behalf of the petitioners has produced the chart based on 
the affidavits filed by the various States which indicates that there is no desire on the part of the administrators 
concerned to implement seriously the law and orders passed by this Court. For non-compliance with the 
orders passed by this Court, Secretary (Health Department) of the following States are directed to remain 
present before this Court on 29-1-2002:

“(1) Punjab, (2) Delhi, (3) Bihar, (4) Rajasthan, (5) Gujarat, (6) Haryana, (7) Uttar Pradesh, (8) Maharashtra, 
and (9) West Bengal.”

3. It is alleged by the learned counsel for the petitioners that Dr Dahiya is transferred from Faridabad to Chandigarh 
only because he was taking appropriate action against defaulting clinics. For this purpose, learned counsel 
has placed reliance on the newspaper reports. In our view, if an efficient officer is transferred only because 
he was taking action against the defaulting clinics then certainly the action of the State Government is an 
unjustified one. In addition, the State of Haryana through its Health Secretary is directed to file necessary 
affidavit stating reasons for transfer of Dr Dahiya.

4. Learned counsel for the petitioners further submitted that the officers of various State Governments are 
wasting a lot of time in verifying where ultrasound machines are kept. She pointed out that the data of 
ultrasound machines supplied to the clinics is available from the manufacturing companies as well as from 
the service contracts entered into by these clinics with those companies. It is also pointed out that in some 
cases these machines are also imported. For that also, names of the importers are easily available from the 
Customs Department. We, therefore, direct the following companies to supply the information as to how 
many machines they have sold to various clinics within the last five years including their names and addresses 
and also service contract to those clinics or individuals, as the case may be:

1. Uma Parameshwaran, CEO, Wipro GE Medical Systems Ltd., A-1, Corporate Towers, Golden Enclave, 
Airport Road, Bangalore 560 017.

2. Toshbro Shimandzu Ltd., Khetan Bhawan, 2nd Floor, Mumbai 400 020.

3. Erbis Engineering Co. Ltd., 2E/12, 4th Jhandewalan Extn., New Delhi 110 005.

4. V. Prabhakar, CEO, ATL India Ltd., 79 and 94, Developed Plots, Perungadi, Chennai 600 096.

5. Larsen & Toubro Ltd. (Medical Equipment Divn.), L&T House, 10, Club House Road, Anna Salai, 
Post Bag No. 55247, Chennai 600 002.

6. International Medical Services Pvt. Ltd., 17, Industrial Estate, Maruti Complex, Gurgaon 122 015.

7. A.K. Khosla, Chairman, General Electric Co. Of India Ltd., E-16, Greater Kailash, Part I, New Delhi 
110 048.

8. Rajeev Dayal, President & CEO, HCL Picker Ltd., D-3, Community Centre, Poorvi Marg, Vasant 
Vihar, New Delhi 110 057.

9. Siemens Ltd., Mahape Workshop, Shilphata Road, behind MIDC Area, off Thane-Belapur Road, 
Village Mahape, Thane 400 601.

5. For implementation of the Act and the rules it appears that it would be desirable if the Central Government 
frames appropriate rules with regard to sale of ultrasound machines to various clinics and issues directions 
not to sell machines to unregistered clinics. Learned counsel Mr Mahajan appearing for the Union of India 
submitted that appropriate action would be taken in this direction as early as possible.

6. Adjourned to 29-1-2002.
***
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EQUIVALENT CITATION : (2003) 8 Supreme Court Cases 412 1 (5)

WP (C) No. 301 of 2000 
Decided on March 31, 2003

CEHATAND OTHERS 

Versus

UNION OF INDIA

Hon’ble Judges : M.B. Shah andArun Kumar, JJ. 

(Record o f Proceedings)

Acts/Rules/orders : Dowry Prohibition Act; Pre-natal Diagnostic Techniques (Regulation and Prevention of 
Misuse) Act, 1994 -  Sections 2, 3, 7, 7(2), 9(1), 16, 16A, 17, 17(5), 17(6), 22, 23, 28 and 30; Pre-conception and 
Pre-natal Diagnostic Techniques (Prohibition of Sex Selection) Act -  Section 3B, Constitution of India -  Article 32; 
Pre-natal Diagnostic Techniques (Regulation and Prevention of Misuse ) Rules, 1996 -  Rules 15 and 17(3)

WP (C) No. 344 of 2002

1. The learned counsel for the petitioners seeks leave to withdraw this petition. Permission granted. The writ 
petition stands disposed of as withdrawn.

WP (C) No. 301 of 2000

2. Heard the learned counsel for the parties. The learned counsel for the petitioners points out that on 14-2-2003, 
the Prenatal Diagnostic Techniques (Regulation and Prevention of Misuse) Act, 1994 was amended and it 
is now named as the Preconception and Prenatal Diagnostic Techniques (Prohibition of Sex Selection) Act. 
She submits that very few persons are aware of the new amendment. According to her submission the said 
amendment is in conformity with the various directions issued by this Court and, therefore, the amended Act 
also requires to be properly implemented. For this purpose, the learned counsel for the petitioners seeks the 
following reliefs:

“(i) direct the Union of India, State Governments/UTs and the authorities constituted under the PNDT Act 
to prohibit sex-selection techniques and its advertisement throughout the country;

(ii) direct that the appropriate authorities shall also include ‘vehicles’ in their quarterly reports hereinafter 
as defined under Section 2(d);

(iii) any person or institution selling ultrasound machine should provide information to the appropriate 
State authority in furtherance of Section 3-B of the amended Act;

(iv) direct that the State Supervisory Boards be constituted in accordance with the amended Section 16-A 
in order to carry out the functions enumerated therein;

(v) direct appropriate authorities to initiate suo motu legal action under the amended Section 17(4)(e);

(vi) direct that the Central Supervisory Board shall publish half-yearly consolidated reports based on the 
quarterly reports obtained from the State bodies. These reports should specifically contain information 
on:
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(1) Survey of bodies and the number of bodies registered.

(2) Functioning of the regulatory bodies providing the number and dates of meetings held.

(3) Action taken against non-registered bodies inclusive of search and seizure of records.

(4) Complaints received and action taken pursuant thereto.

(5) Nature and number of awareness programmes.

(vii) direct that the Central Supervisory Board shall carry out all the additional functions as given under the 
amended Section 16 of the Act, in particular, to oversee the performance of various bodies constituted 
under the Act and take appropriate steps to ensure its proper and effective implementation.”

3. As against this, Mr Mahajan, learned counsel appearing for the Union of India submits that on the basis of the 
aforesaid amendment, appropriate action has already been taken by the Union of India for its implementation 
and almost all the State Governments/UTs are informed to implement the said Act and the rules and the State 
Governments/UTs are directed to submit their quarterly reports to the Central Supervisory Board.

4. Considering the amendment in the Act, in our view, it is the duty of the Union Government as well as of the 
State Governments/UTs to implement the same as early as possible. Hence, the State Governments/UTs are 
directed to file necessary affidavits within a period of ten weeks from today.

5. List after ten weeks.

WP (C) No. 339 of 2002

6. To be listed along with WP (C) No. 301 of 2000.

EQUIVALENT CITATION : (2003) 8 Supreme Court Cases 398 1 (6)

CASE NO.: Writ Petition (civil) 301 of 2000 
Decided on Septembar 10, 2003.

CEHATAND OTHERS 

Versus

UNION OF INDIA

Hon’ble Judges : M.B. Shan & Ashok Bhan.

Acts/Rules/orders : Dowry Prohibition Act; Pre-natal Diagnostic Techniques (Regulation and Prevention of 
Misuse) Act, 1994 -  Sections 2, 3, 7, 7(2), 9(1), 16, 16A, 17, 17(5), 17(6), 22, 23, 28 and 30; Pre-conception and 
Pre-natal Diagnostic Techniques (Prohibition of Sex Selection) Act -  Section 3B, Constitution of India -  Article 32; 
Pre-natal Diagnostic Techniques (Regulation and Prevention of Misuse ) Rules, 1996 -  Rules 15 and 17(3)
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JUDGMENT 

Shah, J.

It is an admitted fact that in Indian Society, discrimination against girl child still prevails, may be because 
of prevailing uncontrolled dowry system despite the Dowry Prohibition Act, as there is no change in the mind
set or also because of insufficient education and/or tradition of women being confined to household activities. 
Sex selection/sex determination further adds to this adversity. It is also known that number of persons condemn 
discrimination against women in all its forms, and agree to pursue, by appropriate means, a policy of eliminating 
discrimination against women, still however, we are not in a position to change mental set-up which favours a 
male child against a female. Advance technology is increasingly used for removal of foetus (may or may not be 
seen as commission of murder) but it certainly affects the sex ratio. The misuse of modern science and technology 
by preventing the birth of girl child by sex determination before birth and thereafter abortion is evident from the 
2001 Census figures which reveal greater decline in sex ratio in the 0-6 age group in States like Haryana, Punjab, 
Maharashtra and Gujarat, which are economically better off. Despite this, it is unfortunate that law which aims 
at preventing such practice is not implemented and, therefore, Non-Governmental Organisations are required to 
approach this Court for implementation of the Pre-natal Diagnostic Techniques (Regulation and Prevention of 
Misuse) Act, 1994 renamed after amendment

as “The Pre-conception and Pre-natal Diagnostic Techniques (Prohibition of Sex Selection) Act” (hereinafter 
referred to as ‘the PNDT Act’) which is the normal function of the Executive. In this petition, it was inter alia prayed 
that as the Pre-natal Diagnostic Techniques contravene the provisions of the PNDT Act, the Central Government 
and the State Governments be directed to implement the provisions

of the PNDT Act (a) by appointing appropriate authorities at State and District levels and the Advisory 
Committees; (b) the Central Government be directed to ensure that Central Supervisory Board meets every 6 months 
as provided under the PNDT Act; and (c) for banning of all advertisements of pre-natal sex selection including all 
other sex determination techniques which can be abused to selectively produce only boys either before or during 
pregnancy. After filing of this petition, notices were issued and thereafter various orders from time to time were 
passed to see that the Act is effectively implemented.

A] On 4th May 2001, following order was passed: “It is unfortunate that for one reason or the other, the practice 
of female infanticide still prevails despite the fact that gentle touch of a daughter and her voice has soothing 
effect on the parents. One of the reasons may be the marriage problems faced by the parents coupled with 
the dowry demand by the so-called educated and/or rich persons who are well placed in the society. The 
traditional system of female infanticide whereby female baby was done away with after birth by poisoning or 
letting her choke on husk continues in a different form by taking advantage of advance medical techniques. 
Unfortunately, developed medical science is misused to get rid of a girl child before birth. Knowing full 
well that it is immoral and unethical as well as it may amount to an offence, foetus of a girl child is aborted 
by qualified and unqualified doctors or compounders. This has affected overall sex ratio in various States 
where female infanticide is prevailing without any hindrance. For controlling the situation, the Parliament 
in its wisdom enacted the Pre-natal Diagonstic Techniques (Regulation and Prevention of Misuse) Act, 1994 
(hereinafter referred to as “the PNDT Act”). The Preamble, inter alia, provides that the object of the Act is 
to prevent the misuse of such techniques for the purpose of pre-natal sex determination leading to female 
feoticide and for matters connected therewith or incidental there to. The Act came into force from 1st January, 
1996. It is apparent that to a large extent, the PNDT Act is not implemented by the Central Government or 
by the State Governments. Hence, the petitioners are required to approach this Court under Article 32 of 
the Constitution of India. One of the petitioners is the Centre for Enquiry Into Health and Allied Themes 
(CEHAT) which is a research center of Anusandhan Trust based in Pune and Mumbai. Second petitioner 
is Mahila Sarvangeen Utkarsh Mandal (MASUM) based in Pune and Maharashtra and the third petitioner 
is Dr. Sabu M. Georges who is having experience and technical knowledge in the field. After filing of this 
petition, this Court issued notices to the concerned parties on 9.5.2000. It took nearly one year for the various 
States to file their affidavits in reply/written submissions. Prima facie it appears that despite the PNDT Act
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being enacted by the Parliament five years back, neither the State Governments nor the Central Government 
has taken appropriate actions for its implementation. Hence, after considering the respective submissions 
made at the time of hearing of this matter, as suggested by the learned Attorney General for India, Mr. Soli J. 
Sorabjee following directions are issued on the basis of various provisions for the proper implementation of 
the PNDT

Act: -I. Directions to the Central Government

1. The Central Government is directed to create public awareness against the practice of pre- natal determination 
of sex and female foeticide through appropriate releases programmes in the electronic media. This shall also 
be done by Central Supervisory Board (“CSB” for short) as provided under Section 16(iii) of the PNDT 
Act.

2. The Central Government is directed to implement with all vigor and zeal the PNDT Act and the Rules framed 
in 1996. Rule 15 provides that the intervening period between two meetings of the Advisory Committees 
constituted under sub-section (5) of Section 17 of the PNDT Act to advise the appropriate authority shall not 
exceed 60 days. It would be seen that this Rule is strictly adhered to.

II. Directions to the Central Supervisory Board (CSB)

1. Meetings of the CSB will be held at least once in six months. [Re. Proviso to Section 9(1)] The constitution 
of the CSB is provided under Section 7. It empowers the Central Government to appoint ten members 
under Section 7(2)(e) which includes eminent medical practitioners including eminent social scientists and 
representatives of women welfare organizations. We hope that this power will be exercised so as to include 
those persons who can genuinely spare some time for implementation of the Act.

2. The CSB shall review and monitor the implementation of the Act. [Re. Section 16(ii)].

3. The CSB shall issue directions to all State/UT. Appropriate Authorities to furnish quarterly returns to the CSB 
giving a report on the implementation and working of the Act. These returns should inter alia contain specific 
information about: -

(i) Survey of bodies specified in section 3 of the Act.

(ii) Registration of bodies specified in section 3 of the Act.

(iii) Action taken against non-registered bodies operating in violation of section 3 of the Act, inclusive of 
search and seizure of records.

(iv) Complaints received by the Appropriate Authorities under the Act and action taken pursuant thereto.

(v) Number and nature of awareness campaigns conducted and results flowing therefrom.

4. The CSB shall examine the necessity to amend the Act keeping in mind emerging technologies and difficulties 
encountered in implementation of the Act and to make recommendations to the Central Government. [Re. 
Section 16]

5. The CSB shall lay down a code of conduct under section 16(iv) of the Act to be observed by persons working 
in bodies specified therein and to ensure its publication so that public at large can know about it.

6. The CSB will require medical professional bodies/associations to create awareness against the practice of 
pre-natal determination of sex and female foeticide and to ensure implementation of the Act.

III. Directions to State Governments/UT Administrations

1. All State Governments/UT Administrations are directed to appoint by notification, fully empowered 
Appropriate Authorities at district and sub-district levels and also Advisory Committees to aid and advise the
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Appropriate Authority in discharge of its functions [Re. Section 17(5)]. For the Advisory Committee also, it 
is hoped that members of the said Committee as provided under section 17(6)(d) should be such persons who 
can devote some time for the work assigned to them.

2. All State Governments/UT Administrations are directed to publish a list of the Appropriate Authorities in the 
print and electronic media in its respective State/UT.

3. All State Governments/UT Administrations are directed to create public awareness against the practice of 
pre-natal determination of sex and female foeticide through advertisement in the print and electronic media 
by hoarding and other appropriate means.

4. All State Governments/UT Administrations are directed to ensure that all State/UT appropriate Authorities 
furnish quarterly returns to the CSB giving a report on the implementation and working of the Act. These 
returns should inter alia contain specific information about: -

(i) Survey of bodies specified in section 3 of the Act.

(ii) Registration of bodies specified in section 3 of the Act.

(iii) Action taken against non-registered bodies operating in violation of section 3 of the Act, inclusive of 
search and seizure of records.

(iv) Complaints received by the Appropriate Authorities under the Act and action taken pursuant thereto.

(v) Number and nature of awareness campaigns conducted and results flowing therefrom.

IV. Directions to Appropriate Authorities

1. Appropriate Authorities are directed to take prompt action against any person or body who issues or causes 
to be issued any advertisement in violation of section 22 of the Act.

2. Appropriate Authorities are directed to take prompt action against all bodies specified in section 3 of the Act 
as also against persons who are operating without a valid certificate of registration under the Act.

3. All State/UT Appropriate Authorities are directed to furnish quarterly returns to the CSB giving a report 
on the implementation and working of the Act. These returns should inter alia contain specific information 
about:

(i) Survey of bodies specified in section 3 of the Act.

(ii) Registration of bodies specified in section 3 of the Act including bodies using ultrasound machines.

(iii) Action taken against non-registered bodies operating in violation of section 3 of the Act, inclusive of 
search and seizure of records.

(iv) Complaints received by the Appropriate Authorities under the Act and action taken pursuant thereto.

(v) Number and nature of awareness campaigns conducted and results flowing therefrom.

The CSB and the State Governments/Union Territories are directed to report to this Court on or before 
30th July 2001. List the matter on 6.8.2001 for further directions at the bottom of the list.”

B] Inspite of the above order, certain States/UTs did not file their affidavits. Matter was adjourned from time to 
time and on 19th September, 2001, following order was passed: “Heard the learned counsel for the parties 
and considered the affidavits filed on behalf of various States. From the said affidavits, it appears that the 
directions issued by this Court are not complied with.

1. At the outset, we may state that there is total slackness by the Administration in implementing the 
Act. Some learned counsel pointed out that even though the Genetic Counselling Centre, Genetic 
Laboratories or Genetic Clinics are not registered, no action is taken as provided under Section 23 of
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the Act, but only a warning is issued. In our view, those Centres which are not registered are required 
to be prosecuted by the Authorities under the provisions of the Act and there is no question of issue of 
warning and to permit them to continue their illegal activities.

It is to be stated that the Appropriate Authorities or any officer of the Central or the State Government 
authorised in this behalf is required to file complaint under Section 28 of the Act for prosecuting the 
offenders.

Further wherever at District Level, appropriate authorities are appointed, they must carry out the 
necessary survey of Clinics and take appropriate action in case of non-registration or non-compliance 
of the statutory provisions including the Rules. Appropriate authorities are not only empowered to take 
criminal action, but to search and seize documents, records, objects etc. of unregistered bodies under 
Section 30 of the Act.

2. It has been pointed out that the States/Union Territories have not submitted quarterly returns to the 
Central Supervisory Board on implementation of the Pre- Natal Diagnostic Techniques (Regulation 
and Prevention of Misuse) Act, 1994 (hereinafter referred to as “the Act”). Hence it is directed 
that the quarterly returns to Central Supervisory Board should be submitted giving the following 
information: -
(a) Survey of Centres, Laboratories/Clinics, (b) Registration of these bodies,
(c) Action taken against unregistered bodies, (d) Search and Seizure,
(e) Number of awareness campaigns, and (f) Results of campaigns”

C] On 7th November, 2001, learned counsel for the Union of India stated that the Central Government has 
decided to take concrete steps for the implementation of the Act and suggested to set up National Inspection 
and Monitoring Committee for the implementation of the Act. It was ordered accordingly.

D] On 11th December, 2001, it was pointed out that certain State Governments have not disclosed the names of 
the members of the Advisory Committee. Consequently, the State Governments were directed to publish the 
names of advisory committee in various districts so that if there is any complaint, any citizen can approach 
them. The Court further observed thus: “For implementation of the Act and the rules, it appears that it would 
be desirable if the Central Government frames appropriate rules with regard to sale of ultrasound machines to 
various clinics and issue directions not to sell machines to unregistered clinics. Learned counsel Mr. Mahajan 
appearing for Union of India submitted that appropriate action would be taken in this direction as early as 
possible.”” E] On March 31, 2003, it was pointed out that in conformity with the various directions issued by 
this Court, the Act has been amended and titled as “The Pre-conception and Pre-natal Diagnostic Techniques 
(Prohibition of Sex Selection) Act”. It was submitted that people are not aware of the new amendment and, 
therefore, following reliefs were sought:

a) direct the Union of India, State Governments / UTs and the authorities constituted under the PNDT Act 
to prohibit sex selection techniques and its advertisement throughout the country;

b) direct that the appropriate authorities shall also include “vehicles” with ultra sound machines etc., in 
their quarterly reports hereinafter as defined under Section 2(d);

c) any person or institution selling Ultra Sound machine should provide information to the appropriate 
State Authority in furtherance of Section 3-B of the Amended Act;

d) direct that State Supervisory Boards be constituted in accordance with the amended Section 16A in 
order to carry out the functions enumerated therein;

e) direct appropriate authorities to initiate suo motu legal action under the amended Section 17(iv)(e);
f) direct that the Central Supervisory Board shall publish half yearly consolidated reports based on the 

quarterly reports obtained from the State bodies. These reports should specifically contain information 
on:
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Survey of bodies and the number of bodies registered.
Functioning of the regulatory bodies providing the number and dates of meetings held.
Action taken against non-registered bodies inclusive of search and seizure of records. 
Complaints received and action taken pursuant thereto.
Nature and number of awareness programmes.
Direct that the Central Supervisory Board shall carry out all the additional functions as given 
under the amended Section 16 of the Act, in particular, to oversee the performance of various 
bodies constituted under the Act and take appropriate steps to ensure its proper and effective 
implementation. As against this, Mr. Mahjan learned counsel appearing for the Union of India 
submits that on the basis of the aforesaid amendment, appropriate action has already been taken 
by Union of India for implementation and almost all State Governments/UTs are informed to 
implement the said Act and the Rules and the State Governments/UTs are directed to submit 
their quarterly report to the Central Supervisory Board. Considering the amendment in the Act, 
in our view, it is the duty of the Union Government as well as the State Governments/UTs to 
implement the same as early as possible.”

F] At the time of hearing, learned counsel for the petitioners submitted that appropriate directions including 
the steps which are required to be taken on the basis of PNDT Act and the suggestion as given in the written 
submission be issued. On this aspect, learned counsel for the parties were heard. In view of the various 
directions issued by this Court, as quoted above, no further directions are required except that the directions 
issued by this Court on 4th May, 2001, 7th November, 2001, 11th December, 2001 and 31st March, 2003 
should be complied with. The Central Government / State Governments / UTs are further directed that:
a) For effective implementation of the Act, information should be published by way of advertisements 

as well as on electronic media. This process should be continued till there is awareness in public 
that there should not be any discrimination between male and female child. b) Quarterly reports by 
the appropriate authority, which are submitted to the Supervisory Board should be consolidated and 
published annually for information of the public at large.

c) Appropriate authorities shall maintain the records of all the meetings of the Advisory Committees.
d) The National Monitoring and Inspection Committee constituted by the Central Government for 
conducting periodic inspection shall continue to function till the Act is effectively implemented. The 
reports of this Committee be placed before the Central Supervisory Board and State Supervisory Board 
for any further action.

e) As provided under Rule 17(3), public would have access to the records maintained by different bodies 
constituted under the Act.

f) Central Supervisory Board would ensure that the following States appoint the State Supervisory Board 
as per the requirement of Section 16A.
1. Delhi 2. Himachal Pradesh 3. Tamil Nadu
4. Tripura 5. Uttar Pradesh.

g) As per requirement of Section 17(3)(a), the Central Supervisory Board would ensure that the following 
States appoint the multi-member appropriate authorities:

1. Jharkhand 2. Maharashtra 3. Tripura 4. Tamil Nadu 5. Uttar Pradesh

It will be open to the parties to approach this Court in case of any difficulty in implementing the aforesaid
directions.
The Writ Petition is disposed of accordingly.
In view of the aforesaid order, pending IAs have become infructuous and are disposed of accordingly.

***

1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
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EQUIVALENT CITATION : AIR 2008 Ori 71

IN THE H IG H  COURT OF ORISSA

Writ Petition (Civil) No. 9596 of 2007
D ec id ed  on  14 /02 /2008

1 (7)

HEMANTA RATH 

-VS-

UNION OF INDIA (UOI) AND ORS.

Hon’ble Judges : A. Ganguly And B. Mahapatra J.J.

Appearance : Miss Suratanaya Misra, for Petitioner 

J.K. Misra, Asst. Solicitor General ( For No. 1) Govt. Advocate (For Nos. 2 to 6) for Respondents.

CASE SUMMARY

Despite detailed directions issued by the Supreme Court since 2001, in the landmark decision 
of CEHAT v. Union of India reproduced above, several States did not take any step for effective 
implementation of the Act. Hence, PILs were filed in the High Courts to that effect. In the State of 
Orissa, for example, hundreds of skeletons, skulls and body parts of infants were recovered, which 
shocked the common man. As these were found in an area close to various Nursing Homes and 
Clinics, there was strong allegation that the practice of sex selection and pre-natal sex determination 
was still rampant. After coming across a series of news items in the print and electronic media to this 
effect , one Mr. Hemanta Rath, a social activist filed a Public Interest Litigation under Article 226 of 
the Constitution of India in the High Court of Orissa seeking directions for effective implementation 
of the PNDT Act in the State. The contention raised in the petition was that there was total inaction 
both on part of the Central and State Government in implementing the provisions of the Act. The 
appointment of Appropriate Authorities as contemplated u/s 17 (1) of the Act had not been made and 
the State Advisory Committee as per Section 17 (5) of the Act had not been constituted and without 
constitution of such Appropriate Authority and Advisory Committee, provisions of Section 28 became 
nugatory as under Section 28, a court can take cognizance of the offence only on a complaint made 
by the Appropriate Authority.

In reply, Central Government tried to justify its stand by stating that it was for the State of Orissa 
to take steps for appointment of Appropriate Authority and for constitution of Advisory Committee as 
per Section 17 (1) and 17 (5) of the Act.

The State of Orissa in its reply enlisted various measures taken by it for awareness generation 
and sensitization about provisions of the Act and further stated that in the State of Orissa the sex 
ratio is better than in any other part of the Country. However the High Court rightly rejected the 
said submission by observing that this can not be the reason why the provisions of the Act were not 
implemented. (Para 9)

After referring to the Object of the Act and Constitutional principles, the High Court stressed, 
on both the statuary and Constitutional obligation of the State, to implement the provisions of the
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Act. The High Court also took note of the delayed response of the State for formation of the State 
Advisory Committee which was constituted only in 2007. This also was not in accordance with the 
provisions of the Act. The High Court gave explicit directions to the State Government to appoint 
Appropriate Authority and Advisory Committee within 6 weeks and further directed the Committee to 
take strict measures to implement the provisions of the Act. (Para 13)

This judgment is very positive in nature, giving impetus to strict implementation of the provisions 
of the Act and compelling the State to comply with its duty/obligation of implementing the Act, which 
was not properly implemented even after 13 years from enactment of the legislation. This judgment 
clearly depicts that when executive lacks a will to implement the provisions of beneficial legislation, 
judiciary has to play a pro- active role and it does play it well..

JUDGMENT
Per Hon’ble Mr. Justice A.K. Ganguly, C.J.

1. This writ petition has been filed in public interest by one Hemanta Rath, who describes himself to be a Social 
Activist and also claims to function as the President of Deaf and Dumb Society in the district of Khurda.

2. In this petition a complaint is made that the State of Orissa is not implementing the provisions of Pre
conception and Prenatal Diagnostic Techniques (Prohibition of Sex Selection) Act, 1994 (hereinafter called 
‘PNDT Act’) even though the said Act was brought into existence in 1996 and was amended in order to make 
its provisions more effective by the Amendment Act 14 of 2003. The said amendment has come into existence 
with effect from 14-2-2003.

3. The said Public Interest Litigation was filed noticing series of news items in the newspapers and in the 
electronic media to the effect that there have been recovery of hundreds of skeletons, skulls, body parts of 
children from different parts of the State. The petitioner asserts that recovery of such huge body parts has 
shocked the common man and from the news item, it also transpires that these things were found from an 
area which is close to various Nursing Homes and Clinics. It is also alleged that in India, there is notorious 
practices of female foeticide and infanticide.

4. This has been made possible in view of the development of scientific techniques for determination of sex. 
Since it is determined that it is a female foetus, there is a tendency of terminating such pregnancy. Normally 
such medical technology has been developed in order to guard against the genetic and other disorder of 
the child in the mother’s womb and for detecting diseases, such as, HIV and VD. But such techniques are 
misused by Medical Practitioners as a device for determination of the sex of the foetus and if it is a female 
one, the same is aborted to prevent the birth of a female child.

5. In order to prevent such malpractices, the said Act was enacted and under Section 7 of the said Act, the 
Central Government has to constitute a Board to be known as The Central Supervisory Board.

6. The State Government has also the statutory obligation to constitute such a Board under Section 16A of 
the said Act. Section 17 of the said Act casts an obligation both on the Central Government and the State 
Government to appoint one or more Appropriate Authorities for the whole or part of the State for the 
purposes of implementation of the said Act having regard to the intensity of the problem of pre-natal sex 
determination leading to female foeticide. Under Section 17(5) of the said Act, the Central Government or the 
State Government shall constitute an Advisory Committee for each Appropriate Authority for advising the 
Appropriate Authority in the discharge of its functions and shall appoint one of the members of the Advisory 
Committee to be its Chairman. Under Section 28 of the said Act, a Court can take cognizance of the offence 
under the said Act only on a complaint made by the Appropriate Authority.
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7. It has been complained in the petition that without constitution of appropriate Authority, the provisions of 
Section 28 become nugatory. Therefore, the complaint in the petition is that there is total inaction both on the 
part of State Government and the Central Government in the matter of implementing the provisions of the 
said Act which was enacted for preventing infanticide and foeticide. The said Act has come into existence in 
order to protect the appropriate male and female ratio in the society so that there will be no social imbalance. 
Apart from that this Court feels that the said Act has a broader human right perspective inasmuch as it has been 
enacted to prevent the killing of a foetus on a gender bias. This is against the essence of our Constitutional 
principles.

8. In this matter, affidavits have been filed by both the State Government and Central Government. On behalf 
of the State Government affidavit has been filed by the Principal Secretary to Government, Health and 
Family Welfare Department, Bhubanes-war in which it has been stated that in view of the report in the 
newspapers, immediate steps were taken by lodging cases and the cases have been handed over to the State 
Crime Branch as a result of which there has been arrest of doctors and some of the members of the staff 
of Nursing Homes and Ultrasound Clinics. In support of the statement, Annexure A/1 has been enclosed. 
It is also stated that the human body parts recovered from Forest Park area of Bhubaneswar were sent to 
Forensic Medicine and Toxicology (FM & T) Department, SCB Medical College and Hospital, Cuttack for 
necessary examination. On such examination it appeared that the specimens recovered are formalin preserved 
specimens of surgically removed human body parts. They were not cases of foeticide. In support of the same, 
report of Professor and Head of the Department of F.M. & T which was received from Chief Medical Officer, 
Bhubaneswar has been disclosed. It is also stated that the Government have formed a State Task Force 
Committee under the Chairmanship of Chief Secretary, Orissa with Principal Secretary, Home, Principal 
Secretary, Family & F. W., Secretary, Women & Child Development Department as members to monitor the 
implementation of Ultrasound Clinics and Nursing Homes. The said Committee has been formed to see that 
the rules on Preconception & Pre-natal Diagnostic Technique (PNDT) Act, 1994 and Medical Termination of 
Pregnancy (MTP) Act, 1971 are scrupulously followed. It has been stated that Task Force has been formed 
at the district level with the Collector, Superintendent of Police and C.D. M.O. to inspect all such centers. It 
is also averred that the State Level Advisory Committee was held on 18-8-2007 and newly constituted State 
Level Supervisory Board chaired by Minister of Health & Family Welfare was held on 29-9-2007 in order to 
review and monitor the progress and implementation of the said Act. The District Advisory Committee have 
also met in different districts to take stock of the situation.

9. However, it has not been stated in the said affidavit whether the bodies have been created by the State 
Government under Section 17 of the said Act nor it has been stated whether any steps have been taken 
under Section 28 of the said Act for filing of complaint. Such complaint can only be filed by the Appropriate 
Authority. So the petitioner’s grievance is that if appropriate authority has not been created, no complaint 
can be filed under Section 28 of the said Act appears to be well founded. It has been stated that in Orissa, the 
male-female ratio is better than in other parts of the State. But this Court is of the view that this cannot be the 
reason why the provisions of the said Act shall not be implemented.

10. In the counter affidavit which has been filed on behalf of the Central Government by the Director in the 
Ministry of Health and Family Welfare, Government of India, it has been stated that it is for the State of 
Orissa to take steps as per Sections 17 and 17A of the said Act. It has been stated in the affidavit filed by the 
Central Government that the said Act was created to prevent the Preconception and Pre-Natal Diagnostic 
Tests for determination of sex. The object of the said Act is as follows:

An act to provide for the prohibition of sex selection, before or after conception, and for regulation of pre
natal diagnostic techniques for the purposes of detecting genetic abnormalities or metabolic disorders or 
chromosomal abnormalities or certain congenital malformations or sex linked disorders and for the prevention 
of their misuse for sex determination leading to female foeticide and for matters connected therewith or 
incidental thereto.
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11. It has been stated that sensitization steps have been taken under the said Act and awareness generation 
programme has also been held against sex selection. It has been stated that Government of India has launched 
‘Save the Girl Child Campaign’ and the said Campaign was part of the Republic Day Parade, 2004-2005. So 
far as the State of Orissa is concerned, the following steps appeared to have been taken as has been stated in the 
said affidavit. “State Supervisory Board reconstituted under the Chairmanship of Hon’ble Minister, Health & 
Family Welfare. Meeting was held on 29-9-2007. State Advisory Committee has also been reconstituted and 
meeting has been held on 18-8-2007. Multi Member State Appropriate Authority has been formed. District 
Level Advisory Committee reconstituted. State Task Force formed under Chairmanship of Chief Secretary 
to monitory the checking of Nursing Homes and other diagnostic centers where sex determination can be 
done and the MTP Centres. District Task Force has been formed under the Chairmanship of Collector and 
includes S.P., C.D.M.O., District Social Welfare Officer as members. A1. the clinical establishments of the 
district irrespective of their involvement with the Ultra Sound activity/MTP have been inspected. Total No. of 
Nursing Homes inspected 495, out of which 345 are registered, 150 are unregistered, 127 were sealed. Total 
No. of Ultra Sound Clinics inspected 388, out of which 368 are registered, 20 are unregistered, 65. Ultra Sound 
Clinics were sealed. Out of which FIR lodged against 5 at Nayagarh and 1 at Ganjam District. Total No. of 
MTP Centres inspected 167, out of which 159 are registered, 8 are unregistered, 27 sealed. FIR lodged against 
1 MTP Center in Ganjam District. Instructions have been issued to the district authorities implementing the 
PCPNDT Act to be more vigilant in monitoring and inspection of the clinical establishment cum ultra sound 
clinics regularly. Again instructions have been issued to call for the meeting of District Advisory Committee 
bi-monthly to monitor the clinical activities individually in the district. It is also instructed to initiate legal 
action against the clinical establishment of ultra sound clinic and MTP Centers violating the Act. Awareness 
campaigns for the public, service taker and service provider on legal issues relating to the PCPNDT Act, at 
District level. ASHA and AWW will be involved for creating awareness among the rural people and in this 
context they will be oriented during their induction training about PCPNDT Act and its punishment for its 
violation. Again SHGs functioning at village level will be involved in the said Programme. Legal services 
provider to create legal awareness of the service for propagation of the message against the pre-natal sex 
determination.

1. Display of hoardings in different public places, hospitals, Private Institutions regarding PCPNDT 
Act and punishment prescribed under different sections for both service provider and service taker. 
Wide publication of the Act by which the non-government organizations or any public person can file 
complaint against the law violator.

2. Every month in the District level monthly meeting PCPNDT will be discussed as the pivot point.

3. Awareness will be created by WCD Department at district level about the rights of the female child as 
equal with the male child by which son preference can be eliminated.

12. On perusal of the said affidavit, it appears that the State Advisory Committee if at all has been reconstituted 
in the month of August, 2007 and the meeting of such Committee was held on 29-9-2007, the Government 
Notification showing constitution of such a Committee, however has not been disclosed.

13. This Court therefore, directs that if Appropriate Authorities as contemplated under Section-17 of the said Act 
and as defined under Section 2(a) of the said Act has been constituted, such Authority must act strictly in terms 
of the provisions of the said Act. If, however, such Committee has not been constituted, such Committee must 
be constituted within a period of six weeks from the date of service of the order upon the Chief Secretary of 
the State. After constitution of the said Committee, it must take strict measures to implement the provisions of 
the said Act. The said Act has been enacted to serve public purpose and the Constitutional end as is clear from 
the object of the Act quoted hereinabove. Therefore, the State is under both a statutory and Constitutional 
obligation to implement the provisions of the said Act.

14. This writ petition is therefore disposed of with the direction upon the State Government to strictly implement 
the provisions of the said Act. which has been enacted in 1994. It appears that the response of the State
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Government is very delayed and it appears that only in 2007, some kind of Committees have been formed. 
Whether such Committees are in accordance with the provisions of the said Act cannot be examined by the 
Court, since the Gazette Notification constituting such Committee has not been disclosed.

15. However, this Court reiterates that if such Committee in compliance with the said Act has not been constituted, 
such Committee must be constituted within the period mentioned hereinabove and after constitution of such 
Committee, the said Committee must act for strict implementation of the provisions of the said Act. No 
costs.

16. I agree.

B.N. Mahapatra, J.
***

1 (8)

IN THE H IG H  COURT OF PUNJAB & HARYANA AT CHANDIGARH

Civil Writ Petition No. 15152 of 2007
Decided on 07/07/2009

Gaurav Goyal 

-Vs-

State o f Haryana

Hon’ble Judges : T. S. Thakur andKanwaljit Singh Ahluwalia J.J

Present: Mr. Ashwinie Kumar Bansal, Advocate for the petitioner.
Mr. Onkar Singh Batalvi, Advocate for Dr. Anmol Rattan Sidhu, Assistant Solicitor General of India. 

Mr. Randhir Singh, Additional Advocate General Haryana.

Acts/Rules/orders : Pre-conception and Pre-natal Diagnostic Techniques Act, 1994.

CASE SUMMARY

This is one more Public Interest Litigation instituted under Article 226 of Constitution of India, 
again by a social activist Mr. Gaurav Goyal, in circumstances similar to those mentioned in the 
previous case, when large numbers of female foetuses were recovered from the 20 feet deep septic 
tank at Buala Nursing Home, Pataudi, district Gurgaon in Haryana. On the directions of High 
Court, administrative inquiry was initiated in 250 illegal eliminations of female foetuses. In the said 
inquiry four Medical officers were found guilty. The State Government however dragged its feet in 
taking appropriate action against those officers. Hence the Court directed the State to expedite the 
proceeding, to complete the same within 6 months and to take appropriate action against all those 
found to be guilty. -

What was found to be more shocking by the High Court in this case was that, though 
a statuary notification appointing Civil Surgeon of the district as Appropriate Authority under the Act
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was issued on 24/10/1997, it was not published in Official Gazette on account of official apathy till this 
Writ Petition came for hearing in the year 2009, i.e. after the lapse of 12 years, which, as observed 
by the High Court, "adversely reflected upon the official machinery of the State Government charged 
with the responsibility of implementing an important legislation like PCPNDT Act.” The High Court 
found it regrettable that for a period of over 12 years non publication of the Notification never came 
to the notice of the concerned authorities.(see second last para)

To say the least, it is a classic example of total apathy and inaction on the part of State 
Government in implementation of this significant piece of social legislation. What is sad is that even 
in 2007 that is 60 years after independence, the illegal, inhuman and immoral practice of eliminating 
female foetuses is continuing unabated on such a large scale despite this Act being in existence 
since 1994.

JUDGMENT
Per Hon’ble Mr. Justice T. S. Thakur C.J.

In this petition filed in public interest, petitioner prays for a mandamus directing the respondents to conduct 
an inquiry into the 250 illegal abortions of female foetuses leading to recovery of large quantity of foetal remains 
from a 20 feet deep Well underground septic tank at Buala Nursing Home, Pataudi, District Gurgaon, as reported 
in a section of the press. Petitioner also prays for mandamus directing the respondents to take appropriate action 
against those guilty of negligence in discharge of their official functions leading to uninterrupted abortions of 
female foetuses.

Civil Writ Petition No. 15152 of 2007 2 When this petition came up before us for orders on 24th October, 
2008, it was pointed out by Mr. Ashwinie Bansal, counsel appearing for the petitioner that while an inquiry had been 
conducted by the Divisional Commissioner, Patiala in a somewhat similar incident involving abortion of female 
foetus in the district of Patiala and while action against those found involved in the said incident has been initiated, 
but no inquiry, administrative or otherwise, has been conducted in a similar incident involving recovery of foetal 
material from the place mentioned earlier. It was submitted that conducting of an appropriate administrative inquiry 
by the Divisional Commissioner into the said episode would not only bring to light the true facts but would also be 
a basis for taking action against those found negligent in discharge of their duties.

This Court, finding merit with that submission, had directed the Divisional Commissioner, Gurgaon to hold 
an administrative inquiry into the recovery of female foetuses from the septic tank Buala Nursing Home, Pataudi, 
District Gurgaon and also identify those who prima facie seem to be guilty of any lapses in the discharge of their 
official duties, leading to the said incident. The role of officers responsible for the implementation of PNDT Act, 
1994, as amended in year 2002, was also directed to be examined by the Divisional Commissioner and to suggest 
remedial measures to prevent such incident in future. Report of the Divisional Commissioner was directed to reach 
this Court not later than three months from the date a copy of that order was made available to Mr.Rameshwar 
Malik, counsel for the respondent.

In compliance with the above direction, an inquiry has been conducted by the Divisional Commissioner, 
Gurgaon and report thereof place on record before us. The Divisional Commissioner, Gurgaon has inter alia dealt 
with the lapses on the part of medical authorities in the Civil Writ Petition No. 15152 of 2007 3 implementation and 
enforcement of the provisions of the Act aforementioned and identified following four doctors as persons, who had 
neglected in performance of their duties:

1. Dr. D.V. Saharan, Civil Surgeon, Gurgaon;

2. Dr. S.S. Dalal, Civil Surgeon, Gurgaon;

3. Dr. M.D. Sharma, DFWO, Gurgaon; and

4. Dr. Jai Narain, SMO, CHC Pataudi.
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The report deals with individual roles of these doctors and the manner in which they are said to have committed 
dereliction in discharge of their duties. The report also makes certain other suggestions and remedial measures that 
are required to be taken to prevent episodes like the ones under scrutiny, taking place in future. This includes proper 
information system at village level to be run through multi-purpose health workers network and regular and timely 
inflow of inputs to prevent distortions and to spread awareness and guidance among such cases.

The report also recommends proactive approach in the matter of spreading awareness among the people 
regarding the provisions of the Act and submission of prompt forensic reports, software in ultrasound machines, 
authorization, legal advisory support and video recording of raids etc. Mr. Bansal submits that while respondents 
have, pursuant to the report of the Divisional Commissioner, initiated action against two of the doctors indicted 
in the report, no action has been taken against the remaining two. He urges that there is no justification for the 
authorities to sit over against the remaining two doctors, who have been prima facie found to be blameworthy and 
therefore, not to be proceeded against. Civil Writ Petition No. 15152 of 2007 4 Mr. Randhir Singh, however submits 
that action has already been initiated against three out of four doctors, as per the report submitted by the Divisional 
Commissioner and chargesheets have already been served upon the two doctors, namely Dr. M.D. Sharma and Dr. 
Jai Narain. So far as Dr. D.V. Saharan is concerned, the same, according to Mr.Randhir Singh, is being served upon 
him within a fortnight. Similarly, the respondents, according to Mr. Randhir Singh, are ready to examine the case of 
Dr.S.S. Dalal also and take whatever action may be called for against the said officer for any dereliction of duty.

These submissions, in our opinion, should allay the apprehension of Mr. Ashwinie Bansal that the respondents 
are dragging their feet in the matter of taking appropriate action against the doctors found negligent in the discharge 
of their duties. All the same, we see no difficulty in directing the respondents to expedite the proceedings against 
the doctors mentioned above, on the basis of the report and to take the same to its logical conclusion, expeditiously, 
but not later than six months from the date chargesheets are served. Mr. Bansal next submitted that the notifications 
under the Pre- conception and Pre-natal Diagnostic Techniques (Prohibition of sex selection) Act, 1994 had not been 
published by the Government in the official gazette, which has led to many doctors escaping action against them.

He refers to a notification dated 24th October, 1997 appointing Civil Surgeon of Districts as appropriate 
authorities for the PNDT Act which notification was not, on account of official apathy, published in the Government 
gazette. Counsel further submits that the said notification has not been published in the official gazette, even till 
date. Civil Writ Petition No. 15152 of 2007 5 This position was not disputed by Mr. Randhir Singh, who has filed 
a brief note, in which it is inter alia stated that the non-publication of the notification in question, in the official 
gazette, had come to the notice of the State Government recently and that non-publication was on account of 
some error committed by the printing press. The government is, according to Mr. Singh, examining the feasibility 
of either issuing a fresh notification with retrospective effect or an ordinance that would validate the notification 
already issued.

We do not consider it necessary at this stage to examine whether the remedial steps, which the Government is 
contemplating, would meet the requirements of law, for that question does not immediately arise for our consideration. 
All that we need say is that non- publication of an important statutory notification in the official gazette adversely 
reflects upon the official machinery of the State Government charged with implementing an important legislation 
like the PNDT ACT. It is regrettable that for a period of over 12 years non publication of the notification in question 
never came to the notice of the authorities concerned. Mr. Randhir Singh, however points out that most of the steps 
needed to be taken in terms of the provisions of the Act, have already been taken and a notification nominating a 
multi-member State appropriate authority has been duly issued and published in the official gazette. He further stats 
that a State Supervisory Board has also been constituted apart from the State and District Advisory Committees. In 
the circumstances, therefore, nothing further remains to be done or survives for consideration, in this petition, which 
can be disposed of in the light of observations made above.

We, accordingly dispose of this petition with the direction that proceedings already initiated, or to be initiated, 
shall be expedited by the concerned authorities and appropriate action taken against all those found to be violating 
provisions of the Act, or derelicting the discharge of their duties for the same.

No costs.
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IN THE H IG H  COURT OF PUNJAB & HARYANA AT CHANDIGARH

Civil Writ Petition No. 17964 of 2007
1 (9)

Decided on 31/07/2009

Court on its own motion 

-Vs-

State o f Punjab and others

Hon’ble Judges : T. S. Thakur and Kanwaljit Singh Ahluwalia J.J

Present: Mr. Onkar Singh Batalvi, Advocate for Union o f India. Mr. Randhir Singh, Additional 
Advocate General Haryana. Mr. Rupinder Khosla, Additional Advocate General Punjab.

Acts/Rules/orders : Pre-conception and Pre-natal Diagnostic Techniques Act, 1994.

CASE SUMMARY

The latest decision in a series of Public Interest Litigations is one, where the High Court of 
Punjab and Haryana at Chandigarh, took suo-moto cognizance of a newspaper report about Sex 
Determination kits entering in the State. According to the High Court these kits were a huge blow to 
the efforts by the State to improve sex ratio. Being alarmed by the declining child sex ratio in the 
State and to curb the social menace of pre-natal sex selection and sex determination, the High Court 
on its own motion, issued notices to Central and State Government.

Perusal of the affidavits filled by the Governments in response thereto revealed that PNDT 
wing of the Ministry of Health and Family Welfare was fully conscious about availability of such Sex 
Determination kits in the grey market. What was found to the satisfaction of the High Court was 
that Government itself was also worried and concerned about the same and had taken effective and 
adequate steps to block them and to create general awareness and sensitization on the subject so 
that the laudable Object and mission of the Government, as Stated in its affidavit, to curb pre-natal 
sex selection and sex determination is realized.(Last Para)

This decision illustrates that human ingenuity in evolving new techniques knows no bounds 
when it comes to gender discrimination and elimination of female foetuses. Concerted efforts on the 
part of all the three wings of the Government - legislative, executive and judiciary alone can check 
such unpardonable crimes. Their acting together and in harmony is of importance.

ju d g m e n t
Per Hon’ble Mr. Justice Kanwaljit Singh Ahluwalia J.

Alarmed by declining girl child sex ratio in this part of the country and to curb social menace of female 
foeticide, this Court had taken cognizance of a newspaper report published in Hindustan Times, Chandigarh on 
November 17, 2007 under the caption “Efforts to improve sex ratio in for a huge blow” “Sex-determination kits 
enter state” and had issued suo-motu notice to States of Punjab, Haryana and Union of India. In response thereto, 
Director, Health Service, Family Welfare, Punjab filed his affidavit and appended affidavits of the Civil Surgeons
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posted at all Districts falling within the State of Punjab to say that various Civil Writ Petition No. 17964 of 2007 2 
teams were constituted and surprise inspections/raids were undertaken and that no sex determination kits (hereinafter 
referred to as ‘the kits’) were available in the State of Punjab.

The Chairperson of the State Appropriate Authority constituted under Pre-conception and Pre-natal Diagnostic 
Techniques (Prohibition of Sex Selection) Act, 1994 (hereinafter referred to as ‘PNDT Act’) cum Director General, 
Health Services, Haryana submitted a status- report by way of an affidavit and stated therein that strict instructions 
were issued to concerned officers to keep a strict vigil on use of baby gender determination kits in all the districts. 
It was further submitted that all Civil Surgeons posted in the districts of State of Haryana reported that kits are 
neither used nor available in the local market in the respective districts. It was further stated that import of such kits 
is not permitted in India by Drug Controller General, India. A detailed affidavit was filed by the Director (PNDT), 
Ministry of Health and Family Welfare, Govt. of India. In the affidavit so filed, it was stated that the department of 
the deponent is concerned with the falling girl child sex ratio and have noticed the following figures which have 
emerged in the census 2001:

“Child sex ratio for the age group of 0-6 years in 2001 is 927 girls per thousand boys against 945 recorded in 
1991 Census. The encouraging trend in the sex ratio during 1991- 2000 was marred by the decline of 18 points in the 
sex ratio of children aged 6 years or below.” Having spelt its concern, various effective steps taken by the Ministry 
of Health and Family Welfare, Govt. of India have also been conveyed in the affidavit. It has been stated that PNDT 
Act and its rules have been amended and the Act has been made more comprehensive Civil Writ Petition No. 17964 
of 2007 3 and the enforcement authorities have been empowered with the necessary teeth. It was further stated that a 
Central Supervisory Board has been constituted to monitor falling child sex ratio and periodical meetings are being 
held under the chairpersonship of Minister of Health and Family Welfare.

It was averred that necessary programme to educate, generate awareness and sensitize public opinion makers 
is being carried and necessary expenses for the same are being provided and incurred. It has been further mentioned 
that State Governments have been funded through Rural Child Health Programme for implementation plan 2007-08 
drawn for implementation of various activities under the PNDT Act and to give incentive to birth of girl child. The 
affidavit also provides information that sensitization on sex ratio issue has been made part of the curriculum for 
ANM (Auxiliary Nurse Midwife) under National Rural Health Mission scheme. Furthermore, a National Inspection 
and Monitoring Committee has been constituted. The affidavit further states that National Support and Monitoring 
Cell consisting of social scientists to evolve mechanism that the actual wrong doers are apprehended, is active. 
Furthermore, an annual report on the implementation of PNDT Act is published and a web- site to inform the public 
about the information and activities undertaken by the Ministry of Health and Family Welfare regarding PNDT 
Act is going to be launched separately. But till now, this information is available on the web-site of Ministry of 
Health and Family Welfare. A toll-free telephone under the PNDT Division of the Ministry, to lodge complaints and 
assess information, is being installed and awareness programme under the scheme “Save the Girl Child Campaign” 
is being propagated. Regarding gender testing kits, it has been stated that Reliance India Mobile was carrying a 
programme “Plan a Baby”, under which tips were given to enhance the probability of bearing a mail child. On the 
issue taken up by Civil Writ Petition No. 17964 of 2007 4 the Ministry, such programme has been discontinued by 
the mobile service provider. A perusal of the affidavit reveals that PNDT Wing of the Ministry of Health and Family 
Welfare is fully conscious regarding availability of Sex Determination Kits in the grey market and through website 
channels and has drawn a comprehensive plan to block all the sources, from which such kits can be available. The 
affidavit notices that popular internet search engine ‘Google’ was providing link to sources of websites like ‘www. 
GenSelect.com, www.4-gender-selection.com’, which offer Sex Determination Kits for small fee. The affidavit 
states that all the websites offering the facilities were hosted by private organizations from overseas countries and 
in order to block the offending websites, Union Secretary, Health and Family Welfare has requested the Secretary 
Home to prevail upon the Computer Emergency Response Team (CERT In). The Cabinet Secretariat was also 
approached to convene a meeting of all the concerned Secretaries. Union Department of Health and Family Welfare 
is also contemplating to approach Ministry of Postal and Customs to intercept Sex Determination Kits imported 
from abroad. The affidavit further expresses Government’s worry that availability of Gender Testing Kits/ Sex 
Determination Kits through www.pregnancystore.com advertisements has assumed alarming proportion in the
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country, especially in the elite states of the country like, Delhi and Punjab. It states that this is likely to effect the 
Government’s efforts in curbing female foeticide, containing the declining child sex ratio and ushering in a healthy 
gender ratio in the country. Therefore, to curb availability of such kits, the department had sought the cooperation 
of the Customs Department and had approached Central Board of Excise and Customs, Department of Revenue 
not to allow import of Gender Testing Civil Writ Petition No. 17964 of 2007 5 Kits/ Sex Determination Kits from 
abroad and if any such article, through any mode, is received, same be intercepted and confiscated. After filing of 
the affidavit, this court had called upon the Chairman, Central Board of Excise and Customs to file an affidavit. An 
affidavit was filed on behalf of the Chairman, Central Board of Excise and Customs, Department of Revenue, New 
Delhi. In the affidavit, it was stated that the Director General of Revenue Intelligence has been asked to collect data 
and identify the import of such kits to enable the Department to take action against them. It was further revealed 
in the affidavit that the data regarding import of Gender Testing Kits/ Sex Determination Kits for the last three 
years was gathered and the same does not show import of such kits. To effectively control availability of such kits, 
inter-ministerial committee has also held two meetings. After perusal of the affidavits submitted before us by the 
concerned officials, we are satisfied that the officers of the Union and the two State Governments are conscious that 
availability of Gender Testing Kits/ Sex Determination Kits will cause harm to the efforts of the Governments to 
propagate, educate, sensitize and cause awareness among the various walks of the society regarding ills of female 
foeticide and therefore, effective adequate steps are being taken to make availability of Gender Testing Kits/ Sex 
Determination Kits scarce. Not only a mandate has been issued against the imports but the various functionaries 
of the Governments are vigilant and making efforts in right earnest to quell import of such kits in the grey market 
and through regulated means. Having expressed our satisfaction, we dispose of present writ petition with the hope 
that all the concerned officials of the State Governments shall act in harmony and continue with their strenuous 
Civil Writ Petition No. 17964 of 2007 6 efforts to eliminate availability of Gender Testing Kits/ Sex Determination 
Kits, so that the laudable object and mission of the Governments stated in their affidavits to curb female foeticide is 
realized. We propose no order as to costs.
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CHAPTER 2

Petitions Challenging Constitutional Validity
of the Act

The noble Object behind enactment o f PCPNDT Act was to  
implement in letter and spirit, a legislation to ban the use o f 
pre-conception sex selection techniques and misuse o f pre
natal Diagnostic Techniques for sex selective abortions. It 
was found necessary by the State to  intervene in the matter 
by restricting the individual right o f the couple to have a 
child o f the sex o f their choice in order to prevent a severe 
imbalance in male-female ratio which isagainst the order 
o f nature. This law was therefore enacted by the State in 
discharge o f its duty o f upholding the human dignity and the 
welfare o f the society, especially o f women and children, in 
accordance w ith the principles enshrined in Article 15 (3) 
o f the Constitution o f India. However when it comes to  
deep rooted preference for sons over daughters entrenched 
in the mindset o f Indian Society, new ways were sought 
to challenge the Constitutional valid ity o f the Act itself, 
either on the ground that it violates Article 14, as being 
discriminatory against male child or on the ground that it 
violates Article 21 o f the Constitution as is restricts couple's 
right to have family o f their choice.
As on today there are tw o  decisions, both o f the Bombay 
High Court, in which Constitutional validity o f the Act was 
challenged but upheld. Both the decisions are landmark 
in the way they deal w ith this most sensitive and socially 
relevant issue.
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EQUIVALENT CITATIONS: 2005 CriLJ 3408, 2005 (3) MhLJ 1131 2 (1)

IN THE H IG H  COURT OF BOMBAY

Criminal Writ Petition No. 945 of 2005 and Criminal Application No. 3647 of 2005
Decided on 13/06/2005

Vinod Soni and Anr.

-Vs-

Union o f India (UOI)

Hon’ble Judges : V. G. Palshikar and V. C. Daga J.J 

A. V Anturkar i/b Mrs. Vinita V. Bakre Shastry, for Petitioner.

D. M. Salvi for Union o f India;

Uday P  Warunjikar with Ms. Varsha Deshpande and Shaila Jadhav for Intervenor. 

Ms. P. H. Kantharia — A.P.P. For the State.

Acts/Rules/orders : Pre-conception and Pre-natal Diagnostic Techniques (Prohibition of Sex Selection) Act, 1994 
-  Section 4 and 4(2); Constitution of India -  Articles 14 and 21.

CASE SUMMARY
In this case of Vinod Soni -Vs. - Union of India decided on 13/06/2005 the validity of the Act was 

challenged on the ground that the provisions of the Act are violative of Article 21 of the Constitution 
of India. A very interesting argument was advanced in this case by the Petitioner that the right to 
life guaranteed under Article 21 of the Constitution includes right to personal liberty which in turns 
includes the liberty of choosing the sex of the offspring and to determine the nature of the family. 
Therefore, it was contended that the couple is entitled to undertake any such medical procedure 
which provides for determination or selection of sex.

The High Court however exposed the fallacy of this argument by observing that, "right to 
personal liberty can not be expanded by any stretch of imagination to liberty to prohibit to coming 
into existence of a female or male foetus which shall be for the nature to decide.” After making 
reference to the decisions of the Supreme Court, which explain that Article 21 includes the right to 
food, clothing, decent environment and even protection of cultural heritage, the High Court held that 
"these rights, even if, further expanded to the exremes of the possible elasticity of the provisions of 
Article 21, cannot include right to selection of sex, whether preconception or post-conception.” It was 
observed by the High Court that "this Act is factually enacted to further the right of the child to full 
development as given under Article 21. A child conceived is, therefore, entitled under Article 21 to 
full development, whatever be the sex of that child.” Accordingly High Court dismissed the Petition 
by holding that it does not even make a prima facie case for violation of Article 21 of the Constitution. 
(Para 8)

The case leaves one wondering how right to life of a person can be expanded to include 
selection of sex of the child.
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JUDGMENT
Per Hon’ble Mr. Justice V. G. Palshikar J.

1. By this petition, the petitioners who are married couple, seek to challenge the constitutional validity of 
Preconception and Prenatal Diagnostic Techniques (Prohibition of Sex Selection) Act of 1994 (hereinafter 
referred to Sex Selection Act of 1994). The petition contains basically two challenges to the enactment. First, 
it violates Article 14 of the Constitution and second, that it violates Article 21 of the Constitution of India. At 
the time of argument, the learned counsel appearing for the petitioners submitted that he does not press his 
petition in so far as the challenge via Article 14 of the Constitution of India is concerned.

The case leaves one wondering how right to life of a person can be expanded to include 
(in original - The case leaves one just to wonder how a right to life of a person can expand to put an end to 
the right of another-in this matter -of a female foetus- to be born at all.)

2. We are, therefore, required to consider the challenge that the provisions of Sex Selection Act of 1994 are 
violative of Article 21 of the Constitution of India. Article 21 reads thus: “Protection of life and personal 
liberty - No person shall be deprived of his life or personal liberty except according to procedure established 
by law.”

3. This provision of Article 21, according to the learned counsel has been gradually expanded to cover several 
facets of life pertaining to life itself and personal liberties which an individual has, as a matter of his fundamental 
right. Reliance was placed on several judgments of the Supreme Court of India to elaborate the submission 
regarding expansion of right to live and personal liberty embodied under Article 21. in our opinion, firstly 
we deal with protection of life and protection of personal liberty. In so far as protection of life is concerned, 
it must of necessity include the question of terminating a life. This enactment basically prohibits termination 
of life which has come into existence. It also prohibits sex selection at pre conception stage. The challenge 
put in nutshell is that the personal liberty of a citizen of India includes the liberty of choosing the sex of the 
offspring. Therefore he, or she is entitled to undertake any such medicinal procedure which provides for 
determination or selection of sex, which may come into existence after conception. The submission is that 
the right to personal liberty extends to such selection being made in order to determine the nature of family 
which an individual can have in exercise of liberty quaranteed by Article 21. It in turn includes nature of sex 
of that family which he or she may eventually decided to have and/or develop.

4. Reliance was placed, as already stated, on several judgments of the Supreme Court of India on the enlargement 
of the right embodied under article 21. The right basically deals with protection of life and protection of 
personal liberty. Personal Liberties have been or personal life has been expanded during the passage of 
55 years of the Constitution. It now includes right to pollution free water and air as held in AIR 1991 S.C. 
page 420 It includes right to a reasonable residence for which reliance is placed on a judgment in Shantistar 
Builders v. Narayan Khmalal Totame reported in AIR 1990 S.C. page 630 This right to a reasonable residence 
always postulates right to a reasonable residence on reasonable restrictions and for reasonable price. This right 
cannot be and the Supreme Court’s judgment in 1990 S.C. page 630 does not create a right to a reasonable 
residence in any citizen, free of any cost.

5. Then reliance is placed on a Supreme Court Judgment in AIR 1989 S.C. page 677 and two earlier decisions 
whereby the Supreme Court has explained Article 21 and the rights bestowed thereby include right to Food, 
clothing, decent environment, and even protection of cultural heritage. These rights even if further expanded 
to the extremes of the possible elasticity of the provisions of Article 21 cannot include right to selection of 
sex whether preconception or post conception.

6. The Article 21 is now said to govern and hold that it is a right of every child to full development. The enactment 
namely Sex Selection Act of 1994 is factually enacted to further this right under article 21, which gives to 
every child right to full development. A chid conceived is therefore entitled to under Article 21, as held by 
the Supreme Court, to full development whatever be the sex of that child. The determination whether at pre 
conception stage or otherwise is the denial of a child, the right to expantion, or if it can be so expanded right
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to come into existence. Apart from that the present legislation is confined only to prohibit selection of sex 
of the child before or after conception. The tests which are available as of today and which can incidentally 
result in determination of the sex of the child are prohibited. The statement of objects and reasons makes this 
clear. The statement reads as under. “The pre-natal diagnostic techniques like amniocentesis and sonography 
are useful for the detection of genetic or chromosomal disorders or congenital malformations or sex linked 
disorders.”

Then para 4 reads thus:

“Accordingly, it is proposed to amend the aforesaid Act with a view to banning the use of both sex selection 
techniques prior to conception as well as the misuse of pre-natal diagnostic techniques for sex selective 
abortions and to regulate such techniques with a view to ensuring their scientific use for which they are 
intended.”

7. It will thus be observed that the enactment proposes to control and ban the use of this selection technique both 
prior to conception as well as its misuse after conception and it does not totally ban these procedures or tests. If 
we notice provisions of section 4 of the Act it gives permission in when any of these tests can be administered. 
Sub section 2 says that no prenatal diagnostic techniques can be conducted except for the purposes of detection 
of any of the (1) chromosomal abnormalities, (2) genetic metabolic diseases, (3) heamoglobinopathies, (4) 
sex-linked genetic diseases, (5) congenital anomalies and (6) any other abnormalities or diseases as may be 
specified by the Central Supervisory Board. Thus, the enactment permits such tests if they are necessary to 
avoid abnormal child coming into existence.

8. Apart from that such cases are permitted as mentioned in sub clause 3 of section 4 where certain dangers to 
the pregnant woman are noticed. A perusal of those conditions which are five and which can be added to the 
four, existence on which is provided by the Act. It will therefore be seen that the enactment does not bring 
about total prohibition of any such tests. It intends to thus prohibit user and indiscriminate user of such tests to 
determine the sex at preconception stage or post conception stage. The right to life or personal liberty cannot 
be expanded to mean that the right of personal liberty includes the personal liberty to determine the sex of 
a child which may come into existence. The conception is a physical phenomena. It need not take place on 
copulation of every capable male and female. Even if both are competent and healthy to give birth to a child, 
conception need not necessarily follow. That being a factual medical position, claiming right to choose the 
sex of a child which is come into existence as a right to do or not to do something which cannot be called a 
right. The right to personal liberty cannot expand by any stretch of imagination,to liberty to prohibit coming 
into existence of a female foetus or male foetus which shall be for the Nature to decide. To claim a right to 
determine the existence of such foetus or possibility of such foetus come into existence, is a claim of right 
which may never exist. Right to bring into existence a life in future with a choice to determine the sex of 
that life cannot in itself to be a right. In our opinion, therefore, the petition does not make even a prima facie 
case for violation of Article 21 of the Constitution of India. Hence it is dismissed. In view of the fact that the 
petition itself is rejected, the application for intervention is also rejected.
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Writ Petition No. 2777 of 2005 
Decided on 06/09/2007
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Mr. Vijay Sharma and others 

-Vs-

Union o f India (UOI)

Hon’ble Judges : Swatanter Kumar C.J. & Hon’ble Smt. Ranjana Desai J.

Appearances:

Ms. Ratna Bhargavan for the petitioners.

Ms. Jyostna Pandhi with Mr. Mandar Goswavi for respondents 1 and 2. 

Mr. Uday Warunjikar for the Intervenor.

Acts/Rules/orders: Pre-Conception and Pre-natal Diagnostic Techniques (Prohibition of Sex Selection) Act, 
1994 _ Section 2, 3-A, 4(5), 6(c) (As amended by Amendment Act, 2002) _ Constitutional validity of _ Medical 
Termination of Pregnancy Act, 1997 _ Section 3(2) _ Constitution of India, 1950 _ Article 14, 226 _ Prohibition of 
sex selection _ Regulation of pre-natal diagnostic techniques _ Principle of equality of law.

CASE SUMMARY

In another Writ Petition filed under Article 226 of the Constitution of India, by one Mr. Vijay 
Sharma and others, validity of the Act was challenged on the ground that it violates principle of 
'equality of law' enshrined in Article 14 of the Constitution of India. Petitioners were a married 
couple having two female children and were desirous of having a male child. According to them, by 
doing so, they could then enjoy the love and affection of both, son and daughter and their daughters 
can enjoy the company of their own brother while growing up. According to them, couples who 
are already having children of one sex should be allowed to make use of the pre-natal diagnostic 
techniques at pre-conception stage to have the child of opposite sex. It was further argued that 
under the provisions of the Medical Termination of Pregnancy Act, 1972 (MTP Act), termination of 
pregnancy is allowed under certain circumstances hence there is no reason to impose a blanket ban 
on determination of sex at preconception stage. An innovative plea was raised to the effect that, if 
anguish caused by unwanted pregnancy is recognized as ground for termination of the pregnancy 
under MTP Act, why under PCPNDT Act anguish caused to a mother who conceives a female or 
male child for the second or third time is not considered and thus there is discrimination between two 
women situated in similar position and hence Act violates Article 14 of the Constitution.
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The Hon'ble Judges of the High Court, after elaborately dealing with the Object, Reasons and 
Provisions of the Act, held that there can be no comparison between the two legislations -  viz., MTP 
Act and PCPNDT Act. The object of both the Acts differ. MTP Act does not deal with sex selection 
before or after conception. Anguish of a mother who does not want to bear a child of a particular 
sex can not be equated with a mother who wants to terminate the pregnancy not because of the 
sex of child but for other circumstances. Thus by process of comparative study, the High Court held 
that provisions of the Act can not be called as discriminatory and hence violative of Article 14 of the 
Constitution. (Para 17)

The High Court had in this case taken note of the frightening figure showing imbalance in sex 
ratio in various parts of India and expressed its concern for the same. The High Court was also aghast 
at the shocking arguments in the Petition proclaiming that if the country is economically and socially 
backward, it is better that female children are not born. The court has, in its strong and harsh words 
held that, "such tendency affects the dignity of women. It undermines their importance. It insults and 
humiliates womanhood. It violates woman's right to life. Sex selection is therefore against the spirit 
of the law and Constitution.” Thus rejecting all the challenges raised to the Constitutional validity 
of the Act, the court dismissed the Petition and directed the State to take all expeditious steps to 
prevent misuse of the diagnostic techniques .(Para 19 & 20)

The entire judgment the High Court must be read from start to finish. It makes out a strong 
case for upholding the validity the Act.

Case Law Referred :

1. Vinod Soni & Anr. v. Union of India & Ors. 2005 (7) LJSOFT 19 : 2005 (3) MLJ 1131 (Para 2).

2. Centre for Enquiry Into Health & Allied Themes (Cehat) and Ors. v. Union of India & Ors. 2003 (8) SCC 398 
(Para 27).

3. State of Tamil Nadu and Ors. v. Ananthi Ammal & Ors. AIR 1995 SC 2114 (Para 5).

JUDGMENT 
Smt. Ranjana Desai, J.

1. In this petition filed under Article 226 of the Constitution of India, the petitioners have challenged the 
constitutional validity of sections 2, 3-A, 4(5) and 6(c) of the Pre-Conception and Pre-natal Diagnostic 
Techniques (Prohibition of Sex Selection) Act, 1994 (for short, “the said Act”) as amended by The Pre
natal Diagnostic Techniques (Regulation and Prevention of Misuse) Amendment Act, 2002 (for short, “the 
Amendment Act, 2002”).

2. Before dealing with the contentions raised in the petition, it must be stated that challenge to the constitutional 
validity of the said Act on the ground of violation of Article 21 of the Constitution of India has been rejected 
by this Court in Vinod Soni & Anr. v. Union of India & Ors., 2005 (7) LJSOFT 19 : 2005 (3) MLJ 1131. 
It is not open to the petitioners to raise the same challenge again. We shall, therefore, only deal with the 
petitioners’ contention that the said Act violates the principle of equality of law enshrined in Article 14 of the 
Constitution of India.

3. The petitioners are a married couple having two female children. It is their case as disclosed in the petition 
that they are desirous of expanding their family provided they are in a position to select the sex of the child. It 
is obvious from the petition that the petitioners are desirous of having a male child. According to them, they 
can then enjoy the love and affection of both, son and daughter simultaneously and their existing children can 
enjoy the company of their own brother while growing up if they are allowed to select sex of their child and 
have a son. The petitioners have approached various clinics for treatment for the selection of the sex of the
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foetus by pre-natal diagnostic techniques. However, all clinics have denied treatment to them on the ground 
that it is prohibited under the said Act.

4. According to the petitioners, they have no intention to misuse the pre-natal diagnostic techniques. They 
contend that they are financially sound and capable of looking after and bringing up one more child. They 
cannot be treated on par with other couples, who in order to have a male child, indulge in sex selective 
abortion. The provisions of the said Act cannot be made applicable without distinction. According to the 
petitioners, they only want to balance their family. They contend that a married couple, who is already having 
child belonging to one sex should be permitted to make use of the pre-natal diagnostic techniques to have a 
child of the sex which is opposite to the sex of their existing child. In fact, ideal ratio of females to males can 
be maintained if the pre-natal diagnostic techniques are allowed to be used. Burden of the song is that couples 
who are already having children of one sex should be allowed to have a child of the sex opposite to the sex 
of their existing children by use of the pre-natal diagnostic techniques at pre-conception stage.

5. We have heard Ms. Ratna Bargavan, the learned counsel appearing for the petitioners. The contentions raised 
in the petition and in the affidavit in reply of petitioner 1 and the contentions raised in the court by the learned 
counsel for the petitioners can be summed up as under :

(a) The provisions of the said Act cannot be made applicable without any distinction. Couples who have a 
male or a female child should be allowed to make use of the pre-natal diagnostic techniques to have a 
child of the sex opposite to the sex of their existing child to balance their family. Such couples cannot 
be treated on par with couples who choose the sex of foetus in order to have a male child leading to 
imbalance in male to female ratio. The unconstitutionality of the said Act is visible to the class of 
couples who are already having child/children of one sex.

(b) The Objects and Reasons of the Medical Termination of Pregnancy Act, 1997 (for short, “MTP Act”) 
read with section 3(2)(I) thereof permit termination of pregnancy of a woman by a registered medical 
practitioner if the pregnancy would involve risk to the life of the pregnant woman or grave injury to 
her physical or mental health. Explanation II to section 3 states that where any pregnancy occurs as a 
result of failure of any devise or method used by any married woman or her husband for the purpose 
of limiting the number of children, anguish caused by such unwanted pregnancy may be presumed to 
constitute a grave injury to the mental health of the pregnant woman. However, under the said Act, a 
woman having children of the same sex is not allowed to use the pre-natal diagnostic techniques to 
have children of the opposite sex. The legislature has not taken into consideration the fact that having a 
child of the same sex as that of the existing child/children also causes grave mental injury to a woman. 
Whereas MTP Act allows abortion in case a child is conceived on account of any failure of device used 
by the couple for the purpose of limiting the number of children on the ground that anguish caused 
by such pregnancy may be presumed to constitute a grave injury to the mental health of the pregnant 
woman, while enacting the said Act the legislature has not considered what anguish would be caused 
to a prospective mother who conceives a female child or a male child for the second or third time. The 
legislature has not appreciated that such anguish must also be termed as grave injury to the mental 
health of the prospective mother. Thus, there is discrimination between women situated in similar 
position. The said Act, therefore, violates Article 14 of the Constitution of India. The MTP Act and the 
said Act are Central Acts. If by one statute certain rights are conferred upon a prospective mother, the 
same cannot be denied to a prospective mother by another statute originating from the same source. 
For this proposition, reliance is placed on the judgment of the Supreme Court in State of Tamil Nadu 
and Ors. v. Ananthi Ammal & Ors., AIR 1995 SC 2114.

(c) Under the MTP Act, termination of pregnancy is allowed under certain circumstances. Foeticide is 
sanctioned under certain circumstances. However, by sex selection before conception with the help 
of the pre-natal diagnostic techniques, sex of the child is determined by choosing the male/female 
chromosome before fertilization and the fertilized egg is inserted in the womb of the mother. This does 
not lead to foeticide. There is, therefore, no reason to impose a blanket ban on the use of the prenatal
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diagnostic techniques.

(d) Under the said Act, the use of the pre-natal diagnostic techniques is permitted under certain conditions 
by registered institutions. The words ‘certain conditions’ should be interpreted in such a manner that 
inherent uncertainty existing in section 2 of the Amendment Act, 2002 and sections 3A, 4(5) and 6(c) 
of the said Act as inserted by the Amendment Act, 2002 is removed and the possible hardship of the 
couples who are already having one child can be avoided by permitting them to have child of the sex 
opposite to the sex of their existing child.

(e) The intention of the legislature to regulate and prevent misuse of the pre-natal diagnostic techniques 
is evident from the fact that the title of the Amendment Act, 2002 contains the words “Regulation and 
Prevention of Misuse”. These words replace the words “Prohibition of Sex Selection” used in the said 
Act. The intention of the legislature was to regulate and prevent misuse of the pre-natal diagnostic 
techniques and not a blanket prohibition thereof.

(f) The pre-natal diagnostic techniques can be used to achieve positive result I.e. To attain an ideal male 
to female ratio. Due to the stringent provisions of the said Act, the pre-natal diagnostic techniques are 
used by doctors and couples in hasty and hush hush manner which is likely to affect the mindset of 
prospective mothers. Fertility clinics have spwaned all over where couples who do not have children 
are taking treatment to get the child of their choice. Such misuse needs to be prevented by providing 
for an exception whereby only couples who have a child can be allowed to choose the sex of the second 
child provided the child they propose to have is of the sex opposite to the sex of their existing child.

(g) Section 31-A of the said Act provides that the Central Government may publish an order in the Official 
Gazette within 3 years from the commencement of the said Act for removal of difficulties if any, in 
giving effect to the provisions of the said Act. The difficulties of the couples having one child need to 
be taken into account. It is, therefore, necessary for the Central Government to publish the necessary 
order in the Official Gazette and bring about necessary amendment in the said Act.

6. Strong exception is taken to the submissions of the petitioners’ counsel and the contentions raised by the 
petitioners, by the learned counsel for the respondents. Affidavit in reply is filed by Ms. Sushma Rath, 
Under Secretary, Ministry of Health & Family Welfare and by Versha Deshpande, a Social Worker, whose 
intervention is allowed by this court considering the importance of the issues involved in this petition.

7. It is necessary to quote section 2 of the Amendment Act, 2002 and sections 3-A, 4(5) and 6(c) of the said Act 
as inserted by the Amendment Act since the constitutional validity of the said provisions is under challenge. 
Section 2 of the Amendment Act, 2002 reads thus:

“2. Substitution of long title. - In the Pre-natal Diagnostic Techniques (Regulation and Prevention of 
Misuse) Act, 1994 (hereinafter referred to as the principal Act), for the long title, the following long 
title shall be substituted, namely :-

An Act to provide for the prohibition of sex selection, before or after conception, and for regulation 
of pre-natal diagnostic techniques for the purposes of detecting genetic abnormalities or metabolic 
disorders or chromosomal abnormalities or certain congenital mal-formations or sex-linked disorders 
and for the prevention of their misuse for sex determination leading to female foeticide and for matters 
connected therewith or incidental thereto.”

Sections 3-A, 4(5) and 6(c) of the said Act read thus:

“3. Regulation of Genetic Counselling Centres, Genetic Laboratories and Genetic Clinics. - On and from 
the commencement of this Act,

(1) xxx xxx xxx

(2) xxx xxx xxx
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(3) xxx xxx xxx

(3A. Prohibition of sex selection. No person, including a specialist or a team of specialists in the field of 
infertility, shall conduct or cause to be conducted or aid in conducting by himself or by any other 
person, sex selection on a woman or a man or on both or on any tissue, embryo, conceptus, fluid or 
gametes derived from either or both of them).

(4) Regulation of pre-natal diagnostic techniques. - On and from the commencement of this Act,

(1) xxx xxx xxx

(2) xxx xxx xxx

(3) xxx xxx xxx

(4) xxx xxx xxx

(5) no person including a relative or husband of a woman shall seek or encourage the conduct of any sex- 
selection technique on her or him or both.

(6) Determination of sex prohibited. On and from the commencement of this Act,

(a) xxx xxx xxx

(b) xxx xxx xxx

(c) no person shall, by whatever means, cause or allow to be caused selection of sex before or after 
conception.”

8. It is necessary to first deal with the submission that the use of the words “Regulation & Prevention of Misuse” 
in the Amendment Act, 2002 is indicative of the legislative intent only to regulate and prevent misuse because 
these words substitute the words “Prohibition of Sex Selection” in the said Act. This, in our opinion, is a 
totally fallacious argument. The title of the earlier Act was the Pre-natal Diagnostic Techniques (Regulation 
and Prevention of Misuse) Act, 1994 (for short, “the 1994 Act”). It’s long title prior to its amendment by the 
Amendment Act, 2002 was as under :

“1. Substituted by the Prenatal Diagnostic Techniques (Regulation and Prevention of Misuse) Amendment 
Act, 2002 (14 of 2003), S.2, for long title (w.e.f. 1422003). Prior to its substitution, long title read as 
under: -

An Act to provide for the regulation of the use of pre-natal diagnostic techniques for the purpose 
of detecting genetic or metabolic disorders or chromosomal abnormalities or certain congenital mal
formations or sex linked disorders and for the prevention of the misuse of such techniques for the 
purpose of pre-natal sex determination leading to female foeticide; and, for matters connected therewith 
or incidental thereto.”

By the Amendment Act, 2002, it was substituted by the following long title :

“An Act to provide for the prohibition of sex selection, before or after conception, and for regulation 
of pre-natal diagnostic techniques for the purposes of detecting genetic abnormalities or metabolic 
disorders or chromosomal abnormalities or certain congenital malformations or sex-linked disorders 
and for the prevention of their misuse for sex determination leading to female foeticide and for matters 
connected therewith or incidental thereto.”

9. By the Amendment Act, 2002, the 1994 Act I.e. The Pre-natal Diagnostic Techniques (Regulation & Prevention 
of Misuse) Act was renamed as the said Act I.e. The Pre-conception and Pre-natal Diagnostic Techniques 
(Prohibition of Sex Selection) Act, 1994. The Statement of Objects and Reasons of the Amendment Act, 2002 
must be quoted. It reads thus:

“Amendment Act 14 of 2003 -  Statement of Objects and Reasons. - The Pre-natal Diagnostic Techniques
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(Regulation and Prevention of Misuse) Act, 1994 seeks to prohibit prenatal diagnostic techniques for 
determination of sex of the foetus leading to female foeticide. During recent years, certain inadequacies and 
practical difficulties in the administration of the said Act have come to the notice of the Government, which 
has necessitated amendments in the said Act.

2) The pre-natal diagnostic techniques like amniocentesis and sonography are useful for the detention of 
genetic or chromosomal disorders or congenital malformations or sex linked disorders, etc. However, 
the amniocentesis and sonography are being used on a large scale to detect the sex of the foetus and 
to terminiate the pregnancy of the unborn child if found to be female. Techniques are also being 
developed to select the sex of child before conception. These practices and techniques are considered 
discriminatory to the female sex and not conducive to the dignity of the women.

3) The proliferation of the technologies mentioned above may, in future, precipitate a catastrophe, in the 
form of severe imbalance in male-female ratio. The State is also duty bound to intervene in such matters 
to uphold the welfare of the society, especially of the women and children. It is, therefore, necessary to 
enact and implement in letter and spirit a legislation to ban the pre-conception sex selection techniques 
and the misuse of pre-natal diagnostic techniques for sex-selective abortions and to provide for the 
regulation of such abortions. Such a law is also needed to uphold medical ethics and initiate the process 
of regulation of medical technology in the larger interests of the society.

4) Accordingly, it is proposed to amend the aforesaid Act with a view to banning the use of both sex 
selection techniques prior to conception as well as the misuse of pre-natal diagnostic techniques for 
sex selective abortions and to regulate such techniques with a view to ensuring their scientific use for 
which they are intended.

5) The Bill seeks to achieve the aforesaid objects.”

10. The Statement of Objects and Reasons of the Amendment Act, 2002 therefore clearly indicates that the 
legislature was alarmed at the severe imbalance created in the male to female ratio on account of rampant 
use of the pre-natal diagnostic techniques made to detect sex of the foetus and to terminate the pregnancy of 
the unborn child if found to be female. The legislature took note of the fact that certain techniques are being 
developed whereby even at pre-conception stage, sex of the child can be selected and, therefore, the title of the 
1994 Act was amended to include the words “Pre-conception” and “(Prohibition of Sex Selection)” in it. The 
legislature categorically stated that there was a need to ban pre-conception sex selective techniques and made 
it clear that the 1994 Act was sought to be amended with a view to banning the use of sex selection techniques 
prior to conception as well as misuse of pre-natal diagnostic techniques for sex selective abortions.

11. A look at certain important provisions of the said Act persuade us to reject the submission of the petitioners 
that the legislative intent is to only regulate the use of the said pre-natal diagnostic techniques. “Pre-natal 
diagnostic procedures” are defined under section 2(1) of the said Act as all gynaecological or obstetrical 
or medical procedures such as ultrasonography, foetoscopy, taking or removing samples of amniotic fluid, 
chorionic villi, embryo blood or any other tissue or fluid of a man or of a woman before or after conception, 
for being sent to a Genetic Laboratory or Genetic Clinic for conducting any type of analysis or pre-natal 
diagnostic tests for selection of sex before or after conception.

12. ”Pre-natal diagnostic test” is defined under section 2(k) of the said Act as ultrasonography or any test or 
analysis of amniotic fluid, chorionic villi, blood or any tissue or fluid of a pregnant woman or conceptus 
conducted to detect genetic or metabolic disorders or chromosomal abnormalities or congenital anomalies or 
haemoglobinopathies or sex-linked diseases.

13. Section 2(j) defines pre-natal diagnostic techniques. It states that pre-natal diagnostic techniques include 
all pre-natal diagnostic procedures and pre-natal diagnostic tests. Pre-natal diagnostic techniques (for 
convenience, hereinafter referred to as “the said techniques”) can detect the sex of the foetus. Section 3-A 
prohibits sex selection on a woman or a man or on both of them or on any tissue embryo, conceptus, fluid or
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gametes derived from either or both of them and section 4 regulates use of the said techniques. Section 4(2) 
states that the said techniques shall not be conducted except for the purpose of detection of (I) chromosomal 
abnormalities; (ii) genetic metabolic diseases; (iii) heamoglobinopathies; (iv) sex linked genetic diseases; (v) 
congenital anomalies or any other abnormalities or diseases as may be specified by the Central Supervisory 
Board that too on fulfillment of any of the conditions laid down in sub-section 3. Thus the said techniques 
are to be used only to detect abnormalities in the foetus and not for sex-selection or sex-selective abortions. 
Section 5(2) states that no person including the person conducting pre-natal procedures shall communicate to 
the pregnant woman concerned or her relatives or any other person the sex of the foetus by words, signs or 
in any other manner. Section 6(c) prohibits determination of sex by stating that no person shall, by whatever 
means, cause or allow to be caused selection of sex before or after conception.

14. Under the said Act machinery is created to ensure that there is no sex selection at pre-conception stage or 
thereafter and there is no pre-natal determination of sex of foetus leading to female foeticide. Therefore, the 
submission that the use of the said techniques is only intended to be regulated, must be rejected.

15. The challenge on the ground of violation of Article 14 rests on the comparison between the said Act and 
the MTP Act which are Central Acts. In our opinion, the object of both the Acts and the mischief they seek 
to prevent difer. They cannot be compared to canvass violation of Article 14. We have already quoted the 
Statement of Objects and Reasons of the Amendment Act, 2002. What it seeks to ban is pre-conception sex 
selection techniques and use of pre-natal diagnostic techniques for sex-selective abortions. Having taken 
note of the alarming imbalance created in male to female ratio and steep rise in female foeticide legislature 
has amended the Act of 1994. It, inter alia, prohibits sex selection on a woman or a man or on both or on any 
tissue, embryo, conceptus, flued or gamets derived from either or both of them. It prohibits any person to 
cause or allowed to be caused selection of sex before or after conception.

16. The MTP Act is an Act to provide for the termination of certain pregnancies by registered medical practitioners 
and for matters connected therewith or incidental thereto. Statement of Objects and Reasons of the MTP Act 
indicates that it concerns itself with the avoidable wastage of the mother’s health, strength and sometimes 
life. It seeks to liberalize certain existing provisions relating to termination of pregnancy as a health measure
-  when there is danger to the life or risk to physical or mental health of the woman, on humanitarian grounds
-  such as when pregnancy arises from a sex crime like rape or intercourse with a mentally ill woman, etc. 
and eugenic grounds -  where there is substantial risk that the child, if born, would suffer from deformities 
and diseases. It does not deal with sex selective abortion after conception or sex selection before or after 
conception.

17. It is true that under section 3(2) of the MTP Act, when two registered medical practitioners form an opinion 
that continuance of the pregnancy would involve a risk to the life of the pregnant woman or grave injury 
to her physical or mental health, pregnancy can be terminated and, under Explanation II thereof, where any 
pregnancy occurs as a result of a failure of a devise used by the couple for the purpose of limiting the number 
of children, the anguish caused by such unwanted pregnancy is presumed to constitute a grave injury to the 
mental health of the woman. It must be remembered that termination of pregnancy under the MTP Act is not 
prompted because of the unwanted sex of the foetus. It could be a male or a female foetus. The MTP Act 
does not deal with sex selection. The petitioners want to equate the situation of a prospective mother under 
the MTP Act with the prospective mother under the said Act. They contend that anguish caused to a woman 
who is carrying a second or third child of the same sex as that of her existing children and who is desirous 
of having a child of the opposite sex also constitutes a grave injury to her mental health. According to the 
petitioners, this aspect has been overlooked by the legislature. They contend that an exception ought to have 
been carved out for such women.

It is their contention that inasmuch as both these Acts are Central Acts and deal with prospective mothers if by 
MTP Act certain rights are conferred on a prospective mother, the same cannot be denied to the prospective 
mother by the said Act. We are unable to accept this submission. Apart from the fact that both the Acts operate 
in different fields and have different objects acceptance of the submissions of the learned counsel would
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frustrate the object of the said Act. A prospective mother who does not want to bear a child of a particular sex 
cannot be equated with a mother who wants to terminate the pregnancy not because of the foetus of the child 
but because of other circumstances laid down under the MTP Act. To treat her anguish as injury to mental 
health is to encourage sex selection which is not permissible. Therefore, by process of comparative study, the 
provisions of the said Act cannot be called discriminatory and, hence, violative of Article 14.

18. It is well settled that when a law is challenged as offending against the guarantee enshrined in Article 14, the 
first duty of the court is to examine the purpose and the policy of the Act and then to discover whether the 
classification made by the law has a reasonable relation to the object which the legislature seeks to obtain. The 
purpose or object of the Act is to be ascertained from an examination of it’s title, preamble and provisions. We 
have done that exercise in the preceding paragraphs and we are of the considered opinion that the said Act 
does not violate the equality clause of the Constitution.

19. Our attention is drawn to the frightening figures which show the imbalance in male to female ratio in various 
parts of India. Ms. Sushma Rath, Under Secretary, Ministry of Health & Family Welfare has in her affidavit 
in reply stated that there is a considerable decline in the number of female children and the financially sound 
areas of Punjab, Haryana and Delhi are worst affected. Ms. Versha Deshpande has in her affidavit stated that 
the percentage of female children is on the decline in Maharashtra. The booklet titled “missing” published by 
the Ministry of Health & Family Welfare on which reliance is placed by respondent 1 makes an interesting 
reading. It captures the decline in the number of girls as compared to boys in India. It is necessary to quote 
two paragraphs fr om the same, which have caused great distress to us.

“The sex ratio at birth is slightly favourable to boys. This means that more boys are born as compared to girls. This 
is a natural phenomenon. The sex ratio at birth is usually between 940-950 girls per 1000 boys. The child 
sex ratio is calculated as number of girls per 1000 boys in the 0-6 years age group. In India, however, the 
1991 Census reported a child sex ratio of 945 girls per 1000 boys which further declined to 927 during 2001 
Census. Over the years, this ratio has fallen from 976 in 1961 to 964 in 1971, and 962 in 1981. A stage may 
soon come when it would become extremely difficult, if not impossible, to make up for the missing girls. 
Society needs to recognise this discrimination : girls have a right to live just as boys do. Moreover, missing 
numbers of either sex, and the resulting imbalance, can destroy the social and human fabric as we know it.”

“In States such as Haryana, Punjab, Delhi and Gujarat, this ratio has declined to less than 900 girls per 1000 
boys. 70 districts in 16 States and Union Territories have recorded a more than 50 point decline in the child 
sex ratio during the decade 1991-2001. The ratio stands at a mere 770 in Kurukshetra district of Haryana, 814 
in Ahmedabad, and 845 in the South West district of Delhi -  even though these regions are amongst the most 
prosperous in the country.”

20. That there is decline in the number of girls is not seriously disputed by the petitioners. According to them, the 
imbalance is caused by the couples who have no children and who by using the said techniques choose male 
child. In our opinion, no such distinction is permissible. It cannot be denied that in India there is strong bias 
in favour of a male child. Various causes have led to this preference. It is felt that son carries the name of the 
family forward and only he can perform religious rites at the time of cremation of the parents. Sons are said 
to provide support in the old age. Several socio-economic and cultural factors are responsible for this craving 
for a son. It is unfortunate that people should still be under the influence of such outdated notions. As long as 
such notions exist, the girl child will always be unwanted because it is felt that she brings with her the burden 
of dowry. These hard realities will have to be kept in mind while dealing with the challenge raised to the 
constitutional validity of a statute which tries to ban sex selection before or after pre-conception and misuse 
of the said techniques leading to sex selective abortions. None can be allowed to use the said techniques for 
sex selection. The justification offered by the petitioners is totally unacceptable to us.

21. Certain averments made in the petition are shocking and they reinforce our conclusion that the challenge to 
the said Act must be thrown overboard. Ground (g) reads as under :
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“(g) If the country is not advanced socially and economically to accept a female child, it is better such 
children are not born. The highly advanced treatment should be accepted and utilized for achieving positive 
mindset.”

Ground (m) reads as under :

“(m)As long as the patriarchal system exists the craving for a male child is likely to be there and one cannot 
erase the said issue from the mindset of the people. Hence, it is necessary to balance the family with a male 
and female child if financial social and other circumstance permits.”

22. The petitioners have boldly proclaimed that if the country is not economically and socially advanced, it is 
better that female children are not born. Patriarchal system is the answer for the craving for a male child. If 
patriarchal system or economic and social backwardness is responsible for female foeticide, efforts should be 
made to rectify the system and improve the socioeconomic status of the society. But this court cannot accept 
it as a fate accompli, permit an abject surrender to it and allow sex selection or misuse of the said techniques 
leading to female foeticide. The petitioners’ case that the use of the said techniques can result in obtaining 
equal male to female ratio is nullified by their own averments. We have no doubt that if the use of the said 
techniques for sex selection is not banned, there will be unprecedented imbalance in male to female ratio 
and that will have disastrous effect on the society. The said Act must, therefore, be allowed to achieve its 
avowed object of preventing sex selection. In our opinion, the provisions of the said Act which are sought to 
be declared unconstitutional are neither arbitrary nor unreasonable and are not violative of Article 14.

23. It is then submitted that by sex selection before conception with the help of the said techniques, sex of the 
child is determined by using male/female chromosome before fertilization and the fertilized egg is inserted 
in the womb of the mother. There is, therefore, no foeticide and, hence, it is not necessary to impose any ban 
on the said techniques.

24. It is not possible to accept this submission. Techniques like sonography which are useful for the detection of 
genetic or chromosomal disorders or congenital malformations are being used to detect the sex of the foetus 
and to terminate the pregnancy in case the foetus is female. Similarly, pre-conception sex selection techniques 
which have now been developed make sex selection before conception possible. If prior to conception by 
choosing male or female chromosome sex of the child is allowed to be determined and fertilized egg is 
allowed to be inserted in the mother’s womb that would again give scope to choose male child over female 
child. In such cases, even if it is assumed that there is no female foeticide, indirectly the same result is 
achieved. The whole idea behind sex selection before pre-conception is to go against the nature and secure 
conception of a child of one’s choice. It can prevent birth of a female child. It is as bad as foeticide. It will also 
result in imbalance in male to female ratio. The argument that sex selection at pre-conception is an innocent 
act must, therefore, be rejected.

25. We have so far laid stress on the possibility of severe imbalance in male to female ratio on account of artificial 
reduction in the number of female children caused by the use of the said techniques. But there is yet another 
and more important fact of this problem. That society should not want a girl child; that efforts should be made 
to prevent the birth of a girl child and that society should give preference to a male child over a girl child 
is a matter of grave concern. Such tendency offends dignity of women. It undermines their importance. It 
violates woman’s right to life. It violates Article 39(e) of the Constitution which states the principle of state 
policy that the health and strength of women is not to be abused. It ignores Article 51A(e) of the Constitution 
which states that it shall be the duty of every citizen of India to renounce practices derogatory to the dignity of 
women. Sex selection is therefore against the spirit of the Constitution. It insults and humiliates womanhood. 
This is perhaps the greatest argument in favour of total ban on sex selection.

26. We are of the considered opinion that the provisions of the said Act as amended by the Amendment Act, 2002 
are clear, unambiguous and in tune with their avowed object. There is no uncertainty in any of the provisions 
as alleged in the petition. Therefore, it is not necessary for the Central Government to issue any order in the
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Official Gazette under section 31-A of the said Act for removal of difficulties on the grounds stated in the 
petition. This submission of the petitioners is, therefore rejected.

27. The petitioners have made a grievance that in fertility clinics which have spwaned all over, there is a misuse 
of the said techniques. It is contended that in the said clinics, the couples who do not have children are taking 
treatment to get a child of their choice. In Centre for Enquiry Into Health & Allied Themes (Cehat) and Ors. 
v. Union of India & Ors. 2003 (8) SCC 398, a grievance was made by a Non Governmental organization that 
the provisions of the said Act are not properly implemented. After considering this grievance, the Supreme 
Court has noted that it has already issued directions to secure compliance of the provisions of the said 
Act. The Supreme Court has issued further directions to the Central Government, State Government and 
Union Territories to ensure compliance of its earlier directions. If the said directions are followed, proper 
implementation of the said Act would be secured. Though the petitioners have alleged misuse of the said 
techniques, no particulars of the misuse have been given. In any case, it is the duty of the respondents to 
ensure that the provisions of the said Act are properly implemented. The respondents will have to abide by 
the directions of the Supreme Court. We, therefore, direct the respondents to abide by the directions issued by 
the Supreme Court and take all expeditious steps to prevent the misuse of the said techniques.

28. In the view that we have taken, the petition will have to be dismissed and is accordingly dismissed.
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CHAPTER 3

Cases involving procedural issues under the Act

Cases involving procedural issues 
under the Act are few and far in 
between. Majority o f them pertain 
to cancellation o f registration o f 
the Sonography clinic or o f seal and 
seizure o f the sonography machines 
on account o f their misuse. The 
challenge to  this action o f the State, 
in below mentioned cases, is mainly 
on the ground that procedural 
formalities are not complied w ith  
by the State Authority in taking 
such drastic action which has the 
effect o f preventing the Petitioners 
from carrying on their professional 
activities and there by affecting 
their Constitutional right o f earning 
their livelihood.
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CITATIONS : AIR 2005 Bom 26, 2005 (1) BomCR 595, (2005) 107, BOMLR 737 3 (1)

IN THE H IG H  COURT OF BOMBAY 

Writ Petition No. 5295 of 2003 
Decided on 17/09/2004

M/s Malpani Infertility Clinic Pvt. Ltd. & Others

-Vs-

Appropriate Authority, PNDTAct & Others 

Hon’ble Judges : H. L. Gokhale & Smt. Justice Nishita Mahtre, J.J 

Anil V. Anturkar, for Petitioners.

A. Y. Sakhare with M.D. Patil for Respondent No.1,

J. S. Pawar, A.G.P. For Respondent NO.2.

Acts/Rules/orders : Constitution of India - Article 226; Pre-conception and Pre-natal Diagnostic Techniques 
(Prohibition of Sex Selection ) Act, 1994 -  Section 20(3).

CASE SUMMARY

In the Writ Petition filed by M/s Malpani Infertility Clinic Pvt. Ltd. in the High Court of Bombay, 
the order passed by Appropriate Authority suspending the registration of Petitioner’s Diagnostic 
Centre under the PNDT Act was challenged. Main contention raised was that show cause notice, as 
contemplated u/s 20 (1), an opportunity of hearing as contemplated u/s 20 (2) and sufficient reasons 
as required u/s 20 (3) of the Act, were not given to Petitioners before taking the action of suspending 
registration; hence the order was bad as per law.

However, considering peculiar facts of the case, High Court rejected this contention. It was 
pointed out that Petitioners had joined as Respondent No. 38 in Writ Petition (Civil) No. 301/2001 
filed by CEHAT (Cente for Enquiry into Health and Allied Themes) before Apex Court and also 
filed an affidavit therein defending the sex determination tests on the ground of ‘family balancing’. 
Though subsequently the Petitioners had filed another affidavit tendering apology, they knew that 
they were prosecuted for criminal offence under the provisions of the Act. It was held that, as 
Appropriate Authority has, after referring to that criminal prosecution issued the order of suspension, 
there was sufficient notice to Petitioners and there was also sufficient mention of the reasons by the 
Appropriate Authority in suspension order. It was further held that, "when the reasons are required 
to be given in writing it is not necessary that there ought to be a detailed discussion.” As regards the 
contention that Section 20 (3) provides only for cancellation and not for suspension of the registration, 
it was pointed out that such power has to be read in to the Section, otherwise the provisions of a 
welfare enactment will be rendered nugatory. In the words of High Court, "where there is a conflict 
of private interest, to carry on a particular activity which the Public Authority considered as damaging 
to the social interest, surely the power under the Statute has to be read as an enabling power.” 
(Para 7 - 8)
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JUDGMENT
Per Hon’ble Mr. Justice H. L. Gokhale, J.

1. Heard Mr. Anturkar for the petitioners. Mr. Sakhare Senior Advocate with Mr. Patil appears for respondent 
No. 1 and Mrs. Pawar, Additional Government Pleader for respondent No. 2.

2. This petition seeks to challenge the order dated 7th August, 2003 issued by respondent No. 1 under the 
provisions of the Pre-conception and Pre-natal Diagnostic Techniques (Prohibition of Sex Selection) Act, 
1994 (for short “the PNDT Act”) which suspends the registration of the 1st petitioner’s Diagnostic Centre 
under the PNDT Act. This is an Act which has been passed by the Parliament to deal with the problem 
of pre-natal sex determination leading to female foeticide. A Public Interest Petition bearing Writ Petition 
(Civil) No. 301 of 2001 was filed in the Apex Court by an N.G.O. CEHAT (Centre for Enquiry into Health 
and Allied Themes) wherein a grievance was made that in spite of passing the said Act, the activities, which 
are prohibited under this Act, are going on. The petitioners herein intervened in that matter inasmuch as they 
were carrying on a Centre, called as a Diagnostic Centre, whose activities could be said to be prohibited under 
the said Act. They joined as respondent No. 38 in the proceedings before the Apex Court. In the Apex Court, 
in fact, the petitioners filed an affidavit and defended the sex determination test on the ground of “family 
balancing” by filing an affidavit, though subsequently another affidavit was filed wherein an apology was 
tendered and it was stated that only wrong committed by them was to continue the advertisement of such 
an activity on web site. The Apex Court gave appropriate directions for the implementation of the Act and 
thereby the petition was disposed of.

3. It is material to note that above-referred affidavit containing apology was filed in the Apex Court in July, 2003. 
As a part of the implementation of the directions of the Supreme Court, the respondents started the prosecution 
of the petitioner under Section 22(3) of the said Act on 22nd July, 2003 and then came the impugned order, 
which is issued by the Appropriate Authority on 7th August, 2003. This order in the reference column refers to 
two items viz. (i) Case No. 34/S/ of 2003 filed against the petitioners in the Court of Metropolitan Magistrate, 
37th Court, Esplanade, Mumbai and (ii) letter from the Additional Director, Health Services. Thereafter, the 
order states in second paragraph as follows :-

“As per the reference given above you are hereby informed that said Registration is suspended/cancelled 
with effect from 7-8-2003 in the public interest till further orders from the Court, which please note.” The 
registration mentioned therein is the registration of the petitioners to carry on certain activities as permitted 
under the said Act for a period of five years and which is issued to the petitioners sometimes in January, 
2002.

4. Mr. Anturkar, learned Counsel appearing for the petitioners, submitted that this order was uncalled for. He 
further submitted that the only Section to which this order can be related, is Section 20 of the said Act. Sub
section (1) of Section 20 of the said Act requires a show cause notice to be given to the person concerned or 
to the Centre concerned on a complaint being received or on a suo motu basis by the appropriate Authority. 
Thereafter, under Sub-Section (2) of Section 20 of the said Act, a hearing is contemplated and thereafter if 
the Authority is satisfied that there is a breach of the provisions of this Act or the rules that it may, without 
prejudice to any criminal action, suspend the registration. Mr. Anturkar submitted that, in the present case, no 
notice has been given to the petitioners nor. has there been any hearing and, therefore, the impugned order is 
bad in law! He further submitted that, according to the petitioners, they are no longer carrying on the disputed 
activities and the only mistake committed by them was not to update the web site, which, according to him, 
has now been done.

5. Mr. Sakhare, learned senior Counsel appearing for respondent No. 1 and Mrs. Pawar, learned Additional 
Government Pleader appearing for respondent No. 2, submitted that the petition ought not to be entertained 
for the reason that an Appeal is available under Section 21 of the said Act to the Appellate Authority. As far 
as this submission is concerned, Mr. Anturkar submitted that against the order of the appropriate Authority, 
an Appeal is available to the Additional Director of Health Services and since it is that officer, who has
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written a letter leading to the suspension, the Appeal will be meaningless. It was suggested to Mr. Anturkar 
that an Appeal may be preferred to the Principal Secretary of the Health Department since under Section 
21 of the said Act, the Appeal lies to the State Government. Mr. Anturkar, however, submitted that the then 
Principal Secretary one Mr. Manmohan Singh had written a letter in July, 2003 taking certain position on 
this controversy. He, therefore, submitted that it will be difficult to expect a fair hearing from this Secretary. 
Ms. Pawar, learned Additional Government Pleader appearing for respondent No. 2, pointed out that Mr. 
Manmohan Singh is now no longer the Principal Secretary in the Health Department and the concerned 
Principal Secretary is one Mr. Navin Kumar. However, in spite of this, Mr. Anturkar submitted that it would 
be better that this Court itself may go into the aspect of this matter.

6. Mr. Sakhare, learned senior Counsel appearing for respondent No. 1, submitted that an Appeal having been 
provided, it ought to be first exhausted. As far as this submission is concerned, undoubtedly there is some 
merit therein. However, the principle of exhaustion of internal remedies is a rule of self restriction as far as 
the powers of the High Court are concerned. That being so, if a party feels that there is no use in resorting 
to the remedy inasmuch as it is like going from Caesar to Caesar and if the party wants the grievance to be 
redressed in the High Court, the High Court cannot prevent the party from doing so.

7. In view of this position; we have heard Mr. Anturkar. As stated above, he has referred to the provisions of 
Sub-sections (1) and (2) of Section 20. As against this, it is material to note that Sub-section (3) of Section 
20, provides for a suspension of the registration and that power can be exercised notwithstanding anything 
contained in Sub-sections (1) and (2) for the reasons to be recorded in writing. Mr. Anturkar submitted that 
even if this Sub-section (3) is pressed into service, that Sub-section requires reasons to be given in writing. 
In our view, there is a clear reference to the prosecution lodged against the petitioners in the reference clause. 
The petitioners, very much knew that a Public Interest Petition was filed in the Apex Court. They have filed an 
affidavit in that proceedings. Thereafter, they had tendered an apology as stated above in July, 2003. Thereafter 
on 22nd July, 2003, they knew that they were prosecuted. This being the position, if the appropriate Authority 
refers to that prosecution and issues an order of suspension, in our view, there is a sufficient mention of the 
reasons for the Authority which have led it to take the action.

8. Mr. Anturkar submitted that in the affidavit filed by the Authority, they have stated that this is an action of 
cancellation. Inasmuch as Sub-section (3) of Section 20 does not provide for a cancellation, this order cannot 
be considered as an order of cancellation. It can only be treated as an order of suspension which will mean 
suspension till the hearing and disposal of the prosecution which has been mentioned in the order. In our view, 
such an action has to be permitted to the Authority concerned. If the Authority has some material before it, 
which, prima facie, it had, at the relevant time, it ought to have such a power to suspend the activities of such 
a nature. If such power is not read into the Section, the provisions of a welfare enactment will be rendered 
nugatory. It is only a particular kind of activity that has been stopped and the Authority concerned has seized 
two machines. The 2nd and 3rd petitioners are Gynaecologists and their practice as Gynaecologists is not 
prevented in any manner whatsoever. In a situation like this, where there is a conflict of private interest to 
carry on a particular activity which the public Authority considers as damaging to the social interest, surely, 
the power under the Statute has to be read as an enabling power. In the instant case, in our view, Sub-section 
(3) of Section 20 provides an adequate power to the Authority concerned to suspend the licence.

9. Mr. Sakhare appearing for respondent No. 1 and Ms. Pawar, Additional Government Pleader for respondent 
No. 2, have referred to two affidavits filed by the respondents’ officers, which mention violation of various 
rules including Rule 6(2) 4(i)(ii) and 9(i) of the Rules framed under the said Act as well as Section 23(i) 
which empowers the prosecution. They drew our attention to a statement of one of the patients attending 
the Clinic pointing out the purpose for which she went there and the assurance given to her. Inasmuch as 
such prosecution has been lodged, if the Public Authority forms an opinion that pending that prosecution, 
a particular activity should be suspended, we do not think that there is any error on its part and it is not 
necessary that when the reasons are required to be given in writing, there ought to be a detailed discussion. A 
reference to the prosecution is sufficient as the reason for the action and the same is provided in the order.
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10. In the circumstances, there is no substance in the petition and the same is dismissed. The interim order passed 
earlier is vacated. Mr. Anturkar applies for extension of the stay for a period of four weeks. However, in view 
of the circumstances leading to the impugned order, we are not inclined to extend the stay.

11. Authenticated copy of this order be made available to the parties.

3 (2)

IN THE H IG H  COURT OF PUNJAB AND HARYANA AT CHANDIGARH 

Civil Writ Petition No. 18365 of 2009 
Decided on 03/02/2010

Dr. Mrs. Sudha Samir 

-Vs-

State o f Haryana and others

Civil Writ Petition No. 19740 o f2009 

Dr. Mrs. Maninder Ahuja 

-Vs-

State o f Haryana and others 

Civil Writ petition No. 19794 o f2009 

Dr. R.D. Negi 

-Vs-

Stae o f Haryana and others 

Hon’ble Judges : K. Kannan J.

Present: Mr. Hemen Aggarwal, Advocate, for the petitioners. Mr. Ravi Dutt Sharma, 
Deputy Advocate General, Haryana. Ms. Deepali Puri, Advocate, for respondent No.3.

Acts/Rules/orders : Constitution of India - Article 226; Pre-conception and Pre-natal Diagnostic Techniques 
(Prohibition of Sex Selection ) Act, 1994 -  Section 20(3).
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CASE SUMMARY

This batch of Writ Petitions filed by one Dr. Mrs. Sudha Samir and others in the High Court of 
Punjab and Haryana at Chandigarh again reflects the carelessness on part of the State Government 
in issuing Notification in the Official Gazette about the appointment of Appropriate Authority, before 
taking any penal action warranted under the Act. These Petitions challenged the order of suspension 
of registration under the Act on the ground that, when the show cause notices were issued u/s 20 
and the action of suspension had been taken, the Gazette Notification had not been made; therefore 
the entire action u/s 20 of the Act ought to fail. The response of the State to this contention was that 
the Government had issued an Ordinance to validate certain acts done by Appropriate Authority prior 
to the Gazette Notification. The said Ordinance was subsequently introduced as a Bill in the State 
Assembly and was also brought as an enactment subsequently. The High Court therefore held that 
when subsequent enactment is not challenged which validates the acts done by the Appropriate 
Authority prior to the Gazette publication, the Petitioners’ challenge to the show cause notices and 
the suspension orders issued by the Competent Authority can not survive for adjudication. The High 
Court however observed that Petitioners can avail of independent remedy to challenge the validity 
of the Act itself.

It must be noted that though these Petitions were dismissed on technical ground, these are 
enough to reflect adversely on the inaction and lackadaisical manner in which the State Government 
-  whether it is of Maharashtra or of Punjab and Haryana - functions in implementation of this important 
piece of social legislation. (Para - 2)

JUDGMENT

1. The batch of writ petitions challenges the impugned order of suspension of registration under the Pre
conception and Prenatal Diagnostic Techniques (Prohibition of Sex Selection) Act, 1994 (hereinafter called 
‘the PNDT Act’). The suspension had been done after a show cause notice was issued under Section 20, when 
on an inspection, the authorities had come to a provisional conclusion that the petitioners were indulging in 
acts that were prohibited under the Act. It appears that an appeal had been filed by all the petitioners under 
Section 21 of the Act and it confirmed the decision of the appropriate authority and hence, they challenge the 
decisions by means of the batch of writ petitions.

2. The contention of the counsel appearing on behalf of the petitioners is that the appropriate authority 
constituted under the Act shall be notified in the official gazette and admittedly the gazette publication was 
made only on 21.07.2009. At the time when the impugned show cause notices were issued and the action 
for suspension had been taken, the gazette notification had not been made and therefore, the entire action 
under Section 20 of the Act ought to fail. The response to this contention by the counsel for the respondent 
is that the Government had issued an ordinance to validate certain acts done by various authorities prior to 
the gazette notification through the Pre- conception and Pre-Natal Diagnostic Techniques (Prohibition of Sex 
Selection) Haryana Validation Ordinance, 2009 issued on 21st July, 2009. The ordinance purports to validate 
of the acts and proceedings done by appropriate authorities on the ground that the notification of the Act had 
Civil Writ Petition No.18365 of 2009 -3- been made on 24.10.1997 and the ordinance is intended to save 
certain acts taken by the appropriate authority, which under Section 17(2), he is competent to do. It is seen 
that the ordinance was subsequently introduced as a Bill on 30th July, 2009 in the State Assembly and also 
brought as an enactment subsequently. The learned counsel sought to contend that the ordinance itself has 
been repealed and that the 2009 ordinance will not have any effect. It must be noticed that the ordinance was 
repealed in order to substitute it by an enactment passed in an Assembly through a Bill. When the substituted 
enactment itself is not in challenge which validates the acts done by the appropriate authority even prior to
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the gazette publication on 21.07.2009, the petitioners’ challenge to the show cause notices and the substantial 
orders of the competent authority cannot survive for adjudication before this Court. The petitioners may have 
independent remedy to challenge the validity of the Act, itself but so long as the Act is in its place, the action 
initiated by the appropriate authority cannot be assailed on the ground that when it was done, the gazette 
notification had not been issued.

3. The writ petitions are, accordingly, dismissed.

IN THE HIGH COURT OF PUNJAB AND HARYANA AT CHANDIGARH 3 (3)

Civil Writ Petition No. 20635 of 2008. 
Decided on 10/02/2010

Dr. Preetinder Kaur and others 

-Vs-

The State o f Punjab and others 

Hon’ble Judge : K. Kannan J.

Present: Mr. R.N. Raina, Advocate, with Mr. Ravi Sharma, Advocate and Mr. Daman Dhir, 
Advocate, for the petitioners. Mr. Anil Kumar Sharma, Additional Advocate General, Punjab, for

respondents 1 to 3.

Mr. Vikas Chatrath, Advocate, and Mr. Sunny Singla, Advocate, for respondent No.5.

Mr. Anil Kshetarpal, Advocate, for respondent No.6.

CASE SUMMARY

In the recently decided Civil Writ Petition No. 20635 of the 2008 again the competency of 
the authority which initiated criminal prosecution against the Petitioner for violation of Section 3 
(a) punishable u/s 23 of the Act was challenged. It was contended that the Act contemplated the 
proceeding to be initiated in particular fashion on a complaint by the Appropriate Authority, but the 
said procedure had not been followed. The person who had filed the complaint had never been 
authorized by the Appropriate Authority for taking any action; therefore the entire trial which was in 
progress before the Magistrate was vitiated.

High Court rightly rejected this contention by giving broader interpretation to Section 28 of the 
Act. It was held that Section 28 does not narrow down the class of persons who can initiate action. 
On the other hand, as any legislation intending to prevent a social evil, it allows for fairly large body 
of persons to set the law in motion. Apart from the Appropriate Authority, an Officer authorized by 
the Central or State Government can also file a complaint. He can also be a person authorized by
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the Appropriate Authority itself. As per the Explanation contained u/s 28, the expression 'person' 
includes even a social organization. The various categories of persons which are set out u/s 28 give 
authority to a wide range of persons who can initiate the action under the Act. It was further held that 
Section 28 must not be read as constituting a narrow class of persons who could initiate the action. 
It must be given an extensive meaning to pave the way for any socially conscious person to initiate 
action. It was accordingly held that the complaint filed by the Project Officer was not illegal but it 
was only irregular and the subsequent discussion and recording of minutes by Appropriate Authority 
constituted valid ratification. The High Court therefore, having regard also to fact that the case 
before the trial court has progressed for sufficient length of time, dismissed the Petition. (Para 9 )

Thus this case, taking into consideration the Object of the Act, which was to put an end to the 
social menace of sex selection, adopts a different and broader approach in favour of upholding the 
validity of the action taken under the Act.

JUDGMENT
Per Hon’ble Mr. Justice K. Kannan J.

1. The petitioners, two of whom are medical practioneers and the 3rd petitioner that supports the cause of the 
petitioners, namely the Indian Medical Association, have filed this writ petition under Article 226, 227 of the 
Constitution of India read with Section 482 Cr.P.C. to quash the order dated 06.11.2003 issued by the Deputy 
Commissioner, Bathinda Civil Writ Petition No.20635 of 2008 -2- authorizing the Assistant, Project Officer, 
DRDA, and PNDT Cell, Bathinda to file complaints in the Court of Chief Judicial Magistrate for alleged 
offences under the Pre-conception and Pre-natal Diagnostic Techniques (Prohibition of Sex Selection) Act, 
1994 (called ‘the PNDT Act’).

II. th e  principal grounds of challenge

2. The intervention through this writ petition was at the time when the trial was in progress after the charge- 
sheet had been framed for violation of Section 3(a) of the Act rendering themselves as punishable under 
Section 23. The grounds of challenge principally are that the Act contemplates the proceedings to be initiated 
in a particular fashion on a complaint by the appropriate authority but the procedure had not been followed. 
The jurisdictional magistrate, who had taken the complaint on file, had no authority to initiate the legal action 
by issue of process when the procedure had not been followed. As a shot in the arm for the petitioners, the 
Director, Health and Family Welfare, Punjab had himself reported to have issued a memo dated 04.10.2007 to 
the Principal Secretary to the Government of Punjab directing withdrawal of complaints lodged under PNDT 
Act against the doctors of Bathinda on the ground that the person, who had filed the complaint namely, Shri 
Sadhu Ram Kusla, had never been authorized by the appropriate authority for taking any action and therefore, 
the action could not be pursued by the magistrate.

3. At the time of argument, the learned counsel Shri Raina appearing for the petitioners also referred to the 
contentions as to how in one case Civil Writ Petition No.20635 of 2008 -3- the sonogram had been taken 
when the foetus was just around 10 weeks when determination of sex itself was not possible and how in yet 
another case it was seen to be a blighted ovum and there was no means that it could have gone for gestation 
for a fully developed foetus to determine the sex of the child. According to him, the Act does not prohibit 
the use of sonogram itself, for, it was still an essential medical investigation technique and the offence under 
the Act could be said to have been committed only if it was meant for detection of sex of the child that could 
result in a misuse leading to female foeticide. III. Contention in defence

4. The latter part of the argument relating to the merits of the contentions raised by the petitioners, I shall not 
dwell for, in my view, the case has to either stand or fall by whether the act complained of is so fundamentally
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an egregious error that a further pursuit in the proceedings before the magistrate would be unjustified. The 
contention on behalf of the respondents was also that even apart from the offence under the Act, there were 
other offences to which the petitioners had been charge- sheeted under Section 312 read with Section 120-B 
of the Indian Penal Code as well as under Section 5 of the Medical Termination of Pregnancy Act. The 
contention in defence therefore was that the case has to go on, for the offence complained of is not merely for 
violations of the provisions of the PNDT Act but also other offences for which the permission as set out under 
Section 28 of the Act, was not applicable. It was the further contention of the learned counsel appearing on 
behalf of the respondents that the very same objection has been taken in some Civil Writ Petition No.20635 
of 2008 -4- other cases complaining of want of jurisdiction on the ground that the person, who had filed 
a complaint was not competent to initiate the proceedings under the Act and this Court had rejected the 
challenge made under Section 482 Cr.P.C. on the ground that the issue would be decided only at the time of 
trial and cannot be prejudged at this time. IV. Issues for consideration

a) Basis of complaint examined

5. The basis for the action against the petitioners 1 and 2 have been the letter authorizing the 5th respondent to 
file criminal cases under PNDT Act by the Deputy Commissioner, Bathinda and it would, therefore, require 
to be reproduced:-

“District administration, Bathinda has launched a pilot project to combat the menace of female foeticide. In 
this project data of the pregnant ladies who undergo sonography is picked up from Form ‘F’ of the PNDT Act 
and with the help of the software, suspected cases of female foeticide are short listed. These suspected case 
are visited by various government functionaries to check whether pregnancy is continuous or not and in case 
the lady has undergone abortion the detailed investigations are done to see if it is a case of female foeticide.

I authorize Shri Sadhu Ram Kusla, Assistant Project Officer, DRDA and Project Officer, PNDT Cell, Bathinda 
to file complaints in the Court of Chief Judicial Magistrate, Bathinda or any other appropriate Court where 
there is a prima facie case of female foeticide. For this purpose he can engage private advocate to assist him. 
Besides this District Attorney, Bathinda will also pursue these cases. All expenses will be met out from PNDT 
Cell/Red Cross, Bathinda.”

Civil Writ Petition No.20635 of 2008 -5- b) Relevant section for lodging the complaint

The learned counsel for the petitioners attacks this letter as wholly without any authority. The relevant 
provision relating to taking of cognizance of offences under the Act is set out under Section 28 of the PNDT 
Act:- “28. Cognizance of offences

(1) No court shall take cognizance of an offence under this Act except on a complaint made by--

(a) the Appropriate Authority concerned, or any officer authorised in this behalf by the Central 
Government or State Government, as the case may be, or the Appropriate Authority; or

(b) a person who has given notice of not less than thirty days in the manner prescribed, to the 
Appropriate Authority, of the alleged offence and of his intention to make a complaint to the 
court.

Explanation.--For the purpose of this clause, “person” includes a social organisation.

(2) No court other than that of a Metropolitan Magistrate or a Judicial Magistrate of the first class shall try 
any offence punishable under this Act.

(3) Where a complaint has been made under clause (b) of sub- section (1), the Court may, on demand by 
such person, direct the Appropriate Authority to make available copies of the relevant records in its 
possession to such person.”

6. The contention is that the Court could take cognizance of an offence under the Act (i) only on a complaint 
made by the appropriate authority or any officer authorized on behalf of the Central Government or the State
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Government, as the case may be, or the appropriate authority; (ii) it could also be taken at the instance of a 
complaint made Civil Writ Petition No.20635 of 2008 -6- by a person, who had given a notice of less than 
15 days in the manner prescribed to the appropriate authority of the commission of alleged offence and of his 
intention to make a complaint to the Court. The latter situation would arise in a case whether the appropriate 
authority himself had failed to initiate action on a notice and when even a private individual could lodge a 
complaint. In the latter situation again sub- section (3) empowers the Court to direct the appropriate authority 
to make available copies of the relevant records in its possession to such a person if he makes such a demand 
before the Court. c) Civil surgeon of the district is the Appropriate Authority under the Act

7. The learned counsel for the petitioners points out that the notification issued by the Government of Punjab 
dated 8th December, 1999 appointed the Civil Surgeon of all districts as district appropriate authority of 
their respective districts for effective implementation of the Act and also constituted a District Advisory 
Committee in all district to aid and advice the District Appropriate Authority in the discharge of the functions. 
According to the petitioners, admittedly the Civil Surgeon, Bathinda was very much available but he had not 
either lodged a complaint against himself or he had not authorized the 5th respondent to lodge the complaint. 
If the Act requires the appropriate authority or the authorized person or the private individual, who had issued 
a notice to file a complaint any other person authorized by Deputy Commissioner is wholly without authority 
and cognizance could not be taken on such an unauthorized complaint.

Civil Writ Petition No.20635 of 2008 -7 - d) Decision to pursue cases was taken in the presence and with 
knowledge of Authorised Authority Minutes of meeting affords proof

8. As the petitioners makes it appear, it almost seems like an open shut case where the complaint is lodged only 
by a person other than the appropriate authority and therefore the continuance of the proceedings before 
the magistrate would be unjustified. The learned counsel appearing for the respondent would urge that the 
complaint by the 5th respondent was not merely at the instance of the letter of authority issued by the Deputy 
Commissioner, which is impugned in the writ petition but it was the result of a decision taken in the presence 
of the Deputy Commissioner by the appropriate authority himself namely of the Civil Surgeon, sitting in 
a meeting along with other persons in PNDT Cell, Bathinda for taking action against persons, who they 
suspected to be guilty of violation of the provisions of the Act. At a meeting on 18.11.2003 at 5 P.M. under 
the Chairmanship of the Deputy Commissioner, at appears the fact of institution of 7 cases before the judicial 
magistrate and 5 new cases were discussed. The minutes of meeting which had been produced contains inter 
alia the following details:-

“All the above cases was discussed in detail and it was found that there is strong evidence of female foeticide 
and criminal proceedings are required to be launched. It was suggested by the Civil Surgeon, (District 
Appropriate Authority) Bathinda that previously in seven cases complaints in different Courts have been 
launched by the Project Officer, PNDT Cell, Bathinda and it will be better if these complaints will also be 
filed by him. After Civil Writ Petition No.20635 of 2008 -8- discussion it was decided that Project Officer 
PNDT Cell will file all the complaints in different Courts on behalf of the District Appropriate Authority/ 
PNDT Cell, Bathinda “

e) Initiation of proceeding on a complaint by a person authorized by DC but later ratified by Authorized 
Authority is irregular but not illegal

9. I have no doubt in my mind that going by the expression used under Section 28 strictly, the person, who lodged 
the complaint did the same only on a letter of authority issued on 06.11.2003. The reading of the resolution 
clearly shows that after the complaint had been filed, the Civil Surgeon, who is the appropriate authority, 
knew about the same and he had not merely approved of the same but had also suggested that some more 
complaints have to be filed against some other individuals. If the taking of a complaint on file is an illegality, 
there shall be no further continuance of the same. On the other hand, if it is seen to be irregular, judging by the 
importance of the legislation and the despicable social evil that it seeks to abate, an interpretation shall be so 
made that a criminal process began in right earnest on a complaint by a person whose authority was initially
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suspect but whose authority came to be ratified by subsequent conduct is not thwarted. The Act was intended 
to eradicate the social menace of female foeticide and if in a process, it is evidenced that the appropriate 
authority being the Civil Surgeon had participated in a discussion where he had discussed with the Deputy 
Commissioner, the fact that the complaints had been taken at the instance of the Project Officer, PNDT Cell 
(5th respondent herein) purportedly under the Civil Writ Petition No.20635 of 2008 -9- authorization of the 
Deputy Commissioner makes it an irregular exercise and still not an illegal exercise.

f) Persons authorized to file a complaint fairly a large body of persons

In my view, the Section detailing the procedure for taking cognizance of an offence does not make the 
presence or the actual filing by the appropriate authority itself as sacrosanct. Apart from the appropriate 
authority, an officer authorized by the Central Government or the State Government could also file a 
complaint. It can also be a person authorized by the appropriate authority himself. Still more, even any 
person, who has given a notice to the appropriate authority and who had expressed his intention to make 
a complaint to a Court could lodge a complaint. This person need not be even in any way personally 
connected with the incident. The explanation contained under Section 28 for the expression ‘person’ 
includes a social organization. The various categories of persons, which are set out under Section 
28 more than it restricts the person, who can give a complaint, as made to appear by the petitioners, 
gives a wide class of persons, who can initiate the action. In other words, Section 28 does not narrow 
down the class of persons, who can initiate action; on the other hand, as any legislation intending to 
prevent a social evil, it allows for fairly large body of persons to set the law in motion. In this case, the 
5th respondent, the Project Officer, PNDT Cell, was definitely a person, who is not a stranger to the 
action; he was a Nodal Officer for the PNDT Cell. He was intimately connected with the enforcement 
of the Act. If he did not secure the sanction from the appropriate authority at the time when he Civil 
Writ Petition No.20635 of 2008 - 10 - lodged the complaint, the matter was surely ratified by the 
appropriate authority in a meeting held subsequently when the issue of lodging of complaints had been 
discussed and the appropriate authority had also directed fresh complaints to be filed against certain 
other individuals. g) Issue of ratification itself arises only when the initial act was without authority

10. The learned counsel appearing for the petitioners would say even this ratification was not valid. The 
ratification must be with reference to an Act, which is in excess of the authority granted to the agent and 
when the competent person ultimately approves or ratifies the same. If, on the other hand, the person, who 
acted initially was not merely acting in excess of the authority but was acting without authority then the 
ratification does not simply arise. The learned counsel relies on the judgment of the Bombay High Court 
headed by Chief Justice Chagla in East and West Insurance Company Limited Versus Mrs. Kamala Jayantilal 
Mehta-AIR 1956 Bombay 537, which was a decision with reference to the provisions of the Companies Act 
where the Court held in the context of the application of the principle of ratification as provided under the 
Contract Act, “Where a valid resolution has been passed by some one lacking the necessary authority the 
persons with the requisite authority may adopt the resolution validly passed and thereby ratify it. But where 
the objection to the resolution is not the wanting of authority but illegality in the very making of it, in the 
very passing of it, then it is impossible to accept the contention that the doctrine of ratification can validate a 
resolution which when it was passed was invalid.” In my view, the above decision must be understood only 
in the context of the Civil Writ Petition No.20635 of 2008 - 11 - particular facts. I have already explained that 
Section 28 must not be read as constituting a narrow class of persons, who could initiate the action. It must be 
given an extensive meaning to pave way for an easy access to set the law in motion by any socially conscious 
person. In this case, the fact that the Project Officer of the PNDT Cell did not hold a direct sanction from the 
appropriate authority at the time of lodging a complaint was immaterial, so long as the appropriate authority 
approved of the same immediately thereafter. The learned counsel appearing for the petitioners also relied 
on the decision of the Hon’ble Supreme Court in State of U.P. Versus Singhara Singh and others-AIR 1964 
Supreme Court 358, which held that if under the provisions of the Criminal Procedure Code if a confession 
was recorded by a magistrate not empowered by the State Government, even oral evidence to prove such a 
confession shall not be admissible. Yet another decision that on which the learned counsel placed reliance
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was Narbada Prasad Versus Chhaganlal and others-AIR 1969 Supreme Court 395, that dealt with the situation 
of the requirement of a valid nomination paper under the Representation of the People Act when the Hon’ble 
Supreme Court held that if an Act required a particular procedure for acceptance of a nomination paper and 
if there was no compliance of the provisions of the Act, the Court shall not dispense with such a requirement. 
The Hon’ble Supreme Court underscored that if a thing is required to be done in a particular manner, it must 
be done in that manner or not at all; other modes of compliance are excluded. A pithy expression of what 
procedural safeguard in criminal legislation would mean was graphically Civil Writ Petition No.20635 of 
2008 - 12 - set out in McMABB et al. Versus United States-318 U.S.332(1943) when Hon’ble U.S. Supreme 
Court spoke: “The history of liberty has largely been the history of observance of procedural safeguards. And 
the effective administration of criminal justice hardly requires disregard of fair procedures imposed by law.” 
All the above judgments relied on by the learned counsel for the petitioners are to emphasize that there could 
be no deviance from the manner in which a complaint could be filed and the person who could lodge such a 
complaint. h) Consideration of why the trial shall not be stalled now

11. In this case, by the view that I have taken that the complaint filed by the Project Officer, PNDT, was not illegal 
but it was only irregular and that the subsequent discussion and recording of minutes by the appropriate 
authority constituted valid ratification, I do not, for one moment mean to approve of the action of the Project 
Officer unexceptionally. If the Act requires that the complaint could be instituted only by certain classes 
of persons, it ought to be done in the same manner. However, in this case, we have at our hand a situation 
where the case has progressed for sufficiently a length of time and the person at whose instance the complaint 
progressed was not an utter stranger but he was a Project Officer of the enforcement Cell and the appropriate 
authority had also participated in the deliberations and approved of the actions taken already. The legislation 
has an important social mission and a restrictive understanding to the person, who could initiate action or the 
application of provisions that could stall further progress in trial is simply incongruous. I have already stated 
that there other offences also Civil Writ Petition No.20635 of 2008 - 13 - that the petitioners remain charged 
with. The stage at which an intervention is sought is also, in my view, not appropriate. To the same type of 
the complaint by the same officer, this Court had already directed the continuance of the trial. The witnesses 
appear to have been examined in this case. The intervention is sought at the eleventh hour. V. Contention: 
Mere charge-sheet for commission of offence, if unjustified, is harassment

12. The learned counsel Shri Raina would persist on an argument that the registration of complaint and the 
cognizance of the same by the magistrate were so fundamental that it would be unfair to let the trial go. The 
petitioners were already put to sufficient harassment by their names being paraded in several public places 
that had a serious consequence of not merely tarnishing their names but also having portents of causing 
suspension of the licence to practice by the operation of Section 23 of the Act. If the Act contains serious 
consequences of a complaint by an appropriate authority to suspend registration of any genetic counseling 
centre, the provisions themselves provide for sufficient safeguards that no such suspension of registration 
could be done without putting on notice the person who may be affected by the decision to show cause against 
such action.

13. There is however, a certain merit in the contention of the learned counsel for the petitioner that the very 
framing of charge-sheet can result in disastrous consequences, for Section 23(2) provides that the name of 
a medical practitioner reported by the appropriate authority to the State Medical Council for taking action 
might include even an action for suspension of the registration even at the stage when the charges are Civil 
Writ Petition No.20635 of 2008 - 14 - framed by the Court and till the case is disposed of. A conviction may 
result in removal of his name but mere framing of a charge could result in suspension. It is to be noted that 
so far no such precipitate action has been taken and having regard to the fact that I have observed that there 
was an irregular exercise of authority, I am of the view that the protection that the petitioners shall have 
during the pendency of the case is that no action for suspension shall be recommended by the appropriate 
authority during the pendency of the case and the authorities shall not also notify the petitioners to any
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adverse publicity till the case is completed. These observations are to off-set the apprehension expressed by 
the petitioners that the prolonged criminal action and trial will cause immense hardship and embarrassment 
for medical professionals, who are held in high esteem of the Society.

VI. Conclusion

14. The trial shall now continue and the magistrate before whom the cases are pending shall endeavour to conclude 
the same as expeditiously as possible. The petitioners will have a protection against any adverse publicity or 
any possible action in the manner referred to in the previous paragraph.

15. The writ petition is dismissed but subject to the protection referred to above.

EQUIVALENT CITATION : MANU/UP/0857/2006 3 (4)
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CASE SUMMARY

The other major category of Petitions filed before the High Court are the Petitions under Section 
482 of Cr. P C. for quashing of process issued under the provisions of the Act by the Trial Court. 
In this Writ Petition filed by Dr. Varsha Gautam a prayer was made for quashing of the FIR lodged 
against her u/s 312 & 511 IPC read with the provisions of PCPNDT Act. The allegation in FIR was to 
the effect that in a sting operation shown on television it was revealed that Petitioner was engaged 
in performing abortions in her hospital in collusion with other doctors who determined the sex of the 
foetus by conducting ultra sound tests. Her clinic was also not registered under the Act and as per 
the case, she was not entitled to conduct the pre-natal Diagnostic procedures there in.

The first contention raised by her was that there is bar on investigation in view of Section 28 
of the Act, which prohibits cognizance of an offence except on a complaint made by the concerned 
Appropriate Authority. This contention was outrightly rejected by the High Court holding that the said 
prohibition does not apply at the stage of investigation and only relates to the stage when cognizance 
is sought to be taken by the concerned court. (Para 5)

Second contention raised was that no offence u/s 312 r/w 511 IPC is made out as mere 
consent to perform the abortion is only an expression of an 'intention' to commit the offence and does 
not amount to an 'attempt' to commit the offence. The Court rejected this contention also holding 
that there is no clear dividing line between the stage of preparation and the stage of attempt and 
whether a certain act would amount to an attempt is a question of fact which can be determined by 
the court at appropriate stage. (Para 7)

The next contention raised was that no offence under the Act was disclosed as the FIR itself 
mentioned that sex determination of the woman had already been conducted elsewhere when she 
approached the Petitioner who agreed to perform the operation to terminate the prgnancy. The Court 
considered in detail the Object, Reasons and all provisions of the Act and held that sex selection 
prohibited under the Act can not be confined only to the determination of the sex of foetus but 
includes all the steps taken by the person or by the specialist either himself or by any other person 
in facilitating sex selection leading to elimination of female foetuses. (Para 16)

An attempt was also made to contend that as the offence of engaging or aiding in any sex 
selection is punishable with imprisonment for 3 years u/s 23 of the Act and as the offence alleged 
against the Petitioner was an attempt to commit the said offence, the maximum punishment would 
be of one and half years and hence said offence would become non cognizable in view of the last 
clause of Schedule I of Cr.P.C. dealing with “Classification of Offences against other laws.” This 
contention was held by the High Court to be devoid of merits in view of the direct provision contained 
in Section 27 of the Act making every offence under the Act cognizable. (Para 22)

The High Court also rejected the last submission raised in supplementary affidavit filed by 
the Petitioner that while preparing a certain Parcha of the case diary the investigating officer had 
exonerated the Petitioner from an offence under the Act. It was held that this contention can not be 
considered at this stage in a Writ Petition under Article 226 of Constitution. (Para 23)

In the concluding paragraphs the High Court had expressed concern with respect to the 
increased misuse of modern scientific technology leading to decline in sex ratio, spelling out very 
grave social consequences. The Court has observed that "we are sitting on a virtual time bomb, 
which can spell social disaster.” (Para 26)
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Per Hon’ble Mr. Justice Amar Saran J.

1. This writ petition has been filed with a prayer for quashing of the first information report dated 11.4.2006 
lodged at case crime No. 192 of 2006, under Sections 312 and 511 IPC read with the Pre-conception and Pre
natal Diagnostic Techniques (Prohibition of Sex Selection) Act, 1994, hereinafter called ‘the Act.’

2. The allegations in the FIR lodged by the C.M.O., Agra on 11.4.06 at P.S. Hari Parvat, Agra was that a sting 
operation shown on television by the Rastriya Sahara Channel revealed that a pregnant woman wanted to 
get her abortion done because there was a girl child in her womb. She approached the petitioner Dr. Varsha 
Gautam at her hospital, who agreed to perform the abortion although it was an offence to perform such an 
operation and even determination of the sex by doctors using ultrasound technique was illegal. The petitioner 
is said to have engaged in getting abortions done in her hospital in collusion with doctors, who determined 
the sex of the foetus by conducting ultrasound tests. Her clinic was not even registered under the Act and she 
was not entitled to conduct pre-natal diagnostic procedures therein.

3. We have heard Shri V.C. Mishra and Sri Kamal Krishna, learned Counsel for the petitioner and learned 
Additional Government Advocate.

4. Firstly, it was contended that there is a bar on investigation in view of Section 28 of the Act, which prohibits 
cognizance by any court of an offence except on a complaint made by the concerned appropriate authority.

5. In our view the said prohibition does not apply at the stage of investigation and only relates to the stage when 
cognizance is sought to be taken by the concerned court. In this regard when dealing with the question of a 
bar under Section 195(1)(b)(ii), it has been held in M. Narayan Das v. State of Karnataka AIR 2004 SC 768, 
that the said bar only applies at the time when the court takes cognizance of an offence, and not at the stage 
of investigation. The material Paragraph 8 reads as follows:

We are unable to accept the submissions made on behalf of the Respondents. Firstly it is to be seen that the 
High Court does not quash the complaint on the ground that Section 195 applied and that the procedure 
under Chapter XXVI had not been followed. Thus such a ground could not be used to sustain the impugned 
judgment. Even otherwise there is no substance in the submission. The question whether Sections 195 and 
340 of the Criminal Procedure Code affect the power of the police to investigate into a cognizable offence 
has already been considered by this Court in the case of State of Punjab v. Raj Singh . In this case it has been 
that as follows :

2. We are unable to sustain the impugned order of the High Court quashing the FIR lodged against the 
respondents alleging commission of offences under Sections 419, 420, 467 and 468, I.P.C. by them in 
course of the proceeding of a civil suit, on the ground that Section 195(1)(b)(ii), Cr. P. C. prohibited 
entertainment of and investigation into the same by the police. From a plain reading of Section 195, Cr. 
P.C. it is manifest that it comes into operation at the stage when the Court intends to take cognizance 
of an offence under Section 190(1), Cr. P. C; and it has nothing to do with the statutory power of the 
police to investigate into an FIR which discloses a cognizable offence, in accordance with Chapter XII 
of the Code even if the offence is alleged to have been committed in, or in relation to, any proceedings 
in Court. In other words, the statutory power of the police to investigate under the Code is not in any 
way controlled or circumscribed by Section 195, Cr. P. C. It is of course true that upon the charge- 
sheet (challan), if any, filed on completion of the investigation into such an offence the Court would 
not be competent to take cognizance thereof in view of the embargo of Section 195(1)(b), Cr. P. C., but 
nothing therein deters the Court from filing a complaint for the offence on the basis of the FIR (filed 
by the aggrieved private party) and the materials collected during investigation, provided it forms 
the requisite opinion and follows the procedure laid down in Section 340, Cr. P. C. The judgment of 
this Court in Gopala-krishna Menon v. Raja Ready on which the High Court relied, has no manner of 
application to the facts of the instant case for there cognizance was taken on a private complaint even 
though the offence of forgery was committed in respect of a money receipt produced in the civil Court
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and hence it was held that the Court could not take cognizance on such a complaint in view of Section 
195, Cr. PC.

Not only are we bound by this judgment but we are also in complete agreement with the same. Sections 
195 and 340 do not control or circumscribe the power of the police to investigate, under the Criminal 
Procedure Code. Once investigation is completed then the embargo in Section 195 would come into 
play and. the Court would not be competent to take cognizance. However that Court could then file 
a complaint for the offence on the basis of the FIR and the material collected during investigation 
provided the procedure laid down in Section 340, Criminal Procedure Code is followed. Thus no right 
of the Respondents, much less the right to file an appeal under Section 341, is affected.

6. Secondly, it was urged that no offence under Section 312 read with Section 511 IPC is made out as mere 
consent to commit the offence of performing the abortion on the woman is only an expression of an intention 
to commit an offence and it could at the highest only be considered as preparation to commit an offence and 
would not amount to any attempt to commit offence, which is punishable under the Penal Code.

7. There is no clear dividing line between the stage of preparation and the stage of attempt and these questions of 
fact can properly be determined by the Court at the appropriate stage. In Abhyanand Mishra v. State of Bihar 
, it has been held that obtaining forged mark sheets for the purpose of appearing in the M.A. examinations 
was not regarded as only a preparation to commit an offence, but was considered an attempt to cheat, even 
though the accused in that case had already been acquitted of committing forgery. Paragraphs 11 and 12 may 
be quoted here with advantage:

11. Another contention for the appellant is that the facts proved do not go beyond the stage of preparation 
for the commission of the offence of ‘cheating’, and do not make out the offence of attempting to cheat. 
There is a thin line between the preparation for and an attempt to commit an offence. Undoubtedly, 
a culprit first intends to commit the offence, then makes preparation far committing it and thereafter 
attempts to commit the offence. If the attempt succeeds, he has committed the offence; if it fails 
due to reasons beyond his control he is said to have attempted to commit the offence. Attempt to 
commit an offence, therefore, can be said to begin when the preparations are complete and the culprit 
commences to do something with the intention of committing the offence and which is a step towards 
the commission of the offence. The moment he commences to do an act with the necessary intention, 
he commences his attempt to commit the offence. This is clear from the general expression ‘attempt 
to commit an offence’ and is exactly what the provisions of Section 511, I.P.C. require. The relevant 
portion of Section 511. I.P. C., is:

Whoever attempts to commit an offence punishable by this Code...or to cause such an offence to be 
committed and in such attempt does any act towards the commission of the offence, shall, where no 
express provision is made by this Code for the punishment of such attempt be punished....

These provisions require that it is only when one, firstly, attempts to commit an offence and, secondly, 
in such attempt, does any act towards the commission of the offence, that he is punishable for that 
attempt to commit the offence. It follows, therefore, that the act which would make the culprit’s attempt 
to commit an offence punishable, must be an act which, by itself or in combination with other acts, 
leads to the com mission of the offence. The first step in the commission of the offence of cheating, 
therefore, must be an act which would lead to the deception of the person sought to be cheated. The 
moment a person takes some step to deceive the person sought to be cheated, he has embarked on a 
course of conduct which is nothing less than an attempt to commit the offence, as contemplated by 
Section 511. He does the act with the intention to commit the offence and the act is a step towards the 
commission of the offence.

12. It is to be borne in mind that the question whether a certain act amounts to an attempt to commit a 
particular offence is a question of fact dependent on the nature of the offence and the steps necessary
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to take in order to commit it. No exhaustive precise definition of what would amount to an attempt to 
commit an offence is possible. The cases referred to make this clear.

8. Again the observations in paragraph 16 of the said law reports further clarifies that attempt does not only 
relate to the penultimate stage of the offence:
16. In In the matter of the petition of R. Mac Crea ILR 15 All 173 it was held that whether any given act 

or series of acts amounted to an attempt which the law would take notice of or merely to preparation, 
was a question of fact in each case and that Section 511 was not meant to cover only the penultimate 
act towards the completion of an offence and not acts precedent, if those acts are done in the course 
of the attempt to commit the_ offence, and were done with the intent to commit it and done towards 
its commission. Knox J., said at page 179: “Many offences can easily be conceived where, with all 
necessary preparations made, a long interval will still claps between the hour when the attempt to 
commit the offence commences and the hour when it is completed. The offence of cheating and inducing 
delivery is an offence in point The time that may elapse between the moment when the preparations 
made for committing the fraud are brought to bear upon the mind of the person to be deceived and the 
moment when he yields to the deception practised upon him may be a very considerable interval of 
time. There may be the interposition of inquiries and other acts upon his part. The acts whereby those 
preparations may be brought to bear upon her mind may be several in point of number, and yet the 
first act after preparations completed will, if criminal in itself, be beyond all doubt, equally an attempt 
with the ninety and ninth act in the series. Again, the attempt once began and a criminal act done in 
pursuance of it towards the commission of the act attempted, does not cease to be a criminal attempt, 
in my opinion, because the person committing the offence does or may repeal before the attempt is 
completed”. Blair, J., said at page 181:
It seems to me that the section (Section 511) uses the word ‘attempt’ in a very large sense; it seems 
to imply that such an attempt may be made up of a series of acts, and that any one of those acts done 
towards the commission of the offence, that is, conducive to its commission, is itself punishable, and 
though the act does not use the words, it can mean nothing but punishable as an attempt. It does not 
say that the last act which would form the final part of an attempt in the larger sense is the only act 
punishable under the section. It says expressly that whosoever in such attempt, obviously using the 
word in the larger sense, does any act, and c., shall be punishable. The term ‘any act’ excludes the 
notion that the final act short of actual commission is alone punishable.

We fully approve of the decision and the reasons therefor.
9. It was also argued by learned Counsel for the petitioner that no offence under the Act was disclosed, and that 

the FIR itself mentioned that sex determination of the woman had already been conducted elsewhere, when 
she approached the petitioner who agreed to perform the operation. Now according to learned Counsel the 
offence would only arise at the stage when an illegal abortion was performed on the woman, which would 
constitute an offence under Section 312 IPC and not under the Act.

10. In this connection the definition of sex selection in Section 2(o) of the Act may usefully be perused:
Section 2(o) “Sex selection includes any procedure, technique, test or administration or prescription or 
provision of anything for the purpose of ensuring or increasing the probability that an embryo will be of a 
particular sex.

11. Section 3A prohibits sex selection by providing that no person including a specialist in the field of infertility, 
shall conduct or cause to be conducted or aid in conducting by himself or by any other person, sex selection 
on a woman or a man. Section 3A of the Act reads as under:
3-A. Prohibition of sex selection:. No person, including a specialist or a team of specialists in the field of 
infertility, shall conduct or came to be conducted or aid in conducting by himself or by any other person, sex 
selection on a woman or a man or on both or on any tissue, embryo, conceptus, fluid or gametes derived from 
either or both of them.
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12. It is thus clear from a reading of Section 3A of the Act that prohibition of sex selection (i.e. an act for 
increasing the probability that an embryo will of a particular sex) has been given a wide meaning under the 
said provisions and the restriction is on every person including a specialist on conducting or even causing 
to be conducted or aiding in conducting by himself or by any other person sex selection on a woman or a 
man or on both or on any tissue, embryo, conceptus, fluid or gametes derived from either of both of them. 
Therefore, both conducting sex selection oneself or by aiding another person to engage in sex selection, has 
been brought within the purview of this section.

13. The contention of the learned Counsel for the petitioner that sex selection only amounts to determination 
of the sex of the embryo, which was conducted by an outside agency and thereafter determination of the 
pregnancy would constitute only an offence under Section 312 IPC, which, for the reasons mentioned by the 
learned Counsel had not reached the stage of attempt, cannot therefore be accepted.

14. Sex determination includes not only determination of the sex, but also includes anything done from fertilization 
until birth, which increases the probability that the embryo will be of a particular sex. Therefore, sex selection 
cannot only be confined to the determination of the sex of the foetus.

15. That such a comprehensive and extended meaning of sex selection has been given is also clear from an 
examination of Sections 6(b) and Section 6(c) of the Act, which read as under:

6(b) “No person shall conduct of cause to be conducted any pre-natal diagnostic techniques including 
ultrasonography for the purpose of determining the sex of a foetus;

6(c) No person shall, by whatever means, cause or allow to be caused selection of sex before or after 
conception.

16. It is noteworthy that Section 6(c) as also the other provisions relating to the aspect of sex selection have been 
introduced by the Pre-Natal Diagnostic Techniques (Regulation and Prevention of Misuse) Amendment Act,
2002 (14 of 2003) with effect from 14.2.2004. Prior to that date only determination of sex by uttrasonography 
etc was prohibited, but after the said amendment, any step taken by a specialist or any other person to cause 
or even to allow to be caused selection of sex before or after conception was made punishable.

17. It appears that this amendment was introduced also for ensuring that all aspects of sex selection, starting from 
the initial activity of determination of the sex by pre-natal diagnostic procedures and thereafter all the steps 
taken by any person or specialist for facilitating sex selection before or after conception would be brought 
under the ambit of this amendment.

18. Even the title of the Act was amended and whereas in the earlier title the long title was for “An Act to provide 
for the Regulation of the use of Pre-natal Diagnostic Techniques for.... after the amendment Act No. 14 of
2003 the initial line reads as “An Act to provide for the prohibition of sex selection, before or after conception 
and for regulation of prenatal diagnostic techniques...the purpose of pre-natal sex determination leading to 
female foeticide...

19. The statement of objects and reasons of the amendment Act No. 14 of 2003 also indicated the inadequacy 
of the 1994 Act and the need for expanding the scope of the Act so as to include a ban on sex selection 
techniques and procedures. The statement of Objects and Reasons of Act No. 14 of 2003 reads as under:

1. Amendment Act 14 of 2003-Statement of Objects and Reasons- The pre-natal Diagnostic Techniques 
(Regulation and Prevention of Misuse) Act, 1994 seeks to prohibit pre-natal diagnostic techniques for 
determination of sex of the foetus leading to female foeticide. During recent years, certain inadequacies 
and practical difficulties in the administration of the said Act have come to the notice of the Government, 
which has necessitated amendments in the said Act.

2. The pre-natal diagnostic techniques like amniocentesis and sonography are useful for the detection of 
genetic or chromosomal disorders or congenital malformations or sex linked disorders, etc. However, 
the amniocentesis and sonography are being used on a large scale to detect the sex of the foetus
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and to terminate the pregnancy of the unborn child if found to be female. Techniques are also being 
developed to select the sex of child before conception. These practices and techniques are considered 
discriminatory to the female sex and not conducive to the dignity of the women.

3. The proliferation of the technologies mentioned above may, in future, precipitate a catastrophe, in the 
form of severe imbalance in male-female ratio. The State is also duty bound to intervene in such mailers 
to uphold the welfare of the society, especially of the women and children. It is, therefore, necessary to 
enact and implement in letter and spirit a legislation to ban the pre-concepiion sex selection techniques 
and the misuse of prenatal diagnostic techniques for sex-selective abortions and to provide for the 
regulation of such abortions. Such a law is also needed to uphold medical ethics and initiate the process 
of regulation of medical technology in the larger interests of the society.

4. Accordingly, it is proposed to amend the aforesaid Act with a view to banning the use of both sex 
selection techniques prior to Conception as well as the misuse of pre-natal diagnostic techniques for 
sex selective abortions and to regulate such techniques with a view to ensuring their scientific use for 
which they are intended.

20. We also observed that admittedly there was no registration of the petitioner’s clinic under the Act, which 
amounts to an offence under Section 3(1) of the Act. The said provisions reads as under: Section 3(1) “ 
No Genetic Counseling Centre, Genetic laboratory or Genetic Clime unless registered under this Act, shall 
conduct or associate with, or help in, conducting activities relating to prenatal diagnostic techniques.

21. The said provisions also clarifies that no Genetic Counseling Centre, Laboratory or clinic unless it is 
registered under the Act can conduct or even associate with or help in conducting the activities relating to 
pre-natal diagnostic techniques. Therefore, even association or helping with activities for sex selection would 
be prohibited under the Act.

22. In this background, we also find no force in another contention raised by the learned Counsel for the petitioner 
that as the offence of engaging or aiding any sex selection is punishable for three years under Section 23 of 
the Act, and as the present offence would only be a case of attempt to commit, whose maximum punishment 
would be half or 1 1/2 years, hence an offence of sex selection, would become non-cognizable in view of 
the last clause of Schedule 1, of the Code of Criminal Procedure dealing with ‘Classification of Offences 
against other laws’. Here it may be pointed that there is a direct provision under the Act, viz. Section 27 which 
clearly provides that every offence under this Act shall be cognizable, non-bailable and non-compoundable. 
Therefore this special provision in the Act would prevail over the general provision in view of Section 5 of 
the Code of Criminal Procedure.

23. The last submission raised by the learned Counsel for the petitioner by means of a supplementary affidavit 
that while preparing a certain Parcha of the case diary on 20.4.2006, the investigating officer had exonerated 
the petitioner from an offence under the Act.

24. We cannot consider or appreciate the value of such an entry in the case diary at this stage in the present 
petition under Article 226, and it is for the court to apply its mind and consider whether an offence under a 
particular provision is made out or not at the appropriate stage. In this connection it has been held in Supdt. 
of Police, CBI v. Tapan Kumar Singh , that the FIR need not even mention all the ingredients of an offence, 
and the same may be brought out on the conclusion of the investigation:

22. The High Court has also quashed the GD entry and the investigation on the ground that the information 
did not disclose all the ingredients of the offence, as if the informant is obliged to reproduce the language of 
the section, which defines “criminal misconduct” in the Prevention of Corruption Act, In our view the law 
does not require the mentioning of all the ingredients of the offence in the first information report. It is only 
after a complete investigation that it may he possible to say whether any offence is made out on the basis of 
evidence collected by the investigating agency.
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25. It has further been mentioned in paragraph 22 of the aforesaid law report that the mere mention or non-mention 
of a particular section in the FIR is not conclusive, and it is for the Court to determine at the appropriate stage 
as to the offence for which the charge may be framed. The relevant lines read as under:

Similarly, the mentioning of a particular section in the FIR is not by itself conclusive as it is for the court to 
frame charges having regard, to the material on record. Even if a wrong section is mentioned in the FIR, that 
does not prevent the court from framing appropriate charges.

26. As any activity for sex selection as pointed out above has very grave social consequences as it can disturb 
the balance in the male-female ratio. With the female-male ratio having already declined to 933 per 1000 
males, we are sitting on a virtual time bomb, which can spell social disaster. Instances of villages where there 
are no eligible females for marriages are being reported, or where girls are being purchased from backward 
areas for servicing several brothers as brides. Whilst the earlier primitive methods of female foeticide were 
still relatively confined to a limited section of the population, however by using the modem scientific and 
relatively covert methods which the Act seeks to bring under its purview, sex selection has become a rampant 
phenomena which has affected every strata of society.

27. In view of the laxity in implementing the provision of the Act, and the continuing sex-selection and 
discriminatory practices against the female child compared to the male child, the apex Court has issued 
directions in Centre for Enquiry Into Health And allied Themes (CEHAT) and Ors. v. Union of India and Ors. 
calling for the effective implementation of the Act and for complying with its earlier order. The Center/State 
Govts. and Union Territories were further directed to issue advertisements to create awareness in public that 
there should not be any discrimination between male and female child. The reports of appropriate authorities 
were to be published annually for information of public. The National Monitoring and Inspection Committee 
was to continue to function till the Act was effectively implemented. Certain States were directed to appoint 
State Supervisory Boards and multi-membered appropriate authorities.

28. In view of what has been indicated hereinabove, we find no ground to quash the FIR or to stay the arrest of 
the petitioner. The petition has no force. It is accordingly dismissed.
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IN THE H IG H  COURT OF PUNJAB AND HARYANA AT CHANDIGARH

Civil Writ Petition No. 14759 of 2009
3 (5)

Decided on 27/04/2010

Dr. Devender Bohra 

-Vs-

State o f Haryana and other Respondent

Hon’ble Judge : K. Kannan J  

Counsels:

For Appellant/Petitioner/Plaintiff: Anil Ghanghas, Adv.

For Respondents/Defendant: Ravi Dutt Sharma, Deputy Adv. General

Acts/Rules/orders : Sections 2, 3-A, 3-B, 4, 17(2), 21 Pre-conception and Pre-natal Diagnostic Techniques Act, 
1994; Rule 3 of Pre-conception and Pre-natal Diagnostic Techniques Act, 1994; Indian Medicla Council Act of 
1956 and Act of 1970.

CASE SUMMARY

Under the provisions of the Act, to prevent the misuse of Ultrasound /Sonography machines 
for the purpose of sex determination, wide powers are conferred on the Appropriate Authority to seal 
and if necessary, seize the machine, record, register and any other material object if Appropriate 
Authority has reason to believe that it may furnish evidence of the commission of the offence 
punishable under the Act. Section 30 of the Act lays down that, Power to search and seize records, 
etc. (1) If the Appropriate Authority has reason to believe that an offence under this Act has been or is 
being committed at any Genetic Counselling Centre, Genetic Laboratory, Genetic Clinic or any other 
place, such Authority or any officer authorized in this behalf may, subject to such rules as may be 
prescribed, enter and search at all reasonable times with such assistance, if any, as such Authority 
or officer considers necessary, such Genetic Counselling Centre, Genetic Laboratory, Genetic Clinic 
or any other place and examine any record, register, document, book, pamphlet, advertisement or 
any other material object found therein and seize and seal the same if such Authority or officer has 
reason to believe that it may furnish evidence of the commission of an offence punishable under this 
Act. (2) The provisions of the Code of Criminal Procedure, 1973 (2 of 1974) relating to searches and 
seizures shall, so far as may be, apply to every search or seizure made under this Act.

Rule 12 of the Act lays down the procedure for such search and seizure. However the moment 
Appropriate Authority takes such action, it is challenged in the Court. The bulk of the Petitions fled 
before the High Courts are for challenging the seal and seizure of Ultrasound machines and for their 
return.

In the Petition fled by Dr. Devendra Bohra, the order of suspension of registration of a 
sonography machine installed in the hospital run by the Petitioner and sealing of the equipment was
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challenged. The Appropriate Authority had taken the said action on the ground that as the Petitioner 
was a Medical Practitioner with B.A.M.S. degree, he was not qualified as per Section 2 (g) of the 
Act to possess the said machine. The contention of the Petitioner was that under the Indian Medical 
Council Act, 1956, he was a Medical Practitioner and hence entitled to the use of an ultra sound 
machine.

After considering various provisions and the Object of the Act, the High Court rejected the said 
contention by holding that "a Practitioner under Indian Medicine System may have a requirement of 
Sonography machine for determination of foetal abnormalities for appropriate treatment, but if he 
doesn’t possess the particular qualification required under the PCPNDTAct to operate the sonography 
machine, his challenge to the suspension order is futile without a challenge to the provisions of the 
PCPNDT Act or the Rules themselves. It was further held that the Notification issued by the State 
allowing the use of Ultrasound machine by medical practitioner with B.A.M.S. degree cannot expand 
the legislative intent or the Rules which have been framed under the Act. It was further held that the 
Notification issued by the Government can not displace the requirement of Rule 3 of the Act. The 
court held the Petition to be frivolous, wholly misconceived and dismissed it with fine of Rs. 10,000/- 
(Para 5)

This judgment needs to be appreciated for taking a very positive and affirmative view in 
upholding the action taken under the Act and for interpreting the provisions strictly.

JUDGMENT
Per Hon’ble Mr. Justice K. Kannan J.

1. The subject of challenge - suspension of registration

1. The petitioner challenges the order of suspension of registration of a sonogram installed in the hospital 
run by the petitioner and sealing of the equipment. By the impugned notice issued on 27.11.2008, the 
petitioner had been directed to make an arrangement of qualified Sonologist as per the provisions of the 
Pre-conception and Pre- Natal Diagnostic Techniques (Prohibition of Sex Selection) Act (hereinafter 
called the ‘PNDT Act’). The suspension notice was subject of a challenge in appeal to a Government 
under Section 21 before the appropriate authority and it was dismissed by order dated 13.03.2009. 
The suspension notice and the order passed in the appeal are the matters in challenge through this writ 
petition. By an ordinance issued in 2009 called the Pre-conception and Pre-Natal Diagnostic Techniques 
(Prohibition of Sex Selection) Haryana Validation Ordinance, 2009, the appropriate authority had been 
notified and it validated all acts done in the name of appropriate authority even prior to the date of 
the notification. The ordinance is also the subject of challenge but no arguments were advanced and 
I proceed to dispose of the writ petition only in so far as it contains the challenge to the order of 
suspension of the registration under the PNDT Act.

II. th e  basis of challenge- MBBS degree is no different from BAMS for the purpose of registration

2. It is an admitted fact that at the time when the registration of the equipment was made in the hands of the 
petitioner, there had been a medical practitioner, who had held a medical qualification recognized under the 
Indian Medical Council Act but subsequently he had resigned from the petitioner’s hospital and there had 
been no Sonologist or imaging specialist resulting in the suspension of the licence. The petitioner’s challenge 
is on the basis that he had a medical qualification recognized by the Central Council of Indian Medicines 
and according to the petitioner, as a person, who has a BAMS (Bachelor in Ayurvedic Medicine & Surgery) 
qualification, he shall be permitted to have the registration in the same manner as the person, who has a 
MMBS (Bachelor of Medicine and Bachelor of Surgery) degree. The petitioner complains that the suspension
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of licence amounted to gross breach fundamental right to equality and operated as discriminatory. According 
to the petitioner, the equipment is necessary for the very same reason as an allopath practicing medicine and 
the petitioner could not be denied the right of registration and the use of the equipment.

III. The scheme of PNDT Act relating to registration

3. Significantly the writ petition does not challenge the vires of the Act or the rules which have been framed 
thereunder. The challenge, however, is to a notification issued under Section 17(2) with retrospective effect 
which also was not pressed at the time of arguments. The Act imposes a system of registration of persons 
having the equipment to prevent the prevalent misuse by securing the data that could be collected by the 
user of the equipment for foeticide. The declared object of the Act is to provide for the prohibition of sex 
selection, before or after conception and for regulation of pre-natal diagnostic techniques for the purposes of 
detecting genetic abnormalities or metabolic disorders or chromosomal abnormalities or certain congenital 
malformations or sex-linked disorders and for the prevention of their misuse for sex determination leading to 
female foeticide and for matters connected therewith or incidental thereto. It is not denied that the petitioner 
has installed an elector sonogram in his hospital which is capable in carrying out “pre-natal diagnostic 
procedure”. The Act seeks to regulate the functioning of genetic counselling centres, genetic laboratories 
or genetic clinics by imposing restrictions of the user of a sonogram for conducting activities relating to 
certain pre-natal diagnostic techniques. The regulation includes the necessity of having to employ a person, 
who shall possess the qualifications, as may be prescribed and restricts also the place where any pre-natal 
diagnostic technique is conducted. Section 3-A specifically prohibits a person including a specialist in the 
field of infertility from conducting the sex selection of a woman or a man or of both or on any tissue, embryo, 
conceptus, fluid or gametes derived from either or both of them. Section 3-B contains the prohibition on 
sale of ultrasound machine, etc., to persons, who are not registered under the Act. The need for registration 
of a person, who possesses an ultrasound machine is obviously to ensure that the sex identification which is 
possible through the ultrasound machine is done in a controlled area of persons, who use it for appropriate 
diagnostic purposes, for detecting certain abnormalities which are specified under Section 4(2) of the PNDT 
Act. The said provision states:

No pre-natal diagnostic techniques shall be conducted except for the purposes of detection of any of the 
following abnormalities, namely:

(i) chromosomal abnormalities;

(ii) genetic metabolic diseases;

(iii) haemoglobinopathies;

(iv) sex-linked genetic diseases;

(v) congenital anomalies;

(vi) any other abnormalities or diseases as may be specified by the Central Supervisory Board.

IV. The relevant Rules relating to registration - Persons who shall be appointed

4. The pre-natal diagnostic technique itself could be carried out only, if a person who is qualified, undertakes 
such an examination, records in writing certain conditions which are spelt out under Clause (3) of Section 
4. Section 5 prohibits the communication of the sex of the foetus, which is again intended to prevent the 
misuse of such information. Section 6 prohibits the determination of sex by any genetic counselling centre or 
genetic laboratory or genetic clinic. The provisions of the Act are carried through the rules of the year 1996 
and Rule 3 specifies the qualification of employees for 3 classes namely, (i) genetic counselling centre; (ii) 
genetic laboratory and (iii) genetic clinic/ ultrasound clinic/imaging centre. For each one of these classes, 
the Rules specify the respective qualifications of persons, who shall be employed. A genetic counselling
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centre could not be established without a gynaecologist or a paediatrician or a medical geneticist. A genetic 
laboratory shall have a person, who is either a medical geneticist or a lab technician having certain degrees. A 
genetic clinic/ultrasound clinic/ imaging centre shall have a gynaecologist having experience of performing 
at least 20 procedures and a Sonologist, Imaging specialist, Radiologist or Registered Medical Practitioner 
having Post-Graduate degree or diploma or six months training or one year experience in sonography or 
image scanning or there shall be a medical geneticist. The expressions “medical geneticist”, “Gynaecologist”, 
“Sonologist”, “Medical Practitioner” have all been defined. A “medical geneticist” is defined under Section 
2(g) as follows:

“medical geneticist” includes a person who possesses a degree or diploma in genetic science in the fields of 
sex selection and pre-natal diagnostic techniques or has experience of not less than two years in any of these 
fields after obtaining

(i) any one of the medical qualifications recognised under the Indian Medical Council Act, 1956 (102 of 
1956); or

(ii) a post-graduate degree in biological sciences;

A “Sonologist” or a “Imaging specialist” is defined under Section 2(p), which reads as follows:

“sonologist or imaging specialist” means a person who possesses any one of the medical qualifications 
recognised under the Indian Medical Council Act, 1956 (102 of 1956) or who possesses a post-graduate 
qualification in ultrasonography or imaging techniques or radiology;

Appendix to the Rules sets out the forms under which the certificate of registration shall be issued. Form-A 
which is a form of application for registration of an ultrasound clinic/imaging centre requires a declaration that 
the organization that installs the equipments has understood the provisions of the Act and all the employees 
have also been explained under the Act and the Rules. Form-B is the certificate of registration issued for a 
particular period of time and Form-C is for rejection of application for grant/renewal of registration; Form-D 
specifies the form of maintenance of records by genetic counselling centre; Form-E by the genetic laboratory 
and Form-F for genetic clinic/ultrasound clinic/imaging centre.

V. Government notification permitting use of the machine by a BAMS degree holder is irrelevant for 
testing the competence for obtaining registration under the relevant rules

5. The attempt of the petitioner’s counsel was to show that the Indian Medical Council Act and the Indian 
Medicine Central Council Act of 1970 fulfill the same object and, therefore, even a person registered as a 
practitioner under Indian Medicine Central Council Act shall also be competent to install a sonogram. The 
entire submissions of the counsel appearing for the petitioner are misdirected in assuming that since two 
enactments contained a same objective namely of constituting a medical council and for maintenance of 
certain registration of practitioners, there cannot be a discrimination between the practitioners of Indian 
Medicine and practitioners of Allopathic system. If the Act requires the possession of certain degrees and if 
the petitioner does not possess the same, there ends the issue and the question of allowing the petitioner to 
continue the registration does not arise. It is a simple open and shut case of a petitioner, who is not a ‘medical 
practitioner’ and who is not therefore registered under the Indian Medical Council Act of 1956. If the admitted 
position is that his name has not been registered in the State Medical register and the Act read with the rules 
specifically require that the person, who possesses the equipment to have such a certain qualification, then the 
petitioner could have no further argument to advance. I have already outlined three classes of organizations 
mentioned under Rule 3 and the prohibition of sale of ultrasound machine to any such organization which 
is not registered under the Act. It may be that a practitioner under the Indian medicine system may have a 
requirement for detection of foetus abnormalities for appropriate treatment, but if the Act requires the person 
to have a particular qualification to possess the sonogram, it will be futile to question the legislative wisdom 
in a reply to a notice for suspension of registration that he should be treated as competent to make use of 
the equipment for the purpose of registration. Without a challenge to the provisions of the Act or the Rules
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themselves, the petitioner has no legs to stand. The petition is wholly misconceived, for, even at the time of 
arguments, the learned Counsel made a dogged insistance in pressing for a parity in treatment of a medical 
practitioner registered under the Indian Medical Council Act and a practitioner registered under the Indian 
Medicine Central Act. The right to use an ultrasound machine by a BAMS degree holder through a notification 
issued by the Deputy Secretary, Health on behalf of the Secretary to Government, Haryana, on 12.04.2004, is 
used by the petitioner to justify that if he had been permitted to use the ultrasound machine by the notification, 
the respondents would be estopped from passing impugned order. A notification by the State allowing the 
user cannot expand the legislative intent or the Rules which have been framed under the Act. The notification 
must be understood in the strictest sense of making possible a practitioner of Indian medicine having a BAMS 
degree to assess the values or interpreting the imaging secured through the ultrasound machines. It cannot be 
used for legitimizing even the possession of the equipment without a registration under the relevant rules or 
claim that registration must be made de hors the rules. The notification issued by the Government in the year 
2004 is no more than a certification of competence to use the modern technological innovations and it cannot 
displace the requirement of Rule 3 of the PNDT Act.

6. The writ petition is frivolous and it is dismissed with cost assessed at Rs. 10,000/-.

EQUIVALENT CITATION: 2006 (4) KarLJ 81 3 (6)

IN THE H IG H  COURT OF KERALA

O.P. No. 39084 of 2001 and connected cases 
Decided on: 01.08.2006

Qualified Private Medical Practitioners and Hospitals Association

Versus

State o f Kerala

Hon’ble Judges: V.K. Bali, C.J. andP.R. Raman, J.

Counsels:

For Appellant/Petitioner/Plaintiff: PB. Sahasranaman, K. Jagadeesh and T.S. Harikumar, Advs. 

For Respondents/Defendant: Noorji Noushad, Government Pleader

Acts/Rules/Orders:

Pre-Natal Diagnostic Techniques (Regulation and Prevention o f Misuse) Act, 1994 - Sections 2, 
3(1), 3(2), 3(3), 4(1), 4(2), 4(3), 6,18,18(1), 19, 20, 22, 22(1), 22(2), 22(3) and 30(1)
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CASE SUMMARY

In this case seven hospitals situated in different parts of Kerala had sought declaration that 
laboratories and clinics which do not conduct pre-natal diagnostic tests using ultra sonography will not 
come within the purview of the Act and the Authorities under the Act should not insist for registration 
of all ultra sound scanning centres irrespective of the fact as to whether they are conducting ultra 
sonography or not. The Court accepted their submission that registration under the Act will be 
compulsory only for genetic counseling centres, genetic clinics and genetic laboratories which are 
used for conducting any pre-natal diagnostic procedure or pre-diagnostic steps. The Court however 
rejected the contention that such clinics do not come within the purview of the provisions of the Act. 
Considering the Provisions of Section 4 (1) and Section 22 of the Act and keeping in mind the object 
of the Act to prevent misuse of any pre-natal diagnostic techniques it was held that, authorities will be 
free to conduct inquiries or inspection at any place where such device is available and to take action 
under the Act in case any person or institution is indulging in activities contrary to the provisions of 
the Act, irrespective of the fact that such an institute is registered or not under the Act. (Para 14)

This judgment thus takes a positive view, by holding that Authorities are fully competent to 
ensure due compliance of the Act from all persons, at all places and in all Institutions, whether 
registered or unregistered, and thereby empowering Appropriate Authorities to ake action even 
against any unregistered institute.

Cases Referred:

Cehat v. Union of India AIR 2002 SC 3689

JUDGMENT 
P.R. Raman, J.

1. In all the above Original Petitions there is a common prayer for a declaration that laboratories and clinics 
which do not conduct pre-natal diagnostic, test using ultrasonography will not come within the purview of 
the Pre-Natal Diagnostic Techniques (Regulation and Prevention of Misuse) Act, 1994 (hereinafter referred 
to as ‘the Act’) and for a direction to the respondents not to insist for registration of all ultrasound scanning 
centres irrespective of the fact as to whether they are conducting ultrasonography, under the Act, 1994.

2. First petitioner in O.P. 10193/2002 is the Lourdes Matha Hospital and the second petitioner is the P.V.S. 
Memorial Hospital, Kaloor. O.P. 39084/2001 is filed by the Qualified Private Medical Practitioners and 
Hospitals Association, represented by its President. O.P. 3446/2002 is also filed by hospitals. In O.P. 
2704/2002, there are seven petitioners who are also hospitals situated in different places of State of Kerala. 
O.P. 2194/2002 is filed by persons representing various hospitals. O.P. 563/2002 is also filed by a Hospital 
situated in Ernakulam.

3. It is averred in the Original Petitions that the petitioners hospitals are engaged in treatment of all ailments 
except genetic counselling and are not conducting any prenatal diagnosis using ultrasonography. They also 
undertake that they will not undertake any pre-natal diagnostic procedures as contemplated under the Act. 
This Court, while admitting the Original Petitions, after taking notice of the specific averments made by the 
petitioners that they are not conducting any pre-natal diagnosis using ultrasonograpy in their hospitals, passed 
an interim direction that Registration under Section 18 of the Prenatal Diagnosis (Regulation and Prevention 
of Misuse) Act, 1994 shall not be insisted in their case. However, it was made clear that the said order shall 
not prevent the authorities concerned to inspect the hospitals as to whether the petitioners are conducting any 
such pre-natal test.
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4. It is the case of the petitioners that only institutions which are using ultrasonography for the purpose of pre
natal Diagnosis will come within the purview of the Act and only such institutions are required to register 
with the authority. In other words, institutions having ultrasonography used for the purposes other than for 
conducting prenatal diagnostic test cannot be said to be a genetic laboratory or clinic for the purpose of the 
Act.

5. Ext.P3 in O.P. 39084/2001 is a press release dated 20.8.2001 issued by the District Medical Officer, 
Ernakulam, who is the second respondent therein, directing all ultrasound clinics and genetic counselling 
centres in the city to register before the date specified therein. There is a further direction that scanning clinics 
associated with private hospitals also should register. Though, in reply thereto, petitioner had sent a letter to 
the second respondent that it is not at all necessary to obtain registration for all the institutions by Ext. P5 
dated 28.11.2001, the second respondent issued another press release reiterating that ultrasound scanning 
centres will have to obtain licence.

6. The short question that arises for consideration is as to whether hospitals which are equipped with ultra sound 
scanning equipment for purpose other than conducting any Pre-natal Diagnostic test requires registration and 
whether such hospitals will come within the purview of the said Act.

7. The respondent would contend that based on the order of the Supreme Court reported in Cehat v. Union 
of India AIR 2002 SC 3689, all clinics with ultrasound machines require registration. It is also their case 
that irrespective of the fact as to whether the said ultrasound scanning machines are used for any pre-natal 
detection or not such institution must be registered.

8. At the outset, we may say that the order of the apex court as referred to supra is only an interim order and 
the respondents have no case that any final judgment is rendered by the apex court and as a matter of fact, no 
such final judgment is placed on record. We have gone through the order of the apex court and we find that 
there was no occasion for the apex court to consider the applicability of the Act to institutions which are using 
ultrasound scanning for any purposes other than pre-natal detection. In the circumstances, we shall proceed 
to dispose of these Original Petitions with reference to the provisions contained in the Act.

9. The Pre-Natal Diagnostic Techniques (Regulation and Prevention of Misuse) Act, 1994 is an Act provided 
for regulation of the use of pre-natal diagnostic techniques for the purpose of detecting genetic or metabolic 
disorders or chromosomal abnormalities or certain congenital mal-formations or sex linked disorders and 
for the prevention of the misuse of such techniques for the purpose of pre-natal sex determination leading 
to female foeticide, and for matters connected there with or incidental thereto. Section 2(c) of the said act 
defines “Genetic Counselling Centre” as an institute, hospital, nursing home or any place, by whatever name 
called, which provides for genetic counselling to patients. As per Section 2(d) “Genetic Clinic” means a clinic, 
institute, hospital, nursing home or any place, by whatever name called, which is used for conducting pre
natal diagnostic procedures. Section 2(e) defines “Genetic Laboratory” as a laboratory and includes a place 
where facilities are provided for conducting analysis or tests of samples received from Genetic Clinic for pre
natal diagnostic test. Section 2(i) defines “pre-natal diagnostic procedures” as gynecological or obstetrical 
or medical procedures such as ultrasonography foetoscopy, taking or removing samples of anniotic fluid, 
chorionic villi, blood or any tissue of a pregnant woman for being sent to a Genetic Laboratory or Genetic 
Clinic for conducting pre-natal diagnostic test. As per Section 2(j) “pre-natal diagnostic techniques” includes 
all pre-natal diagnostic procedures and pre-natal diagnostic tests. As per Section 2(k) “prenatal diagnostic 
test” means ultrasonography or any test or analysis of amniotic fluid, chorionic villi, blood or any tissue of 
a pregnant woman conducted to detect genetic or metabolic disorders or chromo somal abnormalities or 
congenital anomalies or haemoglobinopathies or sex-linked diseases.

10. Chapter II of the said Act deals with Regulation of Genetic Counselling Centres, Genetic Laboratories and 
Genetic Clinics, As per Section 3(1) no Genetic Counselling Centre, Genetic Laboratory or Genetic Clinic 
unless registered under this Act, shall conduct or associate with, or help in, conducting activities relating 
to pre-natal diagnostic techniques. As per Sub-section (2) of Section 3, no Genetic Counselling Centre,
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Genetic Laboratory or Genetic Clinic shall employ or cause to be employed any person who does not possess 
the prescribed qualifications. Likewise, Sub-section (3) of Section 3 bars medical geneticist, gynecologist 
paediatrician, registered medical practitioner or any other person from conducting or causing to be conducted 
or aid in conducting by himself or through any other person, any pre-natal diagnostic techniques at a place 
other than a place registered under this Act.

11. Section 4(1) under Chapter III provides that on and from the commencement of the said Act, no place 
including a registered Genetic Counselling Centre or Genetic Laboratory or Genetic Clinic shall be used 
or caused to be used by any person for conducting pre-natal diagnostic techniques except for the purposes 
specified in Clause (2) and after satisfying any of the conditions specified in Clause (3). As per Section 4(2) 
no pre-natal diagnostic techniques shall be conducted except for the purposes of detection of (i) chromosomal 
abnormalities (ii) genetic metabolic diseases, (iii) haemoglobinopathies, (iv) sex-linked genetic diseases 
(v) congenital anomalies & (vi) any other abnormalities or diseases as may be specified by the Central 
Supervisory Board. As per Sub-section (3) of Section 4 no pre-natal diagnostic techniques shall be used or 
conducted unless the person qualified to do so is satisfied that any of the conditions prescribed thereunder 
are fulfilled. The conditions prescribed are (i) the age of the pregnant woman is above thirty-five years, (ii) 
the pregnant woman has undergone of two or more spontaneous abortions or foetal loss; (iii) the pregnant 
woman had been exposed to potentially teratogenic agents such as drugs, radiation, infection or chemicals, 
(iv) the pregnant woman has a family history of mental retardation or physical deformities such as spasticity 
or any other genetic disease and (v) any other condition as may be specified by the Central Supervisory 
Board. Section 6 prohibits determination of sex. As per this Section on and from the commencement of the 
Act, no Genetic Counselling Centre or Genetic Laboratory or Genetic Clinic shall conduct or cause to be 
conducted in its Centre, Laboratory or Clinic, pre-natal diagnostic techniques including ultrasonography, 
for the purpose of determining the sex of a foetus and no person shall conduct or cause to be conducted any 
prenatal diagnostic techniques including ultrasonography for the purpose of determining the sex of a foetus.

12. Next chapter, which is relevant is Chapter VI which deals with registration of Genetic Counselling Centres, 
Genetic Laboratories or Genetic Clinics. As per Section 18(1) no person shall open any Genetic Counselling 
Centre, Genetic Laboratory or Genetic Clinic after the commencement of this Act unless such Centre, 
Laboratory or Clinic is duly registered separately or jointly under the Act. Section 19 deals with grant of 
certificate of registration. Section 20 deals with cancellation or suspension of registration. Chapter VII deals 
with offence and penalties. Section 22 thereunder deals with prohibition of advertisement relating to pre
natal determination of sex and punishment for contravention. As per Sub-section (1) of Section 22 no person, 
organisation, Genetic Counselling Centre, Genetic Laboratory or Genetic Clinic shall issue or cause to be 
issued any advertisement in any manner regarding facilities or pre-natal determination of sex available at such 
Centre, Laboratory, Clinic or any other place. As per Sub-section (2) of Section 22 no person or organisation 
shall publish or distribute or cause to be published or distributed any advertisement in any manner regarding 
facilities of pre-natal determination of sex available at any Genetic Counselling Centre, Genetic Laboratory 
or Genetic Clinic or any other place. In case any person contravenes any provision as aforesaid, he shall be 
punished with imprisonment as provided under Sub-section (3) of Section 22.

13. As per Sub-section (1) of Section 30 if the appropriate authority has reason to believe that an offence under 
this Act has been or is, being committed by any Genetic Counselling Centre, Genetic Laboratory or Genetic 
Clinic, such authority or any officer authorised thereof in this behalf may, subject to such rule as may be 
prescribed, enter and search at all reasonable times, with such assistance, if any, as such authority or Officer 
considers necessary, such Genetic Counselling Centre, Genetic Laboratory or Genetic Clinic and examine 
any record, register, document book, pamphlet, advertisement or any other material object found therein and 
seize the same if such authority or officer has reason to believe that it may furnish evidence of the commission 
of an offence punishable under this Act.

14. On a reading of the above provisions, it can thus be seen that Section 18 of the Act compels registration of 
Genetic Counselling Centres, Genetic Laboratory or Genetic Clinics without which no person shall open
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any such centres, laboratory or clinic, after the commencement of the Act. But the expression “Genetic 
Counselling Centre” as defined under Section 2(c) makes it clear that any institute, hospital, nursing home 
or any place by whatever name called, which provides for genetic counselling to patients come within the 
ambit of the expression “Genetic Counselling Centre”. In other words, such of those institutions must provide 
for Genetic Counselling to patients. Likewise; a Genetic clinic as defined under Section 2(d) will take in 
only clinic/institute/hospital or nursing home which is used for conducting Pre-natal diagnosis. The specific 
contention of the petitioners is that they are not conducting any Pre-natal diagnostic procedures. If so, going 
by the definition, it cannot be treated as a diagnostic clinic or diagnostic counselling centre as defined under 
the Act. But, at the same time, even the registered genetic counselling centre, genetic laboratory or genetic 
clinic as the case may be, can Use of cause to use for conducting any pre-natal diagnostic techniques except 
for the purpose specified in Clause 2 of Section 4, if they are satisfied that the conditions specified in Clause 
(3) thereunder are fulfilled. Further, as per Section 4(1) of the Act, it prohibits use of conducting any Pre
natal diagnostic technics in any place including a registered counselling centre or genetic centre or clinic 
as the case may be. By use of the expression “including a registered Genetic Counselling Centre...” the 
legislature has intended to extend the prohibition contained in Section 4 even to unregistered counselling 
centre or diagnostic centre or Genetic clinic, as the case may be. In other words, even institutions which may 
not require registration will still be governed by the restrictive provision and cannot indulge in any activities 
contrary to the legislative mandate imposed under Section 4 and the prohibitions contained therein equally 
apply to all such institutions Further, as per Section 22 there is a ban for issuance of any advertisement in 
any manner . regarding the facilities of pre-natal determination of sex, available at such centre, laboratory, 
clinic, including any person or organisation, genetic counselling centre etc. Further, powers have been vested 
in the authorities to conduct inspection or to hold such enquiries for the purpose of satisfying themselves that 
the institutions to whom certificate of registration is granted is strictly complied with the requirements of the 
Act and rules thereunder. Therefore, with a view to prevent misuse of any pre-natal diagnostic techniques 
except for the purpose of genetic or metabolic diseases etc. as the case may be, the authorities will be free to 
conduct inquiries or to hold inspections at places where such device is available and to take action in case any 
person or institution is indulged in activities contrary to the provisions of the Act. This will equally apply to 
non-registered institutions as well. While the registration only permits prenatal diagnostic techniques being 
used for restricted purposes mentioned in Clause (2) of Section 4, it cannot be said that merely because the 
institutions are not registered they can indulge in the use of such techniques even for the purposes clearly 
prohibited under the Act. Therefore, the authorities will be fully competent to ensure due compliance of the 
provisions of the Act whether it be registered or unregistered institution. However, petitioners, so long as 
they don’t act in violation of the undertaking given and so long as they are not conducting any such pre-natal 
diagnostic tests using any techniques including ultrasonography, cannot be insisted to be registered under 
Section 18 of the Act. So however, it will be open to the authorities concerned to inspect the hospitals and to 
ensure that petitioners are not conducting any such pre-natal test as undertaken by them. As a matter of fact, 
even the letter of the Director of Health Services, addressed to all District Medical Officers of health, only 
directs the District Medical Officers of Health to identify the units which are yet to be registered under the 
Act which direction as such does not affect any of the petitioners so long as they are not conducting any pre
natal diagnostic test and there is no room for any apprehension that such institutions will be compelled to be 
registered under Section 18 of the Act.

15. As we have already indicated, registration will be compulsory only in case of Genetic Counselling Centres, 
Genetic Clinic, Genetic Laboratory, etc. which are used for conducting any pre-natal diagnostic procedures 
or pre-diagnostic test. However, if any of the hospitals are found using such pre-diagnostic techniques and/ 
or does any act in violation of the provisions contained in the Act, necessarily the authorities will have the 
power to proceed in accordance with law.

The Original Petitions are accordingly disposed of with the above observations.
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EQUIVALENT CITATION : 2009 CRI.L.J. 721

IN THE H IG H  COURT OF GUJARAT (FULL BENCH) 

Cri. Reference Nos. 4 and 3 of 2008 
Decided on 30/09/2008

3 (7)

Acts/Rules/orders: Pre-conception and Pre-natal Diagnostic Techniques (Prohibition of Sex Selection ) Act, 1994 
-  Sections 3, 4, 4(2), 4(3), 5, 6, 17, 20, 28, 28(1) and 32; Pre-conception and Pre-natal Diagnostic Techniques 
(Prohibition of Sex Selection ) Act (Amendment), 2003; Pre-conception and Pre-natal Diagnostic Techniques 
(Regulation and Prevention of Misuse) Amendment Act, 2002; Gujarat High Court Rules, 1993 -  Rule 5; Pre
conception and Pre-natal Diagnostic Techniques (Prohibition of Sex Selection ) Rules 1996- Rules 9, 9(4) and 
10(1A).

CASE SUMMARY :

This Full Bench decision of Gujarat High Court is a path breaking decision, wherein the Court 
has taken a progressive view in tune with the provisions of the Act. In this case the Full-Bench of 
the Gujarat High Court was deciding the Reference made by single Judge in the case of Hitesh D. 
Shaha -Vs- State of Gujarat on several important legal issues namely, whether the provisions of the 
Proviso to subsection (3) of Section 4 of the Act require that the complaint should contain specific 
allegation regarding the contravention of the provisions of Section 5 and 6 of the Act ; whether the 
burden lies on the Authorities to prove that there was contravention of the Provisions of Section 5 
or 6 of the Act and whether any deficiency or inaccuracy in filing Form - ‘F’ as required under the 
statuary provisions is merely a procedural lapse?

The genesis of the reference was the decision of single bench in the case of Dr. Manish C. 
Dave -Vs- State of Gujarat, (2008) 1 GLR 239. By this decision a bunch of petitions for quashing 
criminal complaints filed against petitioners for the offence punishable u/s 4 and 5 of the Act were 
allowed. The petitioners were radiologists using sonography machine for the purpose of diagnosis. 
The only allegation made against them was that they have failed to fill up the Form- ‘F’ as required 
u/s 4(3) of the Act, which according to prosecution, amounted to contravention of the provisions of
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Section 5 and 6 of the Act. However in the absence of any specific allegation in the complaint that 
petitioners had conducted the tests for sex determination or communicated the sex of the foetus to 
any one, it was held by the single Bench that deficiency in filling up Form -’F’ does not amount to 
contravention of the provisions of Section 5 and 6 of the Act. Accordingly it was further held that 
complaints themselves were not maintainable.

This observation made by High Court in the case of Manish C. Dave that “Deficiency or 
inaccuracy in filling up of Form -  ‘F’ is merely a procedural lapse which does not in any manner 
amount to contravention of the provisions of Section 5 and 6 of the Act” was bound to prove fatal to 
prosecution, leading to setting aside of several such criminal cases.

Fortunately for the prosecution, the same High Court had in the case of Jagruti R. Sanghvi 
-Vs- State of Gujarat, Misc. Application No. 4996/2008 expressed disagreement with the view taken 
by the single Judge in the case of Manish C. Dave. Hence faced with these conflicting views, in the 
case of Hitesh D. Shaha -  Vs- State of Gujarat it was felt necessary by another single bench to make 
Reference to Larger Bench.

Accordingly, in this Reference, while answering these legal issues it was held by the Full 
Bench that the Rules are made and the Forms are prescribed in aid of implementation of the Act to 
plug the possible loop holes in strict compliance of the Act and hence they are very important for 
implementation of the Act and for the prosecution of the offender that any improper maintainance 
of such record is itself made by the Act equivalent to violation of the Proviso of Section 5 and 6 
by virtue of the Proviso to subsection (3) of Section 4 of the Act . It was further held that improper 
maintainance of records also has consequences other than prosecution for the deemed violation 
of Section 5 or 6 because Section 20 provides for cancellation or suspension of registration of 
genetic counseling centre, genetic laboratory or genetic clinic in case of breach of the provisions of 
the Act or the Rules framed there under. It was held that by virtue of the deeming provision of the 
Proviso to subsection (3) of Section 4, contravention of the provisions of Section 5 or 6 is legally 
to be presumed. Hence Proviso to sub-section (3) of Section 4 of the Act does not require that 
the complaint alleging the inaccuracy or deficiency in maintaining record in the prescribed manner 
should also contain allegation of contravention of the provisions of Section 5 or 6 of the Act. It was 
further held that the burden to prove that there was contravention of these provisions does not 
lie upon the prosecution. It was accordingly held that, deficiency or inaccuracy in filling Form-’F’ 
prescribed under Rule 9 of the Rules made under the PNDT Act, being a deficiency or inaccuracy 
in keeping record in the prescribed manner, is not a procedural lapse but an independent offence 
amounting to contravention of the provisions of Section 5 or 6 of the PNDT Act and has to be treated 
and tried accordingly. (Para 7,8,9)

This judgement of Full Bench is really welcome because of the progressive interpretation 
given to these provisions., Otherwise the provisions of Section 4 (3) of the Act would have been 
illusory or nugatory. This judgment is important in more than one area as it has held that not only the 
Appropriate Authority but any officer on whom the powers are conferred by the Central Government, 
the State Government or the Appropriate Authority itself can institute a complaint under the provisions 
of the Act and court can take cognizance on a compliant made by any officer authorized in that 
behalf. Thus in this case the Court has widened the scope of the term 'Appropriate Authority' and 
recognized the locus standi of any officer authorized by such Appropriate Authority to file complaint 
and set the law in motion in case of violation of the provisions of the Act. (para 6)
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JUDGMENT
Per Hon’ble Justice Mr. D. H. Waghela J.

By these References, learned single Judge has referred the following issues for consideration and opinion:

“(i) Whether under the provisions of section 28 of the Pre-conception and Pre-natal Diagnostic Techniques 
(Prohibition of Sex Selection) Act, 1994, a Court can take cognizance of an offence under the Act on a complaint 
made by any officer authorised in this behalf by the Appropriate Authority?

(ii) Whether the provisions of the proviso to sub-section (3) of section 4 of the PNDT Act require that the 
complaint should contain specific allegations regarding the contravention of the provisions of sections 
5 and 6 of the Act?

(iii) Whether the burden lies on the authority to prove that there was contravention of the provisions of 
section 5 or 6 of the PNDT Act?

(iv) Whether any deficiency of inaccuracy in filing Form-F as required under the statutory provisions is 
merely a procedural lapse?”

2. Above issues have come to be referred on account of the learned single Judge not agreeing with the following
observations and conclusions expressed by another learned single Judge in Dr. Manish C. Dave v. State of
Gujarat [2008 (1) GLH 475] :

“10 Therefore, the complaint should be filed by Appropriate Authority or any officer authorised in this 
behalf by the Central Government or State Government and the person who has given notice of not 
less than fifteen days in the manner prescribed, to the Appropriate Authority of the alleged offence 
and of his intention to make a complaint to the Court. Admittedly, the complaints were not filed by 
Appropriate Authority or any officer authorised in this behalf. There is nothing on record to show that 
the persons who have filed the complaints have given notice as per Section 28 (b) of the Act. In view 
of these facts, I am of the view that the complaints become bad in law.

“15. From a bare perusal of the complaints, it is apparent that it is not the case of the authority that provisions 
of Section 5 or 6 are applicable inasmuch as the authority has not been able to show or even alleged that
(i) any pregnant woman or her relative or any other person has been communicated the sex of foetus by 
the petitioners or (ii) at any place and by any person, including the person conducting ultrasonography, 
there has been either sex determination or sex selection. In absence of such specific allegations in the 
complaint, it cannot be said that provisions of sections 5 and 6 of the Act would be attracted.

“16. Reading the proviso to section 3, it is to be presumed that the deficiency or inaccuracy in the record 
would amount to contraventions of the provisions of section 5 or section 6 of the Act. As a natural 
consequence, in view of such deficiency or inaccuracy, there should be allegation of contravention of 
provisions of sections 5 and 6 of the Act. In the present case, there are no specific allegations in the 
complaint pertaining to the provisions of sections 5 and 6. Apart from that, the language of sections 5 
and 6 is prohibitory in nature and therefore the burden of proof will be on the authority to prove that 
there was contravention and thereupon to rely on the provisions of Statutory Form-F for filing criminal 
complaint.

“18. As far as section 4 (3) is concerned, it is the case of the petitioners that the register is maintained with 
all the columns which fall within the four corners of the duties and functions of the petitioners. Apart 
from that, no opportunity is afforded to the petitioners to prove contrary and put up their case. Further, 
such deficiency or inaccuracy, at least so far as the present proceedings are concerned, is merely a 
procedural lapse, which do not in any manner contravene the provisions of sections 5 and 6 of the 
Act.
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“19. In view of the above, when it is not established that there is contravention of the provisions of Sections 
5 or 6, the contention regarding any Inaccuracy or deficiency in Form-F will not be applicable and 
therefore the complaints themselves are not maintainable. I am, therefore, of the view that the complaints 
do not prima facie establish any alleged offence against the petitioners.”

The questions referred in Reference No.4 of 2008 include the issue referred in Reference No.3 of 2008 and 
they are heard and disposed as references under Rule 5 of the Gujarat High Court Rules, 1993.

3. The Pre-conception and Pre-natal Diagnostic Techniques (Prohibition of Sex Selection) Act, 1994 (for short 
“the Act”) is enacted for the avowed purpose of prohibiting sex selection, before or after conception, and for 
regulation of pre-natal diagnostic techniques for the purposes of detecting genetic abnormalities or metabolic 
disorders or chromosomal abnormalities or certain congenital malformations or sex-linked disorders and for 
the prevention of their misuse for sex determination leading to female foeticide and for matters connected 
therewith or incidental thereto. Relevant statutory provisions of the Act, as amended by the Act 14 of 2003, 
read as under :

“2 Definitions-

In this Act, unless the context otherwise requires -

(a) “Appropriate Authority” means the Appropriate Authority appointed under section 17;

(i) “pre-natal diagnostic procedures” means all gynaecological or obstetrical or medical procedures 
such as ultrasonography, foetoscopy, taking or removing samples of amniotic fluid, chorionic 
villi, embryo, blood or any other tissue or fluid of a man, or of a woman before or after conception, 
for being sent to a Genetic Laboratory or Genetic Clinic for conducting any type of analysis or 
pre-natal diagnostic tests for selection of sex before or after conception;

(j) “Pre-natal diagnostic techniques” includes all pre-natal diagnostic procedures and pre-natal 
diagnostic tests;

(k) “pre-natal diagnostic test” means ultrasonography or any test or analysis of amniotic fluid, 
chorionic villi, blood or any tissue or fluid of a pregnant woman or conceptus conducted to 
detect genetic or metabolic disorders or chromosomal abnormalities or congenital anomalies or 
haemoglobinopathies or sex-linked diseases;

(l) “prescribed” means prescribed by rules made under this Act.

CHAPTER III : REGULATION OF PRE-NATAL DIAGNOSTIC TECHNIQUES

4. Regulation of pre-natal diagnostic techniques -

On and from the commencement of this Act -

(1) no place including a registered Genetic Counselling Centre or Genetic Laboratory or Genetic Clinic 
shall be used or caused to be used by any person for conducting pre-natal diagnostic techniques except 
for the purposes specified in clause (2) and after satisfying any of the conditions specified in clause 
(3);

(2) no pre-natal diagnostic techniques shall be conducted except for the purposes of detection of any of the 
following abnormalities, namely -

(i) chromosomal abnormalities;

(ii) genetic metabolic diseases;

(iii) haemoglobinopathies;
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(iv) sex-linked genetic diseases;

(v) congenital anomalies;

(vi) any other abnormalities or diseases as may be specified by the Central Supervisory Board;

(3) no pre-natal diagnostic techniques shall be used or conducted unless the person qualified to do so is 
satisfied for reasons to be recorded in writing that any of the following conditions are fulfilled, namely

(i) age of the pregnant woman is above thirty-five years;

(ii) the pregnant woman has undergone two or more spontaneous abortions or foetal loss;

(iii) the pregnant woman had been exposed to potentially teratogenic agents such as drugs, radiation, 
infection or chemicals;

(iv) the pregnant woman or her spouse has a family history of mental retardation or physical 
deformities such as, spasticity or any other genetic disease;

(v) any other conditions as may be specified by the Board :

Provided that the person conducting ultrasonography on a pregnant woman shall keep complete 
record thereof in the clinic in such manner, as may be prescribed, and any deficiency or inaccuracy 
found therein shall amount to contravention of the provisions of section 5 or section 6 unless 
contrary is proved by the person conducting such ultrasonography;

(4) no person including a relative or husband of the pregnant woman shall seek or encourage the conduct 
of any pre-natal diagnostic techniques on her except for the purposes specified in clause (2);

(5) no person including a relative or husband of a woman shall seek or encourage the conduct of any sex- 
selection technique on her or him or both.

5. Written consent of pregnant woman and prohibition of communicating the sex of foetus-

(1) No person referred to in clause (2) of section 3 shall conduct the pre-natal diagnostic procedures unless

(a) he has explained all known side and after effects of such procedures to the pregnant woman
concerned;

(b) he has obtained in the prescribed form her written consent to undergo such procedures in the 
language which she understands; and

(c) a copy of her written consent obtained under clause (b) is given to the pregnant woman.

(2) No person including the person conducting pre-natal diagnostic procedures shall communicate to the 
pregnant woman concerned or her relatives or any other person the sex of the foetus by words, signs, 
or in any other manner.

6. Determination of sex prohibited-

On and from the commencement of this Act-

(a) no Genetic Counselling Centre or Genetic Laboratory or Genetic Clinic shall conduct or cause to be 
conducted in its Centre, Laboratory or Clinic, pre-natal diagnostic techniques including ultrasonography, 
for the purpose of determining the sex of a foetus;

(b) no person shall conduct or cause to be conducted any pre-natal diagnostic techniques including 
ultrasonography for the purpose of determining the sex of a foetus.
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(c) no person shall, by whatever means, cause or allow to be caused selection of sex before or after 
conception.

CHAPTER V : APPROPRIATE-AUTHORITY AND ADVISORY COMMITTEE

17. Appropriate Authority and Advisory Committee-

(1) The Central Government shall appoint, by notification in the Official Gazette, one or more Appropriate 
Authorities for each of the Union Territories for the purposes of this Act.

(2) The State Government shall appoint, by notification in the Official Gazette, one or more Appropriate 
Authorities for the whole or part of the State for the purposes of this Act having regard to the intensity 
of the problem of pre-natal sex determination leading to female foeticide.

(3) The officers appointed as Appropriate Authorities under sub-section (1) or subsection (2) shall be,-

(a) when appointed for the whole of the State or the Union Territory, consisting of the following 
three members :-

(i) an officer of or above the rank of the Joint Director of Health and Family Welfare-Chairperson;

(ii) an eminent woman representing women’s organization and

(iii) an officer of Law Department of the State or the Union Territory concerned;

Provided that it shall be the duty of the State or the Union Territory concerned to constitute 
multi-member State or Union Territory level Appropriate Authority within three months of the 
coming into force of the Pre-natal Diagnostic Techniques (Regulation and Prevention of Misuse) 
Amendment Act, 2002:

Provided further that any vacancy occurring therein shall be filled within three months of the 
occurrence;

(b) when appointed for any part of the State or the Union Territory, of such other rank as the State 
Government or the Central Government, as the case may be may deem fit.

(4) the Appropriate Authority shall have the following functions, namely-

(a) to grant, suspend or cancel registration of a Genetic Counselling Centre, Genetic Laboratory or 
Genetic Clinic;

(b) to enforce standards prescribed for the Genetic Counselling Centre, Genetic Laboratory or 
Genetic Clinic;

(c) to investigate complaints of breach of the provisions of this Act or the rules made thereunder and 
take immediate action;

(d) to seek and consider the advice of the Advisory Committee, constituted under subsection (5), on 
application for registration and on complaints for suspension or cancellation of registration;

(e) to take appropriate legal action against the use of any sex selection technique by any person at 
any place, suo motu or brought to its notice and also to initiate independent investigation in such 
matter;

(f) to create public awareness against the practice of sex selection or pre-natal determination of
sex;

(g) to supervise the implementation of the provisions of the Act and Rules;
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(h) to recommend to the Board and State Boards modifications required in the rules in accordance 
with changes in technology or social conditions;

(i) to take action on the recommendations of the Advisory Committee made after investigation of 
complaint for suspension or cancellation of registration.

CHAPTER VII : OFFENCES AND PENALTIES

23. Offences and penalties:-

(1) Any medical geneticist, gynaecologist, registered medical practitioner or any person who owns a 
Genetic Counselling Centre, a Genetic Laboratory or a Genetic Clinic or is employed in such a Centre, 
Laboratory or Clinic and renders his professional or technical services to or at such a Centre, Laboratory 
or Clinic, whether on an honorary basis or otherwise, and who contravenes any of the provisions of this 
Act or rules made thereunder shall be punishable with imprisonment for a term which may extend to 
three years and with fine which may extend to ten thousand rupees and on any subsequent conviction, 
with imprisonment which may extend to five years and with fine which may extend to fifty thousand 
rupees.

(2) The name of the registered medical practitioner shall be reported by the Appropriate Authority to the 
State Medical Council concerned for taking necessary action including suspension of the registration 
if the charges are framed by the court and till the case is disposed of and on conviction for removal of 
his name from the register of the Council for a period of five years for the first offence and permanently 
for the subsequent offence.

(3) Any person who seeks the aid of any Genetic Counselling Centre, Genetic Laboratory, Genetic Clinic 
or ultrasound clinic or imaging clinic or of a medical geneticist, gynaecologist, sonologist or imaging 
specialist or registered medical practitioner or any other person for sex selection or for conducting 
pre-natal diagnostic techniques on any pregnant woman for the purposes other than those specified in 
sub-section (2) of section 4, he shall be punishable with imprisonment for a term which may extend 
to three years and with fine which may extend to fifty thousand rupees for the first offence and for any 
subsequent offence with imprisonment which may extend to five years and with fine which may extend 
to one lakh rupees.

(4) For the removal of doubts, it is hereby provided, that the provisions of sub-section (3) shall not apply 
to the woman who was compelled to undergo such diagnostic techniques or such selection.

28. Cognizance of offences-

(1) No court shall take cognizance of an offence under this Act except on a complaint made by-

(a) the Appropriate Authority concerned, or any officer authorised in this behalf by the Central 
Government or State Government, as the case may be, or the Appropriate Authority; or

(b) a person who has given notice of not less than fifteen days in the manner prescribed, to the 
Appropriate Authority, of the alleged offence and for his intention to make a complaint to the 
court.

Explanation.- For the purpose of this clause, “person” includes a social organisation.
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CHAPTER VIII : MISCELLANEOUS

29. Maintenance of records-

(1) All records, charts, forms, reports, consent letters and all the documents required to be maintained 
under this Act and the rules shall be preserved for a period of two years or for such period as may be 
prescribed :

Provided that, if any criminal or other proceedings are instituted against any Genetic Counselling 
Centre, Genetic Laboratory or Genetic Clinic, the records and all other documents of such Centre, 
Laboratory or Clinic shall be preserved till the final disposal of such proceedings.

(2) All such records shall, at all reasonable times, be made available for inspection to the Appropriate 
Authority or to any other person authorised by the Appropriate Authority in this behalf.”

3.1 In exercise of the powers conferred by section 32 of the Act, the Central Government has made the
Pre-conception and Pre-natal Diagnostic Techniques (Prohibition of Sex Selection) Rules, 1996 (for 
short, “the Rules”) of which following provisions, as amended by notification [G.S.R.109 (E)] dated 
14.02.2003, may be relevant :

“9. Maintenance and preservation of records-

(1) Every Genetic Counselling Centre, Genetic Laboratory, Genetic Clinic, Ultrasound Clinic and Imaging 
Centre shall maintain a register showing, in serial order, the names and addresses of the men or women 
given counselling, subjected to pre-natal diagnostic procedures or pre-natal diagnostic tests, the names 
of their spouses or fathers and the date on which they first reported for such counselling, procedure or 
test.

(2) The record to be maintained by every Genetic Counselling Centre, in respect of each woman counselled 
shall be as specified in Form D.

(3) The record to be maintained by every Genetic Laboratory, in respect of each man or woman subjected 
to any pre-natal diagnostic procedure/technique/test, shall be as specified in Form E.

(4) The record to be maintained by every Genetic Clinic, in respect of each man or woman subjected to 
any pre-natal diagnostic procedure/technique/test, shall be as specified in Form F.

(5) The Appropriate Authority shall maintain a permanent record of applications for grant or renewal of 
certificate of registration as specified in Form H. Letters of intimation of every change of employee, 
place, address and equipment installed shall also be preserved as permanent records.

(6) All case related records, forms of consent, laboratory results, microscopic pictures, sonographic plates 
or slides, recommendations and letters shall be preserved by the Genetic Counselling Centre, Genetic 
Laboratory, Genetic Clinic, Ultrasound Clinic or Imaging Centre for a period of two years from the 
date of completion of counselling, pre-natal diagnostic procedure or pre-natal diagnostic test, as the 
case may be. In the event of any legal proceedings, the record shall be preserved till final disposal of 
legal proceedings, or till the expiry of the said period of two years, whichever is later.

(7) In case the Genetic Counselling Centre or Genetic Laboratory or Genetic Clinic or Ultrasound Clinic 
or Imaging Centre maintains records on computer or other electronic equipment, a printed copy of the 
record shall be taken and preserved after authentication by a person responsible for such record.

(8) Every Genetic Counselling Centre, Genetic Laboratory, Genetic Clinic, Ultrasound Clinic and Imaging 
Centre shall send a complete report in respect of all pre-conception or pregnancy related procedures/ 
techniques/tests conducted by them in respect of each month by 5th day of the following month to the 
concerned Appropriate Authority.
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10. Conditions for conducting pre-natal diagnostic procedures-

(1) Before conducting preimplantation genetic diagnosis, or any pre-natal diagnostic technique/test/ 
procedure, such as amniocentesis, chorionic villi biopsy, foetus-copy, foetal skin or organ biopsy or 
cordo centesis, a written consent, as specified in Form G, in a language the person undergoing such 
procedure understands, shall be obtained from her/him :

Provided that where a Genetic Clinic has taken a sample of any body tissue or body fluid and sent it to 
a Genetic Laboratory for analysis or test, it shall not be necessary for the Genetic Laboratory to obtain 
a fresh consent in Form G.

(1A) Any person conducting ultrasonog-raphy/image scanning on a pregnant woman shall give a 
declaration on each report on ultrasonography/image scanning that he/she has neither detected 
nor disclosed the sex of foetus of the pregnant woman to any body. The pregnant woman shall 
before undergoing ultrasonography/image scanning declare that she does not want to know the 
sex of her foetus.

(2) All the State Governments and Union territories may issue translation of Form G in languages used in 
the State or Union Territory and where no official translation in a language understood by the pregnant 
woman is available, the Genetic Clinic may translate Form G into a language she understands.”

“14. Conditions for analysis or test and pre-natal diagnostic procedures-

(1) No Genetic Laboratory shall accept for analysis or test any sample, unless referred to it by a Genetic 
Clinic.

(2) Every pre-natal diagnostic procedure shall invariably be immediately preceded by locating the foetus 
and placenta through ultrasonography, and the pre-natal diagnostic procedure shall be done under 
direct ultrasonographic monitoring so as to prevent any damage to the foetus and placenta.”

“18. Code of conduct to be observed by persons working at Genetic Counselling Centres. Genetic
Laboratories. Genetic Clinics. Ultrasound Clinics. Imaging Centre, etc.

All persons including the owners, employee or any other persons associated with Genetic Counselling Centres,
Genetic Laboratories, Genetic Clinics, Ultrasound Clinics, Imaging Centres registered under the Act/these
Rules shall-

(i) not conduct or associate with, or help in carrying out detection or disclosure of sex of foetus in any 
manner;

(ii) not employ or cause to be employed any person not possessing qualifications necessary for carrying 
out pre-natal diagnostic techniques/procedures and tests including ultrasonography;

(iii) not conduct or cause to be conducted or aid in conducting by himself or through any other person any 
techniques or procedure for selection of sex before or after conception or for detection of sex of foetus 
except for the purposes specified in sub-section (2) of section 4 of the Act;

(iv) not conduct or cause to be conducted or aid in conducting by himself or through any other person any 
techniques or test or procedure under the Act at a place other than a place registered under the Act/these 
Rules;

(v) ensure that no provision of the Act and these rules are violated in any manner;

(vi) ensure that the person, conducting any techniques, test or procedure leading to detection of sex of 
foetus for purposes not covered under section 4 (2) of the Act or selection of sex before or after 
conception, is informed that such procedures lead to violation of the Act and these rules which are 
punishable offences;
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(vii) help the law enforcing agencies in bringing to book the violators of the provisions of the Act and these 
Rules;

(viii) display his/her name and designation prominently on the dress worn by him/ her;

(ix) write his/her name and designation in full under his/her signature;

(x) on no account conduct or allow/cause to be conducted female foeticide;

(xi) not commit any other act of professional misconduct.”

3.2 Form-F prescribed for maintaining the records under Rule 9 (4) and Rule 10 (1A) is as under :

“FORM F
(See proviso to Section 4 (3), Rule 9(4) and Rule 10 (1A)

FORM FoR MAINTENANCE o f  RECoRD IN RESPECT oF  PREGNANT
w o m a n  b y  g e n e t ic  c l in ic /u l t r a s o u n d  c l in ic /im a g in g  c e n t r e .

1. Name and address of the Genetic Clinic/Ultrasound Clinic/Imaging Centre.

2. Registration No.

3. Patient’s name and her age

4. Number of children with sex of each child

5. Husband’s/Father’s name

6. Full address with Tel. No., if any.

7. Referred by (full name and address of Doctors/Genetic Counseling Centre (referral note to be preserved 
carefully with the case papers)/self referral.

8. Last menstrual period/weeks of pregnancy

9. History of genetic/medical disease in themselves family (specify)

Basis of diagnosis :

(a) Clinical

(b) Bio-chemical

(c) Cytogenetic

(d) Other (e.g. radiological, ultrasonography etc., specify)

10. Indication for pre-natal diagnosis 

A. Previous child/children with :

(i) Chromosomal disorders

(ii) Metabolic disorders

(iii) Congenital anomaly

(iv) Mental retardation
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(v) Haemoglobinopathy

(vi) Sex linked disorders

(vii) Single gene disorder

(viii) Any other (specify)

B. Advanced maternal age (35 years)

C. Mother/father/sibling has genetic disease (specify)

D. Other (specify)

11. Procedures carried out (with name and registration No. of Gynaecologist/Radiologist/Registered Medical 
Practitioner who performed it).

Non-Invasive

(i) Ultrasound (specify purpose for which ultrasound is to be done during pregnancy) (list of indications 
for ultrasonography of pregnant women are given in the note below).

Invasive

(ii) Amniocentesis

(iii) Chorionic Villi aspiration

(iv) Foetal biopsy

(v) Cordocentesis

(vi) Any other (specify)

12. Any complication of procedure-please specify

13. Laboratory tests recommended

(i) Chromosomal studies

(ii) Biochemical studies

(iii) Molecular studies

(iv) Preimplantation genetic diagnosis

14. Result of

(a) pre-natal diagnostic procedure (give details)

(b) Ultrasonography Normal/Abnormal (specify abnormality detected, if any)

15. Dates on which procedures carried out.

16. Date of which consent obtained (In case of invasive)

17. The result of pre-natal diagnostic procedure were conveyed to......................on........

18. Was MTP advised/conducted?

19. Date on which MTP carried out.

Name, Signature and Registration number of the Gynaecologist/Radiologist/Director of the Clinic.

Date...........

Place..........
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DECLARATION OF PREGNANT WOMAN

I, Ms.................(name of the pregnant woman), declare that by undergoing ultrasonography/image scanning
etc. I do not want to know the sex of my foetus.

Signature/Thumb impression of pregnant woman

DECLARATION OF DOCTOR/PERSON CONDUCTING ULTRASONOGRAPHY/IMAGE SCANNING

I.........(name of the person conducting ultrasonography/image scanning) declare that while conducting
ultrasonography/image scanning on Ms........(name of the pregnant woman), I have neither detected nor disclosed
the sex of her foetus to anybody in any manner.

Name and signature of the person conducting the sonography/image scanning/ Director or owner of genetic 
clinic/ultrasound clinic/imaging centre.

Important Notes

(i) Ultrasound is not indicated/advised/performed to determine the sex of foetus except for diagnosis of 
sex-linked diseases such as Duchenne Muscular Dystropy, Haemophilia A and B etc.

(ii) During pregnancy Ultrasonography should only be performed when indicated. The following is the 
representative list of indications for ultrasound during pregnancy :-

(1) to (23)..............”

4. It was argued by learned Public Prosecutor Mr. Sunit Shah that the Appropriate Authority for the State being a 
multi-member body, delegation of authority for filing a complaint was essential and explicit in the provisions 
of section 28 of the Act. He also submitted that in view of increasing incidence of female foeticide and 
adverse sexratio in the society, the legislature has advisedly made stringent provisions for preventing misuse 
of the pre-natal diagnostic techniques. The maintenance and preservation of records particularly in case of 
pregnant women undergoing ultrasonography, under the pain of heavy penalties, was part of a strategy to 
curb the misuse of diagnostic techniques and without such compulsion to keep the records in the prescribed 
manner, it would be well nigh impossible to trace and prove the offences under the Act. The requirement of 
maintaining the records was itself an effective check against commission of other offences, according to the 
submission. Per contra, it was submitted that the provisions of sub-section (3) of section 4 were procedural 
and any lapse in maintaining the record could not be equated with substantive offences of contravention of 
the provisions of section 5 or 6. It was submitted that even a minor, formal, technical or accidental slip in 
filling the forms or keeping the record cannot be the basis of allegation of inaccuracy or deficiency and should 
not be allowed to expose the person conducting ultrasonography on a pregnant woman to prosecution for 
serious offences and cast upon him an impossible burden of proving all the ingredients of sections 5 and 6 of 
the Act.

5. A conjoint reading of the above provisions would clearly indicate a well-knit legislative scheme for ensuring 
a strict and vigilant enforcement of the provisions of the Act directed against female foeticide and misuse of 
pre-natal diagnostic techniques. In fact, the use of those techniques are restricted to the purpose of detection 
of any of the abnormalities or diseases enumerated in sub-section (2) of section 4 of the Act. The provisions 
are stricter in case of conduct of pre-natal diagnostic techniques on a pregnant woman, requiring her written 
consent and determination of sex of a foetus is prohibited by the provisions of sections 5 and 6. Constitution 
of ‘Appropriate Authority’ under section 17 is clearly meant to ensure proper and vigorous implementation 
of the Act; and it is expressly prescribed as one of its functions to take legal action against the use of any sex- 
selection technique. That authority, where appointed for the whole of a State or Union Territory, has to consist 
of three members. And when it is appointed for a part of the State or a Union Territory, it could consist of an 
officer of such rank as the Government concerned may deem fit.
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6. The provisions of section 28 clearly provide for taking cognizance of an offence under the Act only upon a 
complaint being made by any of the four categories of complainants, viz:

(1) the Appropriate Authority concerned;

(2) any officer authorised in that behalf by the Central Government or State Government;

(3) any officer authorised in that behalf by the Appropriate Authority; and

(4) a person, which includes a social organisation, who has given notice as prescribed in section 28 (1)
(b).
Use of the words “Appropriate Authority” twice, at the beginning and end of clause (a) of sub-section 
(1) of section 28, clearly conveys that complaint could be made by an officer who is authorised in 
that behalf by the Central Government, the State Government or the Appropriate Authority, besides 
the Appropriate Authority itself. The power to delegate and authorise an officer to make a complaint 
is clearly conferred upon all the three authorities under the provisions of section 28, and, therefore, a 
Court can take cognizance of an offence under the Act on a complaint made by any officer authorised 
in that behalf by the Appropriate Authority. The first issue is answered accordingly.

7. As seen earlier, the Act and the Rules made thereunder provide for an elaborate scheme to ensure proper 
implementation of the relevant legal provisions and the possible loop-holes in strict and full compliance 
are sought to be plugged by detailed provisions for maintenance and preservation of records. In order to 
fully operationalise the restrictions and injunctions contained in the Act in general and in sections 4, 5 and 
6 in particular, to regulate the use of pre-natal diagnostic technique, to make the pregnant woman and the 
person conducting the prenatal diagnostic tests and procedures aware of the legal and other consequences 
and to prohibit determination of sex, the Rules prescribe the detailed forms in which records have to be 
maintained. Thus the Rules are made and forms are prescribed in aid of the Act and they are so important 
for implementation of the Act and for prosecution of the offenders, that any improper maintenance of such 
record is itself made equivalent to violation of the provisions of sections 5 and 6, by virtue of the proviso to 
sub-section (3) of section 4 of the Act. It must, however, be noted that the proviso would apply only in cases 
of ultrasonography conducted on a pregnant woman. And any deficiency or inaccuracy in the prescribed 
record would amount to contravention of the provisions of sections 5 and 6 unless and until contrary is 
proved by the person conducting such ultrasonography. The deeming provision is restricted to the cases of 
ultrasonography on pregnant women and the person conducting ultrasonography is, during the course of trial 
or other proceeding, entitled to prove that the provisions of sections 5 and 6 were, in fact, not violated.

8. It needs to be noted that improper maintenance of the record has also consequences other than prosecution 
for deemed violation of section 5 or 6. Section 20 of the Act provides for cancellation or suspension of 
registration of Genetic Counselling Centre, Genetic Laboratory or Genetic Clinic in case of breach of the 
provisions of the Act or the Rules. Therefore, inaccuracy or deficiency in maintaining the prescribed record 
shall also amount to violation of the prohibition imposed by section 6 against the Genetic Counselling Centre, 
Genetic Laboratory or Genetic Clinic and expose such clinic to proceedings under section 20 of the Act. 
Where, by virtue of the deeming provisions of the proviso to sub-section (3) of section 4, contravention of 
the provisions of section 5 or 6 is legally presumed and actions are proposed to be taken under section 20, 
the person conducting ultrasonography on a pregnant woman shall also have to be given an opportunity to 
prove that the provisions of section 5 or 6 were not violated by him in conducting the procedure. Thus the 
burden shifts on to the person accused of not maintaining the prescribed record, after any inaccuracy or 
deficiency is established, and he gets the opportunity to prove that the provisions of sections 5 and 6 were 
not contravened in any respect. Although it is apparently a heavy burden, it is legal, proper and justified in 
view of the importance of the Rules regarding maintenance of record in the prescribed forms and the likely 
failure of the Act and its purpose if procedural requirements were flouted. The proviso to sub-section (3) of 
section 4 is crystal clear about the maintenance of the record in prescribed manner being an independent 
offence amounting to violation of section 5 or 6 and, therefore, the complaint need not necessarily also allege
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violation of the provisions of section 5 or 6 of the Act. A rebuttable presumption of violation of the provisions 
of section 5 or 6 will arise on proof of deficiency or inaccuracy in maintaining the record in the prescribed 
manner and equivalence with those provisions would arise for punishment as well as for disproving their 
violation by the accused person. That being the scheme of these provisions, it would be wholly inappropriate 
to quash the complaint alleging inaccuracy or deficiency in maintenance of the prescribed record only on the 
ground that violation of section 5 or 6 of the Act was not alleged or made out in the complaint. It would also 
be improper and premature to expect or allow the person accused of inaccuracy or deficiency in maintenance 
of the relevant record to show or prove that provisions of section 5 or 6 were not violated by him, before 
the deficiency or inaccuracy were established in court by the prosecuting agency or before the authority 
concerned in other proceedings.

9. Upon above analysis and appreciation of the scheme and provisions of the Act and Rules made thereunder, 
opinion on issues referred to the larger bench is as under :

(i) Under the provisions of section 28 of the Pre-conception and Pre-natal Diagnostic Techniques 
(Prohibition of Sex Selection) Act, 1994 (“the PNDT Act”), a Court can take cognizance of an 
offence under the Act on a complaint made by any officer authorised in that behalf by the Appropriate 
Authority.

(ii) The proviso to sub-section (3) of section 4 of the PNDT Act does not require that the complaint 
alleging inaccuracy or deficiency in maintaining record in the prescribed manner should also contain 
allegation of contravention of the provisions of section 5 or 6 of the PNDT Act.

(iii) In a case based upon allegation of deficiency or inaccuracy in maintenance of record in the prescribed 
manner as required under sub-section (3) of section 4 of the PNDT Act, the burden to prove that there 
was contravention of the provisions of section 5 or 6 does not lie upon the prosecution.

(iv) Deficiency or inaccuracy in filling Form F prescribed under Rule 9 of the Rules made under the PNDT 
Act, being a deficiency or inaccuracy in keeping record in the prescribed manner, it is not a procedural 
lapse but an independent offence amounting to contravention of the provisions of section 5 or 6 of the 
PNDT Act and has to be treated and tried accordingly. It does not, however, mean that each inaccuracy 
or deficiency in maintaining the requisite record may be as serious as violation of the provisions of 
section 5 or 6 of the Act and the Court would be justified, while imposing punishment upon conviction, 
in taking a lenient view in cases of only technical, formal or insignificant lapses in filling up the forms. 
For example, not maintaining the record of conducting ultrasonography on a pregnant woman at all or 
filling up incorrect particulars may be taken in all seriousness as if the provisions of section 5 or 6 were 
violated, but incomplete details of the full name and address of the pregnant woman may be treated 
leniently if her identity and address were otherwise mentioned in a manner sufficient to identify and 
trace her.

(v) The judgment in Dr. Manish C. Dave v. State of Gujarat reported in 2008 (1) GLH 475 stands overruled 
to the extent it is inconsistent with the above opinion. The references stand disposed accordingly.

Order accordingly.
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Mr. Sagar A. Mane i/by N.VBandiwadekar for the Petitioner.

Mr. S.R.Nargolkar, Additional Government Pleader for Respondent No.2. 
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Acts/Rules/orders : Maharashtra Medical Practitioner’s Act, 1961; Preconception and Prenatal Diagnostic 
Techniques(Prohibition of Sex Selection) Rules - Rules 6(2)(5), 8(2), 12 and 17(2); Preconception and Prenatal 
Diagnostic Techniques (Regulation of Prohibition of Misuse) Act, 1994 - Sections 3(2), 4(3), 19, 20, 20(1) to 20(3), 
21, 21(1), 29(1) and 30; Preconception and Prenatal Diagnostic Techniques

(Prohibition of Sex Selection) Act, 2003 - Sections 5, 23(1), 25 and 29(1); Constitution of India -Articles 14, 226 
and 227.

CASE SUMMARY

This decision is landmark in more than one sense and similarly a long and much awaited 
decision. It overrules the earlier decision delivered by the two judge Aurangabad Bench of the same 
High Court in Writ Petition No. 1587 of 2009 filed by Dr. Dadasheb Popatrao Tarte against State of 
Maharashtra through the minister for Health & Family Welfare and decided on 14/08/2009. In that 
writ petition, seizure of Ultra sonography machine was challenged on the ground that Section 30 of 
the Act does not empower Appropriate authority to seize such machine used in Genetic Clinic. High 
Court had accepted the said contention holding that reading of Section 30 and Rule 12 of the Act do 
not empower the Appropriate Authority to seize the sonography machine used in the genetic clinic. 
The High Court had therefore set aside the seizure of ultra-sonography machine and directed its 
return to the petitioner. However it was clear that while arriving at this conclusion, Explaination(2) 
of Rule 12 which defines material object to include machines and Explaination(3) which states that 
"seize” and "seizure” would include "seal” and "sealing” respectively, were not brought to the notice 
of High Court.
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The result of the said decision was however to the effect that Appropriate Authoriy could 
not seize sonography machines and because of this decision, already siezed machines had to be 
released and returned.

Fortunately for the Prosecution, when this anomalous position was brought to the notice of 
the High Court in Writ Petition No.7896 of 2010 filed by Dr. Mrs. Suhasini Umesh Karanjkar against 
Kolhapur Municipal Corporation and others, dated 23.12.2010, it was held that this part of the decision 
requires reconsideration and the matter deserves to be heard by a larger Bench.

Accordingly, the matter was considered in detail by the Full Bench, which in its decision 
dated 12.6.2011 positively and conclusively held that, the analysis of the provisions of the Act is 
sufficient to hold that the expression "material object" in respect of which the power to seize and 
seal is conferred upon the Appropriate Authority/ authorised officer, includes ultra sound machines, 
other machines and equipment which are used for pre-natal diagnostic techniques or sex selection 
techniques” and hence now it can be held as settled law that Appropriate Authority has power to 
seize the ultra sound machine used in genetic clinics. (Para 27, 33)

In this case, before parting with the matter, the High Court also made a reference to the 
disturbing figures of the declining National child sex ratio over the last five decades, to which its 
attention was sought by the learned Additional Government Pleader, reflecting that in the census of 
2011 the national female child sex ratio has fallen to 914 whereas in Maharashtra it has gone down 
from 913 in 2001 to 883 in 2011. It has gone down to as low as 801 in Beed District. In Kolhapur 
District, where the offence in question was registered, it is 839.

The High Court also felt distressed by the fact that a number of cases for trial of offences 
registered under the Act are pending in Courts of the Judicial Magistrate First Class for a long period, 
sometimes upto 6 years and in a few cases as long as 6 to 8 years. The High Court has, therefore, 
directed that all cases under the Act shall be taken up on top priority basis and the Metropolitan 
Magistrates, Mumbai and the J.M.F.Cs. in other Districts shall try and decide such cases with utmost 
priority and preferably within one year. Criminal Cases instituted in the year 2010 and prior thereto 
shall be tried and decided by 31 December 2011.(Para 41)

The High Court further gave direction to circulate the copy of the judgement to all the courts in 
Maharashtra for timely compliance of the above direction.(Para 42)

This judgement therefore goes a long way not only in clarifying the anomalous legal position 
but also paves the way for expeditious disposal of the cases filed under this Act so that the Act will 
acheive the object of curbing the misuse of sex determination and sex selection techniques.The 
results of this judgment are also visible in expeditious disposal of cases and recent decisions coming 
from trial courts.

JUDGMENT 
P. C. : Mohit S. Shah, C. J.

This reference made by an order dated 23 December, 2010 of a Division Bench of this Court raises the 
following questions :-

1) Whether the power to search, seize and seal “any other material object” conferred by Section 30 of the 
Preconception and pre-natal Diagnostic Techniques (Prohibition of Sex Selection) Act, 1994 includes the 
power to search, seize and seal an ultrasound machine or any other machine or equipment, if the Appropriate 
Authority or Authorized Officer has reason to believe that it may furnish evidence of the commission of an 
offence punishable under the Act?
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2) Whether the decision of a Division Bench of this Court at Aurangabad Bench in Dadasaheb (Dr.) s/o Popatrao
Tarte Vs. State of Maharashtra and others. 2009 (12) LJSOFT 95 = 2010 (2) Mah.L.J. 110 taking the view that 
Section 30 does not confer such power in respect of an ultrasound machine lays down the correct law?

2. The brief facts leading to filing of this writ petition are not in dispute. The petitioner is a Gynecologist 
running a Maternity and Surgical Hospital at Kolhapur with an ultrasound machine. The hospital has been 
registered as a Genetic clinic/Ultrasound Clinic under the provisions of the Pre-conception and Pre-natal 
Diagnostic Techniques Act. 1994 “(the Act)” and the Pre-conception and Pre-natal Diagnostic Techniques 
(Prohibition of Sex Selection) Rules. 1996 “(the Rules)”. Registration was granted by the competent authority 
on 3 September 2003 and has been extended from time to time till 31 March 2013. On 22 January 2009. 
the Appropriate Authority at Kolhapur along with his officers went to the petitioner’s clinic in view of a 
complaint that the petitioner was using the ultra sound machine for conducting sonography on pregnant 
women for determination of sex of foetus. The Appropriate Authority seized the record of the hospital and the 
ultrasound machine and put his seal on the record and the ultrasound machine after drawing a panchanama in 
presence of the petitioner’s husband. who is also a Gynecologist.

On 17 February 2009. the Appropriate Authority issued a notice to the petitioner to show cause why the 
registration granted in her favour should not be suspended. The petitioner sent a reply dated 5 March 2009. 
The Appropriate Authority passed order on 7 March 2009 suspending the registration granted to the petitioner 
under the provisions of the Act and the rules. Aggrieved by the order the petitioner preferred an appeal before 
the District Collector. Kolhapur under Section 27 of the Act. on 31 August 2009.

3. In the present petition filed on 14 September 2010, the petitioner has challenged the action of the Appropriate 
Authority seizing and sealing the ultrasound machine on the ground that the Appropriate Authority and the 
Authorized Officer does not have any power to seize and seal an ultrasound machine. At the time of the 
preliminary hearing of this petition. counsel for the petitioner placed reliance on the decision of a Division 
Bench of this Court in Dadasaheb Vs. State of Maharashtra. 2009 (12) LJSOFT 95 = 2010 (2) Mah.L.J. 
110. in support of the contention that the Appropriate Authority has no power to seize or seal an ultrasound 
sonography machine. The following observations are contained in paragraph 12 of the judgment:-

“On clear reading of the provisions under Section 30 of the Act of 1994 as well as the provisions under Rules 
of 1996 make it clear that the Appropriate Authority is empowered to seize the documents. record. register. 
book. pamphlet. advertisement or any other material object found in the Genetic Clinic. Genetic Centre. or 
the General Laboratory. But on clear and bare reading of the provision under the Act as well as the rules it 
nowhere provides that the authority is empowered to seize the machinery/the machine used in the Genetic 
Clinic. If it is so. the authority is not empowered to seize the Ultra Sonography Machine under the provisions 
of Law. In the premise. the case of the petitioner is covered under the EQUIVALENT CITATION as the Rule 
given by the Principal Bench of this Court in Writ Petition No. 7973/2008 is applicable to the present case. 
In the premises. we set aside the order of the seizure of the ultra sonography machine and direct to return the 
seized ultra sonography machine to the petitioner.” (emphasis supplied)

4. While prima facie disagreeing with the above view. the Division Bench making the reference has expressed 
a tentative opinion that the provisions of Section 30 of the Act and Rule 12 of the Rules are widely worded 
in order to provide for the power to seize and seal not only registers and documents but also “any other 
material object” found in a Genetic Counselling Centre. Genetic Laboratory/Genetic clinic or any other place 
where an offence under the Act has been or is being committed. Hence. the present reference which involves 
determination of the questions set out in the opening paragraph of this judgment.

While making this reference. the Division Bench had also directed the District Collector i.e. Appellate 
Authority to hear and decide the petitioner’s appeal expeditiously.

5. The learned counsel for the petitioner placed reliance upon the aforesaid decision of this Court and submitted 
that Section-30 of the Act does not define “any other material object” and therefore, the definition of “material
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object” in Explanation (2) to Rule 12 laying down the procedure for search and seizure as “including machines 
and equipments” cannot empower the Appropriate Authority under Section 30 to seize and seal an ultrasound 
machine. It was submitted that the substantive power conferred by Section 30 of the Act cannot be enlarged 
by a definition in the Rules made under the Act.

6. On the other hand, Mr. Nargolkar, learned Additional Government Pleader has submitted that Explanation (2) 
to Rule 12 expressly defines “material object” as including “machines and equipments” and therefore, there 
is no scope whatsoever for any controversy. It is further submitted that the Rules of 1996 were framed by the 
Central Government under the provisions of Section 32 read with Section 30 and were laid before each House 
of Parliament under Section 34. In absence of any modification made by Parliament in Rule 12, the definition 
of “material object” as including machines and equipments must be treated as having received legislative 
acceptance by Parliament. It is further submitted that even otherwise, on an examination of the scheme of the 
Act and the Rules, the Appropriate Authority and the Authorized Officer do have the power or authority to 
search, seize and seal ultrasound machines or other equipments used in criminal acts of sex determination for 
sex selection in contravention of the Act.

7. Before dealing with the rival submissions, it is necessary to refer to the relevant provisions of the Act and the 
Rules and also to the Statement of Objects & Reasons particularly, for Amendment Act 14 of 2003.

8. The Act and the Rules framed there under came into force on 1 January 1996. The Preamble to the Act 
provides that it is an Act to provide for the prohibition of sex selection, before or after conception and 
regulation of the use of pre-natal diagnostic techniques for the purpose of detecting genetic abnormalities 
or metabolic disorders or chromosomal abnormalities or certain congenital mal-formations or sex linked 
disorders and for the prevention of their misuse for sex determination leading to female foeticide and, for 
matters connected herewith or incidental thereto. (emphasis supplied)

9. Section 3 of the Act provides for regulation of Genetic Counselling Centres, Genetic Laboratories and Genetic 
clinics through the requirement of registration under the Act. Section 4 provides that no such place shall be 
used for conducting pre-natal diagnostic techniques except for the purposes specified in Clause (2) of the said 
section and requires a person conducting such techniques such as ultrasound sonography on pregnant women 
to keep a complete record in the manner prescribed in the Rules..

Section 6 provides that no pre-natal diagnostic techniques including sonography can be conducted for the 
purpose of determining the sex of a foetus and that no person shall conduct or cause to be conducted any pre
natal diagnostic techniques including ultra sonography for the purpose of determining the sex of a foetus.

10. The Act came to be amended by Amendment Act 14 of 2003. The Statement of Objects and Reasons to the 
Amendment Act, inter alia, read as under:-

1) “Amendment Act 14 of 2003 - Statement of Objects and Reasons.- The Pre-natal Diagnostic 
Techniques (Regulation and Prevention of Misuse) Act, 1994 seeks to prohibit pre-natal diagnostic 
techniques for determination of sex of the foetus leading to female foeticide. During recent years, 
certain inadequacies and practical difficulties in the administration of the said Act have come to the 
notice of the Government, which has necessitated amendments in the said Act. (emphasis supplied)

2) The pre-natal diagnostic techniques like amniocentesis and sonography are useful for the detection of 
genetic or chromosomal disorders or congenital malformations or sex linked disorders, etc. However, 
the amniocentesis and sonography are being used on a large scale to detect the sex of the foetus and 
to terminate the pregnancy of the unborn child, if found to be female. Techniques are also being 
developed to select the sex or child before conception. These practices and techniques are considered 
discriminatory to the female sex and not conducive to the dignity of women. (emphasis supplied)

3) The proliferation of the technologies mentioned above may, in future, precipitate a catastrophe in the 
form of severe imbalance in male female ratio. The State is also duty bound to intervene in such matters 
to uphold the welfare of the society, especially of the women and children. It is, therefore, necessary to
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enact and implement in letter and spirit a legislation to ban the pre conception sex selection techniques 
and the misuse of pre-natal diagnostic techniques for sex selective abortions and to provide for the 
regulation of such abortions. Such a law is also needed to uphold medical ethics and initiate the process 
of regulation of medical technology in the larger interests of the society. (emphasis supplied)

4) Accordingly, it is proposed to amend the aforesaid Act with a view to banning the use of both sex 
selection techniques prior to conception as well as the misuse of prenatal diagnostic techniques for 
sex selective abortions and to regulate such techniques with a view to ensuring their scientific use for 
which they are intended.” (emphasis supplied)

11. Some important amendments made by the said Amendment Act 14 of 2003, have a bearing on the questions 
under consideration. Having realized that ultra sonography on a pregnant woman with an ultrasound machine 
is an very important part of the sex determination test and procedure, which is being misused, Parliament has 
made a specific reference to sonography and ultrasound machine and other machines in some of the newly 
inserted sections and also by amendments to existing provisions.

12. The term “genetic clinic” is defined in Section 2(d) as “any clinic or place by whatsoever may be called 
which is used for conducting pre natal diagnostic procedures”. The Explanation thereto provides that genetic 
clinic even includes a vehicle, where ultrasound machine or imaging machine or scanner or other equipment 
capable of determining sex of the foetus is used. Genetic laboratory is defined by Section 2(e) as including a 
place where facilities are provided for conducting analysis or test samples received from a genetic clinic or 
pre natal diagnostic tests. Explanation thereto provides that “genetic laboratory” includes a place where an 
ultrasound machine capable of determining sex of foetus, is used. Both these explanations provide that the 
definitions would even include a portable equipment with a potential for detection of sex during pregnancy 
or selection of sex before conception. (emphasis supplied)
A pre natal diagnostic test is defined in Section 2(k) as “ultrasonography or any test or analysis of amniotic
fluid.......or fluid of pregnant woman or conception or analysis....blood or any other tissue or blood of the
pregnant woman or conceptus conducted to detect....genetic..... or sex linked disease”.
Section 2(i) defines “pre-natal diagnostic procedures as “all gynaecological or obstetrical or medical
procedures such as ultra sonography,........ of a woman before or after conception for being sent to genetic
laboratory or genetic clinic for conducting any type of analysis or pre natal diagnostic tests for selection of 
sex before or after conception.
Section-2) (j) defines “pre-natal diagnostic techniques” as including all pre natal diagnostic procedures and 
pre natal diagnostic tests. (emphasis supplied)

13. Section 3B provides as follows :
“3-B- Prohibition on sale of ultrasound machine, etc., to persons, laboratories, clinics, etc., not registered 
under the Act- No person shall sell any ultrasound machine or imaging machine or scanner or any other 
equipment capable of detecting sex of foetus to any Genetic Counselling Centre, Genetic Laboratory, Genetic 
Clinic or any other person not registered under the Act.” (emphasis supplied)

14. Amended section 4 now specifically provides that the person conducting ultra sonography on a pregnant 
woman has to maintain the complete record thereof in the manner prescribed in the Rules and any deficiency 
or inaccuracy found therein amounts to contravention of Section 5 and 6, unless contrary is proved by the 
person conducting such ultra sonography.
Section 6 also specifically prohibits ‘any genetic clinic.... or any person’ from conducting any pre natal 
diagnostic techniques including ultra sonography for the purpose of detecting sex of foetus. 15. Sub Section
(1) of Section 18 prior to amendment by Act 14 of 2003 read as under:-

“(1) No person shall open any Genetic Counselling Centre, Genetic Laboratory or Genetic Clinic after the 
commencement of this Act unless such Centre, Laboratory of Clinic is duly registered separately or jointly 
under this Act.”
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After amendment in 2003, the provision reads as under :

“No person shall open any Genetic Counselling Centre, Genetic Laboratory or Genetic Clinic, including 
clinic, laboratory or centre having ultrasound or imaging machine or scanner or any other technology capable 
of undertaking determination of sex of foetus and sex selection, or render services to any of them, after the 
commencement of the Prenatal Diagnostic Techniques [Regulation and Prevention of Misuse) Amendment 
Act, 2002 unless such centre, laboratory or clinic is duly registered under the Act.” (emphasis supplied)

16. Section 22 provides for prohibition of advertisement relating pre conception and pre natal determination of 
sex and punishment for contravention and Section 23 provides that any medicval geneticist, gynaecologist, 
registered medical practitioner or any person who owning a Genetic Centre, etc., or is employed to render his 
professional or technical services to or at such a centre, and who contravenes any of the provisions of this Act 
or rules made thereunder shall be punishable with imprisonment for a period upto three years and with fine 
which may extend to ten thousand rupees, which may extend to five years and with fine which may extend to 
fifty thousand rupees, in case of subsequent conviction.
Sub section (2) of Section 23 even provides that the name of the errant registered medical practitioner shall be 
reported by the Appropriate Authority to the State Medical Council concerned for taking necessary action.

17. Section 17(4) of the Act, even prior to the Amendment Act of 2003, provided that the Appropriate Authority 
shall perform various functions including the following :-
“(c) to investigate complaints of breach of the provisions of this Act or the rules made thereunder and take 

immediate action;” and (emphasis supplied)
(d) any other matter which may be prescribed.
Section 17-A inserted by the Amendment Act, 2003 confers additional powers on the Appropriate Authority 
including the power in respect of :
(c) issuing search warrant for any place suspected to be indulging in sex selection techniques or prenatal 

sex determination ; and
(d) any other matter which may be prescribed.”

18. Section 29 provides for maintenance of records and preservation of such record for a period of two years 
till the final disposal of proceeding under the Act. Section 30 of the Act confers power to search and seize 
records. Prior to its amendment in 2003, Section 30 did not provide for any power to seal, though explanation 
(3) to Rule 12 of the Rules provides that “seize” would include “seal”, Section 30 as amended by Act 14 of 
2003 with effect from 14 February 2003 specifically confers power not only to seize but also “to seal” any 
record, register documents, books, pamphlet, advertisement or “any other material object” found therein at 
any Genetic Centre etc., in the following words:-
“30. Power to search and seize records, etc. -
(1) If the Appropriate Authority has reason to believe that an offence under this Act has been or is being 

committed at any Genetic Counselling Centre, Genetic Laboratory or Genetic Clinic or any other 
place, such Authority or any officer authorised thereof in this behalf may, subject to such rules as may 
be prescribed, enter and search at all reasonable times with such assistance, if any, as such authority 
or officer considers necessary, such Genetic Counselling Centre, Genetic Laboratory or Genetic Clinic 
or any other place and examine any record, register, document, book, pamphlet, advertisement or any 
other material object found therein and seize and seal the same if such Authority or officer has reason 
to believe that it may furnish evidence of the commission of an office punishable under this Act. 
(emphasis supplied)
Section 32 confers upon the Central Government powers to make rules for carrying out the provisions 
of the Act, including; (xiii) the manner in which the seizure of documents, records, objects, etc., shall 
be made and the manner in which seized list shall be prepared and delivered to the person from whose 
custody such documents, records or objects were seized under sub section (1) of Section 30.
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19. Section 34 provides that every rule and every regulation made under the Act shall be laid as soon as may be 
after it is made, before each House of Parliament while it is in session, for a total period of thirty days and if 
both houses agree in making any modification in the rule or regulation or both Houses agree that the rule and 
regulation should not be made, the rule or regulation shall thereafter have effect only in such modified form 
or be of no effect, as the case may be.

20. In exercise of the aforesaid powers under Section 32 read with Section 30 the Central Government has made 
the Pre conception and Pre- natal Diagnostic Techniques (Prohibition of Sex Selection) Rules 1996.

21. Rule 9 provides for maintenance and preservation of records and sub-rule (6) provides for particulars of the 
manner in which the records are to be maintained and also provides that all case related records, forms of 
consent, laboratory results, microscopic pictures, sonographic plates or slides, recommendations and letters 
shall be preserved by Genetic Centre etc., for a period of two years from the date of completion of counseling, 
pre- natal diagnostic procedure or pre-natal diagnostic test, as the case may be. In the event of any legal 
proceedings, the records etc., shall be preserved till final disposal of the legal proceedings. (emphasis supplied)
Rule 9(7) further provides that in case the Genetic Clinic etc. maintains records on computer or other 
electronic equipment, a printed copy of the record shall be taken and preserved after authentication by a 
person responsible for such record and further that such centre is required to send a complete report in respect 
of all pre conception or pregnancy related procedures/techniques /tests conducted by them in respect of each 
month by fifth day of the following month to the concerned Appropriate Authority.

22. Sub rule (1) of Rule 11 provides that Every Genetic Centre, Ultrasound Clinic etc., or any other place where 
any of the machines or equipments capable or performing any procedure, techniques or test capable of pre
natal determination of sex or selection of sex before or after conception is used, shall afford all reasonable 
facilities for inspection of the place, equipment and records to the Appropriate Authority or to any other 
person authorized by the Appropriate Authority. Sub rule (2) of Section 11 reads as under: (emphasis supplied)
“(2) The Appropriate Authority or the officer authorized by it may seal and seize any ultrasound machine, 
scanner or any other equipment, capable of detecting sex of foetus, used by any organization if the organization 
has not got itself registered under the Act.” (emphasis supplied)
These machines of the organizations may be released if such organization pays penalty equal to five times 
of the registration fee to the Appropriate Authority concerned and gives an understanding that it shall not 
undertake detection of sex of foetus or selection of sex before or after conception.

23. Rule 12 lays down the procedure for search and seizure as under :
“12. The Appropriate Authority or any officer authorized in this behalf may enter and search at all reasonable 
times any Genetic Counselling Centre, Genetic Laboratory, Genetic Clinic, Imaging Centre or Ultrasound 
Clinic in the presence of two or more independent witnesses, for the purposes of search and examination of 
any record, register, document, book, pamphlet, advertisement, or any other material object found therein and 
seal and seize the same if there is reason to believe that it may furnish evidence of commission of an offence 
punishable under the Act.”
Explanation-In these rules-
“(1) Genetic Laboratory/Genetic Clinic/Genetic Counselling Centre” would include an ultrasound centre/ 

imaging centre/nursing home/hospital/institute or any other place, by whatever name called, where any 
of the machines or equipments capable of selection of sex before or after conception or performing any 
procedure technique or test for pre-natal detection of sex of foetus, is used;

(2) “material object” would include records, machines and equipments; and
(3) “seize” and “seizure” would include “seal” and “sealing” respectively.” (emphasis supplied)

24. A bare perusal of the aforesaid statutory provisions, both in the Act and in the Rules framed thereunder, 
makes it abundantly clear that an ultra sonography test on a pregnant woman is considered to be an important
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part of a pre-natal diagnostic test or pre-natal diagnostic procedure, which cannot be conducted except for 
the purpose of section 4(2). The person conducting ultra sonography on a pregnant woman has to maintain a 
complete record thereof in the manner prescribed in the Rules and a deficiency or inaccuracy in maintaining 
such records would amount to an offence, unless the person conducting such sonography is able to show 
that there was no deficiency or inaccuracy. The fact that section 3-B inserted by Amendment Act 14 of 2003 
specifically prohibits even sale of an ultra sound machine or other machines capable of detecting sex of foetus 
to any genetic clinic or any other place or to any person not registered under the Act, itself should be sufficient 
to hold that in the scheme of the Act, Parliament has considered an ultrasound machine as a “material object” 
because it is capable of detecting sex of a foetus.

25. While section 17-A(c) empowers the appropriate authority to issue search warrant for any place suspected 
to be indulging in pre-natal sex determination with an ultra sonography test on a pregnant woman, apart 
from section 30, there is no other section in the Act which confers powers upon the appropriate authority or 
authorised officer to seize or seal a “material object” like an ultrasound machine at any place suspected to 
be indulging in pre-natal diagnostic techniques such as an ultra sonography test on a pregnant woman for 
determination of sex.

26. Now, if the petitioner’s contentions were to be accepted, the appropriate authority or the authorised officer 
will not have any power to seize or seal such an ultra sound machine sold by a person to an unregistered clinic. 
The Legislature which has condemned misuse of pre-natal diagnostic technique (such as ultra sonography 
on a pregnant woman) for sex determination of foetus leading to female foeticide, and made it a criminal 
offence punishable with imprisonment upto three years, could not have intended that while a seller of an ultra 
sound machine to an unregistered clinic should be prosecuted under section 23 for contravention of section 
3-B of the Act, the ultra sound machine should be allowed to be continued to be used by or on behalf of an 
unregistered purchaser. But for section 30 of the Act, no action can be taken by the appropriate authority or 
authorised officer in respect of the ultra sound machine being used for sonography on a pregnant woman for 
the purpose of determination of sex of the foetus, which may ultimately result into termination of pregnancy 
of unborn child, if found to be female- as stated in so many words in the Statement of Objects and Reasons 
to the Amendment Act 14 of 2003. That is why Parliament, which had already conferred on the appropriate 
authority/ authorised officer the power to “search and seize” any material object, also conferred the further 
power to “seal” such a material object.

27. In our opinion, the above analysis of the provisions of the Act is sufficient to hold that the expression 
“material object” for which the power to seize and seal is conferred upon the appropriate authority/ authorised 
officer, includes ultra sound machines, other machines and equipment which are used for pre-natal diagnostic 
techniques or sex selection techniques.

28. Further, the provisions of Rule 11, particularly sub-rule (2) thereof, conferring power to seal and seize ultra 
sound machines or other machines or equipments capable of detecting sex of foetus, sold to unregistered 
purchasers and explanation (2) to Rule 12 (material object would include records, machines and equipments) 
make it more than clear that the expression “any other material object” in section 30 includes ultrasound 
machines, other machines and equipment capable of detecting sex of foetus or capable of use for sex 
selection.

29. It is necessary to note that the Rules made under Section 32 of the Act are required by Section 34 to be laid 
before each House of Parliament and if no modification is made within a period of 30 days while Parliament 
is in session, the rules continue to have effect as made. If any modification is made, then the Rules continue 
to have effect subject to the modification . If both the Houses agree that a rule should not be made, the rule 
shall be of no effect from the date of annulment. It is nobody’s case that the Rules have not been laid before 
Parliament or after having been laid before Parliament, Parliament resolved to delete or modify explanation 
(2) to Rule 12. It must therefore, be held that the Rules have been accepted by Parliament without any 
modification of explanation (2) to Rule 12.
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30. In a catena of decisions (Tata  E n g in e e r in g  a n d  L o c o m o tiv e  C o m p a n y  L td  Vs. G ra m  P a n ch a y a t, P im p r i  
W aghere, A IR  1 9 7 6  S C  2 4 6 3  = (1 9 7 6 )4  S C C  177, P  K a s ilin g a m  Vs. P .S.G . C o lleg e  o f  T echnology, A IR  19 9 5  
S C  1 3 9 5  = 1 9 9 5  S u p p  (2) S C C  348, P a li  D e v i Vs. C ha irm an , M a n a g in g  C o m m ittee , A IR  1 9 9 6  S C  15 8 9  = 
1 9 9 6  (3) S C C  2 9 6  (p a ra  8), G u jra t P ra d e sh  P a n c h a y a t P a r is h a d  Vs. S ta te  o f  G u jara t, 2 0 0 7  (7) S C C  718  
(p a ra  39) the Supreme Court has held that “rules made under a statute are a legitimate aid to construction of 
the statute as contemporanea expositio.”. This is particularly so when Section 34 of the Act requires Rules 
made under Section 32 of the Act to be laid before each House of Parliament within a period of 30 days while 
Parliament is in session.

31. We may also refer to the rule of “ejusdem generis” invoked by the learned counsel for the petitioner in 
support of the contention that “any other material object” in Section 30 must take colour from the preceding 
words. It is submitted that since all the preceding words pertain to paper such as record, register, document, 
books, pamphlet and advertisement the words “any other material object” must be construed in light of the 
preceding words.

32. In Sm t. L e e la v a ti  B a i Vs. S ta te  o f  B om bay, 1 9 5 7  S C R  721 : A IR  1 9 5 7  S C  521 (Para 11), the Apex Court laid 
down the following principle:-

“The rule of e ju sd em  g e n e r is  is intended to be applied where general words have been used following 
particular and specific words of the same nature on the established rule of construction that the legislature 
presumed to use the general words in a restricted sense; that is to say, as belonging to the same genus as the 
particular and specific words. Such a restricted meaning has to be given to words of general import only 
where the context of the whole scheme of legislation requires it. But where the context and the object and 
mischief of the enactment do not require such restricted meaning to be attached to words of general import, it 
becomes the duty of the courts to give those words their plain and ordinary meaning”. (emphasis supplied)

33. As already discussed, on analysis of the scheme of the Act, and having regard to the legislative object and the 
mischief sought to be avoided, as referred to in the preamble to the Act and also in the Statement of Objects 
and Reasons to the Amendment Act 14 of 2003, we have no manner of doubt in holding that the power under 
Section 30 to seize and seal “any material object” includes power to seize and seal ultrasound machines 
and other machines and equipments, capable of selection of sex or capable of performing any procedure, 
technique or test for pre natal detection of sex of foetus.

34. As regards the decision in Dadasaheb Vs. State of Maharashtra (supra), we note that the Division Bench 
did not refer to explanation (2) to Rule 12 of the PC and PNDT Rules, 1996, much less to the legislative 
object and scheme of the Act discussed above . Otherwise also, independently of reference to the said Rules, 
we are of the view that on an analysis of the provisions of the Act, if any ultrasound machine is used for 
conducting sonography on a pregnant woman for a sex determination test or sex selection procedure in 
contravention of the provisions of the Act, the power to seize and seal any other material object, besides the 
record and documents, would include the power to seize and seal ultrasound machines and other machinery 
and equipment.

35. We may also refer to the interim order in Writ Petition No. 7973 of 2008 referred to in Paragraph 12 of the 
judgment in Dadasaheb’s case. (L a ta M a n g e s h k a r M e d ic a l  F o u n d a tio n  Vs. T he Dy. M e d ic a l  O fficer  o f  H e a lth  
P u n e  M u n ic ip a l C o rp o ra tio n  a n d  o thers). That interim order was passed in an all together different set of 
facts and circumstances. In that case, 8 ultrasound machines were seized from a charitable hospital with 650 
beds and 70 ICU beds and it was in that background that a Division Bench of this Court (without holding that 
the authority does not have the power to seize or seal ultra sound machines) by an interim order, directed the 
authorities to return ultrasound machines seized by the authorities on an allegation that “certain formalities 
were not fulfilled whilst sonography on patients was conducted which raises the suspicion that sonography 
might have been performed for detecting sex of the foetus.”

An interim order cannot be treated as a precedent while interpreting the provisions of a statue, and that too 
when the Division Bench did not refer to Section 30 of the Act.
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36. In view of the above discussion, our answers to the questions framed for determination are as under:-

(i) The expression “any other material object” in Section 30 of the Pre-conception and Pre-natal Diagnostic 
Techniques (Prohibition of Sex Selection) Act, 1994 includes ultrasound machines, other machines and 
equipment capable of aiding or assisting in selection of sex, or capable of performing any procedure, 
technique or test for pre natal detection of sex of foetus.

(ii) The decision of the Division Bench of this Court in Dadasaheb Vs. State of Maharashtra 2009 (12) 
LJSOFT 95 = 2010 (2) Mah.L.J. 110, taking the contrary view does not lay down the correct law and 
is hereby overruled.

37. Since the only controversy raised in this petition was about interpretation of the expression “any other material 
object” in Section 30 of the Act, we may not be treated to have expressed any opinion on the question as 
regards the circumstances in which the power under Section 30 is to be exercised.

38. As the seizure and sealing of the petitioner’s ultrasound machine was challenged only on the ground that 
the Appropriate Authority or Authorized Officer does not have power or authority to take such action under 
Section 30 of the Act read with Rule 12 and the petitioner’s contention has been repelled, we see no merit in 
this petition. The petition is accordingly dismissed. (emphasis supplied)

39. We place on record our appreciation for the valuable assistance rendered by Mr. Sagar A. Mane, learned 
counsel for the petitioner, Mr. S.R.Nargolkar, learned Additional Government Pleader for respondent No.2 
and Mr.Uday Warunjikar, learned counsel for the intervenors.

40. Before parting with the matter, we may refer to the disturbing figures of the declining National child sex ratio 
over the last five decades, to which our attention has been invited by the learned Additional Government 
Pleader :-

Year No.of girls per 1000 boys (in the age group 0-6 years)

1961 976
1971 965
1981 962
1991 945
2001 927
2011 914

In the State of Maharashtra also, the child sex ratio has gone down from 913 in 2001 to 883 in 2011. It has 
gone down to as low as 801 in Beed District. In Kolhapur District, where the offence in question is registered, 
it is 839.

41. We are also distressed by the fact that a number of cases for trial of offences registered under the Act are 
pending in Courts of the Judicial Magistrate First Class for a long period, sometimes upto 6 years and in a 
few cases as long as 6 to 8 years. It is, therefore, directed that all cases under the Act shall be taken up on top 
priority basis and the Metropolitan Magistrates. Mumbai and the J.M.F.Cs. in other Districts shall try and 
decide such cases with utmost priority and preferably within one year. Criminal Cases instituted in the year 
2010 and prior thereto shall be tried and decided by 31 December 2011.

42. A copy of this judgment shall be circulated to the Principal District Judges in all the districts of State of 
Maharashtra and State of Goa and to the Chief Metropolitan Magistrate, Mumbai, who shall in turn circulate 
a copy of this judgment to the Metropolitan Magistrates, Mumbai and all the Judicial Magistrates First Class 
in their respective districts for timely compliance with the above direction.
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23(2), 29, 30, 30(1) and 32, Rules 9, 12; Information Technology Act, 2000 - Sections 72 and 72A; Amendment 
Act, 2003 - Section 14; Indian Evidence Act - Section 45; Constitution of India - Articles 19, 21 and 226; European 
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CASE SUMMARY

In a series of landmark decisions delivered by the Bombay High Court towards effective and 
meaningful implementation of the provisions of the Act, one must say this Judgment constitutes a 
major milestone. It once again proves that Judiciary is one step ahead of legislature and executive 
in acting as catalyst for social change.

This Writ Petition under Article 226 of the Constitution was filed by Radiological and Imaging 
Association challenging two actions initiated by the Collector of Kolhapur District. One was the 
Circular dated 14th January 2011 issued by him, requiring the Radiologists and Sonologists in the 
District to transmit Form -  F online within 24 hours of conducting Sonography. The challenge was
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on the ground that the said Circular is without authority of law because under the PC & PNDT Rules 
the Form F is required to be submitted up to 5th day of the next month and not immediately within 
24 hours and not on line. The Collector and Civil Surgeon strongly supported the Circular on the 
ground that Kolhapur District is having the worst sex ratio of 838 females per 1000 males and one 
of the causes for the same was found to be illegal use of sonography centres for sex selection 
tests resulting in sex determination. It was found that there were two blatant violations of the Act, 
viz., under-reporting and false reporting of sonography tests. Moreover, as Kolhapur alone had 250 
sonography centres and each month more than 12000 sonography tests are being conducted on 
pregnant women, considering the magnitude of the work and lot of man power required to monitor 
the submission of Form -  F and its analysis for necessary action under the Act and Rules, it was 
submitted that with online submission of Form -  F, the said task has become easy and less time 
consuming and effective for taking prompt action. Moreover, it was in consonance with the spirit and 
object of Rule 9(4), which already require the sonography centres to submit Form -  F every month.

The High Court found considerable substance in these submissions as it noticed 4 
distinct advantages in the online submission of Form -  F when such large number of sonographies 
-  15000 per month are performed. Firstly, that entire information in the Form -  F has to be filled 
up in its online submission, otherwise Form was not accepted by Computer. Secondly, the work of 
submitting information in Form-F has to be complete on day to day basis, which results into third 
advantage to District administration to make its meaningful scrutiny and analysis to zero in on cases 
where sex selection was resorted to after sex determination. Fourthly, it would enable the Appropriate 
Authority to take immediate action in case of breach of provisions of the Act and Rules. The High 
Court, therefore, found that the Circular to submit Form-F online within 24 hours is in keeping with 
the letter and spirit of Section 17(4).

JUDGMENT 
Mohit S. Shah, C.J.

1. In this petition under Article 226 of the Constitution, the Petitioner-Radiological & Imaging Association 
(State Chapter-Jalna) (hereafter referred to as "the Petitioner" or "the Association") has challenged the circular 
dated 14 January 2011 of Collector and District Magistrate, Kolhapur (exhibit 'F') requiring the Radiologists 
and Sonologists to submit on-line form F under the Pre-conception and Pre-natal Diagnostic Techniques 
Rules, 2003. The Association has also challenged the circular dated 10 March 2010 (exhibit 'A') issued by the 
Collector in which reference is made to the workshop of doctors, sonologists and radiologists of Kolhapur 
held on 8 March 2010 and to the discussion at the said workshop for installation of SIOB (silent observer) for 
all the sonography machines, as a part of 'save the baby' campaign for improving sex ratio in the district.

2. The Petitioner-association is a society registered under the Societies Registration Act, 1860, formed for 
promoting, inter alia, the study and practice of Radio-diagnosis, ultra-sound, CT, MRI and other imaging 
modalities.

Members of the Association are medical practitioners who are imaging specialists engaged, inter alia, in 
foetal imaging, generally known as Sonologists/Radiologists and are governed by the provisions of the Pre
conception and Pre-natal Diagnostic Techniques (Prohibition of Sex Selection) Act, 1994 and Rules, 1996 
(for brevity, PC&PNDT Act of 1994 and Rules, 1996).

3. According to the Petitioner, ultra-sonography is a diagnostic technique which utilizes sound waves and 
reflections leading to imaging of diverse muscular or soft tissue organs/ parts of human body for detection 
of disorders, abnormalities or malfunctioning. It is a non-invasive technique which does not have any side 
effects or after effects and is, therefore, widely used in India and abroad for diagnostic examination of diverse
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organs and parts of the human body, including heart, liver, bladder, abdomen, kidneys, intestines, pancreas, 
prostate etc. Since it is non-invasive and has No. radiation hazard, ultra-sonography has proved to be a boon 
in evaluating the foetus during pregnancy.

Primary challenge

4. In this petition, the Petitioner has challenged the action of Collector and District Magistrate, Kolhapur 
in issuing Circular dated 10 March 2010 whereby all doctors, sonologists and radiologists practicing in 
Kolhapur District are called upon to install device 'Silent Observer' in their sonography/ultra-sound machines. 
According to the Petitioner, this machine and its software enables the Collector to directly review at district 
headquarters at Kolhapur to scan images of the patient which is illegal, against the provisions of the Act and 
invades privacy of the patients. It is contended that under the Rules, the ultra-sound clinics and other bodies 
governed by Act and the Rules are given time upto 5 th day of the next month for submitting information in 
the format which is to be signed by the doctor and the patient. However, public notice dated 14 January 2011 
(exhibit 'F') issued by the Collector and District Magistrate requiring the doctors/sonologists/radiologists to 
transmit form "F on-line within 24 hours is without authority of law.

Defence of Collector and District Magistrate

5. Collector and District Magistrate, Kolhapur has filed affidavit-in-reply dated 28 February 2011 submitting, 
interalia, as under:

5.1 Vide notifications issued under Section 17 of the Act, the Collectors and District Magistrates as well as 
Civil Surgeons or Deans of Medical Colleges (where Civil surgeons are not available) at every district 
level, are appointed as appropriate authorities. Reference is made to the power conferred by the Act 
and the Rules on the appropriate authority for enforcement of the provisions of the Act and the Rules.

The Collector and Civil Surgeon found that Kolhapur district is having the worst sex ratio 839 
females per 1000 males. After understanding the magnitude of the problem and illegal use of 
sonography centres for sex selection test resulting in female foeticide, the Collector organized 
the workshop of doctors/radiologists/sonologists.

Kolhapur has 250 sonography centres as on 1 January, 2011 and each month more than 12000 
sonography tests are being conducted on pregnant women in the district i.e. 1,50,000 tests per 
annum in the district. Sonography centre has to maintain, as per Section 4 and Rule 9, record 
of each test on the pregnant woman in form 'F'. It is mandatory for the sonography centres to 
submit form 'F' to the office of the Civil Surgeon (District Appropriate Authority) by fifth of next 
month. The district and sub-district appropriate authorities are required to inspect each centre 
once in three months to check whether the sonography centre has maintained the record properly 
or not. It requires a lot of manpower to monitor the submission of 'F' form from all centres and 
its analysis for necessary action under the Act and the Rules. The overburdened district and 
sub-district authorities also entrusted with other public duties, find it almost impossible to carry 
out 100% inspection and to study and scrutinize 'F' forms being received in such large numbers 
every month.

5.3. The district administration came across two blatant violations of the Act viz. under-reporting and false 
reporting of sonography tests.

(a) Under-reporting is not filling 'F' form even though sonography test is conducted on a pregnant 
woman, for the sole purpose of sex determination resulting in female foeticide.

(b) False reporting is wrong mentioning of age of the foetus and incorrect and wrong particulars in 
the other relevant columns. It was noticed that even when the health, growth and other indicators 
of foetus is normal, many doctors/radiologists submit incorrect report of pre-natal diagnostic

5.2 (a)

(b)
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procedure and recommend Medical Termination of Pregnancy. Checking of 'F' form after 
considerable long time lag was not yielding desirable result as the appropriate authority was 
unable to detect the sex selection abortion being carried out.

(c) Study on doctors perspective on PC&PNDT Act shows that 55.9% of the doctors stated that the 
information submitted was absolutely false and 41.2% stated that they were not sure. Almost all, 
97% of the doctors confirmed that there is demand for gender determination of foetus by patients 
(exhibit 'M').

Several studies have shown that almost 70% of form ’F’ are incomplete whether deliberate or not.

6. In order to overcome these problems, the District administration evolved the impugned methods:

6.1 The on-line 'F' form facilitates to fill in all 19 columns of form correctly and upload on daily basis. 
It also helps the district authority, namely, Civil Surgeon to analyse the monthly data expeditiously 
because on-line record in form 'F' is readily available on computers for the analysis and, action if 
needed, and for corrective course for proper enforcement of the Act. This new scientific innovation of 
on-line 'F' form is an added tool in the hands of district appropriate authorities for analysis of huge data 
(more than 12000 'F' forms on average per month) to take needful action.

6.2 Otherwise also, the information submitted in 'F' form in hard copy was required to be scrutinized and 
analysed by the District administration and as indicated above, the number of 'F' forms being received 
every year in Kolhapur district alone being 1.5 lakh, it was not possible for the administration to 
analyse the information submitted in 'F' forms in such a large number. With on-line submission of 'F' 
forms, it is possible for the appropriate authority to analyse the data by referring to a few parameters 
like age of the foetus, number of children the pregnant woman already has etc.

6.3 On-line submission of 'F' form is in consonance with the spirit and object of Section 4 and Rule 
9.. which already require the sonography centre to submit submission of forms 'F' every month. All 
sonography centres, in addition to on-line submission, still keep 'form 'F' manually in printed form 
where they sign and obtain signature of the patient undergoing sonography test.

6.4. After installation of silent observer on the ultra-sound machines in the sonography centres in Kolhapur 
district, reporting of sonography tests of pregnant women has increased to 34%. At the hearing also, 
Mr. Kumbhakoni, learned Counsel for the Collector and District Magistrate, Kolhapur has placed 
before us the statement giving details of the number of 'F' forms submitted in October 2009 and in May 
2011 as under:

Month Kolhapur Rural Kolhapur City Kolhapur District

October 2009 4932 4970 9902

June 2010 6618 5290 11908

May 2011 8909 6688 15597

7. It is the specific case in the reply affidavit that the information contained in 'F' form submitted on-line is not 
accessible to anyone except the Collector and District Magistrate.

8. The second solution found out by the District Collector and District Magistrate, Kolhapur and Civil Surgeon 
is installation of silent observer (SIOB). Together with on-line submission of 'F' forms, the silent observer 
addresses both the problems of under-reporting or false-reporting. As soon as doctor/radiologist opens the 
sonography machine, the silent observer captures and stores the video output of each sonography test which
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shows the age of foetus and abnormality if any. Thus, each sonography test is counted and can be cross
checked with the 'F' form submitted on-line In case of suspected medical termination of pregnancy, the 
district administration can check the 'F' form and verify the truthfulness by comparing video of sonography 
test. For instance, in order to show that the MTP is for medical purpose and not as a result of sex selection, 
the age of aborted foetus is normally shown as below 12 weeks, in which case the sex is not necessary to be 
mentioned in the report. In order to escape from the provisions of the Act, many doctors/radiologists indulge 
in false reporting in form 'F' in this fashion. By cross-checking, the information submitted in 'F' form on-line 
with the data stored in the silent observer, it is possible for the appropriate authority to detect false reporting 
in form 'F' and then to track down MTP for the purpose other than the medical purpose.

9. Rule 9(6) of the PC&PNDT Rules provides that all case-related records, forms of consent, laboratory results, 
microscopic pictures, sonographic plates or slides, recommendations and letters shall be preserved for two 
years. With few exceptions, No. sonography centres preserve such records except 'F' form. What the silent 
observer or SIOB does is, facilitate storage of video record of each sonography test. The silent observer is 
embedded on the ultra-sound machine which remains in the concerned sonography centre. The information 
stored in the said silent observer is not transmitted on-line to any authority but it remains stored in the device 
installed on the ultra-sound machine. It is accessed by the appropriate authority only when required in case 
of suspected MTP after sex selection.

10. In paras 10 and 31 of the affidavit-in-reply, the Collector and District Magistrate, Kolhapur (Respondent No.
3) has specifically stated as under:

...Respondent No. 3 submits that Petitioner has stated without ascertaining the facts and functions of SIOB 
that it enables the Respondent No. 3 to directly review at his district level (Kolhapur District) the scanned 
images of a patient is not correct. The device SIOB stores the video of sonography tests of pregnant women 
carried out at the sonography centre and not transmitted to district server for viewing by the Collector. The 
SIOB is sealed in presence of the concerned doctor/Radiologist with his signature. The Appropriate Authority, 
whenever it deems fit, request the concerned doctor/Radiologist and his authorized person go to the centre 
and access the selected data on pen drive and it is being viewed by a member of Radiologist Association of 
Kolhapur and they offer us their observation.

Hereto annexed and marked as Exh. ’C’ is the protocol made for use of "silent Observer".

31... Silent Observer is not connected to any district server, No. internet is connected to Silent Observer. The 
appropriate authority with the help of silent observer can check for suspected centres and suspected cases like 
pregnant females with one or more previous girls, pregnant females with age of 35 and above. The solution 
also provides various medical data of the entire district that can be used for various decision making.

11. It is further stated in the affidavit-in-reply that the Collector and District Magistrate, Kolhapur alongwith 
Civil Surgeon, Chairperson of Federation of Obstetric and Gynecological Societies of India and Chairperson 
of Radiologist Association organized a one day workshop at Kolhapur on 8 March 2010 and demonstrated the 
new device i.e. SIOB or popularly called the "silent observer"-to all the doctors/radiologists and sonologists 
present at the workshop and the object of installation of silent observer. It was also explained that this device 
will help the administration in solving the problem of under reporting and false-reporting. It will protect the 
practitioners doing ethical and legal practice and will act as a deterrent against sex selection practice resulting 
in female foeticide. All the doctors/radiologists present at the workshop agreed and resolved unanimously to 
install the silent observer (SIOB) at their own cost as concerned citizen of India to curb the illegal practice 
female foeticide and improving the sex ratio and it was, thereafter that the Collector and District Magistrate, 
Kolhapur issued letter dated 10 March 2010 (exhibit 'A') appealing to all the doctors and radiologists in the 
district to install the silent observer at the earliest. All 250 sonography centres in Kolhapur district have 
installed the silent observer at their own cost and there is not a single complaint to any higher authority.
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Central Government stand

12. At the hearing of this writ petition, Mr. Anurag Gokhale, learned Counsel for Union of India has placed on 
record office memorandum dated 16 June 2011 issued by the Director, Ministry of Health & Family Welfare 
(PNDT Division) to the learned Additional Government Advocate on the subject matter of the present petition, 
which reads as under:

1. The undersigned is directed to refer to your letter dated 4961/LIT/2011 dated 24.5.2011 on the subject 
cited above and to convey that the declining child sex ratio and the reducing number of girl children in 
many states as per 2011 Census is a matter of great concern.

2. Tracking of pregnancy tests and detection of unreported termination of pregnancies have been a 
challenge for Appropriate Authorities in monitoring the activities of clinics offering diagnostic services. 
Clearly, it is the mandate of the Appropriate Authorities to effectively implement the PC & PNDT Act, 
1994, as provided under Sub-Section 4 of Section 17 of the Act. District Appropriate Authorities thus 
have the discretion to facilitate the mechanisms to check illegal sex determination tests, including 
innovative strategies like the 'Silent Observer' among others.

3. This issues with the approval of competent authority.?

Sd/

Director

(PNDT Division)

Rival Submissions

13. At the hearing of the petition, the learned advocate as well as the learned Counsel for the Petitioner sought
discharge, as the Coordinator of the Petitioner-association himself desired to argue the case. Accordingly, Dr.
Jignesh G. Thakker, Coordinator of the Petitioner-association made the following submissions:

(i) The impugned letter/circular of the Collector and District Magistrate, Kolhapur requiring the doctors/ 
radiologists /sonologists to submit form 'F' is without authority of law and not supported by any 
provision of the Act or the Rules.

(ii) Thepatient gives consent for sonography test to be conducted by the concerned doctor/radiologist/ 
sonologist and gives No. consent for giving access to the information contained in the sonography test 
to any other person. Hence, there is invasion into the patient's right to privacy.

(iii) The sonography test is undertaken by a pregnant woman in view of faith and trust on the radiologist/ 
sonologist/doctor that all the information relating to the test will remain confidential and private. 
However, the impugned actions of the Collector and District Magistrate, Kolhapur result into breach 
of confidentiality and privacy and therefore, constitute an offence punishable under Section 72 of the 
Information Technology Act, 2000.

14. On the other hand, Mr. Kumbhakoni, learned Counsel for the Collector and District Magistrate, Kolhapur, Mr.
V.D. Patil, learned Government Pleader for the State of Maharashtra and Mr. Anurag Gokhale, learned Counsel
for Respondent No. 1 Union of India have opposed the petition and made the following submissions:

(i) The appropriate authorities under the Act are required to supervise and implement the provisions of the 
Act and the Rules and to take appropriate legal action against the use of any sex selection technique
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by any person at any place suo motu or otherwise and also to undertake independent investigation. 
The appropriate authorities also have the powers to summon any person who is in possession of any 
information relating to violation of possession of any Act or the Rules and to produce any document 
or material object relating thereto. The appropriate authorities have also power to issue search warrant 
for any place suspected to be indulging in sex selection techniques or prenatal sex determination.

(ii) Section 4 and Rule 9 also require the ultra-sound clinic to preserve the records and documents for a 
period of two years and to afford all reasonable facilities for inspection of the place, equipment and 
records to the appropriate authority or to any other person authorized by the appropriate authority. Rule 
9(8) also requires the ultra-sound clinic to submit the information in form 'F' by fifth day of the next 
month. Hence, requiring the ultra-sound clinics to submit 'F' forms on-line is only requiring the ultra
sound clinics to submit information in electronic form which is otherwise also required to be submitted 
by the ultra-sound clinics in physical form. Referring to the averments made in the affidavit-in-reply as 
to how on-line submission of 'F' forms will help the authorities in making proper analysis of the data 
submitted in large numbers (almost more than 1,50,000 forms of ultra-sound test done on pregnant 
women in one district alone in a year, it would not be possible to make proper analysis and to enforce 
the Act and the Rules, if such information is not received by the appropriate authority in electronic 
form.

(iii) Only the appropriate authority has access to this information and only the appropriate authority can 
assign the work of analysis to the officer authorized by the appropriate authority. Since the existing 
provisions of the Act and the Rules themselves require the ultra-sound clinics to give access to the 
information to the appropriate authorities and to the officers authorized by the appropriate authority, 
and the on-line information is not available on public domain, there is No. question of breach of 
privacy right of the patient

(iv) It is only on account of introduction of on-line submission of 'F' form that the authorities have been 
able to overcome the problem of under-reporting of 'F' forms as per the data given. The statement 
placed on record by the Collector and District Magistrate shows the number of 'F' forms in 250 ultra
sound centres in Kolhapur district has gone up from 9,902 in October 2009 to 15,597 in May 2011.

(v) As regards the silent observer, it is submitted after referring to the relevant averments in the reply 
affidavit that silent observer does not transmit the information stored in the device embedded on the 
ultra-sound machine to the office of the Collector through any district server or any other server but 
it very much remains within the premises of the registered ultra-sound centre. Otherwise also, the 
registered ultra-sound centre is required to store all its records, registers, sonography slides etc. for a 
period of two years. The silent observer stores images generated during the ultra sonography test, so that 
when the appropriate authority desires, or the officer authorized by the appropriate authority is required, 
to cross-check the information supplied in the 'F' form on-line, the appropriate authority or authorized 
officer will go to the ultra-sound centre and obtain the information stored in the silent observer in the 
presence of the concerned radiologist/sonologist and in the presence of another radiologist/sonologist 
of the District.

(vi) It is submitted that there are sufficient safeguards for ensuring that there is No. breach of privacy rights 
of the patient and that the Collector and District Magistrate welcomes any further suggestions or any 
other safeguards which may be made or suggested by the Petitioner-Association or others.

(vii) Mr. Kumbhakoni has lastly submitted that the impact of innovative measures introduced by the 
Collector and District Magistrate, Kolhapur is so significant that the sex ratio, which was 839 girls as 
to 1000 boys in the district in May 2010, has gone upto 876 girls as to 1000 boys in January 2011. It is 
submitted that the innovative initiatives taken by the Collector and District Magistrate, Kolhapur may 
not be interfered with.
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15. Having heard the coordinator of the Petitioner-Association and the learned Counsel for the Respondents, we 
have given our anxious consideration to the rival submissions.

Statutory Provisions

16. Before dealing with the submissions, we may refer to the relevant provisions of the Act and the Rules. The 
scheme of the PC&PNDT Act and Rules thereunder has very recently been examined by a Full Bench of this 
Court in judgment dated 6 June 2011 in Writ Petition No. 7869 of 2010.

17. The preamble to the Act which was initially enacted in 1994 and which underwent substantial amendments in 
2003 indicates that it is an Act to provide for the prohibition of sex selection, before or after conception, and 
for Regulations of pre-natal diagnostic techniques and for the prevention of their misuse for sex determination 
leading to female foeticide and for matters connected therewith or incidental thereto.

18. The Act came to be amended by Amendment Act 14 of 2003. The Statement of Objects and Reasons to the 
Amendment Act, inter alia, read as under:

1. Amendment Act 14 of 2003 - Statement of Objects and Reasons.-The Pre-natal Diagnostic Techniques 
(Regulation and Prevention of Misuse) Act, 1994 seeks to prohibit pre-natal diagnostic techniques for 
determination of sex of the foetus leading to female foeticide. During recent years, certain inadequacies 
and practical difficulties in the administration of the said Act have come to the notice of the Government, 
which has necessitated amendments in the said Act.

2. The pre-natal diagnostic techniques like amniocentesis and sonography are useful for the detection of 
genetic or chromosomal disorders or congenital malformations or sex linked disorders, etc. However, 
the amniocentesis and sonography are being used on a large scale to detect the sex of the foetus and 
to terminate the pregnancy of the unborn child, if found to be female. Techniques are also being 
developed to select the sex or child before conception. These practices and techniques are considered 
discriminatory to the female sex and not conducive to the dignity of women.

3. The proliferation of the technologies mentioned above may, in future, precipitate a catastrophe in the 
form of severe imbalance in male female ratio. The State is also duty bound to intervene in such matters 
to uphold the welfare of the society, especially of the women and children. It is, therefore, necessary to 
enact and implement in letter and spirit a legislation to ban the pre conception sex selection techniques 
and the misuse of pre-natal diagnostic techniques for sex selective abortions and to provide for the 
Regulation of such abortions. Such a law is also needed to uphold medical ethics and initiate the 
process of Regulation of medical technology in the larger interests of the society.

4. Accordingly, it is proposed to amend the aforesaid Act with a view to banning the use of both sex 
selection techniques prior to conception as well as the misuse of pre-natal diagnostic techniques for 
sex selective abortions and to regulate such techniques with a view to ensuring their scientific use for 
which they are intended.

19. Having realized that ultra sonography on a pregnant woman with an ultrasound machine is an very important 
part of the sex determination test and procedure, which is being misused, Parliament has made a specific 
reference to sonography and ultrasound machine and other machines in some of the newly inserted sections 
and also by amendments to existing provisions.

Sub-section (1) of amended Section 4 now specifically provides that the person conducting ultra sonography 
on a pregnant woman has to maintain the complete record thereof in the manner prescribed in the Rules and 
any deficiency or inaccuracy found therein amounts to contravention of Section 5 and 6, unless contrary is 
proved by the person conducting such ultra sonography.
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Sub-section (2) of amended Section 4 mentions the purpose/s for which, and for which alone, the pre-natal 
diagnostic test or procedure can be conducted.

Section 6 also specifically prohibits 'any genetic clinic.... or any person' from conducting any pre natal 
diagnostic techniques including ultra sonography for the purpose of detecting sex of foetus.

20. Section 23 provides that any medical geneticist, gynecologist, registered medical practitioner or any person 
who owning a Genetic Centre, etc., or is employed to render his professional or technical services to or at such 
a centre, and who contravenes any of the provisions of this Act or rules made thereunder shall be punishable 
with imprisonment for a period upto three years and with fine which may extend to ten thousand rupees, 
which may extend to five years and with fine which may extend to fifty thousand rupees, in case of subsequent 
conviction.

Sub-section (2) of Section 23 even provides that the name of the errant registered medical practitioner shall be 
reported by the Appropriate Authority to the State Medical Council concerned for taking necessary action.

21. Section 17(4) of the Act, even prior to the Amendment Act of 2003, provided that the Appropriate Authority 
shall perform various functions including the following:

(c) to investigate complaints of breach of the provisions of this Act or the rules made thereunder and take 
immediate action;" and

(d) any other matter which may be prescribed.

Section 17-A inserted by the Amendment Act, 2003 confers additional powers on the Appropriate 
Authority including the power in respect of:

(c) issuingsearch warrant for any place suspected to be indulging in sex selection techniques or prenatal 
sex determination; and

(d) any other matter which may be prescribed.

22. Section 29 provides for maintenance of records and preservation of such record for a period of two years 
till the final disposal of proceeding under the Act. Section 30 of the Act read with Rule 12 confers power to 
search, seize and seal records and ultra-sound machine.

23. Section 32 confers upon the Central Government powers to make rules for carrying out the provisions of the 
Act,;

(xiii) the manner in which the seizure of documents, records, objects, etc., shall be made and the manner in 
which seized list shall be prepared and delivered to the person from whose custody such documents, 
records or objects were seized under Sub-section (1) of Section 30.

In exercise of the aforesaid powers under Section 32 read with Section 30 the Central Government has 
made the Pre conception and Pre-natal Diagnostic Techniques (Prohibition of Sex Selection) Rules 
1996.

24. Rule 9 provides for maintenance and preservation of records and Sub-rule (6) provides for particulars of the 
manner in which the records are to be maintained and also provides that all case related records, forms of 
consent, laboratory results, microscopic pictures, sonographic plates or slides, recommendations and letters 
shall be preserved by Genetic Centre etc., for a period of two years from the date of completion of counseling, 
pre-natal diagnostic procedure or pre-natal diagnostic test, as the case may be. In the event of any legal 
proceedings, the records etc., shall be preserved till final disposal of the legal proceedings.

Rule 9 (7) further provides that in case the Genetic Clinic etc. maintains records on computer or other 
electronic equipment, a printed copy of the record shall be taken and preserved after authentication by a 
person responsible for such record and further that such centre is required to send a complete report in respect 
of all pre conception or pregnancy related procedures/techniques /tests conducted by them in respect of each
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month by fifth day of the following month to the concerned Appropriate Authority.

Sub rule (1) of Rule 11 provides that Every Genetic Centre, Ultrasound Clinic etc., or any other place where 
any of the machines or equipments capable or performing any procedure, techniques or test capable of pre
natal determination of sex or selection of sex before or after conception is used, shall afford all reasonable 
facilities for inspection of the place, equipment and records to the Appropriate Authority or to any other 
person authorized by the Appropriate Authority.

Rule 12 lays down the procedure for search and seizure as under:

12. The Appropriate Authority or any officer authorized in this behalf may enter and search at all reasonable 
times any Genetic Counselling Centre, Genetic Laboratory, Genetic Clinic, Imaging Centre or Ultrasound 
Clinic in the presence of two or more independent witnesses, for the purposes of search and examination of 
any record, register, document, book, pamphlet, advertisement, or any other material object found therein and 
seal and seize the same if there is reason to believe that it may furnish evidence of commission of an offence 
punishable under the Act.

Explanation-In these rules

"(1) Genetic Laboratory/Genetic Clinic/ Genetic Counselling Centre" would include an ultrasound centre/imaging 
centre/nursing home/hospital/institute or any other place, by whatever name called, where any of the machines 
or equipments capable of selection of sex before or after conception or performing any procedure technique 
or test for pre-natal detection of sex of foetus, is used;

(2) "material object" would include records, machines and equipments; and

(3) "seize" and "seizure" would include "seal" and "sealing" respectively.

Discussion

25. A bare perusal of the aforesaid statutory provisions, both in the Act and in the Rules framed thereunder, 
makes it abundantly clear that an ultra sonography test on a pregnant woman is considered to be an important 
part of a pre-natal diagnostic test or pre-natal diagnostic procedure, which cannot be conducted except for 
the purpose of Section 4(2). The person conducting ultra sonography on a pregnant woman has to maintain a 
complete record thereof in the manner prescribed in the Rules and a deficiency or inaccuracy in maintaining 
such records would amount to an offence, unless the person conducting such sonography is able to show that 
there was No. deficiency or inaccuracy.

26. In our opinion, the aforesaid provisions of the Act and the Rules make it amply clear that the persons running 
the sonography clinic/sonography centre etc. are required to store, maintain and preserve the complete records 
including the sonography plates or slides for a period of two years from the date of pre-natal diagnostic 
techniques procedure/test and that in the event of legal proceedings, such records, letter etc. have to be 
preserved in light of the legal proceedings. The sonography clinic is also required to send a complete report in 
respect of a pre-conception of pregnancy related procedure for technical procedure or test conducted by them 
in respect of each month for the perusal of the concerned appropriate authority. As per Rule 11(1) the Clinic is 
also duty bound to afford all reasonable facilities for inspection of equipments and records to the appropriate 
authority or any other person authorized by the appropriate authority and such authority/authorized officer 
has also been vested with the power to search, seal and seize such equipments/records. All these provisions 
are required to be read with the express power conferred by Section 17(4) of the Act which empowers the 
appropriate authority to take immediate action in case of breach of the provisions of the Act or the Rules.

27. We find considerable substance in the submission of Mr. Kumbhakoni, learned Counsel for the Collector 
and District Magistrate, Kolhapur that if the number of 'F' forms giving particulars about sonography test 
conducted on pregnant women in Kolhapur district alone runs into almost 1,50,000 'F' forms per year or
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15,000 forms per month, and if they are not submitted on-line, it will be impossible for any appropriate 
authority or officer authorized by the appropriate authority to make any meaningful scrutiny and analysis of 
'F' forms being received in such large numbers. The on-line submission of 'F' forms in such large numbers has 
four distinct advantages.

In the first place, the sonography centres sending such forms in physical form very often take the plea in the 
prosecution under the Act that some columns in the form were not filled in inadvertently, but there was No. 
mens rea and, therefore, the appropriate authority should not take a harsh view by prosecuting the radiologist/ 
sonologist merely for incomplete information submitted in 'F' form. The advantage of the on-line submission 
of 'F' form will be that if any column in the form is left blank, the form will not be accepted on-line Hence, the 
person filling in the form is immediately alerted that some column/s in the form/s is/are incomplete. Hence, 
all the columns in form 'F' will have to be filled in.

The second advantage will be that since 'F' form is to be submitted on-line within 24 hours, the concerned 
persons required to submit the information in 'F' form will have to complete their work on day-to-day basis 
and, therefore, will have No. excuse to plead that the information cannot be submitted after lapse of one 
month. In fact, having gone through the contents of 'F' form, we find that it would be possible for the person 
assisting the radiologist/sonologist to fill in the form immediately after the sonography test is undertaken.

The third advantage is to the district administration. On account of a large number of such 'F' forms being 
received on-line (15,000 per month in one district), it will be possible for the appropriate authority and the 
officer authorized by it to make a meaningful scrutiny and analysis of the 'F' forms by searching the relevant 
data such as age of the foetus, the number of children of the pregnant woman as on the date of the sonography 
test, etc. This will help the Appropriate Authority to zero in on cases where MTP was resorted to after sex 
selection.

The fourth advantage will be that Section 17(4) requires the Appropriate Authority to "take immediate action" 
in case of complaints of breach of provisions of the Act and the Rules, but it would not be possible to take 
immediate action if the authority had to wait for submission, hard copy of the "F" form till the 5th day of 
the next month. In every field electronic filing is to be followed by submitting paper documents. Hence the 
instructions to submit "F" form on-line within 24 hours are in keeping with the letter and spirit of Section 
17(4).

28. Coming to the "silent observer", the entire petition is based on the premise that the information stored in the 
silent observer which contains the images of ultra sonography on all patients will be transmitted on-line and 
will be available in public domain and thereby would violate the privacy rights of the patients undergoing 
ultrasonography. The entire premise and the apprehension based thereon is without any basis. The affidavit 
of the Collector and District Magistrate, Kolhapur states in terms that the silent observer is embedded on the 
ultra-sound machine, that the images stored therein are not at all transmitted on-line to any server, and that it 
is only for the purpose of cross-checking the information supplied in the 'F' forms submitted on-line, that as 
and when any violation of the Act and the Rules is suspected, the appropriate authority will obtain the images 
stored in the silent observer for the purpose of cross-checking the information submitted in the 'F' form on
line. Since the appropriate authorities have been invested specifically with the power to take appropriate 
legal action against the use of any sex selection or sex determination technique by any person at any place 
even suo motu as provided in Section 17(4)(e), and Section 17-A also specifically empowers the appropriate 
authority to summon any person who is in possession of the information relating to violation of the provisions 
of any Act or the Rules and to obtain production of any document or any material object relating to violation 
of the provisions of the Act and also to issue search warrant for any place suspected to the indulging in 
sex selection techniques or pre-natal sex determination and proviso to Section 4(3) specifically provides 
that the person conducting ultrasonography on a pregnant woman shall keep complete record thereof in 
the clinic and Rule 9 also provides that all case-related records, microscopic pictures, sonographic plates 
or slides etc. are required to be preserved in the sonography centre for a period of two years and Rule 9(8) 
also requires the Ultra-sound Clinic to send a complete report in respect of all pre-conception or pregnancy
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related procedures/techniques/tests conducted by them to the concerned appropriate authority, in our view, 
the instructions sent by the Collector and District Magistrate, Kolhapur requiring the sonologists/persons 
incharge of ultra-sound machines to install SIOB (popularly known as silent observer) are within the letter 
and spirit of the Pre-conception and Pre-natal Diagnostic Techniques (Prohibition of Sex Selection) Act and 
Rules made thereunder.

29. In State of Maharashtra v. Praful B. Desai,1 and in Sakshi v. Union of India and Ors. 2 the Supreme Court has 
held that the principles of interpreting an ongoing statute have been specifically set out by the leading jurist 
Francis Bennion in his commentaries titled Statutory Interpretation:

It is presumed Parliament intends the court to apply to an ongoing Act a construction that continuously 
updates its wordings to allow for changes since the Act was initially framed. While it remains law, it has to 
be treated as always speaking. This means that in its application on any day, the language of the Act though 
necessarily embedded in its own time, is nevertheless to be construed in accordance with the need to treat it 
as a current law.

In construing an ongoing Act, the interpreter is to presume that Parliament intended the Act to be applied at 
any future time in such a way as to give effect to the original intention. Accordingly, the interpreter is to make 
allowances for any relevant changes that have occurred since the Act's passing, in law, in social conditions, 
technology, the meaning of words and other matters....

An enactment of former days is thus to be read today, in the light of dynamic processing received over 
the years, with such modification of the current meaning of its language as will now give effect to the 
original legislative intention. The reality and effect of dynamic processing provides the gradual adjustment. 
It is constituted by judicial interpretation, year in and year out. It also comprises processing by executive 
officials.

30. The Supreme Court then noted that the above principle of updating construction has been approved in a 
number of decisions. "Handwriting" in Section 45 of the Evidence Act is construed to include "typewriting"; 
"notice in writing" construed to include a notice by fax"; "telegraph" to include "telephone"; "banker's books" 
to include "microfilm"; "to take note" to include the "use of tape recorder", and "documents" to include 
"computer databases".

31. In Sakshi v. Union of India and other (supra), the Court has also held that there is a major difference between 
the substantive provisions defining the crimes and providing punishment for the same on the one hand and 
procedural enactments on the other hand. Rules of procedure are handmaiden of justice and are meant to 
advance and not to obstruct the cause of justice. It is, therefore, permissible for the Court to expand or enlarge 
the meanings of such provisions to elicit the truth and do justice to the parties.

32. The Parliament has taken notice of the socio-cultural mindset of the people as regards the circumstances in 
which they resort to female foeticide after ascertaining sex of the foetus. When the number of 'F' forms being 
received by the appropriate authority in a district runs into a large number like 15,000 forms of pregnant 
women undergoing ultra-sonography test in a single district in a month and more than 1,50,000 sonography 
tests on pregnant women in a single district in a year, the object of the Act requiring the ultra-sound clinics to 
submit information in 'F' form and giving the Appropriate Authority power to inspect the place, equipments 
and records for the purpose of investigating violations of the PC&PNDT Act and the Rules can be fulfilled if, 
and only if, the 'F' forms are submitted on-line and such information can be cross-checked with the sonography 
slides in the silent observer.

33. Hence the requirement of Sub-section (1) of Section 4 of the Act to maintain the complete record of ultra 
sonography on pregnant women and the mandate of Section 17(4) of the Act requiring the Appropriate 
Authority to take immediate action on investigation of complaints of breach of provisions of the Act and 
the Rules would include the power to require the ultrasound clinic to submit the on-line information in form 
'F' within 24 hours, and to keep the ultra sonography slides stored in the silent observer embedded on the 
ultrasound machine.
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34. As regards reliance placed by the Petitioner on the provisions of Section 72 and 72A of the Information 
Technology Act, 2000, we find No. merit in this contention. Section 72 refers to a person having got access to 
the electronic record in pursuance to any powers conferred by Information Technology Act, 2000 or the Rules 
and Regulations made thereunder. Obviously, the information received by the appropriate authority through 
'F' forms on-line are not received in exercise of any powers under the Information Technology Act,2000 
nor under the Rules and Regulations thereunder. Moreover, Section 72 as well as 72-A both specifically 
provide that those provisions are subject to any other law for the time being in force. The provisions of 
the Pre-conception and Pre-natal Diagnostic Techniques (Prohibition of Sex Selection) Act, 1994 and the 
Rules thereunder, therefore, definitely prevail over the provisions of Sections 72 and 72-A of the Information 
Technology Act, 2000.

35. As regards the allegation of invasion of privacy rights, it is amply clear from the affidavit of the Collector and 
District Magistrate, that the images stored in the silent observer are not transmitted on-line to any server and 
thus they remain very much part of the ultra-sound machine on which the silent observer is embedded and 
that the silent observer is to be opened only in the presence of the concerned radiologist/sonologist/doctor 
incharge of the Ultra-sound Clinic. Silent observer is an electronic device which is attached to Sonography 
machine. In the event of the appropriate authority needing to check the sonographies which have taken place 
through a particular machine, the appropriate authority i.e. the Collector/the civil surgeon may himself or 
his authorized officer will have to actually go to the site of the ultra-sound machine and it is only on the 
authorization of Collector that the silent observer can be removed from a particular ultra-sound machine and 
only on putting the user name and password under the control of Collector that the officer can actually see the 
sonographies done with the ultra-sound machine on a Computer. Moreover, mere seeing of these sonographies 
by lay person would be of No. help and hence as per the protocol made by appropriate authority under the 
Act, whenever the silent observer is to be opened, presence of the concerned doctor at the sonography center 
as well as a third expert doctor would be necessary. The protocol made by the appropriate authority for seeing 
the results of the silent observer is annexed to the reply affidavit at exhibit 'C'.

36. In view of the above factual backdrop, the submission that there will be violation of privacy rights is without 
any substance. Even so, we may refer to the decisions of the Apex Court having some bearing on the 
subject.

37. In R. Rajagopal alias R.R.Gopal and Anr. v. State of T.N. and others1 the Supreme Court considered the right 
of privacy vis-a-vis a right of the press laid down under Article 19 of the Constitution and laid down, interalia, 
the following principles:

(1) The right to privacy is implicit in the right to life and liberty guaranteed to the citizens of this country 
by Article 21. It is a "right to be let alone". A citizen has a right to safeguard the privacy of his own, 
his family, marriage, procreation, motherhood, child-bearing and education among other matters. None 
can publish anything concerning the above matters without his consent -whether truthful or otherwise 
and whether laudatory or critical. If he does so, he would be violating the right to privacy of the person 
concerned and would be liable in an action for damages. Position may, however, be different, if a 
person voluntarily thrusts himself into controversy or voluntarily invites or raises a controversy.

38. In Sharda v. Dharmpal MANU/SC/0260/2003 : (2003) 4 SCC 493 a three Judge Bench of the Supreme Court 
explained the interplay between the right to privacy on the one hand and public interest on the other hand in 
the following terms:

56. With the expansive interpretation of the phrase "personal liberty", this right has been read into Article 
21 of the Indian Constitution. (See R. Rajagopal v. State of T.N. MANU/SC/0056/1995 : (1994) 6 SCC 
632 People's Union for Civil Liberties v. Union of India MANU/SC/0149/1997 : (1997) 1 SCC 301. In 
some cases the right has been held to be amalgam of various rights.

57. But the right to privacy in terms of Article 21 of the Constitution is not an absolute right.
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58. In Gobind v. State of M.P. (1975) 2 SCC 157, para 31 it was held:

Assuming that the fundamental rights explicitly guaranteed to a citizen have penumbral zones and that 
the right to privacy is itself a fundamental right, that fundamental right must be subject to restriction on 
the basis of compelling public interest.

59. If there were a conflict between fundamental rights of two parties, that right which advances public 
morality would prevail. (See 'X' v. Hospital 'Z' MANU/SC/0733/1998 : (1998) 8 SCC 296, and 'X' v. 
Hospital 'Z' MANU/SC/1121/2002 : (2003) 1 SCC 500. In R. Rajagopal v. State of T.N.,, this Court 
upon formulating six principles, however, hastened to add that they are only broad principles and 
neither exhaustive nor all-comprehending and indeed No. such enunciation is possible or advisable.

60. In Gobind v. State of M.P. (1975) 2 SCC 157, para 31 it was held:

28. The right to privacy in any event will necessarily have to go through a process of case-by
case development. Therefore, even assuming that the right to personal liberty, the right to move 
freely throughout the territory of India and the freedom of speech create an independent right of 
privacy as an emanation from them which one can characterize as a fundamental right, we do not 
think that the right is absolute.

39. In Mr. 'X' v. Hospital 'Z' MANU/SC/0733/1998 : (1998) 8 SCC 296 after referring to the principles laid down 
in R. Rajagopal v. State of T.N. (Supra), the Apex Court referred to Article 8 of the European Convention on 
Human Rights and then laid down the following principle:

26. As one of the basic Human Rights, the right of privacy is not treated as absolute and is subject to 
such action 3 MANU/SC/0149/1997 : (1997) 1 SCC 301, 4 (1975) 2 SCC 157, para 31 5 MANU/ 
SC/0733/1998 : (1998) 8 SCC 296, 6 MANU/SC/1121/2002 : (2003) 1 SCC 500 as may be lawfully 
taken for the prevention of crime or disorder or protection of health or morals or protection of rights 
and freedoms of others.

In that case, the Appellant was suffering from HIV positive. The doctor in the Respondent-hospital 
disclosed this fact to the persons related to the girl to whom the Appellant intended to marry. The Court 
held that the girl had a right to know about the HIV positive status of the Appellant.

40. Having regard to the aforesaid principles and considering the matter in the factual backdrop already highlighted 
hereinabove that the information contained in 'F' form submitted on-line is submitted only to the Collector 
and District Magistrate and that except the authorized officer No. third party can have access to it and that 
the information contained in the silent observer remains embedded on the ultrasound machine and that after 
analysis of the information contained in 'F' form submitted on-line, the appropriate authority or the officer 
authorised by the authority has to access the information contained in the silent observer including the visual 
images, we are of the considered opinion that there is No. violation of the doctor's duty of confidentiality or 
the patient's right to privacy. The contours of the right to privacy must be circumscribed by the compelling 
public interest flowing through each and every provision of the PC&PNDT Act, when read in the background 
of the following figures of declining sex ratio in the last five decades:

Number of girls per 1000 boys (in the age group 0-6 years)

Year National Average Maharashtra

1961 976

1991 927 946

2001 933 913

2011 914 883
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While the Court cannot close its eyes to these depressing figures, the assertion of Collector and District 
Magistrate, Kolhapur that after introduction of the impugned innovative measures, the sex ratio in the district 
has gone up from 839 in May 2010 to 876 in January 2011-is certainly a heart warming eye opener.

41. In the above view of the matter, it is not necessary to consider the further submission on behalf of the 
Respondents that the right of the unborn child to be born would also be a fundamental right, and therefore, 
when there is a conflict of fundamental rights of two parties, that right which advances public morality will 
prevail.

42. Accordingly, we find No. merit in the challenge to the instructions of the Collector and District Magistrate, 
Kolhapur requiring the ultra sound clinics to submit the information in 'F' form on-line within 24 hours and 
to instal the "silent observer" on the ultrasound machine.

43. Before parting with the matter, in order to allay any apprehension that any person, other than the appropriate 
authority or a medical person may have access to such information, we make it clear that the appropriate 
authority shall not allow access to such data stored in a silent observer to a non-medical officer except himself 
and senior officers not below the rank of Deputy Collector and that No. access shall be given to such images 
in silent observer to any lower officer of the Revenue Department or to any officer in the Police Department 
below the rank of Deputy Superintendent of Police, except when such information is required in connection 
with or, for the purpose of registration of an offence. As regards medical personnel, only medical officers of 
the rank of Civil Surgeon or Deans of medical college or officers-incharge of the Primary Health Centre shall 
be given access to the images in the silent observer.

In our view, it will be open to the radiologist/sonologist/doctor incharge of ultra-sound clinic to require that 
such images in a silent observer may be accessed by such a medical officer in the presence of the appropriate 
authority or an officer authorised by the appropriate authority.

44. Subject to the above observations, we find No. merit in this petition. The petition is accordingly, dismissed.
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EQUIVALENT CITATION: AIR 2006 Utr 78 3 (10)

IN THE H IG H  COURT OF PUNJAB AND HARYANA AT CHANDIGARH

W.P. No. 873 of 2005 (M/B)
Decided on 16/08/2005

Chitra Agrwal 

-Vs-

State o f Uttaranchal And Ors

Hon’ble Judges : Cyriac Joseph andBKandpal, JJ.

B. P. Nautiyal, for Petitioner.

K. P  Upadhyaya, Standing Counsel for the State o f Uttaranchal.

Acts/Rules/orders: Pre-conception and Pre-natal Diagnostic Techniques (Regulation and Prevention of Misuse 
) Act, 1994 -  Sections 22(2), 23, 25, 27; Pre-natal Diagnostic Technique ( Regulation and Prevention of Misuse) 
Rules - Rule 19(1) 19(2) 19(3).

CASE SUMMARY

The facts of this Petition are to the effect that the registration of the Petitioner’s Ultrasound/ 
Sonography Centre was first suspended and then cancelled. The Petitioner filed an appeal before State 
Appellate Authority challenging the cancellation of the registration. However the Appellate Authority 
informed the Petitioner that the appeal cannot be entertained as the criminal proceedings initiated 
against the Petitioner were pending before the High Court. The Petitioner therefore approached 
the High Court under Article 226 of the Constitution challenging the cancellation of registration. The 
High Court found that the State Appellate Authority was not right in not entertaining the Appeal of 
the Petitioner simply on the ground that criminal proceedings in respect of the same incident were 
pending against the Petitioner. The High Court explained in detail the difference between the two. It 
was held that the action of cancellation of registration is directed against the Ultrasound Centre and 
not against the owner of the Centre; where as criminal action is directed against the person who has 
committed the offence under the Act. Both the actions are independent and they can be dealt with 
simultaneously. The pendency of criminal proceedings need not and should not deter the Appellate 
Authority from deciding the Appeal filed against the cancellation of registration. Accordingly the High 
Court directed the State Appellate Authority to take appropriate decision in accordance with law, as 
early as possible and at any date within a period of 3 weeks.(Para 5)

This Judgment thus provides guidance to State Appropriate Authorities when to entertain or 
not to entertain the Appeal, when simultaneously several actions are being initiated. The Judgment 
also explains the difference between the penal action and the action of suspension and cancellation 
of registration.
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Per Hon’ble Justice Cyriac Joseph, C.J.

1. The petitioner claims to be a practising Doctor who is having an Ultrasound Centre and X-ray Clinic known 
as Chitra Ultrasound Centre at 5 New Road, Dehradun. The said Ultrasound Centre has been registered under 
the Preconception and Pre-natal Diagonostic Techniques (Prohibition of Sex Selection) Act, 1994 (for short 
PNDT Act). According to the petitioner, the registration certificate bears No. A/CMO/16 dated 10-12-2001.

The grievance of the petitioner in this writ petition is that the registration of the petitioner’s Ultrasound Centre 
was first suspended and then cancelled illegally. As per Annexure 1 order dated 23-2-2005, the registration 
was suspended under Section 20(3) of the PNDT Act by the Chief Medical Officer, Dehradun who is the 
Appropriate Authority at the district level. The petitioner was also asked to show cause why the registration 
should not be cancelled. In reply to Annexure 1notice/”suspension order, the petitioner submitted Annexure
2 explanation. However, as per Annexure 3 order dated 14-3-2005, the Chief Medical Officer, Dehradun 
cancelled the registration of the Ultrasound Centre under Section 20(2) of the PNDT Act. Against Annexure 3 
order, the petitioner filed Annexure 4 appeal before the Appropriate Authority at State Level. But the appellate 
authority, as per Annexure 5 communication dated 27-6-2005, informed the petitioner that his appeal cannot 
be entertained in view of the criminal proceedings pending before Court. Aggrieved by Annexures 1, 3 and 
5, the petitioner has filed this writ petition praying for quashing Annexures 1 and 3.

2. We have heard Mr. B. P. Nautiyal, learned Counsel for the petitioner and Mr. K. P. Upadhyaya, learned 
Standing Counsel for the State of Uttaranchal who accepted notice for the respondents.

3. The challenge against Annexure 1 order dated 23-2-2005 has become infructuous, as the registration has 
subsequently been cancelled as per Annexure 3 order dated 14-3-2005. Once the registration has been 
cancelled, there is no need for considering whether the suspension of registration was legal or not. Hence, we 
are not inclined to consider the legality or correctness of Annexure 1 order which has merged with Annexure
3 order cancelling the registration.

4. We also do not find it necessary to consider the legality or correctness of Annexure 3 order, as the petitioner 
has already resorted to the statutory remedy of filing an appeal against the said order and the appeal filed by 
the petitioner is still pending. As per Rule 19(2) of the PNDT Rules 1996, anybody aggrieved by the decision 
of the Appropriate Authority at district level may appeal to the Appropriate Authority at State/UT level within 
30 days of the order of the district level Appropriate Authority. As per Rule 19(3) of the said Rules, each 
appeal shall be disposed of by the State/Union Territory Level Appropriate Authority within 60 days of its 
receipt. Annexure 3 order was passed by the Appropriate Authority at the district level. Hence, the appeal 
against Annexure 3 order lies to the Appropriate Authority at the State level. The petitioner rightly submitted 
the appeal to the Appropriate Authority at the State level (second respondent in the writ petition).

Instead of considering the appeal on merits, the second respondent has declined to consider the appeal on the 
ground that some criminal proceedings are pending against the petitioner in respect of the same incident on 
the basis of which, the registration was cancelled.

5. In our view, the stand taken by the second respondent in Annexure 5 communication is not correct or justified. 
Chapter VII of the PNDT Act deals with the Offences and Penalties. Section 22 in Chapter VII deals with the 
prohibition of advertisement relating to pre-conception and pre-natal determination of sex and punishment for 
contravention of such prohibition. Section 23 lays down that any medical geneticist, gynaecologist, registered 
medical practitioner or any person who owns a Genetic Counselling Centre, a Genetic Laboratory or a Genetic 
Clinic or is employed in such a Centre, Laboratory or Clinic and renders his professional or technical services 
to or at such a Centre, Laboratory or Clinic, whether on an honorary basis or otherwise, and who contravenes 
any of the provisions of the Act or the Rules made thereunder shall be punishable with imprisonment for a 
term which may extend to three years and with fine which may extend to ten thousand rupees and on any 
subsequent conviction, with imprisonment which may extend to five yearsand with fine which may extend 
to fifty thousand rupees. According to Section 25, whoever contravenes any of the provisions of the Act or
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any Rules made thereunder, for which no penalty has been elsewhere provided in the Act, shall be punishable 
with imprisonment for a term which may extend to three months or with fine, which may extend to one 
thousand rupees or with both and in the case of continuing contravention with an additional fine which may 
extend to five hundred rupees for every day during which such contravention continues after conviction for 
the first such contravention. According to Section 27, every offence under the Act shall be cognizable, non
bailable and non-compoundable. From Annexure 5, it would appear that on the basis of the incident which 
lead to the cancellation of the registration of the Ultrasound Centre of the petitioner, criminal proceedings 
also have been initiated against the petitioner under the Act and the Rules.

But the initiation of such criminal proceedings against the petitioner or the pendency of such criminal 
proceedings before Court is not a bar for deciding the appeal against cancellation of registration and it cannot 
be a ground for refusing to entertain and decide the appeal filed by the petitioner under Rule 19 of the PNDT 
Rules. There is no provision in the PNDT Act or the PNDT Rules which prevents the appellate authority 
from entertaining and considering the appeal filed under Section 21 of the PNDT Act or Rule 19 of the PNDT 
Rules on the ground that criminal proceedings have been initiated or are pending in respect of the same 
incident on the basis of which, the registration was cancelled. Cancellation of registration is for violation of 
the provisions of the PNDT Act and the Rules. The action is directed against the registration of the Ultrasound 
Centre and not against the owner of the Centre. But criminal action is initiated for committing an offence 
under the PNDT Act and the action is directed against the person who committed the offence. Both actions 
are independent and they can be proceeded with simultaneously. The pendency of criminal proceedings need 
not and should not deter the appellate authority from deciding the appeal filed against the cancellation of 
registration.

6. Under Rule 19(3) ofthe PNDT Rules, an appeal filed under Rule 19(1) or 19(2) shall be disposed ofwithin 60 
days of its receipt. Annexure 5 shows that Annexure 4 appeal was received by the second respondent on 16-4
2005. Hence, the second respondent was bound to dispose of the appeal before 16-6-2005. Since the second 
respondent failed to discharge its statutory function, the said respondent is liable to be directed by this Court 
to consider and pass appropriate orders on Annexure 4 appeal without any further delay. Considering that the 
statutory period for deciding the appeal expired on 16-6-2005, we are of the view that the second respondent 
should be directed to decide the appeal within a time limit stipulated by the Court.

7. Hence, the writ petition is disposed of with a direction to the second respondent to consider Annexure 4 
appeal filed by the petitioner and to take an appropriate decision in accordance with law as early as possible 
and at any rate, within a period of three weeks from the date of receipt of a copy of this judgment. Before 
taking a decision on Annexure 4, the second respondent shall give a personal hearing to the petitioner.

The petitioner may produce a copy of this judgment before the second respondent for information and 
compliance.
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EQUIVALENT CITATION : 2009 (6) LJSOFT (URC) 9 3 (11)

IN THE H IG H  COURT OF BOMBAY (GOA BENCH) 

CRIMINAL WRIT PETITION NO.6 OF 2009 
Decided on 15-4-2009

J. Sunderrajan 

Vs.

Dr. S.G. Dalvi & anr.

Hon’ble Judge : N.A. Britto, J.

Appearances:

Shri S.M. Singbal, Advocate for the Petitioner.

Ms. Winnie Coutinho, Public Prosecutor for the Respondents.

Acts/Rules/Orders: Pre-conception and Pre-natal Diagnostic Techniques (Regulation and Prevention of Misuse ) 
Act, 1994 -  Section 3B, Negotiable Instruments Act 1881- Section 141.

CASE SUMMARY

This Petition is filed U/S 482 of Cr. P.C. for quashing the process issued against the Petitioner 
under Section 3-B of the Act. The allegation against the Petitioner, who was accused No. 2 in the 
complaint case filed by Respondent in the trial court, was that Petitioner being one of the directors 
of Accused No. 1 Company - Philips Medical System India Pvt. Ltd., has violated the provisions of 
Section 3 B of the Act by selling Ultrasound machine to Apollo Victor Hospital which at the time of 
sale was a non registered hospital under the Act.

It was not disputed that the sale in question took place after Section 3 B was introduced. It 
was also not disputed that Apollo Victor Hospital was a non registered hospital at the time of the 
sale. The only contention raised was that there were no averments in the complaint as well as in the 
statement on oath that Petitioner was in charge of and responsible to the Company for the conduct 
of the business of the Company. The High Court accepted the said contention and quashed the 
process issued against the Petitioner. (Para 6 )

It is pertinent to note that the Apex Court has in several of its decisions like S.M.S. Pharmaceutical 
Ltd. -Vs- Neeta Bhalla 2005 (8) SCC 89 categorically held that necessary averments ought to be in 
the complaint before a person can be subjected to criminal process by way of fastening vicarious 
liability on him in his capacity as director of the company. What are those necessary averments 
is also spelt out by the unanimous judicial decisions. Even then in this case the only averment 
made in the complaint was that Petitioner is a director of the Company. There was no necessary
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averment made that Petitioner was in charge of and responsible for the conduct of the business of 
the company. Hence for this technical lacuna in the complaint the process issued against Petitioner 
came to be set aside though factually all the necessary conditions of the offence were met.

This case is therefore important for the prosecution to act as a guideline while drafting the 
complaint against the company and its directors.

ORAL JUDGMENT 
Heard.

2. Challenge in this petition, filed under Section 482 of the Code of Criminal Procedure, 1973 is to the Order 
dated 31-7-2007, issuing process against the accused under Section 3B of the Pre-Conception and Pre-natal 
Diagnostic Techniques (Prohibition of Sex Selection) Act, 1994 (Act, for short). The Petitioner herein, who 
is accused No.2, in a complaint case filed by Dr. Sanjeev G. Dalvi, is one of the Directors of Philips Medical 
Systems India Pvt. Ltd. Which is accused No.1. The Company and the Petitioner, as one of the Directors, 
have been prosecuted for violation of Section 3B of the said Act which reads as follows:-

“Prohibition on sale of ultrasound machine, etc., to persons, laboratories, clinics, etc., not registered under 
the Act.- No person shall sell any ultrasound machine or imaging machine or scanner or any other equipment 
capable of detecting sex of foetus to any Genetic Counselling Centre, Genetic Laboratory, Genetic Clinic or 
any other person not registered under the Act”.

3. There is no dispute that the sale in question took place after Section 3B was introduced in the Act w.e.f. 
14-2-2003. There is also no dispute that the sale of (I) Philip HPT 3 probe Ultra Sound Machine, (ii) Philip 
Doppler 2 probe sonos 4500, and (iii) Portable Ultra Sound Machine sonosite 180 plus philips were sold to 
Apollo Victor Hospital which at the time of sale was a non registered hospital under the Act. However, the 
contention raised on behalf of the Petitioner who is accused No.2 in the said complaint case is that no process 
could have been issued against him for want of any averments in the complaint as well as in the statement on 
oath recorded by way of an affidavit that he was in charge of, and responsible to the Company for the conduct 
of the business of the Company, as contemplated by Section 26 of the said Act.

4. Shri S.M. Singbal, learned Counsel appearing on behalf of the Petitioner/ Accused has submitted that Section 
26 of the Act is in para materia, the same, as Section 141 of the Negotiable Instruments Act, 1881, and 
therefore the law laid down by the Apex Court with reference to the Section 141 needs to be followed in this 
case as well. Learned Counsel has placed reliance on the decisions of the Apex Court in a cases of S.M.S. 
Pharmaceuticals Ltd. v. Neeta Bhalla and another reported in (2005 (12) LJSOFT (SC) 185 = 2005 (8) SCC 
89) as well as (2007 (4) LJSOFT (SC) 29 = 2007 (4) SCC 70).

5. The only averments which can be seen from the complaint are: “the accused No.2 is the Director of accused 
No.1” and “accused No.1 and accused No.2 have contravened the provisions of Rule 3A of the Pre-natal 
Diagnostic Techniques (Regulations and Prevention of Misuse) Rules, 2003, and is therefore liable for penalty 
under Section 25 of the said Act”.

6. Admittedly, the Petitioner/Accused No.2 is only one of the Directors of the said Company and it is nobody’s 
case that he is the Managing Director of the said Company. Presumably, it is the Company/Accused No.1 
which has sold the said ultra sound machines to the said Apollo Victor Hospital, and thus prima facie, it has 
committed the offence punishable under Section 3B of the said Act. It is not the case of the Complainant that 
the Petitioner/Accused No.2 was in charge of, and was responsible to, the said Company for the conduct of 
the business of the said Company at the time the sale was made and as such was also liable for punishment.

7. The Apex Court in the first case of S.M.S. Pharmaceuticals Ltd. v. Neeta Bhalla and another (supra) has 
categorically stated that there is almost unanimous judicial opinion that necessary averments ought to be
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contained in a complaint before a person can be subjected to criminal process. A liability under Section 141 
of the Act (Negotiable Instruments Act, 1881) is said to be fastened vicariously on a person connected with 
a company, the principal accused being the company itself. It is a departure from the rule in criminal law 
against vicarious liability. A clear case should be spelled out in the complaint against the person sought to 
be made liable. Section 141 of the Act contains the requirements for making a person liable under the said 
provision. That the respondent falls within the parameters of Section 141 has to be spelled out. A complaint 
has to be examined by the Magistrate in the first instance on the basis of averments contained therein. If the 
Magistrate is satisfied that there are averments which bring the case within Section 141, he would issue the 
process. We have seen that merely being described as a director in a company is not sufficient to satisfy the 
requirement of Section 141. Even a non-director can be liable under Section 141 of the Act. The averments in 
the complaint would also serve the purpose that the person sought to be made liable would know what is the 
case which is alleged against him. This will enable him to meet the case at the trial. The Apex Court thereafter 
proceeded to lay down the law as thus:-

“It is necessary to specifically aver in a complaint under Section 141 that at the time the offence was 
committed, the person accused was in charge of, and responsible for the conduct of business of the company. 
This averment is an essential requirement of Section 141 and has to be made in a complaint. Without this 
averment being made in a complaint, the requirements of Section 141 cannot be said to be satisfied.”

8. The same view has been reiterated in the second case of S.M.S. Pharmaceuticals Ltd. v. Neeta Bhalla and 
another (2007 (4) LJSOFT (SC) 29 = 2007 (4) SCC 70) which reads thus:-

“The learned counsel brought to our notice the well-settled principle of law that for the purpose of attracting 
the provisions of Section 141 of the Act, it is not necessary to reproduce the exact wordings of the statute and 
submitted that the involvement of an accused as a Director of a company being in charge of or responsible 
for the conduct of the Company must be gathered from the other averments made in the complaint petition as 
also the documents appended thereto.”

9. In the absence of necessary averments being made against the Petitioner/Accused No.2 that he was a person 
who was in charge of for the conduct of the business of the Company, no process could have been issued as 
against him.

10. Consequently, the petition, which has already been admitted, deserves to succeed. The impugned Order to the 
extent the Petitioner/Accused No.2 has been summoned to answer the charge under Section 3B of the said 
Act is hereby quashed and set aside.
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EQUIVALENT CITATIONS : AIR 2011 Delhi. 48 (NOC), MANU/DE/1688/2010

IN THE H IG H  COURT OF DELHI 

W.P. (C) 6654 and 6826/2007 
Decided on: 05.07.2010

3 (12)

Dr. K.L. Sehgal 

Vs.

Office o f District Appropriate Authority 

AND

Dr. Sonal Randhawa 

Vs.

Union o f India (UOI) and Ors.

H on’ble Judges:

S. Muralidhar, J.

Counsels:

For Appellant/Petitioner/Plaintiff: Praveen Khattar, Adv. in W.P.(C) 6654/2007, Ravi P. Mehrotra, M.L. 
Mehra and Vibhu Tiwari, Advs. in W.P.(C) 6826/2007

For Respondents/Defendant: Zubeda Begum, Addl. Standing Counsel and Sana Ansari, Advs. in W.P.(C) 
6654/2007, Amiet Andlay, Adv. for R-2, Maninder Singh, Sr. Adv., Gaurav Sharma and J.P. Karunakaran, Advs. for 
MCI in W.P.(C) 6826/2007

Acts Rules orders:—Pre-natal Diagnostic Techniques Act, 1994 - Sections 2 and 3(1); Right to Information Act, 
2005; Medical Council Act, 1956 - Sections 2, 19(2), 20 and 33; U.P. District Boards Act - Sections 71 and 90; Pre
natal Diagnostic Techniques Rules - Rules 3, 3(1) and 8(6); Medical Education Regulations, 2000 - Regulation 10; 
Constitution of India - Article 226

CASE SUMMARY

The question raised for consideration in these two Writ Petitions filed before the Delhi High 
Court is about the meaning that should be given to the experession 'sonologist' as defined u/s. 2(p) 
of the PNDT Act. As per the said Section 'Sonologist or Imaging Specialist' means a person who 
possesses any one of the medical qualifications recognized under the Indian Medical Council Act, 
1956 or who possesses a Post Graduate Qualification in Ultrasonography or Imaging Techniques 
or Radiology. The cause for filing these Writ Petitions was the rejection of the application filed for 
renewal of Registration Certificate. The application of Petitioner Dr. Sehgal was rejected on the
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ground of non-submission of documents about his qualifications, from a qualified Radiologist. The 
petitioner challenged it stating that in terms of Section 3(1)(b) of the PNDT Act any person who was 
registered as Medical Practitioner and had one year experience in sonography was eligible to run 
an Ultra sound Clinic and according to him since he fulilled this requirement, he was eligible to set 
up an Ultrasonography Clinic.

Similar issue was raised by the Petitioner Dr.Sonal Randhawa also. She had worked as a 
registered Sonologist under PNDT Act for three years and has undergone training. She had worked 
under Dr. J. S. Randhawa, M. D. a qualified and experienced Radiologist and Ultra Sonologist. 
Her application was rejected on the ground that training in Ultrasound needs to be examined and 
recognized by the Competent Authority.

The common issue raised by both the Petitioners was that the PNDT Act and Rules do not 
provide the procedure for undergoing training/experience or identify persons eligible to provide such 
training. Hence there was no justification in rejecting the request for registration.

The High Court after careful scrutiny of the entire material on record and after hearing at length 
the authorities under Medical Council of India and PNDT Act, held that none of these authorities 
were clear as to what should be the minimum criteria regarding training, where the training should 
be provided, and which are the Institutes recognized for providing training. Even the Rules framed 
under PNDT Act did not provide that the training has to be in a recognized Institute. It was also 
unclear where such recognized Institutes exist. It was found that even the PCPNDT Act and Rules 
did not provide any guidelines on this point. It was, therefore, held that unless such criteria are fixed 
and made known in advance, it would be unfair to reject the application. Hence it was held that 
rejection of both the Petitioners' applications for registration as sonologist was unsustainable in law 
and set aside as such. (Para 36)

The High Court could not restrain itself from expressing its concern about this disconcerting 
state of affairs reflected in these two Petitions. In the words of High Court, "as a result of weak 
definition of the term 'sonologist' under the PNDT Act, the mushrooming growth of diagnostic 
clinics is unable to be effectively regulated. The absence of clear rules and guidelines spelling out 
unambiguously the qualification, training and experience required for operating a diagnostic clinic 
offering ultrasound tests has resulted in unethical practices being adopted in many such clinics in 
violation of the PNDT Act going unchecked.” As per the High Court, these cases underscore the 
need to amend the PNDT Act to plug the loopholes. The High Court held that, in order to avoid any 
confusion, the requirements in terms of qualification, training and experience to be recognized and 
registered as a "sonologist” , should be incorporated in the PNDT Act and further explicated under the 
PNDT Rules. The High Court opined that, in determining the criteria the best available international 
practices should be adapted to suit Indian conditions. Secondly, the names of the institutions state- 
wise which are recognized for that purpose will have to be notified. Thirdly, the changed criteria 
must be made not only prospective but sufficient time should be given to enable those seeking 
registration or renewal to fulfill the changed criteria. According to the High Court fresh registrations 
can be postponed to enable the arrangements envisaged by the new criteria to be put in place. 
These steps will require a comprehensive survey to be undertaken by the respondents followed by 
consultations with experts in the medical fraternity and education. The resultant amendment to the 
definition of "sonologist” under Section 2(p) of the PNDT Act and the corresponding amendment to 
the PNDT Rules must be given wide publicity so that there is increased public awareness about the 
minimum standards one should expect in diagnostic clinics. (Para 37)

However, there is nothing on record to show that these expectations of High Court are 
fulfilled.
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JUDGMENT 
S. Muralidhar, J.

1. These two writ petitions raise important questions of law concerning interpretation of Section 2(p) of the 
Pre-conception and Pre-natal Diagnostic Techniques (Prohibition of Sex Selection) Act, 1994 [hereafter “the 
PNDT Act”] which defines “sonologist or imaging specialist”.

2. First, the brief facts in each of the writ petitions may be noticed.

Cases involving procedural issues under the Act

W.P. (C) 6654 of 2007 - Dr. K.L. Sehgal

3. The Petitioner in Writ Petition (C) No. 6654 of 2007 is Dr. K.L. Sehgal who runs the Dr. Sehgal’s Polyclinic 
& Diagnostics Imaging Clinic in New Delhi. He obtained an MBBS degree from the Ranchi University in 
1977. He got registered from the Delhi Medical Council (DMC) in 2001. The registration has been renewed 
from time to time and is currently valid till 4th December 2011. Dr. Sehgal states that he is a registered 
medical practitioner within the meaning of Section 2(m) of the PNDT Act. Dr. Sehgal claims that he is also 
a sonologist within the meaning of Section 2(p) of the PNDT Act. He claims that he has undergone a six 
months training course in Sonography between 14th February 2002 to 2nd September 2002 at the Institute 
of Ultrasound Training which is a training centre for ultrasound training recognised by the Indian Medical 
Association-Academy of Medical Specialties (IMA-AMS) and the Federation of Obstetric & Gynaecological 
Societies of India (FOGSI). He states that during the course of training he had gained experience of handling 
more than 100 cases of Ultrasonography under the supervision of Dr. J.S. Randhawa, M.D. (Radiology). The 
certificate issued by the said Institute has been annexed to the petition.

4. In April 2002, Dr. Sehgal applied for grant of PNDT registration for setting up an ultrasound clinic under the 
name of ‘Dr. Sehgal’s Clinic’. He was granted a certificate on 1st May 2002 with registration No. 348. The 
certificate was valid for a period of five years up to 30th April 2007. By a letter dated 21st February 2007 
from Respondent No. 1, i.e., the Office of District Appropriate Authority (hereafter ‘the Authority’) under the 
PNDT Act, Dr. Sehgal was asked to submit the necessary documents for renewal of the PNDT registration. In 
response to the said notice on 28th February 2007 Dr. Sehgal submitted an application for renewal enclosing 
the certificate of his six months training. He stated that he had been regularly performing sonography tests for 
the last five years.

5. Dr. Sehgal states that he did not receive any response till the expiry of 90 days thereafter i.e. 29th May 2007. 
According to him, in terms of Rule 8 (6) of the PNDT Rules, the registration should be deemed to have been 
renewed on the expiry of 90 days. Rule 8 (6) of the PNDT Rules reads as under:

In the event of failure of the Appropriate Authority to renew the certificate of registration or to communicate 
rejection of application for renewal of registration within a period of ninety days from the date of receipt of 
application for renewal of registration, the certificate of registration shall be deemed to have been renewed.

6. It is submitted that on 22nd June 2007, Dr. Sehgal received a letter dated 25th May 2007, which according to 
him was posted on 21st June 2007, by which he was informed that his application for renewal of registration 
had been rejected on the ground of “non-submission of documents from a qualified Radiologist.” Dr. Sehgal 
protested stating that in terms of Section 3(1)(b) of the PNDT Act, any person who was registered as a 
medical practitioner and had one year’s experience in sonography, was eligible to run an ultrasound clinic.

7. Dr. Sehgal claims to have submitted an application dated 11th July 2007 under the Right to Information Act, 
2005 (“RTI Act”) seeking the precise reasons for the rejection of his application. By a letter dated 3rd August 
2007, the Authority provided the following information to him:

2. Now, in Feb. 2007, you had submitted application for renewal of PNDT registration. The file had been 
sent to higher authorities for guidelines (copy of file noting is attached as Annexure I-3). Guidelines
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were received from the Directorate of Family Welfare in minutes of meeting (attached as Annexure-4). 
On the above mentioned basis your application for renewal has been rejected.

3. You have also stated that you have been regularly doing ultrasonography from last 5 years (again ref. 
your letter No. nil dated 28.02.2007). It will be counted towards “Self Experience” & in the PNDT 
Act & Rules there are no guidelines regarding the registration of registered medical practitioner on 
the basis of Self Experience: as because any experience without the supervision of any competent 
authority is not counted, i.e. treats only as “Self Experience”.

8. The rejection of Dr. Sehgal’s application is assailed on the following grounds:

(a) that with the rejection not having been communicated to Dr. Sehgal within a period of 90 days from 
the date of his application, i.e., 28th February 2007, there was a deemed renewal under Rule 8 (6) of 
the PNDT Rules.

(b) that under Rule 3(1) (b) an ultrasound clinic can be run by a registered medical practitioner having 
six months training or one year experience in sonography. Since Dr. Sehgal satisfies this requirement, 
he was eligible to set up an ultrasound clinic. In any event, Dr. Sehgal submitted a certificate from a 
qualified radiologist that he had undergone training in sonography and therefore, the ground for non
renewal was contrary to the record.

(c) The rejection of the application on the ground that five years? experience by Dr. Sehgal’s ultrasound 
would be a “self-experience” and therefore would not be counted towards the experience under the 
PNDT Act, was clearly arbitrary. The guidelines of the Directorate of Family Welfare do not indicate 
that in a similar situation the certificate of registration should not be renewed. It only indicated that the 
issue was still under consideration and till such time the PNDT Act was to be strictly followed.

9. The response of the Authority under the PNDT Act is that the Institute, in which Dr. Shekel claims to have 
undergone training, is not recognised by the Government of India or any competent authority. The Institute 
was recognised only by private institutions which could be termed as ‘NGOs’ and the experience gained was 
no experience because anybody could approach private institutes and get certificates without satisfying the 
basic criteria of being trained to use the ultrasound apparatus. A radiologist has to be one from an institute 
recognised by the Government of India. It is submitted that since the PNDT Act and Rules framed thereunder 
do not specify the institutes and individuals from where the training/experience had to be undergone, the 
application was placed before an Advisory Committee comprising of technical experts. It is submitted that 
the grant of registration as sonologist under the PNDT Act is a matter of policy. The absence of clear-cut 
guidelines is acknowledged. It is stated that a response is awaited to the letter written to the Government of 
India in this regard on 20th November 2007. It is pointed out that Dr. Sehgal not being a Sonologist or an 
Imaging Specialist/Radiologist could not be qualified to run an ultrasound clinic. On behalf of Dr. Sehgal, 
it is pointed out that unless there is a requirement in the PNDT Act or the Rules that the training should be 
obtained from a recognised institute, the rejection of Dr. Sehgal’s application was ultra vires the PNDT Act 
and Rules.

W.P. (Civil) 6826/2007 - Dr. Sonal Randhawa

10. The facts in Writ Petition (C) No. 6826 of 2007 are that the Petitioner, Dr. Sonal Randhawa, holds an MBBS 
degree from the University of Agra and has been registered under the DMC since 18th September 2006. It is 
stated that in 2007 she completed American Registry for Diagnostic Medical Sonography (ARDMs) certifying 
examinations as Specialist in Obstetrics and Gynecology. As far her experience in Sonography is concerned, 
it is stated that she has worked as a registered Sonologist under PNDT in Rohini (North-West Dist.) for 
three years. She has training and worked under Dr. J.S. Randhawa MD (Radio diagnosis) who is a qualified 
and experienced Radiologist and Ultrasonologist from 1998-2001. She claims to have completed a Visiting 
Fellowship in Diagnostic Ultrasound and Echocardiography from 26th March 2007 in the Department of 
Radiology, Thomas Jefferson University Hospital and Jefferson Medical College, Philadelphia in USA. It is
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stated that in February 2003 Dr. Randhawa completed the two year course on ultrasound training under the 
IMA (AMS) from 4th January 2001 to 10th February 2003. She also worked as a Consultant Ultrasonologist 
at the government approved Gupta Hospital in Delhi from 16th July 2001 to 3 1st March 2005.

11. On 5th April 2006 Dr. Randhawa applied for registration as a sonologist under the PNDT Act in the West 
District of the National Capital Territory of Delhi. Dr. Randhawa had already been recognized and registered 
as a Sonologist with the Rohini (North-West Zone) and Dwarka (South-West Zone) under the PNDT Act 
since the last seven years. On 10th July 2006 Dr. Randhawa submitted all necessary documents as directed by 
the Appropriate Authority in support of her application. Since no reply was forthcoming, Dr. Randhawa filed 
an application on 14th July 2006 under the RTI Act. On 2nd August 2006 the District Appropriate Authority 
under the PNDT Act (West District) sent a communication to the Director, Directorate of Family Welfare, 
GNCTD stating that Dr. Randhawa did not submit documents in support of her application to be registered as 
an ultrasonologist and therefore her application could not be considered. Dr. Randhawa preferred an appeal 
on 21st August 2006 with the Director, PNDT, Ministry of Health and Family Welfare with reference to her 
application dated 14th July 2006 under the RTI Act. In response to this, a letter was written by the Ministry of 
Health and Family Welfare, PNDT Division on 15th September 2006 stating that the PNDT Act or Rules do 
not categorically specify the institutions/individuals from where the training or experience has to be acquired. 
At the meeting of the State Level Multi-Member Appropriate Authority under the PNDT Act held on 6th 
December 2006 Dr. Randhawa’s case was discussed and her request for registration was not acceded to. Dr. 
Randhawa applied to the Ministry of Health and Family Welfare on 19th December 2006. However, she 
did not hear any response to the said letter. In the meanwhile she kept pursuing her request for information 
under the RTI Act. By an order dated 19th June 2007 the Central Information Commission (CIC) directed the 
Directorate of Family Welfare to provide information to Dr. Randhawa within ten days. The Directorate of 
Family Welfare sent a letter dated 5th July 2007 to the Petitioner stating that her request for registration as a 
sonologist could not be acceded by the State Advisory Committee under the PNDT Act and that “training in 
Ultrasound needs to be examined and recognized by the competent authority.”

12. Dr. Randhawa has assailed the refusal of registration on the ground that the reasons therefore were arbitrary 
and unreasonable. The observation that training in ultrasound needed to be examined and recognized by the 
competent authority, was a bald one. Even though the PNDT Act and Rules do not provide the procedure 
for undergoing training/experience or identify persons eligible to provide such registration, there was no 
justification in simply rejecting the request for registration.

Stand of the Medical Council of India

13. In the present cases, the counter affidavit filed by the Respondent is more or less similar. However, in addition 
to the reply of the Respondent Appropriate Authority, an affidavit has been filed on behalf of Respondent No. 
6 Medical Council of India (MCI). Referring to the decisions in Dr. Preeti Srivastava v. State of MP MANU/ 
SC/1021/1999 : (1999) 7 SCC 120, State of Punjab v. Dayanand Medical College MANU/SC/0635/2001 : 
(2001) 8 SCC 664 and State of Madhya Pradesh v. Gopal D. Tirthani MANU/SC/0507/2003 : (2003) 7 SCC 
83, it is submitted that the MCI Regulations made under the Indian Medical Council Act, 1956 (‘IMC Act’) 
are binding and mandatory. It is stated that a ‘recognized medical qualification’ as defined under Section 2(h) 
of the IMC Act means any of those medical qualifications included in the Schedules to the IMC Act.

14. Under Section 33 read with Section 20 of the IMC Act after obtaining prior approval from the Central 
Government, the MCI framed the Postgraduate Medical Education Regulations, 2000. As per Regulation 10, 
the period of training for the award of a degree of Doctor of Medicine (M .D.)/Master of Surgery (M.S.) shall 
consist of three completed years including the period of examination. For the award of a postgraduate diploma 
there shall be two completed years of training including the period of examination. The specialties in which 
postgraduate degrees/diplomas can be awarded are prescribed in the schedule to the said Regulations. At 
serial No. 24 under A i.e., qualification for M.D. specializations of the Schedule is Radio Diagnosis and under 
F i.e., for diplomas at serial Nos. 21 to 23 are Radio Diagnosis, Radio Therapy and Radiological Physics.
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It is submitted that Dr. Randhawa Diagnostics where Dr. Sonal Randhawa is purported to have conducted 
ultrasounds regularly under the supervision of Dr. J.S. Randhawa is not a recognized medical institute under 
the IMC Act, and is not included in the Schedule to the IMC Act. The said Institute of ultrasound training 
is also not included in the list of institutes recognized/permitted by the MCI to conduct any postgraduate 
courses in Radio-Diagnosis or Ultrasound. The course offered on ultrasound by the said Institute is not a 
recognized medical qualification for the purposes of the IMC Act.

Subsequent Developments

15. After the filing of this petition a meeting was held in the Directorate of Family Welfare on 9th January 2008 
in which the following decisions were taken:

i) Now onwards registration should be allowed to only the persons qualified in Radiology (ii) Specialists 
may be allowed Ultrasound in their own specialty. For example a Gynecologist with Post Graduate 
qualification can do level 1 scan for gross anomalies and monitoring of pregnancy. (iii) Registration of 
existing clinics registered on basis of training/experience from private place should not be cancelled. 
At the same time they should be given show cause notice regarding non MCI qualification/experience 
and a stricture should be written on their registration certificate. (iv) Renewal of such clinics should 
be allowed till court judgment regarding qualification/experience or any other clarification in this 
regard from Govt. of India. (v) No new registration should be given on basis of non MCI recognized 
qualification. (vi) practice of giving training/experience by one Doctor to other fellow Doctor should 
be stopped. (vii) Directions issued by Hon’ble Court should be followed further in this regard. (viii) A 
file may be sent to the legal department and legal opinion on this matter be obtained.

16. It is submitted that once the above decisions came to be published, it met with a stiff opposition and an 
agitation among the fraternity of doctors. The State Advisory Committee which thereafter met on 22nd July 
2008 decided to discard the earlier changes. This happened while it considered an appeal of Dr. Rahul Kumar 
in which it passed the following order:

Instant appeal has been filed by Dr. Rahul under Section 19(2) of the act against rejection of application for 
registration vide order dated 13.06.08 passed by the CDMO, North West District. The sole reason for rejection 
of application is consequent upon the issuance of certain instructions from State Advisory Committee, 
according to which the kind of training as was being given by private Pos Graduate Doctors was termed 
as not valid as per Medical Council of India norms and it was considered that practice of giving training/ 
experience by one Doctor to other fellow Doctor should be stopped. Considering the above said the case of 
the Appellant was rejected for the reason that he had obtained the Post Graduate Diploma in Sonography from 
the Global Open University which was not listed as recognized Institute for awarding Medical qualification as 
required. However, it is informed that in the subsequent meeting of the Advisory Committee dated 22.07.08 
it was considered that registration of new Centers under PC & PNDT Act may be resumed on the basis of 
qualification as prescribed under the provision of Act on the basis of Experience/Training as laid down in 
the Act as per practice prior to 9.1.08. Since now the previous restrictions as imposed have been done away, 
as stated above, in the meeting of State Advisory Committee. It is agreed by both the parties that the case 
of the Appellant may be reconsidered if his case is otherwise found fit on the basis of merits. The matter is 
accordingly remanded back to the District Authority for reconsideration in terms of the above.” (emphasis 
supplied)

17. It is pointed out by Dr. Randhawa that pursuant to the above decision Dr. Rahul Kumar was granted registration 
as was evident in the reply given under the RTI Act on 24th October 2008. Accordingly, it is submitted that 
Dr. Randhawa has been meted out a differential treatment which is unwarranted.

18. Learned Counsel appearing for Dr. Randhawa pointed out to the stand of the MCI in a reply dated 3rd March 
2008 to an application made under the RTI Act by one Sagar Saxena that “courses like IVF, Laparoscopy, 
Lasik Surgery, Ultrasound, Bariatric surgery, do not come within the purview of MCI.” In a reply given to
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one Dr. Diwan Singh on 14th August 2008 in response to a query as to “who is a sonologist as defined in 
the PNDT Act as per the MCI guidelines,” it was stated that the matter is “outside the purview of Medical 
Council of India.”

Submissions of counsel

19. This Court has heard the submissions of Mr. Ravi P. Mehrotra, the learned Counsel for Dr. Sonal Randhawa 
and Mr. Praveen Khattar learned Counsel appearing for Dr. K.L. Sehgal, Ms. Zubeda Begum and Mr. Amiet 
Andley learned Counsel appearing for Respondent No. 2 Appropriate Authority, GNCTD and Mr. Maninder 
Singh, learned Senior counsel appearing for the MCI.

20. While counsel for Appropriate Authority GNCTD reiterated the submissions noticed hereinbefore, Mr. 
Maninder Singh learned Senior counsel for the MCI urged that the provisions of the PNDT Act have to be 
interpreted in such a manner that the word ‘or’ appearing in Section 2(p) has to be read as ‘and’. He relied 
upon the judgment of the Supreme Court in Prof. Yashpal v. State of Chhattisgarh MANU/SC/0093/2005 
: AIR 2005 SC 2026, and in particular para 40 thereof. He pointed out to the growing menace of female 
foeticide and the apparent failure of the PNDT Act to check the alarming sex ratio which is directly traceable 
to the indiscriminate use of the pre-natal diagnostic tests and unethical practices of the registered medical 
practitioners. He submitted that unless the PNDT Act is interpreted to require a sonologist to be a qualified 
specialist with experience in a recognized institute, the unchecked unethical practices adopted by diagnostic 
clinics cannot possibly be stopped. He urged this Court to take a proactive approach in the matter and adopt 
an interpretation that would advance the purpose of the legislation. Reliance is also placed on the decisions 
in Dr. A.K. Sabhapathy v. State of Kerala MANU/SC/0240/1992 : AIR 1992 SC 1310; Gopinder Singh v. 
Forest Department of Himachal Pradesh MANU/SC/0113/1991 : 1990 (Supp) SCC 272; and Entertainment 
Network (India) Ltd. v. Super Cassette Industries Ltd. MANU/SC/2179/2008 : JT 2008 (7) SC 11.

Meaning of ‘sonologist’ under Section 2(p) PNDT Act

21. The question that arises for consideration is the meaning that should be given to the expression ‘sonologist’ 
as defined under Section 2(p) PNDT Act of the PNDT Act.

Section 2(p) PNDT Act reads as under:

2(p) “Sonologist or Imaging Specialist” means a person who possesses any one of the medical qualifications 
recognized under the Indian Medical Council Act, 1956 or who possesses a post-graduate qualification 
in ultrasonography or imaging techniques or radiology.

22. The definition of the word ‘sonologist’ does support the submission of the learned Counsel for the Petitioners 
that as long as the person concerned possesses “one of the medical qualifications recognized under the Indian 
Medical Council”, he could be a sonologist. The word ‘or’ only makes the possessing of “a post-graduate 
qualification in ultrasonography or imaging techniques or radiology” an alternative qualification. It appears 
that prior to the insertion of Section 2(p) PNDT Act in the PNDT Act certain amendments were proposed. The 
suggested definition of ‘sonologist’ as proposed reads as under:

“Sonologist/Imaging Specialist” means aperson who possesses any one ofthe medical qualifications recognized 
under the Indian Medical Council Act 1956, and/or a post graduate qualification in ultrasonography/ imaging 
technique/radiology and who is certified for performing sonography

23. Despite the above suggestion, when the amendment was ultimately enacted the word ‘and’ appears to have 
been dropped. The present definition requires a post-graduate qualification only in the alternative.

24. How the definition under Section 2(p) PNDT Act has been understood is reflected in Rule 3 of the PNDT 
Rules which reads as under:
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The qualifications of the employees, the requirement of equipment etc. for a Genetic Counseling Centre, 
Genetic Laboratory, Genetic Clinic, Ultrasound Clinic and Imaging Centre shall be as under:

xxxxx

(3)(1): Any person having adequate space and being or employing

xxxxx

(b) a Sonologist, Imaging Specialist, Radiologist or Registered Medical Practitioner having Post Graduate 
degree or diploma or six months training or one year experience in sonography or image scanning,

xxxxx

may set up a genetic clinic/ultrasound clinic/imaging centre.

25. In Prof. Yashpal v. State of Chhattisgarh, the Supreme Court, in the context of recognition of institutions for 
the purposes of affiliation to a university, observed that the word ‘or’ can sometimes be read as ‘and’ when 
the literal meaning of the word would produce “unintelligible or absurd” results. However, the same cannot 
be said of the present definition. This is because if one were to read the word ‘or’ as ‘and’, then the following 
words which indicate that the person should be possessing any one of the medical qualifications recognized 
under the IMC Act are rendered redundant. If the submission of the MCI is to be accepted, the definition 
ought to mean that a sonologist or an imaging specialist could be a person who is

(a) an MBBS or possessing any one of the “other” medical qualifications, for e.g. an Ophthalmologist, an 
ENT specialist or a Cardiologist who possess qualifications recognized by the IMC Act, together with

(b) a post-graduate qualification in “ultrasonography or imaging techniques or radiology”.

The post-graduate qualification in “ultrasonography or imaging techniques or radiology” would also 
have to be a qualification recognized by the IMC Act. However, that is not how Section 2(p) PNDT Act 
reads. To accept the argument of the MCI would be reading too many words into Section 2(p) PNDT 
Act, which is simply not permissible for this Court to do. In this connection a reference may be made to 
the decision in Hiradevi v. District Court at Shahjahanpur MANU/SC/0021/1952 : AIR 1952 SC 362, 
where Justice Bhagwati speaking for the Court in the context of the old Section 71 vis-a-vis Section 90 
of the U.P. District Boards Act, observed (AI R @ p. 365):

it was unfortunate that when the Legislature came to amend the old Section 71 of the Act it forgot to 
amend Section 90 in conformity with the amendment of Section 71. But this lacuna cannot be supplied 
by any such liberal construction as the High Court sought to put upon the expression ‘orders of any 
authority whose sanction is necessary’. No doubt, it is the duty of the Court to try and harmonise the 
various provisions of an Act passed by the Legislature. But it is certainly not the duty of the Court to 
stretch the word used by the Legislature to fill in gaps or omissions in the provisions of an Act.

26. There are other difficulties in reading the definition in Section 2(p) PNDT Act as suggested by the MCI. The 
MCI itself has, in a letter dated 4th May 2009 written to the Petitioner in Writ Petition (Civil) No. 6654 of 
2007, clarified as under:

Sir, With reference to your letter dated nil received on 1.09.2008, I am directed to state that the above 
mentioned matter was considered by the Executive Committee at its meeting held on 27.04.2009 and it was 
decided as under:

The Executive Committee of the Council perused the report of the Sub-Committee and the decision of the 
Ethics Committee and decided as under:

The Ultrasonography can be undertaken by a specialist who possesses postgraduate qualification in the 
specialty of Radio-Diagnosis. However, specialist doctor in their specialty can also undertake Ultrasonography 
for the purpose of certification subject to the condition that he/she has undergone orientation training in the
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Ultrasonography in the department of Radio-Diagnosis in a recognized medical institution under recognized 
medical teacher for a minimum period of 6 months wherein he has not only observed the procedure of 
Ultrasonography but also has undergone hands on training to enable him to practice in the field of 
ultrasonography for the diagnostic purposes pertaining to his/her specialty.

27. The above reply would indicate that a person who is a specialist who either has an MBBS degree or a 
further specialization qualification would be able to run an ultrasound clinic provided he or she undergoes six 
months? training in ultrasonography. The MCI is therefore, unclear as to what will satisfy the definition of 
‘sonologist’ under Section 2(p) PNDT Act of the PNDT Act. It is inconceivable how a request for registration 
can be refused on the ground of non-compliance with the above requirement when the decision in that regard 
appears to have been taken only on 27th April 2009 by the MCI.

28. On 11th May 2009 Dr. Sonal Randhawa asked the MCI to provide her with:

1. List of recognized Medical Colleges which are providing six months training in Diagnostic Ultrasound 
including hands-on to specialist doctors of subjects other than radio diagnosis in the department of 
radio diagnosis.

2. Application procedure, eligibility criteria, course curriculum and fee for the same.

29. In reply thereto, on 6th June 2009 the MCI informed her as under:

With reference to your application dated 11.5.2009, on the subject noted above, the point-wise reply is as 
under:

1. No such list of Medical Colleges providing training in Ultrasound is available with Medical Council of 
India.

2. This is not related to Medical Council of India, you may contact to individual Medical Institutions for 
the same.

Therefore, it is plain that MCI itself is not aware of medical colleges which provide training in 
ultrasonography and diagnostic ultrasound.

Uncertainty in applying the PNDT Act and Rules

30. At this stage a reference should also be made to the deliberations of State Advisory Committee which 
considered Dr. Sehgal’s application for renewal of registration. The recording of the minutes of the meeting 
of the Committee held on 27th April 2007 under Agenda Item No. 2 read as under:

Agenda 2

Qualifications/experience required by Registered Medical Practitioners who are employed by/in a Genetic 
Clinic. Details: Grant of Registration/renewal of registration of genetic clinic on the basis of (a) Training with 
Doctor J.S. Randhawa, Institute of USG Training, D-364, Tagore Garden Extn., N. Delhi-27; and (b) Many 
centres in 2002 were registered based on (a) above, now requesting renewal on the basis of Self Experience.

In this context, a letter from Govt. of India, dated 15-9-06 was quoted. It was brought to the notice of all 
present that the issue is under consideration of Central Supervisory Board and there is proposal to accredit 
only larger Govt. Hospitals and Medical Council of India recognized, post-graduate Institutes, teaching & 
Radiology for the purpose of training, to be recognized ultrasonologist as per PC & PNDT Act.

The issue was discussed at large by all members of Advisory Committee and it was concluded that we may 
seek guidance from Govt. of India on above agenda. Till such time PC & PNDT Act should be followed, 
strictly. (emphasis supplied)

31. The above minutes were enclosed with the reply dated 3rd August 2007 given by the District Appropriate 
Authority to Dr. K.L. Sehgal stating that his application had been rejected on the above basis. What is not 
clear is the basis for rejection when the Committee was still seeking “guidance” from the Government of
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India and the matter was still under the consideration of the Central Supervisory Board. The other reason 
given in the rejection order dated 25th May 2007 in respect of Dr. Sehgal’s application is “non-submission 
of documents of qualified radiologist”. No such criterion was earlier prescribed and it is not understood how 
such a requirement could suddenly be insisted upon.

32. Even in the reply filed by the GNCTD it is stated in para 8 as under:

That the list of the Hospitals/Institutes recognized by the Govt. of India for the purpose of training/experience 
in Ultrasonologist under the PC & PNDT Act is received from the Govt. of India, no private institute or 
Ultrasound Diagnostic Centre can be accredited by the Govt. of Delhi for the purpose of training/experience 
in Ultrasonologist under the PC & PNDT Act. The question of the grant of registration as sinologist to the 
Petitioner under the PC & PNDT Act is policy matter which can be decided after clear-cut guidelines of Govt. 
of India. A letter dated 20/11/2007 has been written in this regard by the answering respondent and response 
thereto is awaited.

33. The above letter dated 20th November 2007 by the Director, Family Welfare suggested that a committee of 
technical experts be constituted to examine the following issues:

1. What shall Appropriate Authorities do with the Doctors who were provided registration on the basis of 
100 cases experience and now applying for renewal?

2. Is the training/experience provided by private Radiologist to MBBS Doctors valid for purpose of 
registration of under PNDT Act?

3. What is the kind of training/experience valid for registration under PNDT Act?

4. Ultrasounds are used in other specialties also. Can the other Doctors of different specialties use Under 
Section for respective specialties? Do Doctors from different specialties not doing Pre-conception or 
Pre-natal work require registration under PNDT Act?

5. Are Gynecologist/others specialist/registered Medical Practitioner allowed to perform Under Section 
on their patients?

34. The above documents reflect an uncertain state of affairs. None of the authorities were clear what should be 
the minimum criteria regarding training, where the training should be provided, whether the criteria should 
be made prospective and so on. Also, it is plain that neither the PNDT Act nor the PNDT Rules provided any 
guidance on these aspects. It is in this background that the plea of the learned Senior counsel for the MCI that 
the court has to read the requirements of training and special qualification into the definition of ‘sonologist’ 
in Section 2(p) PNDT Act of the PNDT Act has to be examined.

35. In cases such as the present ones, the issues raised involve consideration of technical aspects on which 
the views of the experts rather than courts are relevant. In determining who should be recognized as being 
qualified to undertake ultrasound tests, what should be the minimum qualification and experience, the inputs 
of experienced medical fraternity become critical for. This Court, exercising jurisdiction under Article 226 of 
the Constitution, lacks the competence to determine such technical issues.

Rejection of Petitioners’ applications unsustainable in law

36. Nevertheless, it appears to this Court that the reasons for rejection of the Petitioners? applications were not 
based on rational grounds and on the basis of reasonable criteria made known to each of them in advance. The 
Petitioners appear to have satisfied the requirements of the PNDT Act and the extant PNDT Rules which do 
not specify that the training to be undergone has to be in a recognized institute. As already noticed, even the 
MCI is unclear where such ‘recognised’ institutes that offer such training and qualification exist. Also, without 
such criterion being made known in advance, it would be unfair to reject an application for renewal on that 
basis as was done in the case of Dr. Sehgal and for registration as in the case of Dr. Randhawa. Further, in the 
case of Dr. Sonal Randhawa there is no convincing explanation forthcoming for the apparent inconsistency in
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dealing with her applications for registration in the different districts in Delhi. It is not disputed that she has 
been granted registration under the PNDT Act in two districts but has been refused in the third. Also, if in Dr. 
Rahul’s case, the Advisory Committee on 22nd July 2008 resumed the registering of new centres under the 
PNDT Act “as per practice prior to 9.1.08” there is no valid explanation for meting out a different treatment 
to these two petitioners. It was not denied by counsel for the GNCTD that others similarly placed as the 
Petitioners were not being denied renewal of their registrations/licences to run clinics under the PNDT Act. It 
was explained that the GNCTD is waiting the decision in these cases before deciding on the future course of 
action. Clearly therefore, there is no consistency in the GNCTD applying the PNDT Act and the PNDT Rules 
for the purpose of grant of or renewal of registration. A selective application of an undisclosed criterion is a 
sure recipe for the decision being rendered arbitrary. Consequently, this Court holds that the rejection of Dr. 
K.L. Sehgal’s application for renewal of registration by the impugned order dated 25th May 2007 and the 
rejection of Dr. Sonal Randhawa’s application for registration as sonologist by the communication dated 5th 
July 2007 are unsustainable in law.

Need to plug the loopholes in the PNDTAct

37. These two petitions reflect a disconcerting state of affairs. As a result of the weak definition of the term 
‘sonologist’ under the PNDT Act, the mushrooming growth of diagnostic clinics is unable to be effectively 
regulated. The absence of clear rules and guidelines spelling out unambiguously the qualification, training 
and experience required for operating a diagnostic clinic offering ultrasound tests has resulted in unethical 
practices being adopted in many such clinics in violation of the PN DT Act going unchecked. These cases 
underscore the need to amend the PNDT Act to plug the loopholes and reflect the view of the MCI as 
indicated in its reply dated 4th May 2009 to one of the Petitioners where it suggested that person seeking 
to run a diagnostic clinic should either possess a post-graduate degree in Radio Diagnosis or should be a 
specialist who has undergone orientation training in ultrasonography in a recognized medical institution 
for a minimum period of six months. To avoid any confusion, the requirements in terms of qualification, 
training and experience to recognised and registered as a ‘sonologist’ should be incorporated in the PNDT 
Act and further explicated under the PNDT Rules. In determining the criteria the best available international 
practices should be adapted to suit Indian conditions. Secondly, the names of the institutions state-wise which 
are recognized for that purpose will have to be notified. Thirdly, the changed criteria must be made not only 
prospective but sufficient time given to enable hose seeking registration or renewal to fulfill the changed 
criteria. Fresh registrations can be postponed to enable the arrangements envisaged by the new criteria to be 
put in place. These steps will require a comprehensive survey to be undertaken by the Respondents followed by 
consultations with experts in the medical fraternity and education. The resultant amendment to the definition 
of ‘sonologist’ under Section 2(p) PNDT Act of the PNDT Act and the corresponding amendment to the 
PNDT Rules must be given wide publicity so that there is increased public awareness about the minimum 
standards one should expect in diagnostic clinics.

Conclusion

38. For the aforementioned reasons, the rejection of Dr. K.L. Sehgal’s application for renewal of registration 
by the impugned order dated 25th May 2007 and the rejection of Dr. Sonal Randhawa’s application for 
registration as sonologist by the communication dated 5th July 2007 are held unsustainable in law and are set 
aside as such. The two writ petitions are allowed in the above terms. The respective applications of both the 
Petitioners will again be placed before the Appropriate Authority for consideration in accordance with law 
within a period of two weeks from today. It would be open to the Appropriate Authority to require any further 
clarification from the Petitioners and if any or both the Petitioners so request, they should be given a personal 
hearing. The decision on the two applications should be taken by the Appropriate Authority within a period 
of four weeks thereafter and communicated to each of the Petitioners within a further period of two weeks 
thereafter.

39. The two writ petitions are disposed of with the above directions.
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CHAPTER 4

Appeal against Acquittal

As this Act is yet in the stage o f infancy, there are 
very few cases which are tried and decided at the 
trial court stage. Therefore the appeals against the 
decisions o f trial Courts after full fledged hearing 
o f the case are very few. Even if some decisions 
o f the trial courts have reached in Appeal to the 
High Court, the Appeals are yet to  be heard and 
decided. Therefore, as o f today, we could get only 
one appeal against the acquittal o f the accused by 
the trial court. This decision pertains to the High 
Court o f Punjab and Haryana at Chandigarh. 
This decision is o f great significance as it exposes 
the lacunae in implementation o f the provisions 
o f the Act. It is pertinent that though the Act 
protects the pregnant woman from prosecution, 
the Appropriate Authority prosecutes her which 
results not only in harassment being caused to  
her but also in damaging the prosecution case. 
Hence this decision has been included in this 
book.
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IN THE HIGH COURT OF PUNJAB AND HARYANA AT CHANDIGARH

Criminal Misc. No. 337-MA of 2007 
Decided on 23/03/2009

4 (1)

Sadhu Ram Kusla 

-Vs-

Ranjit Kaur and others 

Hon’ble Judge :. K. C. Puri, J.

Acts/Rules/orders: Pre-conception and Pre-natal Diagnostic Techniques (Regulation and Prevention of Misuse 
) Act, 1994 -  Sections 22(2), 23, 25, 27; Pre-natal Diagnostic Technique ( Regulation and Prevention of Misuse) 
Rules - Rule 19(1) 19(2) 19(3).

CASE SUMMARY

In this case the acquittal of the respondents by the trial court for the offences punishable u/s 
120 B, 312, 315 IPC & Section 23 of the Act was challenged. The allegations against the respondents 
were to the effect that respondent No.3 Dr. Kamlesh Jindal who was running her Nursing Home 
at Rampura had conducted Sonography test on respondent No. 1 who was 14 weeks pregnant. 
The test was allegedly conducted to determine "foetus well being” and the result was found to be 
normal. However on the same night respondent 1 had a miscarriage. Hence it was contended by 
the Petitioner that in fact Sonography test was conducted to determine sex of the foetus and the 
pregnancy was terminated on finding the foetus to be female. It was argued that if the foetus was 
found to be normal in the sonography test, a miscarriage could not have occurred on the same night 
by alleged excessive bleeding as contended by the respondents. Respondent No. 2 was the husband 
of Respondent No. 1 and respondent No. 4 was Dr. Laxmi who has terminated the pregnancy of 
respondent No. 1.

During trial evidence was laid both by the prosecution and defence. As per respondent No. 1 
she had continuous bleeding and pain for 2 days and therefore she had gone for Ultrasound scan to 
respondent No. 3 to know the condition of foetus. She was told by respondent No. 3 that there was 
risk of threatened abortion and she should get herself admitted. However as no male member was 
accompanying her, she refused to get admitted and on that night she had miscarriage. The trial court 
accepted the defence case and acquitted all the four accused.

In Appeal the High Court also concurred with the decision of the trial court by holding that 
there was practically no case made out. It was opined by the High Court that the mere fact that there 
was miscarriage on the same night on which sonography test was conducted, ipso-facto does not 
establish that sex of the foetus was detected and disclosed. It was further held that there is no legal 
presumption that as there was abortion, the foetus was female. There was also no evidence to prove 
that the foetus was of a female (Para last but one).

This case to some extent exposes the lacuna in the provisions of the Act. The tell-tale 
circumstances of the case created strong ground to hold that abortion, alleged to be a miscarriage,
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was only because the foetus was found to be female. Otherwise there is no explanation how the 
alleged miscarriage took place on the very night when the condition of the foetus was found to be 
normal in the afternoon. It appears that as respondent No. 1 - the pregnant lady was also made 
an accused, there was no likelihood of her supporting the prosecution case. Hence there was no 
evidence for prosecution to prove its case against the doctor who conducted sex determination test 
and terminated the pregnancy. Some thinking is, therefore, required in this direction for amendment 
in the provisions of the Act so that the evidence of the pregnant lady will be available for prosecution 
to prove the case against the doctors and clinics which misuse prenatal diagnostic techniques. 
Making the pregnant lady an accused in the case wascounterproductive. The attention of the 
Appropriate Authorities is also required to be drawn to provision of Section 24 of the Act, which lays 
down a presumption that unless the contrary is proved, the Court shall presume that the pregnant 
woman was compelled by her husband or any other relative as the case may be, to undergo pre
natal diagnostic technique for the purposes other than those specified in sub-section (2) of Section 
4 and such person shall be liable for abatement of offence under subsection (3) of Section 23 and 
shall be punishable for the offence specified under that section. This presumption is to be drawn 
notwithstanding anything contained in the Indian Evidence Act. It is to deal exactly with situations 
similar to those faced in this case, although the presumption was laid down by the Legislature it was 
not adhered to by the Appropriate Authorities, while making respondent No.1 as accused.

JUDGMENT
Per Hon’ble Justice Mr. K. C. Puri J.

Present: Mr. Anil Kshetarpal Advocate for the appellant. Mr. Harinder Singh, Advocate for respondent Nos.1
and 2.

Mr. Gauttam Dutt, Advocate for respondent No.3. ...

JUDGMENT.
K. C. Puri, J

Through the present application, the appellant/applicant seeks grant of leave to appeal against the judgment 
passed by the Additional Sessions Judge, Bathinda dated 12.4.2007 whereby the accused have been acquitted of the 
charges under Sections 120-B, 312, 315, 120-B IPC and Section 23 of the Pre-conception and Pre- natal Diagnostic 
Techniques (Prohibition of Sex Selection) Act, 1994 ( in short the Act).

The complainant has alleged in his complaint that Dr. Kamlesh Jindal had been running her Clinical/Nursing 
Home at Rampura where she was also providing Ultrasound (Pre-natal Diagnostic) facilities. On 30.8.2003, Ranjit 
Kaur wife of Kulwant Singh, accused, got herself subjected to Pre-natal Diagnostic test from Dr. Kamlesh Jindal, 
accused No.3. Dr. Kamlesh Jindal has recorded the relevant entries in form F and conducted Ultra-sound test of 
Ranjit Kaur,accused No.1. Thereafter, Ranjit Kaur has got the pregnancy terminated and this fact was established 
from the report of S.D.M, Rampura Phul, because at the time of inquiry PW-4, Ranjit Kaur was not pregnant. After 
Ultra-sound test, accused No.3, Dr. Kamlesh Jindal has described the result of PNDT process as 14 weeks normal 
pregnancy which was revealed during inquiry conducted by the S.D.M and was found to be a case of female foeticide 
and termination of pregnancy. However, sex of foetus was not specified in form-F of Dr. Kamlesh Jindal. According 
to the complainant, pregnancy was normal and neither any complication nor abnormalities have developed in the 
abdomen of accused Ranjit Kaur but the pregnancy has been terminated by Dr. Lakshmi, accused No.4. It was 
also alleged in the complaint that it has come to the knowledge of the complainant that menace of female foeticide 
was flourishing due to the nexus of couples who have no male child or who were not interested of having female
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child and in connivance with the doctors/ Ultra-Sonologists//RMP and other agents. In this case, the termination of 
pregnancy of Ranjit Kaur is governed by common psyche of bearing a male child and, therefore, accused Nos.1 and 
2 got the female foetus aborted after report from accused No.3 regarding the determination of sex of the foetus.

On the receipt of complaint,the learned Magistrate treated it as a warrant case. He initiated preliminary 
inquiry wherein complainant Sadhu Ram Kusla appeared as CW-1, Avniash Kaur as CW-2 and Ravi Kumar, CW-3 
a Clerk from the office of SDM.

The learned Magistrate vide order dated 26.2.2005 has observed that there were sufficient grounds to proceed 
against all the accused for the commission of offences punishable under Sections 120-B, 312, 315 IPC and Section 
23 of the Act. Charge was accordingly framed against the accused to which they pleaded not guilty and claimed 
trial. In order to prove its case, the prosecution examined PW-1 Mohinder Kaur, PW-2 Taro Bai, PW-3 Sadhu Ram 
Kusla and PW-4 Avinash Kaur.

After the close of prosecution evidence, all the accused were examined under Section 313 Cr.P.C in order to 
afford them an opportunity to explain the circumstances appearing against them in the prosecution evidence. All the 
incriminating circumstances were put to them. They have denied the same. Accused Dr. Kamlesh Jindal has taken 
the following stand: -

“I am innocent and case has been planted upon us falsely. I have not committed any illegality while conducting 
the Ultrasonography of Ranjit Kaur.” Accused Dr. Lakshmi Garg has taken plea the following plea:-

“I am innocent and case has been planted upon us falsely. Ranjit Kaur never came to me nor PW Avinash 
Kaur had ever visited my clinic. PW Avinash Kaur was not known to me. She had conducted no inquiry and she 
had sent wrong report on imagination.” Accused Ranjit Kaur has taken the following stand:- “I am innocent and 
case has been planted upon me and my husband falsely. I was pregnant and I had gone to the clinic of Dr.Kamlesh 
Jindal along with my mother- in-law on 30.8.03 as I had continuous bleeding and pain for two days. Dr. Kamlesh 
Jindal after examining me advised for Ultra-sound and on giving consent by me, Ultra-sound scan was conducted 
by Dr. Kamlesh Jindal which was necessary to know the condition of foetus. Dr. Kamlesh Jindal told us that the 
sex of foetus will not be disclosed to which we agreed and got signed from me declaration regarding above facts. 
Dr. Kamlesh Jindal after examining me clinically told that there is risk of threatened abortion and also told to get 
myself admitted to which I and my mother-in-law refused as we were not accompanying any male person at that 
time. However, doctor did not disclose about the sex of foetus to us. Dr. Kamlesh Jindal also issued prescription 
slip to me. We returned to our village in a bus. During the night intervening 30-31 August, 2003 after mid night, I 
had lot of pain in lower abdomen and my mother-in-law also woke up and she called old lady from neighbouring 
house i.e. Jasbir Kaur. My husband went from house to arrange some vehicle for taking me to some hospital but 
by that time there was heavy bleeding and all contents of pregnancy spontaneously came out of its own there and 
then. Avinash Kaur never visited our village nor conducted any inquiry in our village. I and my husband have been 
falsely named as accused”.

Accused Kulwant Singh also took the plea that he and his wife Ranjit Kaur were innocent and he had adopted 
the plea of his co-accused Ranjit Kaur.

In their defence, the accused examined DW-1 Tirath Ram, a Steno of Civil Surgeon, Bathinda, DW-2 Dr. 
Baldev Raj and DW-3 Basant Kaur.

After the conclusion of trial, vide impugned judgment, trial Court acquitted the accused.

At the time of issuing notice of motion, this Court observed as under: -

“This is application under Section 378(4) of the Code of Criminal Procedure for leave to appeal against 
judgment of acquittal dated 12.04.2007 of learned Additional Sessions Judge, Bathinda, whereby in criminal 
complaint instituted by petitioner Sadhu Ram Kusla, Assistant Project Officer and Member of P.N.D.T.Cell, 
Bathinda, respondents No.1 to 4 have been acquitted of the charge under Sections 120-B, 312 and 315 of the 
Indian Penal Code and Section 23 of the Pre-conception and Pre-natal Diagnostic Techniques (Prohibition of Sex 
Selection) Act, 1994 (in short ‘the Act’).
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Learned counsel for the petitioner pointed out that vide Form-F (Annexure P-1), respondent No.3 conducted 
sonography test of respondent No.1, who had pregnancy of 14 weeks. The test was conducted on 30.08.2003 to 
determine ‘Foetus Well Being’ as mentioned in Annexure P-1 and the result was found to be normal. However, on 
the same night between 30/31.08.2003, there was alleged miscarriage of the pregnancy of respondent No.1. It is 
contended that in fact, sonography test was conducted to determine sex of the foetus and thereupon, the pregnancy 
was got aborted on finding the foetus to be female. Respondent No.2 is husband of respondent No.1. It is contended 
that if the foetus was found normal on sonography test conducted on 30.08.2003, as contained in Annexure P-1, 
there could not be miscarriage on the same night by alleged excessive bleeding as contended by the defence. 
However, there is practically no evidence against respondent No.4.

In view of the aforesaid, the instant petition as against respondent No.4 is dismissed. Notice of motion to 
respondents No.1 to 3 only for 07.07.2008.”

The counsel for the petitioner, during the course of arguments, has again raised similar contentions. His main 
stress is on the fact that since foetus of Ranjit Kaur was normal on 30.8.2003 on the same night, how the foetus was 
aborted. Presumption be drawn that the foetus was of a female child and had been aborted.

I have considered the said submission. It is a settled law that a case cannot be decided on mere presumptions 
unless the Statute states so. If there is legal presumption, the same can be drawn but the counsel for the petitioner 
is fair enough to concede that under the Statute, there is no legal presumption that foetus was of female and was 
aborted. Moreover, according to the case of the prosecution, abortion was done by respondent No.4 but no notice 
of motion has been issued by this Court qua respondent No.4 vide order dated 26.3.2008. It is not out of place to 
mention here that the complainant while reporting the matter to the authorities under the Act has not stated that 
it was a female foetus. The case of the prosecution, from the very beginning, was that Dr. Kamlesh Jindal has 
conducted Ultra- sound (Sonography). Admittedly, she has reported to the authorities and it has been mentioned in 
her report that she has not disclosed the factum of sex or foetus to Ranjit Kaur or any other family member. There is 
no legal evidence on the file to prove the fact that foetus was that of female. In para No.40 of the judgment, the trial 
Court has discussed the report of PW-4 Avinash Kaur. She found the following deficiencies:-

“a) She did not mention in Ex.P4, the date, time and place the inquiry.

b) She did not record the statement of any person.

c) She did not record the statement of her subordinates i.e. Anganwari workers.

d) I t is not mentioned in Ex.P4 that on which date, she visited village Mehraj and at which time or on
which date.

e) She did not try to approach the pregnant woman Ranjit Kaur her family members or to Dr. Kamlesh 
Jindal or Dr.Lakshmi Garg

f) . Her inquiry report Ex.P4 is silent with regard to sex of foetus, the date of abortion.”

So, on the basis of above observations, the trial Court held that the alleged inquiry, Exhibit P4 is ambiguous, 
unbelievable and does not provide any help to the case of the complainant. The trial Court has rightly held that mere 
fact that Ultra-sonography was conducted by Dr. Kamlesh Jinda, ipso-facto, does not establish that she had detected 
and disclosed the sex of the foetus. The trial Court has dealt with each and every aspect of the case elaborately.

In the light of above discussion, I do not find any fault in the judgment of the learned trial Court. The 
petitioner has failed to make out a case for grant of leave to appeal. Consequently, this application for grant of leave 
to appeal and the appeal stand dismissed.
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CHAPTER 5

Cases of Conviction

Recently the Trial Courts are coming up w ith some 
decisions after full fledged hearing o f the case, which 
indicates a promising trend. It appears that as a result 
o f the various public awareness campaigns led by media 
and implementing machinery under the Act and as an 
outcome o f the systematic and professional training o f 
Judicial Officers and Public Prosecutors undertaken on 
sensitization and orientation about the object and the 
reasons o f the Ac, at the time o f going to the press several 
Judgments o f conviction by the Trial Court were brought 
to notice, out o f which three Judgments from the State 
o f Maharashtra,and one from the State o f Haryana have 
been included in this compilation.
Magistrates are the key to the interpretion o f the provisions 
o f the Act as the Act vests jurisdiction in the Courts o f 
Judicial Magistrate to  punish those found guilty for 
violating its provisions. The Judgments which are now  
coming from the Trial Courts reveal that the spirit o f the 
Act is being well understood and given effect to by the 
Magistrates by passing appropriate orders o f punishment 
and sentence. These Judgments reflect the maturity o f 
the Magistrates. When in doubt, they are referring to and 
quoting elaborately the object and reasons o f the Act. We 
are aware that these Judgments are not yet tested in the
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Appeal and the view taken therein is yet to  be endorsed by the Superior Courts, 
but in our opinion, that does not diminish their value or importance in any way. 
Moreover, at times the view taken by the Trial Court Judges, who are closer to  
ground reality, is a far more acceptable view, because it is believed that this is in 
tune w ith  perception o f public and expectations o f the Society.
Moreover at the Academy it is our endeavour to  encourage the best practices and 
to  highlight the best Judgments given by Trial Courts to motivate others and also to  
act as a guiding force or as beacon lights.
Another promising trend is that some o f these Judgments are w ritten in Marathi, 

the local language, which is bound to have effect in creating public awareness about 
this piece o f social legal legislation. Although these Judgments cannot be equated 
w ith  case laws as they do not have any binding force, they are included in this book 
fo r reasons mentioned above.
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EQUIVALENT CITATION: AIR 2008 P H 108 5 (1)

H IG H  COURT OF PUNJAB AND HARYANA AT CHANDIGARH 

C. W. P. No. 19018 of 2006 
Decided on 20/12/2007

Dr. Pradeep Ohri 

-Vs-

State o f Punjab and Anr.

Hon’ble Judges: Satish Kumar Mittal andK. C. Puri J.J.

Acts/Rules/orders: Pre-conception and Pre-natal Diagnostic Techniques (Regulation and Prevention of Misuse) 
Act, 1994 -  Sections 22(2), 23, 25, 27; Pre-natal Diagnostic Technique ( Regulation and Prevention of Misuse) 
Rules - Rule 19(1) 19(2) 19(3).

CASE SUMMARY

Petitioner in this case was convicted u/s 23 (1) of the Act and was released on probation by the 
trial court. Initially he was legally advised that it was not necessary for him to file appeal against the 
conviction. However subsequently as per legal advice, he preferred an appeal alongwith application 
for condonation of delay. Meanwhile after more than one year of his conviction by the trial court, the 
Petitioner's name was removed from the State Medical Register by the Medical Council u/s 23 (2) of 
the Act. By this Writ Petition, he has challenged this order of removal of his name.

The first contention raised was that his name was removed from the State Medical Register 
for a period of 5 years for an offence committed on 09/07/2002 when as per Section 23 of the old 
PNDT Act, 1994, his name could have been removed only for a period 2 years. It was submitted 
that only after the amendment of PNDT Act with effect from 14/02/2003, the period of 2 years for the 
first offence had been enhanced to 5 years. Therefore it was argued that the order of removal of his 
name for 5 years in respect of the act committed prior to the new amended Act came into effect was 
squarely hit by the Constitutional prohibition as imposed by Article 20 (1) of the Constitution against 
retrospective effect to any penal law. The High Court accepted and upheld the said contention and 
reduced the period to 2 years from 5 years.(Para 18)

The second contention raised was that as the Petitioner was not sentenced to any punishment 
but was released on probation, no disqualification was attached to his conviction. Hence Medical 
Council had acted illegally and without jurisdiction while ordering the removal of his name. It was 
submitted that this order was grossly in violation of Section 12 of the Probation of Offenders Act. 
The High Court however rejected the said contention and confirmed the removal of his name for two 
years.(Para 20)
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JUDGMENT
Per Hon’ble Justice Mr. Satish Kumar Mittal J.

1. The petitioner, who had obtained the M.B.B.S. degree in the year 1990 and got himself registered as medical 
practitioner by the Punjab Medical Council (hereinafter referred to as ‘the Medical Council’) in the year 1991 
and subsequently also obtained the MD degree from Guru Nanak Dev University in the year 1996, has filed 
this petition challenging the order dated 7-11-2005 (Annexure P-4) passed by the Medical Council removing 
his name from the State Medical Register for a period of five years under Section 23(2) of the Pre-conception 
and Pre-natal Diagnostic Techniques (Prohibition of Sex Selection) Act, 1994 (hereinafter referred to as ‘the 
PNDT Act, 1994’) in view of his conviction under Section 23(1) of the said Act. He has also challenged 
the subsequent order dated 21-8-2006 (Annexure P-5) whereby the Medical Council re-affirmed its earlier 
decision to remove the name of the petitioner from the State Medical Register.

2. In the present case, the petitioner was running Satyam Diagnostic Centre inside Ohri Nursing Home. On July 
9, 2002, an inspection of the said ultrasound centre viz. Satyam Diagnostic Centre was made by the District 
Medical Authorities. During the inspection, it was found that the petitioner had violated Section 5(a)(b)(c) 
of the PNDT Act, 1994 and Rules 9(1)(4) and 10 of the Preconception and Pre-natal Diagnostic Techniques 
(Prohibition of Sex Selection) Rules, 1996 (hereinafter referred to as ‘the Rules’). On a complaint under 
the aforesaid provisions, he was prosecuted and convicted under Section 23(1) for the offence committed 
under Section 5(a)(b)(c) of the PNDT Act, 1994 and Rules 9(1)(4) and 10 made there under. But, he was 
released on probation for a period of one year under Section 4(1) of the Probation of Offenders Act, 1958 
vide judgment dated September 24, 2004 delivered by the Chief Judicial Magistrate, Amritsar. Since the 
petitioner was released on probation and not sentenced to any imprisonment, he was legally advised that it 
was not necessary for him to file an appeal against the conviction. Subsequently he was advised that he should 
contest the conviction by way of an appeal and accordingly he filed an appeal before the Sessions Court, 
Amritsar along with an application under Section 5 of the Limitation Act for condonation of delay in filing 
the appeal.

3. It is pertinent to mention here that against the order of release of the petitioner on probation, the State filed a 
revision petition in the High Court seeking enhancement of punishment by way of imposition of a sentence 
of imprisonment. We have also been informed that the appeal filed by the petitioner before the Sessions Court 
has now been transferred to this Court and the said appeal as well as the revision are still pending in this 
Court.

4. After more than a year of his conviction by the trial Court vide the above-said judgment, the petitioner’s name 
was removed from the State Medical Register by the Medical Council under Section 23(2) of the PNDT Act 
vide order dated 7-11-2005. The petitioner has challenged this order in this petition.

5. Before dealing with the controversy, it will be necessary at this stage to set out the provisions of Section 23 
of the PNDT Act, 1994 where under the action has been taken by the Medical Council against the petitioner, 
which are reproduced below:

23. Offences and penalties.--(1) Any medical geneticist, gynaecologist, registered medical practitioner or 
any person who owns a Genetic Counselling Centre, a Genetic Laboratory or a Genetic Clinic or is 
employed in such a Centre, Laboratory or Clinic and renders his professional or technical services to or 
at such a Centre, Laboratory or Clinic, whether on an honorary basis or otherwise, and who contravenes 
any of the provisions of this Act or rules made there under shall be punishable with imprisonment for 
a term which may extend to three years and with fine which may extend to ten thousand rupees and 
on any subsequent conviction, with imprisonment which may extend to five years and with fine which 
may extend to fifty thousand rupees.

(2) The name of the registered medical practitioner shall be reported by the Appropriate Authority to the
State Medical Council concerned for taking necessary action including suspension of the registration 
if the charges are framed by the Court and till the case is disposed of and on conviction for removal of
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his name from the register of the Council for a period of five years for the first offence and permanently 
for the subsequent offence.

(3) Any person who seeks the aid of any Genetic Counselling Centre, Genetic Laboratory, Genetic Clinic 
or Ultrasound Clinic or imaging clinic or of a medical geneticist, gynaecologist, sonologist or imaging 
specialist or registered medical practitioner or any other person for sex selection or for conducting 
pre-natal diagnostic techniques on any pregnant woman for the purposes other than those specified in 
Sub-section (2) of Section 4 he shall, be punishable with imprisonment for a term which may extend 
to three years and with fine which may extend to fifty thousand rupees for the first offence and for any 
subsequent offence with imprisonment which may extend to five years and with fine which may extend 
to one lakh rupees.

(4) For the removal of doubts, it is hereby provided that the provisions of Sub-section (3) shall not apply 
to the woman who was compelled to undergo such diagnostic techniques or such selection.

6. The petitioner has challenged the aforesaid orders of the Medical Council on the following grounds:

(a) that, completely without prejudice to the grounds (b) to (d) below, the removal of the name of the 
petitioner from the State Medical Register for a period of five years following his conviction for an 
offence or offences allegedly committed on 9-7-2002 is squarely hit by the inviolable constitutional 
prohibition against retrospective or ex post facto action imposed by Article 20(1) of the Constitution. 
It is submitted that while removing the petitioner’s name from the State Medical Register for a period 
of five years, the Medical Council has purported to act under Section 23(2) of the PNDT Act, 1994 as 
amended by the PNDT Amendment Act, 2002 (Act No. 14 of 2003) notified w.e.f. 14-2-2003. Prior to 
such amendment, Section 23(2) reads as under:

The name of the registered medical practitioner who has been convicted by the Court under Sub
section (1) shall be reported by the Appropriate Authority to the respective State Medical Council for 
taking necessary action including the removal of his name from the register of the Council for a period 
of two years for the first offence and permanently for the subsequent offence.

Following the PNDT Amendment Act, 2002 notified w.e.f. 14-2-2003, the period of two years for the 
first offence has been enhanced to five years. It is submitted that even if for the sake of arguments it 
is presumed that all other conditions for the applicability of Section 23(2) of the PNDT Act, 1994 to 
the petitioner are satisfied, the infliction of the enhanced penalty of removal for five years instead of 
two on the petitioner by purporting to apply the amended provisions of Section 23(2) of the PNDT 
Act (notified w.e.f. 14-2-2003) in respect of an offence or offences allegedly committed on 9-7-2002 is 
clearly illegal and directly hit by the prohibition under Article 20(1) of the Constitution.

(b) Though the petitioner has been convicted for violation of certain provisions of the PNDT Act, 1994 and 
the Rules made there under and he could have been punished with imprisonment for a term which may 
extend to three years and with fine which may extend to ten thousand rupees, but the Chief Judicial 
Magistrate instead of awarding the sentence, released the petitioner on probation under Section 12 
of the Probation of Offenders Act. It is argued that it is settled law (ever since the judgment of the 
Apex Court in Divisional Personnel Officer, Southern Railway v. T.R. Challappan , which continues 
to hold the field on this point despite being overrules on another point in Tulsi Ram Patel’s case), that 
release on probation in lieu of sentence does not erase the stigma of conviction, or does not absolve 
a Government servant/employee of his liability to departmental punishment for misconduct, but such 
punishment shall not suffer a disqualification, if any, attaching to a conviction of an offence under such 
law in view of Section 12 of the Probation of Offenders Act. Equally, it is settled law that Section 12 
does apply to a disqualification automatically attaching to a conviction and provided by that very law 
which prescribes the offence and punishment there for. It is argued that this is precisely the situation in 
the case of the petitioner. The removal of his name from the State Medical Register on his conviction 
under Section 23(2) of the PNDT Act, 1994 is directly and automatically flowing from his conviction
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under the same provisions i.e. Section 23(1) of the PNDT Act, 1994. Therefore, it is argued that the 
respondent-Medical Council has acted illegally and without jurisdiction while ordering removal of the 
petitioner’s name from the State Medical Register on the ground of his conviction under the PNDT Act 
which is grossly in violation of Section 12 of the Probation of Offenders Act, which reads as under:

12. Removal of disqualification attaching to

conviction.--Notwithstanding anything contained in any other law. a person found guilty of an offence 
and dealt with under the provisions of Section 3 or Section 4 shall not suffer disqualification, if any, 
attaching to a conviction of an offence under such law:

Provided that nothing in this section shall apply to a person who, after his release under Section, is 
subsequently sentenced for the original offence.

In this context, it is further argued that while both the Probation of Offenders Act and the PNDT Act, 
1994 are Central laws, there is no provision in the PNDT Act which ousts or excludes the applicability 
of the Probation of Offenders Act or any provision thereof; and secondly no general non obstante 
clause under the PNDT Act with reference to any other law. On the other hand, not only Section 12 of 
the Probation of Offenders Act but both Sections 3 and 4 thereof as well (both of which are referred 
to in Section 12) contain a general non obstante clause with reference to any other law. In support of 
his contention, learned Counsel for the petitioner has relied upon the decision of the Supreme Court in 
Hart Chander v. Director of School Education, , whereby

while upholding the dismissal from service of the appellant, convicted under Section 408 of the I.P.C. 
but released on probation, the Supreme Court has held as under:

7. In our view, Section 12 of the Probation of Offenders Act would apply only in respect of a disqualification 
that goes with a conviction under the law which provides for the offence and its punishment. That is the plain 
meaning of the words

“disqualification, if any, attaching to a conviction of an offence under such law” therein. Where the law that 
provides for an offence and its punishment also stipulates a disqualification, a person convicted of the offence 
but released on probation does not, by reason of Section 12, suffer the disqualification.

Thus, it is argued that the disqualification contemplated by Section 12 of the Probation of Offenders Act 
is something attached to the conviction which is flowing automatically from the conviction or which is a 
consequence or result of the conviction. In that situation, if a person is released on probation under Sections 
3 and 4 of the Probation of offenders Act in lieu of the sentence for the said conviction, then he shall not 
suffer disqualification notwithstanding anything contained in any other law attaching to a conviction for 
the said offence. Learned Counsel for the petitioner argued that the removal of the doctor’s name from the 
State Medical Register is a necessary and automatic consequence of his conviction under the PNDT Act as 
is apparent from a bare perusal of Section 23(2) of the said Act. The removal of the petitioner’s name from 
the Medical Register is solely based upon his conviction under Section 23(1), and not on any conduct or 
misconduct of the petitioner. In view of the law so clearly and comprehensively laid down by the Apex Court 
as cited hereinabove, the removal of the name of the petitioner from the Medical Register is nothing but a 
disqualification hit by Section 12 of the Probation of Offenders Act.

(c) Thirdly, it is argued that entirely without prejudice to ground (b) above, the expression "conviction" in 
Section 23(2) of the PNDT Act necessarily means and implies a conviction that is final and conclusive 
and not a conviction that is being impeached or still liable to be impeached by way of appeal or 
revision or other mode known to law. While referring to the decision of the Supreme Court in Dalip 
Kumar Sharma and Ors. v. State of Madhya Pradesh , learrted counsel for the petitioner argued that a 
conviction that is defeasible or capable of being, or liable to be voided, annulled or undone by way of 
appeal or revision or other judicial process known to law, is clearly and wholly outside the purview 
of the said expression. Thus, the Medical Council acquires no jurisdiction to remove the name of the
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medical practitioner from the Medical Register of the State Medical Council under Section 23(2) of 
the PNDT Act, 1994 until the conviction under the PNDT Act becomes final and conclusive whose 
judgment has already been impeached by the petitioner by filing an appeal which is still pending for 
consideration in the Court. Hence, the removal of the name of the petitioner from the Medical Register 
is illegal and void.

(d) That the State Medical Council acquires jurisdiction to act under Section 23(2) of the PNDT Act only 
if and when a medical practitioner registered with the Medical Council is convicted by a criminal 
Court under Section 23(1) of the Act or, alternatively under Sub-section (3) of Section 22 or Section 
25 thereof. Unless and until the medical practitioner concerned is convicted under Sub-sections (1) 
of Section 23, Sub-section (3) of Section 22 or Section 25, no question of the Council acquiring 
jurisdiction to act against the medical practitioner under Sub-section (2) of Section 23 arises. Chapter 
VII of the Act comprising Sections 22 to 28 and titled “Offences and Penalties” deals exclusively 
with offences, conviction and punishment there for under the Act. No other part or provision of the 
Act provides for offences and conviction or punishment there for. The only offences under the Act are 
those prescribed in Sub-section (3) of Section 22, Sub-section (1) and (3) of Section 23 and Section 25. 
Conviction for any or more of such offences is an indispensable sine qua non for action by the State 
Medical Council under Sub-section (2) of Section 23. In absence of such conviction, any action by the 
State Medical Council purporting to act under Section 23(2) would be wholly and indubitably coram 
non judice, without jurisdiction and a nullity for that reason.

Since the petitioner was neither prosecuted nor charged nor convicted for any of the aforesaid offences 
under the Act, there being no other offence created or prescribed under the PNDT Act, the order dated 
7-11-2005 passed by the Medical Council is a complete nullity in law. The provisions of Section 5 and 
Rules 9 and 10 (under which alone the petitioner was convicted by the trial Court) do not constitute 
offences in themselves, apart from and independently of Section 23(1) of the PNDT Act.

7. Learned Counsel for the petitioner submitted that in case the contention of the petitioner raised in 
ground (a) is accepted and it is held that the name of the petitioner cannot be removed from the State 
Medical Register for a period of more than two years, as the date of occurrence was 9 7-2002, in view 
of the provisions of Section 23(2) of the PNDT Act, 1994 existing prior to the amendment made by Act 
No. 14 of 2003, I.e. w.e.f. 14-2-2003, then this Court need not (o con sider and decide the contentions 
raised in grounds (b) to (d), referred to above, as the petitioner has already undergone two years 
penalty.

8. On the other hand, Shri B.S. Walia, learned Counsel for the Medical Council argued that the protection 
provided under Article 20(1) of the Constitution of India would not be available to the petitioner. According 
to him, the said protection is available only in respect of the criminal offences punishable under Section 23(1) 
of the PNDT Act, 1994 which provides for punishment by way of imprisonment for a term which may extend 
to three years and with fine which may extend to ten thousand rupees etc. Learned Counsel further argued 
that by the Amending Act no change has been made in Sub-section 23(1) of the PNDT Act nor the petitioner 
has been imprisoned for his conviction as he was released on probation. He submits that the penalty provided 
under Sub-section (2) of Section 23 of the said Act is not the punishment for conviction as contemplated under 
Article 20(1) of the Constitution of India. Therefore, he submits that the amended provisions of Section 23(2) 
of the PNDT Act which provide for enhancement of period of removal of the name of a medical practitioner 
from the Medical Register for a period of five years for the first offence and permanently for the subsequent 
offence is the ensuing civil consequences in distinction to the penal consequences for the conviction under 
Section 23(1) of the said Act. Therefore, if by the amendment the period of removal has been extended from 
two years to five years, it makes no difference and the name of the petitioner has been rightly removed from 
the Medical Register for a period of five years on the basis of the provisions which were existing on the date 
of decision. In support of his contention, learned Counsel for respondent Council has relied upon the decision 
of the Supreme Court in Hathising Manufacturing Co. Ltd. Ahmedabad and Anr. v. Union of India and Anr.
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Besides this contention, learned Counsel for the respondent has also controverted the other arguments raised 
by the learned Counsel for the petitioner.

9. After considering the arguments raised by the learned Counsel for the parties and going through the relevant 
provisions of the PNDT Act and the Rules made there under, and Article 20(1) of the Constitution of India as 
also considering the judgments referred during the course of arguments and other relevant judgments, we are 
of the opinion that the removal of the name of the petitioner from the State Medical Register for a period of 
five years following his conviction for the offences under the PNDT Act allegedly committed by him on 9-7
2002, is illegal and unconstitutional and the same is squarely hit by the inviolable constitutional prohibition 
against retrospective or ex post facto action imposed by Article 20(1) of the Constitution or India.

10. Undisputedly, the alleged offence under the PNDT Act and Rules made thereunder was committed on 9-7
2002 for which the petitioner has been convicted under Section 23(1) and released on probation vide judgment 
dated September 24, 2004, and subsequently a penalty for removal of his name for a period of five years from 
the Medical Register has been imposed under Section 23(2) of the PNDT Act vide order dated 7-11-2005. It 
is also not disputed that at the time of commission of the alleged offence, the unamended Section 23(2) of the 
PNDT Act provides that the name of the registered medical practitioner who has been convicted by the Court 
under Sub-section (1), could be removed by the State Medical Council for a period of two years for the first 
offence and permanently for the subsequent offence. The said provision was amended by PNDT Amendment 
Act, 2002 (Act No. 14 of 2003) notified w.e.f. 14-2-2003. The amended provisions have enhanced the period 
of penalty for removal of the name of a medical practitioner from two years to five years w.e.f. 14-2-2003. 
Undisputedly, the said amendment was prospective and not retrospective.

11. In view of these facts, it is to be determined whether removal of the name of the petitioner from the State 
Medical Register for a period of five years by the Medical Council is in violation of Article 20(1) of the 
Constitution of India which provides as under:

20. Protection In respect of conviction for offences,--(1) No person shall be convicted of any offence 
except for violation of a law In force at the time of the commission of the act charged as an offence, 
nor be subjected to a penalty greater than that which might have been inflicted under the law in force 
at the time of the commission of the offence.

12. The argument of the learned Counsel for the petitioner is that Section 23 of the PNDT Act, 1994 provides 
for the offences and the penalties under the said Act, This Section imposes two types of penalties for the 
contravention of any provisions of the PNDT Act and the Rules made thereunder, Sub-section (1) of Section 
21 of the said Act provides that If a registered medical practitioner contravenes any provisions of the Act or 
Rules made thereunder, he shall be punishable with imprisonment for a term which may extend to three years 
and with fine which may extend to ten thousand rupees, and Sub-section (2) further provides that the name 
of the registered medical practitioner shall be reported by the Appropriate Authority to the State Medical 
Council on conviction for removal of his name from the Medical Register of the Council for a period of five 
years for the first offence and permanently for the subsequent offence. Learned Counsel submitted that the 
removal of the name of the medical practitioner from the Register of the Medical Council on his conviction 
under the PNDT Act is also a penalty which attracts the rigour of Article 20 of the Constitution of India.

13. On the other hand, it is the contention of the learned Counsel for the respondent-Council that the removal of 
the name of the medical practitioner on his conviction under Section 23(2) of the PNDT Act and the Rules 
made thereunder is not a punishment or penalty but it is a civil consequence which a medical practitioner 
would suffer on his conviction under the Act. Therefore, the protection of Article 20(1) of the Constitution 
of India will not be available to the petitioner and removal of his name for a period of five years on his 
conviction under the Act on the basis of the amended provisions is absolutely legal and valid.

14. The aforesaid contention of the learned Counsel for the respondent-Council cannot be accepted. In our 
opinion, the removal of the name of the medical practitioner under Section 23 (2) of PNDT Act following his 
conviction for the offences under the said Act and the Rules made thereunder for a particular period is also
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a penalty provided under the said Act, If various provisions of the PNDT Act are examined, it appears that 
Chapter VII of the Act deals with offences and penalties under the PNDT Act. The whole of Section 23 is a 
penal provision, attracting the rigour of Article 20 of the Constitution as is apparent from the title of Section 
23 itself i.e. Offences and Penalties.

15. It is well settled that the law which imposes additional punishment to that prescribed when a criminal act was 
committed is ex post facto and a change in law that alters a substantial right can be ex post facto even if the 
statute takes a seemingly procedural form. It is the duty of the Court to interpret the penal laws in a manner 
that they do not have ex-post-facto operation. The provision contained in Article 20 of the Constitution also 
recognises principles laid down under Article 11(2) of the Declaration of Human Rights of the United Nations 
and Article 7 of the Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms, which lay 
down as under:

11 (2) No one shall be held guilty of any penal offence on account of any act or omission which did not 
constitute a penal offence, under national or international law, at the time when it was committed. Nor 
shall a heavier penalty be Imposed than the one that was applicable at the time the penal offence was 
committed.

7(1) No one shall be held guilty of any criminal offence on account of any act or omission which did not 
constitute a criminal offence under national or international law at the time when it was committed, 
nor shall a heavier penalty be imposed than the one that was applicable at the time the criminal offence 
was committed.

(2) This article shall not prejudice the trial and punishment of any person for any act or omission which, 
at the time when it was committed, was criminal according to the general principles of law recognised 
by civilised nations.

16. The Supreme Court in People’s Union for Civil Liberties v. Union of India has recognised the principle that 
in view of the fact that India is a member of the United Nations Organisation and is also a signatory to the 
aforesaid conventions, it is almost an accepted proposition of law that rules of customary international law 
shall be deemed to be incorporated in the domestic law. It is also well settled that Article 20 of the Constitution 
is the most precious fundamental right which relates to the personal liberty of a person which should be given 
liberal interpretation. Under Clause (1) of Article 20 of the Constitution, the protection available is not only 
against conviction for an act or omission which was not an offence under the law in force when the same 
was committed, it is also against infliction of a greater penalty than what was provided under the law in force 
when the offence was committed. Recently a question came up for consideration before the Supreme Court in 
Transmission Corporation of A.P. v. Ch. Prabhakar and Ors. , whether the constitutional guarantee enshrined 
in Article 20(1) was confined only to prohibition against conviction for any offence except for violation of 
law in force at the time of the commission of the act charged as an offence and subjection to a penalty greater 
than that which might have been inflicted under the law in force at the time of commission of offence or 
it also prohibited legislation which aggravated the degree of crime or made it possible for the accused to 
receive greater punishment even though It was also possible for him to receive the same punishment under 
the new law as could have been Imposed under the prior law or deprived the accused of any substantial right 
or Immunity possessed at the time of the commission of the offence charged, is a moot point to be debated. 
The said question of law has been referred to the larger Bench for consideration.

17. As far as it is undisputed that there is no conflict to the proposition that Clause (1) of Article 20 of the 
Constitution prohibits Imposition of greater penalty for a prohibited act which might have been inflicted 
under the law in force at the time of commission of offence. In the present case, Section 23 of the PNDT Act 
provides for the penalties and offences committed under the Act. Sub-section (1) of Section 23 of the said 
Act provides that whosoever contravenes any of the provisions of this Act and the Rules made thereunder 
shall be punishable with imprisonment for a term which may extend to three years and with fine which may 
extend to ten thousand rupees. Sub-section (2) of the said Section provides that the name of the registered
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medical practitioner shall be reported by the Appropriate Authority to the State Medical Council concerned 
for removal of his name from the Register of the Council for a period of five years for the first offence and 
permanently for the subsequent offence. In our opinion, the removal of the name of a medical practitioner 
from the Register of the Medical Council for a period of five years (before the amendment of two years) 
on his first conviction is in the nature of penalty imposed on him, due to his conviction under the Act. Sub
section (2) of Section 23 does not give any discretion to the medical authorities. Once the factum regarding 
his conviction is reported to the Medical Council, the removal of the name of the medical practitioner from 
the Register of the Medical Council for five years (or for two years before Amendment) is mandatory. There is 
no discretion with the authorities to impose the penalty for a lesser period. Therefore, the removal of his name 
from the State Medical Register on his conviction under the PNDT Act, 1994 is directly and automatically 
flowing from his conviction under the same provisions i.e. Section 23(2) of the PNDT Act, because under the 
said Sub-section the word “shall” has been used and not the word “may”. In our opinion, it can be said that 
the provisions of Sub-sections (2) and (3) of Section 23 are not penal provisions, but are provisions which 
provide for civil consequences. Since both the sub-sections are part and parcel which provide penalty for the 
alleged offence, in our opinion, the whole of Section 23 of the PNDT Act is a penal provision which attracts 
the rigour of Article 20 of the Constitution of India.

18. From the reading of Article 20(1) of the Constitution of India, it is clear that in the said Article the word 
“penalty” has been used and not the “sentence/imprisonment”. Merely because Sub-section (1) of Section 
23 of the PNDT Act deals with sentence/imprisonment to be imposed and Sub-section (2) of the said Section 
deals with the removal of the name of a medical practitioner from the State Medical Register on his conviction, 
does not make any difference. In both the situations, a penalty is provided which is to be imposed upon a 
person who has been convicted for the offences under the said Act. For an offence, there can be two penalties, 
one in the shape of imprisonment and the other in a different shape which in the present case is the removal 
of the name of a medical practitioner from the State Medical Register on his conviction. In our opinion, both 
the penalties are subjected to rigour of Article 20 of the Constitution. Therefore, the name of the petitioner 
could not have been removed from the State Medical Register as a penalty on his conviction under Section 
23(2) of the PNDT Act for more than the period which was prescribed in the statute at the time of the alleged 
commission of the offence.

19. In our opinion, the judgment cited by the learned Counsel for the respondent-Council in Hathising 
Manufacturing Co. Ltd. Ahmedabad’s case AIR 1960 SC 923 (supra) in support of his contention that the 
removal of the name of a medical practitioner from the State Medical Register on his conviction under 
the PNDT Act is not a punishment or a penalty, but is only a civil consequence which has flown from his 
conviction, is not applicable in the facts and circumstances of the present case. In that judgment, the insertion 
of Section 25-FFF of the Industrial Disputes Act by an amendment was challenged on the ground that it also 
violates Article 20(1) of the Constitution of India. In that case, it was held that the law which creates a civil 
liability in respect of a transaction which has taken place before the date on which the Act was enacted, does 
not violate the mandate of the said Article. The Supreme Court came to the conclusion that the said Section 
imposes civil liability to pay compensation for closure prior to the Act and non-compliance was not made 
an offence, therefore, the same does not attract Article 20(1) of the Constitution. In this regard, following 
observation has been made:

It is true that the Amending Act which has introduced Section 25-FFF was passed in June 1957, and liability 
to pay compensation arises in respect of all undertakings closed on or after November 28, 1956. But, if 
liability to pay compensation is not a condition precedent to closure, by failing to discharge the liability to 
pay compensation and wages in lieu of notice, the employer does not contravene Section 25-FFF (1). If the 
statute fixes criminal liability for contravention of the prohibition or the command which is made applicable 
to transactions which have taken place before the date of its enactment the protection of Article 20(1) may be 
attracted. But Section 25-FFF (1) imposes neither a prohibition nor a command. Undoubtedly for failure to 
discharge liability to pay compensation, a person may be imprisoned, under the statute providing for recovery 
of the amount e.g. the Bombay Land Revenue Code, but failure to discharge a civil liability is not, unless
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the statute expressly so provides, an offence. The protection of Article 20(1) avails only against punishment 
for an act which is treated as an offence, which when done was not an offence. It is therefore not attracted to 
Section 25FFF.

20. In our opinion, the aforesaid observations are not applicable in the present case. It has been clearly observed 
that If the statute fixes criminal liability for contravention of the prohibition or the command which is made 
applicable to transactions which have taken place before the date of Its enactment, the protection of Article 
20(1) of the Constitution may be attracted, but Section 25-FFF (1) neither Imposes a prohibition nor a 
command. In the instant ease Sub-section (2) of Section 23 of the PNDT Act clearly Imposes a penalty of 
removal of the name of a medical practitioner from the State Medical Register in case he is convicted for 
violating the provisions of the PNDT Act. Therefore, it attracts the rigour of Article 20(1) of the Constitution 
of India. Since we have decided the ground (a) in favour of the petitioner, therefore, in view of the stand taken 
by the learned Counsel for the petitioner, we are not deciding the other contentions raised by him.

21. In view of the aforesaid discussion, this petition is partly allowed and the impugned order dated 7-11-2005 
and the subsequent order passed by the Medical Council is modified and penalty of removal of the name of 
the petitioner from the State Medical Registrar is reduced to two years from five years.

5 (2)

IN THE COURT OF SHRI JA G JIT  SINGH, HCS, 

SUB DIVISIONAL JUDICIAL MAGISTRATE: PALWAL: 

DISTRICT -  FARIDABAD, HARYANA.

CASE NO. RBT -  298/2 OF 2001 
DATE OF INSTT: 5.11.2001/20.7.2004 

DATE OF DECISION: 28.3.2006

State through District Appropriate Authority cum Civil Surgeon, Faridabad.

Versus

1. DDr. Anil Sabhani, Prop. M/s. Dr. Anil’s Ultra Sound Opp G.H. Palwal, Faridabad,

2. Sh. Kartar Singh Son o f Sh. Lakhi Singh, Technician M/s. Dr. Anil Ultrasound, Opp G.H. Palwal, 
Faridabad, Resident o f V.P.O. Maheshpur, District Faridabad.

3. M/s. Dr. Anil Ultrasound, Opp. G.H. Palwal, Faridabad (H) through Dr. Anil Sabhani

COMPLAINT UNDER PRE NATAL DIAGNOSTIC

TECHNIQUE (REGULATIONAND PREVENTION OF

MISUSE) ACT. 1994 AND RULES, 1996.

Present: A.P.P. for the State /  Complaint.

Both accused on bail with Sh. R.A. Gupta, Advocate.
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CASE SUMMARY

The PCPNDT Act is a recent piece of legislation. Further, as observed by the Apex Court and 
various High Courts, there has been total in-action, apathy and lack of interest on the part of the 
Government in implementing the provisions of the Act. Hence, there are very few cases registered 
for violating the provisions of the Act. Out of these also, very few have reached a logical conclusion, 
even at the trial stage.

The below mentioned case is one of the first of its kind of cases in which conviction for violation 
of various provisions and the rules under the Act was recorded and it was followed by a deterrent 
punishment.

This case was registered on the complaint of the District Appropriate Authority cum Civil Surgeon 
Faridabad as on the basis of three decoy patients sent to the ultrasound centre of the accused, it 
was established that accused No. 1 and 2 were indulging in the illegal act of sex determination and 
violating the provisions of the Act and the Rules framed thereunder. Hence with the help of the Task 
Force and three pregnant women acting as decoy patients by name, Mrs. Santosh, Mrs. Raveeta 
and Mrs. Madhu, a sting operation was conducted at the ultrasound centre and accused No. 1 and 2 
were nabbed red handed while performing ultrasonography on a pregnant women and disclosing the 
sex of the foetus. The marked currency notes and the record of ultrasonography test were seized 
from their possession. Both the accused had admitted in their handwriting that they had charged 
Rs. 300/- plus Rs. 1200/- for sex determination of Mrs. Madhu and had only made entry of Rs. 300/-. 
They had further admitted in writing about not issuance of any receipt of cash to the patient - Mrs. 
Madhu and of accepting the money for conveying sex of fhe foetus to her. Both the accused were 
therefore taken into custody and charged for contravening provisions of Section 6 (a) and 6 (b) of 
the Act. When a sting operation was conducted at their clinic it was found that the accused were 
conducting PNDT procedures in violation of Section 5 (1) and 5 (2) of the Act and using ultrasound 
for revealing sex of the unborn foetus in violation of Section 4 (1) (2) (3) of the Act and also failing to 
maintain proper records of the ultrasound centre and contravening the provisions of Section 29 r/w 
Rule 9 and Form-F under PNDT Act Rules and all the offences punishable u/s 23 of the Act.

As both the accused pleaded not guilty, prosecution examined 9 witnesses and proved the 
incident of sending decoy patients for examination and of conducting the raid by the Task Force. 
Prosecution also relied upon various documentary evidences. In defense, accused examined 3 
witnesses namely, decoy patients Mrs. Madhu, Mrs. Santosh and Santosh's husband Mr. Sohan 
Pal. All of them disowned the statements recorded by the Appropriate Authority and denied the 
occurrence of any such incident. Several contentions were raised by the accused to challenge the 
prosecution case, which were dealt with by the court one by one and with sound reasoning they were 
rejected. The Court found both the accused guilty for commission of all the offences alleged against 
them and sentenced them to undergo S. I. for 2 years and to pay fine of Rs. 5000/- each, in default 
to suffer further S. I. for 3 months.

There are several plus points of the judgment which must be acknowledged and appreciated.
In the entire judgment the Court has consciously placed emphasis upon the Object and Reasons 

of the Act, the circumstances under which it was brought into existence and expressed concern for 
the continuously declining sex ratio due to the rampant misuse of scientific diagnostic techniques. 
What was more important was that the Court did not stop merely at expressing its concern but also 
handled the case in a very pragmatic and sensitive manner while appreciating evidence. In the end 
the Court by condemning the acts of the accused imposed deterrent punishment on the accused so 
that no one indulges in such a heinous crime.
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While appreciating the evidence on record the Court has, being aware of the different and typical 
nature of the case ignored minor contradictions pointed out by defence counsel in the statements of 
witnesses. The defence tried to cash in on the fact that there were inconsistencies in the evidence 
of prosecution witnesses with respect to the presence of Appropriate Authority along with the team 
conducting the sting ooperation. The Court held that the said fact was not of much importance as 
Appropriate Authority was not the sole witness on which the case is based and hence it does not 
affect the merits of the case.

The court also rejected the defence argument about absence of any written complaint against 
accused, by observing that when there were several oral complaints against the accused of violating 
the provisions of the Act, Appropriate Authority was not required to wait for written complaint and 
then to take action; on the contrary Appropriate Authority was bound, competent and was correct in 
investigating the oral complaints also.(Para 24-b)

The Court then placed reliance on the statements of the accused recorded by Appropriate 
Authority at the time of the sting operation. As per defence counsel, Appropriate Authority had 
no right to obtain such statements and the said statements being confessional in nature, cannot 
be used against the accused. However observing that these statements are in the handwriting of 
accused and were contemporaneous and corroborative piece of circumstantial evidence, the Court 
relied upon them to prove the guilt of accused.

The Court rejected defence argument about non joining of independent witnesses from the 
place at which the sting operation was conducted, by holding that it was not very material in the 
present case as the team had earlier taken precaution of including in its team Dr. Mini Vora who was 
not a doctor working for Government, but in fact a private doctor and was the Secretary of the Indian 
Medical Association, Faridabad.(Para 24-b)

The Court also appreciated the efforts taken by the prosecution team in bringing the accused 
to the book although the case was first of its kind, registered way back in 2001, and the Appropriate 
Authority had never played the role of an investigating agency like police. Even then they had 
completed the investigation to the best of their knowledge and capability.

At the same time the court has also brought to notice that, Appropriate Authority and his team, 
who had done a lot of hard work in preparation and subsequent sting at the clinic of the accused, 
did not show the same zeal at the time of conducting the trial. One of the reasons for the court to 
make such an observation was that no necessary steps were taken by the prosecution to prove the 
evidence of conversation between the accused, Mrs. Madhu, the witness and doctor Keval kumar 
inside the clinic which was recorded on a tape though it was an important piece of evidence and would 
have added weightage to the prosecution case. Secondly, though the witness list of prosecution was 
of 18 witnesses, prosecution was able to examine only 9 witnesses despite sufficient opportunity 
being granted by the court and despite the fact that the presence of some more witnesses would 
have further helped the prosecution. (Para 24-C)

The best part of the judgment is the appreciation of the evidence of 3 defence witnesses, who 
were initially the witnesses for prosecution but at the time of trial, were examined by the accused 
as their witnesses. This appreciation of evidence was done in a proper and sensitive manner.. The 
Court understood and put on record the circumstances under which these three witnesses came to 
depose in favour of the defence instead of prosecution. The evidence of the two defence witnesses 
namely, Mrs. Santosh and Mrs. Madhu was very vital for prosecution as they were decoy patients 
and were also present at the time of the sting operation, however in evidence they denied everything 
and stated that they were induced by the task force members to accompany them and to raise false 
alarm. Their becoming hostile was fatal to the prosecution case. However only because of proper
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appreciation of their evidence, prosecution could get over this obstacle in reaching to conviction of 
the accused who had made every effort to escape from the clutches of law, even to the extent of 
winning over crucial prosecution witnesses. (Para 24-C)

The Court has in this respect brought to the notice of the prosecution the need to take care of 
such witnesses who by going against all odds tried to help prosecution with its case but then they 
were not cared for by the prosecution and hence became easy prey for the accused to use them as 
their witnesses instead of the witnesses of the task force members.

In a nutshell, this judgment excels in all respects and is a major victory for prosecution. It 
shows that if there is genuine interest and hard work, accompanied with sincere efforts, the laudable 
Object of the Act can be achieved with success.

JUDGMENT

1. The present case was initially filed as a complaint by the District Appropriate Authority cum- Civil Surgeon, 
Faridabad against accused on the grounds that the complainant has been appointed as the ‘Appropriate 
Authority’ under 17 (2) of the Pre Natal Diagnostic Technique (Regulation and Prevention of Misuse) Act, 
1994 (hereinafter referred as ‘PNDT Act’) vide Haryana Govt. Gazette Notification No:1/19/88 2 HB II 97 
dated 18.09.1997 for the district and is presently posted as Civil Surgeon District Faridabad, that M/s. Dr. 
Anil Ultrasound Centre, sutuated Opp. G.H. Palwal, Faridabad is a registered genetic clinic underSection 
3 of the Pre Natal Diagnostic Techniques Act 1994 and Rule 1996 having registration No. 12 granted on 
9.8.2001.

2. It was further submitted that on 11.10.01 the complainant directed Dr. C.Paul, SMO, Incharge G.H. Ballabgrah 
cum Team Incharge PNDT to conduct raid along with PNDT team members Dr. Rekha Mishra and Dr. Kewal 
Kumar visited Palwal on 2.10.2001 with decoy ptient Mrs. Santosh and her husband Sohal Pal and Dr. Anil 
conveyed to her about female foetus after performing ultrasonography and charged Rs.1350/-. Again the 
team visited him on 5.10.2001 with a new patient Raveeta wife of Shiv Kumar, who was told about breach 
foetus by Dr. Anil. Again Dr. C. Paul and Dr. Rekha visited Palwal on 8.10.2001 along with patient Raveeta 
for her foetus’s sex determination and Dr. Anil Sabhani after performing ultrasound told her about male 
foetus and charged Rs. 1200/-. On 1.10.2001 Hemwati wife of Narender also visited Dr. Anil Sabhani and got 
ultrasound of her foetus without any referral slip and consent letter of the patient. The three pregnant women 
were identified by Dr. C. Paul, who got ready voluntarily to pose as decoy patients and extend all possible 
help to the complainant’s team and agreed to work on humanitarian grounds keeping in view the decreasing 
sex ratio in the country particularly in Haryana.

3. Since from the visits of the above persons, it was established that Dr. Anil Sabhani had indulged in illegal 
unethical and unsocial act of determination of sex of foetus of pregnant women with ulterior motive and was 
violating the provisions of PNDT Act. It was decided that a Task force be prepared to nab the accused while 
doing ultrasonography on pregnant woman and catch him red handed. In pursuance to this on 11.10.2001 the 
complainant visited Palwal along with three decoy volunteer patients and their attendants along with the team 
members and Dr. Mini Vohra, Sh. Bijender Ahlawat and Sh. Sanjay with Video Camera. Dr. C. Paul sent one 
of his team MEMBER Dr. Kewal Kumar with decoy patient Mrs. Madhu and Dr. Kewal Kumar posed as 
her attendant and they went to Dr.Anil Ultrasound Centre for getting her foetus’s sex determination. Dr. C. 
Paul put his signatures on three currency notes of five hundred denomination each and three currency notes 
of one hundred denomination each in the presence of the members of the inspection team and these currency 
notes were given to Dr. Kewal Kumar for use at the Ultrasound center. Dr. Kewal Kumar with a hidden tape 
recorder visited Dr. Anil’s ultrasound center with Mrs. Madhu while other members stayed out side waiting 
for signal from Dr. Kewal Kumar. Dr. Kewal Kumar paid Rs.300/- to accused Kartar Singh as charges for
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routine normal ultrasound and in the presence of Dr.Kewal Kumar while Dr. Anil Sabhani performing routine 
ultrasound on Mrs. Madhu he asked her about her children and suggested her that he could also tell the sex 
of her foetus, if she makes an additional payment of Rs. 1200/- to him for this purpose. The decoy patient 
Mrs. Madhu accepted the suggestion of Dr. Anil stating that she already had two daughters. Rs.1200/- was 
paid by Dr. Kewal Kumar to accused Kartar Singh, who returned Rs.300/- to Dr. Kewal . Dr. Anil Sabhani 
performed ultrasonography on Mrs. Madhu without any referral slip and without any written consent of the 
patient and conveyed to her the sex of foetus as female orally. No. receipt for payment or any written report 
of sex determination was issued by the accused. However, a routine ultrasound report card was prepared.

4. After this on receiving information from Dr. Kewal Kumar, the entire team consisting of Dr. C.Paul, Dr.Mini 
Vohra, Dr. Rekha Mishra, Dr. Sneh Lata, Sh.G.L. Singhal, Sh. Praveen Arora, Biologist, Dr. Sanjeev Bhagat, 
M.D. and Dr. B.S. Sharma, MO reached ultrasound center accompanied by video camera of Sanjay and 
Bijender Ahlawat press correspondent. The team gave its introduction and directed Dr. Anil Sabhani to 
produce the record of ultrasonography and he produced some files and registers, which were taken into 
custody. Dr.Anil Sabhani admitted having conducted ultrasonography on Mrs. Madhu on 11.10.2001. On 
Hemwati on 1.10.2001, and on Raveeta on 5.10.2001, but the name of none of these patients were found 
in his ultrasound register. Their names were however entered in a note book maintained by accused Kartar 
Singh meant for recording of miscellaneous ultrasound. Both accused admitted in writing before the team 
that they had charged Rs.300/- plus Rs.1200/- for sex determination of Mrs. Madhu and had only made an 
entry for Rs.300/-. Accused Dr. Anil Sabhani also could not produce any referral slip and consent letter 
for performing ultrasonography on these patients. Statement of Mrs. Madhu who was conveyed sex of 
here foetus as female by the accused was also recorded who deposed about giving signed currency notes of 
Rs.500/- and of Rs. 100/- to accused No. 2 and in the presence of the inspection team these currency notes 
were recovered from accused Kartar Singh, who also admitted in writing about having received this amount. 
Both the accused also admitted in writing about not issuing any written receipt of cash to the patient and 
Dr. Anil Sabhani agreed to have accepted the money from the patient and having conveyed sex of foetus to 
her. Seized currency notes were put in an envelop and were sealed and were signed and were signed by 
the members of the inspection team and by the accused. The entire process of raid was recorded and the 
inspection report was prepared and the SMO, Incharge Ballabgarh cum Team Incharge of PNDT task force 
submitted his report dated 11.10.2001 to the complainant informing him about nabbing of Dr. Anil Sabhani 
red handed while performing ultrasonography on pregnant women disclosing the sex of the foetus.

5. Vide letter of the complainant dated 12.10.2001 the registration granted to Dr. Anil Sabhani ultrasound 
center was suspended and Dr. Anil Sabhani vide letter dated 12.10.2001 was asked to produced record of 
ultrasonography prior to 1.10.2001 for purpose of inspection which were not produced by him. Complainant 
vide letter dated 15.10.2001 issued show cause notice to both the accused, but no reply was received from 
any of the accused till filing of the complaint and no records were produced by the accused. On perusal of 
the records seized, it was observed that accused had performed ultrasonography on the basis of referral slips 
issued by persons who are not qualified doctors under the PNDT Act and therefore, not authorized to issue 
or advise ultrasonography to the patients and it seemed that a nexus was operating between the accused and 
other unqualified doctors and persons who referred patients for ultrasonography to his clinic for some ulterior 
motive. It was further submitted that accused were engaged in sex determination of foetus at their ultrasound 
center and were not maintaining any record and records maintained was incomplete and by not maintaining 
the record the ulterior motive of the accused became clear and thus when female ratio was decreasing in 
the country, the accused were indulging in serious crime despite being in the knowledge that it is immoral, 
unethical and amounts to an offence and thus the accused contravened the various provisions of the PNDT 
Act and Rules 1996 and therefore, the present complaint was filed for summoning the accused and punishing 
them.

6. On filing of the complaint, vide order dated 12.02.2002, the court ordered the summoning of the accused as 
the present complaint was made by a public servant in the discharge of his duty and there was no necessity 
of recording evidence in terms of section 200 Cr. P.C. The accused were summoned for offence punishable
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under section 23 of the PNDT Act.

7. Accused in pursuance of the summons and warrants appeared before the court and the complainant was asked 
to lead its pre charge evidence.

8. In pre charge evidence, the complainants led their evidence and on the basis of the same charge against the 
accused for the commission of offence, punishable under Section 23 of the PNDT Act was framed vide order 
dated 23.3.2005, to which they pleased not guilty and claimed trial.

9. In its entire oral evidence, prosecution examined PW 1 Dr. B.S. Dahiya, Director General Health, PW 2 Dr. 
G. Paul, Deputy CMO, Faridabad, PW 3 Dr. Rekha, PW 4 Dr. Snehalata, PW 5 Dr. Kewal Kumar, PW 6 Dr. 
Parveen Kumar Arora, Biologist, PW 7 Dr. B.S. Sharma, PW 8 Dr. Mini Vohra, Pw 9 Girdhari Lal Singhal 
and in documentary evidence, the prosecution placed reliance upon the following documents :-

Ex. PW 1/A: Complaint

Ex. PW 2/A: Inspection note;

Ex. PW 2/B: Form of inspection;

Ex. PW 2/C: Ultrasound report card;

Ex. PW 2/D: Register

Ex. PW 2/E: Sealed envelop; containing currency notes;

Ex. PW 2/F: Statement of Mrs. Santosh;

Ex. PW 2/G: Statement of Mrs. Madhu

Ex. PW 2/H: Spot memo dated 8.10.2001

Ex. PW 2/I: Receipt of documents taken into custody;

Ex. PW 3/A: Spot Memo

Ex. PW 3/B: Written admission of sonography;

Ex. PW 2/A: Statement of Sohan Pal

Mark A: envelope containing video cassette

Mark B: envelope containing tape recorder cassette

Mark A: Photocopy of list of patients;

Ex. PW 9/A: Receipt of documents taken into custody;

10. The point of determination in this case was whether the prosecution has successfully proved that the accused in 
a raid conducted at their ultrasound center were found conducing sex determination of foetus and were found 
not explaining the side effect by not obtaining written consent and was communicating to the patients the 
sex of foetus by words and signs and used ultrasound center for conducting sex determination and conducted 
the same in violation of the provisions of the Act and also failed to maintain proper record of the ultrasound 
center and contravening the various provisions of the Act.

11. To prove the point of determination PW1 complainant I stepped into the witness box and deposed about 
being posted as Civil Surgeon and Appropriate Authority, Faridabad in October, 2001 and having filed the 
complaint Ex. PW. 1/A. He also deposed that on 11.10.2001 he had authorized Dr. C. Paul along with other 
members to conduct a raid at the Sabhani Clinic Ultrasound Centre of accused Anil Sabhani, who is also a 
radilogist. He further deposed that this center was registered under the PNDT Act without any office. He 
further deposed that after the raid was conducted the matter was reported to him on the basis of which, he 
filed the present complaint.
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It was further deposed by the witness that during the investigation by the team, it was found that accused Dr. 
Anil Sabhani had conducted sex determination upon one Madhu and had also disclosed the sex of the foetus 
being female in the womb and this was in utter violation of the PNDT Act and Rules and there was neither any 
consent not receipt given by the accused. It was further deposed that prior to this raid earlier also accused 
Dr. Anil Sabhani conducted ultrasonography on one Santosh on 2.10.2001 and already there is fall of the 
male/female sex ratio due to illegal sex determination and followed by illegal abortions when the foetus is 
disclosed as female by the accused like persons.

PW 2 deposed that on 11.10.2001 he was directed by the then Civil Surgeon, Faridabad to inspect and check 
the ultrasound center of the accused and he along with his team members and three decoy patients Mrs. 
Madhu, Mrs. Santosh and Mrs. Raveeta cam to Palwal. The witness sent Dr. Kewal Kumar along with decoy 
patients as attendant of Madhu to ultrasound center of for ultrasonography and he was also directed to give 
a signal to the witness, if the accused Dr. Anil Sabhani does the sex determination of foetus of Madhu. On 
getting the hint the witness with his team went inside the center and came to know that the accused had done 
sex determination of foetus of Madhu.

On the request of witness the accused Dr. Anil Sabhani showed the relevant record and when asked as to 
whether he had done sex determination, he refused, but on cross questioning of the decoy customer and his 
technician in presence of the team members and on hearing his voice from the tape recorder and on seeing the 
currency notes recovered from his technician which he had accepted as money for doing the sex determination, 
accused Dr. Anil Sabhani accepted his offence. A spot memo was prepared at the spot and also an inspection 
note. The records relating to the patients coming for ultrasound which contained names of the patients were 
also taken into custody. The video and Auto cassettes were prepared at the spot and the currency notes which 
were given to the technician co accused were put in an envelope, which is Ex.PW.2/E. On the same day the 
witness recorded the statements of both the accused with Dr. Kewal Kumar under the guidance of the District 
Appropriate Authority along with decoy patient went to Palwal and to the ultrasound center of accused Dr. 
Anil Sabhani for a routine ultrasound. Accused Dr. Anil Sabhani prompted the patient to know the sex 
of foetus and demanded Rs. 1200/- without giving any receipt or report he declared the foetus as female. 
Again on 5.10.2001 the witness and Dr. C. Paul came with decoy patient Raveeta to get her ultrasound 
done and were asked to come on 8.10.2001. On 8.10.2001 the witness along with Dr. Kewal Kumar and 
patients Raveeta and Santosh came to Palwal and the patient went to Sabhani ultrasound center and Dr. Anil 
Sabhani detected Raveeta foetus as male. On 11.10.2001 the whole team along with District Appropriate 
Authority came to Palwal to nab the accused red handed. Dr. Kewal Kumar along with patients Madhu and 
currency notes signed by Dr. C. Paul entered in the clinic of the accused and asked Dr. Anil Sabhani to do 
the ultrasound of patient Madhu. Dr. Anil prompted patient Madhu to know the sex of the foetus and asked 
for extra amount of Rs.1200/- to disclose the foetus and she was told that it was a female foetus. The team 
members along with the District Appropriate Authority and Dr. C. Paul reached the clinic in the presence of 
the Indian Medical Association, Zonal Secretary and correspondent of the Press and accused had confessed 
about conducting the sex determination of foetus and the proceedings were recorded on a video. Later on 
statements of Mrs. Santosh, Mrs. Madhu and Mrs. Raveeta were recorded, which is Ex. PW 2/F, Ex. PW 2/G. 
Both the accused also made their statements Ex. PW. 3/B regarding conducting sex determination of foetus 
and Ex. PW 2/E is the envelop which contained currency notes recovered from accused Kartar Singh, which 
were accepted by him as fees for sex determination.

PW 4 deposed that she was a member of the raiding party on 11.10.2001 and visited Palwal along with team 
members. Dr. Kewal Kumar along with decoy patient Mrs. Madhu visited the hospital of the accused while 
witness and others stood outside the clinic. Dr. Kewal Kumar gave a signal to them and they reached inside 
and Mrs. Madhu told them that Dr. Anil Sabhani had told her with respect to the foetus of her as female. In 
the presence of the witness the currency notes were recovered from accused Kartar Singh and confessional 
statements of the accused Ex. PW.3/ B was recorded in her presence and bears her signatures.
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PW 5 deposed that on 2.10.2001 he along with Dr. Rekha and patient Mrs. Santosh wife of Sohan Pal went 
to clinic of Dr. Anil Sabhani to get her ultrasound done. The patient was disclosed about her foetus as female 
and Rs.1350/- were charged from her. On 5.10.2001 he along with Dr. Rekha and patient Raveeta wife of 
Shiv Kumar went to Palwal and got her ultrasound conducted at Dr. Anil ultrasound Centre and she was 
disclosed as breech foetus. On 11.10.2001 he along with the District Appropriate Authority and the whole 
team reached Palwal where Patient Machu and two other patients were also present. He was given Rs.1800/- 
signed by Dr. C.Paul and they he along with patient Madhu went to Dr. Anil Ultrasound Centre posing 
himself as her attendant and he got ultrasound of Mrs. Madhu done in normal routine for which paid Rs.300/-. 
After that Dr. Anil Sabhani asked about the children of Madhu, who told about having two daughters. Dr. 
Anil Sabhani then instigated her whether she wanted to know the sex of her child and Mrs. Madhu asked 
the witness to deposit the amount, who deposited the same with accused Kartar Singh in the form of three 
500/- notes and accused Kartar Singh returned Rs. 300/- to the witness. After that Dr. Anil accused told that 
Madhu is having a female foetus and this conversation between the witness, patient Madhu and Dr. Anil was 
recorded by the witness in a hidden tape recorder. After this a signal was given to the team standing outside 
and the team members entered ultrasound center of accused Dr. Anil and recorded the statement and checked 
the record. Dr. Anil confessed in presence of all the team members that he had done sex determination of 
foetus of patient Madhu. Video film prepared at the spot and spot memo was also prepared and three currency 
notes of Rs. 500/- each were also recovered from accused Kartar Singh, which are in envelop Ex. PW.2/E.

PW6 deposed that on 11.10.2001 he was a member of the raiding team which included Dr. Rekha, Dr. C. 
Paul, Dr. Kewal Kumar and Dr. C. Paul went inside and he was told that on receiving a signal he should come 
inside. When the ultrasonography was done inside the witness along with other team members went inside 
and the record of ultrasound center was taken into custody and a spot memo was prepared and three currency 
notes of Rs.500/- each were recovered from accused Kartar Singh. Some registers and books of the accused 
were also taken into custody.

PW 7 deposed that on 11.10.2001 at about 11:00 A.M. as per the orders of Dr. B.S. Dahiya Civil Surgeon, 
Faridabad, he was a members of Team of Dr. C. Paul made under the PNDT Act for raiding the ultrasound 
center. As per their programme Dr. Kewal Kumar, Dr. Rekha and patient Mrs. Madhu, who was pregnant went 
to the ultrasound center of the accused Dr. Anil Sabhani and if accused prompted them for sex determination, 
a signal was to be given to other team members by Dr. Kewal Kumar. After the sex determination by the 
accused. Dr. Kewal Kumar gave a signal by coming outside the ultrasound center and on this teammmembers 
went inside along with Dr. Mini Vohra of the Indian Medical Association and other members. Dr. C. Paul 
gave his introduction and checked the clinic of the accused. Initially Dr. Anil Sabhani admitted conducting 
sex determination. Three currency notes of Rs. 500/- each given as fees for sex determination were also 
recovered from accused Kartar Singh,which were sealed in an envelop which is Ex.PW.2/E. Spot memo was 
prepared and the records were taken into custody. The inspection note was also prepated and accused are 
present in the court and identified by him.

PW 8 deposed that on 11.10.2001 she was present along with Dr.B.S. Dahiya, Dr. C. Paul, Dr. C. Paul was the 
in-charge of raiding team along with Dr. Rekha Mishra, Dr. Snehlata, Dr. Kewal Kumar and Shri Bijender 
and they went to raid the ultrasound center as complaints had been received about the accused conducting sex 
determination of pregnant women. Dr. Kewal Kumar took along with him one decoy patient Mrs. Madhu to 
get her ultrasonography done. Dr. Kewal Krmar accompanied Mrs. Madhu be attendant and he was charged 
Rs. 300/- for routine ultrasound. During routine ultrasound Dr. Anil Sabhani prompted them to know the 
sex of the foetus for which he would only charge Rs.1200/-. On this fees was paid and the accused disclosed 
them about the female foetus. After this the team members went inside and checked the documents and 
record maintained by the accused. At serial number 15 on 11.10.2001 the name of patient was mentioned 
with only Rs.300/- paid whereas Rs.1500/- had been charged by the accused. From the pocket of accused 
Kartar Singh attendant of accused Dr. Anil Sabhani Rs.1500/- signed currency notes were recovered which 
he disclosed had been taken for special checkup. Accused Dr. Anil Sabhani in the presence of all the team
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members admitted having taken the money for special checkup and to determine the sex of the patient. The 
admission of the accused is Ex. PW. 3/B and bear the signatures of the witness.

PW 9 deposed that on 11.10.2001 he was posted as ASDC at Faridabad and on the same day along with Dr.C. 
Paul and his team went to Palwal at Anil Ultrasound Centre where a raid was conducted. Dr. C. Paul was the 
in-charge of the raiding team consisting of Dr. Rekha Mishra, Dr. Snehlata, Dr. Bhagat, Dr. Praveen Kumar, 
Dr. Mini Vohra and Bijender Alhawat and others along with a video camera. This raiding team had been 
prepared on the directions of the Chief Medical Officer Dr. Dahiya. The raid team was prepared as there were 
complaints about the accused conducting sex determination on pregnant women. Dr.C.Paul gave Rs.1800/- to 
Dr. Kewal Kumar with his signatures and sent him with decoy patient to the clinic of Dr. Anil Sabhani. After 
the sex determination conducted by the accused, the team members went inside and introduced themselves 
and asked accused Dr. Anil Sabhani as to whether he conducted sex determination of patient Madhu and 
previously of patient Mrs. Raveeta and Mrs. Santosh. The record at the spot was taken into custody and only 
Rs. 300/- had been mentioned against the name of Madhu whereas Rs.1500/- had been charged from her. 
Statement of accused was recorded at the spot, wherein he admitted conducting the sex determination. The 
currency notes given to accused Kartar Singh were also recovered and sealed in an envelop Ex.PW 8/ A. Dr. 
Anil Sabhani admitting in writing about conducting the sex determination, which is statement Ex. PW. 3/B at 
point ‘A’.

12. On the basis of the statement of these witness, who have clearly deposed about the initial visit of patient 
with the team members to the ultrasound center of the accused, where he disclosed the foetus of their sex 
to them and later on the raid conducted by the entire team at the ultrasound center of accused where he was 
found having conducted sex determination of patient Mrs. Madhu and also on the basis of the record taken 
into custody, which was not prepared by the accused as per the requirement of the Act, it was argued by 
the learned APP for the State that the prosecution has been able to prove the point of determination beyond 
shadows of reasonable doubt and accused accordingly deserve to be convicted.

13. The learned defence counsel cross examined the witnesses of the prosecution and argued that the accused 
have been falsely implicated in this case due to some personal motive of the raiding team and the accused 
have never conducted any sex determination upon any patient. It was argued by the learned defence counsel 
that the Act provides for complaint to be received on which the ultrasound center could have been checked, 
but there is no written complaint produced by the prosecution to show about any complaint against the 
accused for the alleged offence. The learned defence counsel further cross examined the witnesses of the 
prosecution and pointed out to the discrepant statements by them, as PW 1 has stated in his cross examination 
that he was not a member of the raiding team and did not visit the clinic of the accused on 11.10.2001 whereas 
the other ream members and witnesses have deposed about PW1 Dr. B.S. Dahiya also being a member of the 
team. This witness has further admitted in his cross-examination that there was no written complaint of any 
person against accused and that the decoy patients were arranged by the Task force members, which argued 
by the learned defence counsel shows that they were not volunteers for the alleged raid.

14. It was further pointed out that PW 2 in his examination in chief has deposed about recording statement of 
decoy patient at the spot itself whereas PW 1 has deposed that the same were recorded in his office. PW 2 
admits that PW 1 was a member of the raiding team, which was denied by PW 1, PW 2 also deposed that 
decoy patients were only known to him 8-10 days prior to the raid and it was argued that his shows the 
arrangement made by the team to fabricate a false case against the accused. PW 2 further admits that he was 
not aware about the conversation between the accused and patient Madhu prior to his entering the room. PW 
3 has meanwhile deposed that on 11.10.2001 they had come to nab the culprits red handed, which shows 
that the intension of the raiding team was not good and they were trying to fabricate a false case against the 
accused. The witness PW 3 further deposed that the decoy patients were known to her for a year prior to the 
date of raid and this shows that the planning for fabricating a case against the accused was being carried out 
for a long time. This witness has further deposed that there is not list team members on the me and the Chief 
Medical Officer was a member of the team, which was denied by PW 1, CMO himself. The witness further
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deposed that patient Mrs. Madhu was introduced to on 11.10.2001 whereas earlier he has deposed about 
having known the patient for more than one year. She further deposed that the Chief Medical Officer gave 
approximately Rs.1400/- to Mrs. Santos whereas PW 2 has deposed otherwise. This witness further deposed 
that there was no written complaint about the accused.

15. The learned defence counsel further pointed out to the cross examination of PW 4 and argued that PW 4 is 
merely deposing about hear say evidence as proceedings allegedly having taken place inside the clinic were 
not in her presence. This witness deposed about Dr. B.S. Dahiya being with the Task Force, which is denied 
by PW1 Dr. B.S. Dahiya. IT was further deposed by this witness that Dr. Dahiys gave currency notes to Dr. 
C. Paul, which were signed by Dr. C. Paul, but PW 3 deposed otherwise. She further deposed that she never 
visited ultrasound center of the accused and in her presence the statements of decoy patients were also not 
recorded and statement of Mrs. Madhu was recorded at Palwal, whereas PW 1 deposed otherwise. PW 5 in 
his examination in chief has deposed about having recorded the conversation between him, patient Madhu 
and accused in a hidden tape recorder, but the same was not played or produced in the court. This witness 
further deposed about confessional statement made by Dr. Anil Sabhani in presence of team members, but 
such statement was not admissible in evidence. This witness further deposed that no police member was 
present at that time, which is denied by PW 3. This witness further deposed that the currency notes were 
given to him by Dr. C. Paul, but PW 1 deposed that he had given the currency notes. It was further deposed 
by this witness that even he got conducted X ray in the clinic of the accused and paid Rs.100/- but the same 
were never recovered by the raiding team. PW 6 denied the presence of Dr. Dahiya in the raiding team and 
also deposed that in his presence the accused had not disclosed the sex of the foetus. PW 7 has deposed that 
many persons had gathered at the spot on the day of the alleged raid, but no other independent witness was 
joined by them from the other citizens present there. PW 8 is also deposing about hear say evidence and 
deposed that the alleged disclosing of the foetus of sex, had taken place prior to her entry in the clinic of the 
accused. She further deposed that she was told by Mrs. Madhu about accused having disclosed about female 
foetus to her, but this was only a hear say evidence.

16. Apart from this the leaned defence counsel has also placed reliance upon the defence witnesses examined 
by the accused which included the decoy patients Madhu as DW 1, DW 2 Santosh, DW 3 Sohal Pal and by 
way of documentary evidence reliance was placed upon an affidavit of Mrs. Madhu Ex. D 1, affidavit of Mrs. 
Santosh Ex. D 2 and that of Sohal Pal Ex. D 3.

17. In the defence DW 1 deposed that she had come to the court to depose as a witness about 10-11 months back, 
but on that day her statement was not recorded and she had given one affidavit Ex.D 1. She further deposed 
that about 3-4 years back the doctors of Government Hospital had brought her from her house and told her 
to get her free ultrasound done and free treatment. They took her to several Hospital including Siri Ram 
Hospital and her ultrasound was done in B.K. Hospital and she was told that one more ultrasound would be 
done at Palwal. On that day she got her ultrasound done at the clinic of the accused and she had enquired 
of well being of the foetus. She never got the ultrasound done to ascertain the sex of the foetus and she did 
not enquire about this and nor the same was disclosed by the accused. No currency notes were recovered in 
her presence and her signatures were obtained on the some documents and she had merely been told to tell at 
Palwal, that accused had told to her about a female foetus. The accused have been falsely implicated in this 
case.

DW 2 meanwhile deposed that about 11 months back she had given one affidavit Ex D 2 and she never got 
her ultrasound done from the ultrasound center of the accused and never enquired about sex of foetus and 
statement was not recorded before the Chief Medical Officer although her signatures were obtained on blank 
papers. She had never come to Palwal. She was told about her foetus by the doctor of B.K. Hospital and 
she had been brought to Palwal to create a scene at the ultrasound center of accused and on the asking of the 
doctor of B.K. Hospital, she created a scene at the ultrasound center of the accused by telling that the accused 
had disclosed to her about her foetus.
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DW 3 was the husband if DW 2 and deposed that he had given one affidavit Ex. D in this court. He along 
with his wife and been brought by Government doctors of B.K. Hospital on the pretext of getting them treated 
free and getting ultrasound done and they were asked to say that the ultrasound had been done by the accused 
whereas ultrasound of his wife was done in B.K. Hospital. They never got recorded any statement in the 
office of the Chief Medical Officer and their signatures were obtained on blank papers.

18. Pointing out to the discrepant statements made by the witness examined and the fact that the recorded version 
was never put to the accused and the fact that the decoy patients Mrs. Madhu and Mrs. Santosh along with 
Sohal Pal were not supporting the alleged prosecution case and they had also deposed that they were never 
a part of the raiding team and were only joined to fabricate a false case against the accused, it was argued 
by the learned defence counsel that the circumstances clearly show that accused have never indulged in any 
determination of sex and for their personal benefits and to destroy the career of the accused, the witness have 
deposed falsely and no reliance can be placed upon their testimony, more so, in view of the statement of the 
decoy patient accused, deserve to be acquitted in this case.

19. Statements of the accused were record under section 313 Cr.P.C. wherein they have submitted that a false 
case has been fabricated upon them and they deserve to be acquitted. In their defence evidence the accused 
have examined D W 1 Madhu, DW 2 Santosh and DW 3 Sohan Pal and in documentary evidence, the 
accused placed reliance upon affidavit of the aforesaid witness Ex. D 1 to Ex. D 3.

20. It is pertinent to note here that the present case registered on the basis of a complaint was one of the earlier 
cases registered under the Pre conception and Pre Natal Diagnostic Techniques (Prohibition of Sex Selection) 
Act. 1994 (here in after to be referred as the Act). In the past Pre Natal diagnostic centers sprang up in the 
urban areas of the country using pre natal diagnostic techniques for determination of sex of the foetus. Such 
centers became very popular and their growth was tremendous as the female child is not welcomed with open 
arms in most of the Indian families. The result was that such centers become centers of female foeticide. 
Such abuse of the technique is against the female sex and affects the dignity and status of women. Various 
organization working for the welfare and uplift to the women raised their heads against such an abuse. It was 
considered necessary to bring out a legislation to regulate the use of, and to provide deterrent punishment to 
stop the misuse of, such techniques. The matter was discussed in Parliament and the Pre natal Diagnostic 
Techniques (Regulation and Prevention of Misuse) Bill, 1991 was introduced in the Lok Sabha. The Lok 
Sabha after discussions adopted a motion for reference of the said Bill to a Joint Committee of both the 
Houses of Parliament in September, 1991. The Joint Committee presented its report in December, 1992 and 
on the basis of the recommendations of the Committee, the Bill was reintroduced in the Parliament.

22. The object and reasons for which the present Act was formulated were as follows:-

To prohibit pre natal diagnostic techniques for determination of sex of the foetus leading to female foeticide 
. Such abuse of Techniques is discriminatory against the female sex and affects the dignity and status of 
women. A legislation is required to regulate the use of such techniques and to provide deterrent punishment 
to stop such inhuman act.

i. prohibition of the misuse of pre natal diagnostic techniques for determination of sex feotus, leading to 
female foeticide;

ii. prohibition of advertisement of prenatal diagnostic techniques for detection or determination of sex;

iii. permission and regulation of the use of prenatal diagnostic techniques for the purpose of detection of 
specific genetic abnormalities disorders;

iv. permitting the use of such techniques only under certain conditions by the registered institutions; and

v. punishment for violation of the provisions of the proposed legislation.
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23. It is also pertinent to note that being the first of its kind cases under the Act and having been registered on the 
basis of the complaint filed by the District Appropriate Authority there never was the role of any prosecuting 
agency as such like police or some other organizations related to the prosecution agency to investigate the 
case and conduct investigation or record statements of witnesses or visit the site. All this work was done by 
the complainants, which was a team of doctors under the District Appropriate Authority and they have done 
the investigation part to the best of their knowledge and capability.

24. The present Act came into force in view of the declining sex ratio between the male and female child in India 
and the sex ratio in Northern India is getting worse day by day. The child sex ratio in Punjab has fallen from 
793 in 2001 to 776 in 2003 and in Haryana from 820 to 807 during this period. Himachal Pradesh, Uttar 
Pradesh, Rajasthan, Gujarat and Bihar are the other states where the child sex ratio is worse and declining 
further.

(a) The learned defence counsel in the present case has cross examined the witnesses of the prosecution at 
length and tried to bring to notice the discrepancies in the statements of the witnesses and some minor 
contradictions here and there. It is to be noted that the present case although triable as a criminal 
case, but still the handling of the case under this Act can not be replica of what is seen or looked for in 
other criminal cases such as cases relating to hurt or injury. In cases relating to hurt or injury where 
an occurrence is alleged with eye witnesses to the occurrence, the contradictory statements made by 
the witnesses relating to the occurrence, the number of injuries suffered and kind of medical reports 
brought by the doctor, are very material, but in the case in hand the minor contradictions pointed out 
would not be very material due to the different and typical nature of the case.

(b) From the perusal of the evidence on the file and cross examination conducted by the learned defence
counsel on the witnesses of the prosecution some things became very clear and the same are as 
follows:-

There was a team of doctors and other members which had raided the clinic of the accused; 

There was the presence of the decoy patients along with the said team;

The team raided the clinic of the accused and questioned him;

There were some admissions made by the accused in writing and in secretly recorded audio tape 
before the team. With the above points in mind, the arguments of the learned defence counsel 
can not to be looked into. The major thrust of the arguments of the learned defence counsel was 
with regard to contradiction in the statements of the witnesses. It was argued that some witnesses 
have deposed about the presence of Civil Surgeon cum Appropriate Authority, Faridabad in the 
raiding team while he himself has denied being a member of the Team. Whether the appropriate 
authority was always present along with the raiding team or he was not present in the raid along 
with the team does not affect the merits of this case, as PW 1, the appropriate authority was not 
the sole witness on which the prosecution has based its case. The absence of this witness, even 
if his evidence is taken into consideration, from the raiding team does not show or prove that the 
raid was not conducted, when in the cross examination of the witnesses the fact of raid having 
been conducted is admitted by the learned defence counsel.

The learned defence counsel had also argued that about the handing over the currency notes being 
stated differently by the different witnesses. It was argued that as per PW 1 he paid Rs.1800/- for 
decoy patient Madhu whereas the other witnesses have deposed that the money was given by PW 1 
to Dr. C.Paul. Here it is pertinent to note that PW 1 has only deposed about having given Rs.1800/- 
‘for’ decoy patients Madhu and it was never deposed by him that he had given any money ‘to’ patient 
Madhu. It was always the case of the prosecution that PW 1 had given the money for patient Madhu 
because on the day the raid was conducted i.e. 11.10.2001, there currency notes of Rs.500/- each and 
three currency notes of Rs.100/- each were given to be used as money for transaction in the clinic by

1.

2.

3.

4.
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PW 1 to Dr. C. Paul and he signed that same and he gave them to Dr.Kewal Kumar, who was acting 
as the attendant of patient Madhu and who used the said currency notes in the clinic when demand was 
made by the accused of sum of Rs.1200/- to report about the sex of the foetus of patient Madhu.

It was further the argument of the learned defence counsel that there was never any written complaint 
against the accused and this has also been deposed by the witnesses and thus there was no ground to 
raid the clinic of the accused and he was never dong any illegal act. Hence a perusal of the statements 
of the witnesses recorded shows that it has been deposed by PW 1 himself that there was several oral 
complaints with regard to the accused indulging in sex determination in his clinic and as provided under 
Section 17 of the Act, the appropriate authority had full right to investigate the complaint of breach 
of the provisions of this Act or the Rules made there under and he also competent to take immediate 
action. When in had come to the notice of the Appropriate Authority about the accused violating the 
provisions of the act, he was not required to wait for written complainants and then take the action.

It was further argued by the learned defence counsel that some witnesses who deposed, have only 
deposed on the basis of hear say evidence and the actual alleged occurrence had not taken place in 
their presence. This was in context to the case of prosecution and that on the exact date of raid Dr. 
Kewal Kumar along with patient Madhu and her husband had gone to the conversation that tool place 
inside the clinic could not, has been known first hand to the persons waiting outside. This contention 
and arguments of the learned defence counsel does not held much the defence of the accused as the 
corroborating circumstances and the evidence of the witness would show that even Dr. Kewal Kumar 
has appeared in the witness box as PW 5 and moreover, the witnesses have also deposed about the ;ater 
admissions and confessions made by the accused in their presence.

It was further argued by the learned defence counsel that witness PW 3 has deposed about presence 
of police along with the team while others have denied this and this is a major contradiction, but the 
same can only be said to be a minor contradiction and expect for PW 3 no other witness deposed about 
presence of police with the raiding team and neither was this question asked to other witnesses.

It was further argued by the learned defence counsel that the witnesses have laid a great thrust on a tape 
recorded conversation between the accused and Dr. Kewal Kumar and patient Madhu inside the clinic 
since the same has not been proved as per law. The learned defence counsel although argued about this 
tape recorder conversation, but even the prosecution could prove this tape recorded conversation as 
per procedure laid down by the law. To prove this conversation which was the material evidence with 
the prosecution, it was required that first the transcript of the conversation be place on file and then on 
the application of the prosecution and with the consent of the accused, their sample voice was to be 
recorded and then to be sent for verification along with the original conversation in the alleged audio 
tape. This procedure was never followed by the prosecution for the reasons best known to them.

Here it is important to say that the prosecution which was mainly consisting of the appropriate authority 
and his team members has not shown except for some members the same zeal that was shown when 
they formed a task force to check the violations of the Act and raided the clinic of the accused. Till the 
filing of the complaint, a lot of hard work went in the preparation and subsequent raid at the clinic of 
the accused but a perusal of the case file shows that some how the sing went missing after the filing 
of the complaint. The witnesses mentioned in the list attached with the complaint some how did not 
seem very keen to appear in the court and depose in the witness box and despite having been granted 
sufficient opportunities some of the witnesses were still not examined in the witness box as the list 
included 18 witnesses of which the prosecution was able to examine only nine witnesses. The presence 
of some more witnesses could have further helped the case of prosecution.

The learned defence counsel has also argued that the witnesses are laying great importance to 
confessional statement Ex. PW 3/B where as per prosecution both the accused have admitted about 
having violated the provisions of the Act and having conducted sex determination on the foetus of
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patient Madhu and where accused Dr. Anil admitted having accepted money for sex determination. 
It was argued that this so called confessional statement cannot be taken into consideration at all the 
Appropriate Authority had no right to obtain this statement and the same cannot be used as evidence 
against the accused. As earlier discussed, there was no opportunity in this case for any agency to 
conduct the investigation and what ever was best thought at the relevant time was done by the members 
of the raiding party and when they confronted the accused with the signed currency notes recovered 
from accused Karter and with the alleged audio tape having recorded conversation of the accused, the 
accused admitted their guilt and gave the entire admission in writing in their own hand.

It is important to note that Ex. PW 3/B is in the hand of the accused themselves and this fact is also not 
denied by the accused and this document cannot be simply brushed aside by saying that the same is 
not admissible in evidence, when it is in the hand of the accused and accused have also failed miserably 
in showing any witness motive on the part of the members of the raiding team for raiding the clinic of 
the accused. The present documents is a circumstantial and corroborative evidence of the prosecution 
and it helped to the prosecution to a large extent in view of the fact that he prosecution had always 
state about using the signed currency notes at the time of the raid on the clinic of the accused and these 
currency notes on the asking of the accused Anil were given to accused Kartar Singh and also recovered 
from him and on the recovery of these currency notes, the same were put in an enveloped were sealed 
and this envelope bore the signatures of the members of the task force as well as the accused and which 
is Ex. PW 2/E. The learned defence counsel has not felt the need to confront the accused with these 
currency notes by requesting the court for opening of the envelope and thus it amounted to admission 
on the part of the accused about the recovery of these signed currency notes from accused Kartar Singh 
which were with him at the demand made by accused Anil

Another argument put forward by the learned defence counsel was with regard to the place of raid 
being a busy place and non joining of any independent witness from the public at large. The joining 
of any witness from the public who were present at the spot was not very material in the present case 
as the raiding team had taken a pre caution of joining Dr. Mini Vohra in its team, who was not a doctor 
working for the government, but in fact was private doctor was the secretary of the Indian Medical 
Association Faridabad.

(c) The learned defence counsel also had with him three witnesses examined as defence witnesses i.e. 
Mrs. Madhu, Mrs. Santosh and Sohan Pal who were initially the witnesses of the prosecution and were 
not examined by them as their witnesses, but were examined by the accused as their defence withnesses. 
It is pertinent to mention that Mrs. Madhu and Mrs. Santosh were two of the alleged decoy patients 
whith the taks force and Sohan Pal was the husband of Mrs. Madhu, who accompanied the task force 
on the alleged date of raid i.e. 11.10.2001. From the testimony of these witnesses, the learned defence 
counsel tried to bring forward the story, of the task force members of the ream and to raise false alarm 
against accused in their clinic, by saying that Dr. Anil by conducting sex determination of Mrs. Madhu 
had told about a female foetus in her womb. On these lines is the testimony of these witnesses and DW 
1 deposed that some Govt. doctors came to their house from B.K. Hospital, Faridabad and told her that 
they would get her atreated for free and asked her to accompany them to the clinic of the accused and 
to raise false alarm as discussed above. The witnesses deposed that she did accordingly and no money 
was ever recovered from the accused in her presence. On the same lines DW 2 Santosh also deposed 
that she was first taken by some Govt. doctors to B.K. Hospital, Faridabad and her signatures were 
obtained on blank papers and she was also asked to create a scene and raise a false alarm in the clinic of 
the accused. DW 3, the husband of patient Madhu has also deposed that he was induced by the Govt. 
doctors on the pretext of free treatment to him and taken to the clinic of the accused with a prior planning 
of raiding team. A perusal of the testimony of these witnesses bring to mind the recent Jessica Lal’s 
case where there was a huge list of prosecution witnesses going hostile and not supporting statements 
made by them earlier. The three witnesses of the defence as earlier discussed never got any chance to 
get their statements recorded before any prosecuting agency like the police and there was no statement
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of these witnesses recorded on oath at any stage on the basis of which they could on oath at any stage 
on the basis of which they could be termed turning hostile, but there are some similar circumstances in 
the present case also. As per prosecution, after they had conducted the raid at the clinic of the accused, 
the raiding team had recorded the statements of these witnesses, which is Ex. PW. 2/F and Ex. PW.2/G 
being statement of Santosh and Madhu and in these statements, these witnesses had supported the case 
of prosecution. However, as earlier stated their statements not being on oath, these witnesses could not 
be termed as hostile witnesses when examined as defence witnesses and as such proceedings against 
them for perjury could not be initiated. However, a perusal of their cross examination by the learned 
APP goes to show the circumstances under which these witnesses may have deposed for the accused. 
All the three witnesses deposed that some doctors from the Government hospital came to them on the 
pretext that they would give them free treatment. A perusal of the testimony shows that no prudent 
person even if he is considered to be an illiterate person would simply got up and joined a group of 
persons, who come to him and identified themselves as Govt. Doctor. This observation has been made 
as the defence witnesses have stated that they accepted the persons as Govt. doctors because it was 
said so by them. These witnesses further deposed that the said group of persons took them and made 
them sign some blank papers which also cannot be believed even with closed eyes, as no one would 
sign blank papers on the asking of the persons, the identity of whom he or she is not ware of DW 1 has 
stated in her cross examination that although she is illiterate, but can put her signatures. The learned 
defence counsel along with the testimony of these three defence witnesses also placed reliance upon 
their alleged affidavits Ex. D 1 to Ex. D3. In these affidavit, the witnesses examined by the accused 
have stated the same fact as stated by them in the witness boxi.e. denying being a part of the raiding 
team and only having been used by them against the accused. These three affidavits were alleged to 
have been signed by Mrs. Madhu and Mrs. Santosh and Sohan Pal, but a perusal of the affidavits shows 
that these were not properly drafted and in the verification there was no mention as to which part of the 
affidavit was true to the knowledge of the deponant and which part to his or her belief. Further these so 
called affidavits were said to have been attested by some oath commissioner, but again the attestation 
was also not proper as neither does the seal of the oath commissioner contained his name and neither 
does the seal of attestation mentions the name of oath commissioner and neither these affidavits had 
been entered at any serial number in the register of the said oath commissioner, whose identity cannot 
be ascertained from the signatures allegedly present on these affidavits. Thus no reliance can be placed 
on these affidavits and on the same lines is the testimony of the defence witnesses and it is stated by 
DW 1 that she is not aware about the contents of Ex. D 1 has also deposed that the members of the 
raiding team had asked her to co operate with them for the benefit of the public and thus she had joined 
them and this statement of the witness shows that there was never any ulterior motive on the part of the 
raiding team when they joined this witness as decoy patient with them.

A perusal of cross examination of DW 2 shows that she denied her presence on 11.10.2001 at the 
clinic of the accused where as in her examination in chief says that she was made to create a scene on 
11.10.2001 by the team members and on the same lines was her affidavit Ex. D 2 on which she was 
placing reliance. It is also pertinent to note that shese witnesses have stated in their cross examination 
that they were brought to depose in the witness box by the accused and this shows that why these 
witnesses were deposing in favour of the accused. DW 3 also made it clear in his cross examination 
that he was brought to deposed by Dr. Anil Sabhani.

A perusal of the testimony of these defence witnesses shows that although initially these witnesses had 
joined the task force members for a very noble cause and the circumstances also required the presence 
of such witnesses to expose the violation and practice of the accused there was the necessity of pregnant 
woman on whom the accused could conduct the sex determination and he could be caught.A perusal 
of the statements of the witnesses shows that PW 3 had arranged for these decoy patients, but persuing 
the entire evidence it comes to notice that when the prosecution agency needed these witnesses they 
must have cared for them, but as earlier discussed, after the filing of the complaint these witnesses
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seem to have been left in the lurch and thus they became easy prey for the accused to use them as his 
witnesses instead of being the witnesses of the task force members. Here the need arises to take care of 
such witnesses who by going against all odds tried to help the prosecution with its case which was for 
noble cause and then none cared to look back at these witnesses and the circumstances in which they 
were maintaining themselves. The above observation would show that the testimony of these defence 
witnesses in favour of the accused is not trust worthy and cannot be relied upon at all for the benefit of 
the accused, more so, because of the other evidence of the prosecution to support its case.

(d) Having a look at the case of prosecution in its entirety some thing that come forward and are to be 
looked at is that the sex ratio in India and more so in the states of Punjab and Haryana has always 
been a matter of concern but this concern sounded a red alert when the state entered the 21st century 
with a sex ratio of 776 per 1000 and 807 per 1000 respectively. A question that can be asked is as to 
where the missing girls are? The obvious answer is that they have either been eliminated even before 
they were born or had died a slow death as a result of neglect. The perpetrator of the crime goes scot 
free. Here it is also important to mention that the determination of sex of the unborn child has also 
let to the large scale killing of the girl child because as soon as one comes to know about the sex of 
foetus being female the next step is to get terminated the pregnancy and kill the girl child and thus the 
sex determination tests followed by sex selection even though its stringent implementation may bring 
down the number of sex selective abortions. The nexus seems to be too strong and weighs heavily in 
favour of the medical fraternity. It is important to note that the entire blame for determination of sex of 
the unborn child cannot be put entirely on presence like the accused, but said blame should be shared 
jointly by the society.

When ever a person goes to the ultrasonologist for determination of the sex of the foetus, the act is 
not alone of the persons like the accused, but equal role is also played by the patient and his family 
members. On the mere instigation of the person like the accused no same person would agree to abort 
their child until time they have an interest in the termination of the pregnancy. The persons like the 
the accused cannot force any person to know the sex of the child till the said person is also interested 
in knowing the same. This, however, does not mean that persons like the accused are not to be blamed 
at all and rather such persons like the accused should deter the patient from making enquires about the 
sex of the foetus and should refrain from disclosing the same as provided under the act.

(e) A perusal of the complaint of the prosecution shows that to nab the accused a great effort was put in by 
the task force members as a result of which they initially visited the clinic of the accused with decoy 
patient Santosh and were conveyed a female foetus by the accused. To further certify the act of the 
accused, the team members visitied the clinic on 5.10.2001 with patient Raveeta and she was disclosed 
having male foetus on 8.10.01 and charged the fees amounting to Rs. 1200/- By verifying the act of 
the accused finally the raid was conducted on 11.10.2001 along with decoy patients and independent 
witness Dr. Mini Vohra and there, as earlier discussed, signed currency notes were given by Dr. C. 
Paul to Dr. Kewal Kumar, which were three currency notes of Rs. 500/-each and three currency notes 
of Rs. 100/- each and Dr. Kewal Kumar posed as the attendant of patient Madhu and got her normal 
ultrasonography done, but accused Dr. Anil asked about the children of Madhu and suggested her that 
he could also tell the sex of her present foetus, if she makes additional payment of Rs.1200/- to him. 
This demand was most with the help of the signed three currency notes of Rs. 500/- and after this a 
female foetus was disclosed by accused in the womb of Mrs. Madhu. The team members on signal of 
Dr. Kewal Kumar joined them in the clinic and confronted the accused with the recovered currency 
notes from accused Kartar Singh and then both accused admitted their guilt as earlier discussed to 
their crime and admitted their act by way of admission Ex. PW.3/B The team members also took the 
records of the accused was not maintaining the records as per the rules of the Act. It is provided under 
the Rules and the Act under section 6 that the Genetic Centre would not conduct ultrasonography for 
the purpose of determining the sex of foetus and it has been further provided under section 5 of the Act 
as follows:-
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“5. Writeen consent of pregnant woman and prohibition of communicating the sex of foetus:-

(1) No person referred to in clause (2) of section 3 shall conduct the pre-natal diagnostic procedures 
unless:

2. He has explained all known side and after effects of such procedures to the pregnant woman 
concerned;

3. He has obtained in the prescribed form her written consent to undergo such procedures in the 
language which she understands; and

4. A copy of her written consent obtained under clause (b) is given to the pregnant woman”

A perusal of the records taken into custody from the accused, however, shows the violations 
of this section as some ultrasound report cards taken into custody from the spot show that the 
requirement of Act has not been met at all by the accused and during their entire defence, the 
accused have also failed to prove or show that there was no violation of this section by them. 
There was also violations of section 4(1), 4(2) and 4(3) of the Act to maintain proper record by 
the ultrasound center and the patient examined and this was provided under section 29 of the 
Act, which read as follows:-

“29 Maintenance of Record:

(1) All records, charts, forms” reports, consent letters and all the documents required to be maintained 
under this Act and the rules shall be preserved for a period of two years or for such period as may 
be prescribed.

Provided that, if any criminal or other proceedings are instituted against any genetic clinic, the 
records and all other documents of such center, laboratory or clinic shall be preserved till the 
final disposal of such proceedings.

(2) All such records shall, at all reasonable times, be made available for inspection to the appropriate 
authority or to any other persons authorized by the appropriate authority in this behalf.

Rule 9 of the Act was also violated by the accused along with section 29 with regard to non
maintenance of proper records and the accused also did not maintain proper records as required 
under Form-F. The entire records of the accused taken into custody show that Form-F has not 
at all been maintained by the accused, which contains a declaration of the pregnant woman and 
declaration of the person conducting ultrasonography which mentions in the declaration that the 
woman did not want to know the sex of her foetus and the person conducting ultrasonography 
neither detected nor disclosed the sex of her foetus to any body in any manner. This there has 
been gross flouting of the Rules by the accused and a very serious offence has been committed 
by both the accused, while the accused are required not to attend to any patient without reference 
they were doing so openly which is clear from the records taken into custody.

(f) A perusal of the testimony of the witnesses also shows that there have been admissions of the act of 
the accused at several places. What PW-2Dr.C.Paul deposed in his examination-in-chief about the 
raid at the clinic of the accused and disclosing of sex of foetus by the accused and also the recovery 
of currency notes has not at all been denied in the cross-examination of the witnesses which would 
amount to its admission. The accused also admitted to the document Ex.PW.3/B being in their own 
hand during cross-examination of PW-2 where it was suggested to the witness that the statement of 
accused was taken under some threat but such threat has not been proved or made clear by the accused. 
Similar suggestion was also made to PW-3 and even she denied the suggestion made to her and which 
amounted to the statement of accused having been recorded by them in their own hand. The learned 
defence counsel has also tried to make the defence witness Madhu say that no ultrasonography was 
conducted upon her in the clinic of the accused, but in the cross-examination of PW-5, it was suggested
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to him that only a sum of Rs. 300/- was paid for patient Madhu and only a normal ultrasound was 
conducted by the accused upon patient Madhu, which she was trying to deny in her testimony in the 
witness box. All the witnesses who were the members of the task force have deposed in one breath 
about the admissions made by the accused in their presence as also the recovery of currency notes and 
for the sake of repetition accused have failed miserably to show any ulterior motive of the part of any 
of the witness of the prosecution to depose against them.

25. The above detailed observations and the circumstantial and corroborative piece of evidence and the records 
taken into custody from the accused clearly proves the point of determination of the prosecution about the 
accused having been found contravening the provision of Section 6 (a) and 6 (b) of the Act when a raid 
was conducted at their clinic and further the accused having been found conducting PNDTprocedure in 
violation of section 5 (1) and 5 (2) of the Act and using ultrasound center for conducting PNDT in violation 
of section 4 (1) 4 (2) and 4 (3) of the Act and also failing to maintain proper records of the ultrasound center 
and contravening the provisions of Section 29 read with Rule 9 and From-F under the PNDT Act Rules and 
all the offences are punishable under Section 23 of the Act. Both the accused are accordingly held guilty 
and convicted for the above offences. Let the convicts be heard on the point of quantum of sentence on 
28.3.2006.

Sd/-

Announced: Sub Divisional Judicial Magistrate

Dt: 25.3.2006 Palwal. 25.3.2006

JUDGEMENT CONTINUED:

Present : APP for the State/Complainant

Both convicts in person with Sh. R.A. Gupta, Advocate

ORDER OF SENTENCE

1. Arguments on the point of quantum of sentence heard. Convict Dr. Anil Sabhani has stated that he is the sole 
bread earner of the family with an old mother and small children to look after. He is doctor by profession and 
not a previous convict and a lenient view to taken against him. Convict Kartar Singh has meanwhile stated 
that he is not a previous convict and has old parents and small children to look after. He is the sole bread 
earner of the family and a lenient view taken against him. The learned counsel for the convicts argued that 
the convicts are not previous offenders and they did not indulge in any criminal act and as much leniency be 
shown to tem. The learned APP meanwhile argued that stringent punishment be awarded to the convicts, who 
have indulged in very serious offence.

2. I have heard the convict, their counsel as also the learned APP for the State. The convicts have prayed for 
a lenient view against them, but in my considered view they could not deserve the leniency prayed for. As 
earlier discussed due to the illegal acts of the persons like the convicts the sex ratio is declining day by day in 
the country and in the State and because of the persons like the convicts the day is not far when there would be 
no girl child around. In the present case, the convicts orally conveyed the sex of foetus to the patients, but due 
to the check of such illegal acts the persons like the convicts have worked out their own sex determination 
code. It was reported in the news paper recently as follows:
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“If the doctor tell us to come and get the report on Monday, we know it’s a boy. Friday means a firl,” says 
Sarla, proud mother of three strapping boys in Kamal’s Chonchda village. Her neighbour’s doctor adopted a 
slightly different modus operandi signature in red ink to indicate a girl child and blue for a boy. “No words 
are exchanged. It’s an unspoken thing and one doesn’t even have to ask,” she says. If the doctor doesn’t ’t 
oblige, some tout does.”

3. It is further to be seen that Haryana’s infamously skewed sex ratio is not just about numbers though they are 
quite horrific 861 per 1000 males as per the 2001 census it’s also about attitudes. Combined with ultrasound 
technology that motorable roads, electricity and extensive urbanization have brought only closer home, this 
has translated into a dearth of brides. The statistics speak for themselves: 36.24% of men between 15 and 44 
years of age ( the so-called reproductive or marriageable age) were tabulated as being unmarried in the 1991 
census. In some districts like Rohtak, the percentage was a high as 44. Since then the number has only gone 
up. Though the state government has claimed success in its efforts to correct the skewed sex ratio through 
awareness drives and incentives for the girl child, activists who work in the area are skeptical.

4. The convicts together have indulging in a very serious crime. To kill a person who may have the opportunity 
to defend himself is a very serious offence, but even more serious is the offence where a person kills someone 
who is not even in a stage to defend himself. The determination of sex by persons like the convicts lead to the 
above reality where on determining the sex of the foetus as female the same is killed in a cruel manner. The 
act of the convicts is to be condemned and in my considered view the punishment to be awarded to the convict 
should act as a deterrent to other persons, so that no one indulges in such a heinous crime. Accordingly, I 
order both the convicts to undergo a simple imprisonment for a period of two years and to pay fine of Rs. 
5000/- each for the offences mentioned in section 6(a), 6(b), Section 5(1), 5(2) Section 4(1), 4(2), 4(3) and 
Section 29 read with Rule 9 of the Act and all the offences punishable under section 23 of the Act. In default 
of payment of fine, the convicts shall further undergo simple imprisonment for a period of three months. Fine 
paid.

Announced in open court: Sub Divisional Judicial Magistrate 

Dated 28th March 2006 Palwal 28.3.2006

NOTE: This judgment contains forty-nine pages and each page has been signed by me.

Sub Divisional Judicial Magistrate 

Palwal 28.3.2006
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5 (3)IN THE COURT OF THE M ETROPOLITAN MAGISTRATE, 
41ST CoU RT, SHINDEWADI (DADAR), MUMBAI

C. C. No. 10169/MS/2004
Decided on 14/08/2009

Mumbai Municipal Corporation 

(Through Legal Assistant o f G/N - Ward) 

-Vs-

1. Chhaya Rajesh Tated, Aged 42 yrs.

2. Shubhangi Suresh Adkar, Age 62 yrs. 

Hon’ble Judge :R. V. Jambkar.

Appearance : Ld. Adv. Mr. Engineer for Complainant,

Ld. Adv. Ghate for accused accused No.1.

Ld. Adv. Vedak for accused No.2.

CASE SUMMARY

This is the first case of conviction recorded under the Act in the State of Maharashtra and was 
given wide publicity by the media, which it deserved, for the purpose of creating awareness and 
sensitization among the general public and the doctor community.

The facts of this case are peculiar and they pertain to the publication of an advertisement in 
the weekly magazine in connection with selection of the sex of foetus. In the weekly magazine, the 
Lokprabha dated 19/11/2004 and 03/12/2004 one advertisement was released by accused No. 1 to 
the effect that,

f d e f  c w a  ! x a  2  am, 4  wt a f d r r a  

( d i  12 V  6 )  ST . n t t vtvs ( \ $ T a z  fa o d )

I t .  Z g j  h T _ ,  g z T  ^ d x g _ T a ,  x m x a  n .

2 4 4 6 4 9 8 5  g T _ .  -  n t a ~ T O T a ,

A T a j I M I X  2 3 4 1 1 8 0 .

On 27/11/2004 P.W. No. 1 Dr. Kanchan after coming to know about the said advertisement, 
carried out an inspection of Shri Maternity and Nursing Home and found that no board was displayed 
there stating that sex of the foetus will not be determined. “’’.Further, the registration certificate was 
not displayed and register of cases was also not maintained. Hence both, accused No. 1 Dr. Chhaya 
Tated who has issued the advertisement and accused No. 2 Dr. Adkar who was owner of the said
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Nursing Home were prosecuted for the contravention of the provisions u/s 22 (3) and Rules 6 (2), 4 
(1), (2), 9 (1) of the Act.

Taking into consideration seriousness of the matter, the Court adopted the procedure laid down 
for warrant triable cases. Both the accused pleaded not guilty. Prosecution examined 4 witnesses in 
support of its case; whereas accused No. 1 examined herself in support of her defence that she has
actually communicated to issue the advertisement "want a child?” and not "want a son?” (ey go4?
and not e y x  I3T;?) However there was mis-communication between her and her witness Sunil 
Patni. Moreover when she came to know that the advertisement was published in the magazine, she 
immediately informed the said publisher to issue a corrigendum which was accordingly published in 
Lokprabha magazine dated 31/12/2004.

The Court considered in detail the entire evidence on record, appreciated it in proper perspective 
and held that the defence raised by accused No. 1 was clearly an after thought. Both the accused 
were therefore held guilty for all the offences alleged against them and convicted and sentenced 
separately on each count to suffer R.I. for 3 years and to pay fine of Rs. 10,000/- each in default R.I. 
for further 3 months. (Para 20 & 32)

The Judgment is positive in several aspects, like appreciation of evidence, adopting deterrent 
approach while imposing punishment considering the serious nature of the offence and also having 
regard to the object of the Act, the status of the accused in society as doctors and therefore expected 
to follow the law and not to commit the breach there of.

JUDGMENT
Per Hon’ble Mr. R. V. Jambkar.

Charge : For the Offence Punishable u/s. 22(3) and Sec.23 for contravening provisions of Rules 4(1) (2), 6(2) 
9(1) of Pre Natal Diagnostic Techniques Act, 1994 (Amended as The Pre-Conception & Pre-Natal Diagnostic 
Techniques (Prohibition of Sex Section) Act, 2003.

(Here-in-after referred as “P.N.D.T. Act”.)

JUDGMENT 
(Delivered on 14/8/2009 )

1. Accused -  above named -  are facing trial for the offence Punishable u/s. 22(3) and Sec.23 for contravening 
provisions of Rules 4(1) (2), 6(2), 9(1) of Pre Natal Diagnostic Techniques Act, 1994 (Amended as The Pre
Conception & Pre-Natal Diagnostic Techniques (Prohibition of Sex Section) Act, 2003.

2 . The scenario of prosecution’s case unfurled during trial as;

(a) On 27/11/2004 P.W.N0.1 Dr. Kanchan Shrikant Banavalkiar was serving as Medical Officer, Health 
Department, G/N -  Ward, M.M.C., Mumbai. On that day, she received one letter from Deputy Director, 
Health Service, Bombay Circle in which Deputy Officer, Health asked her to take action against 
advertisement published by accused No.1 in weekly magazine “Lokprabha”, November 2004 in 
connection of selection of sex of baby. So, immediately, she carried out inspection of “Shree Maternity 
and Nursing Home, Dadar along with her Assistant Rathod, Sanitary Inspector Mr. Kadam and other 
staff. During the course of her inspection, she noticed that no board was displayed at “Shree Maternity 
and Nursing Home” Dadar, projecting “there will be no detection of the sex of the child”. Registration 
certificate was also not displayed and register of cases was also not maintained by “Shree Maternity
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and Nursing Home” which belongs to accused No.2 Dr. Adkar.

(b) At the time of inspection, accused No.2 Dr. Adkar was present in the Nursing Home in the capacity 
of owner of said Nursing Home. Complainant made inquiry with her. During the course of inquiry, 
accused No.2 disclosed that accused No.1 Tated used to visit the Nursing Home on every second and 
fourth Sunday from Aurangabad. To that extent, accused No.1 gave written statement to complainant 
which is placed on record vide (Exh.P-5). Thereafter, P.W.N0.1 prepared panchnama in presence of 
two panchas, recorded statement of accused No.1 Chhaya Tated, carried out inquiry with the publisher 
and thereafter, came to conclusion that both the accused contravened the provisions u/s. 22 and Rules 
6(2), 4(1) (2), 9(1) of Pre Natal Diagnostic Techniques Act, 1994 (Amended as The Pre Conception 
& Pre-Natal Diagnostic Techniques (Prohibition of Sex Section) Act, 2003. Hence, she filed present 
complaint .

(c) My Ld. Predecessor Mrs. Karnik issued process against both the accused for the offence punishable u/s. 
22(3), Rules 6(2), 4(1) (2), 9(1) of Pre Natal Diagnostic Techniques Act, 1994 (Amended as The Pre 
Conception & Pre-Natal Diagnostic Techniques (Prohibition of Sex Section) Act, 2003. In sequel, both 
the accused appeared before the court and were released on bail. It appears from record that, looking 
into seriousness of matter, it came to be disposed off by way of adopting procedure laid down for 
warrant triable cases. Hence, evidence before charge of P.W.No.1 Dr. Banavalkiar came to be recorded, 
vide (Exh.P-4). At the initial stage both the accused partly exercised their right of cross examination and 
reserved their remaining cross. So, my Ld. Predecessor framed charge against both the accused for the 
offence punishable u/s. 22(3), Rules 6(2), 4(1) (2), 9(1) of Pre Natal Diagnostic Techniques Act, 1994 
(Amended as The Pre Conception & Pre-Natal Diagnostic Techniques (Prohibition of Sex Section) 
Act, 2003. On perusal of charge, it is to be seen that my Ld. Predecessor readover and explained the 
substance of charge to both the accused for which they pleaded not guilty and claimed to be tried.

(d) Complainant / Prosecution examined P.W.N0.1 Dr. K.S. Banavalkiar (Exh.P-4) in the capacity of 
complainant, P.W.N0.2 Dr. D.G. Rathod (Exh.P-9) in the capacity of Medical Assistant, P.W.N0.3 
Ramakrishnan T.K. Kunhappan Kunnath (Exh.P-15) on the point of proving of advertisement, P.W.N0.4 
Vijay B. Padhey (Exh.P-22) in the capacity of Managing Director of P.Y. Padhey Publicity Private Ltd. 
Apart from these oral evidence, prosecution relied upon documentary evidence i.e. statement of accused 
No.1 recorded by complainant (Exh.P-5), panchnama (Exh.P-6), authority of P.W.N0.1 (Exh.P-7), 
Government Gazette (Exh.P-8), registration certificate of accused (Article D and E), advertisements 
dt. 19/11/2004 and 3/12/2004 are (Exh.P-17 and 18 respectively), corrigendum (Exh.P-19), payment 
receipt (Exh.P-23).

(e) Statement of accused U/Sec. 313 of Cr. P. C. came to be recorded individually vide (Exh.P-26 and 27 
respectively). In defiance, accused No.1 took the defence of miscommunication and relied upon the 
explanation given by her to Vijay Padhey dt.19/11/2004 (Exh.P-24) and corrigendum (Exh.P-19). To 
the buttress, she got examined herself u/s. 315 of Cr.P.C. and relied upon the oral evidence of D.W.N0.2 
Vijay Patni on the point of proving of her defence of miscommunication.

(f) Perused oral and documentary evidence. Read memorandum of argument filed on record. Heard Ld. 
Adv. Mr.Engineer for complainant and and Ld. Defence counsel Mr.Ghate for accused No.1 and 
Mr.Vedak for accused No.2. Thereon following points arises for my determination to which I have 
recorded my findings thereon for the reasons discussed thereunder -

Points Findings

1 ) Does prosecution proved that in the month of November 2000, at Weekly
Magazine “Lokprabha” accused No.1 published advertisement about selection of sex of baby 
before conception at Shree Maternity and Nursing Home, Dadar and thereby committed an 
offence punishable u/s.22(3) of Pre Natal Diagnostic Techniques Act, 1994 (Amended as The 
Pre Conception & Pre-Natal Diagnostic Techniques (Prohibition of Sex Section) Act, 2003?
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...Proved.
2) Does the prosecution further proved that in the aforesaid period and place, both accused did not 

get registered the Nursing Home in Form -A and thereby committed an offence punishable u/s. 
23 for contravening the provisions of Rule 4(1)(2) of the P.N.D.T. Act ?

....Proved.
3) Does the prosecution further proved that in the aforesaid period and place accused failed to 

display the duplicate certificate of registration in Form-B to conduct pre-natal diagnostic tests 
or procedure, depending on the availability of place, equipments and qualified employees (no 
and standard maintained by such laboratory separate sentence and thereby committed an offence 
punishable passed) u/s.23 for contravening the provisions of Rule 6(2) of P.N.D.T. Act ?

..Proved.
4. Does the prosecution further proved that in the aforesaid period and place accused failed to 

maintain a register showing serial order, names and address of patients given genetic counseling, 
subjected to pre-natal diagnostic procedure or tests, the name of their spouse or father and the 
date on which they reported for counseling and thereby committed an offence punishable u/s. 23 
for contravening the provision of Rule 9(1) of the P.N.D.T. Act ?

...Proved.
5 ) What order ? As per final order.

REASONS

As to point No. 1 :

3. At the out set, before marshaling of evidence, I would like to reproduce the provisions of Sec.22 of P.N.D.T 
Act, which reads thus;

Sec.22 : Prohibition of advertisement relating to preconception and prenatal determination of sex and 
publishment for contravention.

(1) No person, organization, Genetic Conselling Centre,Genetic Laboratory or Genetic Clinic including 
clinic, laboratory or centre having ultrasound machine or imaging machine or scanner or any other 
technology capable of undertaking determination of sex of the foetus or sex selection shall issue, 
publish, distribute, communicate or cause to be issued, published, distributed or communicated any 
advertisement, in any form, including internet, regardingfacilities of pre-natal determination of sex or 
sex selection before conception available at such Centre, Laboratory, Clinic or at any other place.

(2) No person or organization including Genetic Counseling Centre, Genetic Laboratory or Genetic 
Clinic shall issue, publish distribute, communicate or cause to be issued, published, distributed or 
communicated any advertisement in any manner regarding pre-natal determination or pre-conception 
selection of sex by any means whatsoever, scientific or otherwise.

(3) Any person who contravenes the provisions of sub section(1) or sub section(2) shall be punishable 
with Imprisonment for a term which may extent to three years and with fine which may extent to ten 
thousand rupees.

EXPLANATION:For the purpose of this section, ‘advertisement’ includes any notice, circular, 
lable, wrapper or any other document including advertisement through internet or any other media in 
electronic or print form and also includes any visible representation made by means of any hoarding, 
wall painting, signal, light, sound, smoke or gas.

4. In order to prove the advertisement, alleged to have been published by accused No.1 in Lokprabha Weekly 
Magazine dt. 19/11/2004 and 3/12/2004, which are at (Exh.P-17 and P-18 respectively), prosecution got
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examined P.W.N0..1 Dr. K.S. Banavalikar (Exh.P-4). According to her evidence that upon receiving the 
letter from Public Health Department, dt. 6/12/2004 ( Article-F ), she carried out inspection of Shree Nursing 
Home, Dadar and verified the said fact from accused No.2 Dr. Adkar, who is the owner of Shree Nursing 
Home. According to the statement of accused No.2 (Exh.P-5), that accused No.1 Tated used to join Shree 
Nursing Home on every second and fourth Sunday from Aurangabad. This fact is also duly proved by the 
mouth of accused No.1, during the course of recording of her statement u/s. 313 of Cr.P.C.

5. Prosecution examined P.W.N0.2 Dr. Mr. D.G. Rathod (Exh.P-9) who on 27/11/2004 was accompanied 
with P.W.N0.1. P.W.N0.2 deposed before the court that during the course of their inspection, they prepared 
panchnama. Panchnama is placed before court vide (Exh.P-6).

6. Further, prosecution examined P.W.N0.3 Ramakrishnan T.K. Kunhappan Kunnath (Exh.P-15) in the capacity 
of publisher of Lokprabha Magazine. According to his evidence that prior to 19/11/2004 he received D.T.P. 
Material by accused No.1 through P.Y. Padhye, Publicity Pvt. Ltd. Accordingly, he released the advertisement 
in Lokprabha magazine on 19/11/2004 and 3/12/2004. Thereafter, he also published corrigendum given by 
accused on 31/12/2004.

7. Further, prosecution examined P.W.N0.4 V.B.Padhye (Exh.P-22). According to his evidence that he is in well 
acquaintance with accused No.1 since 15 years and in the month of October first week accused No.1 Chhaya 
Tated requested him to release the advertisement in weekly magazine Lokprabha for the month of November, 
December and January and provided ready D.T.P.(Dest Top Printing) material. Accordingly, he send it to 
the publisher of Lokprabha magazine, pursuant to which, Lokprabha magazine released advertisement on 
19/11/2004 and 3/12/2004.

8. Now, let us see the advertisement which were released by accused on 19/11/2004 and 3/12/2004, which reads 
thus;

Advertisement dt.19/11/2004:

“_CJT hdT?’

fd e s  c w a  ! xa 2 am, 4  wt afddra 

d i  12 V 6. ST. n t t  vtvs ; \$raz ■faoZ,

I t .  Z g J  hT_, gzT ^dzg_ra, xrxa n. 24464985 

gT_ -  nta~TOTa, ATe n ix  2341180

Advertisement dt.3/12/2004:

“_ C J T  h d T ? ’ 

j ^ Y T a U g d f M

{ d f e  c w a  ! x a  2  a r ,  4 w t  a f d d r a

d i  1 2  V  6 ,  S T. N T T V T V S  ; \ T T  f t o Z ,

I t .  x f g j  h r _ ,  g Z T  w x g d t a ,  x r x a  n .  2 4 4 6 4 9 8 5

g r _  -  n t a ~ T O T a ,  A T a j ~ i x  2341180
9. In the light of aforesaid advertisements, accused No.1 got examined herself, as defence evidence vide (Exh.P- 

29) and took the defence of miscommunication. According to her, that she completed her graduation in 
Homeopathic branch and in order to carry out her practice, she use to release advertisements in Lokprabha 
magazine as well as in other newspapers. For that purpose, she use to supply information of advertisement on
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telephonic message to one Sunil Patani. Thereafter, Sunil Patani i.e. D.W.N0.2 use to provide that information 
to D.T.P. operator and thereafter it goes to P.W.N0.4 Padhye for its advertisement.

10. She further deposed that never she supplied the information in order to release the advertisement dt.19/11/2004 
and 3/12/2004. On the contrary, when she was giving telephonic information to Sunil Patani that time, he 
listen “want a son”, instead of “want a child” and got prepared the D.T.P. material from concern and supplied 
it to Shri. Padhye. So, it is telephonic miscommunication in between accused No.1 and D.W.N0.2 Sunil 
Patani.

11. Further she deposed that on 17/11/2004 somebody informed her in respect of advertisements dt. 19/11/2004 
published in Lokprabha Magazine which issue was came into market for sale, immediately, she informed the 
said fact to P.W.N0.4 Padhye on telephonic message and wrote one letter to him and send it by hand delivery 
with someone .Similarly, she also communicated this fact to Additional Director, Health Department, Pune in 
written form on 7/12/2004.

12. In order to prove the defence of miscommunication, accused No.1 Tated relied upon the testimony of D.W.N0.2 
Sunil Patani (Exh.P-35). According to his evidence, that since 10 years he is acquainted with accused No.1 
on account of his business relations with accused No.1. At some occasion, when he used to come at Mumbai 
for his business purpose, that time accused No.1 used to supply the material of D.T.P. for advertisement 
thereafter he used to supply that material to Padhye Publicity Pvt. Ltd. He further deposed that, so far as 
advertisements dt. 19/11/2004 and 3/12/2004 are concerned, he listened “want a son”, instead of “want a 
child”. Accordingly, he got prepared D.T.P. material and supplied it to P.W.N0.4 Padhye. Pursuant to which, 
Lokprabha Magazine projected those advertisements. In order to substantiate the contention of D.W.N0.2, he 
relied upon his affidavit, which is placed before court vide (Exh.P-36).

13. The sum and substance of the defence taken by accused No.1 is concern, I would like to point out that in order 
to substantiate the defence of miscommunication, apart from these oral evidence accused No.1 relied upon 
the letter given by her to P.W.N0.4 Padhye, which is placed before court vide (Exh.P-24). Now, let us see the 
contents of letter, which reads thus;

Letter (Exh.P-24): 19@11@2004 

I f V  fdOZ ZT?Z,

g g h  zzaV /  fd. fd. z iz tc  d i t  _ t d .t .p. ~?dz  Kut- ztct h d ? ’A g  fEedr ^ZM 'ig \ iz d a  g iJ id c
h v .  nav \ iz d a  <z m i h $sz  P ic t  ATfU azZ  h d ? ’ EdOt m h z  _ czt hdT? A g  feEzi

d .t .p. ~zfdui-'iH$sz HadZ K vc AifU naana Vt d .t .p . v _ ^ ih$S a Hw v  atuz fXCt. h t d .t .p .
_ t adV: nifhCTht zmht ATfU f e d '  A g  mHSM HTht k s c  h  zct a j Xm A zn fjv  hTV. HTau zTndfht azZ  
d .t .p. ~zdZ KVazT hazT ATfU naana v^hTci _ # zt AiTfigid zct z  xtizvt Aiuzht fXazT hTazT.zU

r n d f  A g  cZT^ZTHSZ fgEzi dHSM Eh$C OTU ATfU Vft MHSMt D.T.P. hTd A g  ATOtZv H$YtM pTC ZTht. 
ZldiMT AH hT ■fXdTiT AH hTVT. cZT_£ VT ~IOkId CdHa ATCT AgTdT. HTC $UMI Vat ZCT \TZ ATadda 
AinazT oifhaid1_?z HThTVat mHSm nttc z az id  zct c j V  a t c . ztP  z h VTm \$tz s iz d  HRVat hazc t 

A gaziz zct V̂ hTCT c z m  \ tz HaVT atct ziht. *hUZ ato AiazT~TXhZ zupzzt ozhzhs h  nz zt

EHXZ ZSZSTv fCh? ZTZfdV ATh. i a  ^hUO ZT cTzdZT ZTfgHCZT proof reader Z ‘_CZT hdT?’ A g feEzi
f^zziM ht OTfhaiV ~ toct hztz RdidZTg hdt hTVT. zzzTfzV czczTHSZht Vt mHSZ z o a t s  p c t  Agidt.

*\  * \ r % r s r s  r s * \ * \ * \ * \  *\  r s * \

AgT. ZTZ ZTZZ hT MHTM OTfhaTV AfO~TV hTC ZZ A g  CTHZZTCT VTZSVTZ ZTifdZ.

ATnCt fdZdTgs 

ST NTZT Oz
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14. On close scrutiny of the contents of letter and oral evidence adduced by accused No.1, I found major 
inconsistency between them because,as per the letter xh.P-24),it is to be seen that at the relevant time accused 
No.1 misplaced her telephone diary so, she could not communicate this fact to P.W.N0.4 Padhye by telephonic 
message. Thereby, she wrote this letter (Exh.P-24) and send it to P.W.N0.4 Padhye by hand delivery with the 
help of one person. The said episode appears to be false simply for the reason that accused No.1 exposed in 
her chief examination by admitting that immediately when she came to know about the advertisements, she 
informed said fact to P.W.N0.4 Padhye on telephonic message and wrote one letter. This admission given 
by accused No.1 in her evidence itself appears to be contrary with the contents of letter, because as per the 
contents of letter that at the relevant time her telephone diary was misplaced, so she could not communicate 
this fact to P.W.N0.4 Padhye, on telephonic message, thereby she handed over this letter to one person 
who was coming towards Mumbai. If it was so, then question arises as to why accused No.1 deposed in 
her evidence that she informed this fact to P.W.N0.4 on telephonic message. This appears to be a major 
inconsistency in oral and documentary evidence adduced by accused No.1.

15. Furthermore, I would like to point out that as per the evidence of P.W.N0.4 Padhye that, he is in acquaintance 
with accused No.1 since 15 years and he is having commercial relations with her. In this scenario, it is 
necessary for the court to scrutinize the oral and documentary evidence placed on record by defence witness 
and P.W.N0.4 Padhye with great care and caution. In sequel, while assessing the evidentary value of this 
letter, I would like to point out that, as per the evidence of accused No.1, it was delivered by her to P.W.N0.4 
Padhye by hand delivery. In order to prove this fact, it was necessary for her to examine that person who 
delivered it to P.W.N0.4 Padhye. On this point, the evidence adduced by accused No.1 and P.W.N0.4 Padhye 
remained silent as to who handed over this letter to P.W.N0.4 Padhye. In this background, had it been said 
that it is a genuine document, particularly when it was placed on record by P.W.N0.4 during the course of his 
cross examination when it was not called by accused or prosecution, from which only it could be gathered 
that it is a fabricated document prepared by accused No.1 with the help of P.W.N0.4 with intent to save her 
from this proceeding. So, there is a need to discard this evidence in toto.

16. Furthermore, I would like to point out that as per the evidence of D.W.N0.2 Patani that while receiving 
information of advertisement, he listened “want a son”, instead of “want a child”. So, he got prepared D.T.P. 
material and supplied it to P.W.N0.4 Padhye. Similarly, D.W.N0.2 also placed his affidavit before the court 
vide (Exh.P-36), which is prepared by him before notary in which he retreated the same contentions. On 
this point, assuming for a moment, that this defence adopted by accused No.1 is true, then question arises 
as to why she failed to check out the contents of D.T.P. material prior to its advertisement. Is it not a duty of 
accused No.1, to check it? But to that extent, there is no explanation given by accused. Moreover, during the 
course of cross examination of D.W.N0.2, he exposed by admitting that at the time of preparation of affidavit 
(Exh.P-36), he did not narrate the contents of affidavit to the typist. On the contrary, it came to be typed upon 
the instructions given by accused No.1 Dr. Tated and she paid the fees of notary. Similarly, at the time of 
preparation of affidavit notary did not administer oath to him. It means it is not a affidavit in true sense.

17. Furthermore, on perusal of (Exh.P-36), it is to be seen that at the time of preparation of affidavit, D.W.N0.2 
stated before notary that he saved the contents of advertisement given by accused No.1 Chhaya Tated to 
him and as per the requirements of accused No.1, he used to supply that ready material to P.W.N0.4 Padhye. 
From this recitals, it is to be seen that already those advertisements were saved by D.W.N0.2 and upon the 
instructions from accused No.1 and as per her requirements, he used to supply that material to P.W.N0.4 
Padhye. This admission given by D.W.N0.2 before notary is also goes against the accused No.1 and it 
expressly helps to the story of prosecution.

18. On this point, Ld. Defence Counsel vehemently argued that it is only part of miscommunication between 
accused No.1 and D.W.N0.2 Patani. When accused No.1 came to know about the fact of advertisement, 
immediately she published one corrigendum in Lokprabha magazine dt. 31/12/2004 (Exh.P-19). Now, let 
us see the contents of corrigendum (Exh.P-19) and its comparison with disputed advertisement (Exh.P-17), 
which reads thus;
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Corrigendum (Exh.P-19) Advertisement (Exh.P-17) 

dt. 31/12/2009 dt.19/11/2004.

_ C J T  h d T ?

{ d e f  c w a l

x a  2 a T , 4 W T  a f d d T a  d i  12 V  6  

s t .w t  v t v s  ( \ T a z  f a o Z )

I t . z f g j  h T _ ,  g z T  z d z z z R ,  x m x a  n . _ ~ B  24464985 
g T _ .  -  n1a ~ iO T a ,  A i d  m i x  2349980 

"_c hd?’ E,dO1 _ z lc  A h iiv  "_c j i  hdT’ A g  Nine ZC. 

z g  zgYiaUT Z hTUT-'TZT AWdT zgYTTUT hTcZ ZD zf|d  nU Z hTUT-AT HgggTRt

z^YTaUnd fd g z hTfzATzfWH zzMia . 

s t . n t y t  z t Vs  hTfzATzfWH Vk 

_~B xa XgTT / MTwT afddTT 

ATazT~Tx xa gT_ / _ z i  2341180

19. On going through the contents of corrigendum and while comparing it with advertisement dt.19/11/2004 
(Exh.P-17), it is to be seen that accused No.1 made three major changes in corrigendum dt.31/12/2004. She 
changed the heading of advertisement i.e. “want a child”, instead of “want a son”, similarly, in corrigendum 
she failed to mention her degree and address of Shree Nursing Home along with its phone number. On this 
point, I would like to point out that in earlier advertisement dt.19/11/2004 (Exh.P-17) and dt.3/12/2004 (Exh.P- 
18). accused personated herself as foreign returned doctor. But in corrigendum she mentioned Homeopathic 
expert and failed to give her contact address at Mumbai. Considering these major changes made by accused in 
corrigendum, it is to be seen that, if it was a part of miscommunication between accused No.1 and D.W.N0.2 
in connection with the “heading of advertisement”, then question arises as to why she failed to mention her 
degree as “foreign returned” Doctor and address of “Shree Nursing Home” along with “telephone number” 
in corrigendum. It means, she tried to cope up this lacuna.

20. On this point, I hold that accused No.1 is not skilled person of Allopathy side because according to her evidence 
that she has completed graduation in Homeopathic side. If it was so, then question arises as to whether 
Homeopathy degree provides any such type of treatment. To that extent, the burden is shifted upon accused 
No.1 but, she could not rebut it. On the contrary, the advertisement dt. 19/11/2004 (Exh.P-17) and 3/12/2004 
(Exh.P-18), it is to be seen that she tried to personate herself as a foreign returned doctor and suppressed 
the fact of her original qualification.But in corrigendum, she mentioned her qualification as Homeopathic 
Expert. It means, at the time of releasing corrigendum she became more cautions and took all precautionary 
measures with intent to save her from the proceeding, because as per her oral evidence that immediately when 
she came to know about the advertisements dt. 19/11/2004 and 3/12/2004, she published corrigendum, but it 
appears to be false. Because in present case on 27/11/2004 P.W.N0.1 carried out inspection of Shree Nursing 
Home and recorded statement of accused No.2 on 29/11/2004. It means prior to releasing of advertisement 
of corrigendum, she was well aware about the initiation of this proceeding. So, the entire defence evidence 
brought on record by the mouth of accused, D.W.No.2 and letter dt.19/11/2004 (Exh.P-24) and letter (Exh.P- 
30) which are written by accused to Additional Director, Health Department, Pune on 7/12/2004, is appears 
to be a brought-up and fabricated evidence placed on record with intent to save accused No.1 from this 
proceeding. So, it is liable to be straight way rejected.
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21. Furthermore, Ld. Defence Counsel for accused No.l also raised objection in his memorandum of argument 
by submitting therein that at the time of inspection P.W.No.1, was not having any valid authority to carry 
out inspection under the P.N.D.T act. Despite this she acted and prepared panchnama. So, her act is an 
ultra virus. In order to ascertain the answer of this question, I have taken the assistance of oral evidence 
adduced by P.W.N0.1 (Exh.P-4), in which she categorically deposed that the then D.M.C. Mr. Doctor deputed 
her at G/N-Ward as a Medical Offier Health Department. Similarly, Government Gazette (Exh.P-8) placed 
before the court authorized every medical officer as a competent authority to the extent of their respective 
territorial jurisdiction. In the present case it is not disputed that at the time of inspection P.W.N0.1 was 
authorized by D.M.C. to act as medical officer for G/N-Ward. The said authority is not seriously challenged 
in cross examination. Similarly, Gazette itself is having presumptive value as contemplated under Sec.81 of 
the Evidence Act.Under these circumstances, I hold that P.W.N0.1 is authorized to exercise the powers given 
under this Act

22. So far as involvement of accused No.2 Dr. Adkar is concerned, Ld. Defence Counsel Mr.Vedak for accused 
No.2 submitted that whatever the practice carried out by accused No.1 at Shree Nursing Home was not having 
any concern with accused No.2, because accused No.2 allowed her to carry out her practice as Homeopathic 
Expert. So, she does not covered under the provision of Sec.22 of the P.N.D.T. Act. On this aspect, I failed to 
understand the argument advanced by Ld. Defence Counsel simply for the reason that, when accused No.2 
allowed accused No.1 to carry out her practice prior to two years, then it will be treated that accused No.2 
is also having commercial terms with accused No.1, under these circumstances, there is also necessity to 
scrutinize the evidence of both the accused with great care and caution. While scrutinizing it, firstly, I would 
like to reproduce the definition of Genetic Counseling Centre, which is provided u/s.2(c) of the P.N.D.T. Act 
which reads thus;

“Genetic Counseling Centre” means an institute, hospital, nursing home or any place, by whatever name 
called, which provides for genetic counseling to patients;

“Genetic Clinic” means a clinic, institute, hospital, nursing home or any place, by whatever name called, 
which is used for conducting pre-natal diagnostic procedures;

EXPLANATION:

For the purposes of this clause, “Genetic Clinic”includes a vehicle, where ultrasound machine or imaging 
machine or scanner or other equipment capable of determining sex of the foetus or a portable equipment 
which has the potential for detection of sex during pregnancy or selection of sex before conception, is used;

23. On going through the definition of Genetic Counseling Centre, it is to be seen that any nursing home or any 
place by whatever name called, came to be used for counseling to the patients is called, ‘Genetic Counseling 
Centre’ and as per Sec.4 of the P.N.D.T. Act it is necessary for every Genetic Counseling Centre to get it 
registered under the P.N.D.T. Act.

Sec.4 reads thus;

4. Regulation of pre-natal diagnostic techniques: On and form the commencement of this Act-

(1) no place including a registered Genetic Counseling Centre or Genetic Laboratory or Genetic Clinic 
shall be used or caused to be used by any person for conducting pre-natal diagnostic techniques except 
for the purposes specific in Cl.(2) and after satisfying any of the conditions specified in Cl.(3);

(2) no pre-natal diagnostic techniques shall be conducted except for the purposes of detection of any of the 
following abnormalities, namely;

(i) chromosomal abnormalities.

(ii) genetic metabolic diseases;

(iii) haemogloginopathies;
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(iv) sex-linked genetic diseases;

(v) congenital anomalies;

(vi) any other abnormalities or diseases as may be specified by the Central Supervisory Board;

(3) no pre-natal diagnostic techniques shall be used or conducted unless the person qualified to do so is 
satisfied for reasons to be recorded in writing.
(i) age of the pregnant woman is above thirty five years;
(ii) the pregnant woman has undergone two or more spontaneous abortions or foetal loss;
(iii) the pregnant woman had been exposed to potentially teratogenic agents such as drugs, radiation, 

infection or chemicals.
(iv) the pregnant woman or her spouse has a family history of mental retardation or physical 

deformities such as, spasticity or any other genetic diseases.
(v) any other condition as may be specified by the Board.

24. In present case, while assessing evidence against accused No.2, I hold that accused No.1 and accused No.2 
are having cordial relations with each other, accused No.1 was practicing in Shree Nursing Home, which 
belongs to accused No.2. Under these circumstances, whether is it possible to place reliance upon the defence 
taken by accused No.2 in connection with her non involvement in the said crime? The rational answer of this 
question goes into negative simply for the reason that in present case accused No.1 and 2 are having cordial 
relations. Both are qualified doctors. For a moment if court assumes that accused No.2 came to know about 
the act of accused No.1 after the date of inspection i.e. 27/11/2004 then question arises as to why immediately 
she failed to inform the said fact to the appropriate authority i.e. Maharashtra Council of Homeopathy Board 
in connection with professional misconduct of accused No.1 for taking serious action against her. When she 
remained silent on this point, then only inference could be drawn that accused No.2 impliedly consented 
accused No.1 to carry out her practice at her nursing home by way of providing aid to her at her nursing home, 
which is not registered under P.N.D.T. Act. Hence, I hold that in present case both the accused contravened 
the provisions of Sec.22 of P.N.D.T. Act. Therefore, I have no hitch to record my findings on Point No.1 in 
the affirmative.

25. As to Point No.2 and 3:

Both the points are interlinked so discussed with each other. To that extent, let us see the provisions of Rule 
4(1)(2) of the P.N.D.T. Act which reads thus;
4. Registration of Genetic Counseling Centre, Gentic Laboratory and Genetic Clinic -  (1) An application 

for registration shall be made to the Appropriate Authority, in duplicate, in Form A, duly accompanied 
by an Affidavit containing-
(i) an undertaking to the effect that the Genetic Centre / Laboratory/ Clinic/ Ultrasound Clinic/ 

Imaging Centre / Combination thereof, as the case may be, shall not conduct any test or procedure, 
by whatever name called, for selection of ‘sex’ before or after conception or for detection of sex 
of foetus except for diseases specified in Section 4(2) nor shall the sex of foctus he disclosed to 
any body; and

(ii) an undertaking to the effect that the genetic centre / Laboratory /clinic combination thereof as 
the case may be shall display prominently a notice that they do not conduct any technique test 
or procedure etc. by whatever name called for detection of sex of foetus or for selection of sex 
before or after conception.

(2) The Appropriate Authority, or any person in his office authorized in this behalf, shall acknowledge 
receipt of the application for registration, in the acknowledgment slip provided at the bottom of Form 
A, immediately if delivered at the office of the Appropriate Authority, or not later than the next working 
day if received by post.
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26. After going through the provision of Rule 4 of the said Act, it is to be seen that it is necessary for every 
Genetic Counseling Centre to get it registered before the appropriate authority because Genetic Counseling 
Centre is a process, where qualified Genetic Counselor will conduct genetic test, evaluate family history to 
know where the patients are passing some diseases from one generation to another. In present case, without 
having any qualification to run genetic counseling center, both the accused run it at the nursing home, belongs 
to accused No.2 Dr. Adkar. So, I am of the opinion that, it is not only contravention of Rule 4 but it is a false 
impersonation of both the accused to the public who is innocent and not having sufficient knowledge about 
the medical field and acts upon their advices. Hence, I hold that, prosecution duly succeed to prove that both 
accused contravened Rule 4(1)(2) and Rule 6 of the P.N.D.T. Act. So far as, Point NO.3 is concerned, I hold 
that the said point is already covered while deciding point No.2 hence, no need to pass separate sentence for 
contravention of Rule 6(2) of the P.N.D.T. Act. Therefore, I have recorded my findings to point No.2 and 3 
accordingly.

27. As to point No.4:

It has come in the evidence of P.W.N0.1 and P.W.N0.2 that at the time of inspection both the accused failed to 
produce the registers showing names and addresses of men and women to whom they tendered the services 
of counseling. To that extent, first of all, I would like to point out that, it is unauthorized genetic counseling 
centre, established by both the accused. Under this circumstance, it is not expected from them to maintain the 
register with intend to create evidence against them. So, there might be a chance that accused did not maintain 
the register. Whatever-so-may-be, but the provisions of Rule 9(1) provides condition to maintain record at 
Genetic Counseling Centre and in present case accused failed to maintain it, though it was not registered. So, 
I hold that accused also contravened Rule 9(1) of the P.N.D.T. Act.

28. As to point No.5:

Cumulative effect of the aforesaid discussion and the findings thereon goes to suggest that in present case 
prosecution duly succeed to prove the guilt against accused for the offence punishable u/s.22(3) and 23 for 
contravening Rules 6(2),4(1)(2),9(1) of P.N.D.T. said Act. So, I have recorded my findings on Point No.4 in 
the affirmative. My findings constrained me to pause here to hear the accused on the quantum of sentence.

Date: 14/8/2009.
Mumbai .

(R. V. Jambkar)
Metropolitan Magistrate,
41st Court, Shindewadi,
Dadar, Mumbai.

JUDGMENT RESUMED

29. On the quantum of sentence, accused No.1 submitted that she belongs to middle class family and bread and 
butter of her children is depend upon her earning. So, she prayed for imposing minimum fine. Accused No.2 
submitted that she is senior citizen and aged around 62 years. So, she prayed for imposing minimum fine.

30. Heard Ld. Defence counsel Mr. Ghate for accused No.1 and and Mr.Vedak for accused No.2. They also 
retreated the same contention.

31. While considering the quantum of sentence, court has to consider the mitigating and aggravating circumstance. 
Accused in the case at hand are doctors. Admittedly, they are reputed persons from the society. Society looks 
towards them as their ideal persons and when such persons have committed the offence which is coming 
within ambit of not only heinous but also against the existence of the society. Because, by their act they 
have encouraged to the society for determination of sex of female with a view to prevent pregnancy of
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female foetus. So, definitely, it come within the ambit of aggravating form of circumstance. Under such 
circumstances, they are not entitled for leniency.

32. Similarly, P.N.D.T Act views the offence committed under this act very seriously which makes every offence
under this act is cognizable, non-bailable and non-compoundable. The Legislature want to protect the dignity 
and status of women. In this context Parliament introduced this act which never permit for showing leniency 
while passing sentence thereon. Therefore, I proceed to pass following order.

ORDER

1. Accused 1. Chhaya Rajesh Tated and 2. Shubhangi Suresh Adkar are hereby convicted u/s. 248(2) of Cr.P.C. 
of the offence punishable U/Sec. 22(3) for contravening the provisions of Sec.22(1)(2) and for the offence 
punishable u/s.23 for contravening the provisions of Rules 6(2), 4(1) (2), 9(1) of Pre Natal Diagnostic 
Techniques Act, 1994 (Amended as The Pre Conception & Pre-Natal Diagnostic Techniques (Prohibition of 
Sex Section) Act, 2003.

2. Both the accused are hereby sentenced to suffer R.I. for three years for the offence punishable u/s. 22(3) for 
contravening the provisions of Sec.22 of P.N.D.T Act and do pay fine amount of Rs.10,000/- (Ten Thousand 
only) each. In default of payment of fine, they shall suffer R.I. for three months.

3. Both the accused are hereby sentenced to suffer R.I. for three years for the offence punishable u/s. 23 for 
contravening the provisions of Rule 4(1)(2) of P.N.D.T Act and do pay fine amount of Rs.10,000/- (Ten 
Thousand only) each. In default of payment of fine they shall suffer R.I. for three months.

4. Both the accused are convicted for the offence punishable u/s. 23 for contravening the provisions of Rule 
6(2), but no separate sentence passed for the same.

5. Both the accused are hereby sentenced to suffer R.I. for three years for the offence punishable u/s. 23 for 
contravening the provisions of Rule 9(1) of P.N.D.T Act and do pay fine amount of Rs.10,000/- (Ten Thousand 
only) each. In default of payment of fine they shall suffer R.I. for three months.

6. Accused shall surrender their bail bonds, if any for undergoing the sentence.

7. All sentences shall run concurrently.

8. Copy of Judgment be delivered to both the accused, free of costs, forthwith.

Date:14/8/2009.
Mumbai.
(R. V. Jambkar)
Metropolitan Magistrate,
41st Court, Shindewadi,
Dadar, Mumbai. Rgz.
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IN THE COURT OF JUDICIAL MAGISTRATE (F.C.) 
AT - PAROLA, DISTRICT JALGAON

(Presided over by S. P. Naik- Nimbalkar,
Judicial Magistrate (F. C.), Parola)
Regular Criminal Case No. 5/2006

Decided on 27.07.2010

5 (4)

The Appropriate Authority,

Dr. Sambhaji Patil 

-Vs.-

Dr. Prashant Navnitlal Gujrathi

The Pre Conception and Prenatal Diagnostic Techniques (Prohibition of Sex Selection) Rules 1996 - Rule 9 (4) 
punishable under Section 23 and 25 of The Pre Conception and Prenatal Diagnostic Techniques (Prohibition of Sex 
Selection) Act 2003

CASE SUMMARY

This judgment comes after a full fledged trial conducted in the Court of Judicial Magistrate First 
Class at Parola, Dist. Jalgaon. It is one of those early decisions which are an encouragement for the 
prosecution. In this case the accused was prosecuted u/s 23 and 25 of the Act for contravention of 
Rule 9 (4) of the Act, for non maintenance of record and for failure to submit the record which was to 
be the maintained as per Form-F, of his sonographic clinic, before Appropriate Authority at the time 
of inspection.

The court considered in detail the relevant provisions, like Section 4 (3) Section 29 (2) Rule 10 
(1A), Rule 11 in their proper perspective, casting the bounden legal duty on the accused to produce 
and show the record to inspecting Authorities. The court elaborately dealt with the various pleas taken 
by the defence including the challenge to competence of Appropriate Authoritiy to file a complaint 
for non compliance with procedure of seizure, the conduct of accused and held accused guilty for 
offence u/s 23 and 25 of the Act for contravention of Rule 9 for non maintenance of records.

While awarding the sentence, the Court dealt with the object of the Act and as to how non 
maintainance of form-F amounts to contravention of provisions of Section 5 and 6 within the meaning 
of Section 4 (3) of the Act, making the offence more serious and grave. The court has considered the 
need for imposing deterrent punishment in view of declining sex ratio particularly in the said Taluka 
and status of the accused as Doctor by profession, , casting further responsibility upon him to obey 
the law. The Court accordingly sentenced him to suffer rigorous imprisonment of 1 year and to pay 
fine of Rs. 5000/- in default to suffer further simple imprisonment of two months.

In this case for the first time the Proviso to Section 4(3) of the Act and its effect was discussed. 
Failure of the Accused in discharging the burden shifted upon him by this Proviso was one of the 
factors resulting in his conviction.
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The Court also took note of Section 28(1)(a) of the Act while rejecting the contentions of 
the defence that complaint was not filed by the Police or before the Police. The Court also rightly 
rejected the various contentions about improper procedure of search, seizure and sealing, which are 
routinely raised in various proceedings. (Para 52)

The most important part of the judgment is that the court has directed the copy of judgment 
to be given to the Appropriate Authority through Civil Surgeon, Jalgaon for reporting the name of 
accused to the State Medical Council for taking necessary action against him as per Section 23 (2) 
of the Act. .(Para 75) It is reported that now the Civil Surgeon has already taken necessary action

The Credit for the success of the case to some extent also goes to Assistant Public Prosecutor 
for bringing sufficient oral and documentary evidence on record by examining the complainant, 
panch and Medical Officer and by proving Panchnama and Authority Letter.

This Judgment is thus, on all fronts a step forward.

JUDGMENT
Per Shri S. P. Naik- Nimbalkar,

Judicial Magistrate (F. C.), Parola

(Delivered on 27th July 2010)
Mr. Sambhaji. R. Jadhav, Ld. A. P. P. for complainant.

Mr. U. B. Misar, Ld. Advocate for accused.

1) Accused Dr. Prashant Navnitlal Gujrathi, resident of Parola is charged for the contravention of Rule 9 (4) 
under The Pre Conception and Prenatal Diagnostic Techniques (Prohibition of Sex Selection) Rules 1996 
(Hereinafter ‘Rules 1996’ for short) punishable under Section 23 and 25 of The Pre Conception and Prenatal 
Diagnostic Techniques (Prohibition of Sex Selection) Act 2003 (Hereinafter P. C. P N. D. T. Act 2003 for 
short).

2) The summation and summarization of the complainant’s case may be stated as under:

Complainant Dr. Sambhaji Patil, Medical Officer, Rural Hospital, Parola was appointed as the appropriate 
authority under Section 17 of the P C.P. N. D. T. Act 2003, by the Maharashtra Government.

3) Accused Dr. Prashant Gujrathi runs Shriji Hospital at Parola, which is a sonography clinic. Civil Surgeon, 
Jalgaon has sanctioned this sonography centre as an ultra sonography centre. Dr. Minal D. Khalane, radiologist, 
Dhule operates the sonography machine at the aforesaid Shriji Hospital, Parola.

4) On 11-12-2005, complainant Dr. Sambhaji Patil along with Dr. Mrs. Kavita Sontakke, Medical Officer, Civil 
Hospital, Jalgaon has inspected the sonography centre of the accused. They demanded the requisite record to 
be maintained under the P. C. P. N. D. T. Act, 2003 to the accused. Accordingly, accused had handed over one 
register and registration certificate to the complainant. It was revealed during this inspection that the Form F 
register, consent forms of pregnant women willing to undergo sonography and copy of the P. C. P. N. D. T. 
Act 2003 was not found at the sonography centre. Accordingly, the complainant had inferred that the accused 
had contravened the provisions under ‘Rules 1996’. Subsequently, the complainant had seized and sealed the 
ultra sonography machine and a printer by doing a panchanama.

5) Thereafter, the present complaint was filed on 3-1-2006 for contravention of Rule 9 (4) constituting for an 
offence punishable under Section 23 and 25 of the P C. P N. D. T. Act, 2003. As per order on Exh. 1 dated 
3-1-2006 of my Hon’ble learned pre-decessor the then Judicial Magistrate (F. C.), Parola, process was 
issued in the form of summons against the accused for contravention of Rule 9 Punishable under Sections 23 
and 25 of the P C. P N. D. T. Act 2003.
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6) The accused has appeared on 10-1-2006 and was released on bail vide order dated 10-1-2006 on Exh.6 i. e. 
the bail application.

7) As the case is filed as private complaint otherwise than on police report, the evidence before charge came to 
be recorded. Prosecution has examined as many as three witnesses as follows.

1) The Appropriate Authority, complainant P. W. No.1 Dr. Sambhaji Rawan Patil at Exh. 22.

2) Panch witness P. W. No. 2 Baliram Mahadu 

Walunj Wani at Exh. 25.

3) Medical Officer, Civil Hospital, Jalgaon, P.W.No.3 Dr. Mrs. Kavita Satish Sontakke at Exh. 26 in 
capacity of member of the inspecting party.

The accused has cross-examined P. W. No. 2 Baliram and P. W. No. 3 Dr. Mrs. Kavita Sontakke wholly. 
Whereas, cross-examination of P. W. No. 1 Dr. Sambhaji Patil was partly taken before charge and in 
lieu of order below Exh. 38 dated 22-1-2010, P. W. No. 1 Dr. Sambhaji Patil was again cross-examined 
by the accused.

8) Along with the above mentioned oral evidence, the prosecution has filed the following documentary 
evidence.
1) Panchanama dated 11-12-2005 at Exh. 23.
2) Letter of Additional Director, Family Welfare, Health Services,Mother and Child Development and 

School Health Department, Pune at Exh. 24.
3) Learned Additional Public Prosecutor, Jalgaon has filed evidence close pursis vide Exh. 36. 

Prosecution has also placed seized register Article A and copy of registration certificate Article B, on 
record.

9) Considering the oral and documentary evidence on record, as per order below Exh. 1 dated 15-12-2009, the 
charge for the contravention of Rule 9 (4) of ‘Rules 1996’ punishable as an offence under Sections 23 and 25 
of the P. C. P. N. D. T. Act, 2003 was framed by me against the accused on 15-12-2009 vide Exh. 33. I have 
explained the contents of the charge i. e. the particulars of the offence in Marathi, to the accused. The accused 
understood the same. He has pleaded not guilty to the offence. Hence, the trial ensue.

10) The statement of accused under Section 313 of Code of Criminal Procedure, 1973. (Hereinafter for short Cr. 
P. C.) was recorded vide Exh. 42 on 23-2-2010. He has denied the entire incriminating evidence against him. 
The accused has filed the following documents during his statement vide Exh. 42, as follows.

1) Letter dated 31-12-2005 given by the accused to Civil Surgeon, Jalgaon at Exh. 32A.

2) The monthly reports filed at Cottage Hospital, Parola of December 2005, November 2005, October 
2005, September 2005, August 2005, July 2005, June 2005, May 2005, April 2005 from Exh. 45 to 53 
respectively.

Along with these documents, the accused has also filed the F form registers from Articles 1 to 7 and 
registers in Format F from Articles 8 to 14.

11) In view of the above rival facts and evidence filed on record by the prosecution as well as the accused, the 
following points arise for my determination and I have given my findings against each of them for the reasons 
recorded below.

Points Findings

1) Whether the prosecution proves that accused Dr. Prashant Navnitlal Gujrathi failed to submit the 
record which was necessary to be maintained by his sonography clinic in respect of each man or 
woman subjected to any Prenatal Diagnostic Procedure/Techniques/Test, as specified in Form F,
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annexed to the P. C. P. N. D. T. Act, 2003, before the complainant Dr. Sambhaji Patil on 11-12-2005 
at Shriji Hospital, Parola, Taluka Parola, District Jalgaon and has contravened the Rule 9 (4), framed 
under ‘Rules 1996’ and thereby committed an offence punishable under Sections 23 and 25 of the 
P. C. P N. D. T. Act, 2003 ?.

... Yes

2) What order ?. As per final order

REASONS

12) As to point No. 1 :

Submissions of both Ld. Counsels :

I have heard the arguments advanced by learned A. P. P. Mr. S. R. Jadhav and learned advocate Mr. U. B. 
Misar for the accused. Learned A. P. P. Mr. S. R. Jadhav has submitted that P. W. No. 1 Dr. Sambhaji Patil is 
the appropriate authority with reference to Section 2 (A) and Section 17 of the P. C. P. N. D. T. Act, 2003. The 
letter in this context of Additional Director, State Government is duly proved. P. W. No. 2 Baliram Walunj 
Wani has proved the panchanama and seizure of register from the clinic of accused. He has further submitted 
that the application dated 31-12-2005 vide Exh. 32A of the accused suggest the apprehension in the mind of 
the accused. The accused has kept mum from the date of inspection i. e. 11-12-2005 till 31-12-2005. This 
shows that he has manipulated the record, which is filed at Article 1 to 14 at the time of his statement recorded 
under Section 313, Cr. P. C. The defence of the accused is after thought and is against preponderance of 
probabilities. Therefore, it can not be accepted. The prosecution has proved the case beyond all reasonable 
doubts. Finally, he has submitted that the accused be dealt with as per provisions of law.

13) On the contrary, learned advocate Mr. U.B. Misar for the accused has heavily attacked all submissions of 
prosecution and has argued at length. He has submitted that the delay of filing the complaint from 11-12
2005 till 3-1-2006 suggests the concoction of this complaint. He has further submitted that P. W. No. 1 Dr. 
Sambhaji Patil is not an appropriate authority within the meaning of Section 17 of the P. C. P. N. D. T. Act, 
2003. The letter of Additional Director, State Government filed at Exh. 24 is not proved and the same can 
not be read in evidence. He has also submitted that police can take cognizance of this complaint. But the 
complainant has not filed any complaint nor has given information to the police station. He has come down 
strenuously on the seizure panchanama with the aid of Rule 12 of ‘Rules 1996’. As per him, the search and 
seizure of the documents is not proved. The visit form is not filled by the inspecting party. He further submits 
that the accused has maintained all the record as contemplated under the P. C. P. N. D. T. Act, 2003 and the 
same is filed on record vide Articles 1 to 14.

14) Learned advocate Mr. U. B. Misar for the accused has also placed his reliance on:

1) Vijay Bhagwan Shetty Vs. State of Maharashtra and another, 2009 (2) Mh. L. J. (Cri.) 143.

2) Bhalchandra Namdeo Shinde Vs. State of Maharashtra, 2003 Bom. C. R. (Cri.) 133.

3) Naba Kumar Das Vs. State of West Bengal, 1974 Cri. L. J. 512.

I have gone through the above mentioned case laws. It would be proper to elaborate the aforementioned 
arguments along with the produced authority case laws at the relevant part hereinafter.

15) Non-disputed facts :

At the outset, before proceeding further, it would be proper to lay down the facts which are not disputed by 
accused on record. This ‘non disputed’ facts which are gathered from the evidence on record as well as the 
statement of accused recorded under Section 313, Cr. P. C. vide Exh. 42 may be listed as follows.
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1) Accused Dr. Prashant Gujrathi is a registered medical practitioner and runs ‘Shriji’ Hospital at Parola 
which is a sonography clinic.

2) P. W. No. 1 Dr. Sambhaji Patil along with other members has inspected ‘Shriji’ Hospital, Parola on 
11-12-2005.

3) Accused Dr. Prashant Gujrathi was present at the time of this inspection.
Except aforementioned facts, all other facts are disputed by the accused.

16) Nature of the offence and burden on prosecution :

At this juncture, it would be proper to lay down the burden which the prosecution is facing in this trial. As 
mentioned earlier, the offence is filed for the contravention of Rule 9 (4) ofthe ‘Rules 1996’ which constitutes 
for an offence punishable under Sections 23 and 25 of the P. C. P. N. D. T. Act, 2003. Rule 9 (4) of ‘Rules 
1996’lay down that every genetic clinic to maintain record in respect of each man or woman subjected to 
any prenatal diagnostic procedure/techniques/test, and shall be maintained as specified in Form F. Form F is 
annexed along with ‘Rules 1996’. Form F starts with reference to proviso to Section 4 (3), Rule 9 (4) and Rule 
10 (1A). So, before discussing the contents of Form F, it would be proper to discuss this legal provisions.

17) Proviso to Section 4 (3) ofthe P. C. P. N. D. T. Act, 2003 mentions that the person conducting ultra sonography 
on a pregnant woman shall keep complete record thereof in the clinic in such manner, as may be prescribed 
and any deficiency or inaccuracy found therein shall amount to contravention of the provisions of Section 5 
or Section 6 unless contrary is proved by the person conducting such ultra sonography.

18) Section 5 of the P. C. P. N. D. T. Act, 2003 lays down that written consent of pregnant woman has to be obtained 
before conducting the prenatal diagnostic procedure and no person including the person conducting prenatal 
diagnostic procedure shall communicate the sex of the foetus by words, signs or in any other manner. Section 
6 prohibits the determination of the sex of the foetus. So, by virtue of proviso to Section 4 (3) any deficiency 
or inaccuracy found in the record of genetic clinic would amount to contravention of aforementioned Section 
5 and 6. By virtue of Section 5 and 6, maintaining complete record is not a mere formality. But amounts to 
contravention of Section 5 and 6 of the P. C. P. N. D. T. Act, 2003. Also, it casts legal duty and burden on the 
concerned genetic clinic.

19) Further Rule 10 (1A) of the ‘Rules 1996’ creates an obligation on any person conducting ultra sonography/ 
image scanning on a pregnant woman of giving a declaration on each report that she does not want to know 
the sex of the foetus. Neither it is detected or disclosed to anybody.

20) Form F contains detail 19 entries specifying the details about the genetic clinic, patient, patient’s history, 
duly signed by the Gynaecologist/Radiologist/Director of the clinic. Form F also provides for declaration 
of pregnant woman with her signature or thumb impression, that she does not want to know the sex of her 
foetus. It also contains the declaration of Doctor/person conducting ultra sonography/image scanning that he/ 
she have neither detected nor disclosed the sex of foetus to anybody in any manner. Considering the above 
entries and declaration, Form F appears to be an important part of the prenatal diagnostic transaction.

21) Considering the aforesaid legal provisions, the complaint Exh. 1 and the charge at Exh. 33, the prosecution 
is burdened in this case to prove that accused Dr. Prashant Gujrathi has failed to submit the complete record 
of any man/woman subjected to prenatal diagnostic techniques/procedure/test which was obligatory on him 
to be maintained as specified in Form F, Annexed to ‘Rules 1996’. Prosecution has to prove the above fact 
beyond all reasonable doubts by leading cogent, convincing and clinching evidence. If the prosecution fails 
to bring home the guilt of accused, as per cardinal principles of criminal trial, the accused is entitled for an 
acquittal.

22) Prosecution’s evidence :

At the cost of repetition, it is necessary to state that in the complaint Exh. 1, Para No. 3, it is particularly 
mentioned that, P. W. No. 1 Dr. Sambhaji Patil and P. W. No. 3 Dr. Mrs. Kavita Sontakke have demanded
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the record from the accused. At that time, accused has handed over one register and registration certificate of 
sonography centre to the complainant. The Form F register, declaration of pregnant woman undergoing ultra 
sonography were not found at the sonography clinic.

23) P. W. No. 1 Dr. Sambhaji Patil has categorically stated in his chief examination Exh. 22 that accused Dr. 
Prashant Gujrathi was not having the consent form of patients, declarative form of doctor in F format. Instead 
of F Form, he was having a simple notebook. P. W. No. 3 Dr. Mrs. Kavita Sontakke has also categorically 
deposed that the Form F Register at the clinic of Dr. Prashant Gujrathi was not as per the prescribed format. 
The addresses of pregnant mothers were incompletely written. The entry regarding existing child was not 
made in the Form F Register. The sonography report was not properly written. The doctors who have done 
sonography have not signed the sonography report. The declaration of doctor as well as pregnant women was 
not found.

24) Therefore, the evidence of P. W. No. 1 Dr. Sambhaji Patil and P. W. No. 3 Dr. Mrs. Kavita Sontakke is in tune 
with the contents of complaint Exh. 1. The fact in the complaint that the Form F Register as prescribed under 
Rule 9 (4) and Form F were not found at the genetic clinic of the accused, is supported through the evidence 
of P. W. No. 1 Dr. Sambhaji Patil and P. W. No. 3 Dr. Mrs. Kavita Sontakke.

25) In the searching cross-examinations of both the above witnesses, there is no suggestion given by the accused 
that he has maintained the Form F Register in the prescribed format as per Form F and was possessing the 
same at the time of inspection and he was ready and willing to show the same to the inspecting party. A mere 
suggestion appears in the cross-examination of P. W. No. 1 Dr. Sambhaji Patil (page No. 5, para No. 4, Exh. 
22) that ‘accused had maintained all the documents as per Rules’. It is denied by P. W. No. 1 Dr. Sambhaji 
Patil. It is settled position of law that bare denial would not yield anything in favour of accused.

26) No suggestion in the above context is given either to P. W. No. 3 Dr. Mrs. Kavita Sontakke. A mere suggestion 
appears on page No. 3, para No. 4, Exh. 26 in the cross-examination of P. W. No. 3 Dr. Kavita Sontakke that 
she has deposed falsely that Form F Register was not maintained in the prescribed format by the accused. This 
is also denied by the said witness. So, except this evasive denial, there is nothing in the cross-examination of 
both these witnesses which would shake their testimony on this aspect. But, before accepting this evidence at 
its face value, as per rules of prudence, evidence and caution, it would be proper to verify these facts with 
the defence of accused. It is necessary to ascertain whether these facts stands to the test of reliability and 
admissibility against the defence of accused and objections raised therein.

27) Defence of accused :

Against the above fact, the accused has replied in his statement recorded under Section 313, Cr. P. C. vide 
Exh. 42 to question Nos. 2 and 3 that P. W. No. 1 Dr. Sambhaji Patil has not introduced him with anybody. 
The accused had asked about his identity. But P. W. No. 1 Dr. Sambhaji Patil has not shown his identity card 
to him. In answer to question No. 17, the accused has further replied that he is ready to file all registers with 
consent form. Accordingly, he has filed Article 1 to 14 on record. So, in the statement of accused also, he has 
not stated that he had maintained the complete record as per Rule 9 (4) and Form F at his genetic clinic and he 
was possessing the same on the date of inspection and that he was ready to show it to the inspecting party.

28) On this point, learned advocate Mr. U. B. Misar has argued that P. W. No. 1 Dr. Sambhaji Patil was not having 
any identity card with him to show that he was the appropriate authority. Further, he has submitted that there 
was no document regarding the appointment of P. W. No. 1 Dr. Sambhaji Patil as an appropriate authority 
under the Act. Therefore, it was natural conduct of accused Dr. Prashant Gujrathi of not showing his record. 
Learned advocate Mr. U. B. Misar has submitted that why should the accused show his record to the person 
who is a stranger to him. In this connection, he has also pointed out that in the cross-examination P. W. No. 
1 Dr. Sambhaji Patil has admitted at para 3, page 3, Exh. 22 that he was not having the identity card being a 
competent authority.
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29) While dealing with this defence, it is necessary to see the complaint Exh. 1 which specifically states that 
P. W. No. 1 Dr. Sambhaji Patil has visited the clinic of accused on 11-12-2005. P. W. No. 1 Dr. Sambhaji 
Patil and P. W. No. 3 Dr. Mrs. Kavita Sontakke have also stated that they have visited ‘Shriji’ hospital and 
Prashant Nursing Home on 11-12-2005 at or about 5.00 to 5.30 P. M. This fact is not shattered in the cross
examinations of both these witnesses. So, the vist is proved.

30) It has further come in the cross-examination at para 4, page 5, Exh. 22, that wife of P. W. No. 1 Dr. Sambhaji 
Patil has dispensary by name Shri. Sai Hospital at Parola. Shri. Sai Hospital was started in the year 2003
2004. As the medical practice of P. W. No. 1 Dr. Sambhaji Patil was not procuring, he has shifted his 
clinic in Gajanan Colony. There are several suggestions in Para No. 4, Exh. 22 which suggest the previous 
acquaintance of P. W. No. 1 Dr. Sambhaji Patil and accused Dr. Prashant Gujrathi. When the accused himself 
has suggested his acquaintance with P. W. No. 1 Dr. Sambhaji Patil then, whether he would be at liberty to 
take the defence that P. W. No. 1 Dr. Sambhaji Patil was a stranger to him. The answer is obviously in the 
negative. Because it has come in the cross-examination of P. W. No. 1 Dr. Sambhaji Patil that accused is 
practicing from last 30 years at Parola. P. W. No. 1 Dr. Sambhaji Patil has started his clinic from the year 
2003-2004. Accused and complainant (as per Exh. 1), both reside at Parola. So, it is not probable that in a 
small town like Parola the members of medical fraternity are unknown to each other.

31) In the cross-examination, at para 4, the accused has suggested to P. W. No. 1 Sambhaji Patil that he was
appointed as a Medical Officer to Cottage Hospital, Parola on temporary basis. This would go to show that 
accused had knowledge that P. W. No. 1 Dr. Sambhaji Patil was attached to Cottage Hospital, Parola,
was known to the accused. Therefore, despite this knowledge, it is difficult to gather why the accused has not 
shown the record of his genetic clinic to him.

32) Secondly, accused Dr. Prashant Gujrathi was legally bound under Section 29 (2) to show all such record to P. 
W. No. 1 Dr. Sambhaji Patil. In this connection, it would be proper to lay down Section 29 (2) of the P. C. P. 
N. D. T. Act, 2003 as follows:

“All such records shall, at all reasonable times, be made available for inspection to the Appropriate 
Authority or to any other person authorised by the Appropriate Authority in this behalf’. (emphasis 
supplied).

33) Accused Dr. Prashant Gujrathi was also legally bound to show his record to the inspecting party by virtue of 
Rule 11 framed under the ‘Rules 1996’. It would be proper to lay down Rule 11 as follows.

“Facilities for inspection.- (1) Every Genetic Counselling centre, Genetic Laboratory, Genetic Clinic, 
Ultrasound Clinic, Imaging Centre, nursing home, hospital, institute or any other place where any of 
the machines or equipments capable of performing any procedure, technique or test capable of pre-natal 
determination of sex or selection of sex before or after conception is used, shall afford all reasonable facilities 
for inspection of the place, equipment and records to the Appropriate Authority or to any other person 
authorised by the Appropriate Authority in this behalf for registration of such institutions, by whatever name 
called under the Act, or for detection of misuse of such facilities or advertise- ment therefore or for selection 
of sex before or after conception or for detection/disclosure of sex of foetus or for detection of cases of 
violation of the provisions of the Act in any other manner”.
(emphasis supplied).

34) So, on facts as well as law, the defence of accused that he has not shown the record to P. W. No. 1 Dr. 
Sambhaji Patil as he was stranger do not gather any force. On the contrary, it suggests that P. W. No. 1 Dr. 
Sambhaji Patil had inspected the clinic of accused on 11-12-2005 and at that time, the accused has not made 
available to him the record which was necessary to be maintained by him as specified in Rule 9 (4) and 
Form F.

35) So, the subsequent question which emerges from the above defence is that whether accused had maintained 
and possessed the record from Articles 1 to 14 on the date of inspection or not. So, let us consider Articles 1 to
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7 first. Articles 1 to 7 is the record in respect of pregnant women. It consist oftwo parts. First declaration given 
by pregnant woman and secondly, declaration of Doctor/person conducting utra sonography/ image scanning. 
Article 1 starts from 7-9-2003 and Article 7 ends on 4-12-2005. The dates on Article 1 are overwritten and 
scribbled for first 19 forms. There is no counter signature for this overwritting and scribbling. The name of 
Radiologist/ Gynaecologist along with the stamp (necessary as per form) is not appearing on any of the 
forms from Articles 1 to 7. Articles 8 to 14 are Form F registers as specified in Form F Annexed to ‘Rules 
1996’. Article 8 starts with the form on 1-9-2003 and Article 14 ends with the form filled on 4-12-2005.

36) None of the Form F in Articles 8 to 14 contains the name of Radiologist or Gynaecologist/Director of the 
Clinic who has conducted the ultra sonography on the pregnant woman. There is no reason assigned by the 
accused as to why the name of Gynaecologist/Radiologist/Director of Clinic and registration number is left 
blank on all these forms. Through this record, the name of the persons conducting ultra sonography, image 
scanning or director or owner of the genetic clinic/ultra sound clinic/imaging centre can not be revealed. The 
name of the person is necessary in view of the specified Form F with reference to Rule 10 (1A) of the ‘Rules 
1996’. Because Rule 10 (1A) lays down as under-

“ Any person conducting Ultrasonography image scanning on a pregnant woman shall give a declaration 
on each report on ultrasonography/ image scanning that he/she has neither detected nor disclosed the sex of 
foetus of the pregnant woman to any body. The pregnant woman shall before undergoing ultrasonography/ 
image scanning declare that she does not want to know the sex of her foetus”.

37) With reference to the above Rule 10 (1A), the documents at Articles 1 to 14 do not reveal the name of the 
person giving such declaration and therefore, they are incomplete within the meaning of Rule 10 (1A) read 
with Form F Annexed with ‘Rules 1996’.

38) The accused has adduced these documents in his statement vide Exh. 42. It is needless to say that they were 
not shown to any of the prosecution witnesses during their cross-examinations. It is not suggested during 
the lengthy cross-examinations of P. W. No. 1 Dr. Sambhaji Patil and P. W. No. 3 Dr. Mrs. Kavita Sontakke 
that accused had maintained Articles 1 to 14 at the time of inspection and he has possessed the same at the 
relevant date, time and place. On the contrary, P. W. No. 1 Dr. Sambhaji Patil and P. W. No. 3 Dr. Mrs. Kavita 
Sontakke have categorically deposed that they have not found any such documents at the time of search of 
the sonography clinic of the accused. So, it was for the accused to raise a probable defence that he was having 
such documents Articles 1 to 14 at the time of inspection. But, the accused has failed to suggest so.

39) The accused has not examined himself to show that Article 1 to 14 were maintained by him or that it is the 
complete record maintained as per Rule 9 (4) and he has possessed it on the date of inspection. Neither the 
accused has examined the concerned persons whose signatures are appearing on the forms from Articles 1 to 
14. It was necessary because accused has not stated anywhere (in the cross or in his statement Exh. 42) that he 
has signed the forms in Articles 1 to 14. Accused has not examined any pregnant woman whose consent was 
obtained on Form F, Articles 1 to 7. It is also pertinent to note that one carbon copy of this form from Articles 
1 to 7 is detached from the original form. It is to be given to the pregnant woman. So, if accused had given 
any such evidence then, it would have shown that the record was genuinely maintained.

40) Let us also view this situation from the point of view of a prudent man. It is difficult to infer as to what had 
restrained or prohibited the accused from showing Articles 1 to 14 to the inspecting party, if he had maintained 
them at his sonography clinic. What prejudice at the most would have been caused to the accused if he had 
shown such important documents to the inspecting party?. But answers to these questions are not given by 
the accused. So, the fact of not showing the record to the inspecting party goes against the accused.

41) Accused has filed one letter at Exh. 32A. This letter is written to Civil Surgeon, Jalgaon stating that some 
persons have inspected his sonography clinic. But they have not given any written orders. Therefore, he has 
not produced any record before them. But he is ready to produce the record to Civil Surgeon. This letter is of 
31-12-2005. The inspection is of 11-12-2005. What prevented the accused from filing such record to the Civil 
Surgeon for 20 days is also not explained by him.
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4 2) Accused has filed the monthly reports sent to Cottage Hospital, Parola from Exh. 45 to 53. But this case is 
filed for non maintenance of Form F Registers and not for non filing of monthly reports. Therefore, filing of 
monthly reports and non maintenance of Form F Register are two different facts which can not be misled with 
each other.

43) Therefore, considering the entire above discussion summarily, it may be stated that the defence of accused 
is not probable. Firstly, because it has come on record that P. W. No. 1 Dr. Sambhaji Patil was not a stranger 
to the accused. Secondly, there is no cross-examination of any of the prosecution witnesses that accused 
possessed Articles 1 to 14 on the date of inspection. Thirdly, by virtue of Section 29 (2) and Rule 11 accused 
was legally bound to show this record (if he was having so) to the inspecting party. Fourthly, by the defence 
taken, accused himself admits that he has not shown the record to the inspecting party. Fifthly, there is no 
other evidence put forth by him to show that the record was maintained and possessed by him. Sixthly, the 
name of concerned Gynaecologist, Radiologist, owner of the sonography clinic is not appearing on any of the 
forms in Articles 1 to 14. Seventhly, in absence of such names, the record produced itself is incomplete by 
virtue of Rule 10 (1A) and Form F, Annexed to ‘Rules 1996’.

44) Other objections of accused :
a) Complainant is not an appropriate authority :

Learned advocate Mr. U. B. Misar has objected that P. W. No. 1 Dr. Sambhaji Patil is not an appropriate 
authority under the P. C. P. N. D. T. Act 2003. He has no authority to file this complaint. He has attacked 
the letter Exh. 24. As per him, Section 17 of the P. C. P. N. D. T. Act 2003 lays down the procedure for 
appointment of the appropriate authority. As per Section 17 (3) of the P. C. P. N. D. T. Act 2003, the 
persons who may act as an appropriate authority have been enlisted. P. W. No. 1 Dr. Sambhaji Patil 
does not fall in such category. Learned A. P. P. Mr. Jadhav has counter submitted that P. W. No. 1 Dr. 
Sambhaji Patil is the appropriate authority in this context.

45) In view of the above rival contentions, we need to analyse Section 17 (3) of the P. C. P. N. D. T. Act 2003. 
It states that the officers appointed as appropriate authorities for whole of the State shall be the persons as 
enlisted in Section 17 (3) (a) of the P. C. P. N. D. T. Act, 2003. But, it is specified in Section 17 (3) (b) that-

“ When appointed for any part of the State or the Union Territory, of such other rank as the State Government 
or the Central Government, as the case may be, may deem fit”.

46) On bare perusal of above provision, it can be ascertained that for any part of the State, officer of such other 
rank can be appointed. Therefore, Section 17 (3) (b) of the P. C. P. N. D. T. Act, 2003 itself is an answer to the 
objection raised by the accused that Dr. Sambhaji Patil is not the person of the rank as enlisted in Section 17 
(3) (a) of the P. C. P. N. D. T. Act, 2003. In view of Section 17 (3) (b) of the P. C. P. N. D. T. Act, 2003, it is 
for the State Government to determine any other officer of other rank who would be an appropriate authority 
for any part of the State.

47) Accordingly, letter Exh. 24 is issued by Additional Director Health Services and Family Welfare, Mother and 
Child Development and School Health Department, Pune. The letter is issued on 21/26th July 2001 to all 
Civil Surgeons in Maharashtra. This letter is issued for the enforcement of the Prenatal Diagnostic Techniques 
Act, 1994.The second paragraph of this letter mentions that the Public Health Department, Mantralaya, 
Mumbai have issued notifications dated 11-9-1997 and 9-12-1997 declaring all the Civil Surgeons to act as 
an appropriate authority under the P. C. P. N. D. T. Act 2003. On the basis of these notifications, it is further 
declared that on the Taluka level the Medical Superintendent of Rural Hospital would be the appropriate 
authority to act under the P. C. P. N. D. T. Act, 2003. In this context, separate orders are issued.

48) Therefore, on the basis of this letter Ex. 24, it can be ascertained that the appointment of appropriate authority 
is done on the basis of the notifications dated 11-9-1997 and 9-12-1997 of the State Government. It has 
remained intact in the evidence of P. W. No. 1 Dr. Sambhaji Patil that he was working as Medical Officer at 
Parola from 2003 to 31-1-2006. He has admitted in the cross-examination, page No. 5, para No. 4, Exh. 22 
that he was appointed on temporary basis. But the letter at Exh. 24 nowhere mentions that the medical officer
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on temporary basis shall not act in capacity of an appropriate authority at the Taluka level. Therefore, in view 
of Section 17 (3) (b) of the P. C. P. N. D. T. Act 2003 and letter at Exh. 24, it is ample clear that P. W. No. 1 
Dr. Sambhaji Patil can act as an appropriate authority as he was a Medical Officer at Parola at that time.

49) Learned advocate Mr. U. B. Misar for the accused has also attacked on the letter at Exh. 24 on the grounds 
that the same is not duly proved. Learned A. P. P. has resorted to Sections 78 and 79 of the Evidence Act and 
has counter submitted that the letter is proved.

50) The letter Exh. 24 is directed to all Civil Surgeons to do the needful in context of program to be initiated 
under the Prenatal Diagnostic Techniques Act, 1994. In this context, it has been directed to form a Vigilance 
Committee at Taluka level and the appropriate authority for this Vigilance Committee would be the Medical 
Officer at Taluka level. Therefore, the recitals of these documents itself bring out that these are certain orders 
which are given by department of a State Government to its employees working under their superintendence 
and control. Therefore, Section 78 (1) of the Evidence Act would be certainly attracted in this case. Exh. 24 is 
proved to be filed from custody of P. W. No. 1 Dr. Sambhaji Patil. P. W. No. 1 Dr. Sambhaji Patil has deposed 
in capacity of medical officer i. e. employee of the State Government to whom there were directions issued 
by the Department of the State vide Exh. 24.

51) Hence, the objection of accused that it is a secondary evidence can not gain ground as the original of this letter 
i. e. Exh. 24 is filed on record by P. W. No. 1 Dr. Sambhaji Patil. So, this objection of accused is negated with 
reference to the above discussion.

52) b) Complaint not filed to police or by police :

Learned advocate Mr. U. B. Misar for accused has also objected the complaint on the ground that it was not 
filed to police. During the arguments, Section 28 of the P. C. P. N. D. T. Act, 2003 was pointed out to him by 
me. Section 28 of the P. C. P. N. D. T. Act, 2003 lays down that other than an appropriate authority, a person 
or a social organization, nobody is entitled to file such complaint. Therefore, police have no role to play for 
enforcing the provisions of P. C. P. N. D. T. Act, 2003. In view of Section 28 of the P. C. P. N. D. T. Act, 
2003, the complaint has to be filed to the Court of Metropolitan Magistrate or a Judicial Magistrate First Class 
having jurisdiction to try such offence.

53) In this context, learned advocate Mr. U. B. Misar for accused has placed his reliance on Vijay Bhagwan Shetty 
(cited supra). In the said case, Hon’ble Bombay High Court has set aside the order of learned Sessions Judge 
of approving the order of committal of a case under Electricity Act, 2005 by learned Judicial Magistrate First 
Class. The reasons for setting aside this order were registration of F. I. R. was illegal, further action taken 
on the basis of said F. I. R. was erroneous. The Deputy Executive Engineer of the M. S. E. B. was not the 
authorized officer under Section 151 (a) of the Electricity Act, 2005. (Para 10, Page 147 of the Mh. L. J.).

54) In the present case, it is held earlier that the State Government can appoint officer of any other rank as an
appropriate authority. Accordingly, letter Exh. 24 was issued. Also, in view of Section 28 (1) (a) of
the P. C. P. N. D. T. Act, 2003 the present complaint may be filed. Hence, due to major variance of facts and 
above reasons the ratio and reasons recorded by Hon’ble Bombay High Court in Vijay Bhagwan Shetty (cited 
supra), with great respect and regards, are not applicable to this case. Accordingly, the objection of accused 
also goes with.

55) c) Non followance of search, seizure and sealing procedure as contemplated in the Act.

The accused has objected the seizure panchanama Exh. 23 on the grounds that the inspecting party has not 
followed the procedure for seizure as contemplated under Rule 12 of the ‘Rules 1996’. It is admitted that 
panch witness P. W. No. 2 Baliram Walunj Wani and other witness S. D. Chopade were both employees of 
Cottage Hospital, Parola. It is further admitted that the list of seized documents prepared in duplicate is not 
placed on record. It has come in the cross-examination of P. W. No. 1 Dr. Sambhaji Patil that one copy of the 
list was not handed over to the accused or that there is no acknowledgment of the accused on the panchanama 
Exh. 23 in that regard. There is no signature of panchas on seized document Article A.
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56) It is also necessary to state that P. W. No. 1 Dr. Sambhaji Patil has stated in his chief examination that Articles 
A and B were left at sonography clinic of the accused. Then, he called accused Dr. Prashant Gujrathi in this 
context and then, the brother of accused Dr. Gujrathi has produced Article A and B before Dr. Sambhaji Patil 
at Cottage Hospital on the same day at 11.30 P. M. This part is not appearing in the complaint Exh. 1. So, we 
have to assess the impact of this non followance of procedure on the case of prosecution.

57) It is necessary to state that in the deposition of P. W. No. 1 Dr. Sambhaji Patil, it has come on record that 
the seized documents were left at the clinic of accused. Therefore, the documents which were produced by 
brother of accused at 11.30 P. M. were not verified that they were the same seized and left documents or not. 
Neither there is a separate seizure list of the documents nor the same is done after production of documents 
by brother of the accused. So, this act of P. W. No. 1 Dr. Sambhaji Patil would not come within the purview 
of seizure at all. As this would amount to production of the documents Articles A and B by the brother of 
accused to P. W. No. 1 Dr. Sambhaji Patil.

58) Therefore, as there is no seizure in this case, the document at Article A can not be looked into. The objections 
of accused in this regard sustains.

59) But, the case of prosecution is not based on the seized documents Articles A and B. At the cost of repetition, it 
is necessary to mention again that complaint Exh. 1, para No. 3 mentions that the complete record necessary 
to be maintained by the accused was not found at the sonography centre. Which means that the accused 
has failed to submit the complete record as specified in Form F. Therefore, the charge under Exh. 33 is also 
framed accordingly that the accused has failed to submit the Form F Register and consent forms of pregnant 
women. Therefore, the fact of seizure or production of Article A and Article B can not be intermingled with 
the fact of failure to produce the Form F and consent forms registers of pregnant women by accused Dr. 
Prashant Gujrathi.

60) Learned advocate for the accused has built his argument on this preconceived notion that non followance of of 
seizure procedure of Articles A and B would amount to inadmissibility of Articles A and B in evidence which 
would in the alternative prove that no such seizure has taken place. But the case of prosecution right from the 
complaint is not that Article A is an incomplete register (Para 3, Exh. 1, complaint). But the case is for the non 
submission or non production of the record by the accused. Therefore, non production of record and defect 
in seizure are two entirely different things. The seizure is defective. Its corollary is inadmissibility of seized 
documents. But what about the act of accused of failure to submit documents at the time of inspection, which 
is otherwise proved by the prosecution evidence. It would also not show that accused Dr. Prashant Gujrathi 
has maintained the record at the relevant time and place. The case is for such non maintenance.

61) Therefore, the case laws in this context-

Bhalchandra Namdeo Shinde Vs. State of Maharashtra, 2003 Bom. C. R. (Cri.) 133 and Naba Kumar Das Vs. 
State of West Bengal, 1974 Cri. L. J. 512 would not be attracted in this case. Because this case is not based 
only upon the seized documents. Hence, merely by attacking the seizure procedure and by showing that the 
seizure was faulty, accused would not be entitled for its benefit.

62) d) Delay in filing complaint :

The raid is conducted on 11-12-2005. The complaint is filed on 3-1-2006. There is no explanation for delay 
appearing on record. We have to see the possibility of concoction or deliberation behind this delay. All such 
suggestions are otherwise denied by P. W. No. 1 Dr. Sambhaji Patil. There are no concomitant circumstances 
on record which would raise doubt that the complaint is filed with an ulterior motive to harass the accused 
deliberately. The complaint is filed by P. W. No. 1 Dr. Sambhaji Patil in capacity of an appropriate authority 
under the P. C. P. N. D. T. Act, 2003. Therefore, no personal reason for concoction or deliberation is attached 
with it, neither it has sprang up from his cross-examination. The interest of an appropriate authority to robe 
an innocent person is not appearing on record. So, the delay would not be fatal to the prosecution in this 
case.
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63) e) Non recording of statements :

As stated earlier, this is a private complaint filed otherwise than on police report. It has to be dealt with the 
procedure from Section 244 to 247 as contemplated in the Code of Criminal Procedure. Therefore, the private 
complainant has not recorded the statements can not be a major lacuna to doubt with his case.

64) Summary :

The gist of entire above discussion, in the form of summary may be stated as follows:

65) P. W. No. 1 Dr. Sambhaji Patil and P. W. No. 3 Dr. Mrs. Kavita Sontakke have deposed in tune with the 
complaint Exh. 1. The fact of failure on the part of accused to produce Form F Register and consent forms of 
pregnant women is established on record by their evidence.

66) The defence of accused was twofold. First, he came with a defence that complainant was a stranger to him. 
Therefore, he has not produced his record before him. But these defence could not withstand the test of 
actuality. As from the cross-examination, the previous acquaintance of the accused and complainant was 
revealed. The legal obligations on the accused casted by Section 29 (2) of the P. C. P. N. D. T. Act 2003 and 
Rule 11 of the ‘Rules 1996’ bisected his defence. Then, by filing Articles 1 to 14, accused attempted to 
show that he has maintained complete record. But due to the irregularities and infirmities as listed (in para 
43 above), this defence was also negated. The other objections of accused regarding the appointment of 
appropriate authority, proof of Exh. 24, non followance of seizure procedure, delay in filing complaint, non 
recording of statements have not gathered any force to sublimate the crystallized evidence of prosecution.

67) In the result, the evidence of prosecution is inspiring and can be acted upon. The prosecution is successful in 
proving that the accused has contravened Rule 9 (4) framed under ‘Rules 1996’ and thereby has committed 
an offence punishable under Sections 23 and 25 of The Pre Conception and Prenatal Diagnostic Techniques 
(Prohibition of Sex Selection) Act 2003. Therefore, I answer point No. 1 in the affirmative.

68) As point No. 1 has got its finding in the affirmative, before sentencing the accused to any punishment, I pause 
here to hear him on the point of sentence.

Date: 27/7/2010 (S. P. Naik-Nimbalkar)

Judicial Magistrate (F. C.) Parola

69) Heard the accused on the point of sentence. He has submitted that he do not accept this punishment. He 
has submitted to hear advocate Mr. T. K. Patil on his behlf. Learned advocate Mr. T. K. Patil has submitted 
that accused is not a habitual offender. The theory of reformation be applied while imposing punishment. 
Chance of reformation be given to the accused. Learned A. P. P. Mr. S. R. Jadhav is absent when called for 
repeatedly.

70) While fixing the quantum of sentence, the nature of offence is necessary to be looked into. As stated earlier, 
this case is for non maintenance of Form F Register and consent forms leading to the contravention of Rule 
9 (4) of the ‘Rules 1996’. At the cost of repetition, it is necessary to mention again that proviso to Section 
4 (3) of the P. C. P. N. D. T. Act, 2003 lays down that any such deficiency or inaccuracy would lead to a 
further contravention of provisions of Section 5 and 6. Sections 5 and 6 is the prohibition of determination 
of sex of foetus and communicating it to the pregnant woman or her relatives or any other person in any 
manner. By virtue of above provisions and the offence proved, the accused has thus contravened Section 5 
and 6 of the P. C. P. N. D. T. Act, 2003. The contrary is also not proved by the accused within the meaning 
of proviso to Section 4 (3) of the P. C. P. N. D. T. Act, 2003. So, the above scenario makes the offence more 
serious and grave. The case not only remains for non maintenance of record in specified form but also is for 
contravention of prohibition on determination of sex of foetus.

71) Secondly, the legislative intent behind the enactment of P. C. P. N. D. T. Act, 2003 can be gathered from the 
statement of object and reasons as follows: “ It is proposed to prohibit prenetal diagnostic techniques for 
determination of sex of the foetus leading to female foeticide. Such abuse of techniques is discriminatory
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against the female sex and affects the dignity and status of woman. A legislation is required to regulate the 
use of such techniques and to provide deterrent punishment to stop such any inhuman act”.

72) So, the legislature itself has emphasized

the need for imposing deterrent punishment while dealing with such offenders.

73) Thirdly, the social circumstances relating to such offences are also necessary to be considered. The declining 
child sex ratio particularly in this taluka is the indicator of such misuse of technological progress.

74) Fourthly, the accused is a doctor by profession. The faith and health of society rest with him. He is educated 
and a professional. Therefore, more responsibility casts upon him to obey and abide with law.

75) Therefore, considering the nature of offence, the legislative intent, social circumstances and educational 
qualifications of accused, I am not inclined to prefer a lenient view in this case. Hence, the operative order as 
under-

ORDER

1)

2)

3)

4)

5)

6)

Accused Dr. Mr. Prashant Navnitlal Gujrathi, Age- Adult, R/o. Parola, Tal. Parola, Dist. Jalgaon is hereby 
convicted for the offence under Section 23 and 25 of The Pre Conception and Prenatal Diagnostic Techniques 
(Prohibition of Sex Selection) Act 2003 for the contravention of Rule 9 (4) framed under The Pre Conception 
and Prenatal Diagnostic Techniques (Prohibition of Sex Selection) Rules, 1996 and in view of Section 
23 (1) of the The Pre Conception and Prenatal Diagnostic Techniques (Prohibition of Sex Selection) Act 
2003 read with Section 248 (2) of the Code of Criminal Procedure, 1973, he is sentenced to suffer rigorous 
imprisonment of one (1) year and to pay a fine of Rs. 5,000/-, in default to pay such fine to suffer further 
simple imprisonment of two months, in view of Section 30 (1) of the Code of Criminal Procedure, 1973.

The existing bail bond of accused stands surrendered.

The documents at Articles 1 to 14 as well as muddemal property Article A and B be given to the accused, after 
the appeal period.

Right of appeal is vested with the accused against this Judgment and Order and the same is explained to him 
in his Mother tongue i. e. Marathi.

Copy of this Judgment and Order be given free of cost to the accused forthwith as per Section 363 (1) of the 
Code of Criminal Procedure, 1973.

Copy of this Judgment be given to the Appropriate Authority through Civil Surgeon, Jalgaon for reporting 
the name of accused to the State Medical Council for taking necessary action against him as per Section 23 
(2) of The Pre Conception and Prenatal Diagnostic Techniques (Prohibition of Sex Selection) Act 2003.

Dictated and pronounced in open Court.

(S. P. Naik-Nimbalkar)

Date: 27/7/2010 Judicial Magistrate (F. C.) Parola
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CASE SUMMARY

This Judgment is unique because in the first place it is written in the local language "Marathi" 
which is a very difficult task considering the fact that the Act and the Rules framed there under are 
in English and they contain several technical words and medical terms. Secondly, the Judgment 
elaborately explains in the language of the locals the object and reasons of the Act, the importance 
of the Act and why the strict implementation of the provisions of the Act, including im,plemnetation 
of technical and procedural aspects is significant. Thirdly, punishment imposed on the accused in 
this case is not only exemplary but the Court has also invoked the power of confiscating to the State 
the sonography machine used for diagnosis.

This Judgment is equally of importance because sensitivity and awareness to the ground 
reality, which is the hallmark of good judicial decision making process, are found reflected in this 
Judgment. The Judgment is detailed in analysis of the facts, evidence, application of law, the 
reasoning and imposition of punishment. It is for the first time in this case that Accused is convicted
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and punished for violating the code of conduct laid down in Rule 18 which is to be observed by the 
persons working in Genetic Clinics, Genetic Laboratories, etc.

It is a case of a sting operation. The facts of the case are to the effect that on the reliable 
information that Accused is conducting activities relating to the pre-natal diagnosis techniques in his 
clinic, which was not registered under the Act and was disclosing the sex of the foetus to pregnant 
women, complainant - Appropriate Authority with the support of Advocate Varsha Despande, sent 
to the clinic of the Accused a six months pregnant lady by name Kavita Lokhande as decoy client 
with marked currency notes of Rs.2,500/- for conducting diagnostic test. Accused conducted the 
test with the sonography machine and informed her that foetus in her womb was of a male child and 
accordingly issued sonography report to her accepting the amount of Rs.2,500/-. On receipt of this 
information from Advocate Varsha Deshpande and Advocate Shaila Jadhav, Dr. Jayant Deshpande 
went to the spot, verified the information, recorded statements of Kavita Lokhande, Advocate Shaila 
Jadhav, etc., seized the marked currency notes and sonography report under Panchnama alongwith 
other articles. After due investigation, case was filed in the Court against the Accused for the offence 
punishable u/s. 23 of the Act for contravention of various provisions and rules.

On the basis of evidence of various witnesses referred above, the Court found that the Clinic of 
Accused was not registered under the Act. He had also not obtained requisite training or experience 
of running such Clinic and yet he was conducting therein activities relating to pre-natal diagnostic 
techniques of sex detection and communicating the same to the pregnant lady. It was also proved 
that Accused had not maintained record, nor obtained consent from the pregnant woman -  Kavita 
Lokhande and further he had also not displayed a board in his premises that disclosure of sex of 
foetus is prohibited under the Act. Thus for the breach of various provisions of Sections 3, 5 and 29 
read with Rules 3, 10, 17 and 18 of the Act, Accused was held liable for conviction u/s. 23.

All the defences taken by Accused from even denying ownership of the Clinic, use of sonography 
machine, conducting of such activities and even factual details to the extent possible were rejected 
by the Court with sound reasoning. The case law cited before it was also distinguished on factual 
aspects. The plea of Accused for leniency was rejected considering that though Accused belonged 
to the noble profession of medicine, he was indulging into abhorrent practice of sex selection only to 
satisfy his greed for money. The Court imposed on him deterrent punishment of 3 years Rigorous 
Imprisonment and fine of Rs.10,000/- on each of the counts and further confiscated to the State his 
sonography machine, firstly because it was used for commission of offence and secondly on the 
ground that Accused may misuse it again. (Para 29)

It is the first case in which the accused was held guilty for as many as nine offences and he was 
punished with full sentence, i.e., to undergo three years imprisonment and fine of RS.10,000/- on 
each count. This is for the first time that the Court has rightly invoked and applied all the provisions 
under the Act in proper spirit keeping in mind the object and reasons of the Act, explaining them in 
the Judgment in the language which public at large can understand. The Judgment is really an eye 
opener to the entire medical profession and everyone must read it as it is in Marathi language.
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nt.EZ.Sr.QET. HEldkld HCA 3(1), 5, 6, 29 (1 )(2 ) d g d  St. EZ.St.QSt. fZdHld HCA 3(1), 9, 1° ( 1-E ), 
1 7 (1 )(2 ), 18 A dJd JSdHZtdT E g g  nixfdci hidT. rd W U  AiainlZ ^ d d e d i o d  hoa aihle'iZda 
a d z  orfdzida g lsu 'id  A ic  Aih. rdizda ATaTntfdosx xifiain d d a  dzddgdf fHdixtziHd gaidi(B.0t. 
g t) ZTxfdodid AicT. rd Z d a_ ip  d k  gdTfYdzazdZt xifiain (diO) TZeiUt 39 so iu  d d a  hezz Aiaintci 
cdh=di dlddldR^d diMZ d  g_OidZ gTfZdCT A gdl rdZ t J h  H$~C ZgZ IQCT dietdod id t fdZdt H e t 

hldt. rd W U  AKintidgO gxa IQCT ST MlcfdU'ld ATCT Aih. fREdTxhd AOidate (TZoiUt HE.57)
AiXeinoiU xlfiaNiH«d xo^dt heoz g e  gdiatd xifiain TZeiUt 60 eziO  d d a  heoz atM zt rdhdi 
dlddldR^d diMZ d  g_OldZ g U d e  AgdT rdiZt JOT ZlH~C HEOZ IQCT dlcfdOdidt fdZd^ H e t hTdt. 
rdlZda f\$ 'lxt^ 'i cdfad g jix ia id t g T j ZTxdZ f\$'lxtMi gaidT ox  HEaddd atct hldT. rdizda \ElOxTat 
n fH d  gfhdM h$c _  313 A dJd Aiaintd o d io  (zxxhx) TZeiUt 53 n_iU ZTxfd'Jdd A ie  hid. A iaintci 
o d id iw U  d z u d d i t  A s. dfT XeniSZt rdTZTHeidt z iJu t H C  hTdt nad AiaintZt gxa H e rd z iJ u t  gU
Z H O digi rdTZT AS. dfT XeniS d  ^dalZt gxa HOOT d$g_^d \$gfdc Aih.

f\$dTXt n j i d  d a te  h$wz d  xadiE,dOida1c c^ y  g T j gai^didaZ _ t i i c t c  _xX ddia h$oz rdTd H$iauigfhd
fZ^d$f iic tcy R iU  Xd Aih.

3

_ x X

1. f\$dTXt d jiZ  fg^x H$e Aih H$id H$t, AiainlZ! fxZid$ 09/ 09/2005 aiOt gnat 3.00 diOdio 

xa^dn ztOT JTxt/O idiS t, dh. H$ais, fOdhT gidiai dfWe add:o  TOdZ-^didt hTantzcz^d (O"ZQEtd$ 

txbZtd$) St. E;Z.St.QEt. h î' yi A dJd ZTxUt z  H$adi g ^ rg d  TZxtz dkgiZijTOt hT̂ mmi dina h$oz 
nt.EZ.St.Q^. H$ldWld H$ez 3(1) d  C^dZ H$OZ H$CZ 23 A dJd fO jgZlk J^hT H$CT Aih ?

........kTHiaTWf.

2. f\$dTxt z j iZ  fg^x H$e Aih H$id H$t, AiainlZ! c ^ id d  zgx  fxdet, d i t  d  TRHiUt H$fddT ZxH$zia 
e i i S d t  (Sd$Td fdoZg) zgzT-Ot z«d e l t  g _ ^  z  ddT g iZ iJ i\t z fe ^  dT ngdgd fZxiz dkioT dina
H$OZ H$fddT c lIS ^ d l JzT_ed _CZT A gedid  rdTZT d  rdi^dl ZlddiBHlZl ATJZ dt.E^.St. Q̂ . H$ldWld 
H$e_ 5 (1 )(2 ) d  6 d g d  nt .EZ.St.QEt. fZdRld H$e_ 10(1-E ) d  C„dZ H$OZ nt .EZ.St. Q̂ . HTid^ld 
H$ez 23 A dJd fo jg d ld  J^hT H$CT Aih ?

: ......... kTHiaTWf.

3. f\$dixt z j iZ  fg^x H$e Aih H$id HEt, AiainlZl cnaidd zgx  fxdet, d i t  d  TRHiUt zt.E^.St.QEt. H$idwid 

H$e_ 29 (1 )(2 ) d  nt.EZ. St.QEt. fZdzTd H$ez 9 d  17 (1 )(2 ) A dJd AidldHE AgCC xadlEdO
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m Q, z_Z ( w g ) ,  A hdtc, gozog , d i 'u id l  c z c y  RdC Ztht d g d  zt.EZ.St.
Qt d i'u iA dR d  z g fc z  (Zxiz d$g_ zfdddtd A gedididdd EaRt d  j d l z g  z$c h  c tdC C  Z^hd 

d  r'loXll nt.EZ.St.Qt. d l'U Id  HCE 29 (1 )(2 ) d  zt.EZ.St.Qt. IZ'Eid HCE 9 d  17 (1 )(2 ) dT 
davxfd c„ kz d$az zt.EZ.St.Qt. d i 'u id  htce 23 AdEd f e j g z d  j ^ t Hct Ath ?

: ......RTdZgWf.

4. fzdtxt z j iZ  fg^X HC Ath H$id Ht, ATgTztZt czgxd z_ x fXdet, d i t  d  (RdiUl OZQtH fdbZtH 
dlcldU'IdOdTzt.EZ.St.Qt (Z'EId HCE 3(1) AdEd A l d f d  AgCC f g jU  Z d d t OZQtd$ fdbZtdT 

MicdZ zt.EZ.1S.Qt (Z'_iM htce 3(1) dT da^Zld c„ kz h z z  zt.EZ.1S.Qt. d i 'u id  htce 23 AdEd 

f g j g z d  R h t HCT Ath ?

: ......... RTdZgWf.

5. fz$'TXt z j tZ  fg^X HC ATh Hid Ht, AiamlZt czaizd z_ x fXdet, d i t  d  (Rh îUI, zt.EZ.St.Qt 
(Z'Eid htce 18 _Y tc z_ x d j H t d d d d t  (Z(d_e' z  O tzgd r gxa dadXtM c„ kz htzz zt.EZ. 

St.Qt. d l'U Id  d$CE 23 AdEd le jg z id  Ê hT HCT ATh ?

: ......... RTdRgWf.

6. dRUdT ATXe ? ............. AfdE ATXWZtA

I Z d f M  H>KUI__igl

5. IZdTxt zjTZ A ^zttdzex  Ê hT I g d  dgu'IdgldT Ild cZ H lU  EH$U 5 gTjXigZT ezWda dRTgC ATh. IZdTxt
d  zt.EZ.St.Qt. dl'U lA dEd fddhT g_(dd zZYd$^ ST. (dciggld ~l~<ld dTXd (g.gT.HT.2) d td t gT j 

IZeiUl H$. 31, dgH td  AfYdTlg ST. Odd XcdlZ' XeziS (g.gT.HT.3) d td t g T j 1Z.HT. 33, A s. Act 
XrdlOtaid OTYd (g .gT .d .1) d td t g T j fZ.d. 18, Sddd fdoZg dEddt Zxfd$gTa C T iS  (g.gT.H$.4) d td t 

g T j fZ.HT.48 d  z d  gTjXK z e td  g_gd zdK (g.gT.HT.5) d td t g T j 1Z.H$.51 zETR ZTXfddTd AlCt 
ATh. fZdTxt zjTZ CTgdd ETfid gTjfgdTd ilClcyHIU dRRXTzdt E g ^  -dl'lC 'lH «d gTXg HCT ATh. 
ACT OTYdd ddTU (1Z.H$.19), dZddT C iS d -  ddTU (1Z.HT.34), H c tg  OTYdd ddTU (1Z.HT.35), g d d  

z iz c d  ddTU (fZ.HT.36), d$fddt CTISZtIChZ fXCC yldkizz (IZ.ht. 32), A^ztd$SZ zdldgA zzd o r  
Hredldl ORt EdZTgT (1Z.HT. 37), AlgNldt giZljlZTl gfgZ fg c  d$ZZ OR H$edldl dZt MdMIHl (1Z.'H$.52), 

AlgtzfZl d$fddt C TiSdl fxCCT gtZ^iZTt A h d ^  (AlQfd$C-A), A^ztd$SZ OR H C dT gtfhrdTdt dTXt 
(ATQfd$C-S), Algizl^dl htaztQCdT R ^  Z_ZT A ^  (AtQfd$C-d). 'ICCQ, A ^ztZ t add:d  ddIdIH$(ldT 

dTTUdTht RTfidr d  H$RX'Nd1 -dI'IC 'IH«d gTXg H$CT ZTht.

6. fZTdtxt z j ^  d k  ggd$l(l dHTtC gThd, I t .  ATg. EZ.RSHT d  Algizld d k  dHTtC gThd, I t .  E_.Qt.dTXd dTZT 

_ t fdaddzu EH? K dc d g d  g z ^  XadEdO^ gE_zU AdCTHZ H$C ATh.

Hr_td) 1 V 5 ~l~v:-

7. C z g ^  Z_x g d  E^ EH$_H$TSt IZzStd A gddT_i rdt^dT (Z^Hrfl^'I H$KU(__igd1 zZgld^dl dIiU'|H$gldT 
_ t gXg g d  E^dt^dT fZ^drftdt HilgufEEIgl EH$f_dtgrdT Xd ATh. zt.EZ.St.Qt. h t d $ ^  dgfZdS d$gR AtfU
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Zd$T A A CW  iCJIIW JATdT j AAv dZddTW KUianX nddACT ATiT dTCWATSt dZWV ATCT ATh. 
ATaVtd AATOAZTV _CJTM hdT ht YTCUT i n  ndfnTgZ YSS AdCt ATh. '  hWATAi _Cf~T~V AXATd hTD 
CTJC. 'T g i  ZdOTV _Cfzr ATad, fS T d it ATfU AVt AR»Yi H$nWT dTTV JedT. _CZT A W  STdrA h  ATaVtd 
ATATfOdT d  gT^fVd$ ^ddaYv ZdtZ W  ZTht. AThfOdTd rdT_i faddTdt A W  H$_t hTV JC t. A W  ATaVTV 
0 V 6 dT ddTJTVtC Xa 1000 _cT_TJ 927 _Ct a A n_TU ATh. h t nfafaYVt AfYd$ fdd$S pTCt AAVt 
nu , AZH$ AATO AYTaH$TZt APT YTVH dWTfdA^ d i d i t  CATaW dT _i XPTVc  adt Aw M n_TU H$Tht 
A'TXkd fZ^dUHTCt RdC JC . vatht XPTW fZafZaiidT nTVTASd dTdTdV V\$TdV ATTiV. XPTW Crva
ATfu nfadA atjtv n w w  vczv  faddTdt A w  i g d  d$At p C C t fxAV. J w  dzht x p h Tv oat XatZ w
jdTV fdHTA %CT AACT Vat dTC fC j JUTcVa AfYd$ KAaCC ATTiZ dV. A fC d S W  ddiTV YAaW dTC 
fCd JUTcVAW _^TCT EH zfdZ n^fZATu pTCT ATh. jAYTaUnd d  jAYTaUTZVa W Z  jA fC J A T i i  d  

fZdS H W  dV AA VdkTZ dTCT d$TaUTAV ATh.

8. AZ 1980 ZVa ATYfZH daH fd VdkTZTV ATS dXC KSC. dT ZdaW ddiTV ATYfZH d a H  VdkTZTdT 
JATdHYd jAfCd fddXcA HAP ATfU adt j A A T ilZ  j AaTV H$aU dTASt ATSdT AATUTV gandTJ Aa$ 
pTCT. AfkATAQfAA ATfU AeSTATZTATHt dTA ait nAVtnd fZXTZ Vd ht diavfdH j a TVc  Agdfed$ XTd 
(fdf$Vt) PTYWATSt OJAAV dRaCt OTVTV. ATd ATaVTV JC t VtA d f  JATdaWVtC d T i d  fC j eTY^dTATSt 

ATfU rdTZVa fCd fZxTZ d$aodTAT5t dT VdTdT ga^fTJ d$aodTV dV ATh. AZ 1991 ^dT dZJUZHY? XeTVtC 
CTd$A»dVc faddTd matu ATfu _ c fd t A w  d$At pTedid fA^: p t c . t m  H$TiTV XeAaTVtc faddTw 
AdSZTZt d w ^  VdkTZT̂ dT gaqdTJTfda^ A Tw  maiuiv AidTO csdcm. dT d i d i f _ i  AaH$TaZ aT^k 
m dilda eh$ d$TdXT d$a^ d w k  VdkiZidi j AICj  fdd$^AT dva°dTATst g a z d lj  d$aodTda dxt dTVct. naV 
dTATSt AZ 1994 ATCt d$CedT nt.Eg.St.st. d$TdATdt nfaUTAd$Tad$ AACdOIdU! pTCt ZTht. ‘NTs g$Qd’ 
ht d$edZT Aad$Tat mVilda^Z ATfU ATAifdd$ mVildahl dTadAdU gaa^d H$Ct OTV hTVt. dT d$edZCT 
AATOAT̂ dVT fAiV hTVt. dT AdTVA XTZd _C  AAVtC Va rdTV EH$ Vat _CJT hdTd dT h^NZ jAfCd fZd^ AifU 

adt j a Tmt jAmV dTATst jaixaMUiV ATgfX^ d w ^  VdidT JadinaATw maiuivdircT.^dTAi _ C zt ATau
h  OTaV (NdT A^vIZ) hTA CTJC ATfU AATOTVht rdTdt AT̂ dVT dTTCt.

9. AZ 2001 ^AT OZJU^^dT fZ^H$^ ChTZ _C  ATfU _CfAYtC KAaCedT fCd JUTcdaTAi YTddTdT hATaT 
aT^k nTditda a iu h I zm JAtagu oiud,CTJCT. dT d A a c w  fCd jUTrdaidi a W fCd-fZdd a^ vI'mi dmna 
_CfZT Zh; d$a°dTATStdH$CT OTV ATh h  AfYd$ anhAd g r  ATC. ATaVTV AIAlfOH$ H$nWT dx  d$aodTAT5t ATfU 

ATgfZd$ AYTaUT KSdZ ATU^dTATSt d$TdX H$au'|dl EH$ hfVhTA ATh. ATA^dT XATV fST dXt, dTCfddTh 
nfddY ATfU AVt nfddY d$TdX d$aodTd ATC AThV. AA d$TdX d W Z  dT H$AWT gUAd dX pTedT AA ZTht. AaV 

dT d$TdPTAi AAT AYTzT ATiT YTCudTA fZf^dVnd AXV pTCt ATh. AATd V^hZ ATYfZd$ d w ^  VdkTZTdT, 

jAICd fZds d$a°dTATst ATfU adtjA  vdmad hTD z d  ^hUZ jAYiaUind cnid d$audTATst hTUiaT g a ^ r lJ
WTdfd̂ dTATSt nt.EZ.St.st. d$TdXT d$ad ATJ nSC. nt.EZ.St.st. d$TdXT hT d J id T  nd$TadT AIAlfOH$ d$TdXT

ATh. dT d$TdPTAi H$di adt-fdaTYt ATATfdd$ ^ddhTaTCT ATiT YTVCT OTV ZTht Va dT d$TdPT̂ dT AT '̂AIVZ 
d a ^  VdkTZTdT dina ZfVd$Vw ATYTad pTCT nTfhO AAT ATJh, dTATSt d a ^  VdkTZTda fZddU SdJdTd 
H$TA hT d$TdXT d$aVT. fd$dhZT hT d$TdXT adt-fdaTYt, fkdTd AfaVcdd ZIH îaUI-dl dT AYTZT ATiT YTĈ dTATSt

SO  7
d ad $ ^  VdkTZTda fZddU atu^ata nTYT̂ d xVT.
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1o. ngVtnd fzXiz ngVind ozfd$d fddVt fddT hq.i~TC1h$ fddVt fU d  ju g ^ iv lc  fddVt o a v : odd 
fddT TCd gdfdv  fddVtd fzXiz d  rdidT duUdT TCd ft«HigiRl d  v iva  adt dUdT dUniv a p t  x^^nldig 

nfVdd dzudidt vavx dT dzdpiv dzddTV A iC  ATh. dzht fdfp^ nfafaWVt gTsedig, d’RCUl oddVt fddT
OZRtd$ g_nxez d$X fddT OZfUd CdkQAT fddT OZfUd XdlllZI dTP ngVtnd fzXIZ Vd ATfU AeQ.igHdi\i 
dT VdTdT dTP fCjfzXH dkudig d$C P d d  ZTht. V gd dUdVt _fhCCI fddT fddT  ZTVdTfdTZT fddT

A-d dTuihT °ddVlci fO^dT duTd TCd VTSt gfzU, Wo fddT A n d jn U  drsdU , A-d ztzTZ gfzU  h i dT 
d m i l i c l c  XsZtd AnaTY RafddTV ATCT ATh. A edigV di\lgR »di fZXIZ VdTdT dAT d$CZ dU C d 
A T i l  d$CT OTA Pd$V. *hUOd d-HICI dUia d i i  _CdT ATh dX _CJT h  dTi^Pdd. dTCTd TCd fZXIZ 
ThUVTV. d$TUVhT d$QdO^hT ANedICI hdT  AgCedl B dddT  d lild l' fZdS dAV d  Zdd AgCedl B dddT
d i i id i  dUniv d$adV, V̂ hT dT n fd d c i dU C d fZds orv. d^V d gdTzid g c J d  hd  aavtv

adtduTdT dUniV d$CT OlVT. AedigV'dAT d$Ct OTV AgCedT nrdd$ fRddUt - “duTd TCd pTYdida dXt 

ATh ATfU V ddddXpta ATh. h  d O t  d  aWTfZd$ UAV RSdAP fchTC dC mfhd AgT \ C d  CIdU AfZdTd 
d$C d c .  dinThl A eoigics d fed d t dTxUT ATfU _eTd dHdui-di ATawimizi rdTZT d$RedT x d iiiz  d
sTdoaTzi d fe z  fdd$C d id t _rf%VT XU dddd$iad$ d$C.

11. dUdauind ATfU n ^ rn d  fZxiz VdTdT d$idXeta din^ d$TurdihT V^hdt Agdfed$VVd cxddCCI faWVt O et 
fhglU'ifCdi, siD)-g fg^Td, o -ĥ : fd$dT O-dOiV XTf cxihauiW Aia^d do: z  OJiU, digia»di A 3dfed$ fd$dT 

ddi^dT fC d ig i KTVd$ RaUT̂ dT dQt, Xlf td$dT A-d eiatiad$ fd$dT dTdfgd$ dQT '^dldT C„1 , dT dTIdWT̂ dT 
dTdxUd$ dcdTV d$Ĉ CT ATh, dlglRT d$aVT dA  ed$C. X g ^  d®xTd g id l 'd  Va, ddTVTc eiat1ad$ fd$dT dizfgd)
fdd$VfdT eTdKu'igiRl dT VdTdT dina d$aVi UBc. AeT duIVTc fdd$Vt (XIf) dT AgdTfed$ A gsed$ViV fd$di
d$TQfdd$ BfVhTgTeT OisCedl A gsed$ViV fd$dT dUfCdiet gdfYd A gsed$ViV. did dT VdTdT dA^ dUfCd 

fZdSIgiRI d$aVT duia ziht. V g^ dUdVt d fhci 35 dfTnjT Afdd$ d d id t A g c , VTd rd in d  2 Td$dT 3 
Vrd$Ii Zgfdd$ dUniV PTC Ag^lC, fd$dT Vt AdT§5d YTd$TXIdd$ APT agldzi^dl, ATfdTw, fd$aUTrgOz^dT 
fd$dT ggdT^dT gnd$Td ATCt AgC, fd$dT rdT dfhC^dl d$QdTV PldTad  ̂fdd$Vt ATfU/fd$dT amaQIfgdl fd$dT
a -^ AZdTfpd$ ATOTaidi ifVhig A gC Va a p t  fdfpBr dfafaWVTd dT dTidPizgia dT VdTdT dina d$aVT dA  
ed$C. dd idT  p ®xtv gididd Va datCndT d$TUVt a p T dfafaWVt cxudCt, d$T r d ig i  dUdVt dfhCT fd$dT dU 
dTzT YTd$T n'lhdUdldl PddVT ATh, Va APT faWVTd ngdnd fZxiZ dldUdl d$aVT dVTV. Va AldTdTOT gia»dl 
dldUdl dT d u id t d id  VmgudlglR! ATfU nAd^d VdlgUTglRT ^dTnd$ ndTUTda dinaedl OTVTV. did rdidT 

dina dUfCd fZdSIgiRI d$aVT dUia ziht.

12. n ' g ^  fZxiZ dldUdl d$aUT̂ dT dpdrld odidglfdd^lg gdfYd dUdVt d fh C ^  gdVt KU ATdddd$ ATh.

dT d idU td  g lfd  Xddo: d$Id AThV h  fVCT dTj? A Pt gdVt KUdTV AiCt nfhO. fVZ fXCedT gdVrndTdt n^ 
rdT HfhCCI XU ATd2dd$ ATh. gdidlV  dhrdid ^hUO fVdt gdVt ATfU fVCTgTddiV ATĈ Ct dlfhVt fVCT 
gdOC rdid UTfd XU ATd2dd$ ATh. EITPT dpd$^ odTdgfdd$lX APT didUdT d$aVTZT gdfYV dfhC'dt 
gdVt KvCTZTht td$dT V fdbztd$ zTXUrdd ZgC Va d idU t dd$IdXPra RaV. d ^  APT dldUXa^dH rdTdpd$Td 
odTdgifdd$TCT d u id  TCd g_OC Vat rdTZ V d$TUICT PTZVT d$TdT Zd. cnaidd Z_X d$CedT aiaV d$iaUTgTRT 
dT dldUdl ZTxUTh V̂ dpd$^ odidgifdd$ICT d$aVT ddiV. AgT dpd$k odidgifdd$ dfS fg^Y tC  ZXdtda 
(EdSt) AgidT, V g^ dT d$TdPTV gTfdVCC fd P f n ^ ^  d$TPed CXThaUlW adlOdPiad fd$dT dTC^TPTad
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"\ ^  r \  rs *\ *\ *\ rs *\ ^  '-rs  rs* *\ rs  *\ '-rs  rs
h  1  o'|dg|fH$IH$S AgO AMfH> ATh. 'iR ld l ' gTZTCioZQ: 1ZiZT gSATCioZQ: o'|dg|fH$HI 

! t i  AcRigTZTZTZg gA'CMI ZaXHJii O d d  A iC  ATh. A l  OTJT HixUTH>d A gC da A lT MIMWI IICIC 
TRztUT HZdT XV1V H T g U v  ZTxUt p C  ATh. ^U H I oZfQ! dggglCZ gdT gald^ld 'U |-X | 
dZiOz HTEgiCZ gQg * h udz  gaWT, ^ 1̂ ,  I f Z  1! z T A^z A g ZZUdhT TRzTU. dZiOz GbZTz 

*hUo A g Z>ldhT GbZTz, «$JU|C, g l f J h  1! z T A^z Z>ld1hT oTZT z iu z i^ l  ZTZTZ A l i lC I  oTUTg, 
^zt fRzrUT zgzqZ  Tzxtz Z d o r, czzra H e  ordid. OZfQH$ CflaxA ^huo a I  y ^ m i i -  1! zt a I  
ZTZT, fOW oZfQz fpbZlHi d \  M|RidU'|d g u a  ZgZqZ fZxTZ M|MU' |  H>au'|g|R!M Z_Z adlziaC oidid. 
oZfQz GbZTz ATfU y g 'H | | i | - l ^ g '  A<rQ.IgICS1  1! zT sZldZ gg 1! zTg!Za 1! zT A^Z Z>ldig z Z C z  
fZf2z # H a u  H>au'|g|R| zrzau e z z  A g c  A g c z z a u  1! zt ZzTzagdTc z z Tz  1Cz  A l i iu '|g |R ]  1! z

ZZYiaUIztTZxiZ Hiamg CZziZTd ATUdTgA IH C  A g hTdZThT (ZTJdC) cn!$au AZUMI glZiZlTl ATfU 
^ H Z  gQgZI I d  g _ | t l  ATh.

13. SzTz fZQZg zgddT C I S  hr gdUzl S f jX g f  gTjxia A g eX |_ i <ziAI g T jz  g Z Z U  AdClZZ H$ag 
A ig iz z  ATh. zrizdr C T IS ^ i gTjnzTU fxZTz 09/ 09/2005 g o  x z a  2.3° tro d rz  xa^zH VI t  l c  
oTZZ AKlgM l foZZ-^ZTdT hK-ngCZk g lZ Z l\)oxd z Z C z  fZxTZ H>au'IH>̂ d̂T ZChidT. C M il Zifgdr 

c i s  hl _ih''|M i zaTxa h ^ .  r x | t i l  a k n1^ ' |  h !ag d c_ ^ ' a ^  hoa d g e 5 |_ i  Hi^mcsaz H:$TtVT
afoaoaz^g zrx H$az g v c t  h ^ .  c|Zd< x n ^  3.15 ZT0V ^  xa^^H AKlnldl hlagtzcz^g 

g t z  z g lc z  ẐxHlH>0dT gM ftgg an^ Hi^mCsac! gTfzvC h ^ .  rX|y_|U l d  OTYzZ Hi^mCsaoti
nM ltg l anz fxc  h |v . rdHda a k n IZ i H:$TZVT c i s c  a ^ _ « z  ~ |C |tZ  a z ^  gTZ^^z$^ m |mui z $ct h ^ .  
r ' | g i l  AKlnlZl Z$TZVT C I S C  g h | ZTh^Z^ ZZ AgZ gXa ZZ _CZT AZe5|M g|I^ldC h|V. rd |g il  

AKlnlZl Z$TZVT C|1 SC| gjl^ldC h ^  Z$T, ẐTZT ZZTCZ lZXH|~|~d ZTha H$U|C|hl gTX ZZ. rd |g i l  AKNlZl 
Z$TZVT C I S C  ZHZ|\)1 Hie5|~|~d HigZZC fChZ fXCT h ^ .  Z$TZVT C l S d CnarZV Z_X HlllHi gTje^ 
g g z d  g | j  l d  oTZzZT fXCT A|h. l d  oTZz^zT gTj:nzTg vT xTCv zfhCT f tz $ ^  Z S i ,  '  gaWzt
A ^ z j  AgZ gxa g a z | z fh C ^  glxVlH^au z$aoz^ fz fzz  c m m  a|~tTd. c n ^  Z_x g a z | gZ 2003 z ^  
gt.xZ.ST.zt Hi|'^|AvZV zgTZz H$au'|M z$rz z$atz AgZ ^zTZ«g A s. zzT X cnit, z$fgvT C i t ,  g$crg 
'o z z ,  ~~c  \ a j g  1 ẑrXT c|gd*M| g z | t l  A|h. fXzTC 09/ 09/2005 gt.EZ.ST. QT z $ ^ A z Z v  g _ f ^
ZTfYz$^ zw|  fgohtC gOZ g ^  st. ftC |g a |t i x t  t  st. o g v  xe^ iS ^ 'l ftZVTzaZ Z ^  zrXt z ^ |z « g
ZitZVT ZT ZZZVt ZfhC^ZT ZZTCZ IZXHIHialdTSHTZ H$g ^h^Z nixlgu'IM RaC hid. AiamlM Z ^
ZTXT 'W  to z Z - ^ z ^  Z ^  hTantoC Arh. I ct otzz t  z$fdzT C TIS Txzth$ 09/ 09/2005 a ^  x n ^  
3.00 V 4.00 ztov^  xa^^H A ^ n tz  c n ^  Z_x hTantzcz^g Z C  Agvr a ^  azT^zr hTagdcz^ghoa 

ZOhV ^hUZ Hi^mcSaZ agiZT wT~tZ KvC  hid. a g ^  15 V 20 fZZl îZ! a ^  hTantzcz^g a ^  Agvr I ct

OTYZZT aglZT ZifgZT C i lS ^ 'I  ZZTz«g_CZT ATh THtT _CZT ATh gl~l~d MIZUT Z $ a ^  AZeglM gTfZdC 

hid. ag id il AiaintZt z ZICz  fZx^caTzT an^ iM  z v  A g e g i_ i gxa azzrz HitniCsaoxi ozt

H^augig gTfZzC hTV. aginziU st. ztxz g z fz z  grfYzi^ g ^  gTZT aOifZ-ATq:agZ zraTcr fxCC n:z fg g g  
ang I c r  o rzzZ  AiainlM z r^ q ^ s a o z i ozt h$c  hid. a z ^  e c  otzz t  zttzvt c t i s  hT Aiaml^gi 

hTantzczYrc AgntSt^gl ztoct A g caz r grugZi^^zi z$z-gTzeg ZC hid. gxa z$z-gTZ«g g^ZTzrt
zfeZ  r zCCT hTdfT. vw AiaiZiZi zzzvT zTigdr ciiS M i gTZTZT^ zi^Hoxia gH Z i\g  z iz u l z$CT hTdfT.
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cdizda AKNlzl d$fddT C TIS d  dCT OTYdCT gifJdC h d  HT, d$fddT C I I S d l  Jg T _ d  ghT g f^ d id f j g
A gz gxa j g  _ c jt  Aih. r f d i t  a k n I zI H$fdvT C TISdf fnOS d  adhadTjggYtc gTXTdRXdf fanTQ ddia 
d$az fXcT hldT.

14. f d c g g d  d iX d w  gadnaiU d  IXztht 26/ 06/2004 aiolmgz IXztht 08/ 06/2006 aioladd g ia ra
dW fddhTOdd fdf%cgd$ nXTda dddad AgZ nt.EZ. St.Qt. A dJd cdidt fddhT g_fdd nTfYddat
fZ'fdd HCT hldt. g_ fdd  nTfYdTFdTzt ddUdXud fdfdd dTld H$a!d'!d Agedld f\dTXtZt g U C  ATh. 
g_fdd  nTfYHTT̂ 'TZt dZUddudt ddd H$a!d'!dl Aihd dldldd nt.EZ. St.Qt. dddXT d  fZdaT_£d fdadd dUz 
fXCC ATh. fXzTH 09.09.2005 aioT g o a i  nt.EZ.St.Qt. aadm ' AvJ v xavt gfadlaY tc gxad A"?:. dfT 
XenTS d  g|_lfOH$ d l'ddT eC T  OTYdZt f\dTXT fdCIgaid 'IXdgf~d d d f  HCT hfdtHT, gidTg fddhdTZYc 
fdfdd fOddUt d g d  O idlS! dfWc Aiaml^dl XdI1 |UdIH£d jg fC d  fzXTUTdt dldU! HddT Oid. cd ld il 
AS. d f f  XeniS d  dcT OTddZt AiainM i Xdiiiudiaed dnigUt aza r d iJ g  jihH$ ^huz H$fddT CTIs  
d1°dTg' ddfa Agedldl gTfhdt XdZ r'IH$aldT nadTUJt gfUdCt hTdt. cd ld il d f f  XediS d  e c f  OTYdZ 

f\$'TXi fdcigaid dfXdCT cdid fzYtaYZ d iJ g  H g d t dnigUt-zX aaudiaadTndfdgg a w d t  a i ju t  HCT
hTdt. r'lMHlU f\dTXt fdCIgaid dTXdZt dfZg Jlh d ld l dnigUt-zX dau'IH.aidT n d fd g e  Odd d  OFdT- 

du'iH$aidT n d e  a n d  A g eh$u  viz homa a d d  a s :. d f f  xeniS d  ecT  OTYd dTZT fXc hid. gXa dnigUT- 
a X w  n d fd e g  add iasd  w  a d d M i 15 d  n z ig ' a d d M i 20 Ztqt A gz gXa ZTOd z~a f\$dTXtz Zfx 
H$a$z ddC  h ^ .  rd^fdafXzTH 09.09. 2005 a ^ X n a t  2.30 d  03.00 d io d ^  Xa^ îz ^ .  d f f  Xenis, 

ecT  OTYd, d iJ g  jThH$ H$fddT CTIS: d  rdfd X^ ghd$Tat zTO o i d ^  dfWc Aiaid^di hTantocg^d JC  
h ^ .  rz^fda e c  OTdddT f\$dTXTcf a ^  h ^  H$S, ATainT hTantocg^d hoa ZThtd d  a ^  Aiedizva
d t ĝ hT H$ac. cdizda gidz^iil 5.00 d io d ^  Xa^diz dcT dTddZt f\$dTXT fdcigaid dTXdci H$a$z
gTJdC  hfd d$T, Aiaml^dl d d ^ s a z  dnTgUT-\5T iadH$ia$Z AKldzl JdddT H$fddT C llS d l gTZ^f\$T 
dldUl H$a$Z rdT^df Jgfged _CJT Agedld gfUdC hfd. rd ld il f\$dfXt fdCIgaid dTXdCT dlZXIi gijudid 
A ^  h ^  H$T, Aiamldl JgTCJ fZXTU H^audldl d ^  JTnfZd ddUdld g f jz  gH Jl\$ldI A h d ^  fChU fXCT 
hidf. rd ld il f\$dTXt fdCIgaid dTXdCT 4$H^K g ju ^ id  A ^  h ^  h$t, AKTntZt n d fd g e  iadH$ia$z 
rdldldd fXCt Z^hdt. rd^fda f\$dTXt fdCIgaid dTXdZt dOUTawit d n ^U t d  o a t  H»audIH»aidT
addr^dT dd tz  s :t. Odd XeniscT AfYd$^ fXC hid. rdiyaiu s :t. Odd X e n ^  _TO O,idiS! dW dzzTawit 
o ^  Aiamlzl fXccT g i z j i4$1di A h d ^  O a d$a^ giz jia$1 _ e tz  fg c  d$cT hidt d g d  g T j d ^  d d iu  

ZTXfdC hid. rd ld il ST. Odd XW SZ Aiamld^SZ JOTCJ fZXIZIĤ aldT iXCedl ZdfdgO a$MdI^dI ZTQT OZ 
d$edT h ^ .  rdIZda S:T. Odd XeniS dTZT H C dT H$lddlhldl A h d ^  i4$dlXl fdCIgaid dlXdd^S gTXa H$CT
h ^ .  f\$dTXt fdcigaid dTXdZt gXa o$iddihl^di A hdicidl fzdaiyaiu nSdiiU!' d$CT h ^ .  gXa H$iddihl^di 
A hdiciyaiu A ia id o z i  giziji\$l g e tz d t ZTxUT d$CCT z^adt, j d f c z  fzX^ dodT o ^  zgedididddi 
\$ch$ hTaatzcd dihaic d io g  d  gTz^i\$T _ e t o d i  c idC bi z^hdT, A ia id o d i “ g iz ji\$ lad” A g  f e j u  

z^hd, A iam lodi e^ z fd fh d  q j  nziund z^hd, A iam lodi e \$ afoaoa z^hd, e ig z ic i n^FdCedT 
_Tfgd$ A hd^Tdt \$tBc  Z^hdt, A ia d lo d i nt.EZ.St.Qt. H^ld^ldl nadtd$f Z^hdt. AO^H$fa Cnaidd Z_X 
gOdT AgdTZTg^XT Aiamlzl dTfddT C T IS d gIZ JI4$l He^Z^ia JZTCJ fZX^ H$C hid.
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15.

16.

e d  d id d ^ T  gTjnRTU gOT r'lZ t H$fdVT C T I S w  J^ fC J  pXIZMI MIMUlZda~T%a'dZ gXa MQROIOd
g_(Md rtTY+m h i  \Xzaia RiUdt TXCT hidT. r'lZda st. o ' d  Xenisz dQRTzwiT 'd ?  dadfawdTMT n s v iU t
H$CT htdT. r ' i d i l  ST. 0 'S  XeniSZ AKTWT MQROIOd IdMKUl H$CT AgdT AKNHl HRddT CIISMI 
J^fC d fzXTZTMt MIMUl HOZ rdi^dl J rTr' '  _CJT AgediM g J  r'lOIOd nM^Re O S ' Ode'IM H$~C 

H$c hid. r ' l d i l  O 'd  Xeniszl AialnM i sioh<_Y? cnaidd z_ x nMidge or ' m i  ztqt a k n h I h$tt?  
!Xe'ic|OH OR HO'T hTr'T. <dldil ST. O 'd  Xeniszl AKNImI gT%TOt RgTz d  OORT^WildOc THIS OR 
HOZ r'TOTOd RMHIRI d "  H$CT hTdT. c T  ST. O 'd  XeniSZl gSTC d l'd lh l H$CT hidt. HdddT C T IS W  
gTjnRTU gOT AiainlZl r 'd T  J^fC d MImUT d e 'H d a  r'TZT OTha 'd ?  ST. O 'd  XeniSci CraTOd Z_X 

dSUOTOd gifddC hid. <dldil ST. O 'd  XenisZl ATatqTHSZ J ^ C d  fzXMl^'I MiMuflH$aTdT fXCe'I g d
Ztst d  ajdasa o r  HC hid. Aiainl^'i h a n T scR '' j d f c d  P xiuimI mimUT hid Age'iM  A s. d f  Xeniszl
g n Jd r'id O Z  gXa H gR ? ' S H "  HgHRTdT Ale'IM HRddT CTlSZt gTJdC  ATh. ST. O 'd  XORTSW 
gTjdRTO g '1  g z  1996 n g z  o C 2006 n 'd  d  10ehT a$^UTC, gidiai 'W  dgH T ' AfYd$Tat nxida on 'ad  
hid. f\$'Tx1 Tdcgaid i x d  g oT  g z  2005 n g z  10̂ hT e e '  T^H$rgd$, gidiai i  nxida H$i'ad hid. oszt 
TXzth$ 09.09.2005 aidt o s c t  A gz r'lfXde! xnaT 04.30 dTOdio xa^^iz f\$'Tx1 Tdcgaid 'ixdZ t st. 

o ' d  XeniScT OTcidZ o id iS T  I w c  AiaXnlM I^ rz -^ 'T d t hianldCR'' d id ?  nt.EZ.ST.Qt. H$i'X'idJd
^ A A  A  r  A  * \ r s * \  * \ ^ * * \ * * \ * \ > A

gXa hTgTTQCdT ddTgUT d$a$Z H$T'dThT H$aCTdT ATXe 1XCT hTdT. r'lyRIU ST. O 'd  XeniS h  Aiaini^'l
onaTdd z_ x hTanldCR'' J c  A gdi dW A s. dfT XeniS, e c i  ot" ,  H$1ddT C T Is  d  H $cg o rd d  hda 
hid. r ' l d i l  H$1ddT CTlSZt ST. O 'd  XeniSCTgTRdC hid d$T, r ' l ^ ' l  1dZdTda$Z AiainiZl nd ldge  
OdZ gTZTJTOat geTZZ r'i^RI J^TM"! MIMUT d$a$Z C 'i^ 'l J 'T g ' '  _ C T  A ge'Td giU dC hid. r'lZda ST.
O 'd  XenlSZt H$1ddT CtI S ,  H$CTg OTYd, ^CT OTY^, dOTDJSa g d '  OTgC d  Aiainl^'l gidU'idO^Z r ' l d  
O'TZ ZIXldChid. eCT dTYd d  H$1ddT CTlSZt g'dT ST. O 'd  XenSZT r ' l d  "T Z  ZIXlde'IM gTJdC  ATh.
st. O 'd  XenlSZt ecT  o rd d d  O'TZ (TZ.H$. 19), H$1ddT c T IS d  O'TZ (TZ.H$.34), H$cig o rd d d  O'TZ 

(TZ.H$.35) d  g d '  oTgcd o ' tzt (1Z.H$.36) d a te  add:dt d  gXa gTjXiaidl gh t A T iiZ  rdTgYTc gdd$a 
OaTOa A ge'Td gTTJdC ATh. r'IMy_lU eCT dTYd d  H$1ddT cTISZt g'dT r'i^RI hnaldd Z_X O'TZTdatC 
add:dt gh t A i i l Z  ^dTgYTc gdd$a OaTOa AgedlM gTTJdC ATh.

ST. O 'd  XeniS^RI gTjyRTO r'TZt Aialnl^RI H$e OTdgRYZ OTJg JIhH$I^'I J ^ ^  fZXHIH$a1dT IXCe'I
*\  * * \ * \  ♦ ^ ♦ * \ * * \ A r s * \ * * \  * \ A A r s * \

ZTQT OR d$O$Z d̂TdT dMZTRT V ia  H$CT hTdT. r 'H da ST. O 'd  XeniSZl H$1ddT CTISHSZ AiainlZl IXCCT 
gTZTJTOTdT A hdic OR H$CT hTdT. r'lZda ST. O 'd  XenSZT AiaNT^'I hianTQCMT dOTgUT H$CT hTdT 
r ' l d i l  ST. O 'd  XeniSZI 1XgZ ATChid H$T, AiainlZl E\$ ZZ^'TR'' aHTSRdc z^hd d g d  rt.er .ST.qt.
H$i'WTddd gTZidroT d$acTH$atdT rto Age'iOiOddl h ĵx r X d  ZTxUT rriurr A Tainddi z^hd. AiainZT
r'i^RI htadToCR'' J d fc d  IZXTZ HO'T d id  ZTht AgT \$CH$ CTdCT Z^hdT d g d  Rt.E;R.ST.'Q:T. H$I'X'IMl
gadTd$T RdCt z^hdt r 'H da st. O 'd  XenSzT Aiainl^'i gizTJTO _e^ZMi rmztrt v i a  h$ct hidi. r 'H da 

st. O 'd  Xeniszi o r  h c t  dadM"! iXT v i a  d$a^ d̂TdT eh$ nv AiainlcT XdZ r'Tda nd iRiicOiOd 
ATaindT ght OdCT hidt. r 'lz v a st. o ' d  Xo rTSZT Aiainl^'ihTgrTocfaWd AgCedi fRiH^dldi jto zrzt 
ATS nTR d$O$Z OdCT hTdT. r'TRda ST. XenlSZT OR H$CCT ROtZ d  g d  AhdTC f\fTXt TdCigaid IXdCT 1XCT 
hidT. r'TRda fOfTXT TdCigaid IXdZT rTTc  H$l'dThT H$CT hTdT. n d  gTjXTa n e id  RdTa^dT gTjnRTO g'dT
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S t. o zv  xeRisZt cztzt 1Xzth$ 09.09.2005 atOt O id rs t  dfWc a k iR M i hTaOooRsz Rd truz d ldd lO  

h d .  AtatntZt czOot hTaRtscRsz gTZtJFRT Helz^ta zJddT oTisM ! dRtgUt z$oz czOdt rrTrsz r c jt  
atr fzo r r c JT atr h  gtfzdeztdTdd st. o zv  xeRiszt a k iR I^ i hTaRtscRsz yts sthcT hidT. cztO it 
st. Odd XentSZt neTd Rdia d  x g  Rd g rjx ta  ddc^aigM  g R j  a k IRTzi fX O et Rdfdge ORZddt ztst 
OR d$OZ cZtdt O R  RdZIRI ddta d$CT RTdT. cZTdiT OR ZTCeZT ZTSddt HRTdRdT ZTX d$OZ d C d  ATO 
RTdt. gXa OR H C e t  RdfdgA XRZTRSZ ART aRZMI 15 d  RATg XRZddt 50 ZTST RTcZT. cZTZda sT.OZd 
Xeniszl a k W M i hTaRtscRYTc grZtJTRT r a Tz  fg c  d  o r  h z z  cztdt roart ddta Hot hidT. st. ozv  
Xe n is  d  Rd gTjxta nerv  Rdtazt ZTordt oRt ndziRt (fZ.H$.37) d  gTZTdrRT Rfezdi oRt ndHi^idalc 
(fZ.H$.52) addOZT ghdt A i i l Z  cZTRYTo  RO£a oCTo  AgeZtd gTfJdO ATh. fR$ztXT fdOIgaid dTXd d  
zJddT C rU Z t RfdktRZT (fZ.H$.32) d a te  a d d o z t ghd t A i i i z  cztrYTo  ROH$a datoa AgeZTd gtfJdO 
Ath. A tatnzt ZTfddT OTIidZT giZij I\TldI fXOoT AhdTC (A ldfdO -A ) sT.OZd XeniS d  ACT OTYdZt 
-ziziozirsz A T i ic r .  fR$ztxt fdcigaid z x d ,  sT.OZd Xenis d  Act otYd, zJddT O T is  d  Rd grjx ra  
RATd RdtaZt AtatRtZT ^ZTZTOdTHO g j  XdTZT A i i i c  HT, dO Zdit cZTZtd gTZlzrot RfeZXK ZTfddT 
C i is d l  didU t HZZ cZhdl RRfR£Z RCJT AgeZTd gtfJdO hid.

17. AATRHta, CRgXd ZRX g d  gTjXtatzt aRRRA gtfJdO Ath HT, dQZT fXziZT 09/ 09/2005 aTOT XRtaddit 

HTO oidrSt/JtX T dWtc a k iRT^i fO d z -^ td t hTaRtscRd dsO t A gz aziO it AtaTRtZt d$fddT C t i s  tT
zRddT sdrtd fdQZgdt gTZtJT^ _ f e ^  dtdU t d$ZZ rti^ZI RRfR^d RCZt A g e t d  gTfZdC hTd. ^h^Z 
C^tZd ZRX g ^  gTjXtatdt Rtfld$ g T j RTg, gRR> d  fdZdTghdg RTR A g e t d  fXgZ t d  d $ f h  RthU A tdfd$  
Ath. AiaiRl^zi dkdH$lc gthdtZt c^ tzv zrx RTdht gijXraTdt fXd cc^  dRigUt d x c t Ath. c^ tzv zrx 
dQZtaWi h  RTO o i d i s t  tW Ath td$dT JTXt tW Ath ZlOIdd dR$tdd AtCt Ath. t d t d d  AtatRTd d k  dfH$C 
gthdtZt 'd-didlX d$CT Ath d$T, OidTSt d  RTXT h  xT^T J id  dZdZiT A geZIRi dQZtaWitdT iZlZddl hid 
ZthT. dtadfdd$dR^d AtatRTd hiaRlXC AadtrdTR^dd Z g e t R i  CRgRd ZRX dZdtRRTO AtatRTd hiaRlxc h  
O id iS t ZW Ath td$dT JTXt ZW Ath ZlOIdd fR$dTxt̂ ZT gTjXtat^'T g rjR ^d  fd g jd t ATCt Ath. ZICCX, 

fR̂ zTXT̂ ZT d k  g^$tat dfH$c gihoizl gTfJdC Ath H$T, o i d t s t  d  JTXT htT XT̂ ht j ir ^zi hXXtda AtatRTd 
cRarxd zrx htaRTzc Ath. truz fR$zfXT̂ ZT c^T zv zrx gr^Xiai^zi gTjR^d doziaWiioidd fd g jd t A g ^  
daT H$di rdtd$taRtdZZ R ildd  AtatRTd RTaRToC AadTrdtR^d z g e t d t  fZ^H$f d$TTdT dOTa ZtRT. ATatRt '̂T 
d k  dfd$c gtRdtZT d a te  RRTO H C t  RddldlXIdldd RT dW ZRX d$X RT̂ NdT d$T, AtatRTd hiaRlXC AgCedT 
fRid$dtdt JTd ZRZT ATS AfQd$0-d da Ath. gXa JTRRdtdd fRid$d H$.560 ^ZT JTd ZRZT ATS dXZ aRR>
hid H$T, RTO JTXt dW c^Tzd zrx fRiz$dTda AtatRTd t xrocT RRtad atr. AtaTRTZt g;̂ XT JTXT dW rzidt 

CRaTzdZRX JIRRMIZd fRid$d H$.560 AgeZTd d$dC d$C ATh. Rad AtatRT̂ ZT ddldlRRIU RTO JTXt dWTc 
rZT̂ ZT CRaTZd ZRX fRid$dTdaTc BRK dl R^Z rZTd hTaO d C Zg;Z rZTd aTRd da ATh. AtatRT̂ ZT d k  dfH$C 
gThdTZt rO dzdTdtx 0$ct ATh H$T, cRarzd zrx BRiadlR^Z AtatRTd  hTaRTs c  A gezid  xOfd^ztd$aTdT st. 

Odd dTXd d  fR$zTXT fdCIgaid dTXdZt gXa BRKdl^ZI AkT=ztd dZTO ZTxfdCC ZTht. troz CRatZd ZRX 
fRiz$dTdaTc RRiadTR^z AtatRTd  hraRtsc A gezid fg^x hid zgezTdt dTzddix ATatRTd d k  dfH$c gihdizl 
d$CT ATh. XadtEdOTd AdCid$ZTdXZ aRR> RTd d$T, gXa d$gR^Z ATatRTd hiaRtsC AgCeZI fgid$dTd 
AoraTc eh$trT ^zzdtd o t o  ZTxfd^dtd atc  ztrT. rcv doZd RrZjXAf gTjxta z$fddT O T it, Act otYd,
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ST.Odd xemiS d  n d  gTjXTa neTd ndTazT ananu gtfddC at!  HtT, doziaWiT AiarntM {Odz-^diVt 

htadQc Ath. c ro d d  zgx  g d  gTjxta AiainM i hTantecgsd d e d ig i cdtZT Aia'idd {Odz-^diVt hTfanzc 
AadWdlg-d AgedTdTdd n d d j gTfhdT AgedTd ThUdt d f c .  M X M l CgOdd Z_X gTjXKMi CCQ
vmUIxa^^H A gt HdudThT gOgra xaziEddida atct ztht HTT, ^didaz gtO d X  dWTc digndidd fgid$d 
H$.56o da ATaTntd fOdu-'^didt htantec zg ed id  fxgz d f c .  f\$'TXi^'i cnaTdv zgx grjXTatZt ananu 

g id d C  ATh HTT, ATaTnt h  stdoa A gg d  d^Hdd °ddgid H$adtd. ATaTnt̂ dT d k  dfH c gihdiZ f\dixNdT 
gtAxtaT^dt d d c e t  ccq  dnigidaz ana hid H?t, A iam  h  Stdza AgedTd adTZT H$~c ATh. nav Atatni^dT 
ddldiyglU d  gaH$ia! X d ld T g d ' d d H d  AfYddd A g e d ig i cdtd ITOdt htantoc A ad lcd g d  AgU

e f d  ZthT. n g  _ t dW zgx  H$a B^Ndt HTT, gaH$iai x d i iM iz Y c  d^Hdd AfYHT-dtZT i i o J t  d^Hdd 
°ddgid HZdt ddt. ThUZ f\$dtxt^dT CTOdd Z_X gTjXTaTZt giZldediygiU gtO dTXt/oidTSt dWtc hXXt^^d

AKNld IIO JI fddU-^dtdT ZTdtd hiantoc Agedid ThUdt d fc .  AKmld htantoc d X  d  OidlSIM 
hXXt_%'d A g e d ig i f\$dtXTZT rdt^dT dH$iaT_^d (fZ.H?.1) g^XT Aiaidld htantoc d d i  dtXT fdTdi OidlST

dW Agedid Z_X HTCC Zgg gxa h ta w C  h  O ^dX /d lxT  dW Agedid ZgX H$C ATh. *hUZ Aiamld
htantoc dtXT dW ATh td$di o id tS T  dW ATh dT didl'di o i a d ^  Chtnih z  d$avt o id tS T  d  ztXt^dT hxXtz^'d
Aiamld hliandc AadlrdlH^d Agedld ThU^ dBc. d  OidTST hdT xt^htdlHddlddl d d d d id l A^edT
vat Aiamld hianlxccnatzv z_x x T ^  did^dihxXTda A g e d i_ i cna'ifd z_ x fH$ad$ti fdgddldi fq^dtxTd 
H$WZTda d $ T u ^  fdqa!d nPauiH hTuia zthT. gxa fH$ad$ti fdgdd1_i _ i id d  Aialnld htanToc Afadrdiged
Zgedldl fZ^d$f d$TTdt dUTa ZthT. _TO dixT dWTc dlHddldd f_id$d H$. 5 6 o g^d Aiainld O:tdZ-^dTdt
htanToc Ag;z dW cnatxd zgx  kout KSedid f\$dTXiZl gTxa H^Cedi gTjn<i°didazan^ hid. AiaidZl h$~c  
H$c  ATh H$T, d d d d il St.Odd XenSZT Oh d$cCT gTZtdTOT gfeZ rdl^dl add:d  gICH$ld1 ATh. rdWHIU 
Aiamlzi ggdztTdTda giZidTO g fe z  x^did atccT ATh. ^huz d d d d d i) Aiaml^di hiadxcg^d cnaifd 
zgx  giZidi\$l g fe z  cnc®d Agedid ThUdt dBc. Aiaid^di d k  dfH$c gThdTZT 'xdtdTX H$ct ATh H$T, 

A tainZ  d'dH$Td ATfYd$Tat dT Ziddg'YZ ad^NTfZdrdT KdZ ITOdT ddH$ld oddgld d$a°dTdT fZUd 
K dedlgi rdtzT gTZldTOT gfeZ  iaXT H$ZZ RdCT htdT. AiamlZl gTZidTOT geTz gndZI^dlda [giUdlH^aldT 
^didTCdig^d gTxa H C dT giZidiZP! gfez^dT fdcTdaz an^ hid HtT, AiaidZl gxa gtZidTOT g fe z  g z  1999 

g^d laXT HtCT hTdT. n a ^ g ^  1999 g^d fH$dt rdiZza AiaidZ! d'^H?^ AfYdnaT dT Zidalg'gz ad^NifZ^rdl 
Kdedld fdTdtgxa ad^NTfZdrdT K ua  Agedid xdfdUiai dTfUdfhT ZTlId? d  HrldXlMd! naTdt ^dTdTCdtg^d

gTxa Htct ZthT. ThUZ AiaidZ! g z  1999 n tgz cnaixd zgx  gtZidTOT gfezdT dina Htct z g z  gxa g fez  
H d i  d'dH?^ AfYdnaT dT ZTd?a^ad^NTfzdrdT KdediZdaitOdT d'dH?^ °ddgid H?audiH?a1dTlaXT htzz 
RdedTd ThUdt dUTa ZthT. AiaiZ^dl d k  gaH?ia1 d d ? ^  glhdld dfdldlXIMHIU AiamlZl gTZidTO g fe z  g z  
1999 g^g laXT dTCT rd id i! gxa gTzTdTOT gfezdT ZTxUT drag dndwiz ddZdnad? z^hd. A iaidd dk  

dfd$C gThdTZT ddcngTU d$CedT dfdldlXIdldd gT dW ZgX d$a hP^Ndt d$T, nt.Z;Z.St.Qt. drlddld d$cg 
18(3) Addd gxa nT.EZ. St.Qt. dTTdXT A gctg^d Aiedinigz 60 fxdgid atv, n d n tg z  giZidi\Tl g fez  
AgCedl O'ZQd? 'fdbfZdTdT ZtxUt d$audId$a1dT ggdld nTYld$I-dId$S a O d$aU ddZdZad? ATh. rdldMHlU 
nt.Z;Z.St.Qt. drlddld d$cg 18(4) A^Zd O'ZQd? fddHldrZ gxa nt.EZ.St.Qt. dTTdXT ARCTg^d ATedTZda 
Ô ZOd? fdbZIdrdl ZTxUT dTcT zgedTg gxa O'ZfQd? fdbfZdrCi ygdl^dfZxTU ddtdT (giZidi\Tl geTz) dtna 
dradt dura ZthT. AiaidZ! d d td  K dct ZthT HtT, rdtzT g z  1999 g^d giZidiZTl g fe z  laXT dTediZda
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nt.EZ.St.Qt. EZEET AZCIZSE ATEETZdZ OZQtE$ fEbfZHdt g_(Md E f^E M IE S  ZTEUt dZtdT a O E C  
hTET. ThUZ AlOntZt nt.EZ.St.Qt. EZEET AZCIZ^E A d Z E C  cETUT OZQtH$ fEbfZErMt zTxUt H><u'IH><tdT 
g_(Md nTfYdTFETES a O E C  ZACTd ThUET d f c .  g_(Md nTfYdzZt fcTE t fdCAZTd ETEdZt g C  4A84U 
giEdC ATh Ht, ATamtZt cETUT OZfQH$ fEbfZErMt ZTEUt E$CCt ZTht. AfZTntZt g C  ceTM OZfQH fEbZtE$Mt 
ZTEUt pfeETM E$WZ H$C ZTht. dTMfdE$dZ£E AfZTntZt cETUT EdfO-E fEbfZEUt ZTEUt H$Ct AAdt E  cETZt
AEZ ZTEUt nZfUTE UTETCETZU AfEZ E$C AAE. nZd AIZNlZl cETCT OdfQE fEbZtETd ZTEUtnE 
UTETCETZSE AfEZ E$C ZTht. ^hgZ AfZTntZt cETUT OZfQE$ fEbZtE$Mt g_(Md nTfYdTFETES ZfEUt E$ct 
ZACTd ThUET 1 c .  AIZNlZl cETUT OZfQH fEbfZETdt ZfEUt E$Ct ZAETZT g C  gi^iJJl\^l zfeZkjZ dddET 
C lS M t e E C e  fZEfUTMt MTMUt E C  cETUT Ez Tz^E _CET AAeETM gTfJdC hTE. EAht nt.EZ.St.Qt. 
dZEZTAdEE OZfQH fEbftE ZTEUt E$CC AAC dZtht ngdtnd fZETU EETdT dfTZ E C  EZdEt zfhC ^I
E zT zd  _CET ATh fHdT _cE t ATh hET dTdtdT IC T A  E C  nfEdfYd ATh. nZd ATZmtZt nt.EZ.St.Qt. 
EZEZtAeEE cETUT OZfQH fEbZtE$Mt ZTEUt EZ H C m ZTht ET3CQ ZTEUt Z EC ET OZfQE fZblZETZSE 
ATZTEmZ ZfeZM ATYTZ EZdETCTISCT EZTzYtC fCETM fZETZ E$C hTd. AkiMM cETCT OZfQdT fEdHEdl 
nt.EZ.St.Qt/EEEZTAdEd ZTEUt E d fed T E  ceTzT ngfEgd fZETZEETMT (ATZlEmn _ fez ) EZUdtht MTdUt 
EZEEfETZtdTCnZTE E$ZdTEUTZ ZTht. ^hgZ ATZmtZt nt.EZ. St.Qt. E$!'W!M E C  3(1) ME„EZ E=$ZZ E$CZ 
23 AdEd E ^  E:$eETE ThUET 1 c .

18. ATZmtM d k  EE$tC Alh~i^1 'EdtETE E1̂  ATh E^, AKlnlM hTfZTQC ZAeETZi d  rETZt HlUdhl EZtCz
tZETZ E1̂  ZAeETZi OzfQE$ fEbfZE$^ET AkZ^E d  AZrfds; hTd ZThtd. nt.EZ.St.Qt. E:ZEZTAdEd E1̂
OzfQE$ fddfZE^CT ZtEUt E$ZZ dYZETZE  ̂AAeETZi ATZmtZt E Z i  ATzrEm$t ZetZ ET®ETZ«E RÊ ETE$ZtdT
ZTEUt e $zu ateeee$ ZTht. ThUz ATZmttEzeE nt.EZ.St.Qt. E^EzrAdZd ETTUETht e ^  fA^^ hTd.eE^d

ZAeETET 'EdtdTE AIZNlM d k  dtE$C AIh~iZl E$CT ATh. ET3C^, d k  AZEZZt dtE$C AThkT̂ ET 'EdldlEWZIU 
AIZnIM htfzZQC OzfQE$ fEbfZE$^ET AkZ^E AZTfES; hTd AAeEI_i rETZt nt.EZ.St.Qt. EZEZTAdEd ZTEUt 
E$ZU ATE2EE$ hTd. AIZIMIM d ^  dfE$C AIh~iZl EZtCEZTU E$CeET 'Ed1dIEI~I~d Zt EW Z_E E$E hf^NdT E$t, 
EQZMEit AIZintM dT®ETẐ E ATZlETOt zfeZ  AAeEIM E^dlEdOIdZlc CZC®Y ATj gZIo'IdZZ AZĥ  hTd. Zt 
EindtM zze  E$C ATh E$t, ATZmtZt ATZlETOt zfezkTZ E$fEET C t i S w  EzTMt mimu! e $zz zeT̂ et e z Tz^e

_CET AAeEIM rETZT ATfEdC hTd. AHEI4$1 ZfeZ h  nAfEnd IZeTZ EE AAZ rETETZ E E ^  IZeTZ E$ZdT 
Ed AAeEI~I~d AIZIMIMI dTE ZTht. Zt.EZ.St.Qt. E$TEET d  tZEZTZ^E ZZhEZ Z_E E$C ATh E$t, AHEI4$1
zfezkrz nEtcE fzErz E$zdT e e  zrht. ATZTErot zfezMT nAdtnd fzErz EeTz ^e  AZide hTET. t^u z  AiZintZt 
ATZlETOt zfeZMT e Z ^  tZErZTE$ZtdT dTEZ E$eETA ZeTmT OZfQE$ fEbfZE$ ET AkZ^E AZlde hTET tE$dT ZTht h  
nihZ ATd2EE$ ATh. kZfQE$ fEbZtE^Mt AkT nt.EZ.St.Qt. EEEZTd E$CZ 2 (St) Z«E fECt ATh. AEZ AknZTU 
kZfQE$ fEbfZE$ T h U ^  E$Tudht fEbfZE$, hlZnldC tE$dT ETTUEht fOEZU E$t, OW nAdtnd fZETZ nfE$ET (nt- 
ZTQC STEkffzQE$ z'iTaOZ) E$Ct OTE. T^UZ A iZiZIM fEbfZE$ 1E$dT hTfZTQC AfZErdTZ^E ZAeETd jf lE  YZC 
dZtht rETZt nAdtnd tZETZ nfE$ET E$eETA E E$fuEht fOEZU AAf cET tOETUTCf kZfQE$ tEbZtE$ AAeEIM ThUET 
f c .  nZd Zt EindtM Z_E E$C ATh E$t, A iZiZIm fOdZ-^uTEt ZTdTM htzntQC AtZErdfZ^E AAZ AfZTntZt AEZ 
hfzntQCz^E ErfdET CilSM E d tcz  fzErz E$C hTd. nAdtnd fZETZ ntEuMt Akf nt.EZ.St.Qt. e îewim e $c z  
2 (ate) z «e  fECCt Afh. aez AknzfU nAfdnd fZETZ n fE u  t̂ uom EZYTzUndt tE$dr Zez e Z ^  fzEfz
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hhu' ih,OvtH c c t  mimUI Ht giHiji\$l z iez d ig e x t zzidehrvT. Aiainlzl HfddT c iiS M  z 4 fc z

tZxiz h *m th w t  g tz lrizz  ziezMi dtza d a ' i z i  gxa z z tc z  HxizidaidT dinacc h rw o c  h  AkinlM 
OZrQ.H$ AZa'lM ThUdT f c .  AkinlZ! r 'M I  OzfZH$fxbfZ^ nt.EZ-St.Qt. h$i' ^ iavJ v

zziMd nrfYHiT-iH5S: ZixUt H au A W d  hTV. nt.EZ.SI.Qt. d m iM  h c z  3( 1) A dJd a k n I zi c r d  
OZQh  fdbfZHMt ZixUt d a 'i f e d i '  zgtdgd tzxiz ddtdT dtza HadT 'u r a  zrht. zgdlzd tzxiz ddtzed 
nt.Ez.St.Ot. d m iM  h c z  2(d ) A dJd zgdtgd tzxiz n tH r  d  ngVtgd tzxiz mimUImi z z id e  hTVT. 
zgdtgd tzxiz mimUIM! gkT zt.EZ. St.Qt. d m iM  h c z  2 ( H  ) zed  fXCCt Ath. gxa g t z z t u  ngVtnd 

tZxiz mimUihe'  g r z r a w ja  HaMid' ' u m i  g d  mimwimi z z id e  hdT. ^hgz gtzraizz z Rhak z z tc z  
tzxiz z  h$cvt c ro d d  zgx  c 'l ^ z e d  zgx  d e 'iz z iU  bvc mimwi d a r  vatht gxa mimwimi z z id e  ngVtnd 
tzxiz MTdUtzdhTBc. c 'lz z iu  Akinlzl giZiji\$l zfezMT c n d ^  z d tc z  tzxiztHatdT z  HadT czaidd z_x 

Hie'inziU ^va mimwi H»au'iH>0dTS$eziM jfhv  Yac vatht a iOZIZ! nt.EZ.St.Qt. d m iM  h c z  3 ( 1 ) M 
C„KZ da'IM  ThUVT dfC . zad z t  'igdlM Z_X H$c Ath Ht, AKintZl dQZMdit ZHIZI4Z ZleZAkd$fddT
clISM  z d tc z  tzxiz H$az c 'h d i  zz tzed  gczT AZe'iM c 'T z  gTfzvc h d .  ^hgz AkinIZl nt.EZ.St.Qt. 
dl'YIM H$cz 5 d  6 M C„KZ H$aZ H$CZ 23 A dJd te jg z id  JhT  d e 'M  ^hUdl dBc.

19. A^ntM  v k  dtH$c gihdTZt gxdtdix h$ct Aih H$t, Sdrld fdQzg d$fddT c ilS M  yfdkindidatc aQ^nzzada 
tx . i5/ o 9/ 2oc5 t  tedH$T z iacci A gz gxa yfdkinz txzld$ 09/ 09/2005 a ^  d d ^  H^e'iM 

xdfdc Aih. n f d k r z ^  (fZ.32) A ^ c ^ z ^ ^ z  ans: H$t, gxa nfdkin^idOc aom nada txzld$ 15 
g^Qda 2005 mt tedH$T z iacci Aih. tẑ zTXt fdcigaid 'ixdZt r 'i^ z i cco: d z ^ U t xa^'iz gTfzdc Aih 
H$t, d̂TZt tdZTH 15/ 09/2005 a^H$fddT c iiS M  zfdklZ^ (fZ.H$.32) t^hZ KdZ {Xzid$ 16/ 09/2005 
a ^  ecT  OTYdcTzg tx c  hid. tẑ zTXt fdcigaid 'ixdZt r 'i^ z i cco: dnizUIxa^^n gTfJdc Aih H$t, 
ecT  OTYdZ r z iz  Q;zz;df neM t zmzUt H$ct z g z  zxa deM t zmzUt Q̂ nZda H$ct htdt. fZ$'TXi fdcizaid 
'ixdZt rz i^z iccq: dnizU Ixa^'n z;S g tfzd c  Ath H$t, txztd$ 16/ 09/2005 a ^  d$fddT c riS M  yfdkinz 
( tz.H$.32) d z ^  h ĉu' iv Aie'iM rztzt ztfhdt ziht. tz$'TXt fdcigaid drxZt rz i^z iccq: dnigUtxa^'iz n;! 

g ilJd c  Ath H$t, SH R  tdQZgM yidkinz H^l'YIAdZd AIdfH$ A ^ e 'I Z i  r tZ l  ak H$e'Hd<d$fddT c liS M  
yfdkind d k ^  d$az K dc htd. zCv tz$'TXt fdcigaid 'ixdZt r ' i ^ ' i  gadnigUtxa^'iz ansnU gTfzdc Ath 
H$t, r'tZ t txztH 09/ 09/2005 a^aSydU  kqZM ydtM Sd^\d tdQzg d$fddT c iiS M  zfdkiz^ tchZ
KdZ aSHatdT d z^ u t-z $ t  ̂ huz nMdige az^  d  01̂ 1- ' ^  iMldOdT z ^  az^  A g  e^  d tz  h d ^  azY 
tx c  htd. c z ^  zzx  H^e'izziu I4$'ixl idcigaid drxd h  gadnigulM dil a z sz u  g ^ d ^  H$t, KQZM fXdet 
d$fddT c liS M  ztdkizd d ' ^  H$aZ KdZ Zz f X c z a d  r'IZd<CcQ: dnigUlXa^^H dQZMZda txz1d$
15/ 09/2005 a ^  d$fddT c liS M  zfdkizd d ^  H$aZ tXztd$ 16/ 09/2005 aSHfadT z g  fXe'lM

gtzd^.tz^'TXt fdcizaid drxd h  tdahT e a '  tdtd$rgd$ dWT gzfMd ztfYd$^ ^hudz dfas: dgH$k AtYd$^ 
Athd. ThUZ AigztZtd$fddT c liS M  z ^ tc z  tz x ^  H^au'iMt KQZT tXztH 09/ 09/2005 a ^ K S c t  A ^ T ^  
tz '̂TXt fdcizaid 'IXdZt ecTOTYdcT tXztd$ 16/ 09/2005 a ^  Q;ZH$atdT Zg IXa'lMr d ^  Z Z ^  ZQUCt 
zrht. AiOm^'i htaztQczed d$fddT c ^ S c i  txztH 09/ 09/2005 a ^ S ht'  tdQzg ̂ huz QzH$atdT z iR d c
AgdTZT d  gxa Q;z z;^ pia'iZda txztd$ 15/ 09/2005 a ^  tS$dt 16/ 09/2005 a ^  tz$'TXt e c t  OTYdcT 

ATctztd hiaztQczed Qz^atdT z g  Hludht JihE d$tau zrht. dZht tz$'Txt fdcizaid ''tx d  zwz g tz d ^
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HS, fxzTH$ 1 6 / 09/2005 atOt H$fdvr eTiSM nfVkm^ w a  H -w d cdfxt _ifhVt ztht nav cdtZv gxa 

d id  g f  Age'iM  g tw rv . didaz f\$'tXi {dcrgaid 'ixdZt A igntet gxa Hv z y z  diMldu'iH$OdT d  d o t  
fZ_tu H$<u'|H$0dT OtfUdndH$ iTQt g f j  XU'IMI ZdcZ %edtd *hUv d f e .  f\$'tX1 fdClg<ld 'IX dgK lI 
w  f e f jv  d  w  nxtdatc HiuVlhl ^ddvt a k n I w  zfagQ ezsd Qn H w Z va gxa Q z v g v  ciJUia ng  

z  X v Qn htuvr^df n g  XBc. nav f\$xfxt fdcrgaid dtxdZt H d i  Aiainlci gxa HgzYZ KZXtf goudtH gv 
A tTW  nfhedt g f j g t  fd g jd  d  ItQ t g f j  XUdfdf Z W  H er Ath. A igntd Vk d f e  gfhdtZt f e f x t  
fdcfgard dTXdcr c d fw  c e o  vmgUlxa^^H fXCedt g d fd u ^x az  d f t  XeniS d  g e t  otdZt f e f x t f e d  
g.EZ.St.Qt. dTTdWtAvgv HnddTht dOtv ZgedTdTdV W ig  XTIC HWdXZ c d f w f e x  J h f  x t i e  p le d l_ i 

tfHTdZ_Yz g e t  OTddUt Qn d$eet H$g l o t  xafdu'iH^aldT fe fx tZ  engxv z_x  H w n z tU  a w w  
g t j g t  fdgzv d  l o t  g f j  XdZ Aiainlci fzxlf goudtH gv zxv h ew m i n x v  H w d  *s u v  d f e .  w m  
dnauidxz f e i s t  fdeigaid dtxdZt o t f e n d H  A iaigci gxa HggzYZ 1Zxtf goudtH gv zzdxt tsuz

hOw  e t i S w  n f e n d id g e  aQnnnada IXzTh  15 g sd a  2005 mt Igxdz z te z  gxa n f e R d  rVdlXdgt 

w a  H w d td v  ITQt g t j  1xet A g e v d t g d d v  ztH tav dv  ztht. ^hUZ H$di f e T x lw  g t jz Y te  cnaldv 
Z_X ldgdd1_i f e tx l  n j fd t  g^U  H$g iTQt d  dZidQt A Z W dl f e d  HEW  dUR Ztht. vght d O fe  
e t i S w  nlVktndizYte z_x  HztHredtd Ztot 1xzfH 09.09.2005 aTOt AigntHSZ o z  H w d  g e t  
OTYd, d d d v  e t i s ,  st. Odd Xgnts d  n d  gtexta ngtv  ndtaZt a w n s  g t f e e  Ath. dtavidd$Vz«d 1\$dTxt 
Ideigard vxdZ t fxztv 09.09.2005 aTOt doUdnOf nldktndTzYte z_x Hvtdriedt n d ld g g  z$qdiedt 

Ztot geT OTYder Qnd$atvT tXedt zg rd t va gxa g d  ZTot aitnI h-sz dozt d ^ ^ d a td a  ozm  H$au'id a tzv  
ZArdt. nav^zt dTndfd Z_X H$e ATh H$t, dQZt dSedTdatda Sf. Odd XgZSZt AiaTntet H$lddf e t i s e d t  
z g fe z  {ZxTZTH-atvf fXezdt n d ld g g  z$qvedt g d  Ztoi o z  h$z$z  ? d tv  ndZTzt w a  H$et h tv . ^hUZ 1\dfxt 
Idergard vxdZ t oTfUdndd$ A igntet gxa Hv z y z  1ZXtf gou^H$atvf zxv ^htdt d  g e r  OTYdZt H e d t  
vHzatedt a iJ i_ i znaidv z_x  H w n z tu ' dozzva Hridvf c i i s m  n1dktnd w a  h$z$z g e t  OTYdet ̂ nd$atvf 

n g  1XedTdTdd iTQt d  ^dgdd g T j 1xXdTd ThUvf d |e .  vght SH$Td 1dQ:ZgZt z d te z  1ZxTZTedt dfdUtdnydf 
n1dktnd 1ehZ  xU ddZHnad$ A g e v d  nt.xz.St.Qt. HZdxt d  1Zdztz^d H$3ht z_x  H$ee zTht. ^h^z H^iddf 
e iiS M  n1dktnd dQZZv w a  H w d  jh tv  Yae vatht 1\d fx t ne ied t EH$xatv H-wziev grdvda H$TUrht 
1dza^d nfamz hTUia ZTht. nt.xz.St.Qt. HndxdTvdv 1Oehf g e d  1dH?lrgd$Tdt g g d tv  nTdtdzat ^h^z rz'^vl 

H$et Agvtzt g^xT v  adv:hZ gxa nt.EZ.St.Qt. H^dwtAddd dsHrld ̂ ddgtdtd^Tfdz$ex Hnddiht H-avtzt 1xgz
dv  ZTht. nav^addgdt gaWtedt nTIH$iai_i g_^dd nTdtd$at=dtZT ATdedt ^ddgfdtd$ dTddTfda^X HTiddfht 
H-ardt e tz v  ATh. ^hUZ g_1dd nTdtd$t=dtxra r d t w  dsHrld ^ddgfd a a Cw  dtddTzt dfd1dudTd$atdf 

nt.Ez.St.Qt. H^dwtAddd zd~atz^d H $ ew  Hnddfhtz^d ^ o v  RdZ rdizt g g 'id i  z$tdxt xdZ 1ZxTf 
gfSUdTg dt^d H$audid H$rd H$ag gfh1Od$ ATh. ^hUZ nTdtdz=dtZt R d e w  1Had$Te ^odTv zzdxT
xdZ ATaTntzt nUv: 1Zxtf H$ara x g  dfjd hfUia ZTht. A gf nfafaWOtz^d xavfEdOidate cne®d g d  gT j 
naio'idi 1ddTa H$a^ ATaTntZt j^hT H$et tH$df ZTht d ididvdi 1Ẑ d$d hetu  dfjd htBe. H^fddf e t i s ,  g e r  
OTYd, st. o d v  x g n ts  d  ngfv ndtaZt doZdidv dd:fdd g T j 1xet A gz rdfdt g T j Rtg, an^ d  ^d^dlglhdg 

nid Ath. ^hUZ 1 \ 'fx t  z j ie d t  cnatzv z_x  g d  gfjxtaTZt gtfzdedTnzfg d^ad1dH$dz^d AtaintZt H^iddf 
e T iS d t gtZtvz$t zgtzxta z d te z  1Zxtz H-audtdt dozt d S w d  ThUvt d fe .
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2o . AiaidtM v k  d H te  gihdizl 'Rdldix H$et at?  H$t, fXzivi 19.10.2005 g o g d t  daldddidkiT eigziz 

addgdt gadizr dt.Ez.St.ot. H $ ra k tA J  Vdiggt d  o k t Hzzdid AfdH$ia fXe A gz cdiddf gxa AfdHza 
addgdt gadizr z^hV. gxa H g k d te  dozt fXztH$ 09.09.2005 g o t  Thgod vdarw z_ x e rg z -fz g d  

Afadccllked 'u 'in d l  d S ed lk i gXa %kkeg addgdt gaWzt H$cct H$l'dlhl ~H$l'Xela AgedlMI ddVtdTV 

AKIdM Vk dH$te glh~iZl H$ct at?. AKIdM Vk dH$te glh~lZl dfledklT H$eedt dddMIXMMd k t dW 
z_ x H$e B^Ndt H$t, gxa %kkeg g e t  o d d  d  H$fdVT C tiS z t  rdt^dt addgdt gaWkia AiaidM i OZfQd$ 

fdbz1d$dt VdikUt d  k k t (gM d  fgpa) H$et ZgZ cdTOt H d i  dgfCd fzXizidt dZTdV H$g Hldd ATatdtfdeed 
“ f a J  A lnaez’’ H e  at?. Thgz d f t  XeniS fHar g e t  o d d e t  ggfMd dkdHddTzt davTzvt fXet z w iz r
g«xt rdtzt Aiainl^'i OzfQd$ idezldkeg d is  otha Vdiggt d  o k t H>ediM T?gvr dgia zrht. gxa %gkeg
Aiainl^'i kzfQd$ fvefzdked d is  otha kzfQd$ fvefzdTdt Vdiggt d  o k t HZddTdt did-dikt st. o d d  
XeniSzl ggfMd dTfdHAt fddtXt fdeigaid dtxd^dt A ide  d  nadizklz H e  at?. dt. Ez.St.Qt. fzdid 
H$e_ 12 a J  ggfdV dTfdHAt Bda A fd d M ie i OkfQd$ fvektHAeg d is  otha dkfQd$ fvefzd$dt Vdiggt 
d  o k t h$<u' iM AfdH$ia X ^ev A . gkfdv  dkdHddTzt craidv zgx  Vdiggt d  o k td  AfdH$ia Hlurdiht 
A fd d M ie i e l  a d w k e g  XT ddzddaH AgediM dt.Ez.St.ot. H$idXT d  fzdkTkeg z_x  H$ee zrkt. fXztH 

04/ 01/2007 g o t  khiai^ eigziz dkav H$ee dtaddd$ Hr.dfdVt 20 06/d.H$.375/H$.H$.2 (gidofzH^ 
A ta ^  fdktz) d k g  ggfdV dkdd^i-dizl H$di addgdt g a w ^  OztQd$ tdbztH$dt Vd^Ut d$ac^atd r e l t  
adadideg AfdH$^ ^iddiM at?^. daV gXa H$gdeg g_(Md dkdd^i-dizl VdiggiM AfdH$^ d ”kfH$d AfdH$^ 

st. odV XediSei fXe h ^ .  ^ h rz  g_fMd dkdd^i-dizl st. odV XediSei Aiaidl^di OztQd$ "fdeztH$deg 
d ^  o : ^  Vdiggt d  o k t h$<u'|M  e i  Afdd$ta z  Xvi VtSt AfdH$^ fXediM jfh ^  d ae  Vatht rdrzeg H$ihtht 
M ^td d  d'HitdXgta ztht. gXa H$gdeg g e t  o td d , a ^ .  d f t  XediS d  rdi^dt addgdt gaWet AiaidtM 
OztQd$ 1defzH$deg d ^  o : ^  gXa OzfxH  ̂ tdbfzH$dt Vdiggt d r a c ^  AfdH$^ ggfdk  dTfdHz^dizt {XCc  

ztht d  Vg dilUdhl d$^d C d a ^  z_X °dddt addgdt gaWzt d1̂  ztk^. r d tg i  g e t  ktddeT AiaidTM ozfxdr 
■fdbfzHideg Sd$Td H$g d$az d g fe z  fzXiziM faQd Aldaez diaod^atdr ggfdV dkdd$i-diMl e i t  tdidT
VTSt Afddriaidt Aidfd$dT ztht. fXzTd$ 19/ 10/2005 a ^ t^ d t dPadddrixia dt.Ez.St.Qt. H $ id d iA ^  
dzido: H$g (S d td  H$g) addgdt gaWzt d$audig d$Rht dfVddtV ziht. daV eigziz tXztdi 19/ 10/2005 
aiol^di dtadddr^id dt.Ez.St.ot. diid^iMt d ^  d  d U d g A k e d o ^ U t k ^ r^ a td r  addgdt gaWet 
dzido: d$g H$audId$a1dT gkTfdS: d$az dM tg  gkk t fXet h ^ .  dt/Ez.St.ot. drlddl^dl AkedOIdgikeg 

ktaStV-ktaV addgdt gaWet gkifda d$az d d z  ~zidot Hrg draod^atVa giki^z dood^aVT eigziz  fXzTd$
19/ 10/2005 a ^  dfadddr HrlTedlki rdlddPaddgdt gaWet d^do: Hrg d$audldl Afdd$tazgedlM T^TVi 

d g ^  ztht. Vght dt.Ez.St.ot. d$I'dIAdgd diurdlht VaVXtd C „dz pledizVa gkfdV dTfdd$tat adV: tdldT 

rdldldV Vdda dTk pledizVa k d ^  d$az -dldiedlkeg VH$ta XTI^ d$a e ^ V ^ . T^Tz gXa HAkeg geXT
dlfdVT e ilsM t Aiaidlz k g fek  fzXITIdt glkijldPl kf^izxiadldgt Hredldt pledizVagkfdV dTfdHT^

fdrdtXt fdeigaid dTXdzt gza Hrg AfdHldta^dT -didiedikeg X t ie  H$ediM t̂ tvi dBe. gkfdV dkdH$^ 
tdrdfXtzt AfdH$v Hreedt st. o d v  XediSzt Aiaidt^di kZfQHl IvefzHiked V d ^u t d  o k t H$az g T j v ^  
d d ig  ztXfde at?. t̂ jz gXa Hrgkeg d  AfdH$v A fd H z^z t Aiaidt^di kZfQd tvefzHidt V d ^u t d
o k t H$az gkfdv  difdHza^dTzt ^did^dikeg A ^dtfdaev dt.E;z. St.ot. h$i' ^ ia^  v h a  X t ie  H$ediM 
T^TdT dBe.
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21. a k H M i d k  ddTTc gihdizl dddtdrx Htct at?  dTT, st.O dd xenrSzt gTjXiaiM ~ r u  zixidC z g z  gxa 
~ r u  e c i  OTYdzt ZTXdc at?. nav g t dW zgx  d$a B^NdT dTT, dnig  AfYdrMizl add:M sadTjgged 
gTjxiaiM d d iu  ZTxIdu'iM dYz z h t. dn ig  AfYdnat c t m i gijudingiu (is+Qez) hdaidsz g x  gTjxiaiM 

d d iu  fc ? z  K^edTdid. dfds n C g  AfYddat c t m i aidoa htsz gTjxiaiM d d iu  fc ? z  Kd a a v t . st. 
Odd XemiSzl ansnU gTiddC at?  HtT, rdiM ggj d  c t m i gijudingiu ((S+Qez) ecT  OTYdzt gTjxiaiM 

d d iu  ZTXdc hid. ^h^z st. Odd XemiSzl ecT  OTYdMT gTjxiaiM d d iu  ZiXd^d^atvT aidoa Thuz c w r  
dTedig cdiged dTTUdht MdTtd fdTdT ddTidXeta H$rd z h t. eCT OTYd d  dTfddT C ilS z l cdT̂ dT ddTUTgYtc 

_OH$a daTda AgedlM giJZ  rdingiU "TldlCdiged ddTdd ATj fXCt ATh. cdldngiU ST. Odd XeNIS^I 
gjju'iyHiU (fSdOez) eCT OTYdzt ndZIH d  hdd XadldO fCfhCT AAedig c d ig i AkNld dTTUdht ZH$giZ 

hTuia ziht. Aiai'-iMi d k  dldrc gihdizl dddtdrx Htct at?  HtT, f\TdTxtzt v h a  x i i c  d^audi^df st. Odd 
XemiSzl gTjxiaiM d d iu  zixidC a a c  vat gxa gijXiaTd g d  d d iu  \1oxi(1 nfd$dT gfhVM d$c_ 161

Addd A A edig i AXC d'lUIMI endin' d$C_ 162 Addd nddT ThUz d$avi dUTC ZThT. AlOm^di Vk dldTC 
gThdTZT rdiM daTc 'dvldixiglddM Aixautd g d T ^  -di'ic 'iZT “ 1994 aiOt g ing  dTTQ d$gg (fdTfgzc) 
85, sida+Qiao. a t \  EZ\igg-8 - f d a o -  fXnd ghioz’’ dT dTgged zgx  Htcct HTidXT (gidQez) x i i c  
d$CT at?. c n a ^  zgx  d$gg«d ATxaUTdgdT^ -didicdizl zgx  d$c at?  H$t, d$iurdihl id ie^  d^iddiged 
vnig  d$audiM a TYh$^ TdTe^ a TYh^ ^ tict TXC Adedig VT a TYh$^  gexT niiCg AfYd$i-di^di” gkged 
dVT. rdidngiU fdfe^  d$iddiged v n ^  AfYd$^rTzT j ^ t x t ic  hiudindf n a ^  d$az -didicdiged

vha: x i i c  d$CT Adedig gxa n ^ T  d$aud^aTvT d$CCT d$^dihT gexi “v n ^ ’’ dT gkged  ggifds
h ^ .  cnai+d zgx  d$iddingiU st. o d d  XenrSzt d$CCT g d  d$^dihT ggiMv yriYd^i-dizl -didicdiged vd$Ta 

x i i c  d$au^ndfMT a a CT vat gxa d$iddihlci “vm g’’ ^hUdT dBc. ^h^z st. o d d  XeniSzl zlxfdCedi
d$fddT CTIS, eCT OTYd, d$C ^ OTYd d  AOd d^C^dT ddlUICI A ^ntfdaex J^hT fg^X d$aud^atdT 

ThUz JThd YadT dd  zgC  dathtd$fddT C TIS d  eCT OTYdzT rdT^dT ddlUingiU ^dldlCdigedddTdd ATj 
fXCT ATh. Th^z d$fddT C ^ ,  eCT OTYd, ST. Odd XeniSd f\$dfXT fdCIddd dTXdzt -dldlCdigedfXCCT 

g1fid$ g T j Aia'Nlfdaex j ŝt fgex d$audid$aldT g d ^  t?Uz jThd YadT 1 c .

22. Aiaml-di d k  d1d$c gihdT^dT d+rldixingiU d$fddT C T iS fe d ^  hva d$UTht kozm n fd jx e f  g T jx ^  z g z  
rdTMT g T j Ed$Td a d a n ^  at?. g t dW zgx d$a hl^NdT d$T, ecT  OTYdM gTjngTU d$fddT CTiSMT
A^qTzt gizidiATl gfezsTa gdlCg mimUI d$CT h ^  rd id i! VT g;exT d$fddT C TiSgidd gidijiATl^di
dTg^diged dCT hidT d  rd ld il Aldnlzl r d ^  d  dTfddT CIISCTgiiddCC h ^  HtT, dTiddT C llS ^ d lg g ig ^ d  
gCdT ATh. ThUz dTiddT C ilS g id d  ecT  OTYd ht g^XT KOzot y rd jx e f  gTjX^ Adedld ThU^ dBc. 
Aldmld d k  dldTC dlhdizl d+dldix dTCT ATh HtT, ecT  OTYdz d t xfCd gfhCT fddT^ g S i ,  g ^ ^  dT 
addgdt gaWMt A ^ d j A gedioi dTTdXTndt Aarlrdiged aav^  gexi rdTzt gxa dTTdxTndt na id
-didicdi ged giXa z  dTedigi “ g ^ ^  n a ^  AiYfzdgiM d$cg 114, cXihau-Ot’’ A^dd ax:  dTTdXTndt 
n d ^  rdTMfdaex AgedlM jih d  YCUdldl fdzdt dTCt ATh. g t dW zgx  d$a hl^NdT HtT, ecT  OTYd, 
dTfddT C ^ ,  f\TdTxt fdcigaid dTXd d  hda g ijx ^ ^ d T  g T j n a ^ ^ a z  an^ hid HtT, dfT XeniS d  ecT  

OTYd ht xiCd gfhcT addgdt gaWged ht̂  a a z  dfT XeniS ht nt.x;z .̂St.Q:t. HTidgrAddd awTinv 
(Oehiarald g„H i<gfgdt g ^  ged gxad at?. cdiongiu K o z o d it f\TdTxt fdcigaid dTXd h  g ^  dW
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fOehT e e d  vwt d m i  A dJd fOehT g_(Md mfYH$Kr d  st. Odd XeniS h  gTdig
dWTc fOehT giZI-d d JU IC Z d  d ^ H d  AfYddat ThUZ Hildad AgedTd ATarM H$~c H i  Aih. ^hUZ 
dQZddil f\$'TXl fdCIgaid diXd h  gTdig (Oeh'IH$ddT g_1Md nrlYddat AgZ cdTzf Af^HidfardT gxa 
dHia -dTdicdIZd X T Ii HedTd ThUdT d f c .  AKiniHI HifddT CIISMI gTZ\dTZT HiedTZda fX iiT HigHA 
XadTdOTda CZc Y Zgedidi dddldlX Alg-lld d k  d fH i gihdTZT H iT Aih. ZT dW Z_X Hid Bf^NdT
His, Aiainlzl HifddT C ilsM l ginijidTl Hidz rdi-ci z z iZ d  _ c jt  Agedid gTJdedTZda fXCcT Hignna 

AQiH-c-A da Aih. gXa Hignnaddz ans h d  ht, Aiainlzl dozdiT  HifddT ciiSM l gTZTJTZT H i t  A gz 
cd id if cdTdOZQh  fdbfZHi AZdTcdTZd hTd. Alg-lld d k  d fH i gTkdTZT “ 2o1o gf.ATa.Xi.O. 3247, 
eidiaiz aiBHa/zTdH$a - f d d o -  aoz ath  UTdi’’ dT H igZd AixaUld z ~B c o  -h ' i c h I zgx  H i iT
HiTdXTXTIi HidZ TdfdTX HiT Hl, ZTadld ggdT AfYfZdZd H i d  25 d  26 A dJd AKNldl HidCt-OdTd 
(h -z a z ) nadT ^huz rdTMIdd^x dinadT dura ziht. cnaTzd zgx  HgZYTc h$tbtmt ATxa Hdz ZT dW zgx 
Hid kf^NdT Hil, cnaTzd z_x  HigzYtc hwz d  gxa loedTzY tc h y z iz a  RTg dzzdd A g e d ig i cHadd
Z_X HigzYtC HiTdXT gxa IQ idiZYTi fdgJd  d  d J id T  HWZTiT iT J  HiadT dUTa Ziht. AldintZl J-hT H igi
*\  *\  a  a  * \ * \  *\  a  *\  ~  ♦ *\  * * \  *\

HiedldlddMI HiTUdThtHidCT-OdTd gxa H igZd X T Ii HaZdTd ATC^ ZihT. rdTdZZiU ST. Odd XOZTS h  
“ ZTadtd naTdT AfYfZdzTd HiCZ 24 d  26’’ A ^Jd  ZifCg AfYHiTaT AgedTd ^hUdT dUTa Ziht. ST. Odd 
XeniScT H id i OzfQHi IzbfzHidT dZTgut Hidz o z t  H iacid AfYHiTa gZfdd 5T1YHiT='TZT fXC a ^  rdTzT
ATainZT AQH HiaCTd AfYHiTa ZlhTd. rdTdZZIO gZfdd ZTfYHiTaT d  ST. Odd XOZTSCT gddt HiaCTd fHidT 
AiainlcT H/idSlZ^d RdJdTd HTudhT AfYHiTa z g z  d  dkfHid AfYHiTaT Aihd. ^h^z gZfdd nTfYHoat d  st. 

Odd XenSZT d iO d a t HidZ ATainHiSZ g M J I^ d l  nna f c ^  ddedTd dUTa ZThT. d g d  ST. Odd
xenSzT d iO d a tz  gM Jidiidi nna fChZ ddedididd AiainlHl dHna g^XT HiCcT zihT. AeinHiia, AiainlHl 
dQ Z ddit HifddT cX ISdl giZiyidil HidZ rdididd fChZ fXĈ CT HigZZC (AfQHC-A) AialnUddeX naidT
Thuz dinadT f c .  “ E.ATd.ATa. 2007 dT^d 29 dTx -fda^X- fdcd is  zizTfSg’’ dT HigZ^d AiXauld z ~ I

-dldlCdlZ ZTafdd naTdT AfdfZdZTd HiCZ 67 A dJd HilJXIMkl naidT fgeX, HiYl d  HiWHiTa HiadT
ddT dTdidd gTfJdC Aih. AiaidZl HifddT cX IS^di fXCedT gTZTdrfif nna (a IQh c - a ) da AraTn^ ghl 
A gz rdTzl add: gXa gTZTdT\ifdT nna fChz fXedTd 14$'!X1̂ ' i gT^XTaizl gTfJdC Aih. AiaidZl HifddT 
CIISMl gTZlzm  HiedTZda gXa gM JIdildl HigZZC HifddT C TIS d  ACT OTYdd g Z j  fX C ^ hidT. ^h^Z 
gTZTJizifdT Higsda AiaidZl f c ^  fXedTdidd Act OTdd d  HifddT C t iSZT fXC^cf g T j g rd  A gedid  JThd

YadT dBc. rdldyZIU gXa gTzTJTZifdT HigSkT ATaTnlHiSZ OZ HiedTd OZl glfhCld diXlddZ (AQfHic-S) 
fXgz dd. gXa o z  HicedT z ifhci^di diXld! z^  fZiTedTdidd AiaidZl rdida gh l Hicf Aih. diadfdHidZ«d 
AlddHiSZ gXa gTzTdTZifdT HigSda/fanTd OZ HiaCTd ATcT ZgdT da rdiZl rdididd gddldlcTd dHna
* \ a  a  r v  a  A * \ A ,\ ,\ r N ,\ ,\  * \  * \ r N  a * \ a

HicT A^df IHidT o Zt̂ XT Zlhlrdld dlXlda gTZTJTZiTdT HigSkT OZ HiBT ZgedTdT A g fcSZ rdTda ghf Hic^
CN

Agdt.

23. AiaXnl^dl d k  dfHic glhdi^dl dddTdTXTZZIA EHiTht ndZITdida gZfdd gdYHiTaT d  rdT^dTkia AfYHid HicedT 
AfdHiFdTdt gh t Ziht. ndd lge  dn^ OZ HiedTd ndZITdida (fz.Hi.37) d  OZ HicedT gTfhrdTd diXTda 
(AofHic-sT) gZfdd gifYdii-diHl a IYh-v H icc AfYHiTaT st. o d d  XeniS d  XTz n;d  gTjXiaTdt ght Aih. 
rdldnZlU HifddT cXIS^dl z1dkTZdTda (fz.Hi.32) HifddT d  gZfdd ZTfdHiI-dId1 gh t Aih. H id i
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gTZTRtRR R fe z ^ i o RT RdZRdida gRfdd nTYTHtat d  cd i^ iZ a  AfYdd H C d t  AfYdFdidT ghT ZihT. n d  
gxa gtZRTRd R fez o R g d t ndZFdtda (fZ.H$.52) Xtz n o  gTjxiaidl ghT Ath. a r iRIZ! d d td  d d c t  ztht 

d$T, st. Odd X e n sZ  cdddt hraRTocRYz gnnlJi^  _ fe z  o r  HtC  z^hVt. s l o d d  Xenis, f\dtXT fdcigaid 
dtxd d  n o  gTjxta n e iv  ndtazT gtZTRtRR _ fe z  o RTot Roziri d  A kln ldsz n d fd g o  end o r  dedidi 
RdZiRT fg?d d C  Ath. ThRZ oRT RdZRdTRd ZRX dedlRRIU fXztd 09/ 09/2005 aTO dZZZda ST. Odd

xentszT akirih ŝz dRddt c r a s o  rrtCr  iZxMiH$aidT fXCc n d fd g e  and, giziji\$1di d ^ g w / M z  
d  gIZRIR$l RfeZ pdtXT gRhcd OR ded ld  ThUdt d fC . AKIRIH^sZ OR d$Cedt gl!hcdMI dtXT s t .  Odd 
XenisZl fg^x d$CT ATh. cdidyRiu dRddt c i l s d  nfdktRd f\ftXT fdcigaid dtxd d  dRddt C tiszT  fg^x 

d$C ATh. AKIRI^dldk dfH$C gthdiZT 'XdldlXd$Ct ATh HR, 3 W n d iZ  h  addd gTjXK ZthTd dRZU d  rTXT/ 
O id s T  dWtc afhdteT zthtd. n e td  ndia h  d o c  Aiamld OZfQd$ fdbfZd faWd A g ced t RtdtRfYc afhdtpT 
ZgedTRi d  addd gTjXTa Zgedld ThUdl dUtZ ZihT. AtaM d d k  dfH$C gihdtZT Rd gTjXK n e td  RdKdl 
fXK ccq  dngUT KdZ g^XT cdid ccq  dRigUlXa^diz AgT dRudhT rorr  X ad id o ^  A tc t zthT HR, ^didaz 
cd tdgR j RdZiR ddlZH$edl~l~d rdtZT ItQT g T j fXedld fXgC. ^hgZ ne'Td ndtazT d i d d  ZRX dCdiRRiU 
gcd gT j fXedld ThUdt d |c .  Rd gTjX^ n e td  nd^^dt R Tfl^ gTjCT sT. Odd Xenis^dl RtflHT gT^dT 

AtYta Ath. s t .  Odd XentsZT gkT an^no g tfddc  Ath h$t, rdtZT akirih$sz n d fd g e  and, gnijiRXdi 
A h d ^ , afoaoa d  giZiji\Tl R etz o r  d$az ? d ^  o RT roziri d  o r  Hrcedt gifhcdidT dtXT d d ^  H$CT h ^ .  

c n a ^  ZRXORl~I~d geT OTYd d  f\ftX t fdCIgaid dtXdZT gWki gtfddC Aih. C n a ^  ZRXgd gTjXiai^dl
cwq: dn^UT Xa^ îz AgT dhudrhT ROH$a X ad id o ^  a ^  zihT H$T, ^didaz rdtZT I Q t  g T j fXedid fXgz
dBc. ThgZ c n a ^  ZRX g d  RMZiR fg^X AgZ rdidYTc ROH$a ~aida Agedld ThUdT 1 c .  Aiainld
d k  dfH$c gthdTZT “ 2090( 2) ER.Ed.EC.O. 990, XiXigihd -fda^X- aoz a ^  Rhiai^’’ d t HrgR^d 
AIXaUld R 1  -dldicdizl ZRX dTCCT d1̂ ^  (gldQez) X t ic  d$d$Z 'ddldiX  d$CT Aih d$T, ggfdd
nTdtHT^ d  rdi^dlddlz AfYd$d d$Cedt d$TUrdThT AfYdr^TiCt nT.EZ..st.Q;t. H r ld Y IA d d d g ^ J il^  _ fe^
OR d$adT dd  ZihT. c n a ^  ZgX HrgR^d ATXaUtd R 1  -dldlCdlzl ZgX H C d t  HrldYIdl AiXa d$d$Z
RT 'W  zrx d$a hf^Ndt d$T, c n a ^  zrx H$Cedt H$idYid Ha r YTc  htwz d  gXa io:ediRYtc d$wzi_«d 
Rtg d \ T ^  A gedIR i CrT ^  ZRX dTgRYtC d $ ^  gXa HTgRYtC d J i d t  d$WZ^ C ^  d$adt dUC ZihT. 

c n a ^  zrx d$gR«d zrx d$C Ath d$T, g_(dd nRYd$i-dici OZfQd$ 1dcfZd$RYtc gtz^iRTT _ fe z  o r  d$adt 
d u a  ZihT. crC ^  zrx H$idYidi Atxa d$az RT dW zrx d$a hf^Ndt d$T, gxa ized tR ^d  st. o d d  XenisZT 
Aiainld dZfQd$ fdcfzH$R«d d$fddt c i l s d  z d fc z  fzx ^  H$audiH$aldTdtdaCCT g t z t j i ^  Rfe^ o r  d$CT 
Ath. st. o d d  Xenisci a ^ rToT gtZiji\Ti Rfe^ o r  H$audid AfYdr^ gRfdd nRYdr^ fgfTXt fdcigaid 

dtXdZT nT.RZ .̂st.RT. H$idYid htcr 30 d  nt.RZ,. st.Qit. fzdRid h$c r  92 A dJd fXC Aihd. nT.EZ..sT.Q;T. 
fzdRid htcr 92, anRtd$au H$.(nnk: R«d ansRU zrx d$C Aih d$T, ‘R fez’ ThuOd gizjiRTl Rfe^ o r  
H$audid AfYd$Ta gRfdd nRYdr^ d  rdt^dikta AfYd$d d$Cedt A fY d z -d ^  Ath. ^hgz a ^RTZT nT.RZ .̂st. 
QT. H$idYiAdJdR^hT H$audiH$aidTdtzaCCT g iz j iZ l  R fez st. o d d  Xeniszl AfYd$d d  HridXela n^xdlZ 
OR H$edld ThUdt dfC . dghT AlgRRZl R̂ hT H$audIH$a1dT dlRaCCl gIZRIRl Rfe^ OR Z H$edlg AiaiRRZl 
gtZ^[RTT dldUl H$edldl n a ^  ORT d$adt dU a ZthT.
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24. a k H M i Vk d f d c  AihdiZ “ 2002 qfA_ dTo Htaa (fHfAxc) i 7i 8,ATfef ~ tya -fdaex- aoo ata 
A dA ^e” _ d  ArxaUtd g d i d  ^ i' ic ' iZI x_x Htcct Hidxr (A doex) x r i c  H$cx 'xvldix  H$ct at?  
HZ, AiainlZl d C c r  jh T  fdvtht dfda d  fxdx adanidi aact  vatht H d i  A d i  ge 'iM  atyk AiainVi 
XTft YavT dv  xgx a ' xvI h  ̂A e 'inT  ordX Aiainlfdaex j s t  fAex H$aU A id fH  at?. cnalx-v x_x Ha a s '  
ArxaUtd g d i d  -d i'ic 'iZ ! x_x d e c  y i ' yimi ATxaH$ax At dW x_x H$a ff%vT HS, Axa loedixs-d 
fAdTxt fdcigaid drxd, st. o d v  xeniS, ecT  orYd, d$fdvr C T iS  d  nerv  xdradt ATHH ata Rta, ans 
d  fd^d^ihV g Aid A gx rdddT ATHH ATjdaA AiaTAXt nt.EZ..St.Q:t. Hidxr d  fXdAddT vavxtd c „ d x  
diedid fxgx dx. c a w  x_x fAdTxt a a w  ATAxiaidl ATfiH ATAAsd fdadT i ad an d t fdAxvt A ict 
Arh. nav c a w  x_x g d  ATAxiarXt d o Z d  atm dfTZva -didic'iH ed ata fxCt Arh. ^h^x d o Z d  
atm dfTM nxtd HicrdYtXva dTUvtht gd-AiAM  w v t  kqxt d sC t rdinxiU VVTVv ata xd.ediUia 
xrht. doxxva atm dfTM fxd dicidYtXva f\dTxt a a w  ATAxiaidl g iA z d  pH-adii fdAxvt
dU AThfOd Arh. ^h^x fAdTxt a a w  ATAxiai^di atAaYTc  PHXdii fdA xvtg i rdTdt ata l o t
AAedid jfh v  Yax Axa ata xC A v H$avr dm a xrht. fAdTxtXt x r i c  d e c  dH>ia1_ed x_x H$ediy_iU 
dTavfdH$VA«d dQZT dSedl~l~d fAdTxt A A W  Ad ATAxTarXt EH$Xd$r̂ dT ATjer AAYV ata fxcr ATh. 

AiaiAMi v k  d fH c grhdTXt fAdTxt a a w  cnaTdv x_x g d  ATAxiaidl fxd cco  vAiAUt ddx  g e x  c' w  
cco  vnigUIxa^dH aat HTUvTht d o f a  xavidkida a ^  xrht H$t, ^ d ^ a x  rdTxt Aiainlzi ITodT HA_ed 
A$gfd^d^tavr l o t  ATA fxedld fxgx d f c .  t?UZ fA$dTxt AAT̂ dT Ad ATAxiaidl ATA RTA, aAS> d
fd2dlAhVg A^ AAedld t?UVT d f c .  ZcT OTYd d  H$fdVT c llS ^ d l  VniAUlxa^^H x ad ld O ^  A ^
ATh H$t, rdTZt ~tS d  fda fRHTUt gexr At.EX .̂St.Qt. H^ldYlAddd ~ZldQt H$A (SHTd H$A) H$audl~l~d 

H$TddTht H$ct AAX tdT H$AA«d rdTXt ATA fxCt ATh. AaV _ t dW X_x H$a ̂ t^NdT H$S, ZcT OTYd d  H$fdVT 
C T i t  hdT addAdt AaWkia At.EX.St.Qt. d^idYi^di d ^  Axcdk^Utd$atvT ~ x ^  H$aa  H$ax eigxiCT 

_xv d$atv AThV. AAldQt HAA d^a^dldldd eiAXlZ addAdt AaWTXT AOd A^xr fxet ATh. ^hUX eCT OTYd 
d  d$fdVT C ^S X t ^va STXQarfdaex At.EX.St.Q>t. d^ldYlAVdd H$Aa  d^edld jfh v  YaC vatht d $ d i rdT 
d$iauidax eCT OTYd d  d$fdVT AiainlPda^x Axa l o t  H$A d^edldl fX^d$f d $ ^  d u a  xrht. eCT

oTYd, dfT xeniS, d$fddr C ^ ,  fA$dTxt fdCigaid drxd d  st. o d v  x e n ^ d t  A ^ n t A ^  doXd n d ^ q x  
d$TuVtht x2_Xt XAedigi rdTXt AiainlPda^x ITQt H$a  d$ax ITQt ata x ^ d ^  HTudht Jihd  h$ ^  xrht. 
AiainT^xi ddidinxiu dfT xeATsXt doxxva AiainiCi A e ^  ATxUt d$Ct s ^ .  nav AiainlZl Aa  x  fxadrg i 
dfT x e n ^  Axa ITQt H$a  H$Ct Arh. nav _ t dW xqx d$a ff^Ndr H$t, fA$dTxt aa^  g d  ATAxiai^di 
vnigUIxa^^H aat d$TuvTht AkH$a x a v id o ^  a ^ a  xrht d$t, ^ d ^ a x  dfT xeniSZ! a iPnI ct A e ^  ATxUt 

d^edid fxgx dfC . dfT xeniS d  eCT oTYdfdaex H d i  ^va d$rht faQx-ATnaex H C d r  sdoaiXl AToxial 
d$AA x r iC  HCTd HT^T^aX dfT xeniS d  eCT OTYdXt AiaidCl A e ^  ATxUt d^edldl fx^d$f d $ ^  
d u a  xrht. ' iccx, dfT xeniS d  eCT OTYdXt ddfCx fxx^  H$aUT-dT sTxoaTfdaex faQd-ATnaex Hc t a  
fXf^dvd gxa faQd-ATAaex stxqA dfT xeniS d  eCT OTYd didfdaex ITodT Aloxial Htaa x t ic  
diaudidi Adrx H$avtc. A ^A X t rdT^di d$^nicsacT enWda va^  rdlxT dfT xeniS d  ecT  OTYdXt A e ^  
ATxUt H cd^rt fA^x H$Ct xrht. rdidyxiU A^A X t rdTdr cnaixv x_x ~ d ^  g?d AAedid fA^x HiaudT

H$avT HTTUvTht ATf1d$ d  HxxxTAdt a^  • ' | ' ic ' ih« '  Arxa H$cr xrht. ^SUX A ^A X t dvCcT xqx
d d ^  ITor d  AAldOt AAedld t?UvT d fc .
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25.

26.

dQZddSt ddddT CTIS hT g iid d  dZddT HgedMI ddTd AKIMHI ddCT ZThT. dt3CZ, dZddT CTIS d  Bda 

g d  gtjXiatZT *narnU gtfZdC ATh ds, dQzMdiT a k n I hT <dhdi OzfQ.H$ f z b lz d g d  g V z i \ )  gfezsta 
zg d d t dfddT C t lS d  dZfCz fZdtZ HAT rd i^ 'l Z Z fg d  gCZT AgediM cdtzt d  ^CT OTYdCT gtfZdC 
hTV. ATaTnZT grZtzTnX fantQ: TXct aact  vathT V gXa gTZtztnX fantOgd dfddT C t i s ^ z t  z z f g d  gCZt 
AgedTdt d id  TZfdMVM fChZ Xuta ZThT. AiainlZl ddTd ddCT ATh dX, cdTd OHiOd fdbfZH$ AadtcdtHd 
z g z  cdtzt d$YthT gtztzidt zfezdT cnztz  Hct zthT. E g g  AratnTzT m c d t  OZq1h$ fXdZidz^X nt.zz.ST.Q:T. 
dtdXt d  fZdztAdZd Rdid'iM g d  adTSMT OndUd dCCT zgedTd eu v t  d f c .  st. Odd XenTS d  fndfXt
fdCTgatd dTXdZ g m n u  ATfZdC ATh dT, dQZddSt A K N M di OgfQd fdbTZdZSd gTZTZTnX d$gJdTd$gVT 
did AgCTdTddd f e jU  Z^hd, ‘g d ’ nX ggd addS RdC Z^hd, dgfC z fZXTZ d$C Old ZACdTdddT \ C d
CTdCT z^hdT, nt.Ez^.st.zt. d zd z td t gadtdz z^hdT, gtZrzTnX ZTxUT dCCT z^hdT, e rg z fd h d
QfzZd dHTUdd Z^hd, e igzig  nTRfdCCt g g g d  AhdTCTdt dt^C Z^hdt. fddfXt fdCTgatd dTXd d  ST. 
Odd XenTSMT cnaTdd zgX HTiid g T j I tQT AgediM xadrddidz^ fXgz Xd zrht. AraTnlzT g*Xt d z Z d d it
CnaTdd ZgX dQdtdt gVdT dCT AgediM d$WZ d C  ZThT fddT r'id idd  ddTd ddCT ZTht. E g g  dQ Zddst 
AITNlM OZfzd$ "fdbfzd$g^d CqaTdd Z_X dZdT AgedlM ^hUdT d f c .  nt.EẐ .ST.Qit. fzdHTd d$C_ 3 A dJd 
dzfdd$ "fdbfzd$g^d giZijl\$l gf^HMI CqdTz d$aodTd$atdT A ldfd$ AgCC T e ju  d  Qfzz ATatntzt KdC 

AgedlM XadTddid^$Z TXgZ dd  ZthT. ^hgZ AiZTqtzt nt.EZ;. ST.Qt. fzdHTd d$C_ 3(1) d  C„KZ d d d td  
ThUdT d f c .  cnatdd z_x  d.ediygiu AratntZt rdi^di OZ1zd$ 1zbfzd$ged nt.Ez .̂ST.Qt. d$id^iM d$c_ 
29 (1 )(2 ) d  nt.Ez .̂ST.Qit. TzdgTd d$c_ 9 A ^Jd  dTudht a d t i  OTnigC z^hd vam st. Odd XenTs d id  
fzatjUTd$atdr gxa ad$ai gtxa d$CT z^hdt. ^h^z AtaTqtZt nt.Ez .̂ST.Qt. dZd^Td d$c_ 29 (1 )(2 ) d  nt.Ez;. 
ST.Qit. TzdgTd d$C_ 9 d  C„Kz d$edlM ThUdT d f c .  nt.EẐ .ST.Qit. fzdgTd d$C_ 1o( 1- e ) A dJd A ldfd$ 

AgCCT d$TddT CTlSdT dT-\Zgg«d C IT  g W  KdCT Z^hdT. d g d  ATaTqTZT dTfddT C llS ^d l gTZTdTO 

FaniOdaZgTz^d _CJT ATh td$dt _Cdt ATh h  dTfhC ZTht d  rdldldd d$UIClht gifZdC zgedldldd OTfhazrgT 
TChz TXct zihT. ^huz AtaTnlZT nt.Ez .̂ST.Qit. d$id^iM d$c_ 5 d  nt.Ez .̂ST.Qit. TzdgTd d$c_ 1o( 1- e) d  
C„Kz dddTd ThUdT d f c .  ATaTntZT rdi^dl f d d f z d $ g e d T z X T Z  d$au nfddTYd AgedlM \$Cd$
CidC z^hd d  nt.EZ .̂ST.Qt. d$TdWTdt gad!d$T RdCT z^hdt. ^hgz ATaTntZT nt.EẐ .ST.Qit. fzdgid d$c_ 18(1) 
( 2) d  c„K z XddTd ThUdT f c .  rdiMygiu ATaTntZt d$fddT C TISdt gTzTdTOS gfezsTa Tzxtz

d5dz rdi^dl dzTz^d _CZT AgedlM rdTZT gTfZdC hid. gTZTdTOS gf^H^ia dZ  fZXTUTdt didU t d$au'Id$a1dT 
A ldfd$  AgCedl fejUlf^ldTdgXa didU t d$Ct hTdt. d g d  ATaTntZt nt.EZ .̂ST.Qt. d$TZXT d  fZdZT^ZT Bda 
dadXtd C „dz d$zz nt. EZ-St.-Qt. fzdgTd d$C_ 18 A^Zd Z_z fXCedl fZdlgedlM OdZ d$C Z^hd. ^hgZ 
AiainlZl nt.EZ .̂ST.'Qt. fzdgTd d$C_ 18 d  C „dz dddTd f c .  Aeidd^Ta, AfZdTdZ djTZ g 'd d ld

g e 'in T  OTdZ ATaTntZT nt.Eẑ .ST.QiT. d$id^iM d$c_ 3(1), 5, 6, 29 (1 )(2 ) d  nt.Eẑ .ST.'QT. Tzgid d$c_ 

3(1), 9, 1o(1-E ), 1 7 (1 )(2 ), 18 d  C„Kz d$zz nt.EZ;. ST.QT. d$Id^IM d$C_ 23 AdZd Ẑ hT dddTd 
fg^X d$edlgi _ t gXXT d$.1 d  5 d  Crda htd$TaTWf Xd ATh.

cnatxd zgX d dd tnz tu  Atatntfda^X j ^ t fg^X htd A g e 'i g i  _ t AtaTnT d  Tn$dtXt n j t c t  T ejd tdd  TXaddnu 
Ed$z KdC d g d  ggU XadTdOtd gXgnd AdCTd$Z d$C ATh. AtaTnT d  rdt^Zt d k  dtd$C gthdtzt T ejd tdd  
gTfZdC ATh drt, AtatntdT gXa d$ggTYc nthCTd Ẑ hT A ^  V g^ztfzd d$QdTgYtC gXZd AThd. rd tdnztu
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Aiaint h  c ' i ^ i  EH$_d dizidv odxvt Aihv. ^hgz Aiainlzi d iztv-dizt fe jT  diaodidt fdzvt

Aiai'-ild v k  dd itc  g ih d z t d ic t Aih. xicco., f\d tx t r n m \  v k  gadial dfHic gihdizl f e jd id v  g T Jv c  
Hit, nt.EZ.St.QSt. d m i d i  cx x e  c j i v  KdZ z d tc z  P x izM i g-h 'id l gzaidrvt QUiu'iH^dvi Aiainlzi 
xdT z  x i i Pmt d i'U H  z g z  fx c c t nU f w  Hiaidt. a iM  d  f^fiXt g j i d  fed d id v  dfac ^huU _ t c j i v  

K vc v g d  gxa z^hxiet gdfYv g d  nCdr g lT c  fddia d i c  Aih. nt.Ez.St.QSt. d i 'g M i  nwidZ_^d 
ananU zgx  H$c Aih Hit, gxa dndxT z d tc z  fzxiz gfvdfYv diaz gxa dZdgddT vavxtd c „ d z  diaz z d tc z  
fzxiz dgUFdT o'ZVlCTH$STOV -diRta f w  H$<u'iv didt HZCU x g l_ d  _CT_TZ g c td  n_TU H5_t htodid 

n g i  h$tzu ggvtgd z d tc z  fzxiz A g  Aih. ggvtgd fzxiz zdtdT dina z d tc z  fzxiz H»au'iH»<tdT dZUrdiht 
ntafadvtgsd fgdH>v ziht. nag z d i _ d  g c z t  A gazig  gcddT  hdigintQt gcddT  z z Tmt gaTgnU zdziv  
H$ct o v  Aih. AiatntgiasdT izXzt d  dei^dT cicdntQ t dzHitd oddgididt fzvtged d i o c  g iaz  z d tc z  
fzxiz d$aui^zT dgfH$d o 'd g i f d i g i  g c tz i  ozzxa H$zt hlv Aih. dgfHid oddgid td ici zithvt A gv Hit, 
rdtzt zddVt z fh c td  z d tc z  fzxiz d^edizva gxa g fh cd T  Z d f_ d  _ c z t  A gedig  gxa ZdtdT zdziv  H$CT 
o v t .  t?u z  g c z t  z d  A gC ezt zfhcdT zdziv  diaudidiatvt z d tc z  fzxiz d$auta stvoa gdadt Odidxia 
A gedid  ThUVt d fc .  stZQaizl zd d h t z fh c d t ggxtgd fzxiz WtdT dida H$zz z d tc z  fzxiz d ic d  ziht va 
g cz t-zd td T  zdniv  d$aozidt nazv cxddzia ziht. ^huz z d ^  fzxiz d$aui^zt c i c d t  sSixoaida h$sh$ e ig z  
H$az cztztd  ^va sTxdaizi dld^xiv hiui^dT zd"tcz (zxizinigz aiHVT f c .  Aiatntzt z d tc z  (zxiuid
d$CC H$fd fzxfzd va A ihd nav rd ih tz jt o iav  guianx Aih. zao  zizfdodiHatvT z^hT d$aui^dt A idntci

xzt x iid z  H$_t d  g tid  adanidt f e j t  d$avi f c .  nav gxa H$gzdtc Aiatntzt d$CedT z-h 'iz^d  A idntci
fH$fddht xdT xtlfdvT ZUia ziht H$iau rZTzt gxa Ẑ hT rZTdt zao  ZiZfdOdiHaXT H$CT z g z  rdTzt gxa Z'hT 
d e id t c i c d  gU d$aodid$avi H$ct Aih. AidntcT z d ^  fzxiz diaudizigz nfvdd z  c id ed ig  v  d ld^ 'ized 
IH$vtdd zddv t z fh c id  zd"tcz fzxiz H$az g c z t - z z l w  zdn iv ig  ̂ hukd  rzt^zT krzcT d$iautd;v Ravtc. 
Aidntzi xzt x iig z  g tid  a d an d t fe jT  diezig ^va sSrxoaTdt gŵ xi z d ^  fzxiz diaozidt ndrvt o izv  
h idz rdizi gxa z^hT diaozig n ^  d iez ig ia i htBc. akizict disiaiv d$sia f e j i  diaz rdi^zigidvd  ̂ vaht 
z d tc z  fzxiz diaui^di gzikdiQdlzT yst fgzifdz A id fd i  Aih Hit, diiht d e i w  cicddlQt z d tc z  fzxiz 

diaz gZTkidT zgfZdi g z d ic  T lg iO 'lg  diiaUtdiv RaUi^ZT dhurdiht ^dXdtcT j_T z  fgiZT diRtaid diRta 
f e j l d  diedT Oik.

27. Aiaint h  sSlxoa A gz v  dgHitd AfYdiiat Aihv. Aiaintzt AinedT dgfHid kizidT x a n 'z  diaz dU hrdT 
HiaUi^di gzikdiQHilzi zxv diaz g a  d ie d ig i rzlzi dilUrdiht zfafaWvtz^d xzt x tifd v t dUia ziht. 

AiaWtzt rdtdt g c g z  zao  dTzfdozidiatvt zoddz^d  z^ht d ic t z g z  d id i  d e i w  c icdd iatv t gxa z^hT 
d ie d ig i rdtzT xdT x n fd e d ig  rdt^ZlZ^d gYiaUT hlodidt IHildvht gddZt ziht. AiaWtct diRta fe jT  
diedig gxa diRta f e j g i  zd"tcz fzxiz diazi^di ^va dgfHid ^zdgiidHit^zi zziz^d fdvt d  Yiavt fzz tz  
htBc d  rd ig i  z d tc z  (zxizid didUtda disdT nziUv Hit htBzi n a^g fvdd  c id v t f c .  zt.E^.St.QSt. 
d iidzid t c h e  gŵ xi z z a i ^ z i  zziz^d fdvt fzztU HiaUiat diRta fe jT  diaozidi Aih. Aiaint h  dgfHid
o 'ld g ifd i A g e d ig i rz td t Aifddi ntatadht g^xi g x r  A gazid  ThUzt f c .  t?u z  A iaidci dt.E^.St.
QSt. dildgiz z_ z  fx c c t g d  xk Hddig v  ggU xk ^didicdized OZT dia e d iv tc  d  rdt^dida A^did HiedT 
g i a l  g^xi hiUia ziht. Aiaintfdaex gt.Ez .̂St.QSt. dii'giA vZv gxa iz e d ig g iz  ggai iq c t  Hi. 386/2007
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g*di Afdg '^rfldlXIHvQdT nCfdd AIh. EUZ AIZWMi gZIged fgdt d  AIdZ ZgZ V H$UICIh1 Z
Ki~avT nt.EZ.St.Q:t. hti' y m i  fafXtM gaTgnU c„ kz HTZtd A gedid e u v t  1 c .  atM  f d c e  nt.EZ.St.

Qt. H $ i '^ iA ^  \1dXKl IQ C i d i lC  H d Z fZ  rdM I gZIgU HTTdeidt fgdt d  AIdZ AgdidZ rdiZt nt.EZ.
St.Qt. h$i' wia^  xgat H g  x i i c d  h d jd C t Zgdt. e u z  ArZHt h  nt.EZ.St.Qt. d m iA d d f  J h  htzutz

AQQC J J  AgCdiS EU di dBc. HTtUrdIht g u id  fddIZ H T d g  AiZi dldi HTTgdig d  dSM I f e jg e d  ddi 
XnfdU' dPd d  -didifdf hU R  Ziht. nt.EZ..St.Qt. H$i'WiAdJf ggfdd mfYdrift h  g*di deHTtd AfYHTTZt 
A g e d ig id  A R d  C N g if-d  dIYdridCTd HTTddIht HTZdg H$dZdid. ZZf gdZ H>ggiZ»di gddgdl gzWZ 

nTiHTiZ K fed i_ i nt.EZ..St.Qt. H $ i'W iA ^  J J Z ifd Z e x  H$gg d i lC  h d Z  d Z I  eiZdt hid AIh. A^dYI 
H$di g _ d |f  mfYdi^didZ fdg~Z ZIhCdig nt.EZ.St. Qt HTdeidt dEd d  d J e d I  nrddtZ ‘AgCddidUt 
HTZdid AiCt Zgdt. ^hUZ AIZnI z I nt.EZ.St.Qt. HTidWiZ ZgU fdCCt gnU HTTgdig d  dSIdt f e j  HTZU dEd 
d  'didifdd StfC.

28. nt.EZ.St.Qt. dIdXdIdJd H$IUrdihl ^dddtZ gdZ HTiddi d  fZ d g Id  dZddfdt n f f i  HCdiZdZd rdIZI giZiJJin$l
g fe z d i didiHTIdg RdZ rdIdTCndIZ H$Zdi d |C . AIZRTZI rdM I dZQtHT fdCZtHTdt ZtdUt HTCt Z ged ig i 
rdIZI OR H C d I  gIZidTO ZeiZdI didi Z d d d d i  HTTdg ddudidi HTTUdrht AfYHTR ZIht. AIZRTZI gIZidTO 
getZ  6d udId^ZlfI nt.EZ.St.Qt. HTiddI d  fOdgidSd A i d f d  AgCedi H/iUrdIh! dZddfdl n d d  H$cCt Ziht. 
cdIdygiU AIZNlcigtZrai\t ge tzd id id ifded ig  rdIZI nt.EZ.St.Qt. Hndddidnd H-rZUdIdl n ^  gZdiZdt

fdedIgIZI h | c .  AIZintCI giZidIzTl gelZdI d idi fdedig rdi^dI^IZ n ^  dOfCd fZdIZIdI HrZUdIdl
eddd i ZIHrIZdIdd Ziht. dght AIZidlci nt.EZ.St.Qt. HTiddI d  fZdZI^dI g d  dZddfdt nddi HTedifedid Zdd: 
d  dT®drg«d giZIJinri getZ  RddI dUIZ Ziht. giZidIzTl getZ  [dHTcdiZI gdZ getZ dt fdH$t HTZdTZT nt.EZ. 

St.Qt. HTiddI d  fZdHI^dI dZddtd nfddY A ^  gdZ getZ  IZdt HTZUT̂ didZ gdZ nfddY ZgedIdI dddtdid 
J E d  YZdidUZ Ziht. nt.EZ.St.Qt. HTiddI A'lzdcdig^d dM Id C ^e d  h d C j id  Kdedig HT'iUrdIhl ^ ^d tZ  
gTZTJ'r^ getZ  IZ dt HTediZdZ rdiZt gdZ HTiddI d  fZdgigYtC dZddfdt nddi HTZU dYZHTIZHT Agedid
fdgZ dd. ATZint h  nt.EZ. St.Qt. HTiddi d  fZdgigYtc dZddfd diZdiZ c„ kz htztz gTZrJ'r^ getZYi zO fcz
^ZdIZId̂ z1fT cndiz HTZtd AgZ rdIZI gdZ giZIJinTl g e td i  did i HTIdg RdUdIdI H T iU ^ A'fYHTIZ Ziht. 
AIZintZt J Z i  d̂ ZudId^ZlfT gIZIJI4Tl gglZdI dRZ HTedIgi gdZ gIZiETO getZ  d̂ ZUdId̂ z1fTdRZCC
CngTZU/getZ Agedid d l c .  ^hUZ d̂ ZUdId̂ z1fT AIZNlZl dRZCCt giZIJinTl getZ  ggfdd
nTYtdTrzt, gIdiZI di^di dT®drg«d ZTdUt A gced i AfYHTd “dddlci fdHTt d̂ ZUdId̂ z1fTd e  diid d  -didlldd 
h l c .  gg fdd  nTYtdTrZt gidIZI diZt OR g^HIC giZIJinTl gelZdI A'fYHTd d  ZTdUt pICedI odddfci giddfZHT 
fCcidI^IZ nt. EZ.St.Qt. HTiddi d  fZ d g iw  g d  dZddfd niCZ HTZTZ fdHTt HTZIdt. rdiZdZ ggfdd  nTYtdTrzt, 
gidIZI diZt gIZIJinTl getZ^dI fdHTtdt ZdHTg gZHrIZOgI HTZIdt. rdIdygIU gdZ d^d ig^d  dRZCC Zddt 
n d d tg e  gTqd gZHTIZ OgI HTZTZ CdZtd g^gIC gedhIZ A g e d ig i VT Z :̂ HTZU dTid hIlC.

_̂ T HTgTdT 6 ~Tdd:-

29. dZtC H^ZUfggrgT C j id  KdZ -didlldd h |C  A ^  g t I C t C  n g ie  A ide nTZfd HTZtd AIh.
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7 ) AtaTnt s t .z z t v z  v^uaiv zdtz dtzT “ \to«iA zfV d r AfhVd v c z  2 4 8 (2 ) ’ ’ A d d  “ n g V ^ d  fzxtz Vd 

(P h I z y d  xzddTztdatc zfd d Y ) fZ d z 1 9 9 6 ’ ’ d  AYtatv “ zV Y iau in d  ATfu ZA d zd  fzxtz Vd ( f c z  

fZdSIda nfVdd) fZ d z 1996 d  v c z  1 0 ( 1 ) d  l o ( l - E ) ’ ’/ “ n g V n d  fzxtz Vd (fd Ztzd  d  xA Zdtztdatc 

zfd d Y ) VTdXT 1 9 9 4 ’ ’ d  AYtatV “ dVdiaU ind ATfU Z A d jV  fZxtZ Vd (fC d  fZ d Sd a  zfd d Y ) VTdXT 2 0 0 3  

d  V C Z  2 3 ’ VdT Jh d T A V  Xtft Y A Z  3 d f  A lZ  VtatdtA d  A dd 1 0 , 0 0 0 / -  (d$.XhT hOTa Z d d ) XSTdt 

fe jT  RTRIdU'ld dd ATh. AtatZtzt CZAdd Z_X  XSTdt adV Z Z  ZaedTA cdtZT E V  zfhZT ATYT VTatdiATdt 

fe jT  X dTd  didt.

8 ) AtaTnt s t .z z t v z  v u t d  zdta dtZT “ \to«iA zfV d r gfhVM v c z  2 4 8 (2 ) ’ ’ A d d  “ zgVTnd fzxtz Vd 

(fV Ztzd d  x^nV Tddatc zfd d Y ) fZ d z 1 9 9 6 ’ ’ d  AYtatv “ zV Yiau in d  ATfu n gd ^ d  fzxtz Vd ( f c z  

fZdStda zfd d Y ) fZ d z 1996 d  v c z  1 7 ( 1 ) ( 2 ) ’ ’ / “ ngVtnd fzxtz Vd (fd Ztzd  d  x a d tz td a tc  zfd d Y ) 

VTdXT 1 9 9 4 ’ ’ d  gYiatV “ zV YR U inV  ATfU dAd^d fzXTZ Vd (fC d  fZdStda zfd d Y ) VTdXT 2 0 0 3  d  V C Z  

2 3 ’ ’ W  d^h'IH^d XTft Y A Z  3 d f  A lZ  H$iaidlg d  A dd 1 0 , 0 0 0 / -  (A.XhT hdta V dd) XSTdt fe jT  

RTRIdU'Id dd ATh. AiaiVZ! CnaTdV Z_X  XSTdt adV Z Z  ZZedTA cdtZT E V  ZfhZT ATYT VtatdTATdt fe jT

X'°dtd didt.

9) ATaint ST.ZZTVa H^UaTd ddTa dTXT “ \to«lA zfVdT AfhVd V C Z  2 4 8 (2 ) ’ ’ A d d  “ ngVlnd fZxtZ Vd 

(fdZtZd d  X^nVTdTdatC zfd d Y ) fZd Z 1 9 9 6 ’ ’ d  AYTatd “ zV diaU ind ATfU ZA dgd  fZxtZ Vd ( f c z  

fZdStda nfVdY) fZd Z 1996 d  V C Z  1 8 ’ ’ / “ 3 A V g V  fZxtZ Vd (fdZtZd d  XAAdTZTdfic zfd d Y ) VTdXT 

1 9 9 4 ’ ’ d  A Y a tv  “ zV diauinV  ATfu nA dgd fzxtz Vd ( f c z  fZdStda zfd d Y ) VTdXT 2 0 0 3  d  v c z  2 3 ’ ’

^dT d 'h 'IZ ^ d X T ft Y A Z  3 d f  A lZ  H$iaidIA d  d$Zd 1 0 , 0 0 0 / -  (d$.XhT hOTa \$dd) XsTdt fe jT  RTSTd^dTV 

dV ATh. ATaTntZt CnaTdV ZZX  XsTMt add$A Z  VaXdTA rdiXT EH$ _ fh ^  ATYT d$TaTdTATdt fe jT  X^dTV dTdt.

1 0 ) ATaTntZt czaTxv z _ x  a V  fe jT  e h t̂m d i t  (Vd^aoct) VTzT^dTV.

11) ATaTntZt czaTxv z _ x  fe jT  VtdJdTV$atvi ?dTd dTZtznd (z^Efa^  ~ t ŝ ) ŷ t y t c y t y  zdTYtz v$aTd.

12) AXa IQ C T  n cfd V  AAVtZT ATatnt V$iaiJh tV$dT n tctA  R FdtZ^d  ~XtZV athtc AAeXIA rdtZT “ \tOXial 

nfVdT AfhVd V$CZ 4 2 8 ’ ’ A v d v  “ A z -AT\$’ ’ dT Z$tdXT XOdtV dtdT.

13) A fn c id l V$TCTdYt AnedtZva AXa IQ iedTZYtC d Z  ZXXZIC ZdXt adV$Z d$.2 ,5 0 0 / -  (z$nd XtZ hOTa ZTde  

\$x v ) Aav$ta o a t  v $z $z  z x X z tc  AtztdtZft z f e z  dtnVfd Aiaintzi AnVzi^Yiva fX e d tg i AXa AnVzizi ~T^s 

axx v $z $z  AtaTntZt AXa ATztdTZft z f e z  ^dtdtcdtd zdTYtz v$atdt. rdtzva AXa ATztztZft z f e z  f\$dtXtd 

Vt®dTZ^d VTTdXetafardT fddhdto: CIdU'!V$atdTXdZ ̂ va ZXXAIC ZedfhZ A A e d T Z i VT Z^> V$acdtV dtdT.

14) AXa ^dtdfZUd ATd atdt le d T  ^dtdTCdTZ^d dTffd V$aodtV ATCT ATh.

15) AXa ^dtdfZUdTdt e v $ nv AtaTntzT fdZTZed nxtz v$aodtv dtdt.

f6 H iiu :-v$ a rs (a:tde a . v $z t z )

fX z td $ :-0 6 / 0 9 / 2 0 1 0  fXdtut ^dtdTYte (v$.zva) VWT

^dtdXstfYvrtat zYz1ut,v$aTs(v$TV v $.4).

( ja d  E M .E g ., c k C i h $)
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That society should not want a girl child; that 
efforts should be made to prevent the birth ofa girl 
child and that society should give preference to a 
male child over a girl child is a matter o f grave 
concern. Such tendency offends dignity o f women. 
It undermines their importance. It violates 
woman's right to life. It violates Article 39(e) of 
the Constitution which states the principle o f state 
policy that the health and strength o f women is not 
to be abused. It ignores Article 51A(e) o f the 
Constitution which states that it shall be the duty 
of every citizen o f India to renounce practices 
derogatory to the dignity o f women. Sex selection 
is therefore against the spirit o f the Constitution. 
It insults and humiliates womanhood. This is 
perhaps the greatest argument in favour o f total 
ban on sex selection.

Hon'ble Smt. Ranjana Desai, J.
( Vijay Sharm a vs. Union of India A IR  2008 Bom. 2 9 )
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	The decline in sex ratio can severely impact the delicate equilibrium of nature and destroy our moral and social fabric. Sex selection is a reflection of the low status of women in society and a patriarchal mindset steeped in son preference. Sex selection also occurs because of the perceived financial cost of having a girl child, which includes paying for her education, community customs that put burden on the family, the increasing commercialization of the institution of marriage because of which large sum
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	The consequences of declining sex ratio are serious, all pervading and far reaching. Lesser number of girls in society has resulted in increased violence against women and denial of basic rights to them. It has also led to increase in sex related crimes (rape, abduction, forced polyandry). Sex selection, further, impacts health, especially reproductive health of women who are forced to go in for repeated pregnancies followed by abortions in the desire to have a male child.
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	In spite of these directions by the Supreme Court as certain States did not file compliance affidavits, the matter had to be adjourned from time to time and on 19.09.2001 the Supreme Court recorded with anguish that directions were not complied with and there was a total disregard on the part of administration in implementation of the Act. The Supreme Court issued further directions for taking appropriate criminal action against the Medical Officers and the Clinics violating the provisions of the Act.
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	The perusal of these directions in the form of total six orders is sufficient to reflect that the Supreme Court has to in this matter literally legislate on how the Act should be implemented. This decision hence constitutes a land mark in its impact. It exhibits the deep concern and the anguish felt by the Apex Court towards the social evil of sex selection followed by elimination of foetus if found to be female. The Supreme Court was equally concerned with the apathy on the part of Government in implementa
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	As the Judgments and Orders of Supreme Court are binding on all in view of Article 141 of the Constitution of India and as the non-obedience and non-compliance with the directions issued by the Supreme Court amounts to contempt of court, it appears that only with a view to avoid facing the action of contempt of the Supreme Court, the Government and Authorities have at least made some efforts towards implementation of this Act. This decision is in that respect epoch making.
	As the Judgments and Orders of Supreme Court are binding on all in view of Article 141 of the Constitution of India and as the non-obedience and non-compliance with the directions issued by the Supreme Court amounts to contempt of court, it appears that only with a view to avoid facing the action of contempt of the Supreme Court, the Government and Authorities have at least made some efforts towards implementation of this Act. This decision is in that respect epoch making.

	It must be stated that but for the initiative taken by the NGOs and the constant monitoring by the Apex Court, virtually laying down the entire frame work for implementation, this Act would have remained on paper only.
	It must be stated that but for the initiative taken by the NGOs and the constant monitoring by the Apex Court, virtually laying down the entire frame work for implementation, this Act would have remained on paper only.

	All the six Orders passed in this Writ Petition are worth reading in entirety, especially the opening paras of the Supreme Court’s first order dated 04.05.2001 and last order dated 10.09.2003, highlighting the plight of female child and the in human practice of sex selection. The six Orders of the Supreme Court passed in Writ Petition (Civil) No. 301/2000 are given below.
	All the six Orders passed in this Writ Petition are worth reading in entirety, especially the opening paras of the Supreme Court’s first order dated 04.05.2001 and last order dated 10.09.2003, highlighting the plight of female child and the in human practice of sex selection. The six Orders of the Supreme Court passed in Writ Petition (Civil) No. 301/2000 are given below.


	1. It is unfortunate that for one reason or the other, the practice of female infanticide still prevails despite the fact that the gentle touch of a daughter and her voice has a soothing effect on the parents. One of the reasons may be the marriage problems faced by the parents coupled with the dowry demand by the so-called educated and/or rich persons who are well placed in the society. The traditional system of female infanticide whereby the female baby was done away with after birth by poisoning or letti
	1. It is unfortunate that for one reason or the other, the practice of female infanticide still prevails despite the fact that the gentle touch of a daughter and her voice has a soothing effect on the parents. One of the reasons may be the marriage problems faced by the parents coupled with the dowry demand by the so-called educated and/or rich persons who are well placed in the society. The traditional system of female infanticide whereby the female baby was done away with after birth by poisoning or letti
	1. It is unfortunate that for one reason or the other, the practice of female infanticide still prevails despite the fact that the gentle touch of a daughter and her voice has a soothing effect on the parents. One of the reasons may be the marriage problems faced by the parents coupled with the dowry demand by the so-called educated and/or rich persons who are well placed in the society. The traditional system of female infanticide whereby the female baby was done away with after birth by poisoning or letti

	2. For controlling the situation, Parliament in its wisdom enacted the Prenatal Diagnostic Techniques (Regulation and Prevention of Misuse) Act, 1994 (hereinafter referred to as “the PNDT Act”). The Preamble, inter alia, provides that the object of the Act is to prevent the misuse of such techniques for the purpose of prenatal sex determination leading to female foeticide and for matters connected therewith or incidental thereto. The Act came into force from 1-1-1996.
	2. For controlling the situation, Parliament in its wisdom enacted the Prenatal Diagnostic Techniques (Regulation and Prevention of Misuse) Act, 1994 (hereinafter referred to as “the PNDT Act”). The Preamble, inter alia, provides that the object of the Act is to prevent the misuse of such techniques for the purpose of prenatal sex determination leading to female foeticide and for matters connected therewith or incidental thereto. The Act came into force from 1-1-1996.

	3. It is apparent that to a large extent, the PNDT Act is not implemented by the Central Government or by the State Governments. Hence, the petitioners are required to approach this Court under Article 32 of the Constitution of India. One ofthe petitioners is the Centre for Enquiry into Health and Allied Themes (CEHAT) which is a research centre of Anusandhan Trust based in Pune and Mumbai. The second petitioner is Mahila Sarvangeen Utkarsh Mandal (MASUM) based in Pune in Maharashtra and the third petitione
	3. It is apparent that to a large extent, the PNDT Act is not implemented by the Central Government or by the State Governments. Hence, the petitioners are required to approach this Court under Article 32 of the Constitution of India. One ofthe petitioners is the Centre for Enquiry into Health and Allied Themes (CEHAT) which is a research centre of Anusandhan Trust based in Pune and Mumbai. The second petitioner is Mahila Sarvangeen Utkarsh Mandal (MASUM) based in Pune in Maharashtra and the third petitione

	I. Directions to the Central Government
	I. Directions to the Central Government

	1. The Central Government is directed to create public awareness against the practice of prenatal determination of sex and female foeticide through appropriate releases/programmes in the electronic media. This shall also be done by the Central Supervisory Board (“CSB” for short) as provided under Section 16(iii) of the PNDT Act.
	1. The Central Government is directed to create public awareness against the practice of prenatal determination of sex and female foeticide through appropriate releases/programmes in the electronic media. This shall also be done by the Central Supervisory Board (“CSB” for short) as provided under Section 16(iii) of the PNDT Act.

	2. The Central Government is directed to implement with all vigour and zeal the PNDT Act and the Rules framed in 1996. Rule 15 provides that the intervening period between two meetings of the Advisory Committees constituted under sub-section (5) of Section 17 of the PNDT Act to advise the appropriate authority shall not exceed 60 days. It would be seen that this Rule is strictly adhered to.
	2. The Central Government is directed to implement with all vigour and zeal the PNDT Act and the Rules framed in 1996. Rule 15 provides that the intervening period between two meetings of the Advisory Committees constituted under sub-section (5) of Section 17 of the PNDT Act to advise the appropriate authority shall not exceed 60 days. It would be seen that this Rule is strictly adhered to.

	II. Directions to the Central Supervisory Board (CSB)
	II. Directions to the Central Supervisory Board (CSB)

	1. Meetings of CSB will be held at least once in six months [re proviso to Section 9(1)]. The constitution of CSB is provided under Section 7. It empowers the Central Government to appoint ten members under Section 7(2) (e) which includes eminent medical practitioners, including eminent social scientists and representatives of women welfare organizations. We hope that this power will be exercised so as to include those persons who can genuinely spare some time for implementation of the Act.
	1. Meetings of CSB will be held at least once in six months [re proviso to Section 9(1)]. The constitution of CSB is provided under Section 7. It empowers the Central Government to appoint ten members under Section 7(2) (e) which includes eminent medical practitioners, including eminent social scientists and representatives of women welfare organizations. We hope that this power will be exercised so as to include those persons who can genuinely spare some time for implementation of the Act.


	2. CSB shall review and monitor the implementation of the Act [re Section 16(ii)].
	2. CSB shall review and monitor the implementation of the Act [re Section 16(ii)].
	2. CSB shall review and monitor the implementation of the Act [re Section 16(ii)].

	3. CSB shall issue directions to all State/UT appropriate authorities to furnish quarterly returns to CSB giving a report on the implementation and working of the Act. These returns should inter alia contain specific information about:
	3. CSB shall issue directions to all State/UT appropriate authorities to furnish quarterly returns to CSB giving a report on the implementation and working of the Act. These returns should inter alia contain specific information about:

	(i) survey of bodies specified in Section 3 of the Act;
	(i) survey of bodies specified in Section 3 of the Act;

	(ii) registration of bodies specified in Section 3 of the Act;
	(ii) registration of bodies specified in Section 3 of the Act;

	(iii) action taken against non-registered bodies operating in violation of Section 3 of the Act, inclusive of search and seizure of records;
	(iii) action taken against non-registered bodies operating in violation of Section 3 of the Act, inclusive of search and seizure of records;

	(iv) complaints received by the appropriate authorities under the Act and action taken pursuant thereto;
	(iv) complaints received by the appropriate authorities under the Act and action taken pursuant thereto;

	(v) number and nature of awareness campaigns conducted and results flowing therefrom.
	(v) number and nature of awareness campaigns conducted and results flowing therefrom.

	4. CSB shall examine the necessity to amend the Act keeping in mind emerging technologies and difficulties encountered in implementation of the Act and to make recommendations to the Central Government (re Section 16).
	4. CSB shall examine the necessity to amend the Act keeping in mind emerging technologies and difficulties encountered in implementation of the Act and to make recommendations to the Central Government (re Section 16).

	5. CSB shall lay down a code of conduct under Section 16(iv) of the Act to be observed by persons working in bodies specified therein and to ensure its publication so that the public at large can know about it.
	5. CSB shall lay down a code of conduct under Section 16(iv) of the Act to be observed by persons working in bodies specified therein and to ensure its publication so that the public at large can know about it.

	6. CSB will require medical professional bodies/associations to create awareness against the practice of prenatal determination of sex and female foeticide and to ensure implementation of the Act.
	6. CSB will require medical professional bodies/associations to create awareness against the practice of prenatal determination of sex and female foeticide and to ensure implementation of the Act.

	III. Directions to State Governments/UT Administrations
	III. Directions to State Governments/UT Administrations

	1. All State Governments/UT Administrations are directed to appoint by notification, fully empowered appropriate authorities at district and sub-district levels and also Advisory Committees to aid and advise the appropriate authorities in discharge of their functions [re Section 17(5)]. For the Advisory Committee also, it is hoped that members of the said Committee as provided under Section 17(6)(d) should be such persons who can devote some time to the work assigned to them.
	1. All State Governments/UT Administrations are directed to appoint by notification, fully empowered appropriate authorities at district and sub-district levels and also Advisory Committees to aid and advise the appropriate authorities in discharge of their functions [re Section 17(5)]. For the Advisory Committee also, it is hoped that members of the said Committee as provided under Section 17(6)(d) should be such persons who can devote some time to the work assigned to them.

	2. All State Governments/UT Administrations are directed to publish a list of the appropriate authorities in print and electronic media in their respective States/UTs.
	2. All State Governments/UT Administrations are directed to publish a list of the appropriate authorities in print and electronic media in their respective States/UTs.

	3. All State Governments/UT Administrations are directed to create public awareness against the practice of prenatal determination of sex and female foeticide through advertisement in print and electronic media by hoardings and other appropriate means.
	3. All State Governments/UT Administrations are directed to create public awareness against the practice of prenatal determination of sex and female foeticide through advertisement in print and electronic media by hoardings and other appropriate means.

	4. All State Governments/UT Administrations are directed to ensure that all State/UT appropriate authorities furnish quarterly returns to CSB giving a report on the implementation and working of the Act. These returns should inter alia contain specific information about:
	4. All State Governments/UT Administrations are directed to ensure that all State/UT appropriate authorities furnish quarterly returns to CSB giving a report on the implementation and working of the Act. These returns should inter alia contain specific information about:

	(i) survey of bodies specified in Section 3 of the Act;
	(i) survey of bodies specified in Section 3 of the Act;

	(ii) registration of bodies specified in Section 3 of the Act;
	(ii) registration of bodies specified in Section 3 of the Act;

	(iii) action taken against non-registered bodies operating in violation of Section 3 of the Act, inclusive of search and seizure of records;
	(iii) action taken against non-registered bodies operating in violation of Section 3 of the Act, inclusive of search and seizure of records;

	(iv) complaints received by the appropriate authorities under the Act and action taken pursuant thereto;
	(iv) complaints received by the appropriate authorities under the Act and action taken pursuant thereto;

	(v) number and nature of awareness campaigns conducted and results flowing therefrom.
	(v) number and nature of awareness campaigns conducted and results flowing therefrom.


	IV. Directions to appropriate authorities
	IV. Directions to appropriate authorities
	IV. Directions to appropriate authorities

	1. Appropriate authorities are directed to take prompt action against any person or body who issues or causes to be issued any advertisement in violation of Section 22 of the Act.
	1. Appropriate authorities are directed to take prompt action against any person or body who issues or causes to be issued any advertisement in violation of Section 22 of the Act.

	2. Appropriate authorities are directed to take prompt action against all bodies specified in Section 3 of the Act as also against persons who are operating without a valid certificate of registration under the Act.
	2. Appropriate authorities are directed to take prompt action against all bodies specified in Section 3 of the Act as also against persons who are operating without a valid certificate of registration under the Act.

	3. All State/UT appropriate authorities are directed to furnish quarterly returns to CSB giving a report on the implementation and working of the Act. These returns should inter alia contain specific information about:
	3. All State/UT appropriate authorities are directed to furnish quarterly returns to CSB giving a report on the implementation and working of the Act. These returns should inter alia contain specific information about:

	(i) survey of bodies specified in Section 3 of the Act;
	(i) survey of bodies specified in Section 3 of the Act;

	(ii) registration of bodies specified in Section 3 of the Act including bodies using ultrasound machines;
	(ii) registration of bodies specified in Section 3 of the Act including bodies using ultrasound machines;

	(iii) action taken against non-registered bodies operating in violation of Section 3 of the Act, inclusive of search and seizure of records;
	(iii) action taken against non-registered bodies operating in violation of Section 3 of the Act, inclusive of search and seizure of records;

	(iv) complaints received by the appropriate authorities under the Act and action taken pursuant thereto;
	(iv) complaints received by the appropriate authorities under the Act and action taken pursuant thereto;

	(v) number and nature of awareness campaigns conducted and results flowing therefrom.
	(v) number and nature of awareness campaigns conducted and results flowing therefrom.

	4. CSB and the State Governments/Union Territories are directed to report to this Court on or before 30-7-2001. List the matter on 6-8-2001 for further directions at the bottom of the list.
	4. CSB and the State Governments/Union Territories are directed to report to this Court on or before 30-7-2001. List the matter on 6-8-2001 for further directions at the bottom of the list.
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	CEHATAND OTHERS Versus
	CEHATAND OTHERS Versus
	CEHATAND OTHERS Versus

	UNION OF INDIA
	UNION OF INDIA

	Hon’ble Judges : M.B. Shah andR.P. Sethi, JJ. (Record of Proceedings)
	Hon’ble Judges : M.B. Shah andR.P. Sethi, JJ. (Record of Proceedings)


	Acts/Rules/orders : Dowry Prohibition Act; Pre-natal Diagnostic Techniques (Regulation and Prevention of Misuse) Act, 1994 - Sections 2, 3, 7, 7(2), 9(1), 16, 16A, 17, 17(5), 17(6), 22, 23, 28 and 30; Pre-conception and Pre-natal Diagnostic Techniques (Prohibition of Sex Selection) Act - Section 3B, Constitution of India - Article 32; Pre-natal Diagnostic Techniques (Regulation and Prevention of Misuse ) Rules, 1996 - Rules 15 and 17(3)
	Acts/Rules/orders : Dowry Prohibition Act; Pre-natal Diagnostic Techniques (Regulation and Prevention of Misuse) Act, 1994 - Sections 2, 3, 7, 7(2), 9(1), 16, 16A, 17, 17(5), 17(6), 22, 23, 28 and 30; Pre-conception and Pre-natal Diagnostic Techniques (Prohibition of Sex Selection) Act - Section 3B, Constitution of India - Article 32; Pre-natal Diagnostic Techniques (Regulation and Prevention of Misuse ) Rules, 1996 - Rules 15 and 17(3)
	Acts/Rules/orders : Dowry Prohibition Act; Pre-natal Diagnostic Techniques (Regulation and Prevention of Misuse) Act, 1994 - Sections 2, 3, 7, 7(2), 9(1), 16, 16A, 17, 17(5), 17(6), 22, 23, 28 and 30; Pre-conception and Pre-natal Diagnostic Techniques (Prohibition of Sex Selection) Act - Section 3B, Constitution of India - Article 32; Pre-natal Diagnostic Techniques (Regulation and Prevention of Misuse ) Rules, 1996 - Rules 15 and 17(3)


	1. Heard the learned counsel for the parties and considered the affidavits filed on behalf of various States. From the said affidavits, it appears that the directions issued by this Court are not complied with.
	1. Heard the learned counsel for the parties and considered the affidavits filed on behalf of various States. From the said affidavits, it appears that the directions issued by this Court are not complied with.
	1. Heard the learned counsel for the parties and considered the affidavits filed on behalf of various States. From the said affidavits, it appears that the directions issued by this Court are not complied with.

	2. At the outset, we may state that there is total slackness by the administration in implementing the Act. Some learned counsel pointed out that even though the genetic counselling centres, genetic laboratories or genetic clinics are not registered, no action is taken as provided under Section 23 of the Act, but only a warning is issued. In our view, those centres which are not registered are required to be prosecuted by the authorities under the provisions of the Act and there is no question of issue of w
	2. At the outset, we may state that there is total slackness by the administration in implementing the Act. Some learned counsel pointed out that even though the genetic counselling centres, genetic laboratories or genetic clinics are not registered, no action is taken as provided under Section 23 of the Act, but only a warning is issued. In our view, those centres which are not registered are required to be prosecuted by the authorities under the provisions of the Act and there is no question of issue of w

	3. It is to be stated that the appropriate authorities or any officer of the Central or the State Government authorised in this behalf is required to file complaint under Section 28 of the Act for prosecuting the offenders.
	3. It is to be stated that the appropriate authorities or any officer of the Central or the State Government authorised in this behalf is required to file complaint under Section 28 of the Act for prosecuting the offenders.

	4. Further, wherever at district level, appropriate authorities are appointed, they must carry out the necessary survey of clinics and take appropriate action in case of non-registration or non-compliance with the statutory provisions including the Rules. Appropriate authorities are not only empowered to take criminal action, but to search and seize documents, records, objects etc. of unregistered bodies under Section 30 of the Act.
	4. Further, wherever at district level, appropriate authorities are appointed, they must carry out the necessary survey of clinics and take appropriate action in case of non-registration or non-compliance with the statutory provisions including the Rules. Appropriate authorities are not only empowered to take criminal action, but to search and seize documents, records, objects etc. of unregistered bodies under Section 30 of the Act.

	5. It has been pointed out that the States/Union Territories have not submitted quarterly returns to the Central Supervisory Board on implementation of the Prenatal Diagnostic Techniques (Regulation and Prevention of Misuse) Act, 1994 (hereinafter referred to as “the Act”). Hence, it is directed that the quarterly returns to the Central Supervisory Board should be submitted giving the following information:
	5. It has been pointed out that the States/Union Territories have not submitted quarterly returns to the Central Supervisory Board on implementation of the Prenatal Diagnostic Techniques (Regulation and Prevention of Misuse) Act, 1994 (hereinafter referred to as “the Act”). Hence, it is directed that the quarterly returns to the Central Supervisory Board should be submitted giving the following information:

	(a) Survey of centres, laboratories/clinics,
	(a) Survey of centres, laboratories/clinics,

	(b) registration of these bodies,
	(b) registration of these bodies,

	(c) action taken against unregistered bodies,
	(c) action taken against unregistered bodies,

	(d) search and seizure,
	(d) search and seizure,

	(e) number of awareness campaigns, and
	(e) number of awareness campaigns, and

	(f) results of campaigns.
	(f) results of campaigns.

	6. From the record, it is apparent that the State of Chhattisgarh and on behalf ofthe Union Territory of Chandigarh, affidavits are not filed.
	6. From the record, it is apparent that the State of Chhattisgarh and on behalf ofthe Union Territory of Chandigarh, affidavits are not filed.

	7. For the State of Jammu and Kashmir, learned counsel appearing on behalf of the State submits that at present, the Act is not applicable to the State of Jammu and Kashmir. However, till there is similar enactment, the State authorities would take appropriate action on the basis of the directions which may be issued by the Court.
	7. For the State of Jammu and Kashmir, learned counsel appearing on behalf of the State submits that at present, the Act is not applicable to the State of Jammu and Kashmir. However, till there is similar enactment, the State authorities would take appropriate action on the basis of the directions which may be issued by the Court.

	8. As per various affidavits, learned counsel for the petitioners and Respondent 1 pointed out that some States have complied with the directions issued by this Court on 4-5-2001f, but the following directions are not complied with by the States mentioned hereinbelow:
	8. As per various affidavits, learned counsel for the petitioners and Respondent 1 pointed out that some States have complied with the directions issued by this Court on 4-5-2001f, but the following directions are not complied with by the States mentioned hereinbelow:

	(a) For the direction of issuing notification of appropriate authorities at district levels, the following States/
	(a) For the direction of issuing notification of appropriate authorities at district levels, the following States/

	UTs have not complied with:
	UTs have not complied with:

	States
	States

	Goa, Jammu and Kashmir, Nagaland and Tripura
	Goa, Jammu and Kashmir, Nagaland and Tripura


	UTs
	UTs
	UTs

	Andaman and Nicobar Islands, Chandigarh, Dadra and Nagar Haveli, Daman & Diu, Lakshadweep, Pondicherry and NCT of Delhi.
	Andaman and Nicobar Islands, Chandigarh, Dadra and Nagar Haveli, Daman & Diu, Lakshadweep, Pondicherry and NCT of Delhi.

	(b) For the direction regarding issue of notification for appointing appropriate authorities at sub-district level, the following States/UTs have not complied with:
	(b) For the direction regarding issue of notification for appointing appropriate authorities at sub-district level, the following States/UTs have not complied with:

	States
	States

	Arunachal Pradesh, Goa, Gujarat, Haryana, Himachal Pradesh, Jammu and Kashmir, Jharkhand, Karnataka, Kerala, Maharashtra, Mizoram, Nagaland, Orissa, Sikkim, Tamil Nadu, Tripura, Uttar Pradesh and West Bengal.
	Arunachal Pradesh, Goa, Gujarat, Haryana, Himachal Pradesh, Jammu and Kashmir, Jharkhand, Karnataka, Kerala, Maharashtra, Mizoram, Nagaland, Orissa, Sikkim, Tamil Nadu, Tripura, Uttar Pradesh and West Bengal.

	UTs
	UTs

	Andaman and Nicobar Islands, Chandigarh, Dadra and Nagar Haveli, Daman and Diu, Lakshadweep, Pondicherry and NCT of Delhi.
	Andaman and Nicobar Islands, Chandigarh, Dadra and Nagar Haveli, Daman and Diu, Lakshadweep, Pondicherry and NCT of Delhi.

	(c) With regard to the direction issued for the Advisory Committees to aid and advise the appropriate authorities, the following States/UTs have not complied with:
	(c) With regard to the direction issued for the Advisory Committees to aid and advise the appropriate authorities, the following States/UTs have not complied with:

	States
	States

	Arunachal Pradesh, Goa, Himachal Pradesh, Jammu and Kashmir, Jharkhand, Maharashtra, Meghalaya, Mizoram, Nagaland, Rajasthan, Sikkim, Tripura and West Bengal.
	Arunachal Pradesh, Goa, Himachal Pradesh, Jammu and Kashmir, Jharkhand, Maharashtra, Meghalaya, Mizoram, Nagaland, Rajasthan, Sikkim, Tripura and West Bengal.

	UTs
	UTs

	Andaman and Nicobar Islands, Chandigarh, Dadra and Nagar Haveli, Daman and Diu, Lakshadweep, Pondicherry and NCT of Delhi.
	Andaman and Nicobar Islands, Chandigarh, Dadra and Nagar Haveli, Daman and Diu, Lakshadweep, Pondicherry and NCT of Delhi.

	(d) For constitution of the Sub-District-Level Advisory Committees, the following States/UTs have not done the needful:
	(d) For constitution of the Sub-District-Level Advisory Committees, the following States/UTs have not done the needful:

	States
	States

	Andhra Pradesh, Arunachal Pradesh, Goa, Gujarat, Haryana, Himachal Pradesh, Jharkhand, Karnataka, Kerala, Maharashtra, Meghalaya, Mizoram, Nagaland, Orissa, Rajasthan, Sikkim, Tamil Nadu, Tripura, Uttar Pradesh and West Bengal.
	Andhra Pradesh, Arunachal Pradesh, Goa, Gujarat, Haryana, Himachal Pradesh, Jharkhand, Karnataka, Kerala, Maharashtra, Meghalaya, Mizoram, Nagaland, Orissa, Rajasthan, Sikkim, Tamil Nadu, Tripura, Uttar Pradesh and West Bengal.

	UTs
	UTs

	Andaman and Nicobar Islands, Chandigarh, Dadra and Nagar Haveli, Daman and Diu, Lakshadweep, Pondicherry and NCT of Delhi.
	Andaman and Nicobar Islands, Chandigarh, Dadra and Nagar Haveli, Daman and Diu, Lakshadweep, Pondicherry and NCT of Delhi.

	(e) For the direction to publish a list of appropriate authorities in the print media, electronic media, hoardings and other means, the following States/UTs have not done the needful:
	(e) For the direction to publish a list of appropriate authorities in the print media, electronic media, hoardings and other means, the following States/UTs have not done the needful:

	(i) Re print media: no action is taken by the following:
	(i) Re print media: no action is taken by the following:

	States
	States

	Assam, Goa, Himachal Pradesh, Jammu and Kashmir, Kerala, Maharashtra, Meghalaya, Manipur, Nagaland, Orissa, Sikkim, Uttaranchal and Uttar Pradesh.
	Assam, Goa, Himachal Pradesh, Jammu and Kashmir, Kerala, Maharashtra, Meghalaya, Manipur, Nagaland, Orissa, Sikkim, Uttaranchal and Uttar Pradesh.

	UTs
	UTs

	Dadra and Nagar Haveli, Lakshadweep and NCT of Delhi.
	Dadra and Nagar Haveli, Lakshadweep and NCT of Delhi.


	(ii) Re electronic media: no action is taken by the following:
	(ii) Re electronic media: no action is taken by the following:
	(ii) Re electronic media: no action is taken by the following:

	States
	States

	Andhra Pradesh, Arunachal Pradesh, Assam, Bihar, Goa, Gujarat, Haryana, Himachal Pradesh, Jammu and Kashmir, Jharkhand, Kerala, Maharashtra, Meghalaya, Manipur, Nagaland, Orissa, Punjab, Sikkim, Tamil Nadu, Tripura, Uttaranchal, Uttar Pradesh and West Bengal.
	Andhra Pradesh, Arunachal Pradesh, Assam, Bihar, Goa, Gujarat, Haryana, Himachal Pradesh, Jammu and Kashmir, Jharkhand, Kerala, Maharashtra, Meghalaya, Manipur, Nagaland, Orissa, Punjab, Sikkim, Tamil Nadu, Tripura, Uttaranchal, Uttar Pradesh and West Bengal.

	UTs
	UTs

	Dadra and Nagar Haveli, Daman and Diu, Lakshadweep and NCT of Delhi.
	Dadra and Nagar Haveli, Daman and Diu, Lakshadweep and NCT of Delhi.

	(iii) Re hoardings: no action is taken by the following:
	(iii) Re hoardings: no action is taken by the following:

	States
	States

	Andhra Pradesh, Arunachal Pradesh, Assam, Bihar, Goa, Gujarat, Haryana, Himachal Pradesh, Jammu and Kashmir, Jharkhand, Kerala, Madhya Pradesh, Maharashtra, Meghalaya, Mizoram, Manipur, Nagaland, Orissa, Punjab, Sikkim, Tamil Nadu, Tripura, Uttaranchal, Uttar Pradesh and West Bengal.
	Andhra Pradesh, Arunachal Pradesh, Assam, Bihar, Goa, Gujarat, Haryana, Himachal Pradesh, Jammu and Kashmir, Jharkhand, Kerala, Madhya Pradesh, Maharashtra, Meghalaya, Mizoram, Manipur, Nagaland, Orissa, Punjab, Sikkim, Tamil Nadu, Tripura, Uttaranchal, Uttar Pradesh and West Bengal.

	UTs
	UTs

	Andaman and Nicobar Islands, Dadra and Nagar Haveli, Lakshadweep and NCT of Delhi.
	Andaman and Nicobar Islands, Dadra and Nagar Haveli, Lakshadweep and NCT of Delhi.

	9. In this view of the matter, we direct all the State Governments/Union Territories to implement the Act and submit the compliance report as directed by our order dated 4-5-2001f as well as this order within six weeks from today.
	9. In this view of the matter, we direct all the State Governments/Union Territories to implement the Act and submit the compliance report as directed by our order dated 4-5-2001f as well as this order within six weeks from today.

	10. List this matter after six weeks.
	10. List this matter after six weeks.
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	Acts/Rules/orders : Dowry Prohibition Act; Pre-natal Diagnostic Techniques (Regulation and Prevention of Misuse) Act, 1994 - Sections 2, 3, 7, 7(2), 9(1), 16, 16A, 17, 17(5), 17(6), 22, 23, 28 and 30; Pre-conception and Pre-natal Diagnostic Techniques (Prohibition of Sex Selection) Act - Section 3B, Constitution of India - Article 32; Pre-natal Diagnostic Techniques (Regulation and Prevention of Misuse ) Rules, 1996 - Rules 15 and 17(3).


	1. Heard the learned counsel for the parties.
	1. Heard the learned counsel for the parties.
	1. Heard the learned counsel for the parties.

	2. Learned counsel appearing for some of the States submit that necessary affidavit along with compliance report would be filed within a period of three weeks from today.
	2. Learned counsel appearing for some of the States submit that necessary affidavit along with compliance report would be filed within a period of three weeks from today.

	3. Mr Mahajan, the learned counsel appearing for the Union of India states that the Central Government has also decided to take concrete steps for the implementation of the Act and suggested to set National Inspection and Monitoring Committee for the implementation of the Act.
	3. Mr Mahajan, the learned counsel appearing for the Union of India states that the Central Government has also decided to take concrete steps for the implementation of the Act and suggested to set National Inspection and Monitoring Committee for the implementation of the Act.

	4. Stand over to 11-12-2001.
	4. Stand over to 11-12-2001.
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	order
	order
	order


	1. Learned counsel for the petitioners has pointed out that in the affidavits tendered on behalf of the State Governments names of the members of the Advisory Committee are not disclosed and in any case are not published at the relevant places. In this view of the matter, the State Governments concerned are directed to publish the names of the members of the Advisory Committee in various districts so that if there is any complaint any citizen can approach them. Further, the statistics and information which 
	1. Learned counsel for the petitioners has pointed out that in the affidavits tendered on behalf of the State Governments names of the members of the Advisory Committee are not disclosed and in any case are not published at the relevant places. In this view of the matter, the State Governments concerned are directed to publish the names of the members of the Advisory Committee in various districts so that if there is any complaint any citizen can approach them. Further, the statistics and information which 
	1. Learned counsel for the petitioners has pointed out that in the affidavits tendered on behalf of the State Governments names of the members of the Advisory Committee are not disclosed and in any case are not published at the relevant places. In this view of the matter, the State Governments concerned are directed to publish the names of the members of the Advisory Committee in various districts so that if there is any complaint any citizen can approach them. Further, the statistics and information which 

	2. Mr Krishan Mahajan, the learned counsel appearing on behalf of the Union of India states that despite the necessary warning by the Secretary, Health Department (Family Welfare), Health Secretaries of various States
	2. Mr Krishan Mahajan, the learned counsel appearing on behalf of the Union of India states that despite the necessary warning by the Secretary, Health Department (Family Welfare), Health Secretaries of various States


	are not responding and are not interested in implementing the Act as well as the various directions issued by this Court. Today, the learned counsel appearing on behalf of the petitioners has produced the chart based on the affidavits filed by the various States which indicates that there is no desire on the part of the administrators concerned to implement seriously the law and orders passed by this Court. For non-compliance with the orders passed by this Court, Secretary (Health Department) of the followi
	are not responding and are not interested in implementing the Act as well as the various directions issued by this Court. Today, the learned counsel appearing on behalf of the petitioners has produced the chart based on the affidavits filed by the various States which indicates that there is no desire on the part of the administrators concerned to implement seriously the law and orders passed by this Court. For non-compliance with the orders passed by this Court, Secretary (Health Department) of the followi
	are not responding and are not interested in implementing the Act as well as the various directions issued by this Court. Today, the learned counsel appearing on behalf of the petitioners has produced the chart based on the affidavits filed by the various States which indicates that there is no desire on the part of the administrators concerned to implement seriously the law and orders passed by this Court. For non-compliance with the orders passed by this Court, Secretary (Health Department) of the followi

	“(1) Punjab, (2) Delhi, (3) Bihar, (4) Rajasthan, (5) Gujarat, (6) Haryana, (7) Uttar Pradesh, (8) Maharashtra, and (9) West Bengal.”
	“(1) Punjab, (2) Delhi, (3) Bihar, (4) Rajasthan, (5) Gujarat, (6) Haryana, (7) Uttar Pradesh, (8) Maharashtra, and (9) West Bengal.”

	3. It is alleged by the learned counsel for the petitioners that Dr Dahiya is transferred from Faridabad to Chandigarh only because he was taking appropriate action against defaulting clinics. For this purpose, learned counsel has placed reliance on the newspaper reports. In our view, if an efficient officer is transferred only because he was taking action against the defaulting clinics then certainly the action of the State Government is an unjustified one. In addition, the State of Haryana through its Hea
	3. It is alleged by the learned counsel for the petitioners that Dr Dahiya is transferred from Faridabad to Chandigarh only because he was taking appropriate action against defaulting clinics. For this purpose, learned counsel has placed reliance on the newspaper reports. In our view, if an efficient officer is transferred only because he was taking action against the defaulting clinics then certainly the action of the State Government is an unjustified one. In addition, the State of Haryana through its Hea

	4. Learned counsel for the petitioners further submitted that the officers of various State Governments are wasting a lot of time in verifying where ultrasound machines are kept. She pointed out that the data of ultrasound machines supplied to the clinics is available from the manufacturing companies as well as from the service contracts entered into by these clinics with those companies. It is also pointed out that in some cases these machines are also imported. For that also, names of the importers are ea
	4. Learned counsel for the petitioners further submitted that the officers of various State Governments are wasting a lot of time in verifying where ultrasound machines are kept. She pointed out that the data of ultrasound machines supplied to the clinics is available from the manufacturing companies as well as from the service contracts entered into by these clinics with those companies. It is also pointed out that in some cases these machines are also imported. For that also, names of the importers are ea

	1. Uma Parameshwaran, CEO, Wipro GE Medical Systems Ltd., A-1, Corporate Towers, Golden Enclave, Airport Road, Bangalore 560 017.
	1. Uma Parameshwaran, CEO, Wipro GE Medical Systems Ltd., A-1, Corporate Towers, Golden Enclave, Airport Road, Bangalore 560 017.

	2. Toshbro Shimandzu Ltd., Khetan Bhawan, 2nd Floor, Mumbai 400 020.
	2. Toshbro Shimandzu Ltd., Khetan Bhawan, 2nd Floor, Mumbai 400 020.

	3. Erbis Engineering Co. Ltd., 2E/12, 4th Jhandewalan Extn., New Delhi 110 005.
	3. Erbis Engineering Co. Ltd., 2E/12, 4th Jhandewalan Extn., New Delhi 110 005.

	4. V. Prabhakar, CEO, ATL India Ltd., 79 and 94, Developed Plots, Perungadi, Chennai 600 096.
	4. V. Prabhakar, CEO, ATL India Ltd., 79 and 94, Developed Plots, Perungadi, Chennai 600 096.

	5. Larsen & Toubro Ltd. (Medical Equipment Divn.), L&T House, 10, Club House Road, Anna Salai, Post Bag No. 55247, Chennai 600 002.
	5. Larsen & Toubro Ltd. (Medical Equipment Divn.), L&T House, 10, Club House Road, Anna Salai, Post Bag No. 55247, Chennai 600 002.

	6. International Medical Services Pvt. Ltd., 17, Industrial Estate, Maruti Complex, Gurgaon 122 015.
	6. International Medical Services Pvt. Ltd., 17, Industrial Estate, Maruti Complex, Gurgaon 122 015.

	7. A.K. Khosla, Chairman, General Electric Co. Of India Ltd., E-16, Greater Kailash, Part I, New Delhi 110 048.
	7. A.K. Khosla, Chairman, General Electric Co. Of India Ltd., E-16, Greater Kailash, Part I, New Delhi 110 048.

	8. Rajeev Dayal, President & CEO, HCL Picker Ltd., D-3, Community Centre, Poorvi Marg, Vasant Vihar, New Delhi 110 057.
	8. Rajeev Dayal, President & CEO, HCL Picker Ltd., D-3, Community Centre, Poorvi Marg, Vasant Vihar, New Delhi 110 057.

	9. Siemens Ltd., Mahape Workshop, Shilphata Road, behind MIDC Area, off Thane-Belapur Road, Village Mahape, Thane 400 601.
	9. Siemens Ltd., Mahape Workshop, Shilphata Road, behind MIDC Area, off Thane-Belapur Road, Village Mahape, Thane 400 601.

	5. For implementation of the Act and the rules it appears that it would be desirable if the Central Government frames appropriate rules with regard to sale of ultrasound machines to various clinics and issues directions not to sell machines to unregistered clinics. Learned counsel Mr Mahajan appearing for the Union of India submitted that appropriate action would be taken in this direction as early as possible.
	5. For implementation of the Act and the rules it appears that it would be desirable if the Central Government frames appropriate rules with regard to sale of ultrasound machines to various clinics and issues directions not to sell machines to unregistered clinics. Learned counsel Mr Mahajan appearing for the Union of India submitted that appropriate action would be taken in this direction as early as possible.

	6. Adjourned to 29-1-2002.
	6. Adjourned to 29-1-2002.

	***
	***
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	WP (C) No. 301 of 2000 Decided on March 31, 2003
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	UNION OF INDIA

	Hon’ble Judges : M.B. Shah andArun Kumar, JJ. (Record of Proceedings)
	Hon’ble Judges : M.B. Shah andArun Kumar, JJ. (Record of Proceedings)
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	WP (C) No. 344 of 2002
	WP (C) No. 344 of 2002
	WP (C) No. 344 of 2002

	1. The learned counsel for the petitioners seeks leave to withdraw this petition. Permission granted. The writ petition stands disposed of as withdrawn.
	1. The learned counsel for the petitioners seeks leave to withdraw this petition. Permission granted. The writ petition stands disposed of as withdrawn.

	WP (C) No. 301 of 2000
	WP (C) No. 301 of 2000

	2. Heard the learned counsel for the parties. The learned counsel for the petitioners points out that on 14-2-2003, the Prenatal Diagnostic Techniques (Regulation and Prevention of Misuse) Act, 1994 was amended and it is now named as the Preconception and Prenatal Diagnostic Techniques (Prohibition of Sex Selection) Act. She submits that very few persons are aware of the new amendment. According to her submission the said amendment is in conformity with the various directions issued by this Court and, there
	2. Heard the learned counsel for the parties. The learned counsel for the petitioners points out that on 14-2-2003, the Prenatal Diagnostic Techniques (Regulation and Prevention of Misuse) Act, 1994 was amended and it is now named as the Preconception and Prenatal Diagnostic Techniques (Prohibition of Sex Selection) Act. She submits that very few persons are aware of the new amendment. According to her submission the said amendment is in conformity with the various directions issued by this Court and, there

	“(i) direct the Union of India, State Governments/UTs and the authorities constituted under the PNDT Act to prohibit sex-selection techniques and its advertisement throughout the country;
	“(i) direct the Union of India, State Governments/UTs and the authorities constituted under the PNDT Act to prohibit sex-selection techniques and its advertisement throughout the country;

	(ii) direct that the appropriate authorities shall also include ‘vehicles’ in their quarterly reports hereinafter as defined under Section 2(d);
	(ii) direct that the appropriate authorities shall also include ‘vehicles’ in their quarterly reports hereinafter as defined under Section 2(d);

	(iii) any person or institution selling ultrasound machine should provide information to the appropriate State authority in furtherance of Section 3-B of the amended Act;
	(iii) any person or institution selling ultrasound machine should provide information to the appropriate State authority in furtherance of Section 3-B of the amended Act;

	(iv) direct that the State Supervisory Boards be constituted in accordance with the amended Section 16-A in order to carry out the functions enumerated therein;
	(iv) direct that the State Supervisory Boards be constituted in accordance with the amended Section 16-A in order to carry out the functions enumerated therein;

	(v) direct appropriate authorities to initiate suo motu legal action under the amended Section 17(4)(e);
	(v) direct appropriate authorities to initiate suo motu legal action under the amended Section 17(4)(e);

	(vi) direct that the Central Supervisory Board shall publish half-yearly consolidated reports based on the quarterly reports obtained from the State bodies. These reports should specifically contain information on:
	(vi) direct that the Central Supervisory Board shall publish half-yearly consolidated reports based on the quarterly reports obtained from the State bodies. These reports should specifically contain information on:


	(1) Survey of bodies and the number of bodies registered.
	(1) Survey of bodies and the number of bodies registered.
	(1) Survey of bodies and the number of bodies registered.

	(2) Functioning of the regulatory bodies providing the number and dates of meetings held.
	(2) Functioning of the regulatory bodies providing the number and dates of meetings held.

	(3) Action taken against non-registered bodies inclusive of search and seizure of records.
	(3) Action taken against non-registered bodies inclusive of search and seizure of records.

	(4) Complaints received and action taken pursuant thereto.
	(4) Complaints received and action taken pursuant thereto.

	(5) Nature and number of awareness programmes.
	(5) Nature and number of awareness programmes.

	(vii) direct that the Central Supervisory Board shall carry out all the additional functions as given under the amended Section 16 of the Act, in particular, to oversee the performance of various bodies constituted under the Act and take appropriate steps to ensure its proper and effective implementation.”
	(vii) direct that the Central Supervisory Board shall carry out all the additional functions as given under the amended Section 16 of the Act, in particular, to oversee the performance of various bodies constituted under the Act and take appropriate steps to ensure its proper and effective implementation.”

	3. As against this, Mr Mahajan, learned counsel appearing for the Union of India submits that on the basis of the aforesaid amendment, appropriate action has already been taken by the Union of India for its implementation and almost all the State Governments/UTs are informed to implement the said Act and the rules and the State Governments/UTs are directed to submit their quarterly reports to the Central Supervisory Board.
	3. As against this, Mr Mahajan, learned counsel appearing for the Union of India submits that on the basis of the aforesaid amendment, appropriate action has already been taken by the Union of India for its implementation and almost all the State Governments/UTs are informed to implement the said Act and the rules and the State Governments/UTs are directed to submit their quarterly reports to the Central Supervisory Board.

	4. Considering the amendment in the Act, in our view, it is the duty of the Union Government as well as of the State Governments/UTs to implement the same as early as possible. Hence, the State Governments/UTs are directed to file necessary affidavits within a period of ten weeks from today.
	4. Considering the amendment in the Act, in our view, it is the duty of the Union Government as well as of the State Governments/UTs to implement the same as early as possible. Hence, the State Governments/UTs are directed to file necessary affidavits within a period of ten weeks from today.

	5. List after ten weeks.
	5. List after ten weeks.

	WP (C) No. 339 of 2002
	WP (C) No. 339 of 2002

	6. To be listed along with WP (C) No. 301 of 2000.
	6. To be listed along with WP (C) No. 301 of 2000.
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	CASE NO.: Writ Petition (civil) 301 of 2000 Decided on Septembar 10, 2003.
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	Hon’ble Judges : M.B. Shan & Ashok Bhan.
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	JUDGMENT Shah, J.
	JUDGMENT Shah, J.
	JUDGMENT Shah, J.

	It is an admitted fact that in Indian Society, discrimination against girl child still prevails, may be because of prevailing uncontrolled dowry system despite the Dowry Prohibition Act, as there is no change in the mindset or also because of insufficient education and/or tradition of women being confined to household activities. Sex selection/sex determination further adds to this adversity. It is also known that number of persons condemn discrimination against women in all its forms, and agree to pursue,
	It is an admitted fact that in Indian Society, discrimination against girl child still prevails, may be because of prevailing uncontrolled dowry system despite the Dowry Prohibition Act, as there is no change in the mindset or also because of insufficient education and/or tradition of women being confined to household activities. Sex selection/sex determination further adds to this adversity. It is also known that number of persons condemn discrimination against women in all its forms, and agree to pursue,

	as “The Pre-conception and Pre-natal Diagnostic Techniques (Prohibition of Sex Selection) Act” (hereinafter referred to as ‘the PNDT Act’) which is the normal function of the Executive. In this petition, it was inter alia prayed that as the Pre-natal Diagnostic Techniques contravene the provisions of the PNDT Act, the Central Government and the State Governments be directed to implement the provisions
	as “The Pre-conception and Pre-natal Diagnostic Techniques (Prohibition of Sex Selection) Act” (hereinafter referred to as ‘the PNDT Act’) which is the normal function of the Executive. In this petition, it was inter alia prayed that as the Pre-natal Diagnostic Techniques contravene the provisions of the PNDT Act, the Central Government and the State Governments be directed to implement the provisions

	of the PNDT Act (a) by appointing appropriate authorities at State and District levels and the Advisory Committees; (b) the Central Government be directed to ensure that Central Supervisory Board meets every 6 months as provided under the PNDT Act; and (c) for banning of all advertisements of pre-natal sex selection including all other sex determination techniques which can be abused to selectively produce only boys either before or during pregnancy. After filing of this petition, notices were issued and th
	of the PNDT Act (a) by appointing appropriate authorities at State and District levels and the Advisory Committees; (b) the Central Government be directed to ensure that Central Supervisory Board meets every 6 months as provided under the PNDT Act; and (c) for banning of all advertisements of pre-natal sex selection including all other sex determination techniques which can be abused to selectively produce only boys either before or during pregnancy. After filing of this petition, notices were issued and th

	A] On 4th May 2001, following order was passed: “It is unfortunate that for one reason or the other, the practice of female infanticide still prevails despite the fact that gentle touch of a daughter and her voice has soothing effect on the parents. One of the reasons may be the marriage problems faced by the parents coupled with the dowry demand by the so-called educated and/or rich persons who are well placed in the society. The traditional system of female infanticide whereby female baby was done away wi
	A] On 4th May 2001, following order was passed: “It is unfortunate that for one reason or the other, the practice of female infanticide still prevails despite the fact that gentle touch of a daughter and her voice has soothing effect on the parents. One of the reasons may be the marriage problems faced by the parents coupled with the dowry demand by the so-called educated and/or rich persons who are well placed in the society. The traditional system of female infanticide whereby female baby was done away wi


	being enacted by the Parliament five years back, neither the State Governments nor the Central Government has taken appropriate actions for its implementation. Hence, after considering the respective submissions made at the time of hearing of this matter, as suggested by the learned Attorney General for India, Mr. Soli J. Sorabjee following directions are issued on the basis of various provisions for the proper implementation of the PNDT
	being enacted by the Parliament five years back, neither the State Governments nor the Central Government has taken appropriate actions for its implementation. Hence, after considering the respective submissions made at the time of hearing of this matter, as suggested by the learned Attorney General for India, Mr. Soli J. Sorabjee following directions are issued on the basis of various provisions for the proper implementation of the PNDT
	being enacted by the Parliament five years back, neither the State Governments nor the Central Government has taken appropriate actions for its implementation. Hence, after considering the respective submissions made at the time of hearing of this matter, as suggested by the learned Attorney General for India, Mr. Soli J. Sorabjee following directions are issued on the basis of various provisions for the proper implementation of the PNDT

	Act: -I. Directions to the Central Government
	Act: -I. Directions to the Central Government

	1. The Central Government is directed to create public awareness against the practice of pre- natal determination of sex and female foeticide through appropriate releases programmes in the electronic media. This shall also be done by Central Supervisory Board (“CSB” for short) as provided under Section 16(iii) of the PNDT Act.
	1. The Central Government is directed to create public awareness against the practice of pre- natal determination of sex and female foeticide through appropriate releases programmes in the electronic media. This shall also be done by Central Supervisory Board (“CSB” for short) as provided under Section 16(iii) of the PNDT Act.

	2. The Central Government is directed to implement with all vigor and zeal the PNDT Act and the Rules framed in 1996. Rule 15 provides that the intervening period between two meetings of the Advisory Committees constituted under sub-section (5) of Section 17 of the PNDT Act to advise the appropriate authority shall not exceed 60 days. It would be seen that this Rule is strictly adhered to.
	2. The Central Government is directed to implement with all vigor and zeal the PNDT Act and the Rules framed in 1996. Rule 15 provides that the intervening period between two meetings of the Advisory Committees constituted under sub-section (5) of Section 17 of the PNDT Act to advise the appropriate authority shall not exceed 60 days. It would be seen that this Rule is strictly adhered to.

	II. Directions to the Central Supervisory Board (CSB)
	II. Directions to the Central Supervisory Board (CSB)

	1. Meetings of the CSB will be held at least once in six months. [Re. Proviso to Section 9(1)] The constitution of the CSB is provided under Section 7. It empowers the Central Government to appoint ten members under Section 7(2)(e) which includes eminent medical practitioners including eminent social scientists and representatives of women welfare organizations. We hope that this power will be exercised so as to include those persons who can genuinely spare some time for implementation of the Act.
	1. Meetings of the CSB will be held at least once in six months. [Re. Proviso to Section 9(1)] The constitution of the CSB is provided under Section 7. It empowers the Central Government to appoint ten members under Section 7(2)(e) which includes eminent medical practitioners including eminent social scientists and representatives of women welfare organizations. We hope that this power will be exercised so as to include those persons who can genuinely spare some time for implementation of the Act.

	2. The CSB shall review and monitor the implementation of the Act. [Re. Section 16(ii)].
	2. The CSB shall review and monitor the implementation of the Act. [Re. Section 16(ii)].

	3. The CSB shall issue directions to all State/UT. Appropriate Authorities to furnish quarterly returns to the CSB giving a report on the implementation and working of the Act. These returns should inter alia contain specific information about: -
	3. The CSB shall issue directions to all State/UT. Appropriate Authorities to furnish quarterly returns to the CSB giving a report on the implementation and working of the Act. These returns should inter alia contain specific information about: -

	(i) Survey of bodies specified in section 3 of the Act.
	(i) Survey of bodies specified in section 3 of the Act.

	(ii) Registration of bodies specified in section 3 of the Act.
	(ii) Registration of bodies specified in section 3 of the Act.

	(iii) Action taken against non-registered bodies operating in violation of section 3 of the Act, inclusive of search and seizure of records.
	(iii) Action taken against non-registered bodies operating in violation of section 3 of the Act, inclusive of search and seizure of records.

	(iv) Complaints received by the Appropriate Authorities under the Act and action taken pursuant thereto.
	(iv) Complaints received by the Appropriate Authorities under the Act and action taken pursuant thereto.

	(v) Number and nature of awareness campaigns conducted and results flowing therefrom.
	(v) Number and nature of awareness campaigns conducted and results flowing therefrom.

	4. The CSB shall examine the necessity to amend the Act keeping in mind emerging technologies and difficulties encountered in implementation of the Act and to make recommendations to the Central Government. [Re. Section 16]
	4. The CSB shall examine the necessity to amend the Act keeping in mind emerging technologies and difficulties encountered in implementation of the Act and to make recommendations to the Central Government. [Re. Section 16]

	5. The CSB shall lay down a code of conduct under section 16(iv) of the Act to be observed by persons working in bodies specified therein and to ensure its publication so that public at large can know about it.
	5. The CSB shall lay down a code of conduct under section 16(iv) of the Act to be observed by persons working in bodies specified therein and to ensure its publication so that public at large can know about it.

	6. The CSB will require medical professional bodies/associations to create awareness against the practice of pre-natal determination of sex and female foeticide and to ensure implementation of the Act.
	6. The CSB will require medical professional bodies/associations to create awareness against the practice of pre-natal determination of sex and female foeticide and to ensure implementation of the Act.

	III. Directions to State Governments/UT Administrations
	III. Directions to State Governments/UT Administrations

	1. All State Governments/UT Administrations are directed to appoint by notification, fully empowered Appropriate Authorities at district and sub-district levels and also Advisory Committees to aid and advise the
	1. All State Governments/UT Administrations are directed to appoint by notification, fully empowered Appropriate Authorities at district and sub-district levels and also Advisory Committees to aid and advise the


	Appropriate Authority in discharge of its functions [Re. Section 17(5)]. For the Advisory Committee also, it is hoped that members of the said Committee as provided under section 17(6)(d) should be such persons who can devote some time for the work assigned to them.
	Appropriate Authority in discharge of its functions [Re. Section 17(5)]. For the Advisory Committee also, it is hoped that members of the said Committee as provided under section 17(6)(d) should be such persons who can devote some time for the work assigned to them.
	Appropriate Authority in discharge of its functions [Re. Section 17(5)]. For the Advisory Committee also, it is hoped that members of the said Committee as provided under section 17(6)(d) should be such persons who can devote some time for the work assigned to them.

	2. All State Governments/UT Administrations are directed to publish a list of the Appropriate Authorities in the print and electronic media in its respective State/UT.
	2. All State Governments/UT Administrations are directed to publish a list of the Appropriate Authorities in the print and electronic media in its respective State/UT.

	3. All State Governments/UT Administrations are directed to create public awareness against the practice of pre-natal determination of sex and female foeticide through advertisement in the print and electronic media by hoarding and other appropriate means.
	3. All State Governments/UT Administrations are directed to create public awareness against the practice of pre-natal determination of sex and female foeticide through advertisement in the print and electronic media by hoarding and other appropriate means.

	4. All State Governments/UT Administrations are directed to ensure that all State/UT appropriate Authorities furnish quarterly returns to the CSB giving a report on the implementation and working of the Act. These returns should inter alia contain specific information about: -
	4. All State Governments/UT Administrations are directed to ensure that all State/UT appropriate Authorities furnish quarterly returns to the CSB giving a report on the implementation and working of the Act. These returns should inter alia contain specific information about: -

	(i) Survey of bodies specified in section 3 of the Act.
	(i) Survey of bodies specified in section 3 of the Act.

	(ii) Registration of bodies specified in section 3 of the Act.
	(ii) Registration of bodies specified in section 3 of the Act.

	(iii) Action taken against non-registered bodies operating in violation of section 3 of the Act, inclusive of search and seizure of records.
	(iii) Action taken against non-registered bodies operating in violation of section 3 of the Act, inclusive of search and seizure of records.

	(iv) Complaints received by the Appropriate Authorities under the Act and action taken pursuant thereto.
	(iv) Complaints received by the Appropriate Authorities under the Act and action taken pursuant thereto.

	(v) Number and nature of awareness campaigns conducted and results flowing therefrom.
	(v) Number and nature of awareness campaigns conducted and results flowing therefrom.

	IV. Directions to Appropriate Authorities
	IV. Directions to Appropriate Authorities

	1. Appropriate Authorities are directed to take prompt action against any person or body who issues or causes to be issued any advertisement in violation of section 22 of the Act.
	1. Appropriate Authorities are directed to take prompt action against any person or body who issues or causes to be issued any advertisement in violation of section 22 of the Act.

	2. Appropriate Authorities are directed to take prompt action against all bodies specified in section 3 of the Act as also against persons who are operating without a valid certificate of registration under the Act.
	2. Appropriate Authorities are directed to take prompt action against all bodies specified in section 3 of the Act as also against persons who are operating without a valid certificate of registration under the Act.

	3. All State/UT Appropriate Authorities are directed to furnish quarterly returns to the CSB giving a report on the implementation and working of the Act. These returns should inter alia contain specific information about:
	3. All State/UT Appropriate Authorities are directed to furnish quarterly returns to the CSB giving a report on the implementation and working of the Act. These returns should inter alia contain specific information about:

	(i) Survey of bodies specified in section 3 of the Act.
	(i) Survey of bodies specified in section 3 of the Act.

	(ii) Registration of bodies specified in section 3 of the Act including bodies using ultrasound machines.
	(ii) Registration of bodies specified in section 3 of the Act including bodies using ultrasound machines.

	(iii) Action taken against non-registered bodies operating in violation of section 3 of the Act, inclusive of search and seizure of records.
	(iii) Action taken against non-registered bodies operating in violation of section 3 of the Act, inclusive of search and seizure of records.

	(iv) Complaints received by the Appropriate Authorities under the Act and action taken pursuant thereto.
	(iv) Complaints received by the Appropriate Authorities under the Act and action taken pursuant thereto.

	(v) Number and nature of awareness campaigns conducted and results flowing therefrom.
	(v) Number and nature of awareness campaigns conducted and results flowing therefrom.

	The CSB and the State Governments/Union Territories are directed to report to this Court on or before 30th July 2001. List the matter on 6.8.2001 for further directions at the bottom of the list.”
	The CSB and the State Governments/Union Territories are directed to report to this Court on or before 30th July 2001. List the matter on 6.8.2001 for further directions at the bottom of the list.”

	B] Inspite of the above order, certain States/UTs did not file their affidavits. Matter was adjourned from time to time and on 19th September, 2001, following order was passed: “Heard the learned counsel for the parties and considered the affidavits filed on behalf of various States. From the said affidavits, it appears that the directions issued by this Court are not complied with.
	B] Inspite of the above order, certain States/UTs did not file their affidavits. Matter was adjourned from time to time and on 19th September, 2001, following order was passed: “Heard the learned counsel for the parties and considered the affidavits filed on behalf of various States. From the said affidavits, it appears that the directions issued by this Court are not complied with.

	1. At the outset, we may state that there is total slackness by the Administration in implementing the Act. Some learned counsel pointed out that even though the Genetic Counselling Centre, Genetic Laboratories or Genetic Clinics are not registered, no action is taken as provided under Section 23 of
	1. At the outset, we may state that there is total slackness by the Administration in implementing the Act. Some learned counsel pointed out that even though the Genetic Counselling Centre, Genetic Laboratories or Genetic Clinics are not registered, no action is taken as provided under Section 23 of


	the Act, but only a warning is issued. In our view, those Centres which are not registered are required to be prosecuted by the Authorities under the provisions of the Act and there is no question of issue of warning and to permit them to continue their illegal activities.
	the Act, but only a warning is issued. In our view, those Centres which are not registered are required to be prosecuted by the Authorities under the provisions of the Act and there is no question of issue of warning and to permit them to continue their illegal activities.
	the Act, but only a warning is issued. In our view, those Centres which are not registered are required to be prosecuted by the Authorities under the provisions of the Act and there is no question of issue of warning and to permit them to continue their illegal activities.

	It is to be stated that the Appropriate Authorities or any officer of the Central or the State Government authorised in this behalf is required to file complaint under Section 28 of the Act for prosecuting the offenders.
	It is to be stated that the Appropriate Authorities or any officer of the Central or the State Government authorised in this behalf is required to file complaint under Section 28 of the Act for prosecuting the offenders.

	Further wherever at District Level, appropriate authorities are appointed, they must carry out the necessary survey of Clinics and take appropriate action in case of non-registration or non-compliance of the statutory provisions including the Rules. Appropriate authorities are not only empowered to take criminal action, but to search and seize documents, records, objects etc. of unregistered bodies under Section 30 of the Act.
	Further wherever at District Level, appropriate authorities are appointed, they must carry out the necessary survey of Clinics and take appropriate action in case of non-registration or non-compliance of the statutory provisions including the Rules. Appropriate authorities are not only empowered to take criminal action, but to search and seize documents, records, objects etc. of unregistered bodies under Section 30 of the Act.

	2. It has been pointed out that the States/Union Territories have not submitted quarterly returns to the Central Supervisory Board on implementation of the Pre- Natal Diagnostic Techniques (Regulation and Prevention of Misuse) Act, 1994 (hereinafter referred to as “the Act”). Hence it is directed that the quarterly returns to Central Supervisory Board should be submitted giving the following information: -
	2. It has been pointed out that the States/Union Territories have not submitted quarterly returns to the Central Supervisory Board on implementation of the Pre- Natal Diagnostic Techniques (Regulation and Prevention of Misuse) Act, 1994 (hereinafter referred to as “the Act”). Hence it is directed that the quarterly returns to Central Supervisory Board should be submitted giving the following information: -

	(a) Survey of Centres, Laboratories/Clinics, (b) Registration of these bodies,
	(a) Survey of Centres, Laboratories/Clinics, (b) Registration of these bodies,

	(c) Action taken against unregistered bodies, (d) Search and Seizure,
	(c) Action taken against unregistered bodies, (d) Search and Seizure,

	(e) Number of awareness campaigns, and (f) Results of campaigns”
	(e) Number of awareness campaigns, and (f) Results of campaigns”

	C] On 7th November, 2001, learned counsel for the Union of India stated that the Central Government has decided to take concrete steps for the implementation of the Act and suggested to set up National Inspection and Monitoring Committee for the implementation of the Act. It was ordered accordingly.
	C] On 7th November, 2001, learned counsel for the Union of India stated that the Central Government has decided to take concrete steps for the implementation of the Act and suggested to set up National Inspection and Monitoring Committee for the implementation of the Act. It was ordered accordingly.

	D] On 11th December, 2001, it was pointed out that certain State Governments have not disclosed the names of the members of the Advisory Committee. Consequently, the State Governments were directed to publish the names of advisory committee in various districts so that if there is any complaint, any citizen can approach them. The Court further observed thus: “For implementation of the Act and the rules, it appears that it would be desirable if the Central Government frames appropriate rules with regard to s
	D] On 11th December, 2001, it was pointed out that certain State Governments have not disclosed the names of the members of the Advisory Committee. Consequently, the State Governments were directed to publish the names of advisory committee in various districts so that if there is any complaint, any citizen can approach them. The Court further observed thus: “For implementation of the Act and the rules, it appears that it would be desirable if the Central Government frames appropriate rules with regard to s

	a) direct the Union of India, State Governments / UTs and the authorities constituted under the PNDT Act to prohibit sex selection techniques and its advertisement throughout the country;
	a) direct the Union of India, State Governments / UTs and the authorities constituted under the PNDT Act to prohibit sex selection techniques and its advertisement throughout the country;

	b) direct that the appropriate authorities shall also include “vehicles” with ultra sound machines etc., in their quarterly reports hereinafter as defined under Section 2(d);
	b) direct that the appropriate authorities shall also include “vehicles” with ultra sound machines etc., in their quarterly reports hereinafter as defined under Section 2(d);

	c) any person or institution selling Ultra Sound machine should provide information to the appropriate State Authority in furtherance of Section 3-B of the Amended Act;
	c) any person or institution selling Ultra Sound machine should provide information to the appropriate State Authority in furtherance of Section 3-B of the Amended Act;

	d) direct that State Supervisory Boards be constituted in accordance with the amended Section 16A in order to carry out the functions enumerated therein;
	d) direct that State Supervisory Boards be constituted in accordance with the amended Section 16A in order to carry out the functions enumerated therein;

	e) direct appropriate authorities to initiate suo motu legal action under the amended Section 17(iv)(e);
	e) direct appropriate authorities to initiate suo motu legal action under the amended Section 17(iv)(e);

	f) direct that the Central Supervisory Board shall publish half yearly consolidated reports based on the quarterly reports obtained from the State bodies. These reports should specifically contain information on:
	f) direct that the Central Supervisory Board shall publish half yearly consolidated reports based on the quarterly reports obtained from the State bodies. These reports should specifically contain information on:


	Survey of bodies and the number of bodies registered.
	Survey of bodies and the number of bodies registered.
	Survey of bodies and the number of bodies registered.

	Functioning of the regulatory bodies providing the number and dates of meetings held.
	Functioning of the regulatory bodies providing the number and dates of meetings held.

	Action taken against non-registered bodies inclusive of search and seizure of records. Complaints received and action taken pursuant thereto.
	Action taken against non-registered bodies inclusive of search and seizure of records. Complaints received and action taken pursuant thereto.

	Nature and number of awareness programmes.
	Nature and number of awareness programmes.

	Direct that the Central Supervisory Board shall carry out all the additional functions as given under the amended Section 16 of the Act, in particular, to oversee the performance of various bodies constituted under the Act and take appropriate steps to ensure its proper and effective implementation. As against this, Mr. Mahjan learned counsel appearing for the Union of India submits that on the basis of the aforesaid amendment, appropriate action has already been taken by Union of India for implementation a
	Direct that the Central Supervisory Board shall carry out all the additional functions as given under the amended Section 16 of the Act, in particular, to oversee the performance of various bodies constituted under the Act and take appropriate steps to ensure its proper and effective implementation. As against this, Mr. Mahjan learned counsel appearing for the Union of India submits that on the basis of the aforesaid amendment, appropriate action has already been taken by Union of India for implementation a

	F] At the time of hearing, learned counsel for the petitioners submitted that appropriate directions including the steps which are required to be taken on the basis of PNDT Act and the suggestion as given in the written submission be issued. On this aspect, learned counsel for the parties were heard. In view of the various directions issued by this Court, as quoted above, no further directions are required except that the directions issued by this Court on 4th May, 2001, 7th November, 2001, 11th December, 2
	F] At the time of hearing, learned counsel for the petitioners submitted that appropriate directions including the steps which are required to be taken on the basis of PNDT Act and the suggestion as given in the written submission be issued. On this aspect, learned counsel for the parties were heard. In view of the various directions issued by this Court, as quoted above, no further directions are required except that the directions issued by this Court on 4th May, 2001, 7th November, 2001, 11th December, 2

	a) For effective implementation of the Act, information should be published by way of advertisements as well as on electronic media. This process should be continued till there is awareness in public that there should not be any discrimination between male and female child. b) Quarterly reports by the appropriate authority, which are submitted to the Supervisory Board should be consolidated and published annually for information of the public at large.
	a) For effective implementation of the Act, information should be published by way of advertisements as well as on electronic media. This process should be continued till there is awareness in public that there should not be any discrimination between male and female child. b) Quarterly reports by the appropriate authority, which are submitted to the Supervisory Board should be consolidated and published annually for information of the public at large.

	c) Appropriate authorities shall maintain the records of all the meetings of the Advisory Committees.
	c) Appropriate authorities shall maintain the records of all the meetings of the Advisory Committees.

	d) The National Monitoring and Inspection Committee constituted by the Central Government for conducting periodic inspection shall continue to function till the Act is effectively implemented. The reports of this Committee be placed before the Central Supervisory Board and State Supervisory Board for any further action.
	d) The National Monitoring and Inspection Committee constituted by the Central Government for conducting periodic inspection shall continue to function till the Act is effectively implemented. The reports of this Committee be placed before the Central Supervisory Board and State Supervisory Board for any further action.

	e) As provided under Rule 17(3), public would have access to the records maintained by different bodies constituted under the Act.
	e) As provided under Rule 17(3), public would have access to the records maintained by different bodies constituted under the Act.

	f) Central Supervisory Board would ensure that the following States appoint the State Supervisory Board as per the requirement of Section 16A.
	f) Central Supervisory Board would ensure that the following States appoint the State Supervisory Board as per the requirement of Section 16A.

	1. Delhi 2. Himachal Pradesh 3. Tamil Nadu
	1. Delhi 2. Himachal Pradesh 3. Tamil Nadu

	4. Tripura 5. Uttar Pradesh.
	4. Tripura 5. Uttar Pradesh.

	g) As per requirement of Section 17(3)(a), the Central Supervisory Board would ensure that the following States appoint the multi-member appropriate authorities:
	g) As per requirement of Section 17(3)(a), the Central Supervisory Board would ensure that the following States appoint the multi-member appropriate authorities:

	1. Jharkhand 2. Maharashtra 3. Tripura 4. Tamil Nadu 5. Uttar Pradesh
	1. Jharkhand 2. Maharashtra 3. Tripura 4. Tamil Nadu 5. Uttar Pradesh

	It will be open to the parties to approach this Court in case of any difficulty in implementing the aforesaid
	It will be open to the parties to approach this Court in case of any difficulty in implementing the aforesaid

	directions.
	directions.

	The Writ Petition is disposed of accordingly.
	The Writ Petition is disposed of accordingly.

	In view of the aforesaid order, pending IAs have become infructuous and are disposed of accordingly.
	In view of the aforesaid order, pending IAs have become infructuous and are disposed of accordingly.

	***
	***
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	IN THE HIGH COURT OF ORISSA
	IN THE HIGH COURT OF ORISSA
	IN THE HIGH COURT OF ORISSA

	Writ Petition (Civil) No. 9596 of 2007
	Writ Petition (Civil) No. 9596 of 2007
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	Decided on 14/02/2008
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	1 (7)
	1 (7)


	HEMANTA RATH -VS-
	HEMANTA RATH -VS-
	HEMANTA RATH -VS-

	UNION OF INDIA (UOI) AND ORS.
	UNION OF INDIA (UOI) AND ORS.

	Hon’ble Judges : A. Ganguly And B. Mahapatra J.J.
	Hon’ble Judges : A. Ganguly And B. Mahapatra J.J.

	Appearance : Miss Suratanaya Misra, for Petitioner J.K. Misra, Asst. Solicitor General (For No. 1) Govt. Advocate (For Nos. 2 to 6) for Respondents.
	Appearance : Miss Suratanaya Misra, for Petitioner J.K. Misra, Asst. Solicitor General (For No. 1) Govt. Advocate (For Nos. 2 to 6) for Respondents.


	CASE SUMMARY
	CASE SUMMARY
	CASE SUMMARY

	Despite detailed directions issued by the Supreme Court since 2001, in the landmark decision of CEHAT v. Union of India reproduced above, several States did not take any step for effective implementation of the Act. Hence, PILs were filed in the High Courts to that effect. In the State of Orissa, for example, hundreds of skeletons, skulls and body parts of infants were recovered, which shocked the common man. As these were found in an area close to various Nursing Homes and Clinics, there was strong allegat
	Despite detailed directions issued by the Supreme Court since 2001, in the landmark decision of CEHAT v. Union of India reproduced above, several States did not take any step for effective implementation of the Act. Hence, PILs were filed in the High Courts to that effect. In the State of Orissa, for example, hundreds of skeletons, skulls and body parts of infants were recovered, which shocked the common man. As these were found in an area close to various Nursing Homes and Clinics, there was strong allegat

	In reply, Central Government tried to justify its stand by stating that it was for the State of Orissa to take steps for appointment of Appropriate Authority and for constitution of Advisory Committee as per Section 17 (1) and 17 (5) of the Act.
	In reply, Central Government tried to justify its stand by stating that it was for the State of Orissa to take steps for appointment of Appropriate Authority and for constitution of Advisory Committee as per Section 17 (1) and 17 (5) of the Act.

	The State of Orissa in its reply enlisted various measures taken by it for awareness generation and sensitization about provisions of the Act and further stated that in the State of Orissa the sex ratio is better than in any other part of the Country. However the High Court rightly rejected the said submission by observing that this can not be the reason why the provisions of the Act were not implemented. (Para 9)
	The State of Orissa in its reply enlisted various measures taken by it for awareness generation and sensitization about provisions of the Act and further stated that in the State of Orissa the sex ratio is better than in any other part of the Country. However the High Court rightly rejected the said submission by observing that this can not be the reason why the provisions of the Act were not implemented. (Para 9)

	After referring to the Object of the Act and Constitutional principles, the High Court stressed, on both the statuary and Constitutional obligation of the State, to implement the provisions of the
	After referring to the Object of the Act and Constitutional principles, the High Court stressed, on both the statuary and Constitutional obligation of the State, to implement the provisions of the


	Act. The High Court also took note of the delayed response of the State for formation of the State Advisory Committee which was constituted only in 2007. This also was not in accordance with the provisions of the Act. The High Court gave explicit directions to the State Government to appoint Appropriate Authority and Advisory Committee within 6 weeks and further directed the Committee to take strict measures to implement the provisions of the Act. (Para 13)
	Act. The High Court also took note of the delayed response of the State for formation of the State Advisory Committee which was constituted only in 2007. This also was not in accordance with the provisions of the Act. The High Court gave explicit directions to the State Government to appoint Appropriate Authority and Advisory Committee within 6 weeks and further directed the Committee to take strict measures to implement the provisions of the Act. (Para 13)
	Act. The High Court also took note of the delayed response of the State for formation of the State Advisory Committee which was constituted only in 2007. This also was not in accordance with the provisions of the Act. The High Court gave explicit directions to the State Government to appoint Appropriate Authority and Advisory Committee within 6 weeks and further directed the Committee to take strict measures to implement the provisions of the Act. (Para 13)

	This judgment is very positive in nature, giving impetus to strict implementation of the provisions of the Act and compelling the State to comply with its duty/obligation of implementing the Act, which was not properly implemented even after 13 years from enactment of the legislation. This judgment clearly depicts that when executive lacks a will to implement the provisions of beneficial legislation, judiciary has to play a pro- active role and it does play it well..
	This judgment is very positive in nature, giving impetus to strict implementation of the provisions of the Act and compelling the State to comply with its duty/obligation of implementing the Act, which was not properly implemented even after 13 years from enactment of the legislation. This judgment clearly depicts that when executive lacks a will to implement the provisions of beneficial legislation, judiciary has to play a pro- active role and it does play it well..


	JUDGMENT
	JUDGMENT
	JUDGMENT

	Per Hon’ble Mr. Justice A.K. Ganguly, C.J.
	Per Hon’ble Mr. Justice A.K. Ganguly, C.J.

	1. This writ petition has been filed in public interest by one Hemanta Rath, who describes himself to be a Social Activist and also claims to function as the President of Deaf and Dumb Society in the district of Khurda.
	1. This writ petition has been filed in public interest by one Hemanta Rath, who describes himself to be a Social Activist and also claims to function as the President of Deaf and Dumb Society in the district of Khurda.

	2. In this petition a complaint is made that the State of Orissa is not implementing the provisions of Preconception and Prenatal Diagnostic Techniques (Prohibition of Sex Selection) Act, 1994 (hereinafter called ‘PNDT Act’) even though the said Act was brought into existence in 1996 and was amended in order to make its provisions more effective by the Amendment Act 14 of 2003. The said amendment has come into existence with effect from 14-2-2003.
	2. In this petition a complaint is made that the State of Orissa is not implementing the provisions of Preconception and Prenatal Diagnostic Techniques (Prohibition of Sex Selection) Act, 1994 (hereinafter called ‘PNDT Act’) even though the said Act was brought into existence in 1996 and was amended in order to make its provisions more effective by the Amendment Act 14 of 2003. The said amendment has come into existence with effect from 14-2-2003.

	3. The said Public Interest Litigation was filed noticing series of news items in the newspapers and in the electronic media to the effect that there have been recovery of hundreds of skeletons, skulls, body parts of children from different parts of the State. The petitioner asserts that recovery of such huge body parts has shocked the common man and from the news item, it also transpires that these things were found from an area which is close to various Nursing Homes and Clinics. It is also alleged that i
	3. The said Public Interest Litigation was filed noticing series of news items in the newspapers and in the electronic media to the effect that there have been recovery of hundreds of skeletons, skulls, body parts of children from different parts of the State. The petitioner asserts that recovery of such huge body parts has shocked the common man and from the news item, it also transpires that these things were found from an area which is close to various Nursing Homes and Clinics. It is also alleged that i

	4. This has been made possible in view of the development of scientific techniques for determination of sex. Since it is determined that it is a female foetus, there is a tendency of terminating such pregnancy. Normally such medical technology has been developed in order to guard against the genetic and other disorder of the child in the mother’s womb and for detecting diseases, such as, HIV and VD. But such techniques are misused by Medical Practitioners as a device for determination of the sex of the foet
	4. This has been made possible in view of the development of scientific techniques for determination of sex. Since it is determined that it is a female foetus, there is a tendency of terminating such pregnancy. Normally such medical technology has been developed in order to guard against the genetic and other disorder of the child in the mother’s womb and for detecting diseases, such as, HIV and VD. But such techniques are misused by Medical Practitioners as a device for determination of the sex of the foet

	5. In order to prevent such malpractices, the said Act was enacted and under Section 7 of the said Act, the Central Government has to constitute a Board to be known as The Central Supervisory Board.
	5. In order to prevent such malpractices, the said Act was enacted and under Section 7 of the said Act, the Central Government has to constitute a Board to be known as The Central Supervisory Board.

	6. The State Government has also the statutory obligation to constitute such a Board under Section 16A of the said Act. Section 17 of the said Act casts an obligation both on the Central Government and the State Government to appoint one or more Appropriate Authorities for the whole or part of the State for the purposes of implementation of the said Act having regard to the intensity of the problem of pre-natal sex determination leading to female foeticide. Under Section 17(5) of the said Act, the Central G
	6. The State Government has also the statutory obligation to constitute such a Board under Section 16A of the said Act. Section 17 of the said Act casts an obligation both on the Central Government and the State Government to appoint one or more Appropriate Authorities for the whole or part of the State for the purposes of implementation of the said Act having regard to the intensity of the problem of pre-natal sex determination leading to female foeticide. Under Section 17(5) of the said Act, the Central G


	7. It has been complained in the petition that without constitution of appropriate Authority, the provisions of Section 28 become nugatory. Therefore, the complaint in the petition is that there is total inaction both on the part of State Government and the Central Government in the matter of implementing the provisions of the said Act which was enacted for preventing infanticide and foeticide. The said Act has come into existence in order to protect the appropriate male and female ratio in the society so t
	7. It has been complained in the petition that without constitution of appropriate Authority, the provisions of Section 28 become nugatory. Therefore, the complaint in the petition is that there is total inaction both on the part of State Government and the Central Government in the matter of implementing the provisions of the said Act which was enacted for preventing infanticide and foeticide. The said Act has come into existence in order to protect the appropriate male and female ratio in the society so t
	7. It has been complained in the petition that without constitution of appropriate Authority, the provisions of Section 28 become nugatory. Therefore, the complaint in the petition is that there is total inaction both on the part of State Government and the Central Government in the matter of implementing the provisions of the said Act which was enacted for preventing infanticide and foeticide. The said Act has come into existence in order to protect the appropriate male and female ratio in the society so t

	8. In this matter, affidavits have been filed by both the State Government and Central Government. On behalf of the State Government affidavit has been filed by the Principal Secretary to Government, Health and Family Welfare Department, Bhubanes-war in which it has been stated that in view of the report in the newspapers, immediate steps were taken by lodging cases and the cases have been handed over to the State Crime Branch as a result of which there has been arrest of doctors and some of the members of 
	8. In this matter, affidavits have been filed by both the State Government and Central Government. On behalf of the State Government affidavit has been filed by the Principal Secretary to Government, Health and Family Welfare Department, Bhubanes-war in which it has been stated that in view of the report in the newspapers, immediate steps were taken by lodging cases and the cases have been handed over to the State Crime Branch as a result of which there has been arrest of doctors and some of the members of 

	9. However, it has not been stated in the said affidavit whether the bodies have been created by the State Government under Section 17 of the said Act nor it has been stated whether any steps have been taken under Section 28 of the said Act for filing of complaint. Such complaint can only be filed by the Appropriate Authority. So the petitioner’s grievance is that if appropriate authority has not been created, no complaint can be filed under Section 28 of the said Act appears to be well founded. It has been
	9. However, it has not been stated in the said affidavit whether the bodies have been created by the State Government under Section 17 of the said Act nor it has been stated whether any steps have been taken under Section 28 of the said Act for filing of complaint. Such complaint can only be filed by the Appropriate Authority. So the petitioner’s grievance is that if appropriate authority has not been created, no complaint can be filed under Section 28 of the said Act appears to be well founded. It has been

	10. In the counter affidavit which has been filed on behalf of the Central Government by the Director in the Ministry of Health and Family Welfare, Government of India, it has been stated that it is for the State of Orissa to take steps as per Sections 17 and 17A of the said Act. It has been stated in the affidavit filed by the Central Government that the said Act was created to prevent the Preconception and Pre-Natal Diagnostic Tests for determination of sex. The object of the said Act is as follows:
	10. In the counter affidavit which has been filed on behalf of the Central Government by the Director in the Ministry of Health and Family Welfare, Government of India, it has been stated that it is for the State of Orissa to take steps as per Sections 17 and 17A of the said Act. It has been stated in the affidavit filed by the Central Government that the said Act was created to prevent the Preconception and Pre-Natal Diagnostic Tests for determination of sex. The object of the said Act is as follows:

	An act to provide for the prohibition of sex selection, before or after conception, and for regulation of prenatal diagnostic techniques for the purposes of detecting genetic abnormalities or metabolic disorders or chromosomal abnormalities or certain congenital malformations or sex linked disorders and for the prevention of their misuse for sex determination leading to female foeticide and for matters connected therewith or incidental thereto.
	An act to provide for the prohibition of sex selection, before or after conception, and for regulation of prenatal diagnostic techniques for the purposes of detecting genetic abnormalities or metabolic disorders or chromosomal abnormalities or certain congenital malformations or sex linked disorders and for the prevention of their misuse for sex determination leading to female foeticide and for matters connected therewith or incidental thereto.


	11. It has been stated that sensitization steps have been taken under the said Act and awareness generation programme has also been held against sex selection. It has been stated that Government of India has launched ‘Save the Girl Child Campaign’ and the said Campaign was part of the Republic Day Parade, 2004-2005. So far as the State of Orissa is concerned, the following steps appeared to have been taken as has been stated in the said affidavit. “State Supervisory Board reconstituted under the Chairmanshi
	11. It has been stated that sensitization steps have been taken under the said Act and awareness generation programme has also been held against sex selection. It has been stated that Government of India has launched ‘Save the Girl Child Campaign’ and the said Campaign was part of the Republic Day Parade, 2004-2005. So far as the State of Orissa is concerned, the following steps appeared to have been taken as has been stated in the said affidavit. “State Supervisory Board reconstituted under the Chairmanshi
	11. It has been stated that sensitization steps have been taken under the said Act and awareness generation programme has also been held against sex selection. It has been stated that Government of India has launched ‘Save the Girl Child Campaign’ and the said Campaign was part of the Republic Day Parade, 2004-2005. So far as the State of Orissa is concerned, the following steps appeared to have been taken as has been stated in the said affidavit. “State Supervisory Board reconstituted under the Chairmanshi

	1. Display of hoardings in different public places, hospitals, Private Institutions regarding PCPNDT Act and punishment prescribed under different sections for both service provider and service taker. Wide publication of the Act by which the non-government organizations or any public person can file complaint against the law violator.
	1. Display of hoardings in different public places, hospitals, Private Institutions regarding PCPNDT Act and punishment prescribed under different sections for both service provider and service taker. Wide publication of the Act by which the non-government organizations or any public person can file complaint against the law violator.

	2. Every month in the District level monthly meeting PCPNDT will be discussed as the pivot point.
	2. Every month in the District level monthly meeting PCPNDT will be discussed as the pivot point.

	3. Awareness will be created by WCD Department at district level about the rights of the female child as equal with the male child by which son preference can be eliminated.
	3. Awareness will be created by WCD Department at district level about the rights of the female child as equal with the male child by which son preference can be eliminated.

	12. On perusal of the said affidavit, it appears that the State Advisory Committee if at all has been reconstituted in the month of August, 2007 and the meeting of such Committee was held on 29-9-2007, the Government Notification showing constitution of such a Committee, however has not been disclosed.
	12. On perusal of the said affidavit, it appears that the State Advisory Committee if at all has been reconstituted in the month of August, 2007 and the meeting of such Committee was held on 29-9-2007, the Government Notification showing constitution of such a Committee, however has not been disclosed.

	13. This Court therefore, directs that if Appropriate Authorities as contemplated under Section-17 of the said Act and as defined under Section 2(a) of the said Act has been constituted, such Authority must act strictly in terms of the provisions of the said Act. If, however, such Committee has not been constituted, such Committee must be constituted within a period of six weeks from the date of service of the order upon the Chief Secretary of the State. After constitution of the said Committee, it must tak
	13. This Court therefore, directs that if Appropriate Authorities as contemplated under Section-17 of the said Act and as defined under Section 2(a) of the said Act has been constituted, such Authority must act strictly in terms of the provisions of the said Act. If, however, such Committee has not been constituted, such Committee must be constituted within a period of six weeks from the date of service of the order upon the Chief Secretary of the State. After constitution of the said Committee, it must tak

	14. This writ petition is therefore disposed of with the direction upon the State Government to strictly implement the provisions of the said Act. which has been enacted in 1994. It appears that the response of the State
	14. This writ petition is therefore disposed of with the direction upon the State Government to strictly implement the provisions of the said Act. which has been enacted in 1994. It appears that the response of the State


	Government is very delayed and it appears that only in 2007, some kind of Committees have been formed. Whether such Committees are in accordance with the provisions of the said Act cannot be examined by the Court, since the Gazette Notification constituting such Committee has not been disclosed.
	Government is very delayed and it appears that only in 2007, some kind of Committees have been formed. Whether such Committees are in accordance with the provisions of the said Act cannot be examined by the Court, since the Gazette Notification constituting such Committee has not been disclosed.
	Government is very delayed and it appears that only in 2007, some kind of Committees have been formed. Whether such Committees are in accordance with the provisions of the said Act cannot be examined by the Court, since the Gazette Notification constituting such Committee has not been disclosed.

	15. However, this Court reiterates that if such Committee in compliance with the said Act has not been constituted, such Committee must be constituted within the period mentioned hereinabove and after constitution of such Committee, the said Committee must act for strict implementation of the provisions of the said Act. No costs.
	15. However, this Court reiterates that if such Committee in compliance with the said Act has not been constituted, such Committee must be constituted within the period mentioned hereinabove and after constitution of such Committee, the said Committee must act for strict implementation of the provisions of the said Act. No costs.

	16. I agree.
	16. I agree.


	B.N. Mahapatra, J.
	B.N. Mahapatra, J.
	B.N. Mahapatra, J.

	***
	***
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	Mr. Onkar Singh Batalvi, Advocate for Dr. Anmol Rattan Sidhu, Assistant Solicitor General of India. Mr. Randhir Singh, Additional Advocate General Haryana.
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	CASE SUMMARY
	CASE SUMMARY
	CASE SUMMARY

	This is one more Public Interest Litigation instituted under Article 226 of Constitution of India, again by a social activist Mr. Gaurav Goyal, in circumstances similar to those mentioned in the previous case, when large numbers of female foetuses were recovered from the 20 feet deep septic tank at Buala Nursing Home, Pataudi, district Gurgaon in Haryana. On the directions of High Court, administrative inquiry was initiated in 250 illegal eliminations of female foetuses. In the said inquiry four Medical off
	This is one more Public Interest Litigation instituted under Article 226 of Constitution of India, again by a social activist Mr. Gaurav Goyal, in circumstances similar to those mentioned in the previous case, when large numbers of female foetuses were recovered from the 20 feet deep septic tank at Buala Nursing Home, Pataudi, district Gurgaon in Haryana. On the directions of High Court, administrative inquiry was initiated in 250 illegal eliminations of female foetuses. In the said inquiry four Medical off

	What was found to be more shocking by the High Court in this case was that, though a statuary notification appointing Civil Surgeon of the district as Appropriate Authority under the Act
	What was found to be more shocking by the High Court in this case was that, though a statuary notification appointing Civil Surgeon of the district as Appropriate Authority under the Act


	was issued on 24/10/1997, it was not published in Official Gazette on account of official apathy till this Writ Petition came for hearing in the year 2009, i.e. after the lapse of 12 years, which, as observed by the High Court, "adversely reflected upon the official machinery of the State Government charged with the responsibility of implementing an important legislation like PCPNDT Act.” The High Court found it regrettable that for a period of over 12 years non publication of the Notification never came to
	was issued on 24/10/1997, it was not published in Official Gazette on account of official apathy till this Writ Petition came for hearing in the year 2009, i.e. after the lapse of 12 years, which, as observed by the High Court, "adversely reflected upon the official machinery of the State Government charged with the responsibility of implementing an important legislation like PCPNDT Act.” The High Court found it regrettable that for a period of over 12 years non publication of the Notification never came to
	was issued on 24/10/1997, it was not published in Official Gazette on account of official apathy till this Writ Petition came for hearing in the year 2009, i.e. after the lapse of 12 years, which, as observed by the High Court, "adversely reflected upon the official machinery of the State Government charged with the responsibility of implementing an important legislation like PCPNDT Act.” The High Court found it regrettable that for a period of over 12 years non publication of the Notification never came to

	To say the least, it is a classic example of total apathy and inaction on the part of State Government in implementation of this significant piece of social legislation. What is sad is that even in 2007 that is 60 years after independence, the illegal, inhuman and immoral practice of eliminating female foetuses is continuing unabated on such a large scale despite this Act being in existence since 1994.
	To say the least, it is a classic example of total apathy and inaction on the part of State Government in implementation of this significant piece of social legislation. What is sad is that even in 2007 that is 60 years after independence, the illegal, inhuman and immoral practice of eliminating female foetuses is continuing unabated on such a large scale despite this Act being in existence since 1994.


	JUDGMENT
	JUDGMENT
	JUDGMENT

	Per Hon’ble Mr. Justice T. S. Thakur C.J.
	Per Hon’ble Mr. Justice T. S. Thakur C.J.

	In this petition filed in public interest, petitioner prays for a mandamus directing the respondents to conduct an inquiry into the 250 illegal abortions of female foetuses leading to recovery of large quantity of foetal remains from a 20 feet deep Well underground septic tank at Buala Nursing Home, Pataudi, District Gurgaon, as reported in a section of the press. Petitioner also prays for mandamus directing the respondents to take appropriate action against those guilty of negligence in discharge of their 
	In this petition filed in public interest, petitioner prays for a mandamus directing the respondents to conduct an inquiry into the 250 illegal abortions of female foetuses leading to recovery of large quantity of foetal remains from a 20 feet deep Well underground septic tank at Buala Nursing Home, Pataudi, District Gurgaon, as reported in a section of the press. Petitioner also prays for mandamus directing the respondents to take appropriate action against those guilty of negligence in discharge of their 

	Civil Writ Petition No. 15152 of 2007 2 When this petition came up before us for orders on 24th October, 2008, it was pointed out by Mr. Ashwinie Bansal, counsel appearing for the petitioner that while an inquiry had been conducted by the Divisional Commissioner, Patiala in a somewhat similar incident involving abortion of female foetus in the district of Patiala and while action against those found involved in the said incident has been initiated, but no inquiry, administrative or otherwise, has been condu
	Civil Writ Petition No. 15152 of 2007 2 When this petition came up before us for orders on 24th October, 2008, it was pointed out by Mr. Ashwinie Bansal, counsel appearing for the petitioner that while an inquiry had been conducted by the Divisional Commissioner, Patiala in a somewhat similar incident involving abortion of female foetus in the district of Patiala and while action against those found involved in the said incident has been initiated, but no inquiry, administrative or otherwise, has been condu

	This Court, finding merit with that submission, had directed the Divisional Commissioner, Gurgaon to hold an administrative inquiry into the recovery of female foetuses from the septic tank Buala Nursing Home, Pataudi, District Gurgaon and also identify those who prima facie seem to be guilty of any lapses in the discharge of their official duties, leading to the said incident. The role of officers responsible for the implementation of PNDT Act, 1994, as amended in year 2002, was also directed to be examine
	This Court, finding merit with that submission, had directed the Divisional Commissioner, Gurgaon to hold an administrative inquiry into the recovery of female foetuses from the septic tank Buala Nursing Home, Pataudi, District Gurgaon and also identify those who prima facie seem to be guilty of any lapses in the discharge of their official duties, leading to the said incident. The role of officers responsible for the implementation of PNDT Act, 1994, as amended in year 2002, was also directed to be examine

	In compliance with the above direction, an inquiry has been conducted by the Divisional Commissioner, Gurgaon and report thereof place on record before us. The Divisional Commissioner, Gurgaon has inter alia dealt with the lapses on the part of medical authorities in the Civil Writ Petition No. 15152 of 2007 3 implementation and enforcement of the provisions of the Act aforementioned and identified following four doctors as persons, who had neglected in performance of their duties:
	In compliance with the above direction, an inquiry has been conducted by the Divisional Commissioner, Gurgaon and report thereof place on record before us. The Divisional Commissioner, Gurgaon has inter alia dealt with the lapses on the part of medical authorities in the Civil Writ Petition No. 15152 of 2007 3 implementation and enforcement of the provisions of the Act aforementioned and identified following four doctors as persons, who had neglected in performance of their duties:

	1. Dr. D.V. Saharan, Civil Surgeon, Gurgaon;
	1. Dr. D.V. Saharan, Civil Surgeon, Gurgaon;

	2. Dr. S.S. Dalal, Civil Surgeon, Gurgaon;
	2. Dr. S.S. Dalal, Civil Surgeon, Gurgaon;

	3. Dr. M.D. Sharma, DFWO, Gurgaon; and
	3. Dr. M.D. Sharma, DFWO, Gurgaon; and

	4. Dr. Jai Narain, SMO, CHC Pataudi.
	4. Dr. Jai Narain, SMO, CHC Pataudi.


	The report deals with individual roles of these doctors and the manner in which they are said to have committed dereliction in discharge of their duties. The report also makes certain other suggestions and remedial measures that are required to be taken to prevent episodes like the ones under scrutiny, taking place in future. This includes proper information system at village level to be run through multi-purpose health workers network and regular and timely inflow of inputs to prevent distortions and to sp
	The report deals with individual roles of these doctors and the manner in which they are said to have committed dereliction in discharge of their duties. The report also makes certain other suggestions and remedial measures that are required to be taken to prevent episodes like the ones under scrutiny, taking place in future. This includes proper information system at village level to be run through multi-purpose health workers network and regular and timely inflow of inputs to prevent distortions and to sp
	The report deals with individual roles of these doctors and the manner in which they are said to have committed dereliction in discharge of their duties. The report also makes certain other suggestions and remedial measures that are required to be taken to prevent episodes like the ones under scrutiny, taking place in future. This includes proper information system at village level to be run through multi-purpose health workers network and regular and timely inflow of inputs to prevent distortions and to sp

	The report also recommends proactive approach in the matter of spreading awareness among the people regarding the provisions of the Act and submission of prompt forensic reports, software in ultrasound machines, authorization, legal advisory support and video recording of raids etc. Mr. Bansal submits that while respondents have, pursuant to the report of the Divisional Commissioner, initiated action against two of the doctors indicted in the report, no action has been taken against the remaining two. He ur
	The report also recommends proactive approach in the matter of spreading awareness among the people regarding the provisions of the Act and submission of prompt forensic reports, software in ultrasound machines, authorization, legal advisory support and video recording of raids etc. Mr. Bansal submits that while respondents have, pursuant to the report of the Divisional Commissioner, initiated action against two of the doctors indicted in the report, no action has been taken against the remaining two. He ur

	These submissions, in our opinion, should allay the apprehension of Mr. Ashwinie Bansal that the respondents are dragging their feet in the matter of taking appropriate action against the doctors found negligent in the discharge of their duties. All the same, we see no difficulty in directing the respondents to expedite the proceedings against the doctors mentioned above, on the basis of the report and to take the same to its logical conclusion, expeditiously, but not later than six months from the date cha
	These submissions, in our opinion, should allay the apprehension of Mr. Ashwinie Bansal that the respondents are dragging their feet in the matter of taking appropriate action against the doctors found negligent in the discharge of their duties. All the same, we see no difficulty in directing the respondents to expedite the proceedings against the doctors mentioned above, on the basis of the report and to take the same to its logical conclusion, expeditiously, but not later than six months from the date cha

	He refers to a notification dated 24th October, 1997 appointing Civil Surgeon of Districts as appropriate authorities for the PNDT Act which notification was not, on account of official apathy, published in the Government gazette. Counsel further submits that the said notification has not been published in the official gazette, even till date. Civil Writ Petition No. 15152 of 2007 5 This position was not disputed by Mr. Randhir Singh, who has filed a brief note, in which it is inter alia stated that the non
	He refers to a notification dated 24th October, 1997 appointing Civil Surgeon of Districts as appropriate authorities for the PNDT Act which notification was not, on account of official apathy, published in the Government gazette. Counsel further submits that the said notification has not been published in the official gazette, even till date. Civil Writ Petition No. 15152 of 2007 5 This position was not disputed by Mr. Randhir Singh, who has filed a brief note, in which it is inter alia stated that the non

	We do not consider it necessary at this stage to examine whether the remedial steps, which the Government is contemplating, would meet the requirements of law, for that question does not immediately arise for our consideration. All that we need say is that non- publication of an important statutory notification in the official gazette adversely reflects upon the official machinery of the State Government charged with implementing an important legislation like the PNDT ACT. It is regrettable that for a perio
	We do not consider it necessary at this stage to examine whether the remedial steps, which the Government is contemplating, would meet the requirements of law, for that question does not immediately arise for our consideration. All that we need say is that non- publication of an important statutory notification in the official gazette adversely reflects upon the official machinery of the State Government charged with implementing an important legislation like the PNDT ACT. It is regrettable that for a perio

	We, accordingly dispose of this petition with the direction that proceedings already initiated, or to be initiated, shall be expedited by the concerned authorities and appropriate action taken against all those found to be violating provisions of the Act, or derelicting the discharge of their duties for the same.
	We, accordingly dispose of this petition with the direction that proceedings already initiated, or to be initiated, shall be expedited by the concerned authorities and appropriate action taken against all those found to be violating provisions of the Act, or derelicting the discharge of their duties for the same.

	No costs.
	No costs.
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	CASE SUMMARY
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	CASE SUMMARY

	The latest decision in a series of Public Interest Litigations is one, where the High Court of Punjab and Haryana at Chandigarh, took suo-moto cognizance of a newspaper report about Sex Determination kits entering in the State. According to the High Court these kits were a huge blow to the efforts by the State to improve sex ratio. Being alarmed by the declining child sex ratio in the State and to curb the social menace of pre-natal sex selection and sex determination, the High Court on its own motion, issu
	The latest decision in a series of Public Interest Litigations is one, where the High Court of Punjab and Haryana at Chandigarh, took suo-moto cognizance of a newspaper report about Sex Determination kits entering in the State. According to the High Court these kits were a huge blow to the efforts by the State to improve sex ratio. Being alarmed by the declining child sex ratio in the State and to curb the social menace of pre-natal sex selection and sex determination, the High Court on its own motion, issu

	Perusal of the affidavits filled by the Governments in response thereto revealed that PNDT wing of the Ministry of Health and Family Welfare was fully conscious about availability of such Sex Determination kits in the grey market. What was found to the satisfaction of the High Court was that Government itself was also worried and concerned about the same and had taken effective and adequate steps to block them and to create general awareness and sensitization on the subject so that the laudable Object and m
	Perusal of the affidavits filled by the Governments in response thereto revealed that PNDT wing of the Ministry of Health and Family Welfare was fully conscious about availability of such Sex Determination kits in the grey market. What was found to the satisfaction of the High Court was that Government itself was also worried and concerned about the same and had taken effective and adequate steps to block them and to create general awareness and sensitization on the subject so that the laudable Object and m

	This decision illustrates that human ingenuity in evolving new techniques knows no bounds when it comes to gender discrimination and elimination of female foetuses. Concerted efforts on the part of all the three wings of the Government - legislative, executive and judiciary alone can check such unpardonable crimes. Their acting together and in harmony is of importance.
	This decision illustrates that human ingenuity in evolving new techniques knows no bounds when it comes to gender discrimination and elimination of female foetuses. Concerted efforts on the part of all the three wings of the Government - legislative, executive and judiciary alone can check such unpardonable crimes. Their acting together and in harmony is of importance.
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	Per Hon’ble Mr. Justice Kanwaljit Singh Ahluwalia J.
	Per Hon’ble Mr. Justice Kanwaljit Singh Ahluwalia J.

	Alarmed by declining girl child sex ratio in this part of the country and to curb social menace of female foeticide, this Court had taken cognizance of a newspaper report published in Hindustan Times, Chandigarh on November 17, 2007 under the caption “Efforts to improve sex ratio in for a huge blow” “Sex-determination kits enter state” and had issued suo-motu notice to States of Punjab, Haryana and Union of India. In response thereto, Director, Health Service, Family Welfare, Punjab filed his affidavit and 
	Alarmed by declining girl child sex ratio in this part of the country and to curb social menace of female foeticide, this Court had taken cognizance of a newspaper report published in Hindustan Times, Chandigarh on November 17, 2007 under the caption “Efforts to improve sex ratio in for a huge blow” “Sex-determination kits enter state” and had issued suo-motu notice to States of Punjab, Haryana and Union of India. In response thereto, Director, Health Service, Family Welfare, Punjab filed his affidavit and 


	posted at all Districts falling within the State of Punjab to say that various Civil Writ Petition No. 17964 of 2007 2 teams were constituted and surprise inspections/raids were undertaken and that no sex determination kits (hereinafter referred to as ‘the kits’) were available in the State of Punjab.
	posted at all Districts falling within the State of Punjab to say that various Civil Writ Petition No. 17964 of 2007 2 teams were constituted and surprise inspections/raids were undertaken and that no sex determination kits (hereinafter referred to as ‘the kits’) were available in the State of Punjab.
	posted at all Districts falling within the State of Punjab to say that various Civil Writ Petition No. 17964 of 2007 2 teams were constituted and surprise inspections/raids were undertaken and that no sex determination kits (hereinafter referred to as ‘the kits’) were available in the State of Punjab.

	The Chairperson of the State Appropriate Authority constituted under Pre-conception and Pre-natal Diagnostic Techniques (Prohibition of Sex Selection) Act, 1994 (hereinafter referred to as ‘PNDT Act’) cum Director General, Health Services, Haryana submitted a status- report by way of an affidavit and stated therein that strict instructions were issued to concerned officers to keep a strict vigil on use of baby gender determination kits in all the districts. It was further submitted that all Civil Surgeons p
	The Chairperson of the State Appropriate Authority constituted under Pre-conception and Pre-natal Diagnostic Techniques (Prohibition of Sex Selection) Act, 1994 (hereinafter referred to as ‘PNDT Act’) cum Director General, Health Services, Haryana submitted a status- report by way of an affidavit and stated therein that strict instructions were issued to concerned officers to keep a strict vigil on use of baby gender determination kits in all the districts. It was further submitted that all Civil Surgeons p

	“Child sex ratio for the age group of 0-6 years in 2001 is 927 girls per thousand boys against 945 recorded in 1991 Census. The encouraging trend in the sex ratio during 1991- 2000 was marred by the decline of 18 points in the sex ratio of children aged 6 years or below.” Having spelt its concern, various effective steps taken by the Ministry of Health and Family Welfare, Govt. of India have also been conveyed in the affidavit. It has been stated that PNDT Act and its rules have been amended and the Act has
	“Child sex ratio for the age group of 0-6 years in 2001 is 927 girls per thousand boys against 945 recorded in 1991 Census. The encouraging trend in the sex ratio during 1991- 2000 was marred by the decline of 18 points in the sex ratio of children aged 6 years or below.” Having spelt its concern, various effective steps taken by the Ministry of Health and Family Welfare, Govt. of India have also been conveyed in the affidavit. It has been stated that PNDT Act and its rules have been amended and the Act has

	It was averred that necessary programme to educate, generate awareness and sensitize public opinion makers is being carried and necessary expenses for the same are being provided and incurred. It has been further mentioned that State Governments have been funded through Rural Child Health Programme for implementation plan 2007-08 drawn for implementation of various activities under the PNDT Act and to give incentive to birth of girl child. The affidavit also provides information that sensitization on sex ra
	It was averred that necessary programme to educate, generate awareness and sensitize public opinion makers is being carried and necessary expenses for the same are being provided and incurred. It has been further mentioned that State Governments have been funded through Rural Child Health Programme for implementation plan 2007-08 drawn for implementation of various activities under the PNDT Act and to give incentive to birth of girl child. The affidavit also provides information that sensitization on sex ra
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	 advertisements has assumed alarming proportion in the


	country, especially in the elite states of the country like, Delhi and Punjab. It states that this is likely to effect the Government’s efforts in curbing female foeticide, containing the declining child sex ratio and ushering in a healthy gender ratio in the country. Therefore, to curb availability of such kits, the department had sought the cooperation of the Customs Department and had approached Central Board of Excise and Customs, Department of Revenue not to allow import of Gender Testing Civil Writ Pe
	country, especially in the elite states of the country like, Delhi and Punjab. It states that this is likely to effect the Government’s efforts in curbing female foeticide, containing the declining child sex ratio and ushering in a healthy gender ratio in the country. Therefore, to curb availability of such kits, the department had sought the cooperation of the Customs Department and had approached Central Board of Excise and Customs, Department of Revenue not to allow import of Gender Testing Civil Writ Pe
	country, especially in the elite states of the country like, Delhi and Punjab. It states that this is likely to effect the Government’s efforts in curbing female foeticide, containing the declining child sex ratio and ushering in a healthy gender ratio in the country. Therefore, to curb availability of such kits, the department had sought the cooperation of the Customs Department and had approached Central Board of Excise and Customs, Department of Revenue not to allow import of Gender Testing Civil Writ Pe
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	The noble Object behind enactment of PCPNDT Act was to implement in letter and spirit, a legislation to ban the use of pre-conception sex selection techniques and misuse of prenatal Diagnostic Techniques for sex selective abortions. It was found necessary by the State to intervene in the matter by restricting the individual right of the couple to have a child of the sex of their choice in order to prevent a severe imbalance in male-female ratio which isagainst the order of nature. This law was therefore en
	The noble Object behind enactment of PCPNDT Act was to implement in letter and spirit, a legislation to ban the use of pre-conception sex selection techniques and misuse of prenatal Diagnostic Techniques for sex selective abortions. It was found necessary by the State to intervene in the matter by restricting the individual right of the couple to have a child of the sex of their choice in order to prevent a severe imbalance in male-female ratio which isagainst the order of nature. This law was therefore en
	The noble Object behind enactment of PCPNDT Act was to implement in letter and spirit, a legislation to ban the use of pre-conception sex selection techniques and misuse of prenatal Diagnostic Techniques for sex selective abortions. It was found necessary by the State to intervene in the matter by restricting the individual right of the couple to have a child of the sex of their choice in order to prevent a severe imbalance in male-female ratio which isagainst the order of nature. This law was therefore en

	As on today there are two decisions, both of the Bombay High Court, in which Constitutional validity of the Act was challenged but upheld. Both the decisions are landmark in the way they deal with this most sensitive and socially relevant issue.
	As on today there are two decisions, both of the Bombay High Court, in which Constitutional validity of the Act was challenged but upheld. Both the decisions are landmark in the way they deal with this most sensitive and socially relevant issue.
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	CASE SUMMARY
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	In this case of Vinod Soni -Vs. - Union of India decided on 13/06/2005 the validity of the Act was challenged on the ground that the provisions of the Act are violative of Article 21 of the Constitution of India. A very interesting argument was advanced in this case by the Petitioner that the right to life guaranteed under Article 21 of the Constitution includes right to personal liberty which in turns includes the liberty of choosing the sex of the offspring and to determine the nature of the family. There
	In this case of Vinod Soni -Vs. - Union of India decided on 13/06/2005 the validity of the Act was challenged on the ground that the provisions of the Act are violative of Article 21 of the Constitution of India. A very interesting argument was advanced in this case by the Petitioner that the right to life guaranteed under Article 21 of the Constitution includes right to personal liberty which in turns includes the liberty of choosing the sex of the offspring and to determine the nature of the family. There

	The High Court however exposed the fallacy of this argument by observing that, "right to personal liberty can not be expanded by any stretch of imagination to liberty to prohibit to coming into existence of a female or male foetus which shall be for the nature to decide.” After making reference to the decisions of the Supreme Court, which explain that Article 21 includes the right to food, clothing, decent environment and even protection of cultural heritage, the High Court held that "these rights, even if,
	The High Court however exposed the fallacy of this argument by observing that, "right to personal liberty can not be expanded by any stretch of imagination to liberty to prohibit to coming into existence of a female or male foetus which shall be for the nature to decide.” After making reference to the decisions of the Supreme Court, which explain that Article 21 includes the right to food, clothing, decent environment and even protection of cultural heritage, the High Court held that "these rights, even if,

	The case leaves one wondering how right to life of a person can be expanded to include selection of sex of the child.
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	1. By this petition, the petitioners who are married couple, seek to challenge the constitutional validity of Preconception and Prenatal Diagnostic Techniques (Prohibition of Sex Selection) Act of 1994 (hereinafter referred to Sex Selection Act of 1994). The petition contains basically two challenges to the enactment. First, it violates Article 14 of the Constitution and second, that it violates Article 21 of the Constitution of India. At the time of argument, the learned counsel appearing for the petitione
	1. By this petition, the petitioners who are married couple, seek to challenge the constitutional validity of Preconception and Prenatal Diagnostic Techniques (Prohibition of Sex Selection) Act of 1994 (hereinafter referred to Sex Selection Act of 1994). The petition contains basically two challenges to the enactment. First, it violates Article 14 of the Constitution and second, that it violates Article 21 of the Constitution of India. At the time of argument, the learned counsel appearing for the petitione

	The case leaves one wondering how right to life of a person can be expanded to include (in original - The case leaves one just to wonder how a right to life of a person can expand to put an end to the right of another-in this matter -of a female foetus- to be born at all.)
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	2. We are, therefore, required to consider the challenge that the provisions of Sex Selection Act of 1994 are violative of Article 21 of the Constitution of India. Article 21 reads thus: “Protection of life and personal liberty - No person shall be deprived of his life or personal liberty except according to procedure established by law.”
	2. We are, therefore, required to consider the challenge that the provisions of Sex Selection Act of 1994 are violative of Article 21 of the Constitution of India. Article 21 reads thus: “Protection of life and personal liberty - No person shall be deprived of his life or personal liberty except according to procedure established by law.”

	3. This provision of Article 21, according to the learned counsel has been gradually expanded to cover several facets of life pertaining to life itself and personal liberties which an individual has, as a matter of his fundamental right. Reliance was placed on several judgments of the Supreme Court of India to elaborate the submission regarding expansion of right to live and personal liberty embodied under Article 21. in our opinion, firstly we deal with protection of life and protection of personal liberty
	3. This provision of Article 21, according to the learned counsel has been gradually expanded to cover several facets of life pertaining to life itself and personal liberties which an individual has, as a matter of his fundamental right. Reliance was placed on several judgments of the Supreme Court of India to elaborate the submission regarding expansion of right to live and personal liberty embodied under Article 21. in our opinion, firstly we deal with protection of life and protection of personal liberty

	4. Reliance was placed, as already stated, on several judgments of the Supreme Court of India on the enlargement of the right embodied under article 21. The right basically deals with protection of life and protection of personal liberty. Personal Liberties have been or personal life has been expanded during the passage of 55 years of the Constitution. It now includes right to pollution free water and air as held in AIR 1991 S.C. page 420 It includes right to a reasonable residence for which reliance is pla
	4. Reliance was placed, as already stated, on several judgments of the Supreme Court of India on the enlargement of the right embodied under article 21. The right basically deals with protection of life and protection of personal liberty. Personal Liberties have been or personal life has been expanded during the passage of 55 years of the Constitution. It now includes right to pollution free water and air as held in AIR 1991 S.C. page 420 It includes right to a reasonable residence for which reliance is pla

	5. Then reliance is placed on a Supreme Court Judgment in AIR 1989 S.C. page 677 and two earlier decisions whereby the Supreme Court has explained Article 21 and the rights bestowed thereby include right to Food, clothing, decent environment, and even protection of cultural heritage. These rights even if further expanded to the extremes of the possible elasticity of the provisions of Article 21 cannot include right to selection of sex whether preconception or post conception.
	5. Then reliance is placed on a Supreme Court Judgment in AIR 1989 S.C. page 677 and two earlier decisions whereby the Supreme Court has explained Article 21 and the rights bestowed thereby include right to Food, clothing, decent environment, and even protection of cultural heritage. These rights even if further expanded to the extremes of the possible elasticity of the provisions of Article 21 cannot include right to selection of sex whether preconception or post conception.

	6. The Article 21 is now said to govern and hold that it is a right of every child to full development. The enactment namely Sex Selection Act of 1994 is factually enacted to further this right under article 21, which gives to every child right to full development. A chid conceived is therefore entitled to under Article 21, as held by the Supreme Court, to full development whatever be the sex of that child. The determination whether at pre conception stage or otherwise is the denial of a child, the right to
	6. The Article 21 is now said to govern and hold that it is a right of every child to full development. The enactment namely Sex Selection Act of 1994 is factually enacted to further this right under article 21, which gives to every child right to full development. A chid conceived is therefore entitled to under Article 21, as held by the Supreme Court, to full development whatever be the sex of that child. The determination whether at pre conception stage or otherwise is the denial of a child, the right to


	to come into existence. Apart from that the present legislation is confined only to prohibit selection of sex of the child before or after conception. The tests which are available as of today and which can incidentally result in determination of the sex of the child are prohibited. The statement of objects and reasons makes this clear. The statement reads as under. “The pre-natal diagnostic techniques like amniocentesis and sonography are useful for the detection of genetic or chromosomal disorders or cong
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	Then para 4 reads thus:
	Then para 4 reads thus:

	“Accordingly, it is proposed to amend the aforesaid Act with a view to banning the use of both sex selection techniques prior to conception as well as the misuse of pre-natal diagnostic techniques for sex selective abortions and to regulate such techniques with a view to ensuring their scientific use for which they are intended.”
	“Accordingly, it is proposed to amend the aforesaid Act with a view to banning the use of both sex selection techniques prior to conception as well as the misuse of pre-natal diagnostic techniques for sex selective abortions and to regulate such techniques with a view to ensuring their scientific use for which they are intended.”

	7. It will thus be observed that the enactment proposes to control and ban the use of this selection technique both prior to conception as well as its misuse after conception and it does not totally ban these procedures or tests. If we notice provisions of section 4 of the Act it gives permission in when any of these tests can be administered. Sub section 2 says that no prenatal diagnostic techniques can be conducted except for the purposes of detection of any of the (1) chromosomal abnormalities, (2) genet
	7. It will thus be observed that the enactment proposes to control and ban the use of this selection technique both prior to conception as well as its misuse after conception and it does not totally ban these procedures or tests. If we notice provisions of section 4 of the Act it gives permission in when any of these tests can be administered. Sub section 2 says that no prenatal diagnostic techniques can be conducted except for the purposes of detection of any of the (1) chromosomal abnormalities, (2) genet

	8. Apart from that such cases are permitted as mentioned in sub clause 3 of section 4 where certain dangers to the pregnant woman are noticed. A perusal of those conditions which are five and which can be added to the four, existence on which is provided by the Act. It will therefore be seen that the enactment does not bring about total prohibition of any such tests. It intends to thus prohibit user and indiscriminate user of such tests to determine the sex at preconception stage or post conception stage. T
	8. Apart from that such cases are permitted as mentioned in sub clause 3 of section 4 where certain dangers to the pregnant woman are noticed. A perusal of those conditions which are five and which can be added to the four, existence on which is provided by the Act. It will therefore be seen that the enactment does not bring about total prohibition of any such tests. It intends to thus prohibit user and indiscriminate user of such tests to determine the sex at preconception stage or post conception stage. T
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	In another Writ Petition filed under Article 226 of the Constitution of India, by one Mr. Vijay Sharma and others, validity of the Act was challenged on the ground that it violates principle of 'equality of law' enshrined in Article 14 of the Constitution of India. Petitioners were a married couple having two female children and were desirous of having a male child. According to them, by doing so, they could then enjoy the love and affection of both, son and daughter and their daughters can enjoy the compan
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	The Hon'ble Judges of the High Court, after elaborately dealing with the Object, Reasons and Provisions of the Act, held that there can be no comparison between the two legislations - viz., MTP Act and PCPNDT Act. The object of both the Acts differ. MTP Act does not deal with sex selection before or after conception. Anguish of a mother who does not want to bear a child of a particular sex can not be equated with a mother who wants to terminate the pregnancy not because of the sex of child but for other cir
	The Hon'ble Judges of the High Court, after elaborately dealing with the Object, Reasons and Provisions of the Act, held that there can be no comparison between the two legislations - viz., MTP Act and PCPNDT Act. The object of both the Acts differ. MTP Act does not deal with sex selection before or after conception. Anguish of a mother who does not want to bear a child of a particular sex can not be equated with a mother who wants to terminate the pregnancy not because of the sex of child but for other cir
	The Hon'ble Judges of the High Court, after elaborately dealing with the Object, Reasons and Provisions of the Act, held that there can be no comparison between the two legislations - viz., MTP Act and PCPNDT Act. The object of both the Acts differ. MTP Act does not deal with sex selection before or after conception. Anguish of a mother who does not want to bear a child of a particular sex can not be equated with a mother who wants to terminate the pregnancy not because of the sex of child but for other cir

	The High Court had in this case taken note of the frightening figure showing imbalance in sex ratio in various parts of India and expressed its concern for the same. The High Court was also aghast at the shocking arguments in the Petition proclaiming that if the country is economically and socially backward, it is better that female children are not born. The court has, in its strong and harsh words held that, "such tendency affects the dignity of women. It undermines their importance. It insults and humili
	The High Court had in this case taken note of the frightening figure showing imbalance in sex ratio in various parts of India and expressed its concern for the same. The High Court was also aghast at the shocking arguments in the Petition proclaiming that if the country is economically and socially backward, it is better that female children are not born. The court has, in its strong and harsh words held that, "such tendency affects the dignity of women. It undermines their importance. It insults and humili

	The entire judgment the High Court must be read from start to finish. It makes out a strong case for upholding the validity the Act.
	The entire judgment the High Court must be read from start to finish. It makes out a strong case for upholding the validity the Act.
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	1. In this petition filed under Article 226 of the Constitution of India, the petitioners have challenged the constitutional validity of sections 2, 3-A, 4(5) and 6(c) of the Pre-Conception and Pre-natal Diagnostic Techniques (Prohibition of Sex Selection) Act, 1994 (for short, “the said Act”) as amended by The Prenatal Diagnostic Techniques (Regulation and Prevention of Misuse) Amendment Act, 2002 (for short, “the Amendment Act, 2002”).
	1. In this petition filed under Article 226 of the Constitution of India, the petitioners have challenged the constitutional validity of sections 2, 3-A, 4(5) and 6(c) of the Pre-Conception and Pre-natal Diagnostic Techniques (Prohibition of Sex Selection) Act, 1994 (for short, “the said Act”) as amended by The Prenatal Diagnostic Techniques (Regulation and Prevention of Misuse) Amendment Act, 2002 (for short, “the Amendment Act, 2002”).

	2. Before dealing with the contentions raised in the petition, it must be stated that challenge to the constitutional validity of the said Act on the ground of violation of Article 21 of the Constitution of India has been rejected by this Court in Vinod Soni & Anr. v. Union of India & Ors., 2005 (7) LJSOFT 19 : 2005 (3) MLJ 1131. It is not open to the petitioners to raise the same challenge again. We shall, therefore, only deal with the petitioners’ contention that the said Act violates the principle of equ
	2. Before dealing with the contentions raised in the petition, it must be stated that challenge to the constitutional validity of the said Act on the ground of violation of Article 21 of the Constitution of India has been rejected by this Court in Vinod Soni & Anr. v. Union of India & Ors., 2005 (7) LJSOFT 19 : 2005 (3) MLJ 1131. It is not open to the petitioners to raise the same challenge again. We shall, therefore, only deal with the petitioners’ contention that the said Act violates the principle of equ

	3. The petitioners are a married couple having two female children. It is their case as disclosed in the petition that they are desirous of expanding their family provided they are in a position to select the sex of the child. It is obvious from the petition that the petitioners are desirous of having a male child. According to them, they can then enjoy the love and affection of both, son and daughter simultaneously and their existing children can enjoy the company of their own brother while growing up if t
	3. The petitioners are a married couple having two female children. It is their case as disclosed in the petition that they are desirous of expanding their family provided they are in a position to select the sex of the child. It is obvious from the petition that the petitioners are desirous of having a male child. According to them, they can then enjoy the love and affection of both, son and daughter simultaneously and their existing children can enjoy the company of their own brother while growing up if t


	foetus by pre-natal diagnostic techniques. However, all clinics have denied treatment to them on the ground that it is prohibited under the said Act.
	foetus by pre-natal diagnostic techniques. However, all clinics have denied treatment to them on the ground that it is prohibited under the said Act.
	foetus by pre-natal diagnostic techniques. However, all clinics have denied treatment to them on the ground that it is prohibited under the said Act.

	4. According to the petitioners, they have no intention to misuse the pre-natal diagnostic techniques. They contend that they are financially sound and capable of looking after and bringing up one more child. They cannot be treated on par with other couples, who in order to have a male child, indulge in sex selective abortion. The provisions of the said Act cannot be made applicable without distinction. According to the petitioners, they only want to balance their family. They contend that a married couple,
	4. According to the petitioners, they have no intention to misuse the pre-natal diagnostic techniques. They contend that they are financially sound and capable of looking after and bringing up one more child. They cannot be treated on par with other couples, who in order to have a male child, indulge in sex selective abortion. The provisions of the said Act cannot be made applicable without distinction. According to the petitioners, they only want to balance their family. They contend that a married couple,

	5. We have heard Ms. Ratna Bargavan, the learned counsel appearing for the petitioners. The contentions raised in the petition and in the affidavit in reply of petitioner 1 and the contentions raised in the court by the learned counsel for the petitioners can be summed up as under :
	5. We have heard Ms. Ratna Bargavan, the learned counsel appearing for the petitioners. The contentions raised in the petition and in the affidavit in reply of petitioner 1 and the contentions raised in the court by the learned counsel for the petitioners can be summed up as under :

	(a) The provisions of the said Act cannot be made applicable without any distinction. Couples who have a male or a female child should be allowed to make use of the pre-natal diagnostic techniques to have a child of the sex opposite to the sex of their existing child to balance their family. Such couples cannot be treated on par with couples who choose the sex of foetus in order to have a male child leading to imbalance in male to female ratio. The unconstitutionality of the said Act is visible to the class
	(a) The provisions of the said Act cannot be made applicable without any distinction. Couples who have a male or a female child should be allowed to make use of the pre-natal diagnostic techniques to have a child of the sex opposite to the sex of their existing child to balance their family. Such couples cannot be treated on par with couples who choose the sex of foetus in order to have a male child leading to imbalance in male to female ratio. The unconstitutionality of the said Act is visible to the class

	(b) The Objects and Reasons of the Medical Termination of Pregnancy Act, 1997 (for short, “MTP Act”) read with section 3(2)(I) thereof permit termination of pregnancy of a woman by a registered medical practitioner if the pregnancy would involve risk to the life of the pregnant woman or grave injury to her physical or mental health. Explanation II to section 3 states that where any pregnancy occurs as a result of failure of any devise or method used by any married woman or her husband for the purpose of lim
	(b) The Objects and Reasons of the Medical Termination of Pregnancy Act, 1997 (for short, “MTP Act”) read with section 3(2)(I) thereof permit termination of pregnancy of a woman by a registered medical practitioner if the pregnancy would involve risk to the life of the pregnant woman or grave injury to her physical or mental health. Explanation II to section 3 states that where any pregnancy occurs as a result of failure of any devise or method used by any married woman or her husband for the purpose of lim

	(c) Under the MTP Act, termination of pregnancy is allowed under certain circumstances. Foeticide is sanctioned under certain circumstances. However, by sex selection before conception with the help of the pre-natal diagnostic techniques, sex of the child is determined by choosing the male/female chromosome before fertilization and the fertilized egg is inserted in the womb of the mother. This does not lead to foeticide. There is, therefore, no reason to impose a blanket ban on the use of the prenatal
	(c) Under the MTP Act, termination of pregnancy is allowed under certain circumstances. Foeticide is sanctioned under certain circumstances. However, by sex selection before conception with the help of the pre-natal diagnostic techniques, sex of the child is determined by choosing the male/female chromosome before fertilization and the fertilized egg is inserted in the womb of the mother. This does not lead to foeticide. There is, therefore, no reason to impose a blanket ban on the use of the prenatal
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	(d) Under the said Act, the use of the pre-natal diagnostic techniques is permitted under certain conditions by registered institutions. The words ‘certain conditions’ should be interpreted in such a manner that inherent uncertainty existing in section 2 of the Amendment Act, 2002 and sections 3A, 4(5) and 6(c) of the said Act as inserted by the Amendment Act, 2002 is removed and the possible hardship of the couples who are already having one child can be avoided by permitting them to have child of the sex 
	(d) Under the said Act, the use of the pre-natal diagnostic techniques is permitted under certain conditions by registered institutions. The words ‘certain conditions’ should be interpreted in such a manner that inherent uncertainty existing in section 2 of the Amendment Act, 2002 and sections 3A, 4(5) and 6(c) of the said Act as inserted by the Amendment Act, 2002 is removed and the possible hardship of the couples who are already having one child can be avoided by permitting them to have child of the sex 

	(e) The intention of the legislature to regulate and prevent misuse of the pre-natal diagnostic techniques is evident from the fact that the title of the Amendment Act, 2002 contains the words “Regulation and Prevention of Misuse”. These words replace the words “Prohibition of Sex Selection” used in the said Act. The intention of the legislature was to regulate and prevent misuse of the pre-natal diagnostic techniques and not a blanket prohibition thereof.
	(e) The intention of the legislature to regulate and prevent misuse of the pre-natal diagnostic techniques is evident from the fact that the title of the Amendment Act, 2002 contains the words “Regulation and Prevention of Misuse”. These words replace the words “Prohibition of Sex Selection” used in the said Act. The intention of the legislature was to regulate and prevent misuse of the pre-natal diagnostic techniques and not a blanket prohibition thereof.

	(f) The pre-natal diagnostic techniques can be used to achieve positive result I.e. To attain an ideal male to female ratio. Due to the stringent provisions of the said Act, the pre-natal diagnostic techniques are used by doctors and couples in hasty and hush hush manner which is likely to affect the mindset of prospective mothers. Fertility clinics have spwaned all over where couples who do not have children are taking treatment to get the child of their choice. Such misuse needs to be prevented by providi
	(f) The pre-natal diagnostic techniques can be used to achieve positive result I.e. To attain an ideal male to female ratio. Due to the stringent provisions of the said Act, the pre-natal diagnostic techniques are used by doctors and couples in hasty and hush hush manner which is likely to affect the mindset of prospective mothers. Fertility clinics have spwaned all over where couples who do not have children are taking treatment to get the child of their choice. Such misuse needs to be prevented by providi

	(g) Section 31-A of the said Act provides that the Central Government may publish an order in the Official Gazette within 3 years from the commencement of the said Act for removal of difficulties if any, in giving effect to the provisions of the said Act. The difficulties of the couples having one child need to be taken into account. It is, therefore, necessary for the Central Government to publish the necessary order in the Official Gazette and bring about necessary amendment in the said Act.
	(g) Section 31-A of the said Act provides that the Central Government may publish an order in the Official Gazette within 3 years from the commencement of the said Act for removal of difficulties if any, in giving effect to the provisions of the said Act. The difficulties of the couples having one child need to be taken into account. It is, therefore, necessary for the Central Government to publish the necessary order in the Official Gazette and bring about necessary amendment in the said Act.

	6. Strong exception is taken to the submissions of the petitioners’ counsel and the contentions raised by the petitioners, by the learned counsel for the respondents. Affidavit in reply is filed by Ms. Sushma Rath, Under Secretary, Ministry of Health & Family Welfare and by Versha Deshpande, a Social Worker, whose intervention is allowed by this court considering the importance of the issues involved in this petition.
	6. Strong exception is taken to the submissions of the petitioners’ counsel and the contentions raised by the petitioners, by the learned counsel for the respondents. Affidavit in reply is filed by Ms. Sushma Rath, Under Secretary, Ministry of Health & Family Welfare and by Versha Deshpande, a Social Worker, whose intervention is allowed by this court considering the importance of the issues involved in this petition.

	7. It is necessary to quote section 2 of the Amendment Act, 2002 and sections 3-A, 4(5) and 6(c) of the said Act as inserted by the Amendment Act since the constitutional validity of the said provisions is under challenge. Section 2 of the Amendment Act, 2002 reads thus:
	7. It is necessary to quote section 2 of the Amendment Act, 2002 and sections 3-A, 4(5) and 6(c) of the said Act as inserted by the Amendment Act since the constitutional validity of the said provisions is under challenge. Section 2 of the Amendment Act, 2002 reads thus:

	“2. Substitution of long title. - In the Pre-natal Diagnostic Techniques (Regulation and Prevention of Misuse) Act, 1994 (hereinafter referred to as the principal Act), for the long title, the following long title shall be substituted, namely :-
	“2. Substitution of long title. - In the Pre-natal Diagnostic Techniques (Regulation and Prevention of Misuse) Act, 1994 (hereinafter referred to as the principal Act), for the long title, the following long title shall be substituted, namely :-

	An Act to provide for the prohibition of sex selection, before or after conception, and for regulation of pre-natal diagnostic techniques for the purposes of detecting genetic abnormalities or metabolic disorders or chromosomal abnormalities or certain congenital mal-formations or sex-linked disorders and for the prevention of their misuse for sex determination leading to female foeticide and for matters connected therewith or incidental thereto.”
	An Act to provide for the prohibition of sex selection, before or after conception, and for regulation of pre-natal diagnostic techniques for the purposes of detecting genetic abnormalities or metabolic disorders or chromosomal abnormalities or certain congenital mal-formations or sex-linked disorders and for the prevention of their misuse for sex determination leading to female foeticide and for matters connected therewith or incidental thereto.”

	Sections 3-A, 4(5) and 6(c) of the said Act read thus:
	Sections 3-A, 4(5) and 6(c) of the said Act read thus:

	“3. Regulation of Genetic Counselling Centres, Genetic Laboratories and Genetic Clinics. - On and from the commencement of this Act,
	“3. Regulation of Genetic Counselling Centres, Genetic Laboratories and Genetic Clinics. - On and from the commencement of this Act,

	(1) xxx xxx xxx
	(1) xxx xxx xxx

	(2) xxx xxx xxx
	(2) xxx xxx xxx


	(3) xxx xxx xxx
	(3) xxx xxx xxx
	(3) xxx xxx xxx

	(3A. Prohibition of sex selection. No person, including a specialist or a team of specialists in the field of infertility, shall conduct or cause to be conducted or aid in conducting by himself or by any other person, sex selection on a woman or a man or on both or on any tissue, embryo, conceptus, fluid or gametes derived from either or both of them).
	(3A. Prohibition of sex selection. No person, including a specialist or a team of specialists in the field of infertility, shall conduct or cause to be conducted or aid in conducting by himself or by any other person, sex selection on a woman or a man or on both or on any tissue, embryo, conceptus, fluid or gametes derived from either or both of them).

	(4) Regulation of pre-natal diagnostic techniques. - On and from the commencement of this Act,
	(4) Regulation of pre-natal diagnostic techniques. - On and from the commencement of this Act,

	(1) xxx xxx xxx
	(1) xxx xxx xxx

	(2) xxx xxx xxx
	(2) xxx xxx xxx

	(3) xxx xxx xxx
	(3) xxx xxx xxx

	(4) xxx xxx xxx
	(4) xxx xxx xxx

	(5) no person including a relative or husband of a woman shall seek or encourage the conduct of any sex- selection technique on her or him or both.
	(5) no person including a relative or husband of a woman shall seek or encourage the conduct of any sex- selection technique on her or him or both.

	(6) Determination of sex prohibited. On and from the commencement of this Act,
	(6) Determination of sex prohibited. On and from the commencement of this Act,

	(a) xxx xxx xxx
	(a) xxx xxx xxx

	(b) xxx xxx xxx
	(b) xxx xxx xxx

	(c) no person shall, by whatever means, cause or allow to be caused selection of sex before or after conception.”
	(c) no person shall, by whatever means, cause or allow to be caused selection of sex before or after conception.”

	8. It is necessary to first deal with the submission that the use of the words “Regulation & Prevention of Misuse” in the Amendment Act, 2002 is indicative of the legislative intent only to regulate and prevent misuse because these words substitute the words “Prohibition of Sex Selection” in the said Act. This, in our opinion, is a totally fallacious argument. The title of the earlier Act was the Pre-natal Diagnostic Techniques (Regulation and Prevention of Misuse) Act, 1994 (for short, “the 1994 Act”). It’
	8. It is necessary to first deal with the submission that the use of the words “Regulation & Prevention of Misuse” in the Amendment Act, 2002 is indicative of the legislative intent only to regulate and prevent misuse because these words substitute the words “Prohibition of Sex Selection” in the said Act. This, in our opinion, is a totally fallacious argument. The title of the earlier Act was the Pre-natal Diagnostic Techniques (Regulation and Prevention of Misuse) Act, 1994 (for short, “the 1994 Act”). It’

	“1. Substituted by the Prenatal Diagnostic Techniques (Regulation and Prevention of Misuse) Amendment Act, 2002 (14 of 2003), S.2, for long title (w.e.f. 1422003). Prior to its substitution, long title read as under: -
	“1. Substituted by the Prenatal Diagnostic Techniques (Regulation and Prevention of Misuse) Amendment Act, 2002 (14 of 2003), S.2, for long title (w.e.f. 1422003). Prior to its substitution, long title read as under: -

	An Act to provide for the regulation of the use of pre-natal diagnostic techniques for the purpose of detecting genetic or metabolic disorders or chromosomal abnormalities or certain congenital malformations or sex linked disorders and for the prevention of the misuse of such techniques for the purpose of pre-natal sex determination leading to female foeticide; and, for matters connected therewith or incidental thereto.”
	An Act to provide for the regulation of the use of pre-natal diagnostic techniques for the purpose of detecting genetic or metabolic disorders or chromosomal abnormalities or certain congenital malformations or sex linked disorders and for the prevention of the misuse of such techniques for the purpose of pre-natal sex determination leading to female foeticide; and, for matters connected therewith or incidental thereto.”

	By the Amendment Act, 2002, it was substituted by the following long title :
	By the Amendment Act, 2002, it was substituted by the following long title :

	“An Act to provide for the prohibition of sex selection, before or after conception, and for regulation of pre-natal diagnostic techniques for the purposes of detecting genetic abnormalities or metabolic disorders or chromosomal abnormalities or certain congenital malformations or sex-linked disorders and for the prevention of their misuse for sex determination leading to female foeticide and for matters connected therewith or incidental thereto.”
	“An Act to provide for the prohibition of sex selection, before or after conception, and for regulation of pre-natal diagnostic techniques for the purposes of detecting genetic abnormalities or metabolic disorders or chromosomal abnormalities or certain congenital malformations or sex-linked disorders and for the prevention of their misuse for sex determination leading to female foeticide and for matters connected therewith or incidental thereto.”

	9. By the Amendment Act, 2002, the 1994 Act I.e. The Pre-natal Diagnostic Techniques (Regulation & Prevention of Misuse) Act was renamed as the said Act I.e. The Pre-conception and Pre-natal Diagnostic Techniques (Prohibition of Sex Selection) Act, 1994. The Statement of Objects and Reasons of the Amendment Act, 2002 must be quoted. It reads thus:
	9. By the Amendment Act, 2002, the 1994 Act I.e. The Pre-natal Diagnostic Techniques (Regulation & Prevention of Misuse) Act was renamed as the said Act I.e. The Pre-conception and Pre-natal Diagnostic Techniques (Prohibition of Sex Selection) Act, 1994. The Statement of Objects and Reasons of the Amendment Act, 2002 must be quoted. It reads thus:

	“Amendment Act 14 of 2003 - Statement of Objects and Reasons. - The Pre-natal Diagnostic Techniques
	“Amendment Act 14 of 2003 - Statement of Objects and Reasons. - The Pre-natal Diagnostic Techniques


	(Regulation and Prevention of Misuse) Act, 1994 seeks to prohibit prenatal diagnostic techniques for determination of sex of the foetus leading to female foeticide. During recent years, certain inadequacies and practical difficulties in the administration of the said Act have come to the notice of the Government, which has necessitated amendments in the said Act.
	(Regulation and Prevention of Misuse) Act, 1994 seeks to prohibit prenatal diagnostic techniques for determination of sex of the foetus leading to female foeticide. During recent years, certain inadequacies and practical difficulties in the administration of the said Act have come to the notice of the Government, which has necessitated amendments in the said Act.
	(Regulation and Prevention of Misuse) Act, 1994 seeks to prohibit prenatal diagnostic techniques for determination of sex of the foetus leading to female foeticide. During recent years, certain inadequacies and practical difficulties in the administration of the said Act have come to the notice of the Government, which has necessitated amendments in the said Act.

	2) The pre-natal diagnostic techniques like amniocentesis and sonography are useful for the detention of genetic or chromosomal disorders or congenital malformations or sex linked disorders, etc. However, the amniocentesis and sonography are being used on a large scale to detect the sex of the foetus and to terminiate the pregnancy of the unborn child if found to be female. Techniques are also being developed to select the sex of child before conception. These practices and techniques are considered discrim
	2) The pre-natal diagnostic techniques like amniocentesis and sonography are useful for the detention of genetic or chromosomal disorders or congenital malformations or sex linked disorders, etc. However, the amniocentesis and sonography are being used on a large scale to detect the sex of the foetus and to terminiate the pregnancy of the unborn child if found to be female. Techniques are also being developed to select the sex of child before conception. These practices and techniques are considered discrim

	3) The proliferation of the technologies mentioned above may, in future, precipitate a catastrophe, in the form of severe imbalance in male-female ratio. The State is also duty bound to intervene in such matters to uphold the welfare of the society, especially of the women and children. It is, therefore, necessary to enact and implement in letter and spirit a legislation to ban the pre-conception sex selection techniques and the misuse of pre-natal diagnostic techniques for sex-selective abortions and to pr
	3) The proliferation of the technologies mentioned above may, in future, precipitate a catastrophe, in the form of severe imbalance in male-female ratio. The State is also duty bound to intervene in such matters to uphold the welfare of the society, especially of the women and children. It is, therefore, necessary to enact and implement in letter and spirit a legislation to ban the pre-conception sex selection techniques and the misuse of pre-natal diagnostic techniques for sex-selective abortions and to pr

	4) Accordingly, it is proposed to amend the aforesaid Act with a view to banning the use of both sex selection techniques prior to conception as well as the misuse of pre-natal diagnostic techniques for sex selective abortions and to regulate such techniques with a view to ensuring their scientific use for which they are intended.
	4) Accordingly, it is proposed to amend the aforesaid Act with a view to banning the use of both sex selection techniques prior to conception as well as the misuse of pre-natal diagnostic techniques for sex selective abortions and to regulate such techniques with a view to ensuring their scientific use for which they are intended.

	5) The Bill seeks to achieve the aforesaid objects.”
	5) The Bill seeks to achieve the aforesaid objects.”

	10. The Statement of Objects and Reasons of the Amendment Act, 2002 therefore clearly indicates that the legislature was alarmed at the severe imbalance created in the male to female ratio on account of rampant use of the pre-natal diagnostic techniques made to detect sex of the foetus and to terminate the pregnancy of the unborn child if found to be female. The legislature took note of the fact that certain techniques are being developed whereby even at pre-conception stage, sex of the child can be selecte
	10. The Statement of Objects and Reasons of the Amendment Act, 2002 therefore clearly indicates that the legislature was alarmed at the severe imbalance created in the male to female ratio on account of rampant use of the pre-natal diagnostic techniques made to detect sex of the foetus and to terminate the pregnancy of the unborn child if found to be female. The legislature took note of the fact that certain techniques are being developed whereby even at pre-conception stage, sex of the child can be selecte

	11. A look at certain important provisions of the said Act persuade us to reject the submission of the petitioners that the legislative intent is to only regulate the use of the said pre-natal diagnostic techniques. “Pre-natal diagnostic procedures” are defined under section 2(1) of the said Act as all gynaecological or obstetrical or medical procedures such as ultrasonography, foetoscopy, taking or removing samples of amniotic fluid, chorionic villi, embryo blood or any other tissue or fluid of a man or of
	11. A look at certain important provisions of the said Act persuade us to reject the submission of the petitioners that the legislative intent is to only regulate the use of the said pre-natal diagnostic techniques. “Pre-natal diagnostic procedures” are defined under section 2(1) of the said Act as all gynaecological or obstetrical or medical procedures such as ultrasonography, foetoscopy, taking or removing samples of amniotic fluid, chorionic villi, embryo blood or any other tissue or fluid of a man or of

	12. ”Pre-natal diagnostic test” is defined under section 2(k) of the said Act as ultrasonography or any test or analysis of amniotic fluid, chorionic villi, blood or any tissue or fluid of a pregnant woman or conceptus conducted to detect genetic or metabolic disorders or chromosomal abnormalities or congenital anomalies or haemoglobinopathies or sex-linked diseases.
	12. ”Pre-natal diagnostic test” is defined under section 2(k) of the said Act as ultrasonography or any test or analysis of amniotic fluid, chorionic villi, blood or any tissue or fluid of a pregnant woman or conceptus conducted to detect genetic or metabolic disorders or chromosomal abnormalities or congenital anomalies or haemoglobinopathies or sex-linked diseases.

	13. Section 2(j) defines pre-natal diagnostic techniques. It states that pre-natal diagnostic techniques include all pre-natal diagnostic procedures and pre-natal diagnostic tests. Pre-natal diagnostic techniques (for convenience, hereinafter referred to as “the said techniques”) can detect the sex of the foetus. Section 3-A prohibits sex selection on a woman or a man or on both of them or on any tissue embryo, conceptus, fluid or
	13. Section 2(j) defines pre-natal diagnostic techniques. It states that pre-natal diagnostic techniques include all pre-natal diagnostic procedures and pre-natal diagnostic tests. Pre-natal diagnostic techniques (for convenience, hereinafter referred to as “the said techniques”) can detect the sex of the foetus. Section 3-A prohibits sex selection on a woman or a man or on both of them or on any tissue embryo, conceptus, fluid or


	gametes derived from either or both of them and section 4 regulates use of the said techniques. Section 4(2) states that the said techniques shall not be conducted except for the purpose of detection of (I) chromosomal abnormalities; (ii) genetic metabolic diseases; (iii) heamoglobinopathies; (iv) sex linked genetic diseases; (v) congenital anomalies or any other abnormalities or diseases as may be specified by the Central Supervisory Board that too on fulfillment of any of the conditions laid down in sub-s
	gametes derived from either or both of them and section 4 regulates use of the said techniques. Section 4(2) states that the said techniques shall not be conducted except for the purpose of detection of (I) chromosomal abnormalities; (ii) genetic metabolic diseases; (iii) heamoglobinopathies; (iv) sex linked genetic diseases; (v) congenital anomalies or any other abnormalities or diseases as may be specified by the Central Supervisory Board that too on fulfillment of any of the conditions laid down in sub-s
	gametes derived from either or both of them and section 4 regulates use of the said techniques. Section 4(2) states that the said techniques shall not be conducted except for the purpose of detection of (I) chromosomal abnormalities; (ii) genetic metabolic diseases; (iii) heamoglobinopathies; (iv) sex linked genetic diseases; (v) congenital anomalies or any other abnormalities or diseases as may be specified by the Central Supervisory Board that too on fulfillment of any of the conditions laid down in sub-s

	14. Under the said Act machinery is created to ensure that there is no sex selection at pre-conception stage or thereafter and there is no pre-natal determination of sex of foetus leading to female foeticide. Therefore, the submission that the use of the said techniques is only intended to be regulated, must be rejected.
	14. Under the said Act machinery is created to ensure that there is no sex selection at pre-conception stage or thereafter and there is no pre-natal determination of sex of foetus leading to female foeticide. Therefore, the submission that the use of the said techniques is only intended to be regulated, must be rejected.

	15. The challenge on the ground of violation of Article 14 rests on the comparison between the said Act and the MTP Act which are Central Acts. In our opinion, the object of both the Acts and the mischief they seek to prevent difer. They cannot be compared to canvass violation of Article 14. We have already quoted the Statement of Objects and Reasons of the Amendment Act, 2002. What it seeks to ban is pre-conception sex selection techniques and use of pre-natal diagnostic techniques for sex-selective aborti
	15. The challenge on the ground of violation of Article 14 rests on the comparison between the said Act and the MTP Act which are Central Acts. In our opinion, the object of both the Acts and the mischief they seek to prevent difer. They cannot be compared to canvass violation of Article 14. We have already quoted the Statement of Objects and Reasons of the Amendment Act, 2002. What it seeks to ban is pre-conception sex selection techniques and use of pre-natal diagnostic techniques for sex-selective aborti

	16. The MTP Act is an Act to provide for the termination of certain pregnancies by registered medical practitioners and for matters connected therewith or incidental thereto. Statement of Objects and Reasons of the MTP Act indicates that it concerns itself with the avoidable wastage of the mother’s health, strength and sometimes life. It seeks to liberalize certain existing provisions relating to termination of pregnancy as a health measure
	16. The MTP Act is an Act to provide for the termination of certain pregnancies by registered medical practitioners and for matters connected therewith or incidental thereto. Statement of Objects and Reasons of the MTP Act indicates that it concerns itself with the avoidable wastage of the mother’s health, strength and sometimes life. It seeks to liberalize certain existing provisions relating to termination of pregnancy as a health measure

	- when there is danger to the life or risk to physical or mental health of the woman, on humanitarian grounds
	- when there is danger to the life or risk to physical or mental health of the woman, on humanitarian grounds

	- such as when pregnancy arises from a sex crime like rape or intercourse with a mentally ill woman, etc. and eugenic grounds - where there is substantial risk that the child, if born, would suffer from deformities and diseases. It does not deal with sex selective abortion after conception or sex selection before or after conception.
	- such as when pregnancy arises from a sex crime like rape or intercourse with a mentally ill woman, etc. and eugenic grounds - where there is substantial risk that the child, if born, would suffer from deformities and diseases. It does not deal with sex selective abortion after conception or sex selection before or after conception.

	17. It is true that under section 3(2) of the MTP Act, when two registered medical practitioners form an opinion that continuance of the pregnancy would involve a risk to the life of the pregnant woman or grave injury to her physical or mental health, pregnancy can be terminated and, under Explanation II thereof, where any pregnancy occurs as a result of a failure of a devise used by the couple for the purpose of limiting the number of children, the anguish caused by such unwanted pregnancy is presumed to c
	17. It is true that under section 3(2) of the MTP Act, when two registered medical practitioners form an opinion that continuance of the pregnancy would involve a risk to the life of the pregnant woman or grave injury to her physical or mental health, pregnancy can be terminated and, under Explanation II thereof, where any pregnancy occurs as a result of a failure of a devise used by the couple for the purpose of limiting the number of children, the anguish caused by such unwanted pregnancy is presumed to c

	It is their contention that inasmuch as both these Acts are Central Acts and deal with prospective mothers if by MTP Act certain rights are conferred on a prospective mother, the same cannot be denied to the prospective mother by the said Act. We are unable to accept this submission. Apart from the fact that both the Acts operate in different fields and have different objects acceptance of the submissions of the learned counsel would
	It is their contention that inasmuch as both these Acts are Central Acts and deal with prospective mothers if by MTP Act certain rights are conferred on a prospective mother, the same cannot be denied to the prospective mother by the said Act. We are unable to accept this submission. Apart from the fact that both the Acts operate in different fields and have different objects acceptance of the submissions of the learned counsel would


	frustrate the object of the said Act. A prospective mother who does not want to bear a child of a particular sex cannot be equated with a mother who wants to terminate the pregnancy not because of the foetus of the child but because of other circumstances laid down under the MTP Act. To treat her anguish as injury to mental health is to encourage sex selection which is not permissible. Therefore, by process of comparative study, the provisions of the said Act cannot be called discriminatory and, hence, viol
	frustrate the object of the said Act. A prospective mother who does not want to bear a child of a particular sex cannot be equated with a mother who wants to terminate the pregnancy not because of the foetus of the child but because of other circumstances laid down under the MTP Act. To treat her anguish as injury to mental health is to encourage sex selection which is not permissible. Therefore, by process of comparative study, the provisions of the said Act cannot be called discriminatory and, hence, viol
	frustrate the object of the said Act. A prospective mother who does not want to bear a child of a particular sex cannot be equated with a mother who wants to terminate the pregnancy not because of the foetus of the child but because of other circumstances laid down under the MTP Act. To treat her anguish as injury to mental health is to encourage sex selection which is not permissible. Therefore, by process of comparative study, the provisions of the said Act cannot be called discriminatory and, hence, viol

	18. It is well settled that when a law is challenged as offending against the guarantee enshrined in Article 14, the first duty of the court is to examine the purpose and the policy of the Act and then to discover whether the classification made by the law has a reasonable relation to the object which the legislature seeks to obtain. The purpose or object of the Act is to be ascertained from an examination of it’s title, preamble and provisions. We have done that exercise in the preceding paragraphs and we 
	18. It is well settled that when a law is challenged as offending against the guarantee enshrined in Article 14, the first duty of the court is to examine the purpose and the policy of the Act and then to discover whether the classification made by the law has a reasonable relation to the object which the legislature seeks to obtain. The purpose or object of the Act is to be ascertained from an examination of it’s title, preamble and provisions. We have done that exercise in the preceding paragraphs and we 

	19. Our attention is drawn to the frightening figures which show the imbalance in male to female ratio in various parts of India. Ms. Sushma Rath, Under Secretary, Ministry of Health & Family Welfare has in her affidavit in reply stated that there is a considerable decline in the number of female children and the financially sound areas of Punjab, Haryana and Delhi are worst affected. Ms. Versha Deshpande has in her affidavit stated that the percentage of female children is on the decline in Maharashtra. Th
	19. Our attention is drawn to the frightening figures which show the imbalance in male to female ratio in various parts of India. Ms. Sushma Rath, Under Secretary, Ministry of Health & Family Welfare has in her affidavit in reply stated that there is a considerable decline in the number of female children and the financially sound areas of Punjab, Haryana and Delhi are worst affected. Ms. Versha Deshpande has in her affidavit stated that the percentage of female children is on the decline in Maharashtra. Th

	“The sex ratio at birth is slightly favourable to boys. This means that more boys are born as compared to girls. This is a natural phenomenon. The sex ratio at birth is usually between 940-950 girls per 1000 boys. The child sex ratio is calculated as number of girls per 1000 boys in the 0-6 years age group. In India, however, the 1991 Census reported a child sex ratio of 945 girls per 1000 boys which further declined to 927 during 2001 Census. Over the years, this ratio has fallen from 976 in 1961 to 964 in
	“The sex ratio at birth is slightly favourable to boys. This means that more boys are born as compared to girls. This is a natural phenomenon. The sex ratio at birth is usually between 940-950 girls per 1000 boys. The child sex ratio is calculated as number of girls per 1000 boys in the 0-6 years age group. In India, however, the 1991 Census reported a child sex ratio of 945 girls per 1000 boys which further declined to 927 during 2001 Census. Over the years, this ratio has fallen from 976 in 1961 to 964 in

	“In States such as Haryana, Punjab, Delhi and Gujarat, this ratio has declined to less than 900 girls per 1000 boys. 70 districts in 16 States and Union Territories have recorded a more than 50 point decline in the child sex ratio during the decade 1991-2001. The ratio stands at a mere 770 in Kurukshetra district of Haryana, 814 in Ahmedabad, and 845 in the South West district of Delhi - even though these regions are amongst the most prosperous in the country.”
	“In States such as Haryana, Punjab, Delhi and Gujarat, this ratio has declined to less than 900 girls per 1000 boys. 70 districts in 16 States and Union Territories have recorded a more than 50 point decline in the child sex ratio during the decade 1991-2001. The ratio stands at a mere 770 in Kurukshetra district of Haryana, 814 in Ahmedabad, and 845 in the South West district of Delhi - even though these regions are amongst the most prosperous in the country.”

	20. That there is decline in the number of girls is not seriously disputed by the petitioners. According to them, the imbalance is caused by the couples who have no children and who by using the said techniques choose male child. In our opinion, no such distinction is permissible. It cannot be denied that in India there is strong bias in favour of a male child. Various causes have led to this preference. It is felt that son carries the name of the family forward and only he can perform religious rites at th
	20. That there is decline in the number of girls is not seriously disputed by the petitioners. According to them, the imbalance is caused by the couples who have no children and who by using the said techniques choose male child. In our opinion, no such distinction is permissible. It cannot be denied that in India there is strong bias in favour of a male child. Various causes have led to this preference. It is felt that son carries the name of the family forward and only he can perform religious rites at th

	21. Certain averments made in the petition are shocking and they reinforce our conclusion that the challenge to the said Act must be thrown overboard. Ground (g) reads as under :
	21. Certain averments made in the petition are shocking and they reinforce our conclusion that the challenge to the said Act must be thrown overboard. Ground (g) reads as under :


	“(g) If the country is not advanced socially and economically to accept a female child, it is better such children are not born. The highly advanced treatment should be accepted and utilized for achieving positive mindset.”
	“(g) If the country is not advanced socially and economically to accept a female child, it is better such children are not born. The highly advanced treatment should be accepted and utilized for achieving positive mindset.”
	“(g) If the country is not advanced socially and economically to accept a female child, it is better such children are not born. The highly advanced treatment should be accepted and utilized for achieving positive mindset.”

	Ground (m) reads as under :
	Ground (m) reads as under :

	“(m)As long as the patriarchal system exists the craving for a male child is likely to be there and one cannot erase the said issue from the mindset of the people. Hence, it is necessary to balance the family with a male and female child if financial social and other circumstance permits.”
	“(m)As long as the patriarchal system exists the craving for a male child is likely to be there and one cannot erase the said issue from the mindset of the people. Hence, it is necessary to balance the family with a male and female child if financial social and other circumstance permits.”

	22. The petitioners have boldly proclaimed that if the country is not economically and socially advanced, it is better that female children are not born. Patriarchal system is the answer for the craving for a male child. If patriarchal system or economic and social backwardness is responsible for female foeticide, efforts should be made to rectify the system and improve the socioeconomic status of the society. But this court cannot accept it as a fate accompli, permit an abject surrender to it and allow sex
	22. The petitioners have boldly proclaimed that if the country is not economically and socially advanced, it is better that female children are not born. Patriarchal system is the answer for the craving for a male child. If patriarchal system or economic and social backwardness is responsible for female foeticide, efforts should be made to rectify the system and improve the socioeconomic status of the society. But this court cannot accept it as a fate accompli, permit an abject surrender to it and allow sex

	23. It is then submitted that by sex selection before conception with the help of the said techniques, sex of the child is determined by using male/female chromosome before fertilization and the fertilized egg is inserted in the womb of the mother. There is, therefore, no foeticide and, hence, it is not necessary to impose any ban on the said techniques.
	23. It is then submitted that by sex selection before conception with the help of the said techniques, sex of the child is determined by using male/female chromosome before fertilization and the fertilized egg is inserted in the womb of the mother. There is, therefore, no foeticide and, hence, it is not necessary to impose any ban on the said techniques.

	24. It is not possible to accept this submission. Techniques like sonography which are useful for the detection of genetic or chromosomal disorders or congenital malformations are being used to detect the sex of the foetus and to terminate the pregnancy in case the foetus is female. Similarly, pre-conception sex selection techniques which have now been developed make sex selection before conception possible. If prior to conception by choosing male or female chromosome sex of the child is allowed to be deter
	24. It is not possible to accept this submission. Techniques like sonography which are useful for the detection of genetic or chromosomal disorders or congenital malformations are being used to detect the sex of the foetus and to terminate the pregnancy in case the foetus is female. Similarly, pre-conception sex selection techniques which have now been developed make sex selection before conception possible. If prior to conception by choosing male or female chromosome sex of the child is allowed to be deter

	25. We have so far laid stress on the possibility of severe imbalance in male to female ratio on account of artificial reduction in the number of female children caused by the use of the said techniques. But there is yet another and more important fact of this problem. That society should not want a girl child; that efforts should be made to prevent the birth of a girl child and that society should give preference to a male child over a girl child is a matter of grave concern. Such tendency offends dignity 
	25. We have so far laid stress on the possibility of severe imbalance in male to female ratio on account of artificial reduction in the number of female children caused by the use of the said techniques. But there is yet another and more important fact of this problem. That society should not want a girl child; that efforts should be made to prevent the birth of a girl child and that society should give preference to a male child over a girl child is a matter of grave concern. Such tendency offends dignity 

	26. We are of the considered opinion that the provisions of the said Act as amended by the Amendment Act, 2002 are clear, unambiguous and in tune with their avowed object. There is no uncertainty in any of the provisions as alleged in the petition. Therefore, it is not necessary for the Central Government to issue any order in the
	26. We are of the considered opinion that the provisions of the said Act as amended by the Amendment Act, 2002 are clear, unambiguous and in tune with their avowed object. There is no uncertainty in any of the provisions as alleged in the petition. Therefore, it is not necessary for the Central Government to issue any order in the


	Official Gazette under section 31-A of the said Act for removal of difficulties on the grounds stated in the petition. This submission of the petitioners is, therefore rejected.
	Official Gazette under section 31-A of the said Act for removal of difficulties on the grounds stated in the petition. This submission of the petitioners is, therefore rejected.
	Official Gazette under section 31-A of the said Act for removal of difficulties on the grounds stated in the petition. This submission of the petitioners is, therefore rejected.

	27. The petitioners have made a grievance that in fertility clinics which have spwaned all over, there is a misuse of the said techniques. It is contended that in the said clinics, the couples who do not have children are taking treatment to get a child of their choice. In Centre for Enquiry Into Health & Allied Themes (Cehat) and Ors. v. Union of India & Ors. 2003 (8) SCC 398, a grievance was made by a Non Governmental organization that the provisions of the said Act are not properly implemented. After con
	27. The petitioners have made a grievance that in fertility clinics which have spwaned all over, there is a misuse of the said techniques. It is contended that in the said clinics, the couples who do not have children are taking treatment to get a child of their choice. In Centre for Enquiry Into Health & Allied Themes (Cehat) and Ors. v. Union of India & Ors. 2003 (8) SCC 398, a grievance was made by a Non Governmental organization that the provisions of the said Act are not properly implemented. After con

	28. In the view that we have taken, the petition will have to be dismissed and is accordingly dismissed.
	28. In the view that we have taken, the petition will have to be dismissed and is accordingly dismissed.
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	Cases involving procedural issues under the Act
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	Cases involving procedural issues under the Act are few and far in between. Majority of them pertain to cancellation of registration of the Sonography clinic or of seal and seizure of the sonography machines on account of their misuse. The challenge to this action of the State, in below mentioned cases, is mainly on the ground that procedural formalities are not complied with by the State Authority in taking such drastic action which has the effect of preventing the Petitioners from carrying on their profes
	Cases involving procedural issues under the Act are few and far in between. Majority of them pertain to cancellation of registration of the Sonography clinic or of seal and seizure of the sonography machines on account of their misuse. The challenge to this action of the State, in below mentioned cases, is mainly on the ground that procedural formalities are not complied with by the State Authority in taking such drastic action which has the effect of preventing the Petitioners from carrying on their profes
	Cases involving procedural issues under the Act are few and far in between. Majority of them pertain to cancellation of registration of the Sonography clinic or of seal and seizure of the sonography machines on account of their misuse. The challenge to this action of the State, in below mentioned cases, is mainly on the ground that procedural formalities are not complied with by the State Authority in taking such drastic action which has the effect of preventing the Petitioners from carrying on their profes
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	CASE SUMMARY
	CASE SUMMARY
	CASE SUMMARY

	In the Writ Petition filed by M/s Malpani Infertility Clinic Pvt. Ltd. in the High Court of Bombay, the order passed by Appropriate Authority suspending the registration of Petitioner’s Diagnostic Centre under the PNDT Act was challenged. Main contention raised was that show cause notice, as contemplated u/s 20 (1), an opportunity of hearing as contemplated u/s 20 (2) and sufficient reasons as required u/s 20 (3) of the Act, were not given to Petitioners before taking the action of suspending registration; 
	In the Writ Petition filed by M/s Malpani Infertility Clinic Pvt. Ltd. in the High Court of Bombay, the order passed by Appropriate Authority suspending the registration of Petitioner’s Diagnostic Centre under the PNDT Act was challenged. Main contention raised was that show cause notice, as contemplated u/s 20 (1), an opportunity of hearing as contemplated u/s 20 (2) and sufficient reasons as required u/s 20 (3) of the Act, were not given to Petitioners before taking the action of suspending registration; 

	However, considering peculiar facts of the case, High Court rejected this contention. It was pointed out that Petitioners had joined as Respondent No. 38 in Writ Petition (Civil) No. 301/2001 filed by CEHAT (Cente for Enquiry into Health and Allied Themes) before Apex Court and also filed an affidavit therein defending the sex determination tests on the ground of ‘family balancing’. Though subsequently the Petitioners had filed another affidavit tendering apology, they knew that they were prosecuted for cri
	However, considering peculiar facts of the case, High Court rejected this contention. It was pointed out that Petitioners had joined as Respondent No. 38 in Writ Petition (Civil) No. 301/2001 filed by CEHAT (Cente for Enquiry into Health and Allied Themes) before Apex Court and also filed an affidavit therein defending the sex determination tests on the ground of ‘family balancing’. Though subsequently the Petitioners had filed another affidavit tendering apology, they knew that they were prosecuted for cri


	JUDGMENT
	JUDGMENT
	JUDGMENT

	Per Hon’ble Mr. Justice H. L. Gokhale, J.
	Per Hon’ble Mr. Justice H. L. Gokhale, J.

	1. Heard Mr. Anturkar for the petitioners. Mr. Sakhare Senior Advocate with Mr. Patil appears for respondent No. 1 and Mrs. Pawar, Additional Government Pleader for respondent No. 2.
	1. Heard Mr. Anturkar for the petitioners. Mr. Sakhare Senior Advocate with Mr. Patil appears for respondent No. 1 and Mrs. Pawar, Additional Government Pleader for respondent No. 2.

	2. This petition seeks to challenge the order dated 7th August, 2003 issued by respondent No. 1 under the provisions of the Pre-conception and Pre-natal Diagnostic Techniques (Prohibition of Sex Selection) Act, 1994 (for short “the PNDT Act”) which suspends the registration of the 1st petitioner’s Diagnostic Centre under the PNDT Act. This is an Act which has been passed by the Parliament to deal with the problem of pre-natal sex determination leading to female foeticide. A Public Interest Petition bearing 
	2. This petition seeks to challenge the order dated 7th August, 2003 issued by respondent No. 1 under the provisions of the Pre-conception and Pre-natal Diagnostic Techniques (Prohibition of Sex Selection) Act, 1994 (for short “the PNDT Act”) which suspends the registration of the 1st petitioner’s Diagnostic Centre under the PNDT Act. This is an Act which has been passed by the Parliament to deal with the problem of pre-natal sex determination leading to female foeticide. A Public Interest Petition bearing 

	3. It is material to note that above-referred affidavit containing apology was filed in the Apex Court in July, 2003. As a part of the implementation of the directions of the Supreme Court, the respondents started the prosecution of the petitioner under Section 22(3) of the said Act on 22nd July, 2003 and then came the impugned order, which is issued by the Appropriate Authority on 7th August, 2003. This order in the reference column refers to two items viz. (i) Case No. 34/S/ of 2003 filed against the peti
	3. It is material to note that above-referred affidavit containing apology was filed in the Apex Court in July, 2003. As a part of the implementation of the directions of the Supreme Court, the respondents started the prosecution of the petitioner under Section 22(3) of the said Act on 22nd July, 2003 and then came the impugned order, which is issued by the Appropriate Authority on 7th August, 2003. This order in the reference column refers to two items viz. (i) Case No. 34/S/ of 2003 filed against the peti

	“As per the reference given above you are hereby informed that said Registration is suspended/cancelled with effect from 7-8-2003 in the public interest till further orders from the Court, which please note.” The registration mentioned therein is the registration of the petitioners to carry on certain activities as permitted under the said Act for a period of five years and which is issued to the petitioners sometimes in January, 2002.
	“As per the reference given above you are hereby informed that said Registration is suspended/cancelled with effect from 7-8-2003 in the public interest till further orders from the Court, which please note.” The registration mentioned therein is the registration of the petitioners to carry on certain activities as permitted under the said Act for a period of five years and which is issued to the petitioners sometimes in January, 2002.

	4. Mr. Anturkar, learned Counsel appearing for the petitioners, submitted that this order was uncalled for. He further submitted that the only Section to which this order can be related, is Section 20 of the said Act. Subsection (1) of Section 20 of the said Act requires a show cause notice to be given to the person concerned or to the Centre concerned on a complaint being received or on a suo motu basis by the appropriate Authority. Thereafter, under Sub-Section (2) of Section 20 of the said Act, a hearin
	4. Mr. Anturkar, learned Counsel appearing for the petitioners, submitted that this order was uncalled for. He further submitted that the only Section to which this order can be related, is Section 20 of the said Act. Subsection (1) of Section 20 of the said Act requires a show cause notice to be given to the person concerned or to the Centre concerned on a complaint being received or on a suo motu basis by the appropriate Authority. Thereafter, under Sub-Section (2) of Section 20 of the said Act, a hearin

	5. Mr. Sakhare, learned senior Counsel appearing for respondent No. 1 and Mrs. Pawar, learned Additional Government Pleader appearing for respondent No. 2, submitted that the petition ought not to be entertained for the reason that an Appeal is available under Section 21 of the said Act to the Appellate Authority. As far as this submission is concerned, Mr. Anturkar submitted that against the order of the appropriate Authority, an Appeal is available to the Additional Director of Health Services and since i
	5. Mr. Sakhare, learned senior Counsel appearing for respondent No. 1 and Mrs. Pawar, learned Additional Government Pleader appearing for respondent No. 2, submitted that the petition ought not to be entertained for the reason that an Appeal is available under Section 21 of the said Act to the Appellate Authority. As far as this submission is concerned, Mr. Anturkar submitted that against the order of the appropriate Authority, an Appeal is available to the Additional Director of Health Services and since i


	written a letter leading to the suspension, the Appeal will be meaningless. It was suggested to Mr. Anturkar that an Appeal may be preferred to the Principal Secretary of the Health Department since under Section 21 of the said Act, the Appeal lies to the State Government. Mr. Anturkar, however, submitted that the then Principal Secretary one Mr. Manmohan Singh had written a letter in July, 2003 taking certain position on this controversy. He, therefore, submitted that it will be difficult to expect a fair 
	written a letter leading to the suspension, the Appeal will be meaningless. It was suggested to Mr. Anturkar that an Appeal may be preferred to the Principal Secretary of the Health Department since under Section 21 of the said Act, the Appeal lies to the State Government. Mr. Anturkar, however, submitted that the then Principal Secretary one Mr. Manmohan Singh had written a letter in July, 2003 taking certain position on this controversy. He, therefore, submitted that it will be difficult to expect a fair 
	written a letter leading to the suspension, the Appeal will be meaningless. It was suggested to Mr. Anturkar that an Appeal may be preferred to the Principal Secretary of the Health Department since under Section 21 of the said Act, the Appeal lies to the State Government. Mr. Anturkar, however, submitted that the then Principal Secretary one Mr. Manmohan Singh had written a letter in July, 2003 taking certain position on this controversy. He, therefore, submitted that it will be difficult to expect a fair 

	6. Mr. Sakhare, learned senior Counsel appearing for respondent No. 1, submitted that an Appeal having been provided, it ought to be first exhausted. As far as this submission is concerned, undoubtedly there is some merit therein. However, the principle of exhaustion of internal remedies is a rule of self restriction as far as the powers of the High Court are concerned. That being so, if a party feels that there is no use in resorting to the remedy inasmuch as it is like going from Caesar to Caesar and if t
	6. Mr. Sakhare, learned senior Counsel appearing for respondent No. 1, submitted that an Appeal having been provided, it ought to be first exhausted. As far as this submission is concerned, undoubtedly there is some merit therein. However, the principle of exhaustion of internal remedies is a rule of self restriction as far as the powers of the High Court are concerned. That being so, if a party feels that there is no use in resorting to the remedy inasmuch as it is like going from Caesar to Caesar and if t

	7. In view of this position; we have heard Mr. Anturkar. As stated above, he has referred to the provisions of Sub-sections (1) and (2) of Section 20. As against this, it is material to note that Sub-section (3) of Section 20, provides for a suspension of the registration and that power can be exercised notwithstanding anything contained in Sub-sections (1) and (2) for the reasons to be recorded in writing. Mr. Anturkar submitted that even if this Sub-section (3) is pressed into service, that Sub-section re
	7. In view of this position; we have heard Mr. Anturkar. As stated above, he has referred to the provisions of Sub-sections (1) and (2) of Section 20. As against this, it is material to note that Sub-section (3) of Section 20, provides for a suspension of the registration and that power can be exercised notwithstanding anything contained in Sub-sections (1) and (2) for the reasons to be recorded in writing. Mr. Anturkar submitted that even if this Sub-section (3) is pressed into service, that Sub-section re

	8. Mr. Anturkar submitted that in the affidavit filed by the Authority, they have stated that this is an action of cancellation. Inasmuch as Sub-section (3) of Section 20 does not provide for a cancellation, this order cannot be considered as an order of cancellation. It can only be treated as an order of suspension which will mean suspension till the hearing and disposal of the prosecution which has been mentioned in the order. In our view, such an action has to be permitted to the Authority concerned. If 
	8. Mr. Anturkar submitted that in the affidavit filed by the Authority, they have stated that this is an action of cancellation. Inasmuch as Sub-section (3) of Section 20 does not provide for a cancellation, this order cannot be considered as an order of cancellation. It can only be treated as an order of suspension which will mean suspension till the hearing and disposal of the prosecution which has been mentioned in the order. In our view, such an action has to be permitted to the Authority concerned. If 

	9. Mr. Sakhare appearing for respondent No. 1 and Ms. Pawar, Additional Government Pleader for respondent No. 2, have referred to two affidavits filed by the respondents’ officers, which mention violation of various rules including Rule 6(2) 4(i)(ii) and 9(i) of the Rules framed under the said Act as well as Section 23(i) which empowers the prosecution. They drew our attention to a statement of one of the patients attending the Clinic pointing out the purpose for which she went there and the assurance given
	9. Mr. Sakhare appearing for respondent No. 1 and Ms. Pawar, Additional Government Pleader for respondent No. 2, have referred to two affidavits filed by the respondents’ officers, which mention violation of various rules including Rule 6(2) 4(i)(ii) and 9(i) of the Rules framed under the said Act as well as Section 23(i) which empowers the prosecution. They drew our attention to a statement of one of the patients attending the Clinic pointing out the purpose for which she went there and the assurance given


	10. In the circumstances, there is no substance in the petition and the same is dismissed. The interim order passed earlier is vacated. Mr. Anturkar applies for extension of the stay for a period of four weeks. However, in view of the circumstances leading to the impugned order, we are not inclined to extend the stay.
	10. In the circumstances, there is no substance in the petition and the same is dismissed. The interim order passed earlier is vacated. Mr. Anturkar applies for extension of the stay for a period of four weeks. However, in view of the circumstances leading to the impugned order, we are not inclined to extend the stay.
	10. In the circumstances, there is no substance in the petition and the same is dismissed. The interim order passed earlier is vacated. Mr. Anturkar applies for extension of the stay for a period of four weeks. However, in view of the circumstances leading to the impugned order, we are not inclined to extend the stay.

	11. Authenticated copy of this order be made available to the parties.
	11. Authenticated copy of this order be made available to the parties.
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	IN THE HIGH COURT OF PUNJAB AND HARYANA AT CHANDIGARH Civil Writ Petition No. 18365 of 2009 Decided on 03/02/2010
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	Dr. Mrs. Sudha Samir -Vs-
	Dr. Mrs. Sudha Samir -Vs-
	Dr. Mrs. Sudha Samir -Vs-

	State of Haryana and others
	State of Haryana and others

	Civil Writ Petition No. 19740 of2009 Dr. Mrs. Maninder Ahuja -Vs-
	Civil Writ Petition No. 19740 of2009 Dr. Mrs. Maninder Ahuja -Vs-

	State of Haryana and others Civil Writ petition No. 19794 of2009 Dr. R.D. Negi -Vs-
	State of Haryana and others Civil Writ petition No. 19794 of2009 Dr. R.D. Negi -Vs-

	Stae of Haryana and others Hon’ble Judges : K. Kannan J.
	Stae of Haryana and others Hon’ble Judges : K. Kannan J.

	Present: Mr. Hemen Aggarwal, Advocate, for the petitioners. Mr. Ravi Dutt Sharma, Deputy Advocate General, Haryana. Ms. Deepali Puri, Advocate, for respondent No.3.
	Present: Mr. Hemen Aggarwal, Advocate, for the petitioners. Mr. Ravi Dutt Sharma, Deputy Advocate General, Haryana. Ms. Deepali Puri, Advocate, for respondent No.3.
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	CASE SUMMARY
	CASE SUMMARY
	CASE SUMMARY

	This batch of Writ Petitions filed by one Dr. Mrs. Sudha Samir and others in the High Court of Punjab and Haryana at Chandigarh again reflects the carelessness on part of the State Government in issuing Notification in the Official Gazette about the appointment of Appropriate Authority, before taking any penal action warranted under the Act. These Petitions challenged the order of suspension of registration under the Act on the ground that, when the show cause notices were issued u/s 20 and the action of su
	This batch of Writ Petitions filed by one Dr. Mrs. Sudha Samir and others in the High Court of Punjab and Haryana at Chandigarh again reflects the carelessness on part of the State Government in issuing Notification in the Official Gazette about the appointment of Appropriate Authority, before taking any penal action warranted under the Act. These Petitions challenged the order of suspension of registration under the Act on the ground that, when the show cause notices were issued u/s 20 and the action of su

	It must be noted that though these Petitions were dismissed on technical ground, these are enough to reflect adversely on the inaction and lackadaisical manner in which the State Government - whether it is of Maharashtra or of Punjab and Haryana - functions in implementation of this important piece of social legislation. (Para - 2)
	It must be noted that though these Petitions were dismissed on technical ground, these are enough to reflect adversely on the inaction and lackadaisical manner in which the State Government - whether it is of Maharashtra or of Punjab and Haryana - functions in implementation of this important piece of social legislation. (Para - 2)


	JUDGMENT
	JUDGMENT
	JUDGMENT

	1. The batch of writ petitions challenges the impugned order of suspension of registration under the Preconception and Prenatal Diagnostic Techniques (Prohibition of Sex Selection) Act, 1994 (hereinafter called ‘the PNDT Act’). The suspension had been done after a show cause notice was issued under Section 20, when on an inspection, the authorities had come to a provisional conclusion that the petitioners were indulging in acts that were prohibited under the Act. It appears that an appeal had been filed by
	1. The batch of writ petitions challenges the impugned order of suspension of registration under the Preconception and Prenatal Diagnostic Techniques (Prohibition of Sex Selection) Act, 1994 (hereinafter called ‘the PNDT Act’). The suspension had been done after a show cause notice was issued under Section 20, when on an inspection, the authorities had come to a provisional conclusion that the petitioners were indulging in acts that were prohibited under the Act. It appears that an appeal had been filed by

	2. The contention of the counsel appearing on behalf of the petitioners is that the appropriate authority constituted under the Act shall be notified in the official gazette and admittedly the gazette publication was made only on 21.07.2009. At the time when the impugned show cause notices were issued and the action for suspension had been taken, the gazette notification had not been made and therefore, the entire action under Section 20 of the Act ought to fail. The response to this contention by the couns
	2. The contention of the counsel appearing on behalf of the petitioners is that the appropriate authority constituted under the Act shall be notified in the official gazette and admittedly the gazette publication was made only on 21.07.2009. At the time when the impugned show cause notices were issued and the action for suspension had been taken, the gazette notification had not been made and therefore, the entire action under Section 20 of the Act ought to fail. The response to this contention by the couns


	the gazette publication on 21.07.2009, the petitioners’ challenge to the show cause notices and the substantial orders of the competent authority cannot survive for adjudication before this Court. The petitioners may have independent remedy to challenge the validity of the Act, itself but so long as the Act is in its place, the action initiated by the appropriate authority cannot be assailed on the ground that when it was done, the gazette notification had not been issued.
	the gazette publication on 21.07.2009, the petitioners’ challenge to the show cause notices and the substantial orders of the competent authority cannot survive for adjudication before this Court. The petitioners may have independent remedy to challenge the validity of the Act, itself but so long as the Act is in its place, the action initiated by the appropriate authority cannot be assailed on the ground that when it was done, the gazette notification had not been issued.
	the gazette publication on 21.07.2009, the petitioners’ challenge to the show cause notices and the substantial orders of the competent authority cannot survive for adjudication before this Court. The petitioners may have independent remedy to challenge the validity of the Act, itself but so long as the Act is in its place, the action initiated by the appropriate authority cannot be assailed on the ground that when it was done, the gazette notification had not been issued.

	3. The writ petitions are, accordingly, dismissed.
	3. The writ petitions are, accordingly, dismissed.
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	Civil Writ Petition No. 20635 of 2008. Decided on 10/02/2010
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	Dr. Preetinder Kaur and others -Vs-
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	The State of Punjab and others Hon’ble Judge : K. Kannan J.
	The State of Punjab and others Hon’ble Judge : K. Kannan J.

	Present: Mr. R.N. Raina, Advocate, with Mr. Ravi Sharma, Advocate and Mr. Daman Dhir, Advocate, for the petitioners. Mr. Anil Kumar Sharma, Additional Advocate General, Punjab, for
	Present: Mr. R.N. Raina, Advocate, with Mr. Ravi Sharma, Advocate and Mr. Daman Dhir, Advocate, for the petitioners. Mr. Anil Kumar Sharma, Additional Advocate General, Punjab, for

	respondents 1 to 3.
	respondents 1 to 3.

	Mr. Vikas Chatrath, Advocate, and Mr. Sunny Singla, Advocate, for respondent No.5.
	Mr. Vikas Chatrath, Advocate, and Mr. Sunny Singla, Advocate, for respondent No.5.

	Mr. Anil Kshetarpal, Advocate, for respondent No.6.
	Mr. Anil Kshetarpal, Advocate, for respondent No.6.


	CASE SUMMARY
	CASE SUMMARY
	CASE SUMMARY

	In the recently decided Civil Writ Petition No. 20635 of the 2008 again the competency of the authority which initiated criminal prosecution against the Petitioner for violation of Section 3 (a) punishable u/s 23 of the Act was challenged. It was contended that the Act contemplated the proceeding to be initiated in particular fashion on a complaint by the Appropriate Authority, but the said procedure had not been followed. The person who had filed the complaint had never been authorized by the Appropriate A
	In the recently decided Civil Writ Petition No. 20635 of the 2008 again the competency of the authority which initiated criminal prosecution against the Petitioner for violation of Section 3 (a) punishable u/s 23 of the Act was challenged. It was contended that the Act contemplated the proceeding to be initiated in particular fashion on a complaint by the Appropriate Authority, but the said procedure had not been followed. The person who had filed the complaint had never been authorized by the Appropriate A

	High Court rightly rejected this contention by giving broader interpretation to Section 28 of the Act. It was held that Section 28 does not narrow down the class of persons who can initiate action. On the other hand, as any legislation intending to prevent a social evil, it allows for fairly large body of persons to set the law in motion. Apart from the Appropriate Authority, an Officer authorized by the Central or State Government can also file a complaint. He can also be a person authorized by
	High Court rightly rejected this contention by giving broader interpretation to Section 28 of the Act. It was held that Section 28 does not narrow down the class of persons who can initiate action. On the other hand, as any legislation intending to prevent a social evil, it allows for fairly large body of persons to set the law in motion. Apart from the Appropriate Authority, an Officer authorized by the Central or State Government can also file a complaint. He can also be a person authorized by


	the Appropriate Authority itself. As per the Explanation contained u/s 28, the expression 'person' includes even a social organization. The various categories of persons which are set out u/s 28 give authority to a wide range of persons who can initiate the action under the Act. It was further held that Section 28 must not be read as constituting a narrow class of persons who could initiate the action. It must be given an extensive meaning to pave the way for any socially conscious person to initiate action
	the Appropriate Authority itself. As per the Explanation contained u/s 28, the expression 'person' includes even a social organization. The various categories of persons which are set out u/s 28 give authority to a wide range of persons who can initiate the action under the Act. It was further held that Section 28 must not be read as constituting a narrow class of persons who could initiate the action. It must be given an extensive meaning to pave the way for any socially conscious person to initiate action
	the Appropriate Authority itself. As per the Explanation contained u/s 28, the expression 'person' includes even a social organization. The various categories of persons which are set out u/s 28 give authority to a wide range of persons who can initiate the action under the Act. It was further held that Section 28 must not be read as constituting a narrow class of persons who could initiate the action. It must be given an extensive meaning to pave the way for any socially conscious person to initiate action

	Thus this case, taking into consideration the Object of the Act, which was to put an end to the social menace of sex selection, adopts a different and broader approach in favour of upholding the validity of the action taken under the Act.
	Thus this case, taking into consideration the Object of the Act, which was to put an end to the social menace of sex selection, adopts a different and broader approach in favour of upholding the validity of the action taken under the Act.


	JUDGMENT
	JUDGMENT
	JUDGMENT

	Per Hon’ble Mr. Justice K. Kannan J.
	Per Hon’ble Mr. Justice K. Kannan J.

	1. The petitioners, two of whom are medical practioneers and the 3rd petitioner that supports the cause of the petitioners, namely the Indian Medical Association, have filed this writ petition under Article 226, 227 of the Constitution of India read with Section 482 Cr.P.C. to quash the order dated 06.11.2003 issued by the Deputy Commissioner, Bathinda Civil Writ Petition No.20635 of 2008 -2- authorizing the Assistant, Project Officer, DRDA, and PNDT Cell, Bathinda to file complaints in the Court of Chief J
	1. The petitioners, two of whom are medical practioneers and the 3rd petitioner that supports the cause of the petitioners, namely the Indian Medical Association, have filed this writ petition under Article 226, 227 of the Constitution of India read with Section 482 Cr.P.C. to quash the order dated 06.11.2003 issued by the Deputy Commissioner, Bathinda Civil Writ Petition No.20635 of 2008 -2- authorizing the Assistant, Project Officer, DRDA, and PNDT Cell, Bathinda to file complaints in the Court of Chief J

	II. the principal grounds of challenge
	II. the principal grounds of challenge

	2. The intervention through this writ petition was at the time when the trial was in progress after the charge- sheet had been framed for violation of Section 3(a) of the Act rendering themselves as punishable under Section 23. The grounds of challenge principally are that the Act contemplates the proceedings to be initiated in a particular fashion on a complaint by the appropriate authority but the procedure had not been followed. The jurisdictional magistrate, who had taken the complaint on file, had no a
	2. The intervention through this writ petition was at the time when the trial was in progress after the charge- sheet had been framed for violation of Section 3(a) of the Act rendering themselves as punishable under Section 23. The grounds of challenge principally are that the Act contemplates the proceedings to be initiated in a particular fashion on a complaint by the appropriate authority but the procedure had not been followed. The jurisdictional magistrate, who had taken the complaint on file, had no a

	3. At the time of argument, the learned counsel Shri Raina appearing for the petitioners also referred to the contentions as to how in one case Civil Writ Petition No.20635 of 2008 -3- the sonogram had been taken when the foetus was just around 10 weeks when determination of sex itself was not possible and how in yet another case it was seen to be a blighted ovum and there was no means that it could have gone for gestation for a fully developed foetus to determine the sex of the child. According to him, the
	3. At the time of argument, the learned counsel Shri Raina appearing for the petitioners also referred to the contentions as to how in one case Civil Writ Petition No.20635 of 2008 -3- the sonogram had been taken when the foetus was just around 10 weeks when determination of sex itself was not possible and how in yet another case it was seen to be a blighted ovum and there was no means that it could have gone for gestation for a fully developed foetus to determine the sex of the child. According to him, the

	4. The latter part of the argument relating to the merits of the contentions raised by the petitioners, I shall not dwell for, in my view, the case has to either stand or fall by whether the act complained of is so fundamentally
	4. The latter part of the argument relating to the merits of the contentions raised by the petitioners, I shall not dwell for, in my view, the case has to either stand or fall by whether the act complained of is so fundamentally


	an egregious error that a further pursuit in the proceedings before the magistrate would be unjustified. The contention on behalf of the respondents was also that even apart from the offence under the Act, there were other offences to which the petitioners had been charge- sheeted under Section 312 read with Section 120-B of the Indian Penal Code as well as under Section 5 of the Medical Termination of Pregnancy Act. The contention in defence therefore was that the case has to go on, for the offence complai
	an egregious error that a further pursuit in the proceedings before the magistrate would be unjustified. The contention on behalf of the respondents was also that even apart from the offence under the Act, there were other offences to which the petitioners had been charge- sheeted under Section 312 read with Section 120-B of the Indian Penal Code as well as under Section 5 of the Medical Termination of Pregnancy Act. The contention in defence therefore was that the case has to go on, for the offence complai
	an egregious error that a further pursuit in the proceedings before the magistrate would be unjustified. The contention on behalf of the respondents was also that even apart from the offence under the Act, there were other offences to which the petitioners had been charge- sheeted under Section 312 read with Section 120-B of the Indian Penal Code as well as under Section 5 of the Medical Termination of Pregnancy Act. The contention in defence therefore was that the case has to go on, for the offence complai

	a) Basis of complaint examined
	a) Basis of complaint examined

	5. The basis for the action against the petitioners 1 and 2 have been the letter authorizing the 5th respondent to file criminal cases under PNDT Act by the Deputy Commissioner, Bathinda and it would, therefore, require to be reproduced:-
	5. The basis for the action against the petitioners 1 and 2 have been the letter authorizing the 5th respondent to file criminal cases under PNDT Act by the Deputy Commissioner, Bathinda and it would, therefore, require to be reproduced:-

	“District administration, Bathinda has launched a pilot project to combat the menace of female foeticide. In this project data of the pregnant ladies who undergo sonography is picked up from Form ‘F’ of the PNDT Act and with the help of the software, suspected cases of female foeticide are short listed. These suspected case are visited by various government functionaries to check whether pregnancy is continuous or not and in case the lady has undergone abortion the detailed investigations are done to see if
	“District administration, Bathinda has launched a pilot project to combat the menace of female foeticide. In this project data of the pregnant ladies who undergo sonography is picked up from Form ‘F’ of the PNDT Act and with the help of the software, suspected cases of female foeticide are short listed. These suspected case are visited by various government functionaries to check whether pregnancy is continuous or not and in case the lady has undergone abortion the detailed investigations are done to see if

	I authorize Shri Sadhu Ram Kusla, Assistant Project Officer, DRDA and Project Officer, PNDT Cell, Bathinda to file complaints in the Court of Chief Judicial Magistrate, Bathinda or any other appropriate Court where there is a prima facie case of female foeticide. For this purpose he can engage private advocate to assist him. Besides this District Attorney, Bathinda will also pursue these cases. All expenses will be met out from PNDT Cell/Red Cross, Bathinda.”
	I authorize Shri Sadhu Ram Kusla, Assistant Project Officer, DRDA and Project Officer, PNDT Cell, Bathinda to file complaints in the Court of Chief Judicial Magistrate, Bathinda or any other appropriate Court where there is a prima facie case of female foeticide. For this purpose he can engage private advocate to assist him. Besides this District Attorney, Bathinda will also pursue these cases. All expenses will be met out from PNDT Cell/Red Cross, Bathinda.”

	Civil Writ Petition No.20635 of 2008 -5- b) Relevant section for lodging the complaint
	Civil Writ Petition No.20635 of 2008 -5- b) Relevant section for lodging the complaint

	The learned counsel for the petitioners attacks this letter as wholly without any authority. The relevant provision relating to taking of cognizance of offences under the Act is set out under Section 28 of the PNDT Act:- “28. Cognizance of offences
	The learned counsel for the petitioners attacks this letter as wholly without any authority. The relevant provision relating to taking of cognizance of offences under the Act is set out under Section 28 of the PNDT Act:- “28. Cognizance of offences

	(1) No court shall take cognizance of an offence under this Act except on a complaint made by--
	(1) No court shall take cognizance of an offence under this Act except on a complaint made by--

	(a) the Appropriate Authority concerned, or any officer authorised in this behalf by the Central Government or State Government, as the case may be, or the Appropriate Authority; or
	(a) the Appropriate Authority concerned, or any officer authorised in this behalf by the Central Government or State Government, as the case may be, or the Appropriate Authority; or

	(b) a person who has given notice of not less than thirty days in the manner prescribed, to the Appropriate Authority, of the alleged offence and of his intention to make a complaint to the court.
	(b) a person who has given notice of not less than thirty days in the manner prescribed, to the Appropriate Authority, of the alleged offence and of his intention to make a complaint to the court.

	Explanation.--For the purpose of this clause, “person” includes a social organisation.
	Explanation.--For the purpose of this clause, “person” includes a social organisation.

	(2) No court other than that of a Metropolitan Magistrate or a Judicial Magistrate of the first class shall try any offence punishable under this Act.
	(2) No court other than that of a Metropolitan Magistrate or a Judicial Magistrate of the first class shall try any offence punishable under this Act.

	(3) Where a complaint has been made under clause (b) of sub- section (1), the Court may, on demand by such person, direct the Appropriate Authority to make available copies of the relevant records in its possession to such person.”
	(3) Where a complaint has been made under clause (b) of sub- section (1), the Court may, on demand by such person, direct the Appropriate Authority to make available copies of the relevant records in its possession to such person.”

	6. The contention is that the Court could take cognizance of an offence under the Act (i) only on a complaint made by the appropriate authority or any officer authorized on behalf of the Central Government or the State
	6. The contention is that the Court could take cognizance of an offence under the Act (i) only on a complaint made by the appropriate authority or any officer authorized on behalf of the Central Government or the State


	Government, as the case may be, or the appropriate authority; (ii) it could also be taken at the instance of a complaint made Civil Writ Petition No.20635 of 2008 -6- by a person, who had given a notice of less than 15 days in the manner prescribed to the appropriate authority of the commission of alleged offence and of his intention to make a complaint to the Court. The latter situation would arise in a case whether the appropriate authority himself had failed to initiate action on a notice and when even a
	Government, as the case may be, or the appropriate authority; (ii) it could also be taken at the instance of a complaint made Civil Writ Petition No.20635 of 2008 -6- by a person, who had given a notice of less than 15 days in the manner prescribed to the appropriate authority of the commission of alleged offence and of his intention to make a complaint to the Court. The latter situation would arise in a case whether the appropriate authority himself had failed to initiate action on a notice and when even a
	Government, as the case may be, or the appropriate authority; (ii) it could also be taken at the instance of a complaint made Civil Writ Petition No.20635 of 2008 -6- by a person, who had given a notice of less than 15 days in the manner prescribed to the appropriate authority of the commission of alleged offence and of his intention to make a complaint to the Court. The latter situation would arise in a case whether the appropriate authority himself had failed to initiate action on a notice and when even a

	7. The learned counsel for the petitioners points out that the notification issued by the Government of Punjab dated 8th December, 1999 appointed the Civil Surgeon of all districts as district appropriate authority of their respective districts for effective implementation of the Act and also constituted a District Advisory Committee in all district to aid and advice the District Appropriate Authority in the discharge of the functions. According to the petitioners, admittedly the Civil Surgeon, Bathinda was
	7. The learned counsel for the petitioners points out that the notification issued by the Government of Punjab dated 8th December, 1999 appointed the Civil Surgeon of all districts as district appropriate authority of their respective districts for effective implementation of the Act and also constituted a District Advisory Committee in all district to aid and advice the District Appropriate Authority in the discharge of the functions. According to the petitioners, admittedly the Civil Surgeon, Bathinda was

	Civil Writ Petition No.20635 of 2008 -7 - d) Decision to pursue cases was taken in the presence and with knowledge of Authorised Authority Minutes of meeting affords proof
	Civil Writ Petition No.20635 of 2008 -7 - d) Decision to pursue cases was taken in the presence and with knowledge of Authorised Authority Minutes of meeting affords proof

	8. As the petitioners makes it appear, it almost seems like an open shut case where the complaint is lodged only by a person other than the appropriate authority and therefore the continuance of the proceedings before the magistrate would be unjustified. The learned counsel appearing for the respondent would urge that the complaint by the 5th respondent was not merely at the instance of the letter of authority issued by the Deputy Commissioner, which is impugned in the writ petition but it was the result of
	8. As the petitioners makes it appear, it almost seems like an open shut case where the complaint is lodged only by a person other than the appropriate authority and therefore the continuance of the proceedings before the magistrate would be unjustified. The learned counsel appearing for the respondent would urge that the complaint by the 5th respondent was not merely at the instance of the letter of authority issued by the Deputy Commissioner, which is impugned in the writ petition but it was the result of

	“All the above cases was discussed in detail and it was found that there is strong evidence of female foeticide and criminal proceedings are required to be launched. It was suggested by the Civil Surgeon, (District Appropriate Authority) Bathinda that previously in seven cases complaints in different Courts have been launched by the Project Officer, PNDT Cell, Bathinda and it will be better if these complaints will also be filed by him. After Civil Writ Petition No.20635 of 2008 -8- discussion it was decide
	“All the above cases was discussed in detail and it was found that there is strong evidence of female foeticide and criminal proceedings are required to be launched. It was suggested by the Civil Surgeon, (District Appropriate Authority) Bathinda that previously in seven cases complaints in different Courts have been launched by the Project Officer, PNDT Cell, Bathinda and it will be better if these complaints will also be filed by him. After Civil Writ Petition No.20635 of 2008 -8- discussion it was decide

	e) Initiation of proceeding on a complaint by a person authorized by DC but later ratified by Authorized Authority is irregular but not illegal
	e) Initiation of proceeding on a complaint by a person authorized by DC but later ratified by Authorized Authority is irregular but not illegal

	9. I have no doubt in my mind that going by the expression used under Section 28 strictly, the person, who lodged the complaint did the same only on a letter of authority issued on 06.11.2003. The reading of the resolution clearly shows that after the complaint had been filed, the Civil Surgeon, who is the appropriate authority, knew about the same and he had not merely approved of the same but had also suggested that some more complaints have to be filed against some other individuals. If the taking of a c
	9. I have no doubt in my mind that going by the expression used under Section 28 strictly, the person, who lodged the complaint did the same only on a letter of authority issued on 06.11.2003. The reading of the resolution clearly shows that after the complaint had been filed, the Civil Surgeon, who is the appropriate authority, knew about the same and he had not merely approved of the same but had also suggested that some more complaints have to be filed against some other individuals. If the taking of a c


	suspect but whose authority came to be ratified by subsequent conduct is not thwarted. The Act was intended to eradicate the social menace of female foeticide and if in a process, it is evidenced that the appropriate authority being the Civil Surgeon had participated in a discussion where he had discussed with the Deputy Commissioner, the fact that the complaints had been taken at the instance of the Project Officer, PNDT Cell (5th respondent herein) purportedly under the Civil Writ Petition No.20635 of 200
	suspect but whose authority came to be ratified by subsequent conduct is not thwarted. The Act was intended to eradicate the social menace of female foeticide and if in a process, it is evidenced that the appropriate authority being the Civil Surgeon had participated in a discussion where he had discussed with the Deputy Commissioner, the fact that the complaints had been taken at the instance of the Project Officer, PNDT Cell (5th respondent herein) purportedly under the Civil Writ Petition No.20635 of 200
	suspect but whose authority came to be ratified by subsequent conduct is not thwarted. The Act was intended to eradicate the social menace of female foeticide and if in a process, it is evidenced that the appropriate authority being the Civil Surgeon had participated in a discussion where he had discussed with the Deputy Commissioner, the fact that the complaints had been taken at the instance of the Project Officer, PNDT Cell (5th respondent herein) purportedly under the Civil Writ Petition No.20635 of 200

	f) Persons authorized to file a complaint fairly a large body of persons
	f) Persons authorized to file a complaint fairly a large body of persons

	In my view, the Section detailing the procedure for taking cognizance of an offence does not make the presence or the actual filing by the appropriate authority itself as sacrosanct. Apart from the appropriate authority, an officer authorized by the Central Government or the State Government could also file a complaint. It can also be a person authorized by the appropriate authority himself. Still more, even any person, who has given a notice to the appropriate authority and who had expressed his intention 
	In my view, the Section detailing the procedure for taking cognizance of an offence does not make the presence or the actual filing by the appropriate authority itself as sacrosanct. Apart from the appropriate authority, an officer authorized by the Central Government or the State Government could also file a complaint. It can also be a person authorized by the appropriate authority himself. Still more, even any person, who has given a notice to the appropriate authority and who had expressed his intention 

	10. The learned counsel appearing for the petitioners would say even this ratification was not valid. The ratification must be with reference to an Act, which is in excess of the authority granted to the agent and when the competent person ultimately approves or ratifies the same. If, on the other hand, the person, who acted initially was not merely acting in excess of the authority but was acting without authority then the ratification does not simply arise. The learned counsel relies on the judgment of th
	10. The learned counsel appearing for the petitioners would say even this ratification was not valid. The ratification must be with reference to an Act, which is in excess of the authority granted to the agent and when the competent person ultimately approves or ratifies the same. If, on the other hand, the person, who acted initially was not merely acting in excess of the authority but was acting without authority then the ratification does not simply arise. The learned counsel relies on the judgment of th


	was Narbada Prasad Versus Chhaganlal and others-AIR 1969 Supreme Court 395, that dealt with the situation of the requirement of a valid nomination paper under the Representation of the People Act when the Hon’ble Supreme Court held that if an Act required a particular procedure for acceptance of a nomination paper and if there was no compliance of the provisions of the Act, the Court shall not dispense with such a requirement. The Hon’ble Supreme Court underscored that if a thing is required to be done in a
	was Narbada Prasad Versus Chhaganlal and others-AIR 1969 Supreme Court 395, that dealt with the situation of the requirement of a valid nomination paper under the Representation of the People Act when the Hon’ble Supreme Court held that if an Act required a particular procedure for acceptance of a nomination paper and if there was no compliance of the provisions of the Act, the Court shall not dispense with such a requirement. The Hon’ble Supreme Court underscored that if a thing is required to be done in a
	was Narbada Prasad Versus Chhaganlal and others-AIR 1969 Supreme Court 395, that dealt with the situation of the requirement of a valid nomination paper under the Representation of the People Act when the Hon’ble Supreme Court held that if an Act required a particular procedure for acceptance of a nomination paper and if there was no compliance of the provisions of the Act, the Court shall not dispense with such a requirement. The Hon’ble Supreme Court underscored that if a thing is required to be done in a

	11. In this case, by the view that I have taken that the complaint filed by the Project Officer, PNDT, was not illegal but it was only irregular and that the subsequent discussion and recording of minutes by the appropriate authority constituted valid ratification, I do not, for one moment mean to approve of the action of the Project Officer unexceptionally. If the Act requires that the complaint could be instituted only by certain classes of persons, it ought to be done in the same manner. However, in this
	11. In this case, by the view that I have taken that the complaint filed by the Project Officer, PNDT, was not illegal but it was only irregular and that the subsequent discussion and recording of minutes by the appropriate authority constituted valid ratification, I do not, for one moment mean to approve of the action of the Project Officer unexceptionally. If the Act requires that the complaint could be instituted only by certain classes of persons, it ought to be done in the same manner. However, in this

	12. The learned counsel Shri Raina would persist on an argument that the registration of complaint and the cognizance of the same by the magistrate were so fundamental that it would be unfair to let the trial go. The petitioners were already put to sufficient harassment by their names being paraded in several public places that had a serious consequence of not merely tarnishing their names but also having portents of causing suspension of the licence to practice by the operation of Section 23 of the Act. If
	12. The learned counsel Shri Raina would persist on an argument that the registration of complaint and the cognizance of the same by the magistrate were so fundamental that it would be unfair to let the trial go. The petitioners were already put to sufficient harassment by their names being paraded in several public places that had a serious consequence of not merely tarnishing their names but also having portents of causing suspension of the licence to practice by the operation of Section 23 of the Act. If

	13. There is however, a certain merit in the contention of the learned counsel for the petitioner that the very framing of charge-sheet can result in disastrous consequences, for Section 23(2) provides that the name of a medical practitioner reported by the appropriate authority to the State Medical Council for taking action might include even an action for suspension of the registration even at the stage when the charges are Civil Writ Petition No.20635 of 2008 - 14 - framed by the Court and till the case 
	13. There is however, a certain merit in the contention of the learned counsel for the petitioner that the very framing of charge-sheet can result in disastrous consequences, for Section 23(2) provides that the name of a medical practitioner reported by the appropriate authority to the State Medical Council for taking action might include even an action for suspension of the registration even at the stage when the charges are Civil Writ Petition No.20635 of 2008 - 14 - framed by the Court and till the case 


	adverse publicity till the case is completed. These observations are to off-set the apprehension expressed by the petitioners that the prolonged criminal action and trial will cause immense hardship and embarrassment for medical professionals, who are held in high esteem of the Society.
	adverse publicity till the case is completed. These observations are to off-set the apprehension expressed by the petitioners that the prolonged criminal action and trial will cause immense hardship and embarrassment for medical professionals, who are held in high esteem of the Society.
	adverse publicity till the case is completed. These observations are to off-set the apprehension expressed by the petitioners that the prolonged criminal action and trial will cause immense hardship and embarrassment for medical professionals, who are held in high esteem of the Society.

	VI. Conclusion
	VI. Conclusion

	14. The trial shall now continue and the magistrate before whom the cases are pending shall endeavour to conclude the same as expeditiously as possible. The petitioners will have a protection against any adverse publicity or any possible action in the manner referred to in the previous paragraph.
	14. The trial shall now continue and the magistrate before whom the cases are pending shall endeavour to conclude the same as expeditiously as possible. The petitioners will have a protection against any adverse publicity or any possible action in the manner referred to in the previous paragraph.

	15. The writ petition is dismissed but subject to the protection referred to above.
	15. The writ petition is dismissed but subject to the protection referred to above.
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	CASE SUMMARY
	CASE SUMMARY
	CASE SUMMARY

	The other major category of Petitions filed before the High Court are the Petitions under Section 482 of Cr. P C. for quashing of process issued under the provisions of the Act by the Trial Court. In this Writ Petition filed by Dr. Varsha Gautam a prayer was made for quashing of the FIR lodged against her u/s 312 & 511 IPC read with the provisions of PCPNDT Act. The allegation in FIR was to the effect that in a sting operation shown on television it was revealed that Petitioner was engaged in performing abo
	The other major category of Petitions filed before the High Court are the Petitions under Section 482 of Cr. P C. for quashing of process issued under the provisions of the Act by the Trial Court. In this Writ Petition filed by Dr. Varsha Gautam a prayer was made for quashing of the FIR lodged against her u/s 312 & 511 IPC read with the provisions of PCPNDT Act. The allegation in FIR was to the effect that in a sting operation shown on television it was revealed that Petitioner was engaged in performing abo

	The first contention raised by her was that there is bar on investigation in view of Section 28 of the Act, which prohibits cognizance of an offence except on a complaint made by the concerned Appropriate Authority. This contention was outrightly rejected by the High Court holding that the said prohibition does not apply at the stage of investigation and only relates to the stage when cognizance is sought to be taken by the concerned court. (Para 5)
	The first contention raised by her was that there is bar on investigation in view of Section 28 of the Act, which prohibits cognizance of an offence except on a complaint made by the concerned Appropriate Authority. This contention was outrightly rejected by the High Court holding that the said prohibition does not apply at the stage of investigation and only relates to the stage when cognizance is sought to be taken by the concerned court. (Para 5)

	Second contention raised was that no offence u/s 312 r/w 511 IPC is made out as mere consent to perform the abortion is only an expression of an 'intention' to commit the offence and does not amount to an 'attempt' to commit the offence. The Court rejected this contention also holding that there is no clear dividing line between the stage of preparation and the stage of attempt and whether a certain act would amount to an attempt is a question of fact which can be determined by the court at appropriate stag
	Second contention raised was that no offence u/s 312 r/w 511 IPC is made out as mere consent to perform the abortion is only an expression of an 'intention' to commit the offence and does not amount to an 'attempt' to commit the offence. The Court rejected this contention also holding that there is no clear dividing line between the stage of preparation and the stage of attempt and whether a certain act would amount to an attempt is a question of fact which can be determined by the court at appropriate stag

	The next contention raised was that no offence under the Act was disclosed as the FIR itself mentioned that sex determination of the woman had already been conducted elsewhere when she approached the Petitioner who agreed to perform the operation to terminate the prgnancy. The Court considered in detail the Object, Reasons and all provisions of the Act and held that sex selection prohibited under the Act can not be confined only to the determination of the sex of foetus but includes all the steps taken by t
	The next contention raised was that no offence under the Act was disclosed as the FIR itself mentioned that sex determination of the woman had already been conducted elsewhere when she approached the Petitioner who agreed to perform the operation to terminate the prgnancy. The Court considered in detail the Object, Reasons and all provisions of the Act and held that sex selection prohibited under the Act can not be confined only to the determination of the sex of foetus but includes all the steps taken by t

	An attempt was also made to contend that as the offence of engaging or aiding in any sex selection is punishable with imprisonment for 3 years u/s 23 of the Act and as the offence alleged against the Petitioner was an attempt to commit the said offence, the maximum punishment would be of one and half years and hence said offence would become non cognizable in view of the last clause of Schedule I of Cr.P.C. dealing with “Classification of Offences against other laws.” This contention was held by the High Co
	An attempt was also made to contend that as the offence of engaging or aiding in any sex selection is punishable with imprisonment for 3 years u/s 23 of the Act and as the offence alleged against the Petitioner was an attempt to commit the said offence, the maximum punishment would be of one and half years and hence said offence would become non cognizable in view of the last clause of Schedule I of Cr.P.C. dealing with “Classification of Offences against other laws.” This contention was held by the High Co

	The High Court also rejected the last submission raised in supplementary affidavit filed by the Petitioner that while preparing a certain Parcha of the case diary the investigating officer had exonerated the Petitioner from an offence under the Act. It was held that this contention can not be considered at this stage in a Writ Petition under Article 226 of Constitution. (Para 23)
	The High Court also rejected the last submission raised in supplementary affidavit filed by the Petitioner that while preparing a certain Parcha of the case diary the investigating officer had exonerated the Petitioner from an offence under the Act. It was held that this contention can not be considered at this stage in a Writ Petition under Article 226 of Constitution. (Para 23)

	In the concluding paragraphs the High Court had expressed concern with respect to the increased misuse of modern scientific technology leading to decline in sex ratio, spelling out very grave social consequences. The Court has observed that "we are sitting on a virtual time bomb, which can spell social disaster.” (Para 26)
	In the concluding paragraphs the High Court had expressed concern with respect to the increased misuse of modern scientific technology leading to decline in sex ratio, spelling out very grave social consequences. The Court has observed that "we are sitting on a virtual time bomb, which can spell social disaster.” (Para 26)


	JUDGMENT
	JUDGMENT
	JUDGMENT

	Per Hon’ble Mr. Justice Amar Saran J.
	Per Hon’ble Mr. Justice Amar Saran J.

	1. This writ petition has been filed with a prayer for quashing of the first information report dated 11.4.2006 lodged at case crime No. 192 of 2006, under Sections 312 and 511 IPC read with the Pre-conception and Prenatal Diagnostic Techniques (Prohibition of Sex Selection) Act, 1994, hereinafter called ‘the Act.’
	1. This writ petition has been filed with a prayer for quashing of the first information report dated 11.4.2006 lodged at case crime No. 192 of 2006, under Sections 312 and 511 IPC read with the Pre-conception and Prenatal Diagnostic Techniques (Prohibition of Sex Selection) Act, 1994, hereinafter called ‘the Act.’

	2. The allegations in the FIR lodged by the C.M.O., Agra on 11.4.06 at P.S. Hari Parvat, Agra was that a sting operation shown on television by the Rastriya Sahara Channel revealed that a pregnant woman wanted to get her abortion done because there was a girl child in her womb. She approached the petitioner Dr. Varsha Gautam at her hospital, who agreed to perform the abortion although it was an offence to perform such an operation and even determination of the sex by doctors using ultrasound technique was i
	2. The allegations in the FIR lodged by the C.M.O., Agra on 11.4.06 at P.S. Hari Parvat, Agra was that a sting operation shown on television by the Rastriya Sahara Channel revealed that a pregnant woman wanted to get her abortion done because there was a girl child in her womb. She approached the petitioner Dr. Varsha Gautam at her hospital, who agreed to perform the abortion although it was an offence to perform such an operation and even determination of the sex by doctors using ultrasound technique was i

	3. We have heard Shri V.C. Mishra and Sri Kamal Krishna, learned Counsel for the petitioner and learned Additional Government Advocate.
	3. We have heard Shri V.C. Mishra and Sri Kamal Krishna, learned Counsel for the petitioner and learned Additional Government Advocate.

	4. Firstly, it was contended that there is a bar on investigation in view of Section 28 of the Act, which prohibits cognizance by any court of an offence except on a complaint made by the concerned appropriate authority.
	4. Firstly, it was contended that there is a bar on investigation in view of Section 28 of the Act, which prohibits cognizance by any court of an offence except on a complaint made by the concerned appropriate authority.

	5. In our view the said prohibition does not apply at the stage of investigation and only relates to the stage when cognizance is sought to be taken by the concerned court. In this regard when dealing with the question of a bar under Section 195(1)(b)(ii), it has been held in M. Narayan Das v. State of Karnataka AIR 2004 SC 768, that the said bar only applies at the time when the court takes cognizance of an offence, and not at the stage of investigation. The material Paragraph 8 reads as follows:
	5. In our view the said prohibition does not apply at the stage of investigation and only relates to the stage when cognizance is sought to be taken by the concerned court. In this regard when dealing with the question of a bar under Section 195(1)(b)(ii), it has been held in M. Narayan Das v. State of Karnataka AIR 2004 SC 768, that the said bar only applies at the time when the court takes cognizance of an offence, and not at the stage of investigation. The material Paragraph 8 reads as follows:

	We are unable to accept the submissions made on behalf of the Respondents. Firstly it is to be seen that the High Court does not quash the complaint on the ground that Section 195 applied and that the procedure under Chapter XXVI had not been followed. Thus such a ground could not be used to sustain the impugned judgment. Even otherwise there is no substance in the submission. The question whether Sections 195 and 340 of the Criminal Procedure Code affect the power of the police to investigate into a cogniz
	We are unable to accept the submissions made on behalf of the Respondents. Firstly it is to be seen that the High Court does not quash the complaint on the ground that Section 195 applied and that the procedure under Chapter XXVI had not been followed. Thus such a ground could not be used to sustain the impugned judgment. Even otherwise there is no substance in the submission. The question whether Sections 195 and 340 of the Criminal Procedure Code affect the power of the police to investigate into a cogniz

	2. We are unable to sustain the impugned order of the High Court quashing the FIR lodged against the respondents alleging commission of offences under Sections 419, 420, 467 and 468, I.P.C. by them in course of the proceeding of a civil suit, on the ground that Section 195(1)(b)(ii), Cr. P. C. prohibited entertainment of and investigation into the same by the police. From a plain reading of Section 195, Cr. P.C. it is manifest that it comes into operation at the stage when the Court intends to take cognizan
	2. We are unable to sustain the impugned order of the High Court quashing the FIR lodged against the respondents alleging commission of offences under Sections 419, 420, 467 and 468, I.P.C. by them in course of the proceeding of a civil suit, on the ground that Section 195(1)(b)(ii), Cr. P. C. prohibited entertainment of and investigation into the same by the police. From a plain reading of Section 195, Cr. P.C. it is manifest that it comes into operation at the stage when the Court intends to take cognizan


	and hence it was held that the Court could not take cognizance on such a complaint in view of Section 195, Cr. PC.
	and hence it was held that the Court could not take cognizance on such a complaint in view of Section 195, Cr. PC.
	and hence it was held that the Court could not take cognizance on such a complaint in view of Section 195, Cr. PC.

	Not only are we bound by this judgment but we are also in complete agreement with the same. Sections 195 and 340 do not control or circumscribe the power of the police to investigate, under the Criminal Procedure Code. Once investigation is completed then the embargo in Section 195 would come into play and. the Court would not be competent to take cognizance. However that Court could then file a complaint for the offence on the basis of the FIR and the material collected during investigation provided the pr
	Not only are we bound by this judgment but we are also in complete agreement with the same. Sections 195 and 340 do not control or circumscribe the power of the police to investigate, under the Criminal Procedure Code. Once investigation is completed then the embargo in Section 195 would come into play and. the Court would not be competent to take cognizance. However that Court could then file a complaint for the offence on the basis of the FIR and the material collected during investigation provided the pr

	6. Secondly, it was urged that no offence under Section 312 read with Section 511 IPC is made out as mere consent to commit the offence of performing the abortion on the woman is only an expression of an intention to commit an offence and it could at the highest only be considered as preparation to commit an offence and would not amount to any attempt to commit offence, which is punishable under the Penal Code.
	6. Secondly, it was urged that no offence under Section 312 read with Section 511 IPC is made out as mere consent to commit the offence of performing the abortion on the woman is only an expression of an intention to commit an offence and it could at the highest only be considered as preparation to commit an offence and would not amount to any attempt to commit offence, which is punishable under the Penal Code.

	7. There is no clear dividing line between the stage of preparation and the stage of attempt and these questions of fact can properly be determined by the Court at the appropriate stage. In Abhyanand Mishra v. State of Bihar , it has been held that obtaining forged mark sheets for the purpose of appearing in the M.A. examinations was not regarded as only a preparation to commit an offence, but was considered an attempt to cheat, even though the accused in that case had already been acquitted of committing f
	7. There is no clear dividing line between the stage of preparation and the stage of attempt and these questions of fact can properly be determined by the Court at the appropriate stage. In Abhyanand Mishra v. State of Bihar , it has been held that obtaining forged mark sheets for the purpose of appearing in the M.A. examinations was not regarded as only a preparation to commit an offence, but was considered an attempt to cheat, even though the accused in that case had already been acquitted of committing f

	11. Another contention for the appellant is that the facts proved do not go beyond the stage of preparation for the commission of the offence of ‘cheating’, and do not make out the offence of attempting to cheat. There is a thin line between the preparation for and an attempt to commit an offence. Undoubtedly, a culprit first intends to commit the offence, then makes preparation far committing it and thereafter attempts to commit the offence. If the attempt succeeds, he has committed the offence; if it fail
	11. Another contention for the appellant is that the facts proved do not go beyond the stage of preparation for the commission of the offence of ‘cheating’, and do not make out the offence of attempting to cheat. There is a thin line between the preparation for and an attempt to commit an offence. Undoubtedly, a culprit first intends to commit the offence, then makes preparation far committing it and thereafter attempts to commit the offence. If the attempt succeeds, he has committed the offence; if it fail

	Whoever attempts to commit an offence punishable by this Code...or to cause such an offence to be committed and in such attempt does any act towards the commission of the offence, shall, where no express provision is made by this Code for the punishment of such attempt be punished....
	Whoever attempts to commit an offence punishable by this Code...or to cause such an offence to be committed and in such attempt does any act towards the commission of the offence, shall, where no express provision is made by this Code for the punishment of such attempt be punished....

	These provisions require that it is only when one, firstly, attempts to commit an offence and, secondly, in such attempt, does any act towards the commission of the offence, that he is punishable for that attempt to commit the offence. It follows, therefore, that the act which would make the culprit’s attempt to commit an offence punishable, must be an act which, by itself or in combination with other acts, leads to the com mission of the offence. The first step in the commission of the offence of cheating,
	These provisions require that it is only when one, firstly, attempts to commit an offence and, secondly, in such attempt, does any act towards the commission of the offence, that he is punishable for that attempt to commit the offence. It follows, therefore, that the act which would make the culprit’s attempt to commit an offence punishable, must be an act which, by itself or in combination with other acts, leads to the com mission of the offence. The first step in the commission of the offence of cheating,

	12. It is to be borne in mind that the question whether a certain act amounts to an attempt to commit a particular offence is a question of fact dependent on the nature of the offence and the steps necessary
	12. It is to be borne in mind that the question whether a certain act amounts to an attempt to commit a particular offence is a question of fact dependent on the nature of the offence and the steps necessary


	to take in order to commit it. No exhaustive precise definition of what would amount to an attempt to commit an offence is possible. The cases referred to make this clear.
	to take in order to commit it. No exhaustive precise definition of what would amount to an attempt to commit an offence is possible. The cases referred to make this clear.
	to take in order to commit it. No exhaustive precise definition of what would amount to an attempt to commit an offence is possible. The cases referred to make this clear.

	8. Again the observations in paragraph 16 of the said law reports further clarifies that attempt does not only relate to the penultimate stage of the offence:
	8. Again the observations in paragraph 16 of the said law reports further clarifies that attempt does not only relate to the penultimate stage of the offence:

	16. In In the matter of the petition of R. Mac Crea ILR 15 All 173 it was held that whether any given act or series of acts amounted to an attempt which the law would take notice of or merely to preparation, was a question of fact in each case and that Section 511 was not meant to cover only the penultimate act towards the completion of an offence and not acts precedent, if those acts are done in the course of the attempt to commit the_ offence, and were done with the intent to commit it and done towards it
	16. In In the matter of the petition of R. Mac Crea ILR 15 All 173 it was held that whether any given act or series of acts amounted to an attempt which the law would take notice of or merely to preparation, was a question of fact in each case and that Section 511 was not meant to cover only the penultimate act towards the completion of an offence and not acts precedent, if those acts are done in the course of the attempt to commit the_ offence, and were done with the intent to commit it and done towards it

	It seems to me that the section (Section 511) uses the word ‘attempt’ in a very large sense; it seems to imply that such an attempt may be made up of a series of acts, and that any one of those acts done towards the commission of the offence, that is, conducive to its commission, is itself punishable, and though the act does not use the words, it can mean nothing but punishable as an attempt. It does not say that the last act which would form the final part of an attempt in the larger sense is the only act 
	It seems to me that the section (Section 511) uses the word ‘attempt’ in a very large sense; it seems to imply that such an attempt may be made up of a series of acts, and that any one of those acts done towards the commission of the offence, that is, conducive to its commission, is itself punishable, and though the act does not use the words, it can mean nothing but punishable as an attempt. It does not say that the last act which would form the final part of an attempt in the larger sense is the only act 

	We fully approve of the decision and the reasons therefor.
	We fully approve of the decision and the reasons therefor.

	9. It was also argued by learned Counsel for the petitioner that no offence under the Act was disclosed, and that the FIR itself mentioned that sex determination of the woman had already been conducted elsewhere, when she approached the petitioner who agreed to perform the operation. Now according to learned Counsel the offence would only arise at the stage when an illegal abortion was performed on the woman, which would constitute an offence under Section 312 IPC and not under the Act.
	9. It was also argued by learned Counsel for the petitioner that no offence under the Act was disclosed, and that the FIR itself mentioned that sex determination of the woman had already been conducted elsewhere, when she approached the petitioner who agreed to perform the operation. Now according to learned Counsel the offence would only arise at the stage when an illegal abortion was performed on the woman, which would constitute an offence under Section 312 IPC and not under the Act.

	10. In this connection the definition of sex selection in Section 2(o) of the Act may usefully be perused:
	10. In this connection the definition of sex selection in Section 2(o) of the Act may usefully be perused:

	Section 2(o) “Sex selection includes any procedure, technique, test or administration or prescription or provision of anything for the purpose of ensuring or increasing the probability that an embryo will be of a particular sex.
	Section 2(o) “Sex selection includes any procedure, technique, test or administration or prescription or provision of anything for the purpose of ensuring or increasing the probability that an embryo will be of a particular sex.

	11. Section 3A prohibits sex selection by providing that no person including a specialist in the field of infertility, shall conduct or cause to be conducted or aid in conducting by himself or by any other person, sex selection on a woman or a man. Section 3A of the Act reads as under:
	11. Section 3A prohibits sex selection by providing that no person including a specialist in the field of infertility, shall conduct or cause to be conducted or aid in conducting by himself or by any other person, sex selection on a woman or a man. Section 3A of the Act reads as under:

	3-A. Prohibition of sex selection:. No person, including a specialist or a team of specialists in the field of infertility, shall conduct or came to be conducted or aid in conducting by himself or by any other person, sex selection on a woman or a man or on both or on any tissue, embryo, conceptus, fluid or gametes derived from either or both of them.
	3-A. Prohibition of sex selection:. No person, including a specialist or a team of specialists in the field of infertility, shall conduct or came to be conducted or aid in conducting by himself or by any other person, sex selection on a woman or a man or on both or on any tissue, embryo, conceptus, fluid or gametes derived from either or both of them.


	12. It is thus clear from a reading of Section 3A of the Act that prohibition of sex selection (i.e. an act for increasing the probability that an embryo will of a particular sex) has been given a wide meaning under the said provisions and the restriction is on every person including a specialist on conducting or even causing to be conducted or aiding in conducting by himself or by any other person sex selection on a woman or a man or on both or on any tissue, embryo, conceptus, fluid or gametes derived fro
	12. It is thus clear from a reading of Section 3A of the Act that prohibition of sex selection (i.e. an act for increasing the probability that an embryo will of a particular sex) has been given a wide meaning under the said provisions and the restriction is on every person including a specialist on conducting or even causing to be conducted or aiding in conducting by himself or by any other person sex selection on a woman or a man or on both or on any tissue, embryo, conceptus, fluid or gametes derived fro
	12. It is thus clear from a reading of Section 3A of the Act that prohibition of sex selection (i.e. an act for increasing the probability that an embryo will of a particular sex) has been given a wide meaning under the said provisions and the restriction is on every person including a specialist on conducting or even causing to be conducted or aiding in conducting by himself or by any other person sex selection on a woman or a man or on both or on any tissue, embryo, conceptus, fluid or gametes derived fro

	13. The contention of the learned Counsel for the petitioner that sex selection only amounts to determination of the sex of the embryo, which was conducted by an outside agency and thereafter determination of the pregnancy would constitute only an offence under Section 312 IPC, which, for the reasons mentioned by the learned Counsel had not reached the stage of attempt, cannot therefore be accepted.
	13. The contention of the learned Counsel for the petitioner that sex selection only amounts to determination of the sex of the embryo, which was conducted by an outside agency and thereafter determination of the pregnancy would constitute only an offence under Section 312 IPC, which, for the reasons mentioned by the learned Counsel had not reached the stage of attempt, cannot therefore be accepted.

	14. Sex determination includes not only determination of the sex, but also includes anything done from fertilization until birth, which increases the probability that the embryo will be of a particular sex. Therefore, sex selection cannot only be confined to the determination of the sex of the foetus.
	14. Sex determination includes not only determination of the sex, but also includes anything done from fertilization until birth, which increases the probability that the embryo will be of a particular sex. Therefore, sex selection cannot only be confined to the determination of the sex of the foetus.

	15. That such a comprehensive and extended meaning of sex selection has been given is also clear from an examination of Sections 6(b) and Section 6(c) of the Act, which read as under:
	15. That such a comprehensive and extended meaning of sex selection has been given is also clear from an examination of Sections 6(b) and Section 6(c) of the Act, which read as under:

	6(b) “No person shall conduct of cause to be conducted any pre-natal diagnostic techniques including ultrasonography for the purpose of determining the sex of a foetus;
	6(b) “No person shall conduct of cause to be conducted any pre-natal diagnostic techniques including ultrasonography for the purpose of determining the sex of a foetus;

	6(c) No person shall, by whatever means, cause or allow to be caused selection of sex before or after conception.
	6(c) No person shall, by whatever means, cause or allow to be caused selection of sex before or after conception.

	16. It is noteworthy that Section 6(c) as also the other provisions relating to the aspect of sex selection have been introduced by the Pre-Natal Diagnostic Techniques (Regulation and Prevention of Misuse) Amendment Act,
	16. It is noteworthy that Section 6(c) as also the other provisions relating to the aspect of sex selection have been introduced by the Pre-Natal Diagnostic Techniques (Regulation and Prevention of Misuse) Amendment Act,

	2002 (14 of 2003) with effect from 14.2.2004. Prior to that date only determination of sex by uttrasonography etc was prohibited, but after the said amendment, any step taken by a specialist or any other person to cause or even to allow to be caused selection of sex before or after conception was made punishable.
	2002 (14 of 2003) with effect from 14.2.2004. Prior to that date only determination of sex by uttrasonography etc was prohibited, but after the said amendment, any step taken by a specialist or any other person to cause or even to allow to be caused selection of sex before or after conception was made punishable.

	17. It appears that this amendment was introduced also for ensuring that all aspects of sex selection, starting from the initial activity of determination of the sex by pre-natal diagnostic procedures and thereafter all the steps taken by any person or specialist for facilitating sex selection before or after conception would be brought under the ambit of this amendment.
	17. It appears that this amendment was introduced also for ensuring that all aspects of sex selection, starting from the initial activity of determination of the sex by pre-natal diagnostic procedures and thereafter all the steps taken by any person or specialist for facilitating sex selection before or after conception would be brought under the ambit of this amendment.

	18. Even the title of the Act was amended and whereas in the earlier title the long title was for “An Act to provide for the Regulation of the use of Pre-natal Diagnostic Techniques for.... after the amendment Act No. 14 of
	18. Even the title of the Act was amended and whereas in the earlier title the long title was for “An Act to provide for the Regulation of the use of Pre-natal Diagnostic Techniques for.... after the amendment Act No. 14 of

	2003 the initial line reads as “An Act to provide for the prohibition of sex selection, before or after conception and for regulation of prenatal diagnostic techniques...the purpose of pre-natal sex determination leading to female foeticide...
	2003 the initial line reads as “An Act to provide for the prohibition of sex selection, before or after conception and for regulation of prenatal diagnostic techniques...the purpose of pre-natal sex determination leading to female foeticide...

	19. The statement of objects and reasons of the amendment Act No. 14 of 2003 also indicated the inadequacy of the 1994 Act and the need for expanding the scope of the Act so as to include a ban on sex selection techniques and procedures. The statement of Objects and Reasons of Act No. 14 of 2003 reads as under:
	19. The statement of objects and reasons of the amendment Act No. 14 of 2003 also indicated the inadequacy of the 1994 Act and the need for expanding the scope of the Act so as to include a ban on sex selection techniques and procedures. The statement of Objects and Reasons of Act No. 14 of 2003 reads as under:

	1. Amendment Act 14 of 2003-Statement of Objects and Reasons- The pre-natal Diagnostic Techniques (Regulation and Prevention of Misuse) Act, 1994 seeks to prohibit pre-natal diagnostic techniques for determination of sex of the foetus leading to female foeticide. During recent years, certain inadequacies and practical difficulties in the administration of the said Act have come to the notice of the Government, which has necessitated amendments in the said Act.
	1. Amendment Act 14 of 2003-Statement of Objects and Reasons- The pre-natal Diagnostic Techniques (Regulation and Prevention of Misuse) Act, 1994 seeks to prohibit pre-natal diagnostic techniques for determination of sex of the foetus leading to female foeticide. During recent years, certain inadequacies and practical difficulties in the administration of the said Act have come to the notice of the Government, which has necessitated amendments in the said Act.

	2. The pre-natal diagnostic techniques like amniocentesis and sonography are useful for the detection of genetic or chromosomal disorders or congenital malformations or sex linked disorders, etc. However, the amniocentesis and sonography are being used on a large scale to detect the sex of the foetus
	2. The pre-natal diagnostic techniques like amniocentesis and sonography are useful for the detection of genetic or chromosomal disorders or congenital malformations or sex linked disorders, etc. However, the amniocentesis and sonography are being used on a large scale to detect the sex of the foetus


	and to terminate the pregnancy of the unborn child if found to be female. Techniques are also being developed to select the sex of child before conception. These practices and techniques are considered discriminatory to the female sex and not conducive to the dignity of the women.
	and to terminate the pregnancy of the unborn child if found to be female. Techniques are also being developed to select the sex of child before conception. These practices and techniques are considered discriminatory to the female sex and not conducive to the dignity of the women.
	and to terminate the pregnancy of the unborn child if found to be female. Techniques are also being developed to select the sex of child before conception. These practices and techniques are considered discriminatory to the female sex and not conducive to the dignity of the women.

	3. The proliferation of the technologies mentioned above may, in future, precipitate a catastrophe, in the form of severe imbalance in male-female ratio. The State is also duty bound to intervene in such mailers to uphold the welfare of the society, especially of the women and children. It is, therefore, necessary to enact and implement in letter and spirit a legislation to ban the pre-concepiion sex selection techniques and the misuse of prenatal diagnostic techniques for sex-selective abortions and to pro
	3. The proliferation of the technologies mentioned above may, in future, precipitate a catastrophe, in the form of severe imbalance in male-female ratio. The State is also duty bound to intervene in such mailers to uphold the welfare of the society, especially of the women and children. It is, therefore, necessary to enact and implement in letter and spirit a legislation to ban the pre-concepiion sex selection techniques and the misuse of prenatal diagnostic techniques for sex-selective abortions and to pro

	4. Accordingly, it is proposed to amend the aforesaid Act with a view to banning the use of both sex selection techniques prior to Conception as well as the misuse of pre-natal diagnostic techniques for sex selective abortions and to regulate such techniques with a view to ensuring their scientific use for which they are intended.
	4. Accordingly, it is proposed to amend the aforesaid Act with a view to banning the use of both sex selection techniques prior to Conception as well as the misuse of pre-natal diagnostic techniques for sex selective abortions and to regulate such techniques with a view to ensuring their scientific use for which they are intended.

	20. We also observed that admittedly there was no registration of the petitioner’s clinic under the Act, which amounts to an offence under Section 3(1) of the Act. The said provisions reads as under: Section 3(1) “ No Genetic Counseling Centre, Genetic laboratory or Genetic Clime unless registered under this Act, shall conduct or associate with, or help in, conducting activities relating to prenatal diagnostic techniques.
	20. We also observed that admittedly there was no registration of the petitioner’s clinic under the Act, which amounts to an offence under Section 3(1) of the Act. The said provisions reads as under: Section 3(1) “ No Genetic Counseling Centre, Genetic laboratory or Genetic Clime unless registered under this Act, shall conduct or associate with, or help in, conducting activities relating to prenatal diagnostic techniques.

	21. The said provisions also clarifies that no Genetic Counseling Centre, Laboratory or clinic unless it is registered under the Act can conduct or even associate with or help in conducting the activities relating to pre-natal diagnostic techniques. Therefore, even association or helping with activities for sex selection would be prohibited under the Act.
	21. The said provisions also clarifies that no Genetic Counseling Centre, Laboratory or clinic unless it is registered under the Act can conduct or even associate with or help in conducting the activities relating to pre-natal diagnostic techniques. Therefore, even association or helping with activities for sex selection would be prohibited under the Act.

	22. In this background, we also find no force in another contention raised by the learned Counsel for the petitioner that as the offence of engaging or aiding any sex selection is punishable for three years under Section 23 of the Act, and as the present offence would only be a case of attempt to commit, whose maximum punishment would be half or 1 1/2 years, hence an offence of sex selection, would become non-cognizable in view of the last clause of Schedule 1, of the Code of Criminal Procedure dealing with
	22. In this background, we also find no force in another contention raised by the learned Counsel for the petitioner that as the offence of engaging or aiding any sex selection is punishable for three years under Section 23 of the Act, and as the present offence would only be a case of attempt to commit, whose maximum punishment would be half or 1 1/2 years, hence an offence of sex selection, would become non-cognizable in view of the last clause of Schedule 1, of the Code of Criminal Procedure dealing with

	23. The last submission raised by the learned Counsel for the petitioner by means of a supplementary affidavit that while preparing a certain Parcha of the case diary on 20.4.2006, the investigating officer had exonerated the petitioner from an offence under the Act.
	23. The last submission raised by the learned Counsel for the petitioner by means of a supplementary affidavit that while preparing a certain Parcha of the case diary on 20.4.2006, the investigating officer had exonerated the petitioner from an offence under the Act.

	24. We cannot consider or appreciate the value of such an entry in the case diary at this stage in the present petition under Article 226, and it is for the court to apply its mind and consider whether an offence under a particular provision is made out or not at the appropriate stage. In this connection it has been held in Supdt. of Police, CBI v. Tapan Kumar Singh , that the FIR need not even mention all the ingredients of an offence, and the same may be brought out on the conclusion of the investigation:
	24. We cannot consider or appreciate the value of such an entry in the case diary at this stage in the present petition under Article 226, and it is for the court to apply its mind and consider whether an offence under a particular provision is made out or not at the appropriate stage. In this connection it has been held in Supdt. of Police, CBI v. Tapan Kumar Singh , that the FIR need not even mention all the ingredients of an offence, and the same may be brought out on the conclusion of the investigation:

	22. The High Court has also quashed the GD entry and the investigation on the ground that the information did not disclose all the ingredients of the offence, as if the informant is obliged to reproduce the language of the section, which defines “criminal misconduct” in the Prevention of Corruption Act, In our view the law does not require the mentioning of all the ingredients of the offence in the first information report. It is only after a complete investigation that it may he possible to say whether any
	22. The High Court has also quashed the GD entry and the investigation on the ground that the information did not disclose all the ingredients of the offence, as if the informant is obliged to reproduce the language of the section, which defines “criminal misconduct” in the Prevention of Corruption Act, In our view the law does not require the mentioning of all the ingredients of the offence in the first information report. It is only after a complete investigation that it may he possible to say whether any


	25. It has further been mentioned in paragraph 22 of the aforesaid law report that the mere mention or non-mention of a particular section in the FIR is not conclusive, and it is for the Court to determine at the appropriate stage as to the offence for which the charge may be framed. The relevant lines read as under:
	25. It has further been mentioned in paragraph 22 of the aforesaid law report that the mere mention or non-mention of a particular section in the FIR is not conclusive, and it is for the Court to determine at the appropriate stage as to the offence for which the charge may be framed. The relevant lines read as under:
	25. It has further been mentioned in paragraph 22 of the aforesaid law report that the mere mention or non-mention of a particular section in the FIR is not conclusive, and it is for the Court to determine at the appropriate stage as to the offence for which the charge may be framed. The relevant lines read as under:

	Similarly, the mentioning of a particular section in the FIR is not by itself conclusive as it is for the court to frame charges having regard, to the material on record. Even if a wrong section is mentioned in the FIR, that does not prevent the court from framing appropriate charges.
	Similarly, the mentioning of a particular section in the FIR is not by itself conclusive as it is for the court to frame charges having regard, to the material on record. Even if a wrong section is mentioned in the FIR, that does not prevent the court from framing appropriate charges.

	26. As any activity for sex selection as pointed out above has very grave social consequences as it can disturb the balance in the male-female ratio. With the female-male ratio having already declined to 933 per 1000 males, we are sitting on a virtual time bomb, which can spell social disaster. Instances of villages where there are no eligible females for marriages are being reported, or where girls are being purchased from backward areas for servicing several brothers as brides. Whilst the earlier primitiv
	26. As any activity for sex selection as pointed out above has very grave social consequences as it can disturb the balance in the male-female ratio. With the female-male ratio having already declined to 933 per 1000 males, we are sitting on a virtual time bomb, which can spell social disaster. Instances of villages where there are no eligible females for marriages are being reported, or where girls are being purchased from backward areas for servicing several brothers as brides. Whilst the earlier primitiv

	27. In view of the laxity in implementing the provision of the Act, and the continuing sex-selection and discriminatory practices against the female child compared to the male child, the apex Court has issued directions in Centre for Enquiry Into Health And allied Themes (CEHAT) and Ors. v. Union of India and Ors. calling for the effective implementation of the Act and for complying with its earlier order. The Center/State Govts. and Union Territories were further directed to issue advertisements to create 
	27. In view of the laxity in implementing the provision of the Act, and the continuing sex-selection and discriminatory practices against the female child compared to the male child, the apex Court has issued directions in Centre for Enquiry Into Health And allied Themes (CEHAT) and Ors. v. Union of India and Ors. calling for the effective implementation of the Act and for complying with its earlier order. The Center/State Govts. and Union Territories were further directed to issue advertisements to create 

	28. In view of what has been indicated hereinabove, we find no ground to quash the FIR or to stay the arrest of the petitioner. The petition has no force. It is accordingly dismissed.
	28. In view of what has been indicated hereinabove, we find no ground to quash the FIR or to stay the arrest of the petitioner. The petition has no force. It is accordingly dismissed.
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	CASE SUMMARY
	CASE SUMMARY
	CASE SUMMARY

	Under the provisions of the Act, to prevent the misuse of Ultrasound /Sonography machines for the purpose of sex determination, wide powers are conferred on the Appropriate Authority to seal and if necessary, seize the machine, record, register and any other material object if Appropriate Authority has reason to believe that it may furnish evidence of the commission of the offence punishable under the Act. Section 30 of the Act lays down that, Power to search and seize records, etc. (1) If the Appropriate A
	Under the provisions of the Act, to prevent the misuse of Ultrasound /Sonography machines for the purpose of sex determination, wide powers are conferred on the Appropriate Authority to seal and if necessary, seize the machine, record, register and any other material object if Appropriate Authority has reason to believe that it may furnish evidence of the commission of the offence punishable under the Act. Section 30 of the Act lays down that, Power to search and seize records, etc. (1) If the Appropriate A

	Rule 12 of the Act lays down the procedure for such search and seizure. However the moment Appropriate Authority takes such action, it is challenged in the Court. The bulk of the Petitions fled before the High Courts are for challenging the seal and seizure of Ultrasound machines and for their return.
	Rule 12 of the Act lays down the procedure for such search and seizure. However the moment Appropriate Authority takes such action, it is challenged in the Court. The bulk of the Petitions fled before the High Courts are for challenging the seal and seizure of Ultrasound machines and for their return.

	In the Petition fled by Dr. Devendra Bohra, the order of suspension of registration of a sonography machine installed in the hospital run by the Petitioner and sealing of the equipment was
	In the Petition fled by Dr. Devendra Bohra, the order of suspension of registration of a sonography machine installed in the hospital run by the Petitioner and sealing of the equipment was


	challenged. The Appropriate Authority had taken the said action on the ground that as the Petitioner was a Medical Practitioner with B.A.M.S. degree, he was not qualified as per Section 2 (g) of the Act to possess the said machine. The contention of the Petitioner was that under the Indian Medical Council Act, 1956, he was a Medical Practitioner and hence entitled to the use of an ultra sound machine.
	challenged. The Appropriate Authority had taken the said action on the ground that as the Petitioner was a Medical Practitioner with B.A.M.S. degree, he was not qualified as per Section 2 (g) of the Act to possess the said machine. The contention of the Petitioner was that under the Indian Medical Council Act, 1956, he was a Medical Practitioner and hence entitled to the use of an ultra sound machine.
	challenged. The Appropriate Authority had taken the said action on the ground that as the Petitioner was a Medical Practitioner with B.A.M.S. degree, he was not qualified as per Section 2 (g) of the Act to possess the said machine. The contention of the Petitioner was that under the Indian Medical Council Act, 1956, he was a Medical Practitioner and hence entitled to the use of an ultra sound machine.

	After considering various provisions and the Object of the Act, the High Court rejected the said contention by holding that "a Practitioner under Indian Medicine System may have a requirement of Sonography machine for determination of foetal abnormalities for appropriate treatment, but if he doesn’t possess the particular qualification required under the PCPNDTAct to operate the sonography machine, his challenge to the suspension order is futile without a challenge to the provisions of the PCPNDT Act or the
	After considering various provisions and the Object of the Act, the High Court rejected the said contention by holding that "a Practitioner under Indian Medicine System may have a requirement of Sonography machine for determination of foetal abnormalities for appropriate treatment, but if he doesn’t possess the particular qualification required under the PCPNDTAct to operate the sonography machine, his challenge to the suspension order is futile without a challenge to the provisions of the PCPNDT Act or the

	This judgment needs to be appreciated for taking a very positive and affirmative view in upholding the action taken under the Act and for interpreting the provisions strictly.
	This judgment needs to be appreciated for taking a very positive and affirmative view in upholding the action taken under the Act and for interpreting the provisions strictly.


	JUDGMENT
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	JUDGMENT

	Per Hon’ble Mr. Justice K. Kannan J.
	Per Hon’ble Mr. Justice K. Kannan J.

	1. The subject of challenge - suspension of registration
	1. The subject of challenge - suspension of registration

	1. The petitioner challenges the order of suspension of registration of a sonogram installed in the hospital run by the petitioner and sealing of the equipment. By the impugned notice issued on 27.11.2008, the petitioner had been directed to make an arrangement of qualified Sonologist as per the provisions of the Pre-conception and Pre- Natal Diagnostic Techniques (Prohibition of Sex Selection) Act (hereinafter called the ‘PNDT Act’). The suspension notice was subject of a challenge in appeal to a Governmen
	1. The petitioner challenges the order of suspension of registration of a sonogram installed in the hospital run by the petitioner and sealing of the equipment. By the impugned notice issued on 27.11.2008, the petitioner had been directed to make an arrangement of qualified Sonologist as per the provisions of the Pre-conception and Pre- Natal Diagnostic Techniques (Prohibition of Sex Selection) Act (hereinafter called the ‘PNDT Act’). The suspension notice was subject of a challenge in appeal to a Governmen

	II. the basis of challenge- MBBS degree is no different from BAMS for the purpose of registration
	II. the basis of challenge- MBBS degree is no different from BAMS for the purpose of registration

	2. It is an admitted fact that at the time when the registration of the equipment was made in the hands of the petitioner, there had been a medical practitioner, who had held a medical qualification recognized under the Indian Medical Council Act but subsequently he had resigned from the petitioner’s hospital and there had been no Sonologist or imaging specialist resulting in the suspension of the licence. The petitioner’s challenge is on the basis that he had a medical qualification recognized by the Centr
	2. It is an admitted fact that at the time when the registration of the equipment was made in the hands of the petitioner, there had been a medical practitioner, who had held a medical qualification recognized under the Indian Medical Council Act but subsequently he had resigned from the petitioner’s hospital and there had been no Sonologist or imaging specialist resulting in the suspension of the licence. The petitioner’s challenge is on the basis that he had a medical qualification recognized by the Centr


	of licence amounted to gross breach fundamental right to equality and operated as discriminatory. According to the petitioner, the equipment is necessary for the very same reason as an allopath practicing medicine and the petitioner could not be denied the right of registration and the use of the equipment.
	of licence amounted to gross breach fundamental right to equality and operated as discriminatory. According to the petitioner, the equipment is necessary for the very same reason as an allopath practicing medicine and the petitioner could not be denied the right of registration and the use of the equipment.
	of licence amounted to gross breach fundamental right to equality and operated as discriminatory. According to the petitioner, the equipment is necessary for the very same reason as an allopath practicing medicine and the petitioner could not be denied the right of registration and the use of the equipment.

	III. The scheme of PNDT Act relating to registration
	III. The scheme of PNDT Act relating to registration

	3. Significantly the writ petition does not challenge the vires of the Act or the rules which have been framed thereunder. The challenge, however, is to a notification issued under Section 17(2) with retrospective effect which also was not pressed at the time of arguments. The Act imposes a system of registration of persons having the equipment to prevent the prevalent misuse by securing the data that could be collected by the user of the equipment for foeticide. The declared object of the Act is to provide
	3. Significantly the writ petition does not challenge the vires of the Act or the rules which have been framed thereunder. The challenge, however, is to a notification issued under Section 17(2) with retrospective effect which also was not pressed at the time of arguments. The Act imposes a system of registration of persons having the equipment to prevent the prevalent misuse by securing the data that could be collected by the user of the equipment for foeticide. The declared object of the Act is to provide

	No pre-natal diagnostic techniques shall be conducted except for the purposes of detection of any of the following abnormalities, namely:
	No pre-natal diagnostic techniques shall be conducted except for the purposes of detection of any of the following abnormalities, namely:

	(i) chromosomal abnormalities;
	(i) chromosomal abnormalities;

	(ii) genetic metabolic diseases;
	(ii) genetic metabolic diseases;

	(iii) haemoglobinopathies;
	(iii) haemoglobinopathies;

	(iv) sex-linked genetic diseases;
	(iv) sex-linked genetic diseases;

	(v) congenital anomalies;
	(v) congenital anomalies;

	(vi) any other abnormalities or diseases as may be specified by the Central Supervisory Board.
	(vi) any other abnormalities or diseases as may be specified by the Central Supervisory Board.

	IV. The relevant Rules relating to registration - Persons who shall be appointed
	IV. The relevant Rules relating to registration - Persons who shall be appointed

	4. The pre-natal diagnostic technique itself could be carried out only, if a person who is qualified, undertakes such an examination, records in writing certain conditions which are spelt out under Clause (3) of Section 4. Section 5 prohibits the communication of the sex of the foetus, which is again intended to prevent the misuse of such information. Section 6 prohibits the determination of sex by any genetic counselling centre or genetic laboratory or genetic clinic. The provisions of the Act are carried 
	4. The pre-natal diagnostic technique itself could be carried out only, if a person who is qualified, undertakes such an examination, records in writing certain conditions which are spelt out under Clause (3) of Section 4. Section 5 prohibits the communication of the sex of the foetus, which is again intended to prevent the misuse of such information. Section 6 prohibits the determination of sex by any genetic counselling centre or genetic laboratory or genetic clinic. The provisions of the Act are carried 


	centre could not be established without a gynaecologist or a paediatrician or a medical geneticist. A genetic laboratory shall have a person, who is either a medical geneticist or a lab technician having certain degrees. A genetic clinic/ultrasound clinic/ imaging centre shall have a gynaecologist having experience of performing at least 20 procedures and a Sonologist, Imaging specialist, Radiologist or Registered Medical Practitioner having Post-Graduate degree or diploma or six months training or one year
	centre could not be established without a gynaecologist or a paediatrician or a medical geneticist. A genetic laboratory shall have a person, who is either a medical geneticist or a lab technician having certain degrees. A genetic clinic/ultrasound clinic/ imaging centre shall have a gynaecologist having experience of performing at least 20 procedures and a Sonologist, Imaging specialist, Radiologist or Registered Medical Practitioner having Post-Graduate degree or diploma or six months training or one year
	centre could not be established without a gynaecologist or a paediatrician or a medical geneticist. A genetic laboratory shall have a person, who is either a medical geneticist or a lab technician having certain degrees. A genetic clinic/ultrasound clinic/ imaging centre shall have a gynaecologist having experience of performing at least 20 procedures and a Sonologist, Imaging specialist, Radiologist or Registered Medical Practitioner having Post-Graduate degree or diploma or six months training or one year

	“medical geneticist” includes a person who possesses a degree or diploma in genetic science in the fields of sex selection and pre-natal diagnostic techniques or has experience of not less than two years in any of these fields after obtaining
	“medical geneticist” includes a person who possesses a degree or diploma in genetic science in the fields of sex selection and pre-natal diagnostic techniques or has experience of not less than two years in any of these fields after obtaining

	(i) any one of the medical qualifications recognised under the Indian Medical Council Act, 1956 (102 of 1956); or
	(i) any one of the medical qualifications recognised under the Indian Medical Council Act, 1956 (102 of 1956); or

	(ii) a post-graduate degree in biological sciences;
	(ii) a post-graduate degree in biological sciences;

	A “Sonologist” or a “Imaging specialist” is defined under Section 2(p), which reads as follows:
	A “Sonologist” or a “Imaging specialist” is defined under Section 2(p), which reads as follows:

	“sonologist or imaging specialist” means a person who possesses any one of the medical qualifications recognised under the Indian Medical Council Act, 1956 (102 of 1956) or who possesses a post-graduate qualification in ultrasonography or imaging techniques or radiology;
	“sonologist or imaging specialist” means a person who possesses any one of the medical qualifications recognised under the Indian Medical Council Act, 1956 (102 of 1956) or who possesses a post-graduate qualification in ultrasonography or imaging techniques or radiology;

	Appendix to the Rules sets out the forms under which the certificate of registration shall be issued. Form-A which is a form of application for registration of an ultrasound clinic/imaging centre requires a declaration that the organization that installs the equipments has understood the provisions of the Act and all the employees have also been explained under the Act and the Rules. Form-B is the certificate of registration issued for a particular period of time and Form-C is for rejection of application f
	Appendix to the Rules sets out the forms under which the certificate of registration shall be issued. Form-A which is a form of application for registration of an ultrasound clinic/imaging centre requires a declaration that the organization that installs the equipments has understood the provisions of the Act and all the employees have also been explained under the Act and the Rules. Form-B is the certificate of registration issued for a particular period of time and Form-C is for rejection of application f

	V. Government notification permitting use of the machine by a BAMS degree holder is irrelevant for testing the competence for obtaining registration under the relevant rules
	V. Government notification permitting use of the machine by a BAMS degree holder is irrelevant for testing the competence for obtaining registration under the relevant rules

	5. The attempt of the petitioner’s counsel was to show that the Indian Medical Council Act and the Indian Medicine Central Council Act of 1970 fulfill the same object and, therefore, even a person registered as a practitioner under Indian Medicine Central Council Act shall also be competent to install a sonogram. The entire submissions of the counsel appearing for the petitioner are misdirected in assuming that since two enactments contained a same objective namely of constituting a medical council and for 
	5. The attempt of the petitioner’s counsel was to show that the Indian Medical Council Act and the Indian Medicine Central Council Act of 1970 fulfill the same object and, therefore, even a person registered as a practitioner under Indian Medicine Central Council Act shall also be competent to install a sonogram. The entire submissions of the counsel appearing for the petitioner are misdirected in assuming that since two enactments contained a same objective namely of constituting a medical council and for 


	themselves, the petitioner has no legs to stand. The petition is wholly misconceived, for, even at the time of arguments, the learned Counsel made a dogged insistance in pressing for a parity in treatment of a medical practitioner registered under the Indian Medical Council Act and a practitioner registered under the Indian Medicine Central Act. The right to use an ultrasound machine by a BAMS degree holder through a notification issued by the Deputy Secretary, Health on behalf of the Secretary to Governmen
	themselves, the petitioner has no legs to stand. The petition is wholly misconceived, for, even at the time of arguments, the learned Counsel made a dogged insistance in pressing for a parity in treatment of a medical practitioner registered under the Indian Medical Council Act and a practitioner registered under the Indian Medicine Central Act. The right to use an ultrasound machine by a BAMS degree holder through a notification issued by the Deputy Secretary, Health on behalf of the Secretary to Governmen
	themselves, the petitioner has no legs to stand. The petition is wholly misconceived, for, even at the time of arguments, the learned Counsel made a dogged insistance in pressing for a parity in treatment of a medical practitioner registered under the Indian Medical Council Act and a practitioner registered under the Indian Medicine Central Act. The right to use an ultrasound machine by a BAMS degree holder through a notification issued by the Deputy Secretary, Health on behalf of the Secretary to Governmen

	6. The writ petition is frivolous and it is dismissed with cost assessed at Rs. 10,000/-.
	6. The writ petition is frivolous and it is dismissed with cost assessed at Rs. 10,000/-.
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	CASE SUMMARY
	CASE SUMMARY
	CASE SUMMARY

	In this case seven hospitals situated in different parts of Kerala had sought declaration that laboratories and clinics which do not conduct pre-natal diagnostic tests using ultra sonography will not come within the purview of the Act and the Authorities under the Act should not insist for registration of all ultra sound scanning centres irrespective of the fact as to whether they are conducting ultra sonography or not. The Court accepted their submission that registration under the Act will be compulsory o
	In this case seven hospitals situated in different parts of Kerala had sought declaration that laboratories and clinics which do not conduct pre-natal diagnostic tests using ultra sonography will not come within the purview of the Act and the Authorities under the Act should not insist for registration of all ultra sound scanning centres irrespective of the fact as to whether they are conducting ultra sonography or not. The Court accepted their submission that registration under the Act will be compulsory o

	This judgment thus takes a positive view, by holding that Authorities are fully competent to ensure due compliance of the Act from all persons, at all places and in all Institutions, whether registered or unregistered, and thereby empowering Appropriate Authorities to ake action even against any unregistered institute.
	This judgment thus takes a positive view, by holding that Authorities are fully competent to ensure due compliance of the Act from all persons, at all places and in all Institutions, whether registered or unregistered, and thereby empowering Appropriate Authorities to ake action even against any unregistered institute.
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	JUDGMENT P.R. Raman, J.
	JUDGMENT P.R. Raman, J.
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	1. In all the above Original Petitions there is a common prayer for a declaration that laboratories and clinics which do not conduct pre-natal diagnostic, test using ultrasonography will not come within the purview of the Pre-Natal Diagnostic Techniques (Regulation and Prevention of Misuse) Act, 1994 (hereinafter referred to as ‘the Act’) and for a direction to the respondents not to insist for registration of all ultrasound scanning centres irrespective of the fact as to whether they are conducting ultraso
	1. In all the above Original Petitions there is a common prayer for a declaration that laboratories and clinics which do not conduct pre-natal diagnostic, test using ultrasonography will not come within the purview of the Pre-Natal Diagnostic Techniques (Regulation and Prevention of Misuse) Act, 1994 (hereinafter referred to as ‘the Act’) and for a direction to the respondents not to insist for registration of all ultrasound scanning centres irrespective of the fact as to whether they are conducting ultraso

	2. First petitioner in O.P. 10193/2002 is the Lourdes Matha Hospital and the second petitioner is the P.V.S. Memorial Hospital, Kaloor. O.P. 39084/2001 is filed by the Qualified Private Medical Practitioners and Hospitals Association, represented by its President. O.P. 3446/2002 is also filed by hospitals. In O.P. 2704/2002, there are seven petitioners who are also hospitals situated in different places of State of Kerala. O.P. 2194/2002 is filed by persons representing various hospitals. O.P. 563/2002 is a
	2. First petitioner in O.P. 10193/2002 is the Lourdes Matha Hospital and the second petitioner is the P.V.S. Memorial Hospital, Kaloor. O.P. 39084/2001 is filed by the Qualified Private Medical Practitioners and Hospitals Association, represented by its President. O.P. 3446/2002 is also filed by hospitals. In O.P. 2704/2002, there are seven petitioners who are also hospitals situated in different places of State of Kerala. O.P. 2194/2002 is filed by persons representing various hospitals. O.P. 563/2002 is a

	3. It is averred in the Original Petitions that the petitioners hospitals are engaged in treatment of all ailments except genetic counselling and are not conducting any prenatal diagnosis using ultrasonography. They also undertake that they will not undertake any pre-natal diagnostic procedures as contemplated under the Act. This Court, while admitting the Original Petitions, after taking notice of the specific averments made by the petitioners that they are not conducting any pre-natal diagnosis using ultr
	3. It is averred in the Original Petitions that the petitioners hospitals are engaged in treatment of all ailments except genetic counselling and are not conducting any prenatal diagnosis using ultrasonography. They also undertake that they will not undertake any pre-natal diagnostic procedures as contemplated under the Act. This Court, while admitting the Original Petitions, after taking notice of the specific averments made by the petitioners that they are not conducting any pre-natal diagnosis using ultr


	4. It is the case of the petitioners that only institutions which are using ultrasonography for the purpose of prenatal Diagnosis will come within the purview of the Act and only such institutions are required to register with the authority. In other words, institutions having ultrasonography used for the purposes other than for conducting prenatal diagnostic test cannot be said to be a genetic laboratory or clinic for the purpose of the Act.
	4. It is the case of the petitioners that only institutions which are using ultrasonography for the purpose of prenatal Diagnosis will come within the purview of the Act and only such institutions are required to register with the authority. In other words, institutions having ultrasonography used for the purposes other than for conducting prenatal diagnostic test cannot be said to be a genetic laboratory or clinic for the purpose of the Act.
	4. It is the case of the petitioners that only institutions which are using ultrasonography for the purpose of prenatal Diagnosis will come within the purview of the Act and only such institutions are required to register with the authority. In other words, institutions having ultrasonography used for the purposes other than for conducting prenatal diagnostic test cannot be said to be a genetic laboratory or clinic for the purpose of the Act.

	5. Ext.P3 in O.P. 39084/2001 is a press release dated 20.8.2001 issued by the District Medical Officer, Ernakulam, who is the second respondent therein, directing all ultrasound clinics and genetic counselling centres in the city to register before the date specified therein. There is a further direction that scanning clinics associated with private hospitals also should register. Though, in reply thereto, petitioner had sent a letter to the second respondent that it is not at all necessary to obtain regist
	5. Ext.P3 in O.P. 39084/2001 is a press release dated 20.8.2001 issued by the District Medical Officer, Ernakulam, who is the second respondent therein, directing all ultrasound clinics and genetic counselling centres in the city to register before the date specified therein. There is a further direction that scanning clinics associated with private hospitals also should register. Though, in reply thereto, petitioner had sent a letter to the second respondent that it is not at all necessary to obtain regist

	6. The short question that arises for consideration is as to whether hospitals which are equipped with ultra sound scanning equipment for purpose other than conducting any Pre-natal Diagnostic test requires registration and whether such hospitals will come within the purview of the said Act.
	6. The short question that arises for consideration is as to whether hospitals which are equipped with ultra sound scanning equipment for purpose other than conducting any Pre-natal Diagnostic test requires registration and whether such hospitals will come within the purview of the said Act.

	7. The respondent would contend that based on the order of the Supreme Court reported in Cehat v. Union of India AIR 2002 SC 3689, all clinics with ultrasound machines require registration. It is also their case that irrespective of the fact as to whether the said ultrasound scanning machines are used for any pre-natal detection or not such institution must be registered.
	7. The respondent would contend that based on the order of the Supreme Court reported in Cehat v. Union of India AIR 2002 SC 3689, all clinics with ultrasound machines require registration. It is also their case that irrespective of the fact as to whether the said ultrasound scanning machines are used for any pre-natal detection or not such institution must be registered.

	8. At the outset, we may say that the order of the apex court as referred to supra is only an interim order and the respondents have no case that any final judgment is rendered by the apex court and as a matter of fact, no such final judgment is placed on record. We have gone through the order of the apex court and we find that there was no occasion for the apex court to consider the applicability of the Act to institutions which are using ultrasound scanning for any purposes other than pre-natal detection.
	8. At the outset, we may say that the order of the apex court as referred to supra is only an interim order and the respondents have no case that any final judgment is rendered by the apex court and as a matter of fact, no such final judgment is placed on record. We have gone through the order of the apex court and we find that there was no occasion for the apex court to consider the applicability of the Act to institutions which are using ultrasound scanning for any purposes other than pre-natal detection.

	9. The Pre-Natal Diagnostic Techniques (Regulation and Prevention of Misuse) Act, 1994 is an Act provided for regulation of the use of pre-natal diagnostic techniques for the purpose of detecting genetic or metabolic disorders or chromosomal abnormalities or certain congenital mal-formations or sex linked disorders and for the prevention of the misuse of such techniques for the purpose of pre-natal sex determination leading to female foeticide, and for matters connected there with or incidental thereto. Sec
	9. The Pre-Natal Diagnostic Techniques (Regulation and Prevention of Misuse) Act, 1994 is an Act provided for regulation of the use of pre-natal diagnostic techniques for the purpose of detecting genetic or metabolic disorders or chromosomal abnormalities or certain congenital mal-formations or sex linked disorders and for the prevention of the misuse of such techniques for the purpose of pre-natal sex determination leading to female foeticide, and for matters connected there with or incidental thereto. Sec

	10. Chapter II of the said Act deals with Regulation of Genetic Counselling Centres, Genetic Laboratories and Genetic Clinics, As per Section 3(1) no Genetic Counselling Centre, Genetic Laboratory or Genetic Clinic unless registered under this Act, shall conduct or associate with, or help in, conducting activities relating to pre-natal diagnostic techniques. As per Sub-section (2) of Section 3, no Genetic Counselling Centre,
	10. Chapter II of the said Act deals with Regulation of Genetic Counselling Centres, Genetic Laboratories and Genetic Clinics, As per Section 3(1) no Genetic Counselling Centre, Genetic Laboratory or Genetic Clinic unless registered under this Act, shall conduct or associate with, or help in, conducting activities relating to pre-natal diagnostic techniques. As per Sub-section (2) of Section 3, no Genetic Counselling Centre,


	Genetic Laboratory or Genetic Clinic shall employ or cause to be employed any person who does not possess the prescribed qualifications. Likewise, Sub-section (3) of Section 3 bars medical geneticist, gynecologist paediatrician, registered medical practitioner or any other person from conducting or causing to be conducted or aid in conducting by himself or through any other person, any pre-natal diagnostic techniques at a place other than a place registered under this Act.
	Genetic Laboratory or Genetic Clinic shall employ or cause to be employed any person who does not possess the prescribed qualifications. Likewise, Sub-section (3) of Section 3 bars medical geneticist, gynecologist paediatrician, registered medical practitioner or any other person from conducting or causing to be conducted or aid in conducting by himself or through any other person, any pre-natal diagnostic techniques at a place other than a place registered under this Act.
	Genetic Laboratory or Genetic Clinic shall employ or cause to be employed any person who does not possess the prescribed qualifications. Likewise, Sub-section (3) of Section 3 bars medical geneticist, gynecologist paediatrician, registered medical practitioner or any other person from conducting or causing to be conducted or aid in conducting by himself or through any other person, any pre-natal diagnostic techniques at a place other than a place registered under this Act.

	11. Section 4(1) under Chapter III provides that on and from the commencement of the said Act, no place including a registered Genetic Counselling Centre or Genetic Laboratory or Genetic Clinic shall be used or caused to be used by any person for conducting pre-natal diagnostic techniques except for the purposes specified in Clause (2) and after satisfying any of the conditions specified in Clause (3). As per Section 4(2) no pre-natal diagnostic techniques shall be conducted except for the purposes of detec
	11. Section 4(1) under Chapter III provides that on and from the commencement of the said Act, no place including a registered Genetic Counselling Centre or Genetic Laboratory or Genetic Clinic shall be used or caused to be used by any person for conducting pre-natal diagnostic techniques except for the purposes specified in Clause (2) and after satisfying any of the conditions specified in Clause (3). As per Section 4(2) no pre-natal diagnostic techniques shall be conducted except for the purposes of detec

	12. Next chapter, which is relevant is Chapter VI which deals with registration of Genetic Counselling Centres, Genetic Laboratories or Genetic Clinics. As per Section 18(1) no person shall open any Genetic Counselling Centre, Genetic Laboratory or Genetic Clinic after the commencement of this Act unless such Centre, Laboratory or Clinic is duly registered separately or jointly under the Act. Section 19 deals with grant of certificate of registration. Section 20 deals with cancellation or suspension of regi
	12. Next chapter, which is relevant is Chapter VI which deals with registration of Genetic Counselling Centres, Genetic Laboratories or Genetic Clinics. As per Section 18(1) no person shall open any Genetic Counselling Centre, Genetic Laboratory or Genetic Clinic after the commencement of this Act unless such Centre, Laboratory or Clinic is duly registered separately or jointly under the Act. Section 19 deals with grant of certificate of registration. Section 20 deals with cancellation or suspension of regi

	13. As per Sub-section (1) of Section 30 if the appropriate authority has reason to believe that an offence under this Act has been or is, being committed by any Genetic Counselling Centre, Genetic Laboratory or Genetic Clinic, such authority or any officer authorised thereof in this behalf may, subject to such rule as may be prescribed, enter and search at all reasonable times, with such assistance, if any, as such authority or Officer considers necessary, such Genetic Counselling Centre, Genetic Laborator
	13. As per Sub-section (1) of Section 30 if the appropriate authority has reason to believe that an offence under this Act has been or is, being committed by any Genetic Counselling Centre, Genetic Laboratory or Genetic Clinic, such authority or any officer authorised thereof in this behalf may, subject to such rule as may be prescribed, enter and search at all reasonable times, with such assistance, if any, as such authority or Officer considers necessary, such Genetic Counselling Centre, Genetic Laborator

	14. On a reading of the above provisions, it can thus be seen that Section 18 of the Act compels registration of Genetic Counselling Centres, Genetic Laboratory or Genetic Clinics without which no person shall open
	14. On a reading of the above provisions, it can thus be seen that Section 18 of the Act compels registration of Genetic Counselling Centres, Genetic Laboratory or Genetic Clinics without which no person shall open


	any such centres, laboratory or clinic, after the commencement of the Act. But the expression “Genetic Counselling Centre” as defined under Section 2(c) makes it clear that any institute, hospital, nursing home or any place by whatever name called, which provides for genetic counselling to patients come within the ambit of the expression “Genetic Counselling Centre”. In other words, such of those institutions must provide for Genetic Counselling to patients. Likewise; a Genetic clinic as defined under Secti
	any such centres, laboratory or clinic, after the commencement of the Act. But the expression “Genetic Counselling Centre” as defined under Section 2(c) makes it clear that any institute, hospital, nursing home or any place by whatever name called, which provides for genetic counselling to patients come within the ambit of the expression “Genetic Counselling Centre”. In other words, such of those institutions must provide for Genetic Counselling to patients. Likewise; a Genetic clinic as defined under Secti
	any such centres, laboratory or clinic, after the commencement of the Act. But the expression “Genetic Counselling Centre” as defined under Section 2(c) makes it clear that any institute, hospital, nursing home or any place by whatever name called, which provides for genetic counselling to patients come within the ambit of the expression “Genetic Counselling Centre”. In other words, such of those institutions must provide for Genetic Counselling to patients. Likewise; a Genetic clinic as defined under Secti

	15. As we have already indicated, registration will be compulsory only in case of Genetic Counselling Centres, Genetic Clinic, Genetic Laboratory, etc. which are used for conducting any pre-natal diagnostic procedures or pre-diagnostic test. However, if any of the hospitals are found using such pre-diagnostic techniques and/ or does any act in violation of the provisions contained in the Act, necessarily the authorities will have the power to proceed in accordance with law.
	15. As we have already indicated, registration will be compulsory only in case of Genetic Counselling Centres, Genetic Clinic, Genetic Laboratory, etc. which are used for conducting any pre-natal diagnostic procedures or pre-diagnostic test. However, if any of the hospitals are found using such pre-diagnostic techniques and/ or does any act in violation of the provisions contained in the Act, necessarily the authorities will have the power to proceed in accordance with law.

	The Original Petitions are accordingly disposed of with the above observations.
	The Original Petitions are accordingly disposed of with the above observations.
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	Acts/Rules/orders: Pre-conception and Pre-natal Diagnostic Techniques (Prohibition of Sex Selection ) Act, 1994 - Sections 3, 4, 4(2), 4(3), 5, 6, 17, 20, 28, 28(1) and 32; Pre-conception and Pre-natal Diagnostic Techniques (Prohibition of Sex Selection ) Act (Amendment), 2003; Pre-conception and Pre-natal Diagnostic Techniques (Regulation and Prevention of Misuse) Amendment Act, 2002; Gujarat High Court Rules, 1993 - Rule 5; Preconception and Pre-natal Diagnostic Techniques (Prohibition of Sex Selection )
	Acts/Rules/orders: Pre-conception and Pre-natal Diagnostic Techniques (Prohibition of Sex Selection ) Act, 1994 - Sections 3, 4, 4(2), 4(3), 5, 6, 17, 20, 28, 28(1) and 32; Pre-conception and Pre-natal Diagnostic Techniques (Prohibition of Sex Selection ) Act (Amendment), 2003; Pre-conception and Pre-natal Diagnostic Techniques (Regulation and Prevention of Misuse) Amendment Act, 2002; Gujarat High Court Rules, 1993 - Rule 5; Preconception and Pre-natal Diagnostic Techniques (Prohibition of Sex Selection )


	CASE SUMMARY :
	CASE SUMMARY :
	CASE SUMMARY :

	This Full Bench decision of Gujarat High Court is a path breaking decision, wherein the Court has taken a progressive view in tune with the provisions of the Act. In this case the Full-Bench of the Gujarat High Court was deciding the Reference made by single Judge in the case of Hitesh D. Shaha -Vs- State of Gujarat on several important legal issues namely, whether the provisions of the Proviso to subsection (3) of Section 4 of the Act require that the complaint should contain specific allegation regarding 
	This Full Bench decision of Gujarat High Court is a path breaking decision, wherein the Court has taken a progressive view in tune with the provisions of the Act. In this case the Full-Bench of the Gujarat High Court was deciding the Reference made by single Judge in the case of Hitesh D. Shaha -Vs- State of Gujarat on several important legal issues namely, whether the provisions of the Proviso to subsection (3) of Section 4 of the Act require that the complaint should contain specific allegation regarding 

	The genesis of the reference was the decision of single bench in the case of Dr. Manish C. Dave -Vs- State of Gujarat, (2008) 1 GLR 239. By this decision a bunch of petitions for quashing criminal complaints filed against petitioners for the offence punishable u/s 4 and 5 of the Act were allowed. The petitioners were radiologists using sonography machine for the purpose of diagnosis. The only allegation made against them was that they have failed to fill up the Form- ‘F’ as required u/s 4(3) of the Act, whi
	The genesis of the reference was the decision of single bench in the case of Dr. Manish C. Dave -Vs- State of Gujarat, (2008) 1 GLR 239. By this decision a bunch of petitions for quashing criminal complaints filed against petitioners for the offence punishable u/s 4 and 5 of the Act were allowed. The petitioners were radiologists using sonography machine for the purpose of diagnosis. The only allegation made against them was that they have failed to fill up the Form- ‘F’ as required u/s 4(3) of the Act, whi


	Section 5 and 6 of the Act. However in the absence of any specific allegation in the complaint that petitioners had conducted the tests for sex determination or communicated the sex of the foetus to any one, it was held by the single Bench that deficiency in filling up Form -’F’ does not amount to contravention of the provisions of Section 5 and 6 of the Act. Accordingly it was further held that complaints themselves were not maintainable.
	Section 5 and 6 of the Act. However in the absence of any specific allegation in the complaint that petitioners had conducted the tests for sex determination or communicated the sex of the foetus to any one, it was held by the single Bench that deficiency in filling up Form -’F’ does not amount to contravention of the provisions of Section 5 and 6 of the Act. Accordingly it was further held that complaints themselves were not maintainable.
	Section 5 and 6 of the Act. However in the absence of any specific allegation in the complaint that petitioners had conducted the tests for sex determination or communicated the sex of the foetus to any one, it was held by the single Bench that deficiency in filling up Form -’F’ does not amount to contravention of the provisions of Section 5 and 6 of the Act. Accordingly it was further held that complaints themselves were not maintainable.

	This observation made by High Court in the case of Manish C. Dave that “Deficiency or inaccuracy in filling up of Form - ‘F’ is merely a procedural lapse which does not in any manner amount to contravention of the provisions of Section 5 and 6 of the Act” was bound to prove fatal to prosecution, leading to setting aside of several such criminal cases.
	This observation made by High Court in the case of Manish C. Dave that “Deficiency or inaccuracy in filling up of Form - ‘F’ is merely a procedural lapse which does not in any manner amount to contravention of the provisions of Section 5 and 6 of the Act” was bound to prove fatal to prosecution, leading to setting aside of several such criminal cases.

	Fortunately for the prosecution, the same High Court had in the case of Jagruti R. Sanghvi -Vs- State of Gujarat, Misc. Application No. 4996/2008 expressed disagreement with the view taken by the single Judge in the case of Manish C. Dave. Hence faced with these conflicting views, in the case of Hitesh D. Shaha - Vs- State of Gujarat it was felt necessary by another single bench to make Reference to Larger Bench.
	Fortunately for the prosecution, the same High Court had in the case of Jagruti R. Sanghvi -Vs- State of Gujarat, Misc. Application No. 4996/2008 expressed disagreement with the view taken by the single Judge in the case of Manish C. Dave. Hence faced with these conflicting views, in the case of Hitesh D. Shaha - Vs- State of Gujarat it was felt necessary by another single bench to make Reference to Larger Bench.

	Accordingly, in this Reference, while answering these legal issues it was held by the Full Bench that the Rules are made and the Forms are prescribed in aid of implementation of the Act to plug the possible loop holes in strict compliance of the Act and hence they are very important for implementation of the Act and for the prosecution of the offender that any improper maintainance of such record is itself made by the Act equivalent to violation of the Proviso of Section 5 and 6 by virtue of the Proviso to 
	Accordingly, in this Reference, while answering these legal issues it was held by the Full Bench that the Rules are made and the Forms are prescribed in aid of implementation of the Act to plug the possible loop holes in strict compliance of the Act and hence they are very important for implementation of the Act and for the prosecution of the offender that any improper maintainance of such record is itself made by the Act equivalent to violation of the Proviso of Section 5 and 6 by virtue of the Proviso to 

	This judgement of Full Bench is really welcome because of the progressive interpretation given to these provisions., Otherwise the provisions of Section 4 (3) of the Act would have been illusory or nugatory. This judgment is important in more than one area as it has held that not only the Appropriate Authority but any officer on whom the powers are conferred by the Central Government, the State Government or the Appropriate Authority itself can institute a complaint under the provisions of the Act and court
	This judgement of Full Bench is really welcome because of the progressive interpretation given to these provisions., Otherwise the provisions of Section 4 (3) of the Act would have been illusory or nugatory. This judgment is important in more than one area as it has held that not only the Appropriate Authority but any officer on whom the powers are conferred by the Central Government, the State Government or the Appropriate Authority itself can institute a complaint under the provisions of the Act and court


	JUDGMENT
	JUDGMENT
	JUDGMENT

	Per Hon’ble Justice Mr. D. H. Waghela J.
	Per Hon’ble Justice Mr. D. H. Waghela J.

	By these References, learned single Judge has referred the following issues for consideration and opinion:
	By these References, learned single Judge has referred the following issues for consideration and opinion:

	“(i) Whether under the provisions of section 28 of the Pre-conception and Pre-natal Diagnostic Techniques (Prohibition of Sex Selection) Act, 1994, a Court can take cognizance of an offence under the Act on a complaint made by any officer authorised in this behalf by the Appropriate Authority?
	“(i) Whether under the provisions of section 28 of the Pre-conception and Pre-natal Diagnostic Techniques (Prohibition of Sex Selection) Act, 1994, a Court can take cognizance of an offence under the Act on a complaint made by any officer authorised in this behalf by the Appropriate Authority?

	(ii) Whether the provisions of the proviso to sub-section (3) of section 4 of the PNDT Act require that the complaint should contain specific allegations regarding the contravention of the provisions of sections 5 and 6 of the Act?
	(ii) Whether the provisions of the proviso to sub-section (3) of section 4 of the PNDT Act require that the complaint should contain specific allegations regarding the contravention of the provisions of sections 5 and 6 of the Act?

	(iii) Whether the burden lies on the authority to prove that there was contravention of the provisions of section 5 or 6 of the PNDT Act?
	(iii) Whether the burden lies on the authority to prove that there was contravention of the provisions of section 5 or 6 of the PNDT Act?

	(iv) Whether any deficiency of inaccuracy in filing Form-F as required under the statutory provisions is merely a procedural lapse?”
	(iv) Whether any deficiency of inaccuracy in filing Form-F as required under the statutory provisions is merely a procedural lapse?”

	2. Above issues have come to be referred on account of the learned single Judge not agreeing with the following
	2. Above issues have come to be referred on account of the learned single Judge not agreeing with the following

	observations and conclusions expressed by another learned single Judge in Dr. Manish C. Dave v. State of
	observations and conclusions expressed by another learned single Judge in Dr. Manish C. Dave v. State of

	Gujarat [2008 (1) GLH 475] :
	Gujarat [2008 (1) GLH 475] :

	“10 Therefore, the complaint should be filed by Appropriate Authority or any officer authorised in this behalf by the Central Government or State Government and the person who has given notice of not less than fifteen days in the manner prescribed, to the Appropriate Authority of the alleged offence and of his intention to make a complaint to the Court. Admittedly, the complaints were not filed by Appropriate Authority or any officer authorised in this behalf. There is nothing on record to show that the per
	“10 Therefore, the complaint should be filed by Appropriate Authority or any officer authorised in this behalf by the Central Government or State Government and the person who has given notice of not less than fifteen days in the manner prescribed, to the Appropriate Authority of the alleged offence and of his intention to make a complaint to the Court. Admittedly, the complaints were not filed by Appropriate Authority or any officer authorised in this behalf. There is nothing on record to show that the per

	“15. From a bare perusal of the complaints, it is apparent that it is not the case of the authority that provisions of Section 5 or 6 are applicable inasmuch as the authority has not been able to show or even alleged that
	“15. From a bare perusal of the complaints, it is apparent that it is not the case of the authority that provisions of Section 5 or 6 are applicable inasmuch as the authority has not been able to show or even alleged that

	(i) any pregnant woman or her relative or any other person has been communicated the sex of foetus by the petitioners or (ii) at any place and by any person, including the person conducting ultrasonography, there has been either sex determination or sex selection. In absence of such specific allegations in the complaint, it cannot be said that provisions of sections 5 and 6 of the Act would be attracted.
	(i) any pregnant woman or her relative or any other person has been communicated the sex of foetus by the petitioners or (ii) at any place and by any person, including the person conducting ultrasonography, there has been either sex determination or sex selection. In absence of such specific allegations in the complaint, it cannot be said that provisions of sections 5 and 6 of the Act would be attracted.

	“16. Reading the proviso to section 3, it is to be presumed that the deficiency or inaccuracy in the record would amount to contraventions of the provisions of section 5 or section 6 of the Act. As a natural consequence, in view of such deficiency or inaccuracy, there should be allegation of contravention of provisions of sections 5 and 6 of the Act. In the present case, there are no specific allegations in the complaint pertaining to the provisions of sections 5 and 6. Apart from that, the language of sect
	“16. Reading the proviso to section 3, it is to be presumed that the deficiency or inaccuracy in the record would amount to contraventions of the provisions of section 5 or section 6 of the Act. As a natural consequence, in view of such deficiency or inaccuracy, there should be allegation of contravention of provisions of sections 5 and 6 of the Act. In the present case, there are no specific allegations in the complaint pertaining to the provisions of sections 5 and 6. Apart from that, the language of sect

	“18. As far as section 4 (3) is concerned, it is the case of the petitioners that the register is maintained with all the columns which fall within the four corners of the duties and functions of the petitioners. Apart from that, no opportunity is afforded to the petitioners to prove contrary and put up their case. Further, such deficiency or inaccuracy, at least so far as the present proceedings are concerned, is merely a procedural lapse, which do not in any manner contravene the provisions of sections 5 
	“18. As far as section 4 (3) is concerned, it is the case of the petitioners that the register is maintained with all the columns which fall within the four corners of the duties and functions of the petitioners. Apart from that, no opportunity is afforded to the petitioners to prove contrary and put up their case. Further, such deficiency or inaccuracy, at least so far as the present proceedings are concerned, is merely a procedural lapse, which do not in any manner contravene the provisions of sections 5 


	“19. In view of the above, when it is not established that there is contravention of the provisions of Sections 5 or 6, the contention regarding any Inaccuracy or deficiency in Form-F will not be applicable and therefore the complaints themselves are not maintainable. I am, therefore, of the view that the complaints do not prima facie establish any alleged offence against the petitioners.”
	“19. In view of the above, when it is not established that there is contravention of the provisions of Sections 5 or 6, the contention regarding any Inaccuracy or deficiency in Form-F will not be applicable and therefore the complaints themselves are not maintainable. I am, therefore, of the view that the complaints do not prima facie establish any alleged offence against the petitioners.”
	“19. In view of the above, when it is not established that there is contravention of the provisions of Sections 5 or 6, the contention regarding any Inaccuracy or deficiency in Form-F will not be applicable and therefore the complaints themselves are not maintainable. I am, therefore, of the view that the complaints do not prima facie establish any alleged offence against the petitioners.”

	The questions referred in Reference No.4 of 2008 include the issue referred in Reference No.3 of 2008 and they are heard and disposed as references under Rule 5 of the Gujarat High Court Rules, 1993.
	The questions referred in Reference No.4 of 2008 include the issue referred in Reference No.3 of 2008 and they are heard and disposed as references under Rule 5 of the Gujarat High Court Rules, 1993.

	3. The Pre-conception and Pre-natal Diagnostic Techniques (Prohibition of Sex Selection) Act, 1994 (for short “the Act”) is enacted for the avowed purpose of prohibiting sex selection, before or after conception, and for regulation of pre-natal diagnostic techniques for the purposes of detecting genetic abnormalities or metabolic disorders or chromosomal abnormalities or certain congenital malformations or sex-linked disorders and for the prevention of their misuse for sex determination leading to female fo
	3. The Pre-conception and Pre-natal Diagnostic Techniques (Prohibition of Sex Selection) Act, 1994 (for short “the Act”) is enacted for the avowed purpose of prohibiting sex selection, before or after conception, and for regulation of pre-natal diagnostic techniques for the purposes of detecting genetic abnormalities or metabolic disorders or chromosomal abnormalities or certain congenital malformations or sex-linked disorders and for the prevention of their misuse for sex determination leading to female fo

	“2 Definitions-
	“2 Definitions-

	In this Act, unless the context otherwise requires -
	In this Act, unless the context otherwise requires -

	(a) “Appropriate Authority” means the Appropriate Authority appointed under section 17;
	(a) “Appropriate Authority” means the Appropriate Authority appointed under section 17;

	(i) “pre-natal diagnostic procedures” means all gynaecological or obstetrical or medical procedures such as ultrasonography, foetoscopy, taking or removing samples of amniotic fluid, chorionic villi, embryo, blood or any other tissue or fluid of a man, or of a woman before or after conception, for being sent to a Genetic Laboratory or Genetic Clinic for conducting any type of analysis or pre-natal diagnostic tests for selection of sex before or after conception;
	(i) “pre-natal diagnostic procedures” means all gynaecological or obstetrical or medical procedures such as ultrasonography, foetoscopy, taking or removing samples of amniotic fluid, chorionic villi, embryo, blood or any other tissue or fluid of a man, or of a woman before or after conception, for being sent to a Genetic Laboratory or Genetic Clinic for conducting any type of analysis or pre-natal diagnostic tests for selection of sex before or after conception;

	(j) “Pre-natal diagnostic techniques” includes all pre-natal diagnostic procedures and pre-natal diagnostic tests;
	(j) “Pre-natal diagnostic techniques” includes all pre-natal diagnostic procedures and pre-natal diagnostic tests;

	(k) “pre-natal diagnostic test” means ultrasonography or any test or analysis of amniotic fluid, chorionic villi, blood or any tissue or fluid of a pregnant woman or conceptus conducted to detect genetic or metabolic disorders or chromosomal abnormalities or congenital anomalies or haemoglobinopathies or sex-linked diseases;
	(k) “pre-natal diagnostic test” means ultrasonography or any test or analysis of amniotic fluid, chorionic villi, blood or any tissue or fluid of a pregnant woman or conceptus conducted to detect genetic or metabolic disorders or chromosomal abnormalities or congenital anomalies or haemoglobinopathies or sex-linked diseases;

	(l) “prescribed” means prescribed by rules made under this Act.
	(l) “prescribed” means prescribed by rules made under this Act.

	CHAPTER III : REGULATION OF PRE-NATAL DIAGNOSTIC TECHNIQUES
	CHAPTER III : REGULATION OF PRE-NATAL DIAGNOSTIC TECHNIQUES

	4. Regulation of pre-natal diagnostic techniques -
	4. Regulation of pre-natal diagnostic techniques -

	On and from the commencement of this Act -
	On and from the commencement of this Act -

	(1) no place including a registered Genetic Counselling Centre or Genetic Laboratory or Genetic Clinic shall be used or caused to be used by any person for conducting pre-natal diagnostic techniques except for the purposes specified in clause (2) and after satisfying any of the conditions specified in clause (3);
	(1) no place including a registered Genetic Counselling Centre or Genetic Laboratory or Genetic Clinic shall be used or caused to be used by any person for conducting pre-natal diagnostic techniques except for the purposes specified in clause (2) and after satisfying any of the conditions specified in clause (3);

	(2) no pre-natal diagnostic techniques shall be conducted except for the purposes of detection of any of the following abnormalities, namely -
	(2) no pre-natal diagnostic techniques shall be conducted except for the purposes of detection of any of the following abnormalities, namely -

	(i) chromosomal abnormalities;
	(i) chromosomal abnormalities;

	(ii) genetic metabolic diseases;
	(ii) genetic metabolic diseases;

	(iii) haemoglobinopathies;
	(iii) haemoglobinopathies;


	(iv) sex-linked genetic diseases;
	(iv) sex-linked genetic diseases;
	(iv) sex-linked genetic diseases;

	(v) congenital anomalies;
	(v) congenital anomalies;

	(vi) any other abnormalities or diseases as may be specified by the Central Supervisory Board;
	(vi) any other abnormalities or diseases as may be specified by the Central Supervisory Board;

	(3) no pre-natal diagnostic techniques shall be used or conducted unless the person qualified to do so is satisfied for reasons to be recorded in writing that any of the following conditions are fulfilled, namely
	(3) no pre-natal diagnostic techniques shall be used or conducted unless the person qualified to do so is satisfied for reasons to be recorded in writing that any of the following conditions are fulfilled, namely

	(i) age of the pregnant woman is above thirty-five years;
	(i) age of the pregnant woman is above thirty-five years;

	(ii) the pregnant woman has undergone two or more spontaneous abortions or foetal loss;
	(ii) the pregnant woman has undergone two or more spontaneous abortions or foetal loss;

	(iii) the pregnant woman had been exposed to potentially teratogenic agents such as drugs, radiation, infection or chemicals;
	(iii) the pregnant woman had been exposed to potentially teratogenic agents such as drugs, radiation, infection or chemicals;

	(iv) the pregnant woman or her spouse has a family history of mental retardation or physical deformities such as, spasticity or any other genetic disease;
	(iv) the pregnant woman or her spouse has a family history of mental retardation or physical deformities such as, spasticity or any other genetic disease;

	(v) any other conditions as may be specified by the Board :
	(v) any other conditions as may be specified by the Board :

	Provided that the person conducting ultrasonography on a pregnant woman shall keep complete record thereof in the clinic in such manner, as may be prescribed, and any deficiency or inaccuracy found therein shall amount to contravention of the provisions of section 5 or section 6 unless contrary is proved by the person conducting such ultrasonography;
	Provided that the person conducting ultrasonography on a pregnant woman shall keep complete record thereof in the clinic in such manner, as may be prescribed, and any deficiency or inaccuracy found therein shall amount to contravention of the provisions of section 5 or section 6 unless contrary is proved by the person conducting such ultrasonography;

	(4) no person including a relative or husband of the pregnant woman shall seek or encourage the conduct of any pre-natal diagnostic techniques on her except for the purposes specified in clause (2);
	(4) no person including a relative or husband of the pregnant woman shall seek or encourage the conduct of any pre-natal diagnostic techniques on her except for the purposes specified in clause (2);

	(5) no person including a relative or husband of a woman shall seek or encourage the conduct of any sex- selection technique on her or him or both.
	(5) no person including a relative or husband of a woman shall seek or encourage the conduct of any sex- selection technique on her or him or both.

	5. Written consent of pregnant woman and prohibition of communicating the sex of foetus-
	5. Written consent of pregnant woman and prohibition of communicating the sex of foetus-

	(1) No person referred to in clause (2) of section 3 shall conduct the pre-natal diagnostic procedures unless
	(1) No person referred to in clause (2) of section 3 shall conduct the pre-natal diagnostic procedures unless

	(a) he has explained all known side and after effects of such procedures to the pregnant woman
	(a) he has explained all known side and after effects of such procedures to the pregnant woman

	concerned;
	concerned;

	(b) he has obtained in the prescribed form her written consent to undergo such procedures in the language which she understands; and
	(b) he has obtained in the prescribed form her written consent to undergo such procedures in the language which she understands; and

	(c) a copy of her written consent obtained under clause (b) is given to the pregnant woman.
	(c) a copy of her written consent obtained under clause (b) is given to the pregnant woman.

	(2) No person including the person conducting pre-natal diagnostic procedures shall communicate to the pregnant woman concerned or her relatives or any other person the sex of the foetus by words, signs, or in any other manner.
	(2) No person including the person conducting pre-natal diagnostic procedures shall communicate to the pregnant woman concerned or her relatives or any other person the sex of the foetus by words, signs, or in any other manner.

	6. Determination of sex prohibited-
	6. Determination of sex prohibited-

	On and from the commencement of this Act-
	On and from the commencement of this Act-

	(a) no Genetic Counselling Centre or Genetic Laboratory or Genetic Clinic shall conduct or cause to be conducted in its Centre, Laboratory or Clinic, pre-natal diagnostic techniques including ultrasonography, for the purpose of determining the sex of a foetus;
	(a) no Genetic Counselling Centre or Genetic Laboratory or Genetic Clinic shall conduct or cause to be conducted in its Centre, Laboratory or Clinic, pre-natal diagnostic techniques including ultrasonography, for the purpose of determining the sex of a foetus;

	(b) no person shall conduct or cause to be conducted any pre-natal diagnostic techniques including ultrasonography for the purpose of determining the sex of a foetus.
	(b) no person shall conduct or cause to be conducted any pre-natal diagnostic techniques including ultrasonography for the purpose of determining the sex of a foetus.


	(c) no person shall, by whatever means, cause or allow to be caused selection of sex before or after conception.
	(c) no person shall, by whatever means, cause or allow to be caused selection of sex before or after conception.
	(c) no person shall, by whatever means, cause or allow to be caused selection of sex before or after conception.


	CHAPTER V : APPROPRIATE-AUTHORITY AND ADVISORY COMMITTEE
	CHAPTER V : APPROPRIATE-AUTHORITY AND ADVISORY COMMITTEE
	CHAPTER V : APPROPRIATE-AUTHORITY AND ADVISORY COMMITTEE

	17. Appropriate Authority and Advisory Committee-
	17. Appropriate Authority and Advisory Committee-

	(1) The Central Government shall appoint, by notification in the Official Gazette, one or more Appropriate Authorities for each of the Union Territories for the purposes of this Act.
	(1) The Central Government shall appoint, by notification in the Official Gazette, one or more Appropriate Authorities for each of the Union Territories for the purposes of this Act.

	(2) The State Government shall appoint, by notification in the Official Gazette, one or more Appropriate Authorities for the whole or part of the State for the purposes of this Act having regard to the intensity of the problem of pre-natal sex determination leading to female foeticide.
	(2) The State Government shall appoint, by notification in the Official Gazette, one or more Appropriate Authorities for the whole or part of the State for the purposes of this Act having regard to the intensity of the problem of pre-natal sex determination leading to female foeticide.

	(3) The officers appointed as Appropriate Authorities under sub-section (1) or subsection (2) shall be,-
	(3) The officers appointed as Appropriate Authorities under sub-section (1) or subsection (2) shall be,-

	(a) when appointed for the whole of the State or the Union Territory, consisting of the following three members :-
	(a) when appointed for the whole of the State or the Union Territory, consisting of the following three members :-

	(i) an officer of or above the rank of the Joint Director of Health and Family Welfare-Chairperson;
	(i) an officer of or above the rank of the Joint Director of Health and Family Welfare-Chairperson;

	(ii) an eminent woman representing women’s organization and
	(ii) an eminent woman representing women’s organization and

	(iii) an officer of Law Department of the State or the Union Territory concerned;
	(iii) an officer of Law Department of the State or the Union Territory concerned;

	Provided that it shall be the duty of the State or the Union Territory concerned to constitute multi-member State or Union Territory level Appropriate Authority within three months of the coming into force of the Pre-natal Diagnostic Techniques (Regulation and Prevention of Misuse) Amendment Act, 2002:
	Provided that it shall be the duty of the State or the Union Territory concerned to constitute multi-member State or Union Territory level Appropriate Authority within three months of the coming into force of the Pre-natal Diagnostic Techniques (Regulation and Prevention of Misuse) Amendment Act, 2002:

	Provided further that any vacancy occurring therein shall be filled within three months of the occurrence;
	Provided further that any vacancy occurring therein shall be filled within three months of the occurrence;

	(b) when appointed for any part of the State or the Union Territory, of such other rank as the State Government or the Central Government, as the case may be may deem fit.
	(b) when appointed for any part of the State or the Union Territory, of such other rank as the State Government or the Central Government, as the case may be may deem fit.

	(4) the Appropriate Authority shall have the following functions, namely-
	(4) the Appropriate Authority shall have the following functions, namely-

	(a) to grant, suspend or cancel registration of a Genetic Counselling Centre, Genetic Laboratory or Genetic Clinic;
	(a) to grant, suspend or cancel registration of a Genetic Counselling Centre, Genetic Laboratory or Genetic Clinic;

	(b) to enforce standards prescribed for the Genetic Counselling Centre, Genetic Laboratory or Genetic Clinic;
	(b) to enforce standards prescribed for the Genetic Counselling Centre, Genetic Laboratory or Genetic Clinic;

	(c) to investigate complaints of breach of the provisions of this Act or the rules made thereunder and take immediate action;
	(c) to investigate complaints of breach of the provisions of this Act or the rules made thereunder and take immediate action;

	(d) to seek and consider the advice of the Advisory Committee, constituted under subsection (5), on application for registration and on complaints for suspension or cancellation of registration;
	(d) to seek and consider the advice of the Advisory Committee, constituted under subsection (5), on application for registration and on complaints for suspension or cancellation of registration;

	(e) to take appropriate legal action against the use of any sex selection technique by any person at any place, suo motu or brought to its notice and also to initiate independent investigation in such matter;
	(e) to take appropriate legal action against the use of any sex selection technique by any person at any place, suo motu or brought to its notice and also to initiate independent investigation in such matter;

	(f) to create public awareness against the practice of sex selection or pre-natal determination of
	(f) to create public awareness against the practice of sex selection or pre-natal determination of

	sex;
	sex;

	(g) to supervise the implementation of the provisions of the Act and Rules;
	(g) to supervise the implementation of the provisions of the Act and Rules;


	(h) to recommend to the Board and State Boards modifications required in the rules in accordance with changes in technology or social conditions;
	(h) to recommend to the Board and State Boards modifications required in the rules in accordance with changes in technology or social conditions;
	(h) to recommend to the Board and State Boards modifications required in the rules in accordance with changes in technology or social conditions;

	(i) to take action on the recommendations of the Advisory Committee made after investigation of complaint for suspension or cancellation of registration.
	(i) to take action on the recommendations of the Advisory Committee made after investigation of complaint for suspension or cancellation of registration.

	CHAPTER VII : OFFENCES AND PENALTIES
	CHAPTER VII : OFFENCES AND PENALTIES

	23. Offences and penalties:-
	23. Offences and penalties:-

	(1) Any medical geneticist, gynaecologist, registered medical practitioner or any person who owns a Genetic Counselling Centre, a Genetic Laboratory or a Genetic Clinic or is employed in such a Centre, Laboratory or Clinic and renders his professional or technical services to or at such a Centre, Laboratory or Clinic, whether on an honorary basis or otherwise, and who contravenes any of the provisions of this Act or rules made thereunder shall be punishable with imprisonment for a term which may extend to t
	(1) Any medical geneticist, gynaecologist, registered medical practitioner or any person who owns a Genetic Counselling Centre, a Genetic Laboratory or a Genetic Clinic or is employed in such a Centre, Laboratory or Clinic and renders his professional or technical services to or at such a Centre, Laboratory or Clinic, whether on an honorary basis or otherwise, and who contravenes any of the provisions of this Act or rules made thereunder shall be punishable with imprisonment for a term which may extend to t

	(2) The name of the registered medical practitioner shall be reported by the Appropriate Authority to the State Medical Council concerned for taking necessary action including suspension of the registration if the charges are framed by the court and till the case is disposed of and on conviction for removal of his name from the register of the Council for a period of five years for the first offence and permanently for the subsequent offence.
	(2) The name of the registered medical practitioner shall be reported by the Appropriate Authority to the State Medical Council concerned for taking necessary action including suspension of the registration if the charges are framed by the court and till the case is disposed of and on conviction for removal of his name from the register of the Council for a period of five years for the first offence and permanently for the subsequent offence.

	(3) Any person who seeks the aid of any Genetic Counselling Centre, Genetic Laboratory, Genetic Clinic or ultrasound clinic or imaging clinic or of a medical geneticist, gynaecologist, sonologist or imaging specialist or registered medical practitioner or any other person for sex selection or for conducting pre-natal diagnostic techniques on any pregnant woman for the purposes other than those specified in sub-section (2) of section 4, he shall be punishable with imprisonment for a term which may extend to 
	(3) Any person who seeks the aid of any Genetic Counselling Centre, Genetic Laboratory, Genetic Clinic or ultrasound clinic or imaging clinic or of a medical geneticist, gynaecologist, sonologist or imaging specialist or registered medical practitioner or any other person for sex selection or for conducting pre-natal diagnostic techniques on any pregnant woman for the purposes other than those specified in sub-section (2) of section 4, he shall be punishable with imprisonment for a term which may extend to 

	(4) For the removal of doubts, it is hereby provided, that the provisions of sub-section (3) shall not apply to the woman who was compelled to undergo such diagnostic techniques or such selection.
	(4) For the removal of doubts, it is hereby provided, that the provisions of sub-section (3) shall not apply to the woman who was compelled to undergo such diagnostic techniques or such selection.

	28. Cognizance of offences-
	28. Cognizance of offences-

	(1) No court shall take cognizance of an offence under this Act except on a complaint made by-
	(1) No court shall take cognizance of an offence under this Act except on a complaint made by-

	(a) the Appropriate Authority concerned, or any officer authorised in this behalf by the Central Government or State Government, as the case may be, or the Appropriate Authority; or
	(a) the Appropriate Authority concerned, or any officer authorised in this behalf by the Central Government or State Government, as the case may be, or the Appropriate Authority; or

	(b) a person who has given notice of not less than fifteen days in the manner prescribed, to the Appropriate Authority, of the alleged offence and for his intention to make a complaint to the court.
	(b) a person who has given notice of not less than fifteen days in the manner prescribed, to the Appropriate Authority, of the alleged offence and for his intention to make a complaint to the court.

	Explanation.- For the purpose of this clause, “person” includes a social organisation.
	Explanation.- For the purpose of this clause, “person” includes a social organisation.


	CHAPTER VIII : MISCELLANEOUS
	CHAPTER VIII : MISCELLANEOUS
	CHAPTER VIII : MISCELLANEOUS

	29. Maintenance of records-
	29. Maintenance of records-

	(1) All records, charts, forms, reports, consent letters and all the documents required to be maintained under this Act and the rules shall be preserved for a period of two years or for such period as may be prescribed :
	(1) All records, charts, forms, reports, consent letters and all the documents required to be maintained under this Act and the rules shall be preserved for a period of two years or for such period as may be prescribed :

	Provided that, if any criminal or other proceedings are instituted against any Genetic Counselling Centre, Genetic Laboratory or Genetic Clinic, the records and all other documents of such Centre, Laboratory or Clinic shall be preserved till the final disposal of such proceedings.
	Provided that, if any criminal or other proceedings are instituted against any Genetic Counselling Centre, Genetic Laboratory or Genetic Clinic, the records and all other documents of such Centre, Laboratory or Clinic shall be preserved till the final disposal of such proceedings.

	(2) All such records shall, at all reasonable times, be made available for inspection to the Appropriate Authority or to any other person authorised by the Appropriate Authority in this behalf.”
	(2) All such records shall, at all reasonable times, be made available for inspection to the Appropriate Authority or to any other person authorised by the Appropriate Authority in this behalf.”

	3.1 In exercise of the powers conferred by section 32 of the Act, the Central Government has made the
	3.1 In exercise of the powers conferred by section 32 of the Act, the Central Government has made the

	Pre-conception and Pre-natal Diagnostic Techniques (Prohibition of Sex Selection) Rules, 1996 (for short, “the Rules”) of which following provisions, as amended by notification [G.S.R.109 (E)] dated 14.02.2003, may be relevant :
	Pre-conception and Pre-natal Diagnostic Techniques (Prohibition of Sex Selection) Rules, 1996 (for short, “the Rules”) of which following provisions, as amended by notification [G.S.R.109 (E)] dated 14.02.2003, may be relevant :

	“9. Maintenance and preservation of records-
	“9. Maintenance and preservation of records-

	(1) Every Genetic Counselling Centre, Genetic Laboratory, Genetic Clinic, Ultrasound Clinic and Imaging Centre shall maintain a register showing, in serial order, the names and addresses of the men or women given counselling, subjected to pre-natal diagnostic procedures or pre-natal diagnostic tests, the names of their spouses or fathers and the date on which they first reported for such counselling, procedure or test.
	(1) Every Genetic Counselling Centre, Genetic Laboratory, Genetic Clinic, Ultrasound Clinic and Imaging Centre shall maintain a register showing, in serial order, the names and addresses of the men or women given counselling, subjected to pre-natal diagnostic procedures or pre-natal diagnostic tests, the names of their spouses or fathers and the date on which they first reported for such counselling, procedure or test.

	(2) The record to be maintained by every Genetic Counselling Centre, in respect of each woman counselled shall be as specified in Form D.
	(2) The record to be maintained by every Genetic Counselling Centre, in respect of each woman counselled shall be as specified in Form D.

	(3) The record to be maintained by every Genetic Laboratory, in respect of each man or woman subjected to any pre-natal diagnostic procedure/technique/test, shall be as specified in Form E.
	(3) The record to be maintained by every Genetic Laboratory, in respect of each man or woman subjected to any pre-natal diagnostic procedure/technique/test, shall be as specified in Form E.

	(4) The record to be maintained by every Genetic Clinic, in respect of each man or woman subjected to any pre-natal diagnostic procedure/technique/test, shall be as specified in Form F.
	(4) The record to be maintained by every Genetic Clinic, in respect of each man or woman subjected to any pre-natal diagnostic procedure/technique/test, shall be as specified in Form F.

	(5) The Appropriate Authority shall maintain a permanent record of applications for grant or renewal of certificate of registration as specified in Form H. Letters of intimation of every change of employee, place, address and equipment installed shall also be preserved as permanent records.
	(5) The Appropriate Authority shall maintain a permanent record of applications for grant or renewal of certificate of registration as specified in Form H. Letters of intimation of every change of employee, place, address and equipment installed shall also be preserved as permanent records.

	(6) All case related records, forms of consent, laboratory results, microscopic pictures, sonographic plates or slides, recommendations and letters shall be preserved by the Genetic Counselling Centre, Genetic Laboratory, Genetic Clinic, Ultrasound Clinic or Imaging Centre for a period of two years from the date of completion of counselling, pre-natal diagnostic procedure or pre-natal diagnostic test, as the case may be. In the event of any legal proceedings, the record shall be preserved till final disposa
	(6) All case related records, forms of consent, laboratory results, microscopic pictures, sonographic plates or slides, recommendations and letters shall be preserved by the Genetic Counselling Centre, Genetic Laboratory, Genetic Clinic, Ultrasound Clinic or Imaging Centre for a period of two years from the date of completion of counselling, pre-natal diagnostic procedure or pre-natal diagnostic test, as the case may be. In the event of any legal proceedings, the record shall be preserved till final disposa

	(7) In case the Genetic Counselling Centre or Genetic Laboratory or Genetic Clinic or Ultrasound Clinic or Imaging Centre maintains records on computer or other electronic equipment, a printed copy of the record shall be taken and preserved after authentication by a person responsible for such record.
	(7) In case the Genetic Counselling Centre or Genetic Laboratory or Genetic Clinic or Ultrasound Clinic or Imaging Centre maintains records on computer or other electronic equipment, a printed copy of the record shall be taken and preserved after authentication by a person responsible for such record.

	(8) Every Genetic Counselling Centre, Genetic Laboratory, Genetic Clinic, Ultrasound Clinic and Imaging Centre shall send a complete report in respect of all pre-conception or pregnancy related procedures/ techniques/tests conducted by them in respect of each month by 5th day of the following month to the concerned Appropriate Authority.
	(8) Every Genetic Counselling Centre, Genetic Laboratory, Genetic Clinic, Ultrasound Clinic and Imaging Centre shall send a complete report in respect of all pre-conception or pregnancy related procedures/ techniques/tests conducted by them in respect of each month by 5th day of the following month to the concerned Appropriate Authority.


	10. Conditions for conducting pre-natal diagnostic procedures-
	10. Conditions for conducting pre-natal diagnostic procedures-
	10. Conditions for conducting pre-natal diagnostic procedures-

	(1) Before conducting preimplantation genetic diagnosis, or any pre-natal diagnostic technique/test/ procedure, such as amniocentesis, chorionic villi biopsy, foetus-copy, foetal skin or organ biopsy or cordo centesis, a written consent, as specified in Form G, in a language the person undergoing such procedure understands, shall be obtained from her/him :
	(1) Before conducting preimplantation genetic diagnosis, or any pre-natal diagnostic technique/test/ procedure, such as amniocentesis, chorionic villi biopsy, foetus-copy, foetal skin or organ biopsy or cordo centesis, a written consent, as specified in Form G, in a language the person undergoing such procedure understands, shall be obtained from her/him :

	Provided that where a Genetic Clinic has taken a sample of any body tissue or body fluid and sent it to a Genetic Laboratory for analysis or test, it shall not be necessary for the Genetic Laboratory to obtain a fresh consent in Form G.
	Provided that where a Genetic Clinic has taken a sample of any body tissue or body fluid and sent it to a Genetic Laboratory for analysis or test, it shall not be necessary for the Genetic Laboratory to obtain a fresh consent in Form G.

	(1A) Any person conducting ultrasonog-raphy/image scanning on a pregnant woman shall give a declaration on each report on ultrasonography/image scanning that he/she has neither detected nor disclosed the sex of foetus of the pregnant woman to any body. The pregnant woman shall before undergoing ultrasonography/image scanning declare that she does not want to know the sex of her foetus.
	(1A) Any person conducting ultrasonog-raphy/image scanning on a pregnant woman shall give a declaration on each report on ultrasonography/image scanning that he/she has neither detected nor disclosed the sex of foetus of the pregnant woman to any body. The pregnant woman shall before undergoing ultrasonography/image scanning declare that she does not want to know the sex of her foetus.

	(2) All the State Governments and Union territories may issue translation of Form G in languages used in the State or Union Territory and where no official translation in a language understood by the pregnant woman is available, the Genetic Clinic may translate Form G into a language she understands.”
	(2) All the State Governments and Union territories may issue translation of Form G in languages used in the State or Union Territory and where no official translation in a language understood by the pregnant woman is available, the Genetic Clinic may translate Form G into a language she understands.”

	“14. Conditions for analysis or test and pre-natal diagnostic procedures-
	“14. Conditions for analysis or test and pre-natal diagnostic procedures-

	(1) No Genetic Laboratory shall accept for analysis or test any sample, unless referred to it by a Genetic Clinic.
	(1) No Genetic Laboratory shall accept for analysis or test any sample, unless referred to it by a Genetic Clinic.

	(2) Every pre-natal diagnostic procedure shall invariably be immediately preceded by locating the foetus and placenta through ultrasonography, and the pre-natal diagnostic procedure shall be done under direct ultrasonographic monitoring so as to prevent any damage to the foetus and placenta.”
	(2) Every pre-natal diagnostic procedure shall invariably be immediately preceded by locating the foetus and placenta through ultrasonography, and the pre-natal diagnostic procedure shall be done under direct ultrasonographic monitoring so as to prevent any damage to the foetus and placenta.”

	“18. Code of conduct to be observed by persons working at Genetic Counselling Centres. Genetic
	“18. Code of conduct to be observed by persons working at Genetic Counselling Centres. Genetic

	Laboratories. Genetic Clinics. Ultrasound Clinics. Imaging Centre, etc.
	Laboratories. Genetic Clinics. Ultrasound Clinics. Imaging Centre, etc.

	All persons including the owners, employee or any other persons associated with Genetic Counselling Centres,
	All persons including the owners, employee or any other persons associated with Genetic Counselling Centres,

	Genetic Laboratories, Genetic Clinics, Ultrasound Clinics, Imaging Centres registered under the Act/these
	Genetic Laboratories, Genetic Clinics, Ultrasound Clinics, Imaging Centres registered under the Act/these

	Rules shall-
	Rules shall-

	(i) not conduct or associate with, or help in carrying out detection or disclosure of sex of foetus in any manner;
	(i) not conduct or associate with, or help in carrying out detection or disclosure of sex of foetus in any manner;

	(ii) not employ or cause to be employed any person not possessing qualifications necessary for carrying out pre-natal diagnostic techniques/procedures and tests including ultrasonography;
	(ii) not employ or cause to be employed any person not possessing qualifications necessary for carrying out pre-natal diagnostic techniques/procedures and tests including ultrasonography;

	(iii) not conduct or cause to be conducted or aid in conducting by himself or through any other person any techniques or procedure for selection of sex before or after conception or for detection of sex of foetus except for the purposes specified in sub-section (2) of section 4 of the Act;
	(iii) not conduct or cause to be conducted or aid in conducting by himself or through any other person any techniques or procedure for selection of sex before or after conception or for detection of sex of foetus except for the purposes specified in sub-section (2) of section 4 of the Act;

	(iv) not conduct or cause to be conducted or aid in conducting by himself or through any other person any techniques or test or procedure under the Act at a place other than a place registered under the Act/these Rules;
	(iv) not conduct or cause to be conducted or aid in conducting by himself or through any other person any techniques or test or procedure under the Act at a place other than a place registered under the Act/these Rules;

	(v) ensure that no provision of the Act and these rules are violated in any manner;
	(v) ensure that no provision of the Act and these rules are violated in any manner;

	(vi) ensure that the person, conducting any techniques, test or procedure leading to detection of sex of foetus for purposes not covered under section 4 (2) of the Act or selection of sex before or after conception, is informed that such procedures lead to violation of the Act and these rules which are punishable offences;
	(vi) ensure that the person, conducting any techniques, test or procedure leading to detection of sex of foetus for purposes not covered under section 4 (2) of the Act or selection of sex before or after conception, is informed that such procedures lead to violation of the Act and these rules which are punishable offences;


	(vii) help the law enforcing agencies in bringing to book the violators of the provisions of the Act and these Rules;
	(vii) help the law enforcing agencies in bringing to book the violators of the provisions of the Act and these Rules;
	(vii) help the law enforcing agencies in bringing to book the violators of the provisions of the Act and these Rules;

	(viii) display his/her name and designation prominently on the dress worn by him/ her;
	(viii) display his/her name and designation prominently on the dress worn by him/ her;

	(ix) write his/her name and designation in full under his/her signature;
	(ix) write his/her name and designation in full under his/her signature;

	(x) on no account conduct or allow/cause to be conducted female foeticide;
	(x) on no account conduct or allow/cause to be conducted female foeticide;

	(xi) not commit any other act of professional misconduct.”
	(xi) not commit any other act of professional misconduct.”

	3.2 Form-F prescribed for maintaining the records under Rule 9 (4) and Rule 10 (1A) is as under :
	3.2 Form-F prescribed for maintaining the records under Rule 9 (4) and Rule 10 (1A) is as under :

	“FORM F
	“FORM F

	(See proviso to Section 4 (3), Rule 9(4) and Rule 10 (1A)
	(See proviso to Section 4 (3), Rule 9(4) and Rule 10 (1A)

	FORM FoR MAINTENANCE of RECoRD IN RESPECT oF PREGNANT
	FORM FoR MAINTENANCE of RECoRD IN RESPECT oF PREGNANT

	woman by genetic clinic/ultrasound clinic/imaging centre.
	woman by genetic clinic/ultrasound clinic/imaging centre.

	1. Name and address of the Genetic Clinic/Ultrasound Clinic/Imaging Centre.
	1. Name and address of the Genetic Clinic/Ultrasound Clinic/Imaging Centre.

	2. Registration No.
	2. Registration No.

	3. Patient’s name and her age
	3. Patient’s name and her age

	4. Number of children with sex of each child
	4. Number of children with sex of each child

	5. Husband’s/Father’s name
	5. Husband’s/Father’s name

	6. Full address with Tel. No., if any.
	6. Full address with Tel. No., if any.

	7. Referred by (full name and address of Doctors/Genetic Counseling Centre (referral note to be preserved carefully with the case papers)/self referral.
	7. Referred by (full name and address of Doctors/Genetic Counseling Centre (referral note to be preserved carefully with the case papers)/self referral.

	8. Last menstrual period/weeks of pregnancy
	8. Last menstrual period/weeks of pregnancy

	9. History of genetic/medical disease in themselves family (specify)
	9. History of genetic/medical disease in themselves family (specify)

	Basis of diagnosis :
	Basis of diagnosis :

	(a) Clinical
	(a) Clinical

	(b) Bio-chemical
	(b) Bio-chemical

	(c) Cytogenetic
	(c) Cytogenetic

	(d) Other (e.g. radiological, ultrasonography etc., specify)
	(d) Other (e.g. radiological, ultrasonography etc., specify)

	10. Indication for pre-natal diagnosis A. Previous child/children with :
	10. Indication for pre-natal diagnosis A. Previous child/children with :

	(i) Chromosomal disorders
	(i) Chromosomal disorders

	(ii) Metabolic disorders
	(ii) Metabolic disorders

	(iii) Congenital anomaly
	(iii) Congenital anomaly

	(iv) Mental retardation
	(iv) Mental retardation


	(v) Haemoglobinopathy
	(v) Haemoglobinopathy
	(v) Haemoglobinopathy

	(vi) Sex linked disorders
	(vi) Sex linked disorders

	(vii) Single gene disorder
	(vii) Single gene disorder

	(viii) Any other (specify)
	(viii) Any other (specify)

	B. Advanced maternal age (35 years)
	B. Advanced maternal age (35 years)

	C. Mother/father/sibling has genetic disease (specify)
	C. Mother/father/sibling has genetic disease (specify)

	D. Other (specify)
	D. Other (specify)

	11. Procedures carried out (with name and registration No. of Gynaecologist/Radiologist/Registered Medical Practitioner who performed it).
	11. Procedures carried out (with name and registration No. of Gynaecologist/Radiologist/Registered Medical Practitioner who performed it).

	Non-Invasive
	Non-Invasive

	(i) Ultrasound (specify purpose for which ultrasound is to be done during pregnancy) (list of indications for ultrasonography of pregnant women are given in the note below).
	(i) Ultrasound (specify purpose for which ultrasound is to be done during pregnancy) (list of indications for ultrasonography of pregnant women are given in the note below).

	Invasive
	Invasive

	(ii) Amniocentesis
	(ii) Amniocentesis

	(iii) Chorionic Villi aspiration
	(iii) Chorionic Villi aspiration

	(iv) Foetal biopsy
	(iv) Foetal biopsy

	(v) Cordocentesis
	(v) Cordocentesis

	(vi) Any other (specify)
	(vi) Any other (specify)

	12. Any complication of procedure-please specify
	12. Any complication of procedure-please specify

	13. Laboratory tests recommended
	13. Laboratory tests recommended

	(i) Chromosomal studies
	(i) Chromosomal studies

	(ii) Biochemical studies
	(ii) Biochemical studies

	(iii) Molecular studies
	(iii) Molecular studies

	(iv) Preimplantation genetic diagnosis
	(iv) Preimplantation genetic diagnosis

	14. Result of
	14. Result of

	(a) pre-natal diagnostic procedure (give details)
	(a) pre-natal diagnostic procedure (give details)

	(b) Ultrasonography Normal/Abnormal (specify abnormality detected, if any)
	(b) Ultrasonography Normal/Abnormal (specify abnormality detected, if any)

	15. Dates on which procedures carried out.
	15. Dates on which procedures carried out.

	16. Date of which consent obtained (In case of invasive)
	16. Date of which consent obtained (In case of invasive)

	17. The result of pre-natal diagnostic procedure were conveyed to......................on........
	17. The result of pre-natal diagnostic procedure were conveyed to......................on........

	18. Was MTP advised/conducted?
	18. Was MTP advised/conducted?

	19. Date on which MTP carried out.
	19. Date on which MTP carried out.

	Name, Signature and Registration number of the Gynaecologist/Radiologist/Director of the Clinic.
	Name, Signature and Registration number of the Gynaecologist/Radiologist/Director of the Clinic.

	Date...........
	Date...........

	Place..........
	Place..........


	DECLARATION OF PREGNANT WOMAN
	DECLARATION OF PREGNANT WOMAN
	DECLARATION OF PREGNANT WOMAN


	I, Ms.................(name of the pregnant woman), declare that by undergoing ultrasonography/image scanning
	I, Ms.................(name of the pregnant woman), declare that by undergoing ultrasonography/image scanning
	I, Ms.................(name of the pregnant woman), declare that by undergoing ultrasonography/image scanning

	etc. I do not want to know the sex of my foetus.
	etc. I do not want to know the sex of my foetus.

	Signature/Thumb impression of pregnant woman
	Signature/Thumb impression of pregnant woman

	DECLARATION OF DOCTOR/PERSON CONDUCTING ULTRASONOGRAPHY/IMAGE SCANNING
	DECLARATION OF DOCTOR/PERSON CONDUCTING ULTRASONOGRAPHY/IMAGE SCANNING

	I.........(name of the person conducting ultrasonography/image scanning) declare that while conducting
	I.........(name of the person conducting ultrasonography/image scanning) declare that while conducting

	ultrasonography/image scanning on Ms........(name of the pregnant woman), I have neither detected nor disclosed
	ultrasonography/image scanning on Ms........(name of the pregnant woman), I have neither detected nor disclosed

	the sex of her foetus to anybody in any manner.
	the sex of her foetus to anybody in any manner.

	Name and signature of the person conducting the sonography/image scanning/ Director or owner of genetic clinic/ultrasound clinic/imaging centre.
	Name and signature of the person conducting the sonography/image scanning/ Director or owner of genetic clinic/ultrasound clinic/imaging centre.

	Important Notes
	Important Notes

	(i) Ultrasound is not indicated/advised/performed to determine the sex of foetus except for diagnosis of sex-linked diseases such as Duchenne Muscular Dystropy, Haemophilia A and B etc.
	(i) Ultrasound is not indicated/advised/performed to determine the sex of foetus except for diagnosis of sex-linked diseases such as Duchenne Muscular Dystropy, Haemophilia A and B etc.

	(ii) During pregnancy Ultrasonography should only be performed when indicated. The following is the representative list of indications for ultrasound during pregnancy :-
	(ii) During pregnancy Ultrasonography should only be performed when indicated. The following is the representative list of indications for ultrasound during pregnancy :-

	(1) to (23)..............”
	(1) to (23)..............”

	4. It was argued by learned Public Prosecutor Mr. Sunit Shah that the Appropriate Authority for the State being a multi-member body, delegation of authority for filing a complaint was essential and explicit in the provisions of section 28 of the Act. He also submitted that in view of increasing incidence of female foeticide and adverse sexratio in the society, the legislature has advisedly made stringent provisions for preventing misuse of the pre-natal diagnostic techniques. The maintenance and preservatio
	4. It was argued by learned Public Prosecutor Mr. Sunit Shah that the Appropriate Authority for the State being a multi-member body, delegation of authority for filing a complaint was essential and explicit in the provisions of section 28 of the Act. He also submitted that in view of increasing incidence of female foeticide and adverse sexratio in the society, the legislature has advisedly made stringent provisions for preventing misuse of the pre-natal diagnostic techniques. The maintenance and preservatio

	5. A conjoint reading of the above provisions would clearly indicate a well-knit legislative scheme for ensuring a strict and vigilant enforcement of the provisions of the Act directed against female foeticide and misuse of pre-natal diagnostic techniques. In fact, the use of those techniques are restricted to the purpose of detection of any of the abnormalities or diseases enumerated in sub-section (2) of section 4 of the Act. The provisions are stricter in case of conduct of pre-natal diagnostic technique
	5. A conjoint reading of the above provisions would clearly indicate a well-knit legislative scheme for ensuring a strict and vigilant enforcement of the provisions of the Act directed against female foeticide and misuse of pre-natal diagnostic techniques. In fact, the use of those techniques are restricted to the purpose of detection of any of the abnormalities or diseases enumerated in sub-section (2) of section 4 of the Act. The provisions are stricter in case of conduct of pre-natal diagnostic technique


	6. The provisions of section 28 clearly provide for taking cognizance of an offence under the Act only upon a complaint being made by any of the four categories of complainants, viz:
	6. The provisions of section 28 clearly provide for taking cognizance of an offence under the Act only upon a complaint being made by any of the four categories of complainants, viz:
	6. The provisions of section 28 clearly provide for taking cognizance of an offence under the Act only upon a complaint being made by any of the four categories of complainants, viz:

	(1) the Appropriate Authority concerned;
	(1) the Appropriate Authority concerned;

	(2) any officer authorised in that behalf by the Central Government or State Government;
	(2) any officer authorised in that behalf by the Central Government or State Government;

	(3) any officer authorised in that behalf by the Appropriate Authority; and
	(3) any officer authorised in that behalf by the Appropriate Authority; and

	(4) a person, which includes a social organisation, who has given notice as prescribed in section 28 (1)
	(4) a person, which includes a social organisation, who has given notice as prescribed in section 28 (1)

	(b).
	(b).

	Use of the words “Appropriate Authority” twice, at the beginning and end of clause (a) of sub-section (1) of section 28, clearly conveys that complaint could be made by an officer who is authorised in that behalf by the Central Government, the State Government or the Appropriate Authority, besides the Appropriate Authority itself. The power to delegate and authorise an officer to make a complaint is clearly conferred upon all the three authorities under the provisions of section 28, and, therefore, a Court 
	Use of the words “Appropriate Authority” twice, at the beginning and end of clause (a) of sub-section (1) of section 28, clearly conveys that complaint could be made by an officer who is authorised in that behalf by the Central Government, the State Government or the Appropriate Authority, besides the Appropriate Authority itself. The power to delegate and authorise an officer to make a complaint is clearly conferred upon all the three authorities under the provisions of section 28, and, therefore, a Court 

	7. As seen earlier, the Act and the Rules made thereunder provide for an elaborate scheme to ensure proper implementation of the relevant legal provisions and the possible loop-holes in strict and full compliance are sought to be plugged by detailed provisions for maintenance and preservation of records. In order to fully operationalise the restrictions and injunctions contained in the Act in general and in sections 4, 5 and 6 in particular, to regulate the use of pre-natal diagnostic technique, to make the
	7. As seen earlier, the Act and the Rules made thereunder provide for an elaborate scheme to ensure proper implementation of the relevant legal provisions and the possible loop-holes in strict and full compliance are sought to be plugged by detailed provisions for maintenance and preservation of records. In order to fully operationalise the restrictions and injunctions contained in the Act in general and in sections 4, 5 and 6 in particular, to regulate the use of pre-natal diagnostic technique, to make the

	8. It needs to be noted that improper maintenance of the record has also consequences other than prosecution for deemed violation of section 5 or 6. Section 20 of the Act provides for cancellation or suspension of registration of Genetic Counselling Centre, Genetic Laboratory or Genetic Clinic in case of breach of the provisions of the Act or the Rules. Therefore, inaccuracy or deficiency in maintaining the prescribed record shall also amount to violation of the prohibition imposed by section 6 against the 
	8. It needs to be noted that improper maintenance of the record has also consequences other than prosecution for deemed violation of section 5 or 6. Section 20 of the Act provides for cancellation or suspension of registration of Genetic Counselling Centre, Genetic Laboratory or Genetic Clinic in case of breach of the provisions of the Act or the Rules. Therefore, inaccuracy or deficiency in maintaining the prescribed record shall also amount to violation of the prohibition imposed by section 6 against the 


	violation of the provisions of section 5 or 6 of the Act. A rebuttable presumption of violation of the provisions of section 5 or 6 will arise on proof of deficiency or inaccuracy in maintaining the record in the prescribed manner and equivalence with those provisions would arise for punishment as well as for disproving their violation by the accused person. That being the scheme of these provisions, it would be wholly inappropriate to quash the complaint alleging inaccuracy or deficiency in maintenance of 
	violation of the provisions of section 5 or 6 of the Act. A rebuttable presumption of violation of the provisions of section 5 or 6 will arise on proof of deficiency or inaccuracy in maintaining the record in the prescribed manner and equivalence with those provisions would arise for punishment as well as for disproving their violation by the accused person. That being the scheme of these provisions, it would be wholly inappropriate to quash the complaint alleging inaccuracy or deficiency in maintenance of 
	violation of the provisions of section 5 or 6 of the Act. A rebuttable presumption of violation of the provisions of section 5 or 6 will arise on proof of deficiency or inaccuracy in maintaining the record in the prescribed manner and equivalence with those provisions would arise for punishment as well as for disproving their violation by the accused person. That being the scheme of these provisions, it would be wholly inappropriate to quash the complaint alleging inaccuracy or deficiency in maintenance of 

	9. Upon above analysis and appreciation of the scheme and provisions of the Act and Rules made thereunder, opinion on issues referred to the larger bench is as under :
	9. Upon above analysis and appreciation of the scheme and provisions of the Act and Rules made thereunder, opinion on issues referred to the larger bench is as under :

	(i) Under the provisions of section 28 of the Pre-conception and Pre-natal Diagnostic Techniques (Prohibition of Sex Selection) Act, 1994 (“the PNDT Act”), a Court can take cognizance of an offence under the Act on a complaint made by any officer authorised in that behalf by the Appropriate Authority.
	(i) Under the provisions of section 28 of the Pre-conception and Pre-natal Diagnostic Techniques (Prohibition of Sex Selection) Act, 1994 (“the PNDT Act”), a Court can take cognizance of an offence under the Act on a complaint made by any officer authorised in that behalf by the Appropriate Authority.

	(ii) The proviso to sub-section (3) of section 4 of the PNDT Act does not require that the complaint alleging inaccuracy or deficiency in maintaining record in the prescribed manner should also contain allegation of contravention of the provisions of section 5 or 6 of the PNDT Act.
	(ii) The proviso to sub-section (3) of section 4 of the PNDT Act does not require that the complaint alleging inaccuracy or deficiency in maintaining record in the prescribed manner should also contain allegation of contravention of the provisions of section 5 or 6 of the PNDT Act.

	(iii) In a case based upon allegation of deficiency or inaccuracy in maintenance of record in the prescribed manner as required under sub-section (3) of section 4 of the PNDT Act, the burden to prove that there was contravention of the provisions of section 5 or 6 does not lie upon the prosecution.
	(iii) In a case based upon allegation of deficiency or inaccuracy in maintenance of record in the prescribed manner as required under sub-section (3) of section 4 of the PNDT Act, the burden to prove that there was contravention of the provisions of section 5 or 6 does not lie upon the prosecution.

	(iv) Deficiency or inaccuracy in filling Form F prescribed under Rule 9 of the Rules made under the PNDT Act, being a deficiency or inaccuracy in keeping record in the prescribed manner, it is not a procedural lapse but an independent offence amounting to contravention of the provisions of section 5 or 6 of the PNDT Act and has to be treated and tried accordingly. It does not, however, mean that each inaccuracy or deficiency in maintaining the requisite record may be as serious as violation of the provision
	(iv) Deficiency or inaccuracy in filling Form F prescribed under Rule 9 of the Rules made under the PNDT Act, being a deficiency or inaccuracy in keeping record in the prescribed manner, it is not a procedural lapse but an independent offence amounting to contravention of the provisions of section 5 or 6 of the PNDT Act and has to be treated and tried accordingly. It does not, however, mean that each inaccuracy or deficiency in maintaining the requisite record may be as serious as violation of the provision

	(v) The judgment in Dr. Manish C. Dave v. State of Gujarat reported in 2008 (1) GLH 475 stands overruled to the extent it is inconsistent with the above opinion. The references stand disposed accordingly.
	(v) The judgment in Dr. Manish C. Dave v. State of Gujarat reported in 2008 (1) GLH 475 stands overruled to the extent it is inconsistent with the above opinion. The references stand disposed accordingly.

	Order accordingly.
	Order accordingly.
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	This decision is landmark in more than one sense and similarly a long and much awaited decision. It overrules the earlier decision delivered by the two judge Aurangabad Bench of the same High Court in Writ Petition No. 1587 of 2009 filed by Dr. Dadasheb Popatrao Tarte against State of Maharashtra through the minister for Health & Family Welfare and decided on 14/08/2009. In that writ petition, seizure of Ultra sonography machine was challenged on the ground that Section 30 of the Act does not empower Approp
	This decision is landmark in more than one sense and similarly a long and much awaited decision. It overrules the earlier decision delivered by the two judge Aurangabad Bench of the same High Court in Writ Petition No. 1587 of 2009 filed by Dr. Dadasheb Popatrao Tarte against State of Maharashtra through the minister for Health & Family Welfare and decided on 14/08/2009. In that writ petition, seizure of Ultra sonography machine was challenged on the ground that Section 30 of the Act does not empower Approp


	The result of the said decision was however to the effect that Appropriate Authoriy could not seize sonography machines and because of this decision, already siezed machines had to be released and returned.
	The result of the said decision was however to the effect that Appropriate Authoriy could not seize sonography machines and because of this decision, already siezed machines had to be released and returned.
	The result of the said decision was however to the effect that Appropriate Authoriy could not seize sonography machines and because of this decision, already siezed machines had to be released and returned.

	Fortunately for the Prosecution, when this anomalous position was brought to the notice of the High Court in Writ Petition No.7896 of 2010 filed by Dr. Mrs. Suhasini Umesh Karanjkar against Kolhapur Municipal Corporation and others, dated 23.12.2010, it was held that this part of the decision requires reconsideration and the matter deserves to be heard by a larger Bench.
	Fortunately for the Prosecution, when this anomalous position was brought to the notice of the High Court in Writ Petition No.7896 of 2010 filed by Dr. Mrs. Suhasini Umesh Karanjkar against Kolhapur Municipal Corporation and others, dated 23.12.2010, it was held that this part of the decision requires reconsideration and the matter deserves to be heard by a larger Bench.

	Accordingly, the matter was considered in detail by the Full Bench, which in its decision dated 12.6.2011 positively and conclusively held that, the analysis of the provisions of the Act is sufficient to hold that the expression "material object" in respect of which the power to seize and seal is conferred upon the Appropriate Authority/ authorised officer, includes ultra sound machines, other machines and equipment which are used for pre-natal diagnostic techniques or sex selection techniques” and hence no
	Accordingly, the matter was considered in detail by the Full Bench, which in its decision dated 12.6.2011 positively and conclusively held that, the analysis of the provisions of the Act is sufficient to hold that the expression "material object" in respect of which the power to seize and seal is conferred upon the Appropriate Authority/ authorised officer, includes ultra sound machines, other machines and equipment which are used for pre-natal diagnostic techniques or sex selection techniques” and hence no

	In this case, before parting with the matter, the High Court also made a reference to the disturbing figures of the declining National child sex ratio over the last five decades, to which its attention was sought by the learned Additional Government Pleader, reflecting that in the census of 2011 the national female child sex ratio has fallen to 914 whereas in Maharashtra it has gone down from 913 in 2001 to 883 in 2011. It has gone down to as low as 801 in Beed District. In Kolhapur District, where the offe
	In this case, before parting with the matter, the High Court also made a reference to the disturbing figures of the declining National child sex ratio over the last five decades, to which its attention was sought by the learned Additional Government Pleader, reflecting that in the census of 2011 the national female child sex ratio has fallen to 914 whereas in Maharashtra it has gone down from 913 in 2001 to 883 in 2011. It has gone down to as low as 801 in Beed District. In Kolhapur District, where the offe

	The High Court also felt distressed by the fact that a number of cases for trial of offences registered under the Act are pending in Courts of the Judicial Magistrate First Class for a long period, sometimes upto 6 years and in a few cases as long as 6 to 8 years. The High Court has, therefore, directed that all cases under the Act shall be taken up on top priority basis and the Metropolitan Magistrates, Mumbai and the J.M.F.Cs. in other Districts shall try and decide such cases with utmost priority and pre
	The High Court also felt distressed by the fact that a number of cases for trial of offences registered under the Act are pending in Courts of the Judicial Magistrate First Class for a long period, sometimes upto 6 years and in a few cases as long as 6 to 8 years. The High Court has, therefore, directed that all cases under the Act shall be taken up on top priority basis and the Metropolitan Magistrates, Mumbai and the J.M.F.Cs. in other Districts shall try and decide such cases with utmost priority and pre

	The High Court further gave direction to circulate the copy of the judgement to all the courts in Maharashtra for timely compliance of the above direction.(Para 42)
	The High Court further gave direction to circulate the copy of the judgement to all the courts in Maharashtra for timely compliance of the above direction.(Para 42)

	This judgement therefore goes a long way not only in clarifying the anomalous legal position but also paves the way for expeditious disposal of the cases filed under this Act so that the Act will acheive the object of curbing the misuse of sex determination and sex selection techniques.The results of this judgment are also visible in expeditious disposal of cases and recent decisions coming from trial courts.
	This judgement therefore goes a long way not only in clarifying the anomalous legal position but also paves the way for expeditious disposal of the cases filed under this Act so that the Act will acheive the object of curbing the misuse of sex determination and sex selection techniques.The results of this judgment are also visible in expeditious disposal of cases and recent decisions coming from trial courts.


	JUDGMENT P. C. : Mohit S. Shah, C. J.
	JUDGMENT P. C. : Mohit S. Shah, C. J.
	JUDGMENT P. C. : Mohit S. Shah, C. J.

	This reference made by an order dated 23 December, 2010 of a Division Bench of this Court raises the following questions :-
	This reference made by an order dated 23 December, 2010 of a Division Bench of this Court raises the following questions :-

	1) Whether the power to search, seize and seal “any other material object” conferred by Section 30 of the Preconception and pre-natal Diagnostic Techniques (Prohibition of Sex Selection) Act, 1994 includes the power to search, seize and seal an ultrasound machine or any other machine or equipment, if the Appropriate Authority or Authorized Officer has reason to believe that it may furnish evidence of the commission of an offence punishable under the Act?
	1) Whether the power to search, seize and seal “any other material object” conferred by Section 30 of the Preconception and pre-natal Diagnostic Techniques (Prohibition of Sex Selection) Act, 1994 includes the power to search, seize and seal an ultrasound machine or any other machine or equipment, if the Appropriate Authority or Authorized Officer has reason to believe that it may furnish evidence of the commission of an offence punishable under the Act?


	2) Whether the decision of a Division Bench of this Court at Aurangabad Bench in Dadasaheb (Dr.) s/o Popatrao
	2) Whether the decision of a Division Bench of this Court at Aurangabad Bench in Dadasaheb (Dr.) s/o Popatrao
	2) Whether the decision of a Division Bench of this Court at Aurangabad Bench in Dadasaheb (Dr.) s/o Popatrao

	Tarte Vs. State of Maharashtra and others. 2009 (12) LJSOFT 95 = 2010 (2) Mah.L.J. 110 taking the view that Section 30 does not confer such power in respect of an ultrasound machine lays down the correct law?
	Tarte Vs. State of Maharashtra and others. 2009 (12) LJSOFT 95 = 2010 (2) Mah.L.J. 110 taking the view that Section 30 does not confer such power in respect of an ultrasound machine lays down the correct law?

	2. The brief facts leading to filing of this writ petition are not in dispute. The petitioner is a Gynecologist running a Maternity and Surgical Hospital at Kolhapur with an ultrasound machine. The hospital has been registered as a Genetic clinic/Ultrasound Clinic under the provisions of the Pre-conception and Pre-natal Diagnostic Techniques Act. 1994 “(the Act)” and the Pre-conception and Pre-natal Diagnostic Techniques (Prohibition of Sex Selection) Rules. 1996 “(the Rules)”. Registration was granted by t
	2. The brief facts leading to filing of this writ petition are not in dispute. The petitioner is a Gynecologist running a Maternity and Surgical Hospital at Kolhapur with an ultrasound machine. The hospital has been registered as a Genetic clinic/Ultrasound Clinic under the provisions of the Pre-conception and Pre-natal Diagnostic Techniques Act. 1994 “(the Act)” and the Pre-conception and Pre-natal Diagnostic Techniques (Prohibition of Sex Selection) Rules. 1996 “(the Rules)”. Registration was granted by t

	On 17 February 2009. the Appropriate Authority issued a notice to the petitioner to show cause why the registration granted in her favour should not be suspended. The petitioner sent a reply dated 5 March 2009. The Appropriate Authority passed order on 7 March 2009 suspending the registration granted to the petitioner under the provisions of the Act and the rules. Aggrieved by the order the petitioner preferred an appeal before the District Collector. Kolhapur under Section 27 of the Act. on 31 August 2009.
	On 17 February 2009. the Appropriate Authority issued a notice to the petitioner to show cause why the registration granted in her favour should not be suspended. The petitioner sent a reply dated 5 March 2009. The Appropriate Authority passed order on 7 March 2009 suspending the registration granted to the petitioner under the provisions of the Act and the rules. Aggrieved by the order the petitioner preferred an appeal before the District Collector. Kolhapur under Section 27 of the Act. on 31 August 2009.

	3. In the present petition filed on 14 September 2010, the petitioner has challenged the action of the Appropriate Authority seizing and sealing the ultrasound machine on the ground that the Appropriate Authority and the Authorized Officer does not have any power to seize and seal an ultrasound machine. At the time of the preliminary hearing of this petition. counsel for the petitioner placed reliance on the decision of a Division Bench of this Court in Dadasaheb Vs. State of Maharashtra. 2009 (12) LJSOFT 9
	3. In the present petition filed on 14 September 2010, the petitioner has challenged the action of the Appropriate Authority seizing and sealing the ultrasound machine on the ground that the Appropriate Authority and the Authorized Officer does not have any power to seize and seal an ultrasound machine. At the time of the preliminary hearing of this petition. counsel for the petitioner placed reliance on the decision of a Division Bench of this Court in Dadasaheb Vs. State of Maharashtra. 2009 (12) LJSOFT 9

	“On clear reading of the provisions under Section 30 of the Act of 1994 as well as the provisions under Rules of 1996 make it clear that the Appropriate Authority is empowered to seize the documents. record. register. book. pamphlet. advertisement or any other material object found in the Genetic Clinic. Genetic Centre. or the General Laboratory. But on clear and bare reading of the provision under the Act as well as the rules it nowhere provides that the authority is empowered to seize the machinery/the ma
	“On clear reading of the provisions under Section 30 of the Act of 1994 as well as the provisions under Rules of 1996 make it clear that the Appropriate Authority is empowered to seize the documents. record. register. book. pamphlet. advertisement or any other material object found in the Genetic Clinic. Genetic Centre. or the General Laboratory. But on clear and bare reading of the provision under the Act as well as the rules it nowhere provides that the authority is empowered to seize the machinery/the ma

	4. While prima facie disagreeing with the above view. the Division Bench making the reference has expressed a tentative opinion that the provisions of Section 30 of the Act and Rule 12 of the Rules are widely worded in order to provide for the power to seize and seal not only registers and documents but also “any other material object” found in a Genetic Counselling Centre. Genetic Laboratory/Genetic clinic or any other place where an offence under the Act has been or is being committed. Hence. the present 
	4. While prima facie disagreeing with the above view. the Division Bench making the reference has expressed a tentative opinion that the provisions of Section 30 of the Act and Rule 12 of the Rules are widely worded in order to provide for the power to seize and seal not only registers and documents but also “any other material object” found in a Genetic Counselling Centre. Genetic Laboratory/Genetic clinic or any other place where an offence under the Act has been or is being committed. Hence. the present 

	While making this reference. the Division Bench had also directed the District Collector i.e. Appellate Authority to hear and decide the petitioner’s appeal expeditiously.
	While making this reference. the Division Bench had also directed the District Collector i.e. Appellate Authority to hear and decide the petitioner’s appeal expeditiously.

	5. The learned counsel for the petitioner placed reliance upon the aforesaid decision of this Court and submitted that Section-30 of the Act does not define “any other material object” and therefore, the definition of “material
	5. The learned counsel for the petitioner placed reliance upon the aforesaid decision of this Court and submitted that Section-30 of the Act does not define “any other material object” and therefore, the definition of “material


	object” in Explanation (2) to Rule 12 laying down the procedure for search and seizure as “including machines and equipments” cannot empower the Appropriate Authority under Section 30 to seize and seal an ultrasound machine. It was submitted that the substantive power conferred by Section 30 of the Act cannot be enlarged by a definition in the Rules made under the Act.
	object” in Explanation (2) to Rule 12 laying down the procedure for search and seizure as “including machines and equipments” cannot empower the Appropriate Authority under Section 30 to seize and seal an ultrasound machine. It was submitted that the substantive power conferred by Section 30 of the Act cannot be enlarged by a definition in the Rules made under the Act.
	object” in Explanation (2) to Rule 12 laying down the procedure for search and seizure as “including machines and equipments” cannot empower the Appropriate Authority under Section 30 to seize and seal an ultrasound machine. It was submitted that the substantive power conferred by Section 30 of the Act cannot be enlarged by a definition in the Rules made under the Act.

	6. On the other hand, Mr. Nargolkar, learned Additional Government Pleader has submitted that Explanation (2) to Rule 12 expressly defines “material object” as including “machines and equipments” and therefore, there is no scope whatsoever for any controversy. It is further submitted that the Rules of 1996 were framed by the Central Government under the provisions of Section 32 read with Section 30 and were laid before each House of Parliament under Section 34. In absence of any modification made by Parliam
	6. On the other hand, Mr. Nargolkar, learned Additional Government Pleader has submitted that Explanation (2) to Rule 12 expressly defines “material object” as including “machines and equipments” and therefore, there is no scope whatsoever for any controversy. It is further submitted that the Rules of 1996 were framed by the Central Government under the provisions of Section 32 read with Section 30 and were laid before each House of Parliament under Section 34. In absence of any modification made by Parliam

	7. Before dealing with the rival submissions, it is necessary to refer to the relevant provisions of the Act and the Rules and also to the Statement of Objects & Reasons particularly, for Amendment Act 14 of 2003.
	7. Before dealing with the rival submissions, it is necessary to refer to the relevant provisions of the Act and the Rules and also to the Statement of Objects & Reasons particularly, for Amendment Act 14 of 2003.

	8. The Act and the Rules framed there under came into force on 1 January 1996. The Preamble to the Act provides that it is an Act to provide for the prohibition of sex selection, before or after conception and regulation of the use of pre-natal diagnostic techniques for the purpose of detecting genetic abnormalities or metabolic disorders or chromosomal abnormalities or certain congenital mal-formations or sex linked disorders and for the prevention of their misuse for sex determination leading to female fo
	8. The Act and the Rules framed there under came into force on 1 January 1996. The Preamble to the Act provides that it is an Act to provide for the prohibition of sex selection, before or after conception and regulation of the use of pre-natal diagnostic techniques for the purpose of detecting genetic abnormalities or metabolic disorders or chromosomal abnormalities or certain congenital mal-formations or sex linked disorders and for the prevention of their misuse for sex determination leading to female fo

	9. Section 3 of the Act provides for regulation of Genetic Counselling Centres, Genetic Laboratories and Genetic clinics through the requirement of registration under the Act. Section 4 provides that no such place shall be used for conducting pre-natal diagnostic techniques except for the purposes specified in Clause (2) of the said section and requires a person conducting such techniques such as ultrasound sonography on pregnant women to keep a complete record in the manner prescribed in the Rules..
	9. Section 3 of the Act provides for regulation of Genetic Counselling Centres, Genetic Laboratories and Genetic clinics through the requirement of registration under the Act. Section 4 provides that no such place shall be used for conducting pre-natal diagnostic techniques except for the purposes specified in Clause (2) of the said section and requires a person conducting such techniques such as ultrasound sonography on pregnant women to keep a complete record in the manner prescribed in the Rules..

	Section 6 provides that no pre-natal diagnostic techniques including sonography can be conducted for the purpose of determining the sex of a foetus and that no person shall conduct or cause to be conducted any prenatal diagnostic techniques including ultra sonography for the purpose of determining the sex of a foetus.
	Section 6 provides that no pre-natal diagnostic techniques including sonography can be conducted for the purpose of determining the sex of a foetus and that no person shall conduct or cause to be conducted any prenatal diagnostic techniques including ultra sonography for the purpose of determining the sex of a foetus.

	10. The Act came to be amended by Amendment Act 14 of 2003. The Statement of Objects and Reasons to the Amendment Act, inter alia, read as under:-
	10. The Act came to be amended by Amendment Act 14 of 2003. The Statement of Objects and Reasons to the Amendment Act, inter alia, read as under:-

	1) “Amendment Act 14 of 2003 - Statement of Objects and Reasons.- The Pre-natal Diagnostic Techniques (Regulation and Prevention of Misuse) Act, 1994 seeks to prohibit pre-natal diagnostic techniques for determination of sex of the foetus leading to female foeticide. During recent years, certain inadequacies and practical difficulties in the administration of the said Act have come to the notice of the Government, which has necessitated amendments in the said Act. (emphasis supplied)
	1) “Amendment Act 14 of 2003 - Statement of Objects and Reasons.- The Pre-natal Diagnostic Techniques (Regulation and Prevention of Misuse) Act, 1994 seeks to prohibit pre-natal diagnostic techniques for determination of sex of the foetus leading to female foeticide. During recent years, certain inadequacies and practical difficulties in the administration of the said Act have come to the notice of the Government, which has necessitated amendments in the said Act. (emphasis supplied)

	2) The pre-natal diagnostic techniques like amniocentesis and sonography are useful for the detection of genetic or chromosomal disorders or congenital malformations or sex linked disorders, etc. However, the amniocentesis and sonography are being used on a large scale to detect the sex of the foetus and to terminate the pregnancy of the unborn child, if found to be female. Techniques are also being developed to select the sex or child before conception. These practices and techniques are considered discrim
	2) The pre-natal diagnostic techniques like amniocentesis and sonography are useful for the detection of genetic or chromosomal disorders or congenital malformations or sex linked disorders, etc. However, the amniocentesis and sonography are being used on a large scale to detect the sex of the foetus and to terminate the pregnancy of the unborn child, if found to be female. Techniques are also being developed to select the sex or child before conception. These practices and techniques are considered discrim

	3) The proliferation of the technologies mentioned above may, in future, precipitate a catastrophe in the form of severe imbalance in male female ratio. The State is also duty bound to intervene in such matters to uphold the welfare of the society, especially of the women and children. It is, therefore, necessary to
	3) The proliferation of the technologies mentioned above may, in future, precipitate a catastrophe in the form of severe imbalance in male female ratio. The State is also duty bound to intervene in such matters to uphold the welfare of the society, especially of the women and children. It is, therefore, necessary to


	enact and implement in letter and spirit a legislation to ban the pre conception sex selection techniques and the misuse of pre-natal diagnostic techniques for sex selective abortions and to provide for the regulation of such abortions. Such a law is also needed to uphold medical ethics and initiate the process of regulation of medical technology in the larger interests of the society. (emphasis supplied)
	enact and implement in letter and spirit a legislation to ban the pre conception sex selection techniques and the misuse of pre-natal diagnostic techniques for sex selective abortions and to provide for the regulation of such abortions. Such a law is also needed to uphold medical ethics and initiate the process of regulation of medical technology in the larger interests of the society. (emphasis supplied)
	enact and implement in letter and spirit a legislation to ban the pre conception sex selection techniques and the misuse of pre-natal diagnostic techniques for sex selective abortions and to provide for the regulation of such abortions. Such a law is also needed to uphold medical ethics and initiate the process of regulation of medical technology in the larger interests of the society. (emphasis supplied)

	4) Accordingly, it is proposed to amend the aforesaid Act with a view to banning the use of both sex selection techniques prior to conception as well as the misuse of prenatal diagnostic techniques for sex selective abortions and to regulate such techniques with a view to ensuring their scientific use for which they are intended.” (emphasis supplied)
	4) Accordingly, it is proposed to amend the aforesaid Act with a view to banning the use of both sex selection techniques prior to conception as well as the misuse of prenatal diagnostic techniques for sex selective abortions and to regulate such techniques with a view to ensuring their scientific use for which they are intended.” (emphasis supplied)

	11. Some important amendments made by the said Amendment Act 14 of 2003, have a bearing on the questions under consideration. Having realized that ultra sonography on a pregnant woman with an ultrasound machine is an very important part of the sex determination test and procedure, which is being misused, Parliament has made a specific reference to sonography and ultrasound machine and other machines in some of the newly inserted sections and also by amendments to existing provisions.
	11. Some important amendments made by the said Amendment Act 14 of 2003, have a bearing on the questions under consideration. Having realized that ultra sonography on a pregnant woman with an ultrasound machine is an very important part of the sex determination test and procedure, which is being misused, Parliament has made a specific reference to sonography and ultrasound machine and other machines in some of the newly inserted sections and also by amendments to existing provisions.

	12. The term “genetic clinic” is defined in Section 2(d) as “any clinic or place by whatsoever may be called which is used for conducting pre natal diagnostic procedures”. The Explanation thereto provides that genetic clinic even includes a vehicle, where ultrasound machine or imaging machine or scanner or other equipment capable of determining sex of the foetus is used. Genetic laboratory is defined by Section 2(e) as including a place where facilities are provided for conducting analysis or test samples r
	12. The term “genetic clinic” is defined in Section 2(d) as “any clinic or place by whatsoever may be called which is used for conducting pre natal diagnostic procedures”. The Explanation thereto provides that genetic clinic even includes a vehicle, where ultrasound machine or imaging machine or scanner or other equipment capable of determining sex of the foetus is used. Genetic laboratory is defined by Section 2(e) as including a place where facilities are provided for conducting analysis or test samples r

	A pre natal diagnostic test is defined in Section 2(k) as “ultrasonography or any test or analysis of amniotic
	A pre natal diagnostic test is defined in Section 2(k) as “ultrasonography or any test or analysis of amniotic

	fluid.......or fluid of pregnant woman or conception or analysis....blood or any other tissue or blood of the
	fluid.......or fluid of pregnant woman or conception or analysis....blood or any other tissue or blood of the

	pregnant woman or conceptus conducted to detect....genetic.....or sex linked disease”.
	pregnant woman or conceptus conducted to detect....genetic.....or sex linked disease”.

	Section 2(i) defines “pre-natal diagnostic procedures as “all gynaecological or obstetrical or medical
	Section 2(i) defines “pre-natal diagnostic procedures as “all gynaecological or obstetrical or medical

	procedures such as ultra sonography,........of a woman before or after conception for being sent to genetic
	procedures such as ultra sonography,........of a woman before or after conception for being sent to genetic

	laboratory or genetic clinic for conducting any type of analysis or pre natal diagnostic tests for selection of sex before or after conception.
	laboratory or genetic clinic for conducting any type of analysis or pre natal diagnostic tests for selection of sex before or after conception.

	Section-2) (j) defines “pre-natal diagnostic techniques” as including all pre natal diagnostic procedures and pre natal diagnostic tests. (emphasis supplied)
	Section-2) (j) defines “pre-natal diagnostic techniques” as including all pre natal diagnostic procedures and pre natal diagnostic tests. (emphasis supplied)

	13. Section 3B provides as follows :
	13. Section 3B provides as follows :

	“3-B- Prohibition on sale of ultrasound machine, etc., to persons, laboratories, clinics, etc., not registered under the Act- No person shall sell any ultrasound machine or imaging machine or scanner or any other equipment capable of detecting sex of foetus to any Genetic Counselling Centre, Genetic Laboratory, Genetic Clinic or any other person not registered under the Act.” (emphasis supplied)
	“3-B- Prohibition on sale of ultrasound machine, etc., to persons, laboratories, clinics, etc., not registered under the Act- No person shall sell any ultrasound machine or imaging machine or scanner or any other equipment capable of detecting sex of foetus to any Genetic Counselling Centre, Genetic Laboratory, Genetic Clinic or any other person not registered under the Act.” (emphasis supplied)

	14. Amended section 4 now specifically provides that the person conducting ultra sonography on a pregnant woman has to maintain the complete record thereof in the manner prescribed in the Rules and any deficiency or inaccuracy found therein amounts to contravention of Section 5 and 6, unless contrary is proved by the person conducting such ultra sonography.
	14. Amended section 4 now specifically provides that the person conducting ultra sonography on a pregnant woman has to maintain the complete record thereof in the manner prescribed in the Rules and any deficiency or inaccuracy found therein amounts to contravention of Section 5 and 6, unless contrary is proved by the person conducting such ultra sonography.

	Section 6 also specifically prohibits ‘any genetic clinic.... or any person’ from conducting any pre natal diagnostic techniques including ultra sonography for the purpose of detecting sex of foetus. 15. Sub Section
	Section 6 also specifically prohibits ‘any genetic clinic.... or any person’ from conducting any pre natal diagnostic techniques including ultra sonography for the purpose of detecting sex of foetus. 15. Sub Section

	(1) of Section 18 prior to amendment by Act 14 of 2003 read as under:-
	(1) of Section 18 prior to amendment by Act 14 of 2003 read as under:-

	“(1) No person shall open any Genetic Counselling Centre, Genetic Laboratory or Genetic Clinic after the commencement of this Act unless such Centre, Laboratory of Clinic is duly registered separately or jointly under this Act.”
	“(1) No person shall open any Genetic Counselling Centre, Genetic Laboratory or Genetic Clinic after the commencement of this Act unless such Centre, Laboratory of Clinic is duly registered separately or jointly under this Act.”


	After amendment in 2003, the provision reads as under :
	After amendment in 2003, the provision reads as under :
	After amendment in 2003, the provision reads as under :

	“No person shall open any Genetic Counselling Centre, Genetic Laboratory or Genetic Clinic, including clinic, laboratory or centre having ultrasound or imaging machine or scanner or any other technology capable of undertaking determination of sex of foetus and sex selection, or render services to any of them, after the commencement of the Prenatal Diagnostic Techniques [Regulation and Prevention of Misuse) Amendment Act, 2002 unless such centre, laboratory or clinic is duly registered under the Act.” (empha
	“No person shall open any Genetic Counselling Centre, Genetic Laboratory or Genetic Clinic, including clinic, laboratory or centre having ultrasound or imaging machine or scanner or any other technology capable of undertaking determination of sex of foetus and sex selection, or render services to any of them, after the commencement of the Prenatal Diagnostic Techniques [Regulation and Prevention of Misuse) Amendment Act, 2002 unless such centre, laboratory or clinic is duly registered under the Act.” (empha

	16. Section 22 provides for prohibition of advertisement relating pre conception and pre natal determination of sex and punishment for contravention and Section 23 provides that any medicval geneticist, gynaecologist, registered medical practitioner or any person who owning a Genetic Centre, etc., or is employed to render his professional or technical services to or at such a centre, and who contravenes any of the provisions of this Act or rules made thereunder shall be punishable with imprisonment for a pe
	16. Section 22 provides for prohibition of advertisement relating pre conception and pre natal determination of sex and punishment for contravention and Section 23 provides that any medicval geneticist, gynaecologist, registered medical practitioner or any person who owning a Genetic Centre, etc., or is employed to render his professional or technical services to or at such a centre, and who contravenes any of the provisions of this Act or rules made thereunder shall be punishable with imprisonment for a pe

	Sub section (2) of Section 23 even provides that the name of the errant registered medical practitioner shall be reported by the Appropriate Authority to the State Medical Council concerned for taking necessary action.
	Sub section (2) of Section 23 even provides that the name of the errant registered medical practitioner shall be reported by the Appropriate Authority to the State Medical Council concerned for taking necessary action.

	17. Section 17(4) of the Act, even prior to the Amendment Act of 2003, provided that the Appropriate Authority shall perform various functions including the following :-
	17. Section 17(4) of the Act, even prior to the Amendment Act of 2003, provided that the Appropriate Authority shall perform various functions including the following :-

	“(c) to investigate complaints of breach of the provisions of this Act or the rules made thereunder and take immediate action;” and (emphasis supplied)
	“(c) to investigate complaints of breach of the provisions of this Act or the rules made thereunder and take immediate action;” and (emphasis supplied)

	(d) any other matter which may be prescribed.
	(d) any other matter which may be prescribed.

	Section 17-A inserted by the Amendment Act, 2003 confers additional powers on the Appropriate Authority including the power in respect of :
	Section 17-A inserted by the Amendment Act, 2003 confers additional powers on the Appropriate Authority including the power in respect of :

	(c) issuing search warrant for any place suspected to be indulging in sex selection techniques or prenatal sex determination ; and
	(c) issuing search warrant for any place suspected to be indulging in sex selection techniques or prenatal sex determination ; and

	(d) any other matter which may be prescribed.”
	(d) any other matter which may be prescribed.”

	18. Section 29 provides for maintenance of records and preservation of such record for a period of two years till the final disposal of proceeding under the Act. Section 30 of the Act confers power to search and seize records. Prior to its amendment in 2003, Section 30 did not provide for any power to seal, though explanation (3) to Rule 12 of the Rules provides that “seize” would include “seal”, Section 30 as amended by Act 14 of 2003 with effect from 14 February 2003 specifically confers power not only to
	18. Section 29 provides for maintenance of records and preservation of such record for a period of two years till the final disposal of proceeding under the Act. Section 30 of the Act confers power to search and seize records. Prior to its amendment in 2003, Section 30 did not provide for any power to seal, though explanation (3) to Rule 12 of the Rules provides that “seize” would include “seal”, Section 30 as amended by Act 14 of 2003 with effect from 14 February 2003 specifically confers power not only to

	“30. Power to search and seize records, etc. -
	“30. Power to search and seize records, etc. -

	(1) If the Appropriate Authority has reason to believe that an offence under this Act has been or is being committed at any Genetic Counselling Centre, Genetic Laboratory or Genetic Clinic or any other place, such Authority or any officer authorised thereof in this behalf may, subject to such rules as may be prescribed, enter and search at all reasonable times with such assistance, if any, as such authority or officer considers necessary, such Genetic Counselling Centre, Genetic Laboratory or Genetic Clinic
	(1) If the Appropriate Authority has reason to believe that an offence under this Act has been or is being committed at any Genetic Counselling Centre, Genetic Laboratory or Genetic Clinic or any other place, such Authority or any officer authorised thereof in this behalf may, subject to such rules as may be prescribed, enter and search at all reasonable times with such assistance, if any, as such authority or officer considers necessary, such Genetic Counselling Centre, Genetic Laboratory or Genetic Clinic

	Section 32 confers upon the Central Government powers to make rules for carrying out the provisions of the Act, including; (xiii) the manner in which the seizure of documents, records, objects, etc., shall be made and the manner in which seized list shall be prepared and delivered to the person from whose custody such documents, records or objects were seized under sub section (1) of Section 30.
	Section 32 confers upon the Central Government powers to make rules for carrying out the provisions of the Act, including; (xiii) the manner in which the seizure of documents, records, objects, etc., shall be made and the manner in which seized list shall be prepared and delivered to the person from whose custody such documents, records or objects were seized under sub section (1) of Section 30.


	19. Section 34 provides that every rule and every regulation made under the Act shall be laid as soon as may be after it is made, before each House of Parliament while it is in session, for a total period of thirty days and if both houses agree in making any modification in the rule or regulation or both Houses agree that the rule and regulation should not be made, the rule or regulation shall thereafter have effect only in such modified form or be of no effect, as the case may be.
	19. Section 34 provides that every rule and every regulation made under the Act shall be laid as soon as may be after it is made, before each House of Parliament while it is in session, for a total period of thirty days and if both houses agree in making any modification in the rule or regulation or both Houses agree that the rule and regulation should not be made, the rule or regulation shall thereafter have effect only in such modified form or be of no effect, as the case may be.
	19. Section 34 provides that every rule and every regulation made under the Act shall be laid as soon as may be after it is made, before each House of Parliament while it is in session, for a total period of thirty days and if both houses agree in making any modification in the rule or regulation or both Houses agree that the rule and regulation should not be made, the rule or regulation shall thereafter have effect only in such modified form or be of no effect, as the case may be.

	20. In exercise of the aforesaid powers under Section 32 read with Section 30 the Central Government has made the Pre conception and Pre- natal Diagnostic Techniques (Prohibition of Sex Selection) Rules 1996.
	20. In exercise of the aforesaid powers under Section 32 read with Section 30 the Central Government has made the Pre conception and Pre- natal Diagnostic Techniques (Prohibition of Sex Selection) Rules 1996.

	21. Rule 9 provides for maintenance and preservation of records and sub-rule (6) provides for particulars of the manner in which the records are to be maintained and also provides that all case related records, forms of consent, laboratory results, microscopic pictures, sonographic plates or slides, recommendations and letters shall be preserved by Genetic Centre etc., for a period of two years from the date of completion of counseling, pre- natal diagnostic procedure or pre-natal diagnostic test, as the ca
	21. Rule 9 provides for maintenance and preservation of records and sub-rule (6) provides for particulars of the manner in which the records are to be maintained and also provides that all case related records, forms of consent, laboratory results, microscopic pictures, sonographic plates or slides, recommendations and letters shall be preserved by Genetic Centre etc., for a period of two years from the date of completion of counseling, pre- natal diagnostic procedure or pre-natal diagnostic test, as the ca

	Rule 9(7) further provides that in case the Genetic Clinic etc. maintains records on computer or other electronic equipment, a printed copy of the record shall be taken and preserved after authentication by a person responsible for such record and further that such centre is required to send a complete report in respect of all pre conception or pregnancy related procedures/techniques /tests conducted by them in respect of each month by fifth day of the following month to the concerned Appropriate Authority.
	Rule 9(7) further provides that in case the Genetic Clinic etc. maintains records on computer or other electronic equipment, a printed copy of the record shall be taken and preserved after authentication by a person responsible for such record and further that such centre is required to send a complete report in respect of all pre conception or pregnancy related procedures/techniques /tests conducted by them in respect of each month by fifth day of the following month to the concerned Appropriate Authority.

	22. Sub rule (1) of Rule 11 provides that Every Genetic Centre, Ultrasound Clinic etc., or any other place where any of the machines or equipments capable or performing any procedure, techniques or test capable of prenatal determination of sex or selection of sex before or after conception is used, shall afford all reasonable facilities for inspection of the place, equipment and records to the Appropriate Authority or to any other person authorized by the Appropriate Authority. Sub rule (2) of Section 11 r
	22. Sub rule (1) of Rule 11 provides that Every Genetic Centre, Ultrasound Clinic etc., or any other place where any of the machines or equipments capable or performing any procedure, techniques or test capable of prenatal determination of sex or selection of sex before or after conception is used, shall afford all reasonable facilities for inspection of the place, equipment and records to the Appropriate Authority or to any other person authorized by the Appropriate Authority. Sub rule (2) of Section 11 r

	“(2) The Appropriate Authority or the officer authorized by it may seal and seize any ultrasound machine, scanner or any other equipment, capable of detecting sex of foetus, used by any organization if the organization has not got itself registered under the Act.” (emphasis supplied)
	“(2) The Appropriate Authority or the officer authorized by it may seal and seize any ultrasound machine, scanner or any other equipment, capable of detecting sex of foetus, used by any organization if the organization has not got itself registered under the Act.” (emphasis supplied)

	These machines of the organizations may be released if such organization pays penalty equal to five times of the registration fee to the Appropriate Authority concerned and gives an understanding that it shall not undertake detection of sex of foetus or selection of sex before or after conception.
	These machines of the organizations may be released if such organization pays penalty equal to five times of the registration fee to the Appropriate Authority concerned and gives an understanding that it shall not undertake detection of sex of foetus or selection of sex before or after conception.

	23. Rule 12 lays down the procedure for search and seizure as under :
	23. Rule 12 lays down the procedure for search and seizure as under :

	“12. The Appropriate Authority or any officer authorized in this behalf may enter and search at all reasonable times any Genetic Counselling Centre, Genetic Laboratory, Genetic Clinic, Imaging Centre or Ultrasound Clinic in the presence of two or more independent witnesses, for the purposes of search and examination of any record, register, document, book, pamphlet, advertisement, or any other material object found therein and seal and seize the same if there is reason to believe that it may furnish evidenc
	“12. The Appropriate Authority or any officer authorized in this behalf may enter and search at all reasonable times any Genetic Counselling Centre, Genetic Laboratory, Genetic Clinic, Imaging Centre or Ultrasound Clinic in the presence of two or more independent witnesses, for the purposes of search and examination of any record, register, document, book, pamphlet, advertisement, or any other material object found therein and seal and seize the same if there is reason to believe that it may furnish evidenc

	Explanation-In these rules-
	Explanation-In these rules-

	“(1) Genetic Laboratory/Genetic Clinic/Genetic Counselling Centre” would include an ultrasound centre/ imaging centre/nursing home/hospital/institute or any other place, by whatever name called, where any of the machines or equipments capable of selection of sex before or after conception or performing any procedure technique or test for pre-natal detection of sex of foetus, is used;
	“(1) Genetic Laboratory/Genetic Clinic/Genetic Counselling Centre” would include an ultrasound centre/ imaging centre/nursing home/hospital/institute or any other place, by whatever name called, where any of the machines or equipments capable of selection of sex before or after conception or performing any procedure technique or test for pre-natal detection of sex of foetus, is used;

	(2) “material object” would include records, machines and equipments; and
	(2) “material object” would include records, machines and equipments; and

	(3) “seize” and “seizure” would include “seal” and “sealing” respectively.” (emphasis supplied)
	(3) “seize” and “seizure” would include “seal” and “sealing” respectively.” (emphasis supplied)

	24. A bare perusal of the aforesaid statutory provisions, both in the Act and in the Rules framed thereunder, makes it abundantly clear that an ultra sonography test on a pregnant woman is considered to be an important
	24. A bare perusal of the aforesaid statutory provisions, both in the Act and in the Rules framed thereunder, makes it abundantly clear that an ultra sonography test on a pregnant woman is considered to be an important


	part of a pre-natal diagnostic test or pre-natal diagnostic procedure, which cannot be conducted except for the purpose of section 4(2). The person conducting ultra sonography on a pregnant woman has to maintain a complete record thereof in the manner prescribed in the Rules and a deficiency or inaccuracy in maintaining such records would amount to an offence, unless the person conducting such sonography is able to show that there was no deficiency or inaccuracy. The fact that section 3-B inserted by Amendm
	part of a pre-natal diagnostic test or pre-natal diagnostic procedure, which cannot be conducted except for the purpose of section 4(2). The person conducting ultra sonography on a pregnant woman has to maintain a complete record thereof in the manner prescribed in the Rules and a deficiency or inaccuracy in maintaining such records would amount to an offence, unless the person conducting such sonography is able to show that there was no deficiency or inaccuracy. The fact that section 3-B inserted by Amendm
	part of a pre-natal diagnostic test or pre-natal diagnostic procedure, which cannot be conducted except for the purpose of section 4(2). The person conducting ultra sonography on a pregnant woman has to maintain a complete record thereof in the manner prescribed in the Rules and a deficiency or inaccuracy in maintaining such records would amount to an offence, unless the person conducting such sonography is able to show that there was no deficiency or inaccuracy. The fact that section 3-B inserted by Amendm

	25. While section 17-A(c) empowers the appropriate authority to issue search warrant for any place suspected to be indulging in pre-natal sex determination with an ultra sonography test on a pregnant woman, apart from section 30, there is no other section in the Act which confers powers upon the appropriate authority or authorised officer to seize or seal a “material object” like an ultrasound machine at any place suspected to be indulging in pre-natal diagnostic techniques such as an ultra sonography test 
	25. While section 17-A(c) empowers the appropriate authority to issue search warrant for any place suspected to be indulging in pre-natal sex determination with an ultra sonography test on a pregnant woman, apart from section 30, there is no other section in the Act which confers powers upon the appropriate authority or authorised officer to seize or seal a “material object” like an ultrasound machine at any place suspected to be indulging in pre-natal diagnostic techniques such as an ultra sonography test 

	26. Now, if the petitioner’s contentions were to be accepted, the appropriate authority or the authorised officer will not have any power to seize or seal such an ultra sound machine sold by a person to an unregistered clinic. The Legislature which has condemned misuse of pre-natal diagnostic technique (such as ultra sonography on a pregnant woman) for sex determination of foetus leading to female foeticide, and made it a criminal offence punishable with imprisonment upto three years, could not have intende
	26. Now, if the petitioner’s contentions were to be accepted, the appropriate authority or the authorised officer will not have any power to seize or seal such an ultra sound machine sold by a person to an unregistered clinic. The Legislature which has condemned misuse of pre-natal diagnostic technique (such as ultra sonography on a pregnant woman) for sex determination of foetus leading to female foeticide, and made it a criminal offence punishable with imprisonment upto three years, could not have intende

	27. In our opinion, the above analysis of the provisions of the Act is sufficient to hold that the expression “material object” for which the power to seize and seal is conferred upon the appropriate authority/ authorised officer, includes ultra sound machines, other machines and equipment which are used for pre-natal diagnostic techniques or sex selection techniques.
	27. In our opinion, the above analysis of the provisions of the Act is sufficient to hold that the expression “material object” for which the power to seize and seal is conferred upon the appropriate authority/ authorised officer, includes ultra sound machines, other machines and equipment which are used for pre-natal diagnostic techniques or sex selection techniques.

	28. Further, the provisions of Rule 11, particularly sub-rule (2) thereof, conferring power to seal and seize ultra sound machines or other machines or equipments capable of detecting sex of foetus, sold to unregistered purchasers and explanation (2) to Rule 12 (material object would include records, machines and equipments) make it more than clear that the expression “any other material object” in section 30 includes ultrasound machines, other machines and equipment capable of detecting sex of foetus or ca
	28. Further, the provisions of Rule 11, particularly sub-rule (2) thereof, conferring power to seal and seize ultra sound machines or other machines or equipments capable of detecting sex of foetus, sold to unregistered purchasers and explanation (2) to Rule 12 (material object would include records, machines and equipments) make it more than clear that the expression “any other material object” in section 30 includes ultrasound machines, other machines and equipment capable of detecting sex of foetus or ca

	29. It is necessary to note that the Rules made under Section 32 of the Act are required by Section 34 to be laid before each House of Parliament and if no modification is made within a period of 30 days while Parliament is in session, the rules continue to have effect as made. If any modification is made, then the Rules continue to have effect subject to the modification . If both the Houses agree that a rule should not be made, the rule shall be of no effect from the date of annulment. It is nobody’s case
	29. It is necessary to note that the Rules made under Section 32 of the Act are required by Section 34 to be laid before each House of Parliament and if no modification is made within a period of 30 days while Parliament is in session, the rules continue to have effect as made. If any modification is made, then the Rules continue to have effect subject to the modification . If both the Houses agree that a rule should not be made, the rule shall be of no effect from the date of annulment. It is nobody’s case


	30. In a catena of decisions (Tata Engineering and Locomotive Company Ltd Vs. Gram Panchayat, Pimpri Waghere, AIR 1976 SC 2463 = (1976)4 SCC 177, P Kasilingam Vs. P.S.G. College of Technology, AIR 1995 SC 1395 = 1995 Supp (2) SCC 348, Pali Devi Vs. Chairman, Managing Committee, AIR 1996 SC 1589 = 1996 (3) SCC 296 (para 8), Gujrat Pradesh Panchayat Parishad Vs. State of Gujarat, 2007 (7) SCC 718 (para 39) the Supreme Court has held that “rules made under a statute are a legitimate aid to construction of the 
	30. In a catena of decisions (Tata Engineering and Locomotive Company Ltd Vs. Gram Panchayat, Pimpri Waghere, AIR 1976 SC 2463 = (1976)4 SCC 177, P Kasilingam Vs. P.S.G. College of Technology, AIR 1995 SC 1395 = 1995 Supp (2) SCC 348, Pali Devi Vs. Chairman, Managing Committee, AIR 1996 SC 1589 = 1996 (3) SCC 296 (para 8), Gujrat Pradesh Panchayat Parishad Vs. State of Gujarat, 2007 (7) SCC 718 (para 39) the Supreme Court has held that “rules made under a statute are a legitimate aid to construction of the 
	30. In a catena of decisions (Tata Engineering and Locomotive Company Ltd Vs. Gram Panchayat, Pimpri Waghere, AIR 1976 SC 2463 = (1976)4 SCC 177, P Kasilingam Vs. P.S.G. College of Technology, AIR 1995 SC 1395 = 1995 Supp (2) SCC 348, Pali Devi Vs. Chairman, Managing Committee, AIR 1996 SC 1589 = 1996 (3) SCC 296 (para 8), Gujrat Pradesh Panchayat Parishad Vs. State of Gujarat, 2007 (7) SCC 718 (para 39) the Supreme Court has held that “rules made under a statute are a legitimate aid to construction of the 

	31. We may also refer to the rule of “ejusdem generis” invoked by the learned counsel for the petitioner in support of the contention that “any other material object” in Section 30 must take colour from the preceding words. It is submitted that since all the preceding words pertain to paper such as record, register, document, books, pamphlet and advertisement the words “any other material object” must be construed in light of the preceding words.
	31. We may also refer to the rule of “ejusdem generis” invoked by the learned counsel for the petitioner in support of the contention that “any other material object” in Section 30 must take colour from the preceding words. It is submitted that since all the preceding words pertain to paper such as record, register, document, books, pamphlet and advertisement the words “any other material object” must be construed in light of the preceding words.

	32. In Smt. Leelavati Bai Vs. State of Bombay, 1957 SCR 721 : AIR 1957 SC 521 (Para 11), the Apex Court laid down the following principle:-
	32. In Smt. Leelavati Bai Vs. State of Bombay, 1957 SCR 721 : AIR 1957 SC 521 (Para 11), the Apex Court laid down the following principle:-

	“The rule of ejusdem generis is intended to be applied where general words have been used following particular and specific words of the same nature on the established rule of construction that the legislature presumed to use the general words in a restricted sense; that is to say, as belonging to the same genus as the particular and specific words. Such a restricted meaning has to be given to words of general import only where the context of the whole scheme of legislation requires it. But where the contex
	“The rule of ejusdem generis is intended to be applied where general words have been used following particular and specific words of the same nature on the established rule of construction that the legislature presumed to use the general words in a restricted sense; that is to say, as belonging to the same genus as the particular and specific words. Such a restricted meaning has to be given to words of general import only where the context of the whole scheme of legislation requires it. But where the contex

	33. As already discussed, on analysis of the scheme of the Act, and having regard to the legislative object and the mischief sought to be avoided, as referred to in the preamble to the Act and also in the Statement of Objects and Reasons to the Amendment Act 14 of 2003, we have no manner of doubt in holding that the power under Section 30 to seize and seal “any material object” includes power to seize and seal ultrasound machines and other machines and equipments, capable of selection of sex or capable of p
	33. As already discussed, on analysis of the scheme of the Act, and having regard to the legislative object and the mischief sought to be avoided, as referred to in the preamble to the Act and also in the Statement of Objects and Reasons to the Amendment Act 14 of 2003, we have no manner of doubt in holding that the power under Section 30 to seize and seal “any material object” includes power to seize and seal ultrasound machines and other machines and equipments, capable of selection of sex or capable of p

	34. As regards the decision in Dadasaheb Vs. State of Maharashtra (supra), we note that the Division Bench did not refer to explanation (2) to Rule 12 of the PC and PNDT Rules, 1996, much less to the legislative object and scheme of the Act discussed above . Otherwise also, independently of reference to the said Rules, we are of the view that on an analysis of the provisions of the Act, if any ultrasound machine is used for conducting sonography on a pregnant woman for a sex determination test or sex select
	34. As regards the decision in Dadasaheb Vs. State of Maharashtra (supra), we note that the Division Bench did not refer to explanation (2) to Rule 12 of the PC and PNDT Rules, 1996, much less to the legislative object and scheme of the Act discussed above . Otherwise also, independently of reference to the said Rules, we are of the view that on an analysis of the provisions of the Act, if any ultrasound machine is used for conducting sonography on a pregnant woman for a sex determination test or sex select

	35. We may also refer to the interim order in Writ Petition No. 7973 of 2008 referred to in Paragraph 12 of the judgment in Dadasaheb’s case. (LataMangeshkarMedical Foundation Vs. The Dy. Medical Officer of Health Pune Municipal Corporation and others). That interim order was passed in an all together different set of facts and circumstances. In that case, 8 ultrasound machines were seized from a charitable hospital with 650 beds and 70 ICU beds and it was in that background that a Division Bench of this Co
	35. We may also refer to the interim order in Writ Petition No. 7973 of 2008 referred to in Paragraph 12 of the judgment in Dadasaheb’s case. (LataMangeshkarMedical Foundation Vs. The Dy. Medical Officer of Health Pune Municipal Corporation and others). That interim order was passed in an all together different set of facts and circumstances. In that case, 8 ultrasound machines were seized from a charitable hospital with 650 beds and 70 ICU beds and it was in that background that a Division Bench of this Co

	An interim order cannot be treated as a precedent while interpreting the provisions of a statue, and that too when the Division Bench did not refer to Section 30 of the Act.
	An interim order cannot be treated as a precedent while interpreting the provisions of a statue, and that too when the Division Bench did not refer to Section 30 of the Act.


	36. In view of the above discussion, our answers to the questions framed for determination are as under:-
	36. In view of the above discussion, our answers to the questions framed for determination are as under:-
	36. In view of the above discussion, our answers to the questions framed for determination are as under:-

	(i) The expression “any other material object” in Section 30 of the Pre-conception and Pre-natal Diagnostic Techniques (Prohibition of Sex Selection) Act, 1994 includes ultrasound machines, other machines and equipment capable of aiding or assisting in selection of sex, or capable of performing any procedure, technique or test for pre natal detection of sex of foetus.
	(i) The expression “any other material object” in Section 30 of the Pre-conception and Pre-natal Diagnostic Techniques (Prohibition of Sex Selection) Act, 1994 includes ultrasound machines, other machines and equipment capable of aiding or assisting in selection of sex, or capable of performing any procedure, technique or test for pre natal detection of sex of foetus.

	(ii) The decision of the Division Bench of this Court in Dadasaheb Vs. State of Maharashtra 2009 (12) LJSOFT 95 = 2010 (2) Mah.L.J. 110, taking the contrary view does not lay down the correct law and is hereby overruled.
	(ii) The decision of the Division Bench of this Court in Dadasaheb Vs. State of Maharashtra 2009 (12) LJSOFT 95 = 2010 (2) Mah.L.J. 110, taking the contrary view does not lay down the correct law and is hereby overruled.

	37. Since the only controversy raised in this petition was about interpretation of the expression “any other material object” in Section 30 of the Act, we may not be treated to have expressed any opinion on the question as regards the circumstances in which the power under Section 30 is to be exercised.
	37. Since the only controversy raised in this petition was about interpretation of the expression “any other material object” in Section 30 of the Act, we may not be treated to have expressed any opinion on the question as regards the circumstances in which the power under Section 30 is to be exercised.

	38. As the seizure and sealing of the petitioner’s ultrasound machine was challenged only on the ground that the Appropriate Authority or Authorized Officer does not have power or authority to take such action under Section 30 of the Act read with Rule 12 and the petitioner’s contention has been repelled, we see no merit in this petition. The petition is accordingly dismissed. (emphasis supplied)
	38. As the seizure and sealing of the petitioner’s ultrasound machine was challenged only on the ground that the Appropriate Authority or Authorized Officer does not have power or authority to take such action under Section 30 of the Act read with Rule 12 and the petitioner’s contention has been repelled, we see no merit in this petition. The petition is accordingly dismissed. (emphasis supplied)

	39. We place on record our appreciation for the valuable assistance rendered by Mr. Sagar A. Mane, learned counsel for the petitioner, Mr. S.R.Nargolkar, learned Additional Government Pleader for respondent No.2 and Mr.Uday Warunjikar, learned counsel for the intervenors.
	39. We place on record our appreciation for the valuable assistance rendered by Mr. Sagar A. Mane, learned counsel for the petitioner, Mr. S.R.Nargolkar, learned Additional Government Pleader for respondent No.2 and Mr.Uday Warunjikar, learned counsel for the intervenors.

	40. Before parting with the matter, we may refer to the disturbing figures of the declining National child sex ratio over the last five decades, to which our attention has been invited by the learned Additional Government Pleader :-
	40. Before parting with the matter, we may refer to the disturbing figures of the declining National child sex ratio over the last five decades, to which our attention has been invited by the learned Additional Government Pleader :-


	Year No.of girls per 1000 boys (in the age group 0-6 years)
	Year No.of girls per 1000 boys (in the age group 0-6 years)
	Year No.of girls per 1000 boys (in the age group 0-6 years)
	Year No.of girls per 1000 boys (in the age group 0-6 years)
	Year No.of girls per 1000 boys (in the age group 0-6 years)
	Year No.of girls per 1000 boys (in the age group 0-6 years)



	1961
	1961
	1961
	1961


	976
	976
	976



	1971
	1971
	1971
	1971


	965
	965
	965



	1981
	1981
	1981
	1981


	962
	962
	962



	1991
	1991
	1991
	1991


	945
	945
	945



	2001
	2001
	2001
	2001


	927
	927
	927



	2011
	2011
	2011
	2011


	914
	914
	914





	In the State of Maharashtra also, the child sex ratio has gone down from 913 in 2001 to 883 in 2011. It has gone down to as low as 801 in Beed District. In Kolhapur District, where the offence in question is registered, it is 839.
	In the State of Maharashtra also, the child sex ratio has gone down from 913 in 2001 to 883 in 2011. It has gone down to as low as 801 in Beed District. In Kolhapur District, where the offence in question is registered, it is 839.
	In the State of Maharashtra also, the child sex ratio has gone down from 913 in 2001 to 883 in 2011. It has gone down to as low as 801 in Beed District. In Kolhapur District, where the offence in question is registered, it is 839.

	41. We are also distressed by the fact that a number of cases for trial of offences registered under the Act are pending in Courts of the Judicial Magistrate First Class for a long period, sometimes upto 6 years and in a few cases as long as 6 to 8 years. It is, therefore, directed that all cases under the Act shall be taken up on top priority basis and the Metropolitan Magistrates. Mumbai and the J.M.F.Cs. in other Districts shall try and decide such cases with utmost priority and preferably within one yea
	41. We are also distressed by the fact that a number of cases for trial of offences registered under the Act are pending in Courts of the Judicial Magistrate First Class for a long period, sometimes upto 6 years and in a few cases as long as 6 to 8 years. It is, therefore, directed that all cases under the Act shall be taken up on top priority basis and the Metropolitan Magistrates. Mumbai and the J.M.F.Cs. in other Districts shall try and decide such cases with utmost priority and preferably within one yea

	42. A copy of this judgment shall be circulated to the Principal District Judges in all the districts of State of Maharashtra and State of Goa and to the Chief Metropolitan Magistrate, Mumbai, who shall in turn circulate a copy of this judgment to the Metropolitan Magistrates, Mumbai and all the Judicial Magistrates First Class in their respective districts for timely compliance with the above direction.
	42. A copy of this judgment shall be circulated to the Principal District Judges in all the districts of State of Maharashtra and State of Goa and to the Chief Metropolitan Magistrate, Mumbai, who shall in turn circulate a copy of this judgment to the Metropolitan Magistrates, Mumbai and all the Judicial Magistrates First Class in their respective districts for timely compliance with the above direction.
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	IN THE HIGH COURT OF BOMBAY Writ Petition No. 797 of 2011 Decided on: 26/08/2011
	IN THE HIGH COURT OF BOMBAY Writ Petition No. 797 of 2011 Decided on: 26/08/2011
	IN THE HIGH COURT OF BOMBAY Writ Petition No. 797 of 2011 Decided on: 26/08/2011
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	Radiological and Imaging Association (State Chapter- Jalna), through Dr. Jignesh Gokuldas Thakker, its PC-PNDT Coordinator for the Indian Radiological and Imaging
	Radiological and Imaging Association (State Chapter- Jalna), through Dr. Jignesh Gokuldas Thakker, its PC-PNDT Coordinator for the Indian Radiological and Imaging
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	Acts/Rules/orders: Societies Registration Act, 1860; Pre-conception and Pre-natal Diagnostic Techniques (Prohibition of Sex Selection) Act, 1994 and Rules, 1996 - Sections 4, 4(1), 4(2), 4(3), 5, 6, 17,17 A, 17(4), 23, 23(2), 29, 30, 30(1) and 32, Rules 9, 12; Information Technology Act, 2000 - Sections 72 and 72A; Amendment Act, 2003 - Section 14; Indian Evidence Act - Section 45; Constitution of India - Articles 19, 21 and 226; European Convention on Human Rights - Article
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	CASE SUMMARY
	CASE SUMMARY
	CASE SUMMARY

	In a series of landmark decisions delivered by the Bombay High Court towards effective and meaningful implementation of the provisions of the Act, one must say this Judgment constitutes a major milestone. It once again proves that Judiciary is one step ahead of legislature and executive in acting as catalyst for social change.
	In a series of landmark decisions delivered by the Bombay High Court towards effective and meaningful implementation of the provisions of the Act, one must say this Judgment constitutes a major milestone. It once again proves that Judiciary is one step ahead of legislature and executive in acting as catalyst for social change.

	This Writ Petition under Article 226 of the Constitution was filed by Radiological and Imaging Association challenging two actions initiated by the Collector of Kolhapur District. One was the Circular dated 14th January 2011 issued by him, requiring the Radiologists and Sonologists in the District to transmit Form - F online within 24 hours of conducting Sonography. The challenge was
	This Writ Petition under Article 226 of the Constitution was filed by Radiological and Imaging Association challenging two actions initiated by the Collector of Kolhapur District. One was the Circular dated 14th January 2011 issued by him, requiring the Radiologists and Sonologists in the District to transmit Form - F online within 24 hours of conducting Sonography. The challenge was


	on the ground that the said Circular is without authority of law because under the PC & PNDT Rules the Form F is required to be submitted up to 5th day of the next month and not immediately within 24 hours and not on line. The Collector and Civil Surgeon strongly supported the Circular on the ground that Kolhapur District is having the worst sex ratio of 838 females per 1000 males and one of the causes for the same was found to be illegal use of sonography centres for sex selection tests resulting in sex de
	on the ground that the said Circular is without authority of law because under the PC & PNDT Rules the Form F is required to be submitted up to 5th day of the next month and not immediately within 24 hours and not on line. The Collector and Civil Surgeon strongly supported the Circular on the ground that Kolhapur District is having the worst sex ratio of 838 females per 1000 males and one of the causes for the same was found to be illegal use of sonography centres for sex selection tests resulting in sex de
	on the ground that the said Circular is without authority of law because under the PC & PNDT Rules the Form F is required to be submitted up to 5th day of the next month and not immediately within 24 hours and not on line. The Collector and Civil Surgeon strongly supported the Circular on the ground that Kolhapur District is having the worst sex ratio of 838 females per 1000 males and one of the causes for the same was found to be illegal use of sonography centres for sex selection tests resulting in sex de

	The High Court found considerable substance in these submissions as it noticed 4 distinct advantages in the online submission of Form - F when such large number of sonographies - 15000 per month are performed. Firstly, that entire information in the Form - F has to be filled up in its online submission, otherwise Form was not accepted by Computer. Secondly, the work of submitting information in Form-F has to be complete on day to day basis, which results into third advantage to District administration to ma
	The High Court found considerable substance in these submissions as it noticed 4 distinct advantages in the online submission of Form - F when such large number of sonographies - 15000 per month are performed. Firstly, that entire information in the Form - F has to be filled up in its online submission, otherwise Form was not accepted by Computer. Secondly, the work of submitting information in Form-F has to be complete on day to day basis, which results into third advantage to District administration to ma


	JUDGMENT Mohit S. Shah, C.J.
	JUDGMENT Mohit S. Shah, C.J.
	JUDGMENT Mohit S. Shah, C.J.

	1. In this petition under Article 226 of the Constitution, the Petitioner-Radiological & Imaging Association (State Chapter-Jalna) (hereafter referred to as "the Petitioner" or "the Association") has challenged the circular dated 14 January 2011 of Collector and District Magistrate, Kolhapur (exhibit 'F') requiring the Radiologists and Sonologists to submit on-line form F under the Pre-conception and Pre-natal Diagnostic Techniques Rules, 2003. The Association has also challenged the circular dated 10 March
	1. In this petition under Article 226 of the Constitution, the Petitioner-Radiological & Imaging Association (State Chapter-Jalna) (hereafter referred to as "the Petitioner" or "the Association") has challenged the circular dated 14 January 2011 of Collector and District Magistrate, Kolhapur (exhibit 'F') requiring the Radiologists and Sonologists to submit on-line form F under the Pre-conception and Pre-natal Diagnostic Techniques Rules, 2003. The Association has also challenged the circular dated 10 March

	2. The Petitioner-association is a society registered under the Societies Registration Act, 1860, formed for promoting, inter alia, the study and practice of Radio-diagnosis, ultra-sound, CT, MRI and other imaging modalities.
	2. The Petitioner-association is a society registered under the Societies Registration Act, 1860, formed for promoting, inter alia, the study and practice of Radio-diagnosis, ultra-sound, CT, MRI and other imaging modalities.

	Members of the Association are medical practitioners who are imaging specialists engaged, inter alia, in foetal imaging, generally known as Sonologists/Radiologists and are governed by the provisions of the Preconception and Pre-natal Diagnostic Techniques (Prohibition of Sex Selection) Act, 1994 and Rules, 1996 (for brevity, PC&PNDT Act of 1994 and Rules, 1996).
	Members of the Association are medical practitioners who are imaging specialists engaged, inter alia, in foetal imaging, generally known as Sonologists/Radiologists and are governed by the provisions of the Preconception and Pre-natal Diagnostic Techniques (Prohibition of Sex Selection) Act, 1994 and Rules, 1996 (for brevity, PC&PNDT Act of 1994 and Rules, 1996).

	3. According to the Petitioner, ultra-sonography is a diagnostic technique which utilizes sound waves and reflections leading to imaging of diverse muscular or soft tissue organs/ parts of human body for detection of disorders, abnormalities or malfunctioning. It is a non-invasive technique which does not have any side effects or after effects and is, therefore, widely used in India and abroad for diagnostic examination of diverse
	3. According to the Petitioner, ultra-sonography is a diagnostic technique which utilizes sound waves and reflections leading to imaging of diverse muscular or soft tissue organs/ parts of human body for detection of disorders, abnormalities or malfunctioning. It is a non-invasive technique which does not have any side effects or after effects and is, therefore, widely used in India and abroad for diagnostic examination of diverse


	organs and parts of the human body, including heart, liver, bladder, abdomen, kidneys, intestines, pancreas, prostate etc. Since it is non-invasive and has No. radiation hazard, ultra-sonography has proved to be a boon in evaluating the foetus during pregnancy.
	organs and parts of the human body, including heart, liver, bladder, abdomen, kidneys, intestines, pancreas, prostate etc. Since it is non-invasive and has No. radiation hazard, ultra-sonography has proved to be a boon in evaluating the foetus during pregnancy.
	organs and parts of the human body, including heart, liver, bladder, abdomen, kidneys, intestines, pancreas, prostate etc. Since it is non-invasive and has No. radiation hazard, ultra-sonography has proved to be a boon in evaluating the foetus during pregnancy.

	Primary challenge
	Primary challenge

	4. In this petition, the Petitioner has challenged the action of Collector and District Magistrate, Kolhapur in issuing Circular dated 10 March 2010 whereby all doctors, sonologists and radiologists practicing in Kolhapur District are called upon to install device 'Silent Observer' in their sonography/ultra-sound machines. According to the Petitioner, this machine and its software enables the Collector to directly review at district headquarters at Kolhapur to scan images of the patient which is illegal, ag
	4. In this petition, the Petitioner has challenged the action of Collector and District Magistrate, Kolhapur in issuing Circular dated 10 March 2010 whereby all doctors, sonologists and radiologists practicing in Kolhapur District are called upon to install device 'Silent Observer' in their sonography/ultra-sound machines. According to the Petitioner, this machine and its software enables the Collector to directly review at district headquarters at Kolhapur to scan images of the patient which is illegal, ag

	Defence of Collector and District Magistrate
	Defence of Collector and District Magistrate

	5. Collector and District Magistrate, Kolhapur has filed affidavit-in-reply dated 28 February 2011 submitting, interalia, as under:
	5. Collector and District Magistrate, Kolhapur has filed affidavit-in-reply dated 28 February 2011 submitting, interalia, as under:

	5.1 Vide notifications issued under Section 17 of the Act, the Collectors and District Magistrates as well as Civil Surgeons or Deans of Medical Colleges (where Civil surgeons are not available) at every district level, are appointed as appropriate authorities. Reference is made to the power conferred by the Act and the Rules on the appropriate authority for enforcement of the provisions of the Act and the Rules.
	5.1 Vide notifications issued under Section 17 of the Act, the Collectors and District Magistrates as well as Civil Surgeons or Deans of Medical Colleges (where Civil surgeons are not available) at every district level, are appointed as appropriate authorities. Reference is made to the power conferred by the Act and the Rules on the appropriate authority for enforcement of the provisions of the Act and the Rules.

	The Collector and Civil Surgeon found that Kolhapur district is having the worst sex ratio 839 females per 1000 males. After understanding the magnitude of the problem and illegal use of sonography centres for sex selection test resulting in female foeticide, the Collector organized the workshop of doctors/radiologists/sonologists.
	The Collector and Civil Surgeon found that Kolhapur district is having the worst sex ratio 839 females per 1000 males. After understanding the magnitude of the problem and illegal use of sonography centres for sex selection test resulting in female foeticide, the Collector organized the workshop of doctors/radiologists/sonologists.

	Kolhapur has 250 sonography centres as on 1 January, 2011 and each month more than 12000 sonography tests are being conducted on pregnant women in the district i.e. 1,50,000 tests per annum in the district. Sonography centre has to maintain, as per Section 4 and Rule 9, record of each test on the pregnant woman in form 'F'. It is mandatory for the sonography centres to submit form 'F' to the office of the Civil Surgeon (District Appropriate Authority) by fifth of next month. The district and sub-district ap
	Kolhapur has 250 sonography centres as on 1 January, 2011 and each month more than 12000 sonography tests are being conducted on pregnant women in the district i.e. 1,50,000 tests per annum in the district. Sonography centre has to maintain, as per Section 4 and Rule 9, record of each test on the pregnant woman in form 'F'. It is mandatory for the sonography centres to submit form 'F' to the office of the Civil Surgeon (District Appropriate Authority) by fifth of next month. The district and sub-district ap

	5.3. The district administration came across two blatant violations of the Act viz. under-reporting and false reporting of sonography tests.
	5.3. The district administration came across two blatant violations of the Act viz. under-reporting and false reporting of sonography tests.

	(a) Under-reporting is not filling 'F' form even though sonography test is conducted on a pregnant woman, for the sole purpose of sex determination resulting in female foeticide.
	(a) Under-reporting is not filling 'F' form even though sonography test is conducted on a pregnant woman, for the sole purpose of sex determination resulting in female foeticide.

	(b) False reporting is wrong mentioning of age of the foetus and incorrect and wrong particulars in the other relevant columns. It was noticed that even when the health, growth and other indicators of foetus is normal, many doctors/radiologists submit incorrect report of pre-natal diagnostic
	(b) False reporting is wrong mentioning of age of the foetus and incorrect and wrong particulars in the other relevant columns. It was noticed that even when the health, growth and other indicators of foetus is normal, many doctors/radiologists submit incorrect report of pre-natal diagnostic


	5.2 (a)
	5.2 (a)
	5.2 (a)

	(b)
	(b)


	procedure and recommend Medical Termination of Pregnancy. Checking of 'F' form after considerable long time lag was not yielding desirable result as the appropriate authority was unable to detect the sex selection abortion being carried out.
	procedure and recommend Medical Termination of Pregnancy. Checking of 'F' form after considerable long time lag was not yielding desirable result as the appropriate authority was unable to detect the sex selection abortion being carried out.
	procedure and recommend Medical Termination of Pregnancy. Checking of 'F' form after considerable long time lag was not yielding desirable result as the appropriate authority was unable to detect the sex selection abortion being carried out.

	(c) Study on doctors perspective on PC&PNDT Act shows that 55.9% of the doctors stated that the information submitted was absolutely false and 41.2% stated that they were not sure. Almost all, 97% of the doctors confirmed that there is demand for gender determination of foetus by patients (exhibit 'M').
	(c) Study on doctors perspective on PC&PNDT Act shows that 55.9% of the doctors stated that the information submitted was absolutely false and 41.2% stated that they were not sure. Almost all, 97% of the doctors confirmed that there is demand for gender determination of foetus by patients (exhibit 'M').

	Several studies have shown that almost 70% of form ’F’ are incomplete whether deliberate or not.
	Several studies have shown that almost 70% of form ’F’ are incomplete whether deliberate or not.

	6. In order to overcome these problems, the District administration evolved the impugned methods:
	6. In order to overcome these problems, the District administration evolved the impugned methods:

	6.1 The on-line 'F' form facilitates to fill in all 19 columns of form correctly and upload on daily basis. It also helps the district authority, namely, Civil Surgeon to analyse the monthly data expeditiously because on-line record in form 'F' is readily available on computers for the analysis and, action if needed, and for corrective course for proper enforcement of the Act. This new scientific innovation of on-line 'F' form is an added tool in the hands of district appropriate authorities for analysis of
	6.1 The on-line 'F' form facilitates to fill in all 19 columns of form correctly and upload on daily basis. It also helps the district authority, namely, Civil Surgeon to analyse the monthly data expeditiously because on-line record in form 'F' is readily available on computers for the analysis and, action if needed, and for corrective course for proper enforcement of the Act. This new scientific innovation of on-line 'F' form is an added tool in the hands of district appropriate authorities for analysis of

	6.2 Otherwise also, the information submitted in 'F' form in hard copy was required to be scrutinized and analysed by the District administration and as indicated above, the number of 'F' forms being received every year in Kolhapur district alone being 1.5 lakh, it was not possible for the administration to analyse the information submitted in 'F' forms in such a large number. With on-line submission of 'F' forms, it is possible for the appropriate authority to analyse the data by referring to a few paramet
	6.2 Otherwise also, the information submitted in 'F' form in hard copy was required to be scrutinized and analysed by the District administration and as indicated above, the number of 'F' forms being received every year in Kolhapur district alone being 1.5 lakh, it was not possible for the administration to analyse the information submitted in 'F' forms in such a large number. With on-line submission of 'F' forms, it is possible for the appropriate authority to analyse the data by referring to a few paramet

	6.3 On-line submission of 'F' form is in consonance with the spirit and object of Section 4 and Rule 9.. which already require the sonography centre to submit submission of forms 'F' every month. All sonography centres, in addition to on-line submission, still keep 'form 'F' manually in printed form where they sign and obtain signature of the patient undergoing sonography test.
	6.3 On-line submission of 'F' form is in consonance with the spirit and object of Section 4 and Rule 9.. which already require the sonography centre to submit submission of forms 'F' every month. All sonography centres, in addition to on-line submission, still keep 'form 'F' manually in printed form where they sign and obtain signature of the patient undergoing sonography test.

	6.4. After installation of silent observer on the ultra-sound machines in the sonography centres in Kolhapur district, reporting of sonography tests of pregnant women has increased to 34%. At the hearing also, Mr. Kumbhakoni, learned Counsel for the Collector and District Magistrate, Kolhapur has placed before us the statement giving details of the number of 'F' forms submitted in October 2009 and in May 2011 as under:
	6.4. After installation of silent observer on the ultra-sound machines in the sonography centres in Kolhapur district, reporting of sonography tests of pregnant women has increased to 34%. At the hearing also, Mr. Kumbhakoni, learned Counsel for the Collector and District Magistrate, Kolhapur has placed before us the statement giving details of the number of 'F' forms submitted in October 2009 and in May 2011 as under:


	Month
	Month
	Month
	Month
	Month
	Month


	Kolhapur Rural
	Kolhapur Rural
	Kolhapur Rural


	Kolhapur City
	Kolhapur City
	Kolhapur City


	Kolhapur District
	Kolhapur District
	Kolhapur District



	October 2009
	October 2009
	October 2009
	October 2009


	4932
	4932
	4932


	4970
	4970
	4970


	9902
	9902
	9902



	June 2010
	June 2010
	June 2010
	June 2010


	6618
	6618
	6618


	5290
	5290
	5290


	11908
	11908
	11908



	May 2011
	May 2011
	May 2011
	May 2011


	8909
	8909
	8909


	6688
	6688
	6688


	15597
	15597
	15597





	7. It is the specific case in the reply affidavit that the information contained in 'F' form submitted on-line is not accessible to anyone except the Collector and District Magistrate.
	7. It is the specific case in the reply affidavit that the information contained in 'F' form submitted on-line is not accessible to anyone except the Collector and District Magistrate.
	7. It is the specific case in the reply affidavit that the information contained in 'F' form submitted on-line is not accessible to anyone except the Collector and District Magistrate.

	8. The second solution found out by the District Collector and District Magistrate, Kolhapur and Civil Surgeon is installation of silent observer (SIOB). Together with on-line submission of 'F' forms, the silent observer addresses both the problems of under-reporting or false-reporting. As soon as doctor/radiologist opens the sonography machine, the silent observer captures and stores the video output of each sonography test which
	8. The second solution found out by the District Collector and District Magistrate, Kolhapur and Civil Surgeon is installation of silent observer (SIOB). Together with on-line submission of 'F' forms, the silent observer addresses both the problems of under-reporting or false-reporting. As soon as doctor/radiologist opens the sonography machine, the silent observer captures and stores the video output of each sonography test which


	shows the age of foetus and abnormality if any. Thus, each sonography test is counted and can be crosschecked with the 'F' form submitted on-line In case of suspected medical termination of pregnancy, the district administration can check the 'F' form and verify the truthfulness by comparing video of sonography test. For instance, in order to show that the MTP is for medical purpose and not as a result of sex selection, the age of aborted foetus is normally shown as below 12 weeks, in which case the sex is
	shows the age of foetus and abnormality if any. Thus, each sonography test is counted and can be crosschecked with the 'F' form submitted on-line In case of suspected medical termination of pregnancy, the district administration can check the 'F' form and verify the truthfulness by comparing video of sonography test. For instance, in order to show that the MTP is for medical purpose and not as a result of sex selection, the age of aborted foetus is normally shown as below 12 weeks, in which case the sex is
	shows the age of foetus and abnormality if any. Thus, each sonography test is counted and can be crosschecked with the 'F' form submitted on-line In case of suspected medical termination of pregnancy, the district administration can check the 'F' form and verify the truthfulness by comparing video of sonography test. For instance, in order to show that the MTP is for medical purpose and not as a result of sex selection, the age of aborted foetus is normally shown as below 12 weeks, in which case the sex is

	9. Rule 9(6) of the PC&PNDT Rules provides that all case-related records, forms of consent, laboratory results, microscopic pictures, sonographic plates or slides, recommendations and letters shall be preserved for two years. With few exceptions, No. sonography centres preserve such records except 'F' form. What the silent observer or SIOB does is, facilitate storage of video record of each sonography test. The silent observer is embedded on the ultra-sound machine which remains in the concerned sonography 
	9. Rule 9(6) of the PC&PNDT Rules provides that all case-related records, forms of consent, laboratory results, microscopic pictures, sonographic plates or slides, recommendations and letters shall be preserved for two years. With few exceptions, No. sonography centres preserve such records except 'F' form. What the silent observer or SIOB does is, facilitate storage of video record of each sonography test. The silent observer is embedded on the ultra-sound machine which remains in the concerned sonography 

	10. In paras 10 and 31 of the affidavit-in-reply, the Collector and District Magistrate, Kolhapur (Respondent No.
	10. In paras 10 and 31 of the affidavit-in-reply, the Collector and District Magistrate, Kolhapur (Respondent No.

	3) has specifically stated as under:
	3) has specifically stated as under:

	...Respondent No. 3 submits that Petitioner has stated without ascertaining the facts and functions of SIOB that it enables the Respondent No. 3 to directly review at his district level (Kolhapur District) the scanned images of a patient is not correct. The device SIOB stores the video of sonography tests of pregnant women carried out at the sonography centre and not transmitted to district server for viewing by the Collector. The SIOB is sealed in presence of the concerned doctor/Radiologist with his signa
	...Respondent No. 3 submits that Petitioner has stated without ascertaining the facts and functions of SIOB that it enables the Respondent No. 3 to directly review at his district level (Kolhapur District) the scanned images of a patient is not correct. The device SIOB stores the video of sonography tests of pregnant women carried out at the sonography centre and not transmitted to district server for viewing by the Collector. The SIOB is sealed in presence of the concerned doctor/Radiologist with his signa

	Hereto annexed and marked as Exh. ’C’ is the protocol made for use of "silent Observer".
	Hereto annexed and marked as Exh. ’C’ is the protocol made for use of "silent Observer".

	31... Silent Observer is not connected to any district server, No. internet is connected to Silent Observer. The appropriate authority with the help of silent observer can check for suspected centres and suspected cases like pregnant females with one or more previous girls, pregnant females with age of 35 and above. The solution also provides various medical data of the entire district that can be used for various decision making.
	31... Silent Observer is not connected to any district server, No. internet is connected to Silent Observer. The appropriate authority with the help of silent observer can check for suspected centres and suspected cases like pregnant females with one or more previous girls, pregnant females with age of 35 and above. The solution also provides various medical data of the entire district that can be used for various decision making.

	11. It is further stated in the affidavit-in-reply that the Collector and District Magistrate, Kolhapur alongwith Civil Surgeon, Chairperson of Federation of Obstetric and Gynecological Societies of India and Chairperson of Radiologist Association organized a one day workshop at Kolhapur on 8 March 2010 and demonstrated the new device i.e. SIOB or popularly called the "silent observer"-to all the doctors/radiologists and sonologists present at the workshop and the object of installation of silent observer. 
	11. It is further stated in the affidavit-in-reply that the Collector and District Magistrate, Kolhapur alongwith Civil Surgeon, Chairperson of Federation of Obstetric and Gynecological Societies of India and Chairperson of Radiologist Association organized a one day workshop at Kolhapur on 8 March 2010 and demonstrated the new device i.e. SIOB or popularly called the "silent observer"-to all the doctors/radiologists and sonologists present at the workshop and the object of installation of silent observer. 


	Central Government stand
	Central Government stand
	Central Government stand

	12. At the hearing of this writ petition, Mr. Anurag Gokhale, learned Counsel for Union of India has placed on record office memorandum dated 16 June 2011 issued by the Director, Ministry of Health & Family Welfare (PNDT Division) to the learned Additional Government Advocate on the subject matter of the present petition, which reads as under:
	12. At the hearing of this writ petition, Mr. Anurag Gokhale, learned Counsel for Union of India has placed on record office memorandum dated 16 June 2011 issued by the Director, Ministry of Health & Family Welfare (PNDT Division) to the learned Additional Government Advocate on the subject matter of the present petition, which reads as under:

	1. The undersigned is directed to refer to your letter dated 4961/LIT/2011 dated 24.5.2011 on the subject cited above and to convey that the declining child sex ratio and the reducing number of girl children in many states as per 2011 Census is a matter of great concern.
	1. The undersigned is directed to refer to your letter dated 4961/LIT/2011 dated 24.5.2011 on the subject cited above and to convey that the declining child sex ratio and the reducing number of girl children in many states as per 2011 Census is a matter of great concern.

	2. Tracking of pregnancy tests and detection of unreported termination of pregnancies have been a challenge for Appropriate Authorities in monitoring the activities of clinics offering diagnostic services. Clearly, it is the mandate of the Appropriate Authorities to effectively implement the PC & PNDT Act, 1994, as provided under Sub-Section 4 of Section 17 of the Act. District Appropriate Authorities thus have the discretion to facilitate the mechanisms to check illegal sex determination tests, including i
	2. Tracking of pregnancy tests and detection of unreported termination of pregnancies have been a challenge for Appropriate Authorities in monitoring the activities of clinics offering diagnostic services. Clearly, it is the mandate of the Appropriate Authorities to effectively implement the PC & PNDT Act, 1994, as provided under Sub-Section 4 of Section 17 of the Act. District Appropriate Authorities thus have the discretion to facilitate the mechanisms to check illegal sex determination tests, including i

	3. This issues with the approval of competent authority.?
	3. This issues with the approval of competent authority.?
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	Director
	Director

	(PNDT Division)
	(PNDT Division)

	Rival Submissions
	Rival Submissions

	13. At the hearing of the petition, the learned advocate as well as the learned Counsel for the Petitioner sought
	13. At the hearing of the petition, the learned advocate as well as the learned Counsel for the Petitioner sought

	discharge, as the Coordinator of the Petitioner-association himself desired to argue the case. Accordingly, Dr.
	discharge, as the Coordinator of the Petitioner-association himself desired to argue the case. Accordingly, Dr.

	Jignesh G. Thakker, Coordinator of the Petitioner-association made the following submissions:
	Jignesh G. Thakker, Coordinator of the Petitioner-association made the following submissions:

	(i) The impugned letter/circular of the Collector and District Magistrate, Kolhapur requiring the doctors/ radiologists /sonologists to submit form 'F' is without authority of law and not supported by any provision of the Act or the Rules.
	(i) The impugned letter/circular of the Collector and District Magistrate, Kolhapur requiring the doctors/ radiologists /sonologists to submit form 'F' is without authority of law and not supported by any provision of the Act or the Rules.

	(ii) Thepatient gives consent for sonography test to be conducted by the concerned doctor/radiologist/ sonologist and gives No. consent for giving access to the information contained in the sonography test to any other person. Hence, there is invasion into the patient's right to privacy.
	(ii) Thepatient gives consent for sonography test to be conducted by the concerned doctor/radiologist/ sonologist and gives No. consent for giving access to the information contained in the sonography test to any other person. Hence, there is invasion into the patient's right to privacy.

	(iii) The sonography test is undertaken by a pregnant woman in view of faith and trust on the radiologist/ sonologist/doctor that all the information relating to the test will remain confidential and private. However, the impugned actions of the Collector and District Magistrate, Kolhapur result into breach of confidentiality and privacy and therefore, constitute an offence punishable under Section 72 of the Information Technology Act, 2000.
	(iii) The sonography test is undertaken by a pregnant woman in view of faith and trust on the radiologist/ sonologist/doctor that all the information relating to the test will remain confidential and private. However, the impugned actions of the Collector and District Magistrate, Kolhapur result into breach of confidentiality and privacy and therefore, constitute an offence punishable under Section 72 of the Information Technology Act, 2000.

	14. On the other hand, Mr. Kumbhakoni, learned Counsel for the Collector and District Magistrate, Kolhapur, Mr.
	14. On the other hand, Mr. Kumbhakoni, learned Counsel for the Collector and District Magistrate, Kolhapur, Mr.

	V.D. Patil, learned Government Pleader for the State of Maharashtra and Mr. Anurag Gokhale, learned Counsel
	V.D. Patil, learned Government Pleader for the State of Maharashtra and Mr. Anurag Gokhale, learned Counsel

	for Respondent No. 1 Union of India have opposed the petition and made the following submissions:
	for Respondent No. 1 Union of India have opposed the petition and made the following submissions:

	(i) The appropriate authorities under the Act are required to supervise and implement the provisions of the Act and the Rules and to take appropriate legal action against the use of any sex selection technique
	(i) The appropriate authorities under the Act are required to supervise and implement the provisions of the Act and the Rules and to take appropriate legal action against the use of any sex selection technique


	by any person at any place suo motu or otherwise and also to undertake independent investigation. The appropriate authorities also have the powers to summon any person who is in possession of any information relating to violation of possession of any Act or the Rules and to produce any document or material object relating thereto. The appropriate authorities have also power to issue search warrant for any place suspected to be indulging in sex selection techniques or prenatal sex determination.
	by any person at any place suo motu or otherwise and also to undertake independent investigation. The appropriate authorities also have the powers to summon any person who is in possession of any information relating to violation of possession of any Act or the Rules and to produce any document or material object relating thereto. The appropriate authorities have also power to issue search warrant for any place suspected to be indulging in sex selection techniques or prenatal sex determination.
	by any person at any place suo motu or otherwise and also to undertake independent investigation. The appropriate authorities also have the powers to summon any person who is in possession of any information relating to violation of possession of any Act or the Rules and to produce any document or material object relating thereto. The appropriate authorities have also power to issue search warrant for any place suspected to be indulging in sex selection techniques or prenatal sex determination.

	(ii) Section 4 and Rule 9 also require the ultra-sound clinic to preserve the records and documents for a period of two years and to afford all reasonable facilities for inspection of the place, equipment and records to the appropriate authority or to any other person authorized by the appropriate authority. Rule 9(8) also requires the ultra-sound clinic to submit the information in form 'F' by fifth day of the next month. Hence, requiring the ultra-sound clinics to submit 'F' forms on-line is only requirin
	(ii) Section 4 and Rule 9 also require the ultra-sound clinic to preserve the records and documents for a period of two years and to afford all reasonable facilities for inspection of the place, equipment and records to the appropriate authority or to any other person authorized by the appropriate authority. Rule 9(8) also requires the ultra-sound clinic to submit the information in form 'F' by fifth day of the next month. Hence, requiring the ultra-sound clinics to submit 'F' forms on-line is only requirin

	(iii) Only the appropriate authority has access to this information and only the appropriate authority can assign the work of analysis to the officer authorized by the appropriate authority. Since the existing provisions of the Act and the Rules themselves require the ultra-sound clinics to give access to the information to the appropriate authorities and to the officers authorized by the appropriate authority, and the on-line information is not available on public domain, there is No. question of breach of
	(iii) Only the appropriate authority has access to this information and only the appropriate authority can assign the work of analysis to the officer authorized by the appropriate authority. Since the existing provisions of the Act and the Rules themselves require the ultra-sound clinics to give access to the information to the appropriate authorities and to the officers authorized by the appropriate authority, and the on-line information is not available on public domain, there is No. question of breach of

	(iv) It is only on account of introduction of on-line submission of 'F' form that the authorities have been able to overcome the problem of under-reporting of 'F' forms as per the data given. The statement placed on record by the Collector and District Magistrate shows the number of 'F' forms in 250 ultrasound centres in Kolhapur district has gone up from 9,902 in October 2009 to 15,597 in May 2011.
	(iv) It is only on account of introduction of on-line submission of 'F' form that the authorities have been able to overcome the problem of under-reporting of 'F' forms as per the data given. The statement placed on record by the Collector and District Magistrate shows the number of 'F' forms in 250 ultrasound centres in Kolhapur district has gone up from 9,902 in October 2009 to 15,597 in May 2011.

	(v) As regards the silent observer, it is submitted after referring to the relevant averments in the reply affidavit that silent observer does not transmit the information stored in the device embedded on the ultra-sound machine to the office of the Collector through any district server or any other server but it very much remains within the premises of the registered ultra-sound centre. Otherwise also, the registered ultra-sound centre is required to store all its records, registers, sonography slides etc.
	(v) As regards the silent observer, it is submitted after referring to the relevant averments in the reply affidavit that silent observer does not transmit the information stored in the device embedded on the ultra-sound machine to the office of the Collector through any district server or any other server but it very much remains within the premises of the registered ultra-sound centre. Otherwise also, the registered ultra-sound centre is required to store all its records, registers, sonography slides etc.

	(vi) It is submitted that there are sufficient safeguards for ensuring that there is No. breach of privacy rights of the patient and that the Collector and District Magistrate welcomes any further suggestions or any other safeguards which may be made or suggested by the Petitioner-Association or others.
	(vi) It is submitted that there are sufficient safeguards for ensuring that there is No. breach of privacy rights of the patient and that the Collector and District Magistrate welcomes any further suggestions or any other safeguards which may be made or suggested by the Petitioner-Association or others.

	(vii) Mr. Kumbhakoni has lastly submitted that the impact of innovative measures introduced by the Collector and District Magistrate, Kolhapur is so significant that the sex ratio, which was 839 girls as to 1000 boys in the district in May 2010, has gone upto 876 girls as to 1000 boys in January 2011. It is submitted that the innovative initiatives taken by the Collector and District Magistrate, Kolhapur may not be interfered with.
	(vii) Mr. Kumbhakoni has lastly submitted that the impact of innovative measures introduced by the Collector and District Magistrate, Kolhapur is so significant that the sex ratio, which was 839 girls as to 1000 boys in the district in May 2010, has gone upto 876 girls as to 1000 boys in January 2011. It is submitted that the innovative initiatives taken by the Collector and District Magistrate, Kolhapur may not be interfered with.


	15. Having heard the coordinator of the Petitioner-Association and the learned Counsel for the Respondents, we have given our anxious consideration to the rival submissions.
	15. Having heard the coordinator of the Petitioner-Association and the learned Counsel for the Respondents, we have given our anxious consideration to the rival submissions.
	15. Having heard the coordinator of the Petitioner-Association and the learned Counsel for the Respondents, we have given our anxious consideration to the rival submissions.

	Statutory Provisions
	Statutory Provisions

	16. Before dealing with the submissions, we may refer to the relevant provisions of the Act and the Rules. The scheme of the PC&PNDT Act and Rules thereunder has very recently been examined by a Full Bench of this Court in judgment dated 6 June 2011 in Writ Petition No. 7869 of 2010.
	16. Before dealing with the submissions, we may refer to the relevant provisions of the Act and the Rules. The scheme of the PC&PNDT Act and Rules thereunder has very recently been examined by a Full Bench of this Court in judgment dated 6 June 2011 in Writ Petition No. 7869 of 2010.

	17. The preamble to the Act which was initially enacted in 1994 and which underwent substantial amendments in 2003 indicates that it is an Act to provide for the prohibition of sex selection, before or after conception, and for Regulations of pre-natal diagnostic techniques and for the prevention of their misuse for sex determination leading to female foeticide and for matters connected therewith or incidental thereto.
	17. The preamble to the Act which was initially enacted in 1994 and which underwent substantial amendments in 2003 indicates that it is an Act to provide for the prohibition of sex selection, before or after conception, and for Regulations of pre-natal diagnostic techniques and for the prevention of their misuse for sex determination leading to female foeticide and for matters connected therewith or incidental thereto.

	18. The Act came to be amended by Amendment Act 14 of 2003. The Statement of Objects and Reasons to the Amendment Act, inter alia, read as under:
	18. The Act came to be amended by Amendment Act 14 of 2003. The Statement of Objects and Reasons to the Amendment Act, inter alia, read as under:

	1. Amendment Act 14 of 2003 - Statement of Objects and Reasons.-The Pre-natal Diagnostic Techniques (Regulation and Prevention of Misuse) Act, 1994 seeks to prohibit pre-natal diagnostic techniques for determination of sex of the foetus leading to female foeticide. During recent years, certain inadequacies and practical difficulties in the administration of the said Act have come to the notice of the Government, which has necessitated amendments in the said Act.
	1. Amendment Act 14 of 2003 - Statement of Objects and Reasons.-The Pre-natal Diagnostic Techniques (Regulation and Prevention of Misuse) Act, 1994 seeks to prohibit pre-natal diagnostic techniques for determination of sex of the foetus leading to female foeticide. During recent years, certain inadequacies and practical difficulties in the administration of the said Act have come to the notice of the Government, which has necessitated amendments in the said Act.

	2. The pre-natal diagnostic techniques like amniocentesis and sonography are useful for the detection of genetic or chromosomal disorders or congenital malformations or sex linked disorders, etc. However, the amniocentesis and sonography are being used on a large scale to detect the sex of the foetus and to terminate the pregnancy of the unborn child, if found to be female. Techniques are also being developed to select the sex or child before conception. These practices and techniques are considered discrim
	2. The pre-natal diagnostic techniques like amniocentesis and sonography are useful for the detection of genetic or chromosomal disorders or congenital malformations or sex linked disorders, etc. However, the amniocentesis and sonography are being used on a large scale to detect the sex of the foetus and to terminate the pregnancy of the unborn child, if found to be female. Techniques are also being developed to select the sex or child before conception. These practices and techniques are considered discrim

	3. The proliferation of the technologies mentioned above may, in future, precipitate a catastrophe in the form of severe imbalance in male female ratio. The State is also duty bound to intervene in such matters to uphold the welfare of the society, especially of the women and children. It is, therefore, necessary to enact and implement in letter and spirit a legislation to ban the pre conception sex selection techniques and the misuse of pre-natal diagnostic techniques for sex selective abortions and to pro
	3. The proliferation of the technologies mentioned above may, in future, precipitate a catastrophe in the form of severe imbalance in male female ratio. The State is also duty bound to intervene in such matters to uphold the welfare of the society, especially of the women and children. It is, therefore, necessary to enact and implement in letter and spirit a legislation to ban the pre conception sex selection techniques and the misuse of pre-natal diagnostic techniques for sex selective abortions and to pro

	4. Accordingly, it is proposed to amend the aforesaid Act with a view to banning the use of both sex selection techniques prior to conception as well as the misuse of pre-natal diagnostic techniques for sex selective abortions and to regulate such techniques with a view to ensuring their scientific use for which they are intended.
	4. Accordingly, it is proposed to amend the aforesaid Act with a view to banning the use of both sex selection techniques prior to conception as well as the misuse of pre-natal diagnostic techniques for sex selective abortions and to regulate such techniques with a view to ensuring their scientific use for which they are intended.

	19. Having realized that ultra sonography on a pregnant woman with an ultrasound machine is an very important part of the sex determination test and procedure, which is being misused, Parliament has made a specific reference to sonography and ultrasound machine and other machines in some of the newly inserted sections and also by amendments to existing provisions.
	19. Having realized that ultra sonography on a pregnant woman with an ultrasound machine is an very important part of the sex determination test and procedure, which is being misused, Parliament has made a specific reference to sonography and ultrasound machine and other machines in some of the newly inserted sections and also by amendments to existing provisions.

	Sub-section (1) of amended Section 4 now specifically provides that the person conducting ultra sonography on a pregnant woman has to maintain the complete record thereof in the manner prescribed in the Rules and any deficiency or inaccuracy found therein amounts to contravention of Section 5 and 6, unless contrary is proved by the person conducting such ultra sonography.
	Sub-section (1) of amended Section 4 now specifically provides that the person conducting ultra sonography on a pregnant woman has to maintain the complete record thereof in the manner prescribed in the Rules and any deficiency or inaccuracy found therein amounts to contravention of Section 5 and 6, unless contrary is proved by the person conducting such ultra sonography.


	Sub-section (2) of amended Section 4 mentions the purpose/s for which, and for which alone, the pre-natal diagnostic test or procedure can be conducted.
	Sub-section (2) of amended Section 4 mentions the purpose/s for which, and for which alone, the pre-natal diagnostic test or procedure can be conducted.
	Sub-section (2) of amended Section 4 mentions the purpose/s for which, and for which alone, the pre-natal diagnostic test or procedure can be conducted.

	Section 6 also specifically prohibits 'any genetic clinic.... or any person' from conducting any pre natal diagnostic techniques including ultra sonography for the purpose of detecting sex of foetus.
	Section 6 also specifically prohibits 'any genetic clinic.... or any person' from conducting any pre natal diagnostic techniques including ultra sonography for the purpose of detecting sex of foetus.

	20. Section 23 provides that any medical geneticist, gynecologist, registered medical practitioner or any person who owning a Genetic Centre, etc., or is employed to render his professional or technical services to or at such a centre, and who contravenes any of the provisions of this Act or rules made thereunder shall be punishable with imprisonment for a period upto three years and with fine which may extend to ten thousand rupees, which may extend to five years and with fine which may extend to fifty tho
	20. Section 23 provides that any medical geneticist, gynecologist, registered medical practitioner or any person who owning a Genetic Centre, etc., or is employed to render his professional or technical services to or at such a centre, and who contravenes any of the provisions of this Act or rules made thereunder shall be punishable with imprisonment for a period upto three years and with fine which may extend to ten thousand rupees, which may extend to five years and with fine which may extend to fifty tho

	Sub-section (2) of Section 23 even provides that the name of the errant registered medical practitioner shall be reported by the Appropriate Authority to the State Medical Council concerned for taking necessary action.
	Sub-section (2) of Section 23 even provides that the name of the errant registered medical practitioner shall be reported by the Appropriate Authority to the State Medical Council concerned for taking necessary action.

	21. Section 17(4) of the Act, even prior to the Amendment Act of 2003, provided that the Appropriate Authority shall perform various functions including the following:
	21. Section 17(4) of the Act, even prior to the Amendment Act of 2003, provided that the Appropriate Authority shall perform various functions including the following:

	(c) to investigate complaints of breach of the provisions of this Act or the rules made thereunder and take immediate action;" and
	(c) to investigate complaints of breach of the provisions of this Act or the rules made thereunder and take immediate action;" and

	(d) any other matter which may be prescribed.
	(d) any other matter which may be prescribed.

	Section 17-A inserted by the Amendment Act, 2003 confers additional powers on the Appropriate Authority including the power in respect of:
	Section 17-A inserted by the Amendment Act, 2003 confers additional powers on the Appropriate Authority including the power in respect of:

	(c) issuingsearch warrant for any place suspected to be indulging in sex selection techniques or prenatal sex determination; and
	(c) issuingsearch warrant for any place suspected to be indulging in sex selection techniques or prenatal sex determination; and

	(d) any other matter which may be prescribed.
	(d) any other matter which may be prescribed.

	22. Section 29 provides for maintenance of records and preservation of such record for a period of two years till the final disposal of proceeding under the Act. Section 30 of the Act read with Rule 12 confers power to search, seize and seal records and ultra-sound machine.
	22. Section 29 provides for maintenance of records and preservation of such record for a period of two years till the final disposal of proceeding under the Act. Section 30 of the Act read with Rule 12 confers power to search, seize and seal records and ultra-sound machine.

	23. Section 32 confers upon the Central Government powers to make rules for carrying out the provisions of the Act,;
	23. Section 32 confers upon the Central Government powers to make rules for carrying out the provisions of the Act,;

	(xiii) the manner in which the seizure of documents, records, objects, etc., shall be made and the manner in which seized list shall be prepared and delivered to the person from whose custody such documents, records or objects were seized under Sub-section (1) of Section 30.
	(xiii) the manner in which the seizure of documents, records, objects, etc., shall be made and the manner in which seized list shall be prepared and delivered to the person from whose custody such documents, records or objects were seized under Sub-section (1) of Section 30.

	In exercise of the aforesaid powers under Section 32 read with Section 30 the Central Government has made the Pre conception and Pre-natal Diagnostic Techniques (Prohibition of Sex Selection) Rules 1996.
	In exercise of the aforesaid powers under Section 32 read with Section 30 the Central Government has made the Pre conception and Pre-natal Diagnostic Techniques (Prohibition of Sex Selection) Rules 1996.

	24. Rule 9 provides for maintenance and preservation of records and Sub-rule (6) provides for particulars of the manner in which the records are to be maintained and also provides that all case related records, forms of consent, laboratory results, microscopic pictures, sonographic plates or slides, recommendations and letters shall be preserved by Genetic Centre etc., for a period of two years from the date of completion of counseling, pre-natal diagnostic procedure or pre-natal diagnostic test, as the cas
	24. Rule 9 provides for maintenance and preservation of records and Sub-rule (6) provides for particulars of the manner in which the records are to be maintained and also provides that all case related records, forms of consent, laboratory results, microscopic pictures, sonographic plates or slides, recommendations and letters shall be preserved by Genetic Centre etc., for a period of two years from the date of completion of counseling, pre-natal diagnostic procedure or pre-natal diagnostic test, as the cas

	Rule 9 (7) further provides that in case the Genetic Clinic etc. maintains records on computer or other electronic equipment, a printed copy of the record shall be taken and preserved after authentication by a person responsible for such record and further that such centre is required to send a complete report in respect of all pre conception or pregnancy related procedures/techniques /tests conducted by them in respect of each
	Rule 9 (7) further provides that in case the Genetic Clinic etc. maintains records on computer or other electronic equipment, a printed copy of the record shall be taken and preserved after authentication by a person responsible for such record and further that such centre is required to send a complete report in respect of all pre conception or pregnancy related procedures/techniques /tests conducted by them in respect of each


	month by fifth day of the following month to the concerned Appropriate Authority.
	month by fifth day of the following month to the concerned Appropriate Authority.
	month by fifth day of the following month to the concerned Appropriate Authority.

	Sub rule (1) of Rule 11 provides that Every Genetic Centre, Ultrasound Clinic etc., or any other place where any of the machines or equipments capable or performing any procedure, techniques or test capable of prenatal determination of sex or selection of sex before or after conception is used, shall afford all reasonable facilities for inspection of the place, equipment and records to the Appropriate Authority or to any other person authorized by the Appropriate Authority.
	Sub rule (1) of Rule 11 provides that Every Genetic Centre, Ultrasound Clinic etc., or any other place where any of the machines or equipments capable or performing any procedure, techniques or test capable of prenatal determination of sex or selection of sex before or after conception is used, shall afford all reasonable facilities for inspection of the place, equipment and records to the Appropriate Authority or to any other person authorized by the Appropriate Authority.

	Rule 12 lays down the procedure for search and seizure as under:
	Rule 12 lays down the procedure for search and seizure as under:

	12. The Appropriate Authority or any officer authorized in this behalf may enter and search at all reasonable times any Genetic Counselling Centre, Genetic Laboratory, Genetic Clinic, Imaging Centre or Ultrasound Clinic in the presence of two or more independent witnesses, for the purposes of search and examination of any record, register, document, book, pamphlet, advertisement, or any other material object found therein and seal and seize the same if there is reason to believe that it may furnish evidence
	12. The Appropriate Authority or any officer authorized in this behalf may enter and search at all reasonable times any Genetic Counselling Centre, Genetic Laboratory, Genetic Clinic, Imaging Centre or Ultrasound Clinic in the presence of two or more independent witnesses, for the purposes of search and examination of any record, register, document, book, pamphlet, advertisement, or any other material object found therein and seal and seize the same if there is reason to believe that it may furnish evidence

	Explanation-In these rules
	Explanation-In these rules

	"(1) Genetic Laboratory/Genetic Clinic/ Genetic Counselling Centre" would include an ultrasound centre/imaging centre/nursing home/hospital/institute or any other place, by whatever name called, where any of the machines or equipments capable of selection of sex before or after conception or performing any procedure technique or test for pre-natal detection of sex of foetus, is used;
	"(1) Genetic Laboratory/Genetic Clinic/ Genetic Counselling Centre" would include an ultrasound centre/imaging centre/nursing home/hospital/institute or any other place, by whatever name called, where any of the machines or equipments capable of selection of sex before or after conception or performing any procedure technique or test for pre-natal detection of sex of foetus, is used;

	(2) "material object" would include records, machines and equipments; and
	(2) "material object" would include records, machines and equipments; and

	(3) "seize" and "seizure" would include "seal" and "sealing" respectively.
	(3) "seize" and "seizure" would include "seal" and "sealing" respectively.

	Discussion
	Discussion

	25. A bare perusal of the aforesaid statutory provisions, both in the Act and in the Rules framed thereunder, makes it abundantly clear that an ultra sonography test on a pregnant woman is considered to be an important part of a pre-natal diagnostic test or pre-natal diagnostic procedure, which cannot be conducted except for the purpose of Section 4(2). The person conducting ultra sonography on a pregnant woman has to maintain a complete record thereof in the manner prescribed in the Rules and a deficiency 
	25. A bare perusal of the aforesaid statutory provisions, both in the Act and in the Rules framed thereunder, makes it abundantly clear that an ultra sonography test on a pregnant woman is considered to be an important part of a pre-natal diagnostic test or pre-natal diagnostic procedure, which cannot be conducted except for the purpose of Section 4(2). The person conducting ultra sonography on a pregnant woman has to maintain a complete record thereof in the manner prescribed in the Rules and a deficiency 

	26. In our opinion, the aforesaid provisions of the Act and the Rules make it amply clear that the persons running the sonography clinic/sonography centre etc. are required to store, maintain and preserve the complete records including the sonography plates or slides for a period of two years from the date of pre-natal diagnostic techniques procedure/test and that in the event of legal proceedings, such records, letter etc. have to be preserved in light of the legal proceedings. The sonography clinic is als
	26. In our opinion, the aforesaid provisions of the Act and the Rules make it amply clear that the persons running the sonography clinic/sonography centre etc. are required to store, maintain and preserve the complete records including the sonography plates or slides for a period of two years from the date of pre-natal diagnostic techniques procedure/test and that in the event of legal proceedings, such records, letter etc. have to be preserved in light of the legal proceedings. The sonography clinic is als

	27. We find considerable substance in the submission of Mr. Kumbhakoni, learned Counsel for the Collector and District Magistrate, Kolhapur that if the number of 'F' forms giving particulars about sonography test conducted on pregnant women in Kolhapur district alone runs into almost 1,50,000 'F' forms per year or
	27. We find considerable substance in the submission of Mr. Kumbhakoni, learned Counsel for the Collector and District Magistrate, Kolhapur that if the number of 'F' forms giving particulars about sonography test conducted on pregnant women in Kolhapur district alone runs into almost 1,50,000 'F' forms per year or


	15,000 forms per month, and if they are not submitted on-line, it will be impossible for any appropriate authority or officer authorized by the appropriate authority to make any meaningful scrutiny and analysis of 'F' forms being received in such large numbers. The on-line submission of 'F' forms in such large numbers has four distinct advantages.
	15,000 forms per month, and if they are not submitted on-line, it will be impossible for any appropriate authority or officer authorized by the appropriate authority to make any meaningful scrutiny and analysis of 'F' forms being received in such large numbers. The on-line submission of 'F' forms in such large numbers has four distinct advantages.
	15,000 forms per month, and if they are not submitted on-line, it will be impossible for any appropriate authority or officer authorized by the appropriate authority to make any meaningful scrutiny and analysis of 'F' forms being received in such large numbers. The on-line submission of 'F' forms in such large numbers has four distinct advantages.

	In the first place, the sonography centres sending such forms in physical form very often take the plea in the prosecution under the Act that some columns in the form were not filled in inadvertently, but there was No. mens rea and, therefore, the appropriate authority should not take a harsh view by prosecuting the radiologist/ sonologist merely for incomplete information submitted in 'F' form. The advantage of the on-line submission of 'F' form will be that if any column in the form is left blank, the for
	In the first place, the sonography centres sending such forms in physical form very often take the plea in the prosecution under the Act that some columns in the form were not filled in inadvertently, but there was No. mens rea and, therefore, the appropriate authority should not take a harsh view by prosecuting the radiologist/ sonologist merely for incomplete information submitted in 'F' form. The advantage of the on-line submission of 'F' form will be that if any column in the form is left blank, the for

	The second advantage will be that since 'F' form is to be submitted on-line within 24 hours, the concerned persons required to submit the information in 'F' form will have to complete their work on day-to-day basis and, therefore, will have No. excuse to plead that the information cannot be submitted after lapse of one month. In fact, having gone through the contents of 'F' form, we find that it would be possible for the person assisting the radiologist/sonologist to fill in the form immediately after the s
	The second advantage will be that since 'F' form is to be submitted on-line within 24 hours, the concerned persons required to submit the information in 'F' form will have to complete their work on day-to-day basis and, therefore, will have No. excuse to plead that the information cannot be submitted after lapse of one month. In fact, having gone through the contents of 'F' form, we find that it would be possible for the person assisting the radiologist/sonologist to fill in the form immediately after the s

	The third advantage is to the district administration. On account of a large number of such 'F' forms being received on-line (15,000 per month in one district), it will be possible for the appropriate authority and the officer authorized by it to make a meaningful scrutiny and analysis of the 'F' forms by searching the relevant data such as age of the foetus, the number of children of the pregnant woman as on the date of the sonography test, etc. This will help the Appropriate Authority to zero in on cases 
	The third advantage is to the district administration. On account of a large number of such 'F' forms being received on-line (15,000 per month in one district), it will be possible for the appropriate authority and the officer authorized by it to make a meaningful scrutiny and analysis of the 'F' forms by searching the relevant data such as age of the foetus, the number of children of the pregnant woman as on the date of the sonography test, etc. This will help the Appropriate Authority to zero in on cases 

	The fourth advantage will be that Section 17(4) requires the Appropriate Authority to "take immediate action" in case of complaints of breach of provisions of the Act and the Rules, but it would not be possible to take immediate action if the authority had to wait for submission, hard copy of the "F" form till the 5th day of the next month. In every field electronic filing is to be followed by submitting paper documents. Hence the instructions to submit "F" form on-line within 24 hours are in keeping with t
	The fourth advantage will be that Section 17(4) requires the Appropriate Authority to "take immediate action" in case of complaints of breach of provisions of the Act and the Rules, but it would not be possible to take immediate action if the authority had to wait for submission, hard copy of the "F" form till the 5th day of the next month. In every field electronic filing is to be followed by submitting paper documents. Hence the instructions to submit "F" form on-line within 24 hours are in keeping with t

	28. Coming to the "silent observer", the entire petition is based on the premise that the information stored in the silent observer which contains the images of ultra sonography on all patients will be transmitted on-line and will be available in public domain and thereby would violate the privacy rights of the patients undergoing ultrasonography. The entire premise and the apprehension based thereon is without any basis. The affidavit of the Collector and District Magistrate, Kolhapur states in terms that 
	28. Coming to the "silent observer", the entire petition is based on the premise that the information stored in the silent observer which contains the images of ultra sonography on all patients will be transmitted on-line and will be available in public domain and thereby would violate the privacy rights of the patients undergoing ultrasonography. The entire premise and the apprehension based thereon is without any basis. The affidavit of the Collector and District Magistrate, Kolhapur states in terms that 


	related procedures/techniques/tests conducted by them to the concerned appropriate authority, in our view, the instructions sent by the Collector and District Magistrate, Kolhapur requiring the sonologists/persons incharge of ultra-sound machines to install SIOB (popularly known as silent observer) are within the letter and spirit of the Pre-conception and Pre-natal Diagnostic Techniques (Prohibition of Sex Selection) Act and Rules made thereunder.
	related procedures/techniques/tests conducted by them to the concerned appropriate authority, in our view, the instructions sent by the Collector and District Magistrate, Kolhapur requiring the sonologists/persons incharge of ultra-sound machines to install SIOB (popularly known as silent observer) are within the letter and spirit of the Pre-conception and Pre-natal Diagnostic Techniques (Prohibition of Sex Selection) Act and Rules made thereunder.
	related procedures/techniques/tests conducted by them to the concerned appropriate authority, in our view, the instructions sent by the Collector and District Magistrate, Kolhapur requiring the sonologists/persons incharge of ultra-sound machines to install SIOB (popularly known as silent observer) are within the letter and spirit of the Pre-conception and Pre-natal Diagnostic Techniques (Prohibition of Sex Selection) Act and Rules made thereunder.

	29. In State of Maharashtra v. Praful B. Desai,1 and in Sakshi v. Union of India and Ors. 2 the Supreme Court has held that the principles of interpreting an ongoing statute have been specifically set out by the leading jurist Francis Bennion in his commentaries titled Statutory Interpretation:
	29. In State of Maharashtra v. Praful B. Desai,1 and in Sakshi v. Union of India and Ors. 2 the Supreme Court has held that the principles of interpreting an ongoing statute have been specifically set out by the leading jurist Francis Bennion in his commentaries titled Statutory Interpretation:

	It is presumed Parliament intends the court to apply to an ongoing Act a construction that continuously updates its wordings to allow for changes since the Act was initially framed. While it remains law, it has to be treated as always speaking. This means that in its application on any day, the language of the Act though necessarily embedded in its own time, is nevertheless to be construed in accordance with the need to treat it as a current law.
	It is presumed Parliament intends the court to apply to an ongoing Act a construction that continuously updates its wordings to allow for changes since the Act was initially framed. While it remains law, it has to be treated as always speaking. This means that in its application on any day, the language of the Act though necessarily embedded in its own time, is nevertheless to be construed in accordance with the need to treat it as a current law.

	In construing an ongoing Act, the interpreter is to presume that Parliament intended the Act to be applied at any future time in such a way as to give effect to the original intention. Accordingly, the interpreter is to make allowances for any relevant changes that have occurred since the Act's passing, in law, in social conditions, technology, the meaning of words and other matters....
	In construing an ongoing Act, the interpreter is to presume that Parliament intended the Act to be applied at any future time in such a way as to give effect to the original intention. Accordingly, the interpreter is to make allowances for any relevant changes that have occurred since the Act's passing, in law, in social conditions, technology, the meaning of words and other matters....

	An enactment of former days is thus to be read today, in the light of dynamic processing received over the years, with such modification of the current meaning of its language as will now give effect to the original legislative intention. The reality and effect of dynamic processing provides the gradual adjustment. It is constituted by judicial interpretation, year in and year out. It also comprises processing by executive officials.
	An enactment of former days is thus to be read today, in the light of dynamic processing received over the years, with such modification of the current meaning of its language as will now give effect to the original legislative intention. The reality and effect of dynamic processing provides the gradual adjustment. It is constituted by judicial interpretation, year in and year out. It also comprises processing by executive officials.

	30. The Supreme Court then noted that the above principle of updating construction has been approved in a number of decisions. "Handwriting" in Section 45 of the Evidence Act is construed to include "typewriting"; "notice in writing" construed to include a notice by fax"; "telegraph" to include "telephone"; "banker's books" to include "microfilm"; "to take note" to include the "use of tape recorder", and "documents" to include "computer databases".
	30. The Supreme Court then noted that the above principle of updating construction has been approved in a number of decisions. "Handwriting" in Section 45 of the Evidence Act is construed to include "typewriting"; "notice in writing" construed to include a notice by fax"; "telegraph" to include "telephone"; "banker's books" to include "microfilm"; "to take note" to include the "use of tape recorder", and "documents" to include "computer databases".

	31. In Sakshi v. Union of India and other (supra), the Court has also held that there is a major difference between the substantive provisions defining the crimes and providing punishment for the same on the one hand and procedural enactments on the other hand. Rules of procedure are handmaiden of justice and are meant to advance and not to obstruct the cause of justice. It is, therefore, permissible for the Court to expand or enlarge the meanings of such provisions to elicit the truth and do justice to the
	31. In Sakshi v. Union of India and other (supra), the Court has also held that there is a major difference between the substantive provisions defining the crimes and providing punishment for the same on the one hand and procedural enactments on the other hand. Rules of procedure are handmaiden of justice and are meant to advance and not to obstruct the cause of justice. It is, therefore, permissible for the Court to expand or enlarge the meanings of such provisions to elicit the truth and do justice to the

	32. The Parliament has taken notice of the socio-cultural mindset of the people as regards the circumstances in which they resort to female foeticide after ascertaining sex of the foetus. When the number of 'F' forms being received by the appropriate authority in a district runs into a large number like 15,000 forms of pregnant women undergoing ultra-sonography test in a single district in a month and more than 1,50,000 sonography tests on pregnant women in a single district in a year, the object of the Act
	32. The Parliament has taken notice of the socio-cultural mindset of the people as regards the circumstances in which they resort to female foeticide after ascertaining sex of the foetus. When the number of 'F' forms being received by the appropriate authority in a district runs into a large number like 15,000 forms of pregnant women undergoing ultra-sonography test in a single district in a month and more than 1,50,000 sonography tests on pregnant women in a single district in a year, the object of the Act

	33. Hence the requirement of Sub-section (1) of Section 4 of the Act to maintain the complete record of ultra sonography on pregnant women and the mandate of Section 17(4) of the Act requiring the Appropriate Authority to take immediate action on investigation of complaints of breach of provisions of the Act and the Rules would include the power to require the ultrasound clinic to submit the on-line information in form 'F' within 24 hours, and to keep the ultra sonography slides stored in the silent observe
	33. Hence the requirement of Sub-section (1) of Section 4 of the Act to maintain the complete record of ultra sonography on pregnant women and the mandate of Section 17(4) of the Act requiring the Appropriate Authority to take immediate action on investigation of complaints of breach of provisions of the Act and the Rules would include the power to require the ultrasound clinic to submit the on-line information in form 'F' within 24 hours, and to keep the ultra sonography slides stored in the silent observe


	34. As regards reliance placed by the Petitioner on the provisions of Section 72 and 72A of the Information Technology Act, 2000, we find No. merit in this contention. Section 72 refers to a person having got access to the electronic record in pursuance to any powers conferred by Information Technology Act, 2000 or the Rules and Regulations made thereunder. Obviously, the information received by the appropriate authority through 'F' forms on-line are not received in exercise of any powers under the Informat
	34. As regards reliance placed by the Petitioner on the provisions of Section 72 and 72A of the Information Technology Act, 2000, we find No. merit in this contention. Section 72 refers to a person having got access to the electronic record in pursuance to any powers conferred by Information Technology Act, 2000 or the Rules and Regulations made thereunder. Obviously, the information received by the appropriate authority through 'F' forms on-line are not received in exercise of any powers under the Informat
	34. As regards reliance placed by the Petitioner on the provisions of Section 72 and 72A of the Information Technology Act, 2000, we find No. merit in this contention. Section 72 refers to a person having got access to the electronic record in pursuance to any powers conferred by Information Technology Act, 2000 or the Rules and Regulations made thereunder. Obviously, the information received by the appropriate authority through 'F' forms on-line are not received in exercise of any powers under the Informat

	35. As regards the allegation of invasion of privacy rights, it is amply clear from the affidavit of the Collector and District Magistrate, that the images stored in the silent observer are not transmitted on-line to any server and thus they remain very much part of the ultra-sound machine on which the silent observer is embedded and that the silent observer is to be opened only in the presence of the concerned radiologist/sonologist/doctor incharge of the Ultra-sound Clinic. Silent observer is an electroni
	35. As regards the allegation of invasion of privacy rights, it is amply clear from the affidavit of the Collector and District Magistrate, that the images stored in the silent observer are not transmitted on-line to any server and thus they remain very much part of the ultra-sound machine on which the silent observer is embedded and that the silent observer is to be opened only in the presence of the concerned radiologist/sonologist/doctor incharge of the Ultra-sound Clinic. Silent observer is an electroni

	36. In view of the above factual backdrop, the submission that there will be violation of privacy rights is without any substance. Even so, we may refer to the decisions of the Apex Court having some bearing on the subject.
	36. In view of the above factual backdrop, the submission that there will be violation of privacy rights is without any substance. Even so, we may refer to the decisions of the Apex Court having some bearing on the subject.

	37. In R. Rajagopal alias R.R.Gopal and Anr. v. State of T.N. and others1 the Supreme Court considered the right of privacy vis-a-vis a right of the press laid down under Article 19 of the Constitution and laid down, interalia, the following principles:
	37. In R. Rajagopal alias R.R.Gopal and Anr. v. State of T.N. and others1 the Supreme Court considered the right of privacy vis-a-vis a right of the press laid down under Article 19 of the Constitution and laid down, interalia, the following principles:

	(1) The right to privacy is implicit in the right to life and liberty guaranteed to the citizens of this country by Article 21. It is a "right to be let alone". A citizen has a right to safeguard the privacy of his own, his family, marriage, procreation, motherhood, child-bearing and education among other matters. None can publish anything concerning the above matters without his consent -whether truthful or otherwise and whether laudatory or critical. If he does so, he would be violating the right to priva
	(1) The right to privacy is implicit in the right to life and liberty guaranteed to the citizens of this country by Article 21. It is a "right to be let alone". A citizen has a right to safeguard the privacy of his own, his family, marriage, procreation, motherhood, child-bearing and education among other matters. None can publish anything concerning the above matters without his consent -whether truthful or otherwise and whether laudatory or critical. If he does so, he would be violating the right to priva

	38. In Sharda v. Dharmpal MANU/SC/0260/2003 : (2003) 4 SCC 493 a three Judge Bench of the Supreme Court explained the interplay between the right to privacy on the one hand and public interest on the other hand in the following terms:
	38. In Sharda v. Dharmpal MANU/SC/0260/2003 : (2003) 4 SCC 493 a three Judge Bench of the Supreme Court explained the interplay between the right to privacy on the one hand and public interest on the other hand in the following terms:

	56. With the expansive interpretation of the phrase "personal liberty", this right has been read into Article 21 of the Indian Constitution. (See R. Rajagopal v. State of T.N. MANU/SC/0056/1995 : (1994) 6 SCC 632 People's Union for Civil Liberties v. Union of India MANU/SC/0149/1997 : (1997) 1 SCC 301. In some cases the right has been held to be amalgam of various rights.
	56. With the expansive interpretation of the phrase "personal liberty", this right has been read into Article 21 of the Indian Constitution. (See R. Rajagopal v. State of T.N. MANU/SC/0056/1995 : (1994) 6 SCC 632 People's Union for Civil Liberties v. Union of India MANU/SC/0149/1997 : (1997) 1 SCC 301. In some cases the right has been held to be amalgam of various rights.

	57. But the right to privacy in terms of Article 21 of the Constitution is not an absolute right.
	57. But the right to privacy in terms of Article 21 of the Constitution is not an absolute right.


	58. In Gobind v. State of M.P. (1975) 2 SCC 157, para 31 it was held:
	58. In Gobind v. State of M.P. (1975) 2 SCC 157, para 31 it was held:
	58. In Gobind v. State of M.P. (1975) 2 SCC 157, para 31 it was held:

	Assuming that the fundamental rights explicitly guaranteed to a citizen have penumbral zones and that the right to privacy is itself a fundamental right, that fundamental right must be subject to restriction on the basis of compelling public interest.
	Assuming that the fundamental rights explicitly guaranteed to a citizen have penumbral zones and that the right to privacy is itself a fundamental right, that fundamental right must be subject to restriction on the basis of compelling public interest.

	59. If there were a conflict between fundamental rights of two parties, that right which advances public morality would prevail. (See 'X' v. Hospital 'Z' MANU/SC/0733/1998 : (1998) 8 SCC 296, and 'X' v. Hospital 'Z' MANU/SC/1121/2002 : (2003) 1 SCC 500. In R. Rajagopal v. State of T.N.,, this Court upon formulating six principles, however, hastened to add that they are only broad principles and neither exhaustive nor all-comprehending and indeed No. such enunciation is possible or advisable.
	59. If there were a conflict between fundamental rights of two parties, that right which advances public morality would prevail. (See 'X' v. Hospital 'Z' MANU/SC/0733/1998 : (1998) 8 SCC 296, and 'X' v. Hospital 'Z' MANU/SC/1121/2002 : (2003) 1 SCC 500. In R. Rajagopal v. State of T.N.,, this Court upon formulating six principles, however, hastened to add that they are only broad principles and neither exhaustive nor all-comprehending and indeed No. such enunciation is possible or advisable.

	60. In Gobind v. State of M.P. (1975) 2 SCC 157, para 31 it was held:
	60. In Gobind v. State of M.P. (1975) 2 SCC 157, para 31 it was held:

	28. The right to privacy in any event will necessarily have to go through a process of case-bycase development. Therefore, even assuming that the right to personal liberty, the right to move freely throughout the territory of India and the freedom of speech create an independent right of privacy as an emanation from them which one can characterize as a fundamental right, we do not think that the right is absolute.
	28. The right to privacy in any event will necessarily have to go through a process of case-bycase development. Therefore, even assuming that the right to personal liberty, the right to move freely throughout the territory of India and the freedom of speech create an independent right of privacy as an emanation from them which one can characterize as a fundamental right, we do not think that the right is absolute.

	39. In Mr. 'X' v. Hospital 'Z' MANU/SC/0733/1998 : (1998) 8 SCC 296 after referring to the principles laid down in R. Rajagopal v. State of T.N. (Supra), the Apex Court referred to Article 8 of the European Convention on Human Rights and then laid down the following principle:
	39. In Mr. 'X' v. Hospital 'Z' MANU/SC/0733/1998 : (1998) 8 SCC 296 after referring to the principles laid down in R. Rajagopal v. State of T.N. (Supra), the Apex Court referred to Article 8 of the European Convention on Human Rights and then laid down the following principle:

	26. As one of the basic Human Rights, the right of privacy is not treated as absolute and is subject to such action 3 MANU/SC/0149/1997 : (1997) 1 SCC 301, 4 (1975) 2 SCC 157, para 31 5 MANU/ SC/0733/1998 : (1998) 8 SCC 296, 6 MANU/SC/1121/2002 : (2003) 1 SCC 500 as may be lawfully taken for the prevention of crime or disorder or protection of health or morals or protection of rights and freedoms of others.
	26. As one of the basic Human Rights, the right of privacy is not treated as absolute and is subject to such action 3 MANU/SC/0149/1997 : (1997) 1 SCC 301, 4 (1975) 2 SCC 157, para 31 5 MANU/ SC/0733/1998 : (1998) 8 SCC 296, 6 MANU/SC/1121/2002 : (2003) 1 SCC 500 as may be lawfully taken for the prevention of crime or disorder or protection of health or morals or protection of rights and freedoms of others.

	In that case, the Appellant was suffering from HIV positive. The doctor in the Respondent-hospital disclosed this fact to the persons related to the girl to whom the Appellant intended to marry. The Court held that the girl had a right to know about the HIV positive status of the Appellant.
	In that case, the Appellant was suffering from HIV positive. The doctor in the Respondent-hospital disclosed this fact to the persons related to the girl to whom the Appellant intended to marry. The Court held that the girl had a right to know about the HIV positive status of the Appellant.

	40. Having regard to the aforesaid principles and considering the matter in the factual backdrop already highlighted hereinabove that the information contained in 'F' form submitted on-line is submitted only to the Collector and District Magistrate and that except the authorized officer No. third party can have access to it and that the information contained in the silent observer remains embedded on the ultrasound machine and that after analysis of the information contained in 'F' form submitted on-line, t
	40. Having regard to the aforesaid principles and considering the matter in the factual backdrop already highlighted hereinabove that the information contained in 'F' form submitted on-line is submitted only to the Collector and District Magistrate and that except the authorized officer No. third party can have access to it and that the information contained in the silent observer remains embedded on the ultrasound machine and that after analysis of the information contained in 'F' form submitted on-line, t
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	While the Court cannot close its eyes to these depressing figures, the assertion of Collector and District Magistrate, Kolhapur that after introduction of the impugned innovative measures, the sex ratio in the district has gone up from 839 in May 2010 to 876 in January 2011-is certainly a heart warming eye opener.
	While the Court cannot close its eyes to these depressing figures, the assertion of Collector and District Magistrate, Kolhapur that after introduction of the impugned innovative measures, the sex ratio in the district has gone up from 839 in May 2010 to 876 in January 2011-is certainly a heart warming eye opener.
	While the Court cannot close its eyes to these depressing figures, the assertion of Collector and District Magistrate, Kolhapur that after introduction of the impugned innovative measures, the sex ratio in the district has gone up from 839 in May 2010 to 876 in January 2011-is certainly a heart warming eye opener.

	41. In the above view of the matter, it is not necessary to consider the further submission on behalf of the Respondents that the right of the unborn child to be born would also be a fundamental right, and therefore, when there is a conflict of fundamental rights of two parties, that right which advances public morality will prevail.
	41. In the above view of the matter, it is not necessary to consider the further submission on behalf of the Respondents that the right of the unborn child to be born would also be a fundamental right, and therefore, when there is a conflict of fundamental rights of two parties, that right which advances public morality will prevail.

	42. Accordingly, we find No. merit in the challenge to the instructions of the Collector and District Magistrate, Kolhapur requiring the ultra sound clinics to submit the information in 'F' form on-line within 24 hours and to instal the "silent observer" on the ultrasound machine.
	42. Accordingly, we find No. merit in the challenge to the instructions of the Collector and District Magistrate, Kolhapur requiring the ultra sound clinics to submit the information in 'F' form on-line within 24 hours and to instal the "silent observer" on the ultrasound machine.

	43. Before parting with the matter, in order to allay any apprehension that any person, other than the appropriate authority or a medical person may have access to such information, we make it clear that the appropriate authority shall not allow access to such data stored in a silent observer to a non-medical officer except himself and senior officers not below the rank of Deputy Collector and that No. access shall be given to such images in silent observer to any lower officer of the Revenue Department or 
	43. Before parting with the matter, in order to allay any apprehension that any person, other than the appropriate authority or a medical person may have access to such information, we make it clear that the appropriate authority shall not allow access to such data stored in a silent observer to a non-medical officer except himself and senior officers not below the rank of Deputy Collector and that No. access shall be given to such images in silent observer to any lower officer of the Revenue Department or 

	In our view, it will be open to the radiologist/sonologist/doctor incharge of ultra-sound clinic to require that such images in a silent observer may be accessed by such a medical officer in the presence of the appropriate authority or an officer authorised by the appropriate authority.
	In our view, it will be open to the radiologist/sonologist/doctor incharge of ultra-sound clinic to require that such images in a silent observer may be accessed by such a medical officer in the presence of the appropriate authority or an officer authorised by the appropriate authority.

	44. Subject to the above observations, we find No. merit in this petition. The petition is accordingly, dismissed.
	44. Subject to the above observations, we find No. merit in this petition. The petition is accordingly, dismissed.
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	Acts/Rules/orders: Pre-conception and Pre-natal Diagnostic Techniques (Regulation and Prevention of Misuse ) Act, 1994 - Sections 22(2), 23, 25, 27; Pre-natal Diagnostic Technique ( Regulation and Prevention of Misuse) Rules - Rule 19(1) 19(2) 19(3).
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	Acts/Rules/orders: Pre-conception and Pre-natal Diagnostic Techniques (Regulation and Prevention of Misuse ) Act, 1994 - Sections 22(2), 23, 25, 27; Pre-natal Diagnostic Technique ( Regulation and Prevention of Misuse) Rules - Rule 19(1) 19(2) 19(3).


	CASE SUMMARY
	CASE SUMMARY
	CASE SUMMARY

	The facts of this Petition are to the effect that the registration of the Petitioner’s Ultrasound/ Sonography Centre was first suspended and then cancelled. The Petitioner filed an appeal before State Appellate Authority challenging the cancellation of the registration. However the Appellate Authority informed the Petitioner that the appeal cannot be entertained as the criminal proceedings initiated against the Petitioner were pending before the High Court. The Petitioner therefore approached the High Court
	The facts of this Petition are to the effect that the registration of the Petitioner’s Ultrasound/ Sonography Centre was first suspended and then cancelled. The Petitioner filed an appeal before State Appellate Authority challenging the cancellation of the registration. However the Appellate Authority informed the Petitioner that the appeal cannot be entertained as the criminal proceedings initiated against the Petitioner were pending before the High Court. The Petitioner therefore approached the High Court

	This Judgment thus provides guidance to State Appropriate Authorities when to entertain or not to entertain the Appeal, when simultaneously several actions are being initiated. The Judgment also explains the difference between the penal action and the action of suspension and cancellation of registration.
	This Judgment thus provides guidance to State Appropriate Authorities when to entertain or not to entertain the Appeal, when simultaneously several actions are being initiated. The Judgment also explains the difference between the penal action and the action of suspension and cancellation of registration.


	JUDGMENT
	JUDGMENT
	JUDGMENT

	Per Hon’ble Justice Cyriac Joseph, C.J.
	Per Hon’ble Justice Cyriac Joseph, C.J.

	1. The petitioner claims to be a practising Doctor who is having an Ultrasound Centre and X-ray Clinic known as Chitra Ultrasound Centre at 5 New Road, Dehradun. The said Ultrasound Centre has been registered under the Preconception and Pre-natal Diagonostic Techniques (Prohibition of Sex Selection) Act, 1994 (for short PNDT Act). According to the petitioner, the registration certificate bears No. A/CMO/16 dated 10-12-2001.
	1. The petitioner claims to be a practising Doctor who is having an Ultrasound Centre and X-ray Clinic known as Chitra Ultrasound Centre at 5 New Road, Dehradun. The said Ultrasound Centre has been registered under the Preconception and Pre-natal Diagonostic Techniques (Prohibition of Sex Selection) Act, 1994 (for short PNDT Act). According to the petitioner, the registration certificate bears No. A/CMO/16 dated 10-12-2001.

	The grievance of the petitioner in this writ petition is that the registration of the petitioner’s Ultrasound Centre was first suspended and then cancelled illegally. As per Annexure 1 order dated 23-2-2005, the registration was suspended under Section 20(3) of the PNDT Act by the Chief Medical Officer, Dehradun who is the Appropriate Authority at the district level. The petitioner was also asked to show cause why the registration should not be cancelled. In reply to Annexure 1notice/”suspension order, the 
	The grievance of the petitioner in this writ petition is that the registration of the petitioner’s Ultrasound Centre was first suspended and then cancelled illegally. As per Annexure 1 order dated 23-2-2005, the registration was suspended under Section 20(3) of the PNDT Act by the Chief Medical Officer, Dehradun who is the Appropriate Authority at the district level. The petitioner was also asked to show cause why the registration should not be cancelled. In reply to Annexure 1notice/”suspension order, the 

	2 explanation. However, as per Annexure 3 order dated 14-3-2005, the Chief Medical Officer, Dehradun cancelled the registration of the Ultrasound Centre under Section 20(2) of the PNDT Act. Against Annexure 3 order, the petitioner filed Annexure 4 appeal before the Appropriate Authority at State Level. But the appellate authority, as per Annexure 5 communication dated 27-6-2005, informed the petitioner that his appeal cannot be entertained in view of the criminal proceedings pending before Court. Aggrieved 
	2 explanation. However, as per Annexure 3 order dated 14-3-2005, the Chief Medical Officer, Dehradun cancelled the registration of the Ultrasound Centre under Section 20(2) of the PNDT Act. Against Annexure 3 order, the petitioner filed Annexure 4 appeal before the Appropriate Authority at State Level. But the appellate authority, as per Annexure 5 communication dated 27-6-2005, informed the petitioner that his appeal cannot be entertained in view of the criminal proceedings pending before Court. Aggrieved 

	2. We have heard Mr. B. P. Nautiyal, learned Counsel for the petitioner and Mr. K. P. Upadhyaya, learned Standing Counsel for the State of Uttaranchal who accepted notice for the respondents.
	2. We have heard Mr. B. P. Nautiyal, learned Counsel for the petitioner and Mr. K. P. Upadhyaya, learned Standing Counsel for the State of Uttaranchal who accepted notice for the respondents.

	3. The challenge against Annexure 1 order dated 23-2-2005 has become infructuous, as the registration has subsequently been cancelled as per Annexure 3 order dated 14-3-2005. Once the registration has been cancelled, there is no need for considering whether the suspension of registration was legal or not. Hence, we are not inclined to consider the legality or correctness of Annexure 1 order which has merged with Annexure
	3. The challenge against Annexure 1 order dated 23-2-2005 has become infructuous, as the registration has subsequently been cancelled as per Annexure 3 order dated 14-3-2005. Once the registration has been cancelled, there is no need for considering whether the suspension of registration was legal or not. Hence, we are not inclined to consider the legality or correctness of Annexure 1 order which has merged with Annexure

	3 order cancelling the registration.
	3 order cancelling the registration.

	4. We also do not find it necessary to consider the legality or correctness of Annexure 3 order, as the petitioner has already resorted to the statutory remedy of filing an appeal against the said order and the appeal filed by the petitioner is still pending. As per Rule 19(2) of the PNDT Rules 1996, anybody aggrieved by the decision of the Appropriate Authority at district level may appeal to the Appropriate Authority at State/UT level within 30 days of the order of the district level Appropriate Authority
	4. We also do not find it necessary to consider the legality or correctness of Annexure 3 order, as the petitioner has already resorted to the statutory remedy of filing an appeal against the said order and the appeal filed by the petitioner is still pending. As per Rule 19(2) of the PNDT Rules 1996, anybody aggrieved by the decision of the Appropriate Authority at district level may appeal to the Appropriate Authority at State/UT level within 30 days of the order of the district level Appropriate Authority

	Instead of considering the appeal on merits, the second respondent has declined to consider the appeal on the ground that some criminal proceedings are pending against the petitioner in respect of the same incident on the basis of which, the registration was cancelled.
	Instead of considering the appeal on merits, the second respondent has declined to consider the appeal on the ground that some criminal proceedings are pending against the petitioner in respect of the same incident on the basis of which, the registration was cancelled.

	5. In our view, the stand taken by the second respondent in Annexure 5 communication is not correct or justified. Chapter VII of the PNDT Act deals with the Offences and Penalties. Section 22 in Chapter VII deals with the prohibition of advertisement relating to pre-conception and pre-natal determination of sex and punishment for contravention of such prohibition. Section 23 lays down that any medical geneticist, gynaecologist, registered medical practitioner or any person who owns a Genetic Counselling Cen
	5. In our view, the stand taken by the second respondent in Annexure 5 communication is not correct or justified. Chapter VII of the PNDT Act deals with the Offences and Penalties. Section 22 in Chapter VII deals with the prohibition of advertisement relating to pre-conception and pre-natal determination of sex and punishment for contravention of such prohibition. Section 23 lays down that any medical geneticist, gynaecologist, registered medical practitioner or any person who owns a Genetic Counselling Cen


	any Rules made thereunder, for which no penalty has been elsewhere provided in the Act, shall be punishable with imprisonment for a term which may extend to three months or with fine, which may extend to one thousand rupees or with both and in the case of continuing contravention with an additional fine which may extend to five hundred rupees for every day during which such contravention continues after conviction for the first such contravention. According to Section 27, every offence under the Act shall b
	any Rules made thereunder, for which no penalty has been elsewhere provided in the Act, shall be punishable with imprisonment for a term which may extend to three months or with fine, which may extend to one thousand rupees or with both and in the case of continuing contravention with an additional fine which may extend to five hundred rupees for every day during which such contravention continues after conviction for the first such contravention. According to Section 27, every offence under the Act shall b
	any Rules made thereunder, for which no penalty has been elsewhere provided in the Act, shall be punishable with imprisonment for a term which may extend to three months or with fine, which may extend to one thousand rupees or with both and in the case of continuing contravention with an additional fine which may extend to five hundred rupees for every day during which such contravention continues after conviction for the first such contravention. According to Section 27, every offence under the Act shall b

	But the initiation of such criminal proceedings against the petitioner or the pendency of such criminal proceedings before Court is not a bar for deciding the appeal against cancellation of registration and it cannot be a ground for refusing to entertain and decide the appeal filed by the petitioner under Rule 19 of the PNDT Rules. There is no provision in the PNDT Act or the PNDT Rules which prevents the appellate authority from entertaining and considering the appeal filed under Section 21 of the PNDT Act
	But the initiation of such criminal proceedings against the petitioner or the pendency of such criminal proceedings before Court is not a bar for deciding the appeal against cancellation of registration and it cannot be a ground for refusing to entertain and decide the appeal filed by the petitioner under Rule 19 of the PNDT Rules. There is no provision in the PNDT Act or the PNDT Rules which prevents the appellate authority from entertaining and considering the appeal filed under Section 21 of the PNDT Act

	6. Under Rule 19(3) ofthe PNDT Rules, an appeal filed under Rule 19(1) or 19(2) shall be disposed ofwithin 60 days of its receipt. Annexure 5 shows that Annexure 4 appeal was received by the second respondent on 16-42005. Hence, the second respondent was bound to dispose of the appeal before 16-6-2005. Since the second respondent failed to discharge its statutory function, the said respondent is liable to be directed by this Court to consider and pass appropriate orders on Annexure 4 appeal without any fur
	6. Under Rule 19(3) ofthe PNDT Rules, an appeal filed under Rule 19(1) or 19(2) shall be disposed ofwithin 60 days of its receipt. Annexure 5 shows that Annexure 4 appeal was received by the second respondent on 16-42005. Hence, the second respondent was bound to dispose of the appeal before 16-6-2005. Since the second respondent failed to discharge its statutory function, the said respondent is liable to be directed by this Court to consider and pass appropriate orders on Annexure 4 appeal without any fur

	7. Hence, the writ petition is disposed of with a direction to the second respondent to consider Annexure 4 appeal filed by the petitioner and to take an appropriate decision in accordance with law as early as possible and at any rate, within a period of three weeks from the date of receipt of a copy of this judgment. Before taking a decision on Annexure 4, the second respondent shall give a personal hearing to the petitioner.
	7. Hence, the writ petition is disposed of with a direction to the second respondent to consider Annexure 4 appeal filed by the petitioner and to take an appropriate decision in accordance with law as early as possible and at any rate, within a period of three weeks from the date of receipt of a copy of this judgment. Before taking a decision on Annexure 4, the second respondent shall give a personal hearing to the petitioner.

	The petitioner may produce a copy of this judgment before the second respondent for information and compliance.
	The petitioner may produce a copy of this judgment before the second respondent for information and compliance.
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	CASE SUMMARY
	CASE SUMMARY
	CASE SUMMARY

	This Petition is filed U/S 482 of Cr. P.C. for quashing the process issued against the Petitioner under Section 3-B of the Act. The allegation against the Petitioner, who was accused No. 2 in the complaint case filed by Respondent in the trial court, was that Petitioner being one of the directors of Accused No. 1 Company - Philips Medical System India Pvt. Ltd., has violated the provisions of Section 3 B of the Act by selling Ultrasound machine to Apollo Victor Hospital which at the time of sale was a non r
	This Petition is filed U/S 482 of Cr. P.C. for quashing the process issued against the Petitioner under Section 3-B of the Act. The allegation against the Petitioner, who was accused No. 2 in the complaint case filed by Respondent in the trial court, was that Petitioner being one of the directors of Accused No. 1 Company - Philips Medical System India Pvt. Ltd., has violated the provisions of Section 3 B of the Act by selling Ultrasound machine to Apollo Victor Hospital which at the time of sale was a non r

	It was not disputed that the sale in question took place after Section 3 B was introduced. It was also not disputed that Apollo Victor Hospital was a non registered hospital at the time of the sale. The only contention raised was that there were no averments in the complaint as well as in the statement on oath that Petitioner was in charge of and responsible to the Company for the conduct of the business of the Company. The High Court accepted the said contention and quashed the process issued against the P
	It was not disputed that the sale in question took place after Section 3 B was introduced. It was also not disputed that Apollo Victor Hospital was a non registered hospital at the time of the sale. The only contention raised was that there were no averments in the complaint as well as in the statement on oath that Petitioner was in charge of and responsible to the Company for the conduct of the business of the Company. The High Court accepted the said contention and quashed the process issued against the P

	It is pertinent to note that the Apex Court has in several of its decisions like S.M.S. Pharmaceutical Ltd. -Vs- Neeta Bhalla 2005 (8) SCC 89 categorically held that necessary averments ought to be in the complaint before a person can be subjected to criminal process by way of fastening vicarious liability on him in his capacity as director of the company. What are those necessary averments is also spelt out by the unanimous judicial decisions. Even then in this case the only averment made in the complaint 
	It is pertinent to note that the Apex Court has in several of its decisions like S.M.S. Pharmaceutical Ltd. -Vs- Neeta Bhalla 2005 (8) SCC 89 categorically held that necessary averments ought to be in the complaint before a person can be subjected to criminal process by way of fastening vicarious liability on him in his capacity as director of the company. What are those necessary averments is also spelt out by the unanimous judicial decisions. Even then in this case the only averment made in the complaint 


	averment made that Petitioner was in charge of and responsible for the conduct of the business of the company. Hence for this technical lacuna in the complaint the process issued against Petitioner came to be set aside though factually all the necessary conditions of the offence were met.
	averment made that Petitioner was in charge of and responsible for the conduct of the business of the company. Hence for this technical lacuna in the complaint the process issued against Petitioner came to be set aside though factually all the necessary conditions of the offence were met.
	averment made that Petitioner was in charge of and responsible for the conduct of the business of the company. Hence for this technical lacuna in the complaint the process issued against Petitioner came to be set aside though factually all the necessary conditions of the offence were met.

	This case is therefore important for the prosecution to act as a guideline while drafting the complaint against the company and its directors.
	This case is therefore important for the prosecution to act as a guideline while drafting the complaint against the company and its directors.


	ORAL JUDGMENT Heard.
	ORAL JUDGMENT Heard.
	ORAL JUDGMENT Heard.

	2. Challenge in this petition, filed under Section 482 of the Code of Criminal Procedure, 1973 is to the Order dated 31-7-2007, issuing process against the accused under Section 3B of the Pre-Conception and Pre-natal Diagnostic Techniques (Prohibition of Sex Selection) Act, 1994 (Act, for short). The Petitioner herein, who is accused No.2, in a complaint case filed by Dr. Sanjeev G. Dalvi, is one of the Directors of Philips Medical Systems India Pvt. Ltd. Which is accused No.1. The Company and the Petitione
	2. Challenge in this petition, filed under Section 482 of the Code of Criminal Procedure, 1973 is to the Order dated 31-7-2007, issuing process against the accused under Section 3B of the Pre-Conception and Pre-natal Diagnostic Techniques (Prohibition of Sex Selection) Act, 1994 (Act, for short). The Petitioner herein, who is accused No.2, in a complaint case filed by Dr. Sanjeev G. Dalvi, is one of the Directors of Philips Medical Systems India Pvt. Ltd. Which is accused No.1. The Company and the Petitione

	“Prohibition on sale of ultrasound machine, etc., to persons, laboratories, clinics, etc., not registered under the Act.- No person shall sell any ultrasound machine or imaging machine or scanner or any other equipment capable of detecting sex of foetus to any Genetic Counselling Centre, Genetic Laboratory, Genetic Clinic or any other person not registered under the Act”.
	“Prohibition on sale of ultrasound machine, etc., to persons, laboratories, clinics, etc., not registered under the Act.- No person shall sell any ultrasound machine or imaging machine or scanner or any other equipment capable of detecting sex of foetus to any Genetic Counselling Centre, Genetic Laboratory, Genetic Clinic or any other person not registered under the Act”.

	3. There is no dispute that the sale in question took place after Section 3B was introduced in the Act w.e.f. 14-2-2003. There is also no dispute that the sale of (I) Philip HPT 3 probe Ultra Sound Machine, (ii) Philip Doppler 2 probe sonos 4500, and (iii) Portable Ultra Sound Machine sonosite 180 plus philips were sold to Apollo Victor Hospital which at the time of sale was a non registered hospital under the Act. However, the contention raised on behalf of the Petitioner who is accused No.2 in the said co
	3. There is no dispute that the sale in question took place after Section 3B was introduced in the Act w.e.f. 14-2-2003. There is also no dispute that the sale of (I) Philip HPT 3 probe Ultra Sound Machine, (ii) Philip Doppler 2 probe sonos 4500, and (iii) Portable Ultra Sound Machine sonosite 180 plus philips were sold to Apollo Victor Hospital which at the time of sale was a non registered hospital under the Act. However, the contention raised on behalf of the Petitioner who is accused No.2 in the said co

	4. Shri S.M. Singbal, learned Counsel appearing on behalf of the Petitioner/ Accused has submitted that Section 26 of the Act is in para materia, the same, as Section 141 of the Negotiable Instruments Act, 1881, and therefore the law laid down by the Apex Court with reference to the Section 141 needs to be followed in this case as well. Learned Counsel has placed reliance on the decisions of the Apex Court in a cases of S.M.S. Pharmaceuticals Ltd. v. Neeta Bhalla and another reported in (2005 (12) LJSOFT (S
	4. Shri S.M. Singbal, learned Counsel appearing on behalf of the Petitioner/ Accused has submitted that Section 26 of the Act is in para materia, the same, as Section 141 of the Negotiable Instruments Act, 1881, and therefore the law laid down by the Apex Court with reference to the Section 141 needs to be followed in this case as well. Learned Counsel has placed reliance on the decisions of the Apex Court in a cases of S.M.S. Pharmaceuticals Ltd. v. Neeta Bhalla and another reported in (2005 (12) LJSOFT (S

	5. The only averments which can be seen from the complaint are: “the accused No.2 is the Director of accused No.1” and “accused No.1 and accused No.2 have contravened the provisions of Rule 3A of the Pre-natal Diagnostic Techniques (Regulations and Prevention of Misuse) Rules, 2003, and is therefore liable for penalty under Section 25 of the said Act”.
	5. The only averments which can be seen from the complaint are: “the accused No.2 is the Director of accused No.1” and “accused No.1 and accused No.2 have contravened the provisions of Rule 3A of the Pre-natal Diagnostic Techniques (Regulations and Prevention of Misuse) Rules, 2003, and is therefore liable for penalty under Section 25 of the said Act”.

	6. Admittedly, the Petitioner/Accused No.2 is only one of the Directors of the said Company and it is nobody’s case that he is the Managing Director of the said Company. Presumably, it is the Company/Accused No.1 which has sold the said ultra sound machines to the said Apollo Victor Hospital, and thus prima facie, it has committed the offence punishable under Section 3B of the said Act. It is not the case of the Complainant that the Petitioner/Accused No.2 was in charge of, and was responsible to, the said 
	6. Admittedly, the Petitioner/Accused No.2 is only one of the Directors of the said Company and it is nobody’s case that he is the Managing Director of the said Company. Presumably, it is the Company/Accused No.1 which has sold the said ultra sound machines to the said Apollo Victor Hospital, and thus prima facie, it has committed the offence punishable under Section 3B of the said Act. It is not the case of the Complainant that the Petitioner/Accused No.2 was in charge of, and was responsible to, the said 

	7. The Apex Court in the first case of S.M.S. Pharmaceuticals Ltd. v. Neeta Bhalla and another (supra) has categorically stated that there is almost unanimous judicial opinion that necessary averments ought to be
	7. The Apex Court in the first case of S.M.S. Pharmaceuticals Ltd. v. Neeta Bhalla and another (supra) has categorically stated that there is almost unanimous judicial opinion that necessary averments ought to be


	contained in a complaint before a person can be subjected to criminal process. A liability under Section 141 of the Act (Negotiable Instruments Act, 1881) is said to be fastened vicariously on a person connected with a company, the principal accused being the company itself. It is a departure from the rule in criminal law against vicarious liability. A clear case should be spelled out in the complaint against the person sought to be made liable. Section 141 of the Act contains the requirements for making a 
	contained in a complaint before a person can be subjected to criminal process. A liability under Section 141 of the Act (Negotiable Instruments Act, 1881) is said to be fastened vicariously on a person connected with a company, the principal accused being the company itself. It is a departure from the rule in criminal law against vicarious liability. A clear case should be spelled out in the complaint against the person sought to be made liable. Section 141 of the Act contains the requirements for making a 
	contained in a complaint before a person can be subjected to criminal process. A liability under Section 141 of the Act (Negotiable Instruments Act, 1881) is said to be fastened vicariously on a person connected with a company, the principal accused being the company itself. It is a departure from the rule in criminal law against vicarious liability. A clear case should be spelled out in the complaint against the person sought to be made liable. Section 141 of the Act contains the requirements for making a 

	“It is necessary to specifically aver in a complaint under Section 141 that at the time the offence was committed, the person accused was in charge of, and responsible for the conduct of business of the company. This averment is an essential requirement of Section 141 and has to be made in a complaint. Without this averment being made in a complaint, the requirements of Section 141 cannot be said to be satisfied.”
	“It is necessary to specifically aver in a complaint under Section 141 that at the time the offence was committed, the person accused was in charge of, and responsible for the conduct of business of the company. This averment is an essential requirement of Section 141 and has to be made in a complaint. Without this averment being made in a complaint, the requirements of Section 141 cannot be said to be satisfied.”

	8. The same view has been reiterated in the second case of S.M.S. Pharmaceuticals Ltd. v. Neeta Bhalla and another (2007 (4) LJSOFT (SC) 29 = 2007 (4) SCC 70) which reads thus:-
	8. The same view has been reiterated in the second case of S.M.S. Pharmaceuticals Ltd. v. Neeta Bhalla and another (2007 (4) LJSOFT (SC) 29 = 2007 (4) SCC 70) which reads thus:-

	“The learned counsel brought to our notice the well-settled principle of law that for the purpose of attracting the provisions of Section 141 of the Act, it is not necessary to reproduce the exact wordings of the statute and submitted that the involvement of an accused as a Director of a company being in charge of or responsible for the conduct of the Company must be gathered from the other averments made in the complaint petition as also the documents appended thereto.”
	“The learned counsel brought to our notice the well-settled principle of law that for the purpose of attracting the provisions of Section 141 of the Act, it is not necessary to reproduce the exact wordings of the statute and submitted that the involvement of an accused as a Director of a company being in charge of or responsible for the conduct of the Company must be gathered from the other averments made in the complaint petition as also the documents appended thereto.”

	9. In the absence of necessary averments being made against the Petitioner/Accused No.2 that he was a person who was in charge of for the conduct of the business of the Company, no process could have been issued as against him.
	9. In the absence of necessary averments being made against the Petitioner/Accused No.2 that he was a person who was in charge of for the conduct of the business of the Company, no process could have been issued as against him.

	10. Consequently, the petition, which has already been admitted, deserves to succeed. The impugned Order to the extent the Petitioner/Accused No.2 has been summoned to answer the charge under Section 3B of the said Act is hereby quashed and set aside.
	10. Consequently, the petition, which has already been admitted, deserves to succeed. The impugned Order to the extent the Petitioner/Accused No.2 has been summoned to answer the charge under Section 3B of the said Act is hereby quashed and set aside.
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	CASE SUMMARY
	CASE SUMMARY
	CASE SUMMARY

	The question raised for consideration in these two Writ Petitions filed before the Delhi High Court is about the meaning that should be given to the experession 'sonologist' as defined u/s. 2(p) of the PNDT Act. As per the said Section 'Sonologist or Imaging Specialist' means a person who possesses any one of the medical qualifications recognized under the Indian Medical Council Act, 1956 or who possesses a Post Graduate Qualification in Ultrasonography or Imaging Techniques or Radiology. The cause for fili
	The question raised for consideration in these two Writ Petitions filed before the Delhi High Court is about the meaning that should be given to the experession 'sonologist' as defined u/s. 2(p) of the PNDT Act. As per the said Section 'Sonologist or Imaging Specialist' means a person who possesses any one of the medical qualifications recognized under the Indian Medical Council Act, 1956 or who possesses a Post Graduate Qualification in Ultrasonography or Imaging Techniques or Radiology. The cause for fili


	ground of non-submission of documents about his qualifications, from a qualified Radiologist. The petitioner challenged it stating that in terms of Section 3(1)(b) of the PNDT Act any person who was registered as Medical Practitioner and had one year experience in sonography was eligible to run an Ultra sound Clinic and according to him since he fulilled this requirement, he was eligible to set up an Ultrasonography Clinic.
	ground of non-submission of documents about his qualifications, from a qualified Radiologist. The petitioner challenged it stating that in terms of Section 3(1)(b) of the PNDT Act any person who was registered as Medical Practitioner and had one year experience in sonography was eligible to run an Ultra sound Clinic and according to him since he fulilled this requirement, he was eligible to set up an Ultrasonography Clinic.
	ground of non-submission of documents about his qualifications, from a qualified Radiologist. The petitioner challenged it stating that in terms of Section 3(1)(b) of the PNDT Act any person who was registered as Medical Practitioner and had one year experience in sonography was eligible to run an Ultra sound Clinic and according to him since he fulilled this requirement, he was eligible to set up an Ultrasonography Clinic.

	Similar issue was raised by the Petitioner Dr.Sonal Randhawa also. She had worked as a registered Sonologist under PNDT Act for three years and has undergone training. She had worked under Dr. J. S. Randhawa, M. D. a qualified and experienced Radiologist and Ultra Sonologist. Her application was rejected on the ground that training in Ultrasound needs to be examined and recognized by the Competent Authority.
	Similar issue was raised by the Petitioner Dr.Sonal Randhawa also. She had worked as a registered Sonologist under PNDT Act for three years and has undergone training. She had worked under Dr. J. S. Randhawa, M. D. a qualified and experienced Radiologist and Ultra Sonologist. Her application was rejected on the ground that training in Ultrasound needs to be examined and recognized by the Competent Authority.

	The common issue raised by both the Petitioners was that the PNDT Act and Rules do not provide the procedure for undergoing training/experience or identify persons eligible to provide such training. Hence there was no justification in rejecting the request for registration.
	The common issue raised by both the Petitioners was that the PNDT Act and Rules do not provide the procedure for undergoing training/experience or identify persons eligible to provide such training. Hence there was no justification in rejecting the request for registration.

	The High Court after careful scrutiny of the entire material on record and after hearing at length the authorities under Medical Council of India and PNDT Act, held that none of these authorities were clear as to what should be the minimum criteria regarding training, where the training should be provided, and which are the Institutes recognized for providing training. Even the Rules framed under PNDT Act did not provide that the training has to be in a recognized Institute. It was also unclear where such r
	The High Court after careful scrutiny of the entire material on record and after hearing at length the authorities under Medical Council of India and PNDT Act, held that none of these authorities were clear as to what should be the minimum criteria regarding training, where the training should be provided, and which are the Institutes recognized for providing training. Even the Rules framed under PNDT Act did not provide that the training has to be in a recognized Institute. It was also unclear where such r

	The High Court could not restrain itself from expressing its concern about this disconcerting state of affairs reflected in these two Petitions. In the words of High Court, "as a result of weak definition of the term 'sonologist' under the PNDT Act, the mushrooming growth of diagnostic clinics is unable to be effectively regulated. The absence of clear rules and guidelines spelling out unambiguously the qualification, training and experience required for operating a diagnostic clinic offering ultrasound tes
	The High Court could not restrain itself from expressing its concern about this disconcerting state of affairs reflected in these two Petitions. In the words of High Court, "as a result of weak definition of the term 'sonologist' under the PNDT Act, the mushrooming growth of diagnostic clinics is unable to be effectively regulated. The absence of clear rules and guidelines spelling out unambiguously the qualification, training and experience required for operating a diagnostic clinic offering ultrasound tes

	However, there is nothing on record to show that these expectations of High Court are fulfilled.
	However, there is nothing on record to show that these expectations of High Court are fulfilled.


	JUDGMENT S. Muralidhar, J.
	JUDGMENT S. Muralidhar, J.
	JUDGMENT S. Muralidhar, J.

	1. These two writ petitions raise important questions of law concerning interpretation of Section 2(p) of the Pre-conception and Pre-natal Diagnostic Techniques (Prohibition of Sex Selection) Act, 1994 [hereafter “the PNDT Act”] which defines “sonologist or imaging specialist”.
	1. These two writ petitions raise important questions of law concerning interpretation of Section 2(p) of the Pre-conception and Pre-natal Diagnostic Techniques (Prohibition of Sex Selection) Act, 1994 [hereafter “the PNDT Act”] which defines “sonologist or imaging specialist”.

	2. First, the brief facts in each of the writ petitions may be noticed.
	2. First, the brief facts in each of the writ petitions may be noticed.


	W.P. (C) 6654 of 2007 - Dr. K.L. Sehgal
	W.P. (C) 6654 of 2007 - Dr. K.L. Sehgal
	W.P. (C) 6654 of 2007 - Dr. K.L. Sehgal

	3. The Petitioner in Writ Petition (C) No. 6654 of 2007 is Dr. K.L. Sehgal who runs the Dr. Sehgal’s Polyclinic & Diagnostics Imaging Clinic in New Delhi. He obtained an MBBS degree from the Ranchi University in 1977. He got registered from the Delhi Medical Council (DMC) in 2001. The registration has been renewed from time to time and is currently valid till 4th December 2011. Dr. Sehgal states that he is a registered medical practitioner within the meaning of Section 2(m) of the PNDT Act. Dr. Sehgal claim
	3. The Petitioner in Writ Petition (C) No. 6654 of 2007 is Dr. K.L. Sehgal who runs the Dr. Sehgal’s Polyclinic & Diagnostics Imaging Clinic in New Delhi. He obtained an MBBS degree from the Ranchi University in 1977. He got registered from the Delhi Medical Council (DMC) in 2001. The registration has been renewed from time to time and is currently valid till 4th December 2011. Dr. Sehgal states that he is a registered medical practitioner within the meaning of Section 2(m) of the PNDT Act. Dr. Sehgal claim

	4. In April 2002, Dr. Sehgal applied for grant of PNDT registration for setting up an ultrasound clinic under the name of ‘Dr. Sehgal’s Clinic’. He was granted a certificate on 1st May 2002 with registration No. 348. The certificate was valid for a period of five years up to 30th April 2007. By a letter dated 21st February 2007 from Respondent No. 1, i.e., the Office of District Appropriate Authority (hereafter ‘the Authority’) under the PNDT Act, Dr. Sehgal was asked to submit the necessary documents for r
	4. In April 2002, Dr. Sehgal applied for grant of PNDT registration for setting up an ultrasound clinic under the name of ‘Dr. Sehgal’s Clinic’. He was granted a certificate on 1st May 2002 with registration No. 348. The certificate was valid for a period of five years up to 30th April 2007. By a letter dated 21st February 2007 from Respondent No. 1, i.e., the Office of District Appropriate Authority (hereafter ‘the Authority’) under the PNDT Act, Dr. Sehgal was asked to submit the necessary documents for r

	5. Dr. Sehgal states that he did not receive any response till the expiry of 90 days thereafter i.e. 29th May 2007. According to him, in terms of Rule 8 (6) of the PNDT Rules, the registration should be deemed to have been renewed on the expiry of 90 days. Rule 8 (6) of the PNDT Rules reads as under:
	5. Dr. Sehgal states that he did not receive any response till the expiry of 90 days thereafter i.e. 29th May 2007. According to him, in terms of Rule 8 (6) of the PNDT Rules, the registration should be deemed to have been renewed on the expiry of 90 days. Rule 8 (6) of the PNDT Rules reads as under:

	In the event of failure of the Appropriate Authority to renew the certificate of registration or to communicate rejection of application for renewal of registration within a period of ninety days from the date of receipt of application for renewal of registration, the certificate of registration shall be deemed to have been renewed.
	In the event of failure of the Appropriate Authority to renew the certificate of registration or to communicate rejection of application for renewal of registration within a period of ninety days from the date of receipt of application for renewal of registration, the certificate of registration shall be deemed to have been renewed.

	6. It is submitted that on 22nd June 2007, Dr. Sehgal received a letter dated 25th May 2007, which according to him was posted on 21st June 2007, by which he was informed that his application for renewal of registration had been rejected on the ground of “non-submission of documents from a qualified Radiologist.” Dr. Sehgal protested stating that in terms of Section 3(1)(b) of the PNDT Act, any person who was registered as a medical practitioner and had one year’s experience in sonography, was eligible to r
	6. It is submitted that on 22nd June 2007, Dr. Sehgal received a letter dated 25th May 2007, which according to him was posted on 21st June 2007, by which he was informed that his application for renewal of registration had been rejected on the ground of “non-submission of documents from a qualified Radiologist.” Dr. Sehgal protested stating that in terms of Section 3(1)(b) of the PNDT Act, any person who was registered as a medical practitioner and had one year’s experience in sonography, was eligible to r

	7. Dr. Sehgal claims to have submitted an application dated 11th July 2007 under the Right to Information Act, 2005 (“RTI Act”) seeking the precise reasons for the rejection of his application. By a letter dated 3rd August 2007, the Authority provided the following information to him:
	7. Dr. Sehgal claims to have submitted an application dated 11th July 2007 under the Right to Information Act, 2005 (“RTI Act”) seeking the precise reasons for the rejection of his application. By a letter dated 3rd August 2007, the Authority provided the following information to him:

	2. Now, in Feb. 2007, you had submitted application for renewal of PNDT registration. The file had been sent to higher authorities for guidelines (copy of file noting is attached as Annexure I-3). Guidelines
	2. Now, in Feb. 2007, you had submitted application for renewal of PNDT registration. The file had been sent to higher authorities for guidelines (copy of file noting is attached as Annexure I-3). Guidelines


	were received from the Directorate of Family Welfare in minutes of meeting (attached as Annexure-4). On the above mentioned basis your application for renewal has been rejected.
	were received from the Directorate of Family Welfare in minutes of meeting (attached as Annexure-4). On the above mentioned basis your application for renewal has been rejected.
	were received from the Directorate of Family Welfare in minutes of meeting (attached as Annexure-4). On the above mentioned basis your application for renewal has been rejected.

	3. You have also stated that you have been regularly doing ultrasonography from last 5 years (again ref. your letter No. nil dated 28.02.2007). It will be counted towards “Self Experience” & in the PNDT Act & Rules there are no guidelines regarding the registration of registered medical practitioner on the basis of Self Experience: as because any experience without the supervision of any competent authority is not counted, i.e. treats only as “Self Experience”.
	3. You have also stated that you have been regularly doing ultrasonography from last 5 years (again ref. your letter No. nil dated 28.02.2007). It will be counted towards “Self Experience” & in the PNDT Act & Rules there are no guidelines regarding the registration of registered medical practitioner on the basis of Self Experience: as because any experience without the supervision of any competent authority is not counted, i.e. treats only as “Self Experience”.

	8. The rejection of Dr. Sehgal’s application is assailed on the following grounds:
	8. The rejection of Dr. Sehgal’s application is assailed on the following grounds:

	(a) that with the rejection not having been communicated to Dr. Sehgal within a period of 90 days from the date of his application, i.e., 28th February 2007, there was a deemed renewal under Rule 8 (6) of the PNDT Rules.
	(a) that with the rejection not having been communicated to Dr. Sehgal within a period of 90 days from the date of his application, i.e., 28th February 2007, there was a deemed renewal under Rule 8 (6) of the PNDT Rules.

	(b) that under Rule 3(1) (b) an ultrasound clinic can be run by a registered medical practitioner having six months training or one year experience in sonography. Since Dr. Sehgal satisfies this requirement, he was eligible to set up an ultrasound clinic. In any event, Dr. Sehgal submitted a certificate from a qualified radiologist that he had undergone training in sonography and therefore, the ground for nonrenewal was contrary to the record.
	(b) that under Rule 3(1) (b) an ultrasound clinic can be run by a registered medical practitioner having six months training or one year experience in sonography. Since Dr. Sehgal satisfies this requirement, he was eligible to set up an ultrasound clinic. In any event, Dr. Sehgal submitted a certificate from a qualified radiologist that he had undergone training in sonography and therefore, the ground for nonrenewal was contrary to the record.

	(c) The rejection of the application on the ground that five years? experience by Dr. Sehgal’s ultrasound would be a “self-experience” and therefore would not be counted towards the experience under the PNDT Act, was clearly arbitrary. The guidelines of the Directorate of Family Welfare do not indicate that in a similar situation the certificate of registration should not be renewed. It only indicated that the issue was still under consideration and till such time the PNDT Act was to be strictly followed.
	(c) The rejection of the application on the ground that five years? experience by Dr. Sehgal’s ultrasound would be a “self-experience” and therefore would not be counted towards the experience under the PNDT Act, was clearly arbitrary. The guidelines of the Directorate of Family Welfare do not indicate that in a similar situation the certificate of registration should not be renewed. It only indicated that the issue was still under consideration and till such time the PNDT Act was to be strictly followed.

	9. The response of the Authority under the PNDT Act is that the Institute, in which Dr. Shekel claims to have undergone training, is not recognised by the Government of India or any competent authority. The Institute was recognised only by private institutions which could be termed as ‘NGOs’ and the experience gained was no experience because anybody could approach private institutes and get certificates without satisfying the basic criteria of being trained to use the ultrasound apparatus. A radiologist ha
	9. The response of the Authority under the PNDT Act is that the Institute, in which Dr. Shekel claims to have undergone training, is not recognised by the Government of India or any competent authority. The Institute was recognised only by private institutions which could be termed as ‘NGOs’ and the experience gained was no experience because anybody could approach private institutes and get certificates without satisfying the basic criteria of being trained to use the ultrasound apparatus. A radiologist ha


	W.P. (Civil) 6826/2007 - Dr. Sonal Randhawa
	W.P. (Civil) 6826/2007 - Dr. Sonal Randhawa
	W.P. (Civil) 6826/2007 - Dr. Sonal Randhawa

	10. The facts in Writ Petition (C) No. 6826 of 2007 are that the Petitioner, Dr. Sonal Randhawa, holds an MBBS degree from the University of Agra and has been registered under the DMC since 18th September 2006. It is stated that in 2007 she completed American Registry for Diagnostic Medical Sonography (ARDMs) certifying examinations as Specialist in Obstetrics and Gynecology. As far her experience in Sonography is concerned, it is stated that she has worked as a registered Sonologist under PNDT in Rohini (N
	10. The facts in Writ Petition (C) No. 6826 of 2007 are that the Petitioner, Dr. Sonal Randhawa, holds an MBBS degree from the University of Agra and has been registered under the DMC since 18th September 2006. It is stated that in 2007 she completed American Registry for Diagnostic Medical Sonography (ARDMs) certifying examinations as Specialist in Obstetrics and Gynecology. As far her experience in Sonography is concerned, it is stated that she has worked as a registered Sonologist under PNDT in Rohini (N


	stated that in February 2003 Dr. Randhawa completed the two year course on ultrasound training under the IMA (AMS) from 4th January 2001 to 10th February 2003. She also worked as a Consultant Ultrasonologist at the government approved Gupta Hospital in Delhi from 16th July 2001 to 3 1st March 2005.
	stated that in February 2003 Dr. Randhawa completed the two year course on ultrasound training under the IMA (AMS) from 4th January 2001 to 10th February 2003. She also worked as a Consultant Ultrasonologist at the government approved Gupta Hospital in Delhi from 16th July 2001 to 3 1st March 2005.
	stated that in February 2003 Dr. Randhawa completed the two year course on ultrasound training under the IMA (AMS) from 4th January 2001 to 10th February 2003. She also worked as a Consultant Ultrasonologist at the government approved Gupta Hospital in Delhi from 16th July 2001 to 3 1st March 2005.

	11. On 5th April 2006 Dr. Randhawa applied for registration as a sonologist under the PNDT Act in the West District of the National Capital Territory of Delhi. Dr. Randhawa had already been recognized and registered as a Sonologist with the Rohini (North-West Zone) and Dwarka (South-West Zone) under the PNDT Act since the last seven years. On 10th July 2006 Dr. Randhawa submitted all necessary documents as directed by the Appropriate Authority in support of her application. Since no reply was forthcoming, D
	11. On 5th April 2006 Dr. Randhawa applied for registration as a sonologist under the PNDT Act in the West District of the National Capital Territory of Delhi. Dr. Randhawa had already been recognized and registered as a Sonologist with the Rohini (North-West Zone) and Dwarka (South-West Zone) under the PNDT Act since the last seven years. On 10th July 2006 Dr. Randhawa submitted all necessary documents as directed by the Appropriate Authority in support of her application. Since no reply was forthcoming, D

	12. Dr. Randhawa has assailed the refusal of registration on the ground that the reasons therefore were arbitrary and unreasonable. The observation that training in ultrasound needed to be examined and recognized by the competent authority, was a bald one. Even though the PNDT Act and Rules do not provide the procedure for undergoing training/experience or identify persons eligible to provide such registration, there was no justification in simply rejecting the request for registration.
	12. Dr. Randhawa has assailed the refusal of registration on the ground that the reasons therefore were arbitrary and unreasonable. The observation that training in ultrasound needed to be examined and recognized by the competent authority, was a bald one. Even though the PNDT Act and Rules do not provide the procedure for undergoing training/experience or identify persons eligible to provide such registration, there was no justification in simply rejecting the request for registration.

	Stand of the Medical Council of India
	Stand of the Medical Council of India

	13. In the present cases, the counter affidavit filed by the Respondent is more or less similar. However, in addition to the reply of the Respondent Appropriate Authority, an affidavit has been filed on behalf of Respondent No. 6 Medical Council of India (MCI). Referring to the decisions in Dr. Preeti Srivastava v. State of MP MANU/ SC/1021/1999 : (1999) 7 SCC 120, State of Punjab v. Dayanand Medical College MANU/SC/0635/2001 : (2001) 8 SCC 664 and State of Madhya Pradesh v. Gopal D. Tirthani MANU/SC/0507/2
	13. In the present cases, the counter affidavit filed by the Respondent is more or less similar. However, in addition to the reply of the Respondent Appropriate Authority, an affidavit has been filed on behalf of Respondent No. 6 Medical Council of India (MCI). Referring to the decisions in Dr. Preeti Srivastava v. State of MP MANU/ SC/1021/1999 : (1999) 7 SCC 120, State of Punjab v. Dayanand Medical College MANU/SC/0635/2001 : (2001) 8 SCC 664 and State of Madhya Pradesh v. Gopal D. Tirthani MANU/SC/0507/2

	14. Under Section 33 read with Section 20 of the IMC Act after obtaining prior approval from the Central Government, the MCI framed the Postgraduate Medical Education Regulations, 2000. As per Regulation 10, the period of training for the award of a degree of Doctor of Medicine (M .D.)/Master of Surgery (M.S.) shall consist of three completed years including the period of examination. For the award of a postgraduate diploma there shall be two completed years of training including the period of examination. 
	14. Under Section 33 read with Section 20 of the IMC Act after obtaining prior approval from the Central Government, the MCI framed the Postgraduate Medical Education Regulations, 2000. As per Regulation 10, the period of training for the award of a degree of Doctor of Medicine (M .D.)/Master of Surgery (M.S.) shall consist of three completed years including the period of examination. For the award of a postgraduate diploma there shall be two completed years of training including the period of examination. 


	It is submitted that Dr. Randhawa Diagnostics where Dr. Sonal Randhawa is purported to have conducted ultrasounds regularly under the supervision of Dr. J.S. Randhawa is not a recognized medical institute under the IMC Act, and is not included in the Schedule to the IMC Act. The said Institute of ultrasound training is also not included in the list of institutes recognized/permitted by the MCI to conduct any postgraduate courses in Radio-Diagnosis or Ultrasound. The course offered on ultrasound by the said 
	It is submitted that Dr. Randhawa Diagnostics where Dr. Sonal Randhawa is purported to have conducted ultrasounds regularly under the supervision of Dr. J.S. Randhawa is not a recognized medical institute under the IMC Act, and is not included in the Schedule to the IMC Act. The said Institute of ultrasound training is also not included in the list of institutes recognized/permitted by the MCI to conduct any postgraduate courses in Radio-Diagnosis or Ultrasound. The course offered on ultrasound by the said 
	It is submitted that Dr. Randhawa Diagnostics where Dr. Sonal Randhawa is purported to have conducted ultrasounds regularly under the supervision of Dr. J.S. Randhawa is not a recognized medical institute under the IMC Act, and is not included in the Schedule to the IMC Act. The said Institute of ultrasound training is also not included in the list of institutes recognized/permitted by the MCI to conduct any postgraduate courses in Radio-Diagnosis or Ultrasound. The course offered on ultrasound by the said 

	Subsequent Developments
	Subsequent Developments

	15. After the filing of this petition a meeting was held in the Directorate of Family Welfare on 9th January 2008 in which the following decisions were taken:
	15. After the filing of this petition a meeting was held in the Directorate of Family Welfare on 9th January 2008 in which the following decisions were taken:

	i) Now onwards registration should be allowed to only the persons qualified in Radiology (ii) Specialists may be allowed Ultrasound in their own specialty. For example a Gynecologist with Post Graduate qualification can do level 1 scan for gross anomalies and monitoring of pregnancy. (iii) Registration of existing clinics registered on basis of training/experience from private place should not be cancelled. At the same time they should be given show cause notice regarding non MCI qualification/experience an
	i) Now onwards registration should be allowed to only the persons qualified in Radiology (ii) Specialists may be allowed Ultrasound in their own specialty. For example a Gynecologist with Post Graduate qualification can do level 1 scan for gross anomalies and monitoring of pregnancy. (iii) Registration of existing clinics registered on basis of training/experience from private place should not be cancelled. At the same time they should be given show cause notice regarding non MCI qualification/experience an

	16. It is submitted that once the above decisions came to be published, it met with a stiff opposition and an agitation among the fraternity of doctors. The State Advisory Committee which thereafter met on 22nd July 2008 decided to discard the earlier changes. This happened while it considered an appeal of Dr. Rahul Kumar in which it passed the following order:
	16. It is submitted that once the above decisions came to be published, it met with a stiff opposition and an agitation among the fraternity of doctors. The State Advisory Committee which thereafter met on 22nd July 2008 decided to discard the earlier changes. This happened while it considered an appeal of Dr. Rahul Kumar in which it passed the following order:

	Instant appeal has been filed by Dr. Rahul under Section 19(2) of the act against rejection of application for registration vide order dated 13.06.08 passed by the CDMO, North West District. The sole reason for rejection of application is consequent upon the issuance of certain instructions from State Advisory Committee, according to which the kind of training as was being given by private Pos Graduate Doctors was termed as not valid as per Medical Council of India norms and it was considered that practice 
	Instant appeal has been filed by Dr. Rahul under Section 19(2) of the act against rejection of application for registration vide order dated 13.06.08 passed by the CDMO, North West District. The sole reason for rejection of application is consequent upon the issuance of certain instructions from State Advisory Committee, according to which the kind of training as was being given by private Pos Graduate Doctors was termed as not valid as per Medical Council of India norms and it was considered that practice 

	17. It is pointed out by Dr. Randhawa that pursuant to the above decision Dr. Rahul Kumar was granted registration as was evident in the reply given under the RTI Act on 24th October 2008. Accordingly, it is submitted that Dr. Randhawa has been meted out a differential treatment which is unwarranted.
	17. It is pointed out by Dr. Randhawa that pursuant to the above decision Dr. Rahul Kumar was granted registration as was evident in the reply given under the RTI Act on 24th October 2008. Accordingly, it is submitted that Dr. Randhawa has been meted out a differential treatment which is unwarranted.

	18. Learned Counsel appearing for Dr. Randhawa pointed out to the stand of the MCI in a reply dated 3rd March 2008 to an application made under the RTI Act by one Sagar Saxena that “courses like IVF, Laparoscopy, Lasik Surgery, Ultrasound, Bariatric surgery, do not come within the purview of MCI.” In a reply given to
	18. Learned Counsel appearing for Dr. Randhawa pointed out to the stand of the MCI in a reply dated 3rd March 2008 to an application made under the RTI Act by one Sagar Saxena that “courses like IVF, Laparoscopy, Lasik Surgery, Ultrasound, Bariatric surgery, do not come within the purview of MCI.” In a reply given to


	one Dr. Diwan Singh on 14th August 2008 in response to a query as to “who is a sonologist as defined in the PNDT Act as per the MCI guidelines,” it was stated that the matter is “outside the purview of Medical Council of India.”
	one Dr. Diwan Singh on 14th August 2008 in response to a query as to “who is a sonologist as defined in the PNDT Act as per the MCI guidelines,” it was stated that the matter is “outside the purview of Medical Council of India.”
	one Dr. Diwan Singh on 14th August 2008 in response to a query as to “who is a sonologist as defined in the PNDT Act as per the MCI guidelines,” it was stated that the matter is “outside the purview of Medical Council of India.”

	Submissions of counsel
	Submissions of counsel

	19. This Court has heard the submissions of Mr. Ravi P. Mehrotra, the learned Counsel for Dr. Sonal Randhawa and Mr. Praveen Khattar learned Counsel appearing for Dr. K.L. Sehgal, Ms. Zubeda Begum and Mr. Amiet Andley learned Counsel appearing for Respondent No. 2 Appropriate Authority, GNCTD and Mr. Maninder Singh, learned Senior counsel appearing for the MCI.
	19. This Court has heard the submissions of Mr. Ravi P. Mehrotra, the learned Counsel for Dr. Sonal Randhawa and Mr. Praveen Khattar learned Counsel appearing for Dr. K.L. Sehgal, Ms. Zubeda Begum and Mr. Amiet Andley learned Counsel appearing for Respondent No. 2 Appropriate Authority, GNCTD and Mr. Maninder Singh, learned Senior counsel appearing for the MCI.

	20. While counsel for Appropriate Authority GNCTD reiterated the submissions noticed hereinbefore, Mr. Maninder Singh learned Senior counsel for the MCI urged that the provisions of the PNDT Act have to be interpreted in such a manner that the word ‘or’ appearing in Section 2(p) has to be read as ‘and’. He relied upon the judgment of the Supreme Court in Prof. Yashpal v. State of Chhattisgarh MANU/SC/0093/2005 : AIR 2005 SC 2026, and in particular para 40 thereof. He pointed out to the growing menace of fem
	20. While counsel for Appropriate Authority GNCTD reiterated the submissions noticed hereinbefore, Mr. Maninder Singh learned Senior counsel for the MCI urged that the provisions of the PNDT Act have to be interpreted in such a manner that the word ‘or’ appearing in Section 2(p) has to be read as ‘and’. He relied upon the judgment of the Supreme Court in Prof. Yashpal v. State of Chhattisgarh MANU/SC/0093/2005 : AIR 2005 SC 2026, and in particular para 40 thereof. He pointed out to the growing menace of fem

	Meaning of ‘sonologist’ under Section 2(p) PNDT Act
	Meaning of ‘sonologist’ under Section 2(p) PNDT Act

	21. The question that arises for consideration is the meaning that should be given to the expression ‘sonologist’ as defined under Section 2(p) PNDT Act of the PNDT Act.
	21. The question that arises for consideration is the meaning that should be given to the expression ‘sonologist’ as defined under Section 2(p) PNDT Act of the PNDT Act.

	Section 2(p) PNDT Act reads as under:
	Section 2(p) PNDT Act reads as under:

	2(p) “Sonologist or Imaging Specialist” means a person who possesses any one of the medical qualifications recognized under the Indian Medical Council Act, 1956 or who possesses a post-graduate qualification in ultrasonography or imaging techniques or radiology.
	2(p) “Sonologist or Imaging Specialist” means a person who possesses any one of the medical qualifications recognized under the Indian Medical Council Act, 1956 or who possesses a post-graduate qualification in ultrasonography or imaging techniques or radiology.

	22. The definition of the word ‘sonologist’ does support the submission of the learned Counsel for the Petitioners that as long as the person concerned possesses “one of the medical qualifications recognized under the Indian Medical Council”, he could be a sonologist. The word ‘or’ only makes the possessing of “a post-graduate qualification in ultrasonography or imaging techniques or radiology” an alternative qualification. It appears that prior to the insertion of Section 2(p) PNDT Act in the PNDT Act cert
	22. The definition of the word ‘sonologist’ does support the submission of the learned Counsel for the Petitioners that as long as the person concerned possesses “one of the medical qualifications recognized under the Indian Medical Council”, he could be a sonologist. The word ‘or’ only makes the possessing of “a post-graduate qualification in ultrasonography or imaging techniques or radiology” an alternative qualification. It appears that prior to the insertion of Section 2(p) PNDT Act in the PNDT Act cert

	“Sonologist/Imaging Specialist” means aperson who possesses any one ofthe medical qualifications recognized under the Indian Medical Council Act 1956, and/or a post graduate qualification in ultrasonography/ imaging technique/radiology and who is certified for performing sonography
	“Sonologist/Imaging Specialist” means aperson who possesses any one ofthe medical qualifications recognized under the Indian Medical Council Act 1956, and/or a post graduate qualification in ultrasonography/ imaging technique/radiology and who is certified for performing sonography

	23. Despite the above suggestion, when the amendment was ultimately enacted the word ‘and’ appears to have been dropped. The present definition requires a post-graduate qualification only in the alternative.
	23. Despite the above suggestion, when the amendment was ultimately enacted the word ‘and’ appears to have been dropped. The present definition requires a post-graduate qualification only in the alternative.

	24. How the definition under Section 2(p) PNDT Act has been understood is reflected in Rule 3 of the PNDT Rules which reads as under:
	24. How the definition under Section 2(p) PNDT Act has been understood is reflected in Rule 3 of the PNDT Rules which reads as under:


	The qualifications of the employees, the requirement of equipment etc. for a Genetic Counseling Centre, Genetic Laboratory, Genetic Clinic, Ultrasound Clinic and Imaging Centre shall be as under:
	The qualifications of the employees, the requirement of equipment etc. for a Genetic Counseling Centre, Genetic Laboratory, Genetic Clinic, Ultrasound Clinic and Imaging Centre shall be as under:
	The qualifications of the employees, the requirement of equipment etc. for a Genetic Counseling Centre, Genetic Laboratory, Genetic Clinic, Ultrasound Clinic and Imaging Centre shall be as under:

	xxxxx
	xxxxx

	(3)(1): Any person having adequate space and being or employing
	(3)(1): Any person having adequate space and being or employing

	xxxxx
	xxxxx

	(b) a Sonologist, Imaging Specialist, Radiologist or Registered Medical Practitioner having Post Graduate degree or diploma or six months training or one year experience in sonography or image scanning,
	(b) a Sonologist, Imaging Specialist, Radiologist or Registered Medical Practitioner having Post Graduate degree or diploma or six months training or one year experience in sonography or image scanning,

	xxxxx
	xxxxx

	may set up a genetic clinic/ultrasound clinic/imaging centre.
	may set up a genetic clinic/ultrasound clinic/imaging centre.

	25. In Prof. Yashpal v. State of Chhattisgarh, the Supreme Court, in the context of recognition of institutions for the purposes of affiliation to a university, observed that the word ‘or’ can sometimes be read as ‘and’ when the literal meaning of the word would produce “unintelligible or absurd” results. However, the same cannot be said of the present definition. This is because if one were to read the word ‘or’ as ‘and’, then the following words which indicate that the person should be possessing any one 
	25. In Prof. Yashpal v. State of Chhattisgarh, the Supreme Court, in the context of recognition of institutions for the purposes of affiliation to a university, observed that the word ‘or’ can sometimes be read as ‘and’ when the literal meaning of the word would produce “unintelligible or absurd” results. However, the same cannot be said of the present definition. This is because if one were to read the word ‘or’ as ‘and’, then the following words which indicate that the person should be possessing any one 

	(a) an MBBS or possessing any one of the “other” medical qualifications, for e.g. an Ophthalmologist, an ENT specialist or a Cardiologist who possess qualifications recognized by the IMC Act, together with
	(a) an MBBS or possessing any one of the “other” medical qualifications, for e.g. an Ophthalmologist, an ENT specialist or a Cardiologist who possess qualifications recognized by the IMC Act, together with

	(b) a post-graduate qualification in “ultrasonography or imaging techniques or radiology”.
	(b) a post-graduate qualification in “ultrasonography or imaging techniques or radiology”.

	The post-graduate qualification in “ultrasonography or imaging techniques or radiology” would also have to be a qualification recognized by the IMC Act. However, that is not how Section 2(p) PNDT Act reads. To accept the argument of the MCI would be reading too many words into Section 2(p) PNDT Act, which is simply not permissible for this Court to do. In this connection a reference may be made to the decision in Hiradevi v. District Court at Shahjahanpur MANU/SC/0021/1952 : AIR 1952 SC 362, where Justice B
	The post-graduate qualification in “ultrasonography or imaging techniques or radiology” would also have to be a qualification recognized by the IMC Act. However, that is not how Section 2(p) PNDT Act reads. To accept the argument of the MCI would be reading too many words into Section 2(p) PNDT Act, which is simply not permissible for this Court to do. In this connection a reference may be made to the decision in Hiradevi v. District Court at Shahjahanpur MANU/SC/0021/1952 : AIR 1952 SC 362, where Justice B

	it was unfortunate that when the Legislature came to amend the old Section 71 of the Act it forgot to amend Section 90 in conformity with the amendment of Section 71. But this lacuna cannot be supplied by any such liberal construction as the High Court sought to put upon the expression ‘orders of any authority whose sanction is necessary’. No doubt, it is the duty of the Court to try and harmonise the various provisions of an Act passed by the Legislature. But it is certainly not the duty of the Court to st
	it was unfortunate that when the Legislature came to amend the old Section 71 of the Act it forgot to amend Section 90 in conformity with the amendment of Section 71. But this lacuna cannot be supplied by any such liberal construction as the High Court sought to put upon the expression ‘orders of any authority whose sanction is necessary’. No doubt, it is the duty of the Court to try and harmonise the various provisions of an Act passed by the Legislature. But it is certainly not the duty of the Court to st

	26. There are other difficulties in reading the definition in Section 2(p) PNDT Act as suggested by the MCI. The MCI itself has, in a letter dated 4th May 2009 written to the Petitioner in Writ Petition (Civil) No. 6654 of 2007, clarified as under:
	26. There are other difficulties in reading the definition in Section 2(p) PNDT Act as suggested by the MCI. The MCI itself has, in a letter dated 4th May 2009 written to the Petitioner in Writ Petition (Civil) No. 6654 of 2007, clarified as under:

	Sir, With reference to your letter dated nil received on 1.09.2008, I am directed to state that the above mentioned matter was considered by the Executive Committee at its meeting held on 27.04.2009 and it was decided as under:
	Sir, With reference to your letter dated nil received on 1.09.2008, I am directed to state that the above mentioned matter was considered by the Executive Committee at its meeting held on 27.04.2009 and it was decided as under:

	The Executive Committee of the Council perused the report of the Sub-Committee and the decision of the Ethics Committee and decided as under:
	The Executive Committee of the Council perused the report of the Sub-Committee and the decision of the Ethics Committee and decided as under:

	The Ultrasonography can be undertaken by a specialist who possesses postgraduate qualification in the specialty of Radio-Diagnosis. However, specialist doctor in their specialty can also undertake Ultrasonography for the purpose of certification subject to the condition that he/she has undergone orientation training in the
	The Ultrasonography can be undertaken by a specialist who possesses postgraduate qualification in the specialty of Radio-Diagnosis. However, specialist doctor in their specialty can also undertake Ultrasonography for the purpose of certification subject to the condition that he/she has undergone orientation training in the


	Ultrasonography in the department of Radio-Diagnosis in a recognized medical institution under recognized medical teacher for a minimum period of 6 months wherein he has not only observed the procedure of Ultrasonography but also has undergone hands on training to enable him to practice in the field of ultrasonography for the diagnostic purposes pertaining to his/her specialty.
	Ultrasonography in the department of Radio-Diagnosis in a recognized medical institution under recognized medical teacher for a minimum period of 6 months wherein he has not only observed the procedure of Ultrasonography but also has undergone hands on training to enable him to practice in the field of ultrasonography for the diagnostic purposes pertaining to his/her specialty.
	Ultrasonography in the department of Radio-Diagnosis in a recognized medical institution under recognized medical teacher for a minimum period of 6 months wherein he has not only observed the procedure of Ultrasonography but also has undergone hands on training to enable him to practice in the field of ultrasonography for the diagnostic purposes pertaining to his/her specialty.

	27. The above reply would indicate that a person who is a specialist who either has an MBBS degree or a further specialization qualification would be able to run an ultrasound clinic provided he or she undergoes six months? training in ultrasonography. The MCI is therefore, unclear as to what will satisfy the definition of ‘sonologist’ under Section 2(p) PNDT Act of the PNDT Act. It is inconceivable how a request for registration can be refused on the ground of non-compliance with the above requirement when
	27. The above reply would indicate that a person who is a specialist who either has an MBBS degree or a further specialization qualification would be able to run an ultrasound clinic provided he or she undergoes six months? training in ultrasonography. The MCI is therefore, unclear as to what will satisfy the definition of ‘sonologist’ under Section 2(p) PNDT Act of the PNDT Act. It is inconceivable how a request for registration can be refused on the ground of non-compliance with the above requirement when

	28. On 11th May 2009 Dr. Sonal Randhawa asked the MCI to provide her with:
	28. On 11th May 2009 Dr. Sonal Randhawa asked the MCI to provide her with:

	1. List of recognized Medical Colleges which are providing six months training in Diagnostic Ultrasound including hands-on to specialist doctors of subjects other than radio diagnosis in the department of radio diagnosis.
	1. List of recognized Medical Colleges which are providing six months training in Diagnostic Ultrasound including hands-on to specialist doctors of subjects other than radio diagnosis in the department of radio diagnosis.

	2. Application procedure, eligibility criteria, course curriculum and fee for the same.
	2. Application procedure, eligibility criteria, course curriculum and fee for the same.

	29. In reply thereto, on 6th June 2009 the MCI informed her as under:
	29. In reply thereto, on 6th June 2009 the MCI informed her as under:

	With reference to your application dated 11.5.2009, on the subject noted above, the point-wise reply is as under:
	With reference to your application dated 11.5.2009, on the subject noted above, the point-wise reply is as under:

	1. No such list of Medical Colleges providing training in Ultrasound is available with Medical Council of India.
	1. No such list of Medical Colleges providing training in Ultrasound is available with Medical Council of India.

	2. This is not related to Medical Council of India, you may contact to individual Medical Institutions for the same.
	2. This is not related to Medical Council of India, you may contact to individual Medical Institutions for the same.

	Therefore, it is plain that MCI itself is not aware of medical colleges which provide training in ultrasonography and diagnostic ultrasound.
	Therefore, it is plain that MCI itself is not aware of medical colleges which provide training in ultrasonography and diagnostic ultrasound.

	Uncertainty in applying the PNDT Act and Rules
	Uncertainty in applying the PNDT Act and Rules

	30. At this stage a reference should also be made to the deliberations of State Advisory Committee which considered Dr. Sehgal’s application for renewal of registration. The recording of the minutes of the meeting of the Committee held on 27th April 2007 under Agenda Item No. 2 read as under:
	30. At this stage a reference should also be made to the deliberations of State Advisory Committee which considered Dr. Sehgal’s application for renewal of registration. The recording of the minutes of the meeting of the Committee held on 27th April 2007 under Agenda Item No. 2 read as under:

	Agenda 2
	Agenda 2

	Qualifications/experience required by Registered Medical Practitioners who are employed by/in a Genetic Clinic. Details: Grant of Registration/renewal of registration of genetic clinic on the basis of (a) Training with Doctor J.S. Randhawa, Institute of USG Training, D-364, Tagore Garden Extn., N. Delhi-27; and (b) Many centres in 2002 were registered based on (a) above, now requesting renewal on the basis of Self Experience.
	Qualifications/experience required by Registered Medical Practitioners who are employed by/in a Genetic Clinic. Details: Grant of Registration/renewal of registration of genetic clinic on the basis of (a) Training with Doctor J.S. Randhawa, Institute of USG Training, D-364, Tagore Garden Extn., N. Delhi-27; and (b) Many centres in 2002 were registered based on (a) above, now requesting renewal on the basis of Self Experience.

	In this context, a letter from Govt. of India, dated 15-9-06 was quoted. It was brought to the notice of all present that the issue is under consideration of Central Supervisory Board and there is proposal to accredit only larger Govt. Hospitals and Medical Council of India recognized, post-graduate Institutes, teaching & Radiology for the purpose of training, to be recognized ultrasonologist as per PC & PNDT Act.
	In this context, a letter from Govt. of India, dated 15-9-06 was quoted. It was brought to the notice of all present that the issue is under consideration of Central Supervisory Board and there is proposal to accredit only larger Govt. Hospitals and Medical Council of India recognized, post-graduate Institutes, teaching & Radiology for the purpose of training, to be recognized ultrasonologist as per PC & PNDT Act.

	The issue was discussed at large by all members of Advisory Committee and it was concluded that we may seek guidance from Govt. of India on above agenda. Till such time PC & PNDT Act should be followed, strictly. (emphasis supplied)
	The issue was discussed at large by all members of Advisory Committee and it was concluded that we may seek guidance from Govt. of India on above agenda. Till such time PC & PNDT Act should be followed, strictly. (emphasis supplied)

	31. The above minutes were enclosed with the reply dated 3rd August 2007 given by the District Appropriate Authority to Dr. K.L. Sehgal stating that his application had been rejected on the above basis. What is not clear is the basis for rejection when the Committee was still seeking “guidance” from the Government of
	31. The above minutes were enclosed with the reply dated 3rd August 2007 given by the District Appropriate Authority to Dr. K.L. Sehgal stating that his application had been rejected on the above basis. What is not clear is the basis for rejection when the Committee was still seeking “guidance” from the Government of


	India and the matter was still under the consideration of the Central Supervisory Board. The other reason given in the rejection order dated 25th May 2007 in respect of Dr. Sehgal’s application is “non-submission of documents of qualified radiologist”. No such criterion was earlier prescribed and it is not understood how such a requirement could suddenly be insisted upon.
	India and the matter was still under the consideration of the Central Supervisory Board. The other reason given in the rejection order dated 25th May 2007 in respect of Dr. Sehgal’s application is “non-submission of documents of qualified radiologist”. No such criterion was earlier prescribed and it is not understood how such a requirement could suddenly be insisted upon.
	India and the matter was still under the consideration of the Central Supervisory Board. The other reason given in the rejection order dated 25th May 2007 in respect of Dr. Sehgal’s application is “non-submission of documents of qualified radiologist”. No such criterion was earlier prescribed and it is not understood how such a requirement could suddenly be insisted upon.

	32. Even in the reply filed by the GNCTD it is stated in para 8 as under:
	32. Even in the reply filed by the GNCTD it is stated in para 8 as under:

	That the list of the Hospitals/Institutes recognized by the Govt. of India for the purpose of training/experience in Ultrasonologist under the PC & PNDT Act is received from the Govt. of India, no private institute or Ultrasound Diagnostic Centre can be accredited by the Govt. of Delhi for the purpose of training/experience in Ultrasonologist under the PC & PNDT Act. The question of the grant of registration as sinologist to the Petitioner under the PC & PNDT Act is policy matter which can be decided after 
	That the list of the Hospitals/Institutes recognized by the Govt. of India for the purpose of training/experience in Ultrasonologist under the PC & PNDT Act is received from the Govt. of India, no private institute or Ultrasound Diagnostic Centre can be accredited by the Govt. of Delhi for the purpose of training/experience in Ultrasonologist under the PC & PNDT Act. The question of the grant of registration as sinologist to the Petitioner under the PC & PNDT Act is policy matter which can be decided after 

	33. The above letter dated 20th November 2007 by the Director, Family Welfare suggested that a committee of technical experts be constituted to examine the following issues:
	33. The above letter dated 20th November 2007 by the Director, Family Welfare suggested that a committee of technical experts be constituted to examine the following issues:

	1. What shall Appropriate Authorities do with the Doctors who were provided registration on the basis of 100 cases experience and now applying for renewal?
	1. What shall Appropriate Authorities do with the Doctors who were provided registration on the basis of 100 cases experience and now applying for renewal?

	2. Is the training/experience provided by private Radiologist to MBBS Doctors valid for purpose of registration of under PNDT Act?
	2. Is the training/experience provided by private Radiologist to MBBS Doctors valid for purpose of registration of under PNDT Act?

	3. What is the kind of training/experience valid for registration under PNDT Act?
	3. What is the kind of training/experience valid for registration under PNDT Act?

	4. Ultrasounds are used in other specialties also. Can the other Doctors of different specialties use Under Section for respective specialties? Do Doctors from different specialties not doing Pre-conception or Pre-natal work require registration under PNDT Act?
	4. Ultrasounds are used in other specialties also. Can the other Doctors of different specialties use Under Section for respective specialties? Do Doctors from different specialties not doing Pre-conception or Pre-natal work require registration under PNDT Act?

	5. Are Gynecologist/others specialist/registered Medical Practitioner allowed to perform Under Section on their patients?
	5. Are Gynecologist/others specialist/registered Medical Practitioner allowed to perform Under Section on their patients?

	34. The above documents reflect an uncertain state of affairs. None of the authorities were clear what should be the minimum criteria regarding training, where the training should be provided, whether the criteria should be made prospective and so on. Also, it is plain that neither the PNDT Act nor the PNDT Rules provided any guidance on these aspects. It is in this background that the plea of the learned Senior counsel for the MCI that the court has to read the requirements of training and special qualific
	34. The above documents reflect an uncertain state of affairs. None of the authorities were clear what should be the minimum criteria regarding training, where the training should be provided, whether the criteria should be made prospective and so on. Also, it is plain that neither the PNDT Act nor the PNDT Rules provided any guidance on these aspects. It is in this background that the plea of the learned Senior counsel for the MCI that the court has to read the requirements of training and special qualific

	35. In cases such as the present ones, the issues raised involve consideration of technical aspects on which the views of the experts rather than courts are relevant. In determining who should be recognized as being qualified to undertake ultrasound tests, what should be the minimum qualification and experience, the inputs of experienced medical fraternity become critical for. This Court, exercising jurisdiction under Article 226 of the Constitution, lacks the competence to determine such technical issues.
	35. In cases such as the present ones, the issues raised involve consideration of technical aspects on which the views of the experts rather than courts are relevant. In determining who should be recognized as being qualified to undertake ultrasound tests, what should be the minimum qualification and experience, the inputs of experienced medical fraternity become critical for. This Court, exercising jurisdiction under Article 226 of the Constitution, lacks the competence to determine such technical issues.

	Rejection of Petitioners’ applications unsustainable in law
	Rejection of Petitioners’ applications unsustainable in law

	36. Nevertheless, it appears to this Court that the reasons for rejection of the Petitioners? applications were not based on rational grounds and on the basis of reasonable criteria made known to each of them in advance. The Petitioners appear to have satisfied the requirements of the PNDT Act and the extant PNDT Rules which do not specify that the training to be undergone has to be in a recognized institute. As already noticed, even the MCI is unclear where such ‘recognised’ institutes that offer such trai
	36. Nevertheless, it appears to this Court that the reasons for rejection of the Petitioners? applications were not based on rational grounds and on the basis of reasonable criteria made known to each of them in advance. The Petitioners appear to have satisfied the requirements of the PNDT Act and the extant PNDT Rules which do not specify that the training to be undergone has to be in a recognized institute. As already noticed, even the MCI is unclear where such ‘recognised’ institutes that offer such trai


	dealing with her applications for registration in the different districts in Delhi. It is not disputed that she has been granted registration under the PNDT Act in two districts but has been refused in the third. Also, if in Dr. Rahul’s case, the Advisory Committee on 22nd July 2008 resumed the registering of new centres under the PNDT Act “as per practice prior to 9.1.08” there is no valid explanation for meting out a different treatment to these two petitioners. It was not denied by counsel for the GNCTD 
	dealing with her applications for registration in the different districts in Delhi. It is not disputed that she has been granted registration under the PNDT Act in two districts but has been refused in the third. Also, if in Dr. Rahul’s case, the Advisory Committee on 22nd July 2008 resumed the registering of new centres under the PNDT Act “as per practice prior to 9.1.08” there is no valid explanation for meting out a different treatment to these two petitioners. It was not denied by counsel for the GNCTD 
	dealing with her applications for registration in the different districts in Delhi. It is not disputed that she has been granted registration under the PNDT Act in two districts but has been refused in the third. Also, if in Dr. Rahul’s case, the Advisory Committee on 22nd July 2008 resumed the registering of new centres under the PNDT Act “as per practice prior to 9.1.08” there is no valid explanation for meting out a different treatment to these two petitioners. It was not denied by counsel for the GNCTD 

	Need to plug the loopholes in the PNDTAct
	Need to plug the loopholes in the PNDTAct

	37. These two petitions reflect a disconcerting state of affairs. As a result of the weak definition of the term ‘sonologist’ under the PNDT Act, the mushrooming growth of diagnostic clinics is unable to be effectively regulated. The absence of clear rules and guidelines spelling out unambiguously the qualification, training and experience required for operating a diagnostic clinic offering ultrasound tests has resulted in unethical practices being adopted in many such clinics in violation of the PN DT Act 
	37. These two petitions reflect a disconcerting state of affairs. As a result of the weak definition of the term ‘sonologist’ under the PNDT Act, the mushrooming growth of diagnostic clinics is unable to be effectively regulated. The absence of clear rules and guidelines spelling out unambiguously the qualification, training and experience required for operating a diagnostic clinic offering ultrasound tests has resulted in unethical practices being adopted in many such clinics in violation of the PN DT Act 

	Conclusion
	Conclusion

	38. For the aforementioned reasons, the rejection of Dr. K.L. Sehgal’s application for renewal of registration by the impugned order dated 25th May 2007 and the rejection of Dr. Sonal Randhawa’s application for registration as sonologist by the communication dated 5th July 2007 are held unsustainable in law and are set aside as such. The two writ petitions are allowed in the above terms. The respective applications of both the Petitioners will again be placed before the Appropriate Authority for considerati
	38. For the aforementioned reasons, the rejection of Dr. K.L. Sehgal’s application for renewal of registration by the impugned order dated 25th May 2007 and the rejection of Dr. Sonal Randhawa’s application for registration as sonologist by the communication dated 5th July 2007 are held unsustainable in law and are set aside as such. The two writ petitions are allowed in the above terms. The respective applications of both the Petitioners will again be placed before the Appropriate Authority for considerati

	39. The two writ petitions are disposed of with the above directions.
	39. The two writ petitions are disposed of with the above directions.


	CHAPTER 4
	CHAPTER 4
	CHAPTER 4


	Appeal against Acquittal
	Appeal against Acquittal
	Appeal against Acquittal


	As this Act is yet in the stage of infancy, there are very few cases which are tried and decided at the trial court stage. Therefore the appeals against the decisions of trial Courts after full fledged hearing of the case are very few. Even if some decisions of the trial courts have reached in Appeal to the High Court, the Appeals are yet to be heard and decided. Therefore, as of today, we could get only one appeal against the acquittal of the accused by the trial court. This decision pertains to the High C
	As this Act is yet in the stage of infancy, there are very few cases which are tried and decided at the trial court stage. Therefore the appeals against the decisions of trial Courts after full fledged hearing of the case are very few. Even if some decisions of the trial courts have reached in Appeal to the High Court, the Appeals are yet to be heard and decided. Therefore, as of today, we could get only one appeal against the acquittal of the accused by the trial court. This decision pertains to the High C
	As this Act is yet in the stage of infancy, there are very few cases which are tried and decided at the trial court stage. Therefore the appeals against the decisions of trial Courts after full fledged hearing of the case are very few. Even if some decisions of the trial courts have reached in Appeal to the High Court, the Appeals are yet to be heard and decided. Therefore, as of today, we could get only one appeal against the acquittal of the accused by the trial court. This decision pertains to the High C


	IN THE HIGH COURT OF PUNJAB AND HARYANA AT CHANDIGARH
	IN THE HIGH COURT OF PUNJAB AND HARYANA AT CHANDIGARH
	IN THE HIGH COURT OF PUNJAB AND HARYANA AT CHANDIGARH

	Criminal Misc. No. 337-MA of 2007 Decided on 23/03/2009
	Criminal Misc. No. 337-MA of 2007 Decided on 23/03/2009


	4 (1)
	4 (1)
	4 (1)


	Sadhu Ram Kusla -Vs-
	Sadhu Ram Kusla -Vs-
	Sadhu Ram Kusla -Vs-

	Ranjit Kaur and others Hon’ble Judge :. K. C. Puri, J.
	Ranjit Kaur and others Hon’ble Judge :. K. C. Puri, J.


	Acts/Rules/orders: Pre-conception and Pre-natal Diagnostic Techniques (Regulation and Prevention of Misuse ) Act, 1994 - Sections 22(2), 23, 25, 27; Pre-natal Diagnostic Technique ( Regulation and Prevention of Misuse) Rules - Rule 19(1) 19(2) 19(3).
	Acts/Rules/orders: Pre-conception and Pre-natal Diagnostic Techniques (Regulation and Prevention of Misuse ) Act, 1994 - Sections 22(2), 23, 25, 27; Pre-natal Diagnostic Technique ( Regulation and Prevention of Misuse) Rules - Rule 19(1) 19(2) 19(3).
	Acts/Rules/orders: Pre-conception and Pre-natal Diagnostic Techniques (Regulation and Prevention of Misuse ) Act, 1994 - Sections 22(2), 23, 25, 27; Pre-natal Diagnostic Technique ( Regulation and Prevention of Misuse) Rules - Rule 19(1) 19(2) 19(3).


	CASE SUMMARY
	CASE SUMMARY
	CASE SUMMARY

	In this case the acquittal of the respondents by the trial court for the offences punishable u/s 120 B, 312, 315 IPC & Section 23 of the Act was challenged. The allegations against the respondents were to the effect that respondent No.3 Dr. Kamlesh Jindal who was running her Nursing Home at Rampura had conducted Sonography test on respondent No. 1 who was 14 weeks pregnant. The test was allegedly conducted to determine "foetus well being” and the result was found to be normal. However on the same night resp
	In this case the acquittal of the respondents by the trial court for the offences punishable u/s 120 B, 312, 315 IPC & Section 23 of the Act was challenged. The allegations against the respondents were to the effect that respondent No.3 Dr. Kamlesh Jindal who was running her Nursing Home at Rampura had conducted Sonography test on respondent No. 1 who was 14 weeks pregnant. The test was allegedly conducted to determine "foetus well being” and the result was found to be normal. However on the same night resp

	During trial evidence was laid both by the prosecution and defence. As per respondent No. 1 she had continuous bleeding and pain for 2 days and therefore she had gone for Ultrasound scan to respondent No. 3 to know the condition of foetus. She was told by respondent No. 3 that there was risk of threatened abortion and she should get herself admitted. However as no male member was accompanying her, she refused to get admitted and on that night she had miscarriage. The trial court accepted the defence case an
	During trial evidence was laid both by the prosecution and defence. As per respondent No. 1 she had continuous bleeding and pain for 2 days and therefore she had gone for Ultrasound scan to respondent No. 3 to know the condition of foetus. She was told by respondent No. 3 that there was risk of threatened abortion and she should get herself admitted. However as no male member was accompanying her, she refused to get admitted and on that night she had miscarriage. The trial court accepted the defence case an

	In Appeal the High Court also concurred with the decision of the trial court by holding that there was practically no case made out. It was opined by the High Court that the mere fact that there was miscarriage on the same night on which sonography test was conducted, ipso-facto does not establish that sex of the foetus was detected and disclosed. It was further held that there is no legal presumption that as there was abortion, the foetus was female. There was also no evidence to prove that the foetus was 
	In Appeal the High Court also concurred with the decision of the trial court by holding that there was practically no case made out. It was opined by the High Court that the mere fact that there was miscarriage on the same night on which sonography test was conducted, ipso-facto does not establish that sex of the foetus was detected and disclosed. It was further held that there is no legal presumption that as there was abortion, the foetus was female. There was also no evidence to prove that the foetus was 

	This case to some extent exposes the lacuna in the provisions of the Act. The tell-tale circumstances of the case created strong ground to hold that abortion, alleged to be a miscarriage,
	This case to some extent exposes the lacuna in the provisions of the Act. The tell-tale circumstances of the case created strong ground to hold that abortion, alleged to be a miscarriage,


	was only because the foetus was found to be female. Otherwise there is no explanation how the alleged miscarriage took place on the very night when the condition of the foetus was found to be normal in the afternoon. It appears that as respondent No. 1 - the pregnant lady was also made an accused, there was no likelihood of her supporting the prosecution case. Hence there was no evidence for prosecution to prove its case against the doctor who conducted sex determination test and terminated the pregnancy. S
	was only because the foetus was found to be female. Otherwise there is no explanation how the alleged miscarriage took place on the very night when the condition of the foetus was found to be normal in the afternoon. It appears that as respondent No. 1 - the pregnant lady was also made an accused, there was no likelihood of her supporting the prosecution case. Hence there was no evidence for prosecution to prove its case against the doctor who conducted sex determination test and terminated the pregnancy. S
	was only because the foetus was found to be female. Otherwise there is no explanation how the alleged miscarriage took place on the very night when the condition of the foetus was found to be normal in the afternoon. It appears that as respondent No. 1 - the pregnant lady was also made an accused, there was no likelihood of her supporting the prosecution case. Hence there was no evidence for prosecution to prove its case against the doctor who conducted sex determination test and terminated the pregnancy. S


	JUDGMENT
	JUDGMENT
	JUDGMENT

	Per Hon’ble Justice Mr. K. C. Puri J.
	Per Hon’ble Justice Mr. K. C. Puri J.

	Present: Mr. Anil Kshetarpal Advocate for the appellant. Mr. Harinder Singh, Advocate for respondent Nos.1
	Present: Mr. Anil Kshetarpal Advocate for the appellant. Mr. Harinder Singh, Advocate for respondent Nos.1

	and 2.
	and 2.


	Mr. Gauttam Dutt, Advocate for respondent No.3. ...
	Mr. Gauttam Dutt, Advocate for respondent No.3. ...
	Mr. Gauttam Dutt, Advocate for respondent No.3. ...


	JUDGMENT.
	JUDGMENT.
	JUDGMENT.

	K. C. Puri, J
	K. C. Puri, J

	Through the present application, the appellant/applicant seeks grant of leave to appeal against the judgment passed by the Additional Sessions Judge, Bathinda dated 12.4.2007 whereby the accused have been acquitted of the charges under Sections 120-B, 312, 315, 120-B IPC and Section 23 of the Pre-conception and Pre- natal Diagnostic Techniques (Prohibition of Sex Selection) Act, 1994 ( in short the Act).
	Through the present application, the appellant/applicant seeks grant of leave to appeal against the judgment passed by the Additional Sessions Judge, Bathinda dated 12.4.2007 whereby the accused have been acquitted of the charges under Sections 120-B, 312, 315, 120-B IPC and Section 23 of the Pre-conception and Pre- natal Diagnostic Techniques (Prohibition of Sex Selection) Act, 1994 ( in short the Act).

	The complainant has alleged in his complaint that Dr. Kamlesh Jindal had been running her Clinical/Nursing Home at Rampura where she was also providing Ultrasound (Pre-natal Diagnostic) facilities. On 30.8.2003, Ranjit Kaur wife of Kulwant Singh, accused, got herself subjected to Pre-natal Diagnostic test from Dr. Kamlesh Jindal, accused No.3. Dr. Kamlesh Jindal has recorded the relevant entries in form F and conducted Ultra-sound test of Ranjit Kaur,accused No.1. Thereafter, Ranjit Kaur has got the pregnan
	The complainant has alleged in his complaint that Dr. Kamlesh Jindal had been running her Clinical/Nursing Home at Rampura where she was also providing Ultrasound (Pre-natal Diagnostic) facilities. On 30.8.2003, Ranjit Kaur wife of Kulwant Singh, accused, got herself subjected to Pre-natal Diagnostic test from Dr. Kamlesh Jindal, accused No.3. Dr. Kamlesh Jindal has recorded the relevant entries in form F and conducted Ultra-sound test of Ranjit Kaur,accused No.1. Thereafter, Ranjit Kaur has got the pregnan


	child and in connivance with the doctors/ Ultra-Sonologists//RMP and other agents. In this case, the termination of pregnancy of Ranjit Kaur is governed by common psyche of bearing a male child and, therefore, accused Nos.1 and 2 got the female foetus aborted after report from accused No.3 regarding the determination of sex of the foetus.
	child and in connivance with the doctors/ Ultra-Sonologists//RMP and other agents. In this case, the termination of pregnancy of Ranjit Kaur is governed by common psyche of bearing a male child and, therefore, accused Nos.1 and 2 got the female foetus aborted after report from accused No.3 regarding the determination of sex of the foetus.
	child and in connivance with the doctors/ Ultra-Sonologists//RMP and other agents. In this case, the termination of pregnancy of Ranjit Kaur is governed by common psyche of bearing a male child and, therefore, accused Nos.1 and 2 got the female foetus aborted after report from accused No.3 regarding the determination of sex of the foetus.

	On the receipt of complaint,the learned Magistrate treated it as a warrant case. He initiated preliminary inquiry wherein complainant Sadhu Ram Kusla appeared as CW-1, Avniash Kaur as CW-2 and Ravi Kumar, CW-3 a Clerk from the office of SDM.
	On the receipt of complaint,the learned Magistrate treated it as a warrant case. He initiated preliminary inquiry wherein complainant Sadhu Ram Kusla appeared as CW-1, Avniash Kaur as CW-2 and Ravi Kumar, CW-3 a Clerk from the office of SDM.

	The learned Magistrate vide order dated 26.2.2005 has observed that there were sufficient grounds to proceed against all the accused for the commission of offences punishable under Sections 120-B, 312, 315 IPC and Section 23 of the Act. Charge was accordingly framed against the accused to which they pleaded not guilty and claimed trial. In order to prove its case, the prosecution examined PW-1 Mohinder Kaur, PW-2 Taro Bai, PW-3 Sadhu Ram Kusla and PW-4 Avinash Kaur.
	The learned Magistrate vide order dated 26.2.2005 has observed that there were sufficient grounds to proceed against all the accused for the commission of offences punishable under Sections 120-B, 312, 315 IPC and Section 23 of the Act. Charge was accordingly framed against the accused to which they pleaded not guilty and claimed trial. In order to prove its case, the prosecution examined PW-1 Mohinder Kaur, PW-2 Taro Bai, PW-3 Sadhu Ram Kusla and PW-4 Avinash Kaur.

	After the close of prosecution evidence, all the accused were examined under Section 313 Cr.P.C in order to afford them an opportunity to explain the circumstances appearing against them in the prosecution evidence. All the incriminating circumstances were put to them. They have denied the same. Accused Dr. Kamlesh Jindal has taken the following stand: -
	After the close of prosecution evidence, all the accused were examined under Section 313 Cr.P.C in order to afford them an opportunity to explain the circumstances appearing against them in the prosecution evidence. All the incriminating circumstances were put to them. They have denied the same. Accused Dr. Kamlesh Jindal has taken the following stand: -

	“I am innocent and case has been planted upon us falsely. I have not committed any illegality while conducting the Ultrasonography of Ranjit Kaur.” Accused Dr. Lakshmi Garg has taken plea the following plea:-
	“I am innocent and case has been planted upon us falsely. I have not committed any illegality while conducting the Ultrasonography of Ranjit Kaur.” Accused Dr. Lakshmi Garg has taken plea the following plea:-

	“I am innocent and case has been planted upon us falsely. Ranjit Kaur never came to me nor PW Avinash Kaur had ever visited my clinic. PW Avinash Kaur was not known to me. She had conducted no inquiry and she had sent wrong report on imagination.” Accused Ranjit Kaur has taken the following stand:- “I am innocent and case has been planted upon me and my husband falsely. I was pregnant and I had gone to the clinic of Dr.Kamlesh Jindal along with my mother- in-law on 30.8.03 as I had continuous bleeding and p
	“I am innocent and case has been planted upon us falsely. Ranjit Kaur never came to me nor PW Avinash Kaur had ever visited my clinic. PW Avinash Kaur was not known to me. She had conducted no inquiry and she had sent wrong report on imagination.” Accused Ranjit Kaur has taken the following stand:- “I am innocent and case has been planted upon me and my husband falsely. I was pregnant and I had gone to the clinic of Dr.Kamlesh Jindal along with my mother- in-law on 30.8.03 as I had continuous bleeding and p

	Accused Kulwant Singh also took the plea that he and his wife Ranjit Kaur were innocent and he had adopted the plea of his co-accused Ranjit Kaur.
	Accused Kulwant Singh also took the plea that he and his wife Ranjit Kaur were innocent and he had adopted the plea of his co-accused Ranjit Kaur.

	In their defence, the accused examined DW-1 Tirath Ram, a Steno of Civil Surgeon, Bathinda, DW-2 Dr. Baldev Raj and DW-3 Basant Kaur.
	In their defence, the accused examined DW-1 Tirath Ram, a Steno of Civil Surgeon, Bathinda, DW-2 Dr. Baldev Raj and DW-3 Basant Kaur.

	After the conclusion of trial, vide impugned judgment, trial Court acquitted the accused.
	After the conclusion of trial, vide impugned judgment, trial Court acquitted the accused.

	At the time of issuing notice of motion, this Court observed as under: -
	At the time of issuing notice of motion, this Court observed as under: -

	“This is application under Section 378(4) of the Code of Criminal Procedure for leave to appeal against judgment of acquittal dated 12.04.2007 of learned Additional Sessions Judge, Bathinda, whereby in criminal complaint instituted by petitioner Sadhu Ram Kusla, Assistant Project Officer and Member of P.N.D.T.Cell, Bathinda, respondents No.1 to 4 have been acquitted of the charge under Sections 120-B, 312 and 315 of the Indian Penal Code and Section 23 of the Pre-conception and Pre-natal Diagnostic Techniqu
	“This is application under Section 378(4) of the Code of Criminal Procedure for leave to appeal against judgment of acquittal dated 12.04.2007 of learned Additional Sessions Judge, Bathinda, whereby in criminal complaint instituted by petitioner Sadhu Ram Kusla, Assistant Project Officer and Member of P.N.D.T.Cell, Bathinda, respondents No.1 to 4 have been acquitted of the charge under Sections 120-B, 312 and 315 of the Indian Penal Code and Section 23 of the Pre-conception and Pre-natal Diagnostic Techniqu


	Learned counsel for the petitioner pointed out that vide Form-F (Annexure P-1), respondent No.3 conducted sonography test of respondent No.1, who had pregnancy of 14 weeks. The test was conducted on 30.08.2003 to determine ‘Foetus Well Being’ as mentioned in Annexure P-1 and the result was found to be normal. However, on the same night between 30/31.08.2003, there was alleged miscarriage of the pregnancy of respondent No.1. It is contended that in fact, sonography test was conducted to determine sex of the 
	Learned counsel for the petitioner pointed out that vide Form-F (Annexure P-1), respondent No.3 conducted sonography test of respondent No.1, who had pregnancy of 14 weeks. The test was conducted on 30.08.2003 to determine ‘Foetus Well Being’ as mentioned in Annexure P-1 and the result was found to be normal. However, on the same night between 30/31.08.2003, there was alleged miscarriage of the pregnancy of respondent No.1. It is contended that in fact, sonography test was conducted to determine sex of the 
	Learned counsel for the petitioner pointed out that vide Form-F (Annexure P-1), respondent No.3 conducted sonography test of respondent No.1, who had pregnancy of 14 weeks. The test was conducted on 30.08.2003 to determine ‘Foetus Well Being’ as mentioned in Annexure P-1 and the result was found to be normal. However, on the same night between 30/31.08.2003, there was alleged miscarriage of the pregnancy of respondent No.1. It is contended that in fact, sonography test was conducted to determine sex of the 

	In view of the aforesaid, the instant petition as against respondent No.4 is dismissed. Notice of motion to respondents No.1 to 3 only for 07.07.2008.”
	In view of the aforesaid, the instant petition as against respondent No.4 is dismissed. Notice of motion to respondents No.1 to 3 only for 07.07.2008.”

	The counsel for the petitioner, during the course of arguments, has again raised similar contentions. His main stress is on the fact that since foetus of Ranjit Kaur was normal on 30.8.2003 on the same night, how the foetus was aborted. Presumption be drawn that the foetus was of a female child and had been aborted.
	The counsel for the petitioner, during the course of arguments, has again raised similar contentions. His main stress is on the fact that since foetus of Ranjit Kaur was normal on 30.8.2003 on the same night, how the foetus was aborted. Presumption be drawn that the foetus was of a female child and had been aborted.

	I have considered the said submission. It is a settled law that a case cannot be decided on mere presumptions unless the Statute states so. If there is legal presumption, the same can be drawn but the counsel for the petitioner is fair enough to concede that under the Statute, there is no legal presumption that foetus was of female and was aborted. Moreover, according to the case of the prosecution, abortion was done by respondent No.4 but no notice of motion has been issued by this Court qua respondent No.
	I have considered the said submission. It is a settled law that a case cannot be decided on mere presumptions unless the Statute states so. If there is legal presumption, the same can be drawn but the counsel for the petitioner is fair enough to concede that under the Statute, there is no legal presumption that foetus was of female and was aborted. Moreover, according to the case of the prosecution, abortion was done by respondent No.4 but no notice of motion has been issued by this Court qua respondent No.

	“a) She did not mention in Ex.P4, the date, time and place the inquiry.
	“a) She did not mention in Ex.P4, the date, time and place the inquiry.

	b) She did not record the statement of any person.
	b) She did not record the statement of any person.

	c) She did not record the statement of her subordinates i.e. Anganwari workers.
	c) She did not record the statement of her subordinates i.e. Anganwari workers.

	d) I t is not mentioned in Ex.P4 that on which date, she visited village Mehraj and at which time or on
	d) I t is not mentioned in Ex.P4 that on which date, she visited village Mehraj and at which time or on

	which date.
	which date.

	e) She did not try to approach the pregnant woman Ranjit Kaur her family members or to Dr. Kamlesh Jindal or Dr.Lakshmi Garg
	e) She did not try to approach the pregnant woman Ranjit Kaur her family members or to Dr. Kamlesh Jindal or Dr.Lakshmi Garg

	f) . Her inquiry report Ex.P4 is silent with regard to sex of foetus, the date of abortion.”
	f) . Her inquiry report Ex.P4 is silent with regard to sex of foetus, the date of abortion.”

	So, on the basis of above observations, the trial Court held that the alleged inquiry, Exhibit P4 is ambiguous, unbelievable and does not provide any help to the case of the complainant. The trial Court has rightly held that mere fact that Ultra-sonography was conducted by Dr. Kamlesh Jinda, ipso-facto, does not establish that she had detected and disclosed the sex of the foetus. The trial Court has dealt with each and every aspect of the case elaborately.
	So, on the basis of above observations, the trial Court held that the alleged inquiry, Exhibit P4 is ambiguous, unbelievable and does not provide any help to the case of the complainant. The trial Court has rightly held that mere fact that Ultra-sonography was conducted by Dr. Kamlesh Jinda, ipso-facto, does not establish that she had detected and disclosed the sex of the foetus. The trial Court has dealt with each and every aspect of the case elaborately.

	In the light of above discussion, I do not find any fault in the judgment of the learned trial Court. The petitioner has failed to make out a case for grant of leave to appeal. Consequently, this application for grant of leave to appeal and the appeal stand dismissed.
	In the light of above discussion, I do not find any fault in the judgment of the learned trial Court. The petitioner has failed to make out a case for grant of leave to appeal. Consequently, this application for grant of leave to appeal and the appeal stand dismissed.
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	Recently the Trial Courts are coming up with some decisions after full fledged hearing of the case, which indicates a promising trend. It appears that as a result of the various public awareness campaigns led by media and implementing machinery under the Act and as an outcome of the systematic and professional training of Judicial Officers and Public Prosecutors undertaken on sensitization and orientation about the object and the reasons of the Ac, at the time of going to the press several Judgments of conv
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	Magistrates are the key to the interpretion of the provisions of the Act as the Act vests jurisdiction in the Courts of Judicial Magistrate to punish those found guilty for violating its provisions. The Judgments which are now coming from the Trial Courts reveal that the spirit of the Act is being well understood and given effect to by the Magistrates by passing appropriate orders of punishment and sentence. These Judgments reflect the maturity of the Magistrates. When in doubt, they are referring to and qu
	Magistrates are the key to the interpretion of the provisions of the Act as the Act vests jurisdiction in the Courts of Judicial Magistrate to punish those found guilty for violating its provisions. The Judgments which are now coming from the Trial Courts reveal that the spirit of the Act is being well understood and given effect to by the Magistrates by passing appropriate orders of punishment and sentence. These Judgments reflect the maturity of the Magistrates. When in doubt, they are referring to and qu


	Appeal and the view taken therein is yet to be endorsed by the Superior Courts, but in our opinion, that does not diminish their value or importance in any way. Moreover, at times the view taken by the Trial Court Judges, who are closer to ground reality, is a far more acceptable view, because it is believed that this is in tune with perception of public and expectations of the Society.
	Appeal and the view taken therein is yet to be endorsed by the Superior Courts, but in our opinion, that does not diminish their value or importance in any way. Moreover, at times the view taken by the Trial Court Judges, who are closer to ground reality, is a far more acceptable view, because it is believed that this is in tune with perception of public and expectations of the Society.
	Appeal and the view taken therein is yet to be endorsed by the Superior Courts, but in our opinion, that does not diminish their value or importance in any way. Moreover, at times the view taken by the Trial Court Judges, who are closer to ground reality, is a far more acceptable view, because it is believed that this is in tune with perception of public and expectations of the Society.

	Moreover at the Academy it is our endeavour to encourage the best practices and to highlight the best Judgments given by Trial Courts to motivate others and also to act as a guiding force or as beacon lights.
	Moreover at the Academy it is our endeavour to encourage the best practices and to highlight the best Judgments given by Trial Courts to motivate others and also to act as a guiding force or as beacon lights.

	Another promising trend is that some of these Judgments are written in Marathi, the local language, which is bound to have effect in creating public awareness about this piece of social legal legislation. Although these Judgments cannot be equated with case laws as they do not have any binding force, they are included in this book for reasons mentioned above.
	Another promising trend is that some of these Judgments are written in Marathi, the local language, which is bound to have effect in creating public awareness about this piece of social legal legislation. Although these Judgments cannot be equated with case laws as they do not have any binding force, they are included in this book for reasons mentioned above.
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	HIGH COURT OF PUNJAB AND HARYANA AT CHANDIGARH C. W. P. No. 19018 of 2006 Decided on 20/12/2007
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	State of Punjab and Anr.

	Hon’ble Judges: Satish Kumar Mittal andK. C. Puri J.J.
	Hon’ble Judges: Satish Kumar Mittal andK. C. Puri J.J.


	Acts/Rules/orders: Pre-conception and Pre-natal Diagnostic Techniques (Regulation and Prevention of Misuse) Act, 1994 - Sections 22(2), 23, 25, 27; Pre-natal Diagnostic Technique ( Regulation and Prevention of Misuse) Rules - Rule 19(1) 19(2) 19(3).
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	Acts/Rules/orders: Pre-conception and Pre-natal Diagnostic Techniques (Regulation and Prevention of Misuse) Act, 1994 - Sections 22(2), 23, 25, 27; Pre-natal Diagnostic Technique ( Regulation and Prevention of Misuse) Rules - Rule 19(1) 19(2) 19(3).


	CASE SUMMARY
	CASE SUMMARY
	CASE SUMMARY

	Petitioner in this case was convicted u/s 23 (1) of the Act and was released on probation by the trial court. Initially he was legally advised that it was not necessary for him to file appeal against the conviction. However subsequently as per legal advice, he preferred an appeal alongwith application for condonation of delay. Meanwhile after more than one year of his conviction by the trial court, the Petitioner's name was removed from the State Medical Register by the Medical Council u/s 23 (2) of the Act
	Petitioner in this case was convicted u/s 23 (1) of the Act and was released on probation by the trial court. Initially he was legally advised that it was not necessary for him to file appeal against the conviction. However subsequently as per legal advice, he preferred an appeal alongwith application for condonation of delay. Meanwhile after more than one year of his conviction by the trial court, the Petitioner's name was removed from the State Medical Register by the Medical Council u/s 23 (2) of the Act

	The first contention raised was that his name was removed from the State Medical Register for a period of 5 years for an offence committed on 09/07/2002 when as per Section 23 of the old PNDT Act, 1994, his name could have been removed only for a period 2 years. It was submitted that only after the amendment of PNDT Act with effect from 14/02/2003, the period of 2 years for the first offence had been enhanced to 5 years. Therefore it was argued that the order of removal of his name for 5 years in respect of
	The first contention raised was that his name was removed from the State Medical Register for a period of 5 years for an offence committed on 09/07/2002 when as per Section 23 of the old PNDT Act, 1994, his name could have been removed only for a period 2 years. It was submitted that only after the amendment of PNDT Act with effect from 14/02/2003, the period of 2 years for the first offence had been enhanced to 5 years. Therefore it was argued that the order of removal of his name for 5 years in respect of

	The second contention raised was that as the Petitioner was not sentenced to any punishment but was released on probation, no disqualification was attached to his conviction. Hence Medical Council had acted illegally and without jurisdiction while ordering the removal of his name. It was submitted that this order was grossly in violation of Section 12 of the Probation of Offenders Act. The High Court however rejected the said contention and confirmed the removal of his name for two years.(Para 20)
	The second contention raised was that as the Petitioner was not sentenced to any punishment but was released on probation, no disqualification was attached to his conviction. Hence Medical Council had acted illegally and without jurisdiction while ordering the removal of his name. It was submitted that this order was grossly in violation of Section 12 of the Probation of Offenders Act. The High Court however rejected the said contention and confirmed the removal of his name for two years.(Para 20)


	JUDGMENT
	JUDGMENT
	JUDGMENT

	Per Hon’ble Justice Mr. Satish Kumar Mittal J.
	Per Hon’ble Justice Mr. Satish Kumar Mittal J.

	1. The petitioner, who had obtained the M.B.B.S. degree in the year 1990 and got himself registered as medical practitioner by the Punjab Medical Council (hereinafter referred to as ‘the Medical Council’) in the year 1991 and subsequently also obtained the MD degree from Guru Nanak Dev University in the year 1996, has filed this petition challenging the order dated 7-11-2005 (Annexure P-4) passed by the Medical Council removing his name from the State Medical Register for a period of five years under Sectio
	1. The petitioner, who had obtained the M.B.B.S. degree in the year 1990 and got himself registered as medical practitioner by the Punjab Medical Council (hereinafter referred to as ‘the Medical Council’) in the year 1991 and subsequently also obtained the MD degree from Guru Nanak Dev University in the year 1996, has filed this petition challenging the order dated 7-11-2005 (Annexure P-4) passed by the Medical Council removing his name from the State Medical Register for a period of five years under Sectio

	2. In the present case, the petitioner was running Satyam Diagnostic Centre inside Ohri Nursing Home. On July 9, 2002, an inspection of the said ultrasound centre viz. Satyam Diagnostic Centre was made by the District Medical Authorities. During the inspection, it was found that the petitioner had violated Section 5(a)(b)(c) of the PNDT Act, 1994 and Rules 9(1)(4) and 10 of the Preconception and Pre-natal Diagnostic Techniques (Prohibition of Sex Selection) Rules, 1996 (hereinafter referred to as ‘the Rules
	2. In the present case, the petitioner was running Satyam Diagnostic Centre inside Ohri Nursing Home. On July 9, 2002, an inspection of the said ultrasound centre viz. Satyam Diagnostic Centre was made by the District Medical Authorities. During the inspection, it was found that the petitioner had violated Section 5(a)(b)(c) of the PNDT Act, 1994 and Rules 9(1)(4) and 10 of the Preconception and Pre-natal Diagnostic Techniques (Prohibition of Sex Selection) Rules, 1996 (hereinafter referred to as ‘the Rules

	3. It is pertinent to mention here that against the order of release of the petitioner on probation, the State filed a revision petition in the High Court seeking enhancement of punishment by way of imposition of a sentence of imprisonment. We have also been informed that the appeal filed by the petitioner before the Sessions Court has now been transferred to this Court and the said appeal as well as the revision are still pending in this Court.
	3. It is pertinent to mention here that against the order of release of the petitioner on probation, the State filed a revision petition in the High Court seeking enhancement of punishment by way of imposition of a sentence of imprisonment. We have also been informed that the appeal filed by the petitioner before the Sessions Court has now been transferred to this Court and the said appeal as well as the revision are still pending in this Court.

	4. After more than a year of his conviction by the trial Court vide the above-said judgment, the petitioner’s name was removed from the State Medical Register by the Medical Council under Section 23(2) of the PNDT Act vide order dated 7-11-2005. The petitioner has challenged this order in this petition.
	4. After more than a year of his conviction by the trial Court vide the above-said judgment, the petitioner’s name was removed from the State Medical Register by the Medical Council under Section 23(2) of the PNDT Act vide order dated 7-11-2005. The petitioner has challenged this order in this petition.

	5. Before dealing with the controversy, it will be necessary at this stage to set out the provisions of Section 23 of the PNDT Act, 1994 where under the action has been taken by the Medical Council against the petitioner, which are reproduced below:
	5. Before dealing with the controversy, it will be necessary at this stage to set out the provisions of Section 23 of the PNDT Act, 1994 where under the action has been taken by the Medical Council against the petitioner, which are reproduced below:

	23. Offences and penalties.--(1) Any medical geneticist, gynaecologist, registered medical practitioner or any person who owns a Genetic Counselling Centre, a Genetic Laboratory or a Genetic Clinic or is employed in such a Centre, Laboratory or Clinic and renders his professional or technical services to or at such a Centre, Laboratory or Clinic, whether on an honorary basis or otherwise, and who contravenes any of the provisions of this Act or rules made there under shall be punishable with imprisonment fo
	23. Offences and penalties.--(1) Any medical geneticist, gynaecologist, registered medical practitioner or any person who owns a Genetic Counselling Centre, a Genetic Laboratory or a Genetic Clinic or is employed in such a Centre, Laboratory or Clinic and renders his professional or technical services to or at such a Centre, Laboratory or Clinic, whether on an honorary basis or otherwise, and who contravenes any of the provisions of this Act or rules made there under shall be punishable with imprisonment fo

	(2) The name of the registered medical practitioner shall be reported by the Appropriate Authority to the
	(2) The name of the registered medical practitioner shall be reported by the Appropriate Authority to the

	State Medical Council concerned for taking necessary action including suspension of the registration if the charges are framed by the Court and till the case is disposed of and on conviction for removal of
	State Medical Council concerned for taking necessary action including suspension of the registration if the charges are framed by the Court and till the case is disposed of and on conviction for removal of


	his name from the register of the Council for a period of five years for the first offence and permanently for the subsequent offence.
	his name from the register of the Council for a period of five years for the first offence and permanently for the subsequent offence.
	his name from the register of the Council for a period of five years for the first offence and permanently for the subsequent offence.

	(3) Any person who seeks the aid of any Genetic Counselling Centre, Genetic Laboratory, Genetic Clinic or Ultrasound Clinic or imaging clinic or of a medical geneticist, gynaecologist, sonologist or imaging specialist or registered medical practitioner or any other person for sex selection or for conducting pre-natal diagnostic techniques on any pregnant woman for the purposes other than those specified in Sub-section (2) of Section 4 he shall, be punishable with imprisonment for a term which may extend to 
	(3) Any person who seeks the aid of any Genetic Counselling Centre, Genetic Laboratory, Genetic Clinic or Ultrasound Clinic or imaging clinic or of a medical geneticist, gynaecologist, sonologist or imaging specialist or registered medical practitioner or any other person for sex selection or for conducting pre-natal diagnostic techniques on any pregnant woman for the purposes other than those specified in Sub-section (2) of Section 4 he shall, be punishable with imprisonment for a term which may extend to 

	(4) For the removal of doubts, it is hereby provided that the provisions of Sub-section (3) shall not apply to the woman who was compelled to undergo such diagnostic techniques or such selection.
	(4) For the removal of doubts, it is hereby provided that the provisions of Sub-section (3) shall not apply to the woman who was compelled to undergo such diagnostic techniques or such selection.

	6. The petitioner has challenged the aforesaid orders of the Medical Council on the following grounds:
	6. The petitioner has challenged the aforesaid orders of the Medical Council on the following grounds:

	(a) that, completely without prejudice to the grounds (b) to (d) below, the removal of the name of the petitioner from the State Medical Register for a period of five years following his conviction for an offence or offences allegedly committed on 9-7-2002 is squarely hit by the inviolable constitutional prohibition against retrospective or ex post facto action imposed by Article 20(1) of the Constitution. It is submitted that while removing the petitioner’s name from the State Medical Register for a period
	(a) that, completely without prejudice to the grounds (b) to (d) below, the removal of the name of the petitioner from the State Medical Register for a period of five years following his conviction for an offence or offences allegedly committed on 9-7-2002 is squarely hit by the inviolable constitutional prohibition against retrospective or ex post facto action imposed by Article 20(1) of the Constitution. It is submitted that while removing the petitioner’s name from the State Medical Register for a period

	The name of the registered medical practitioner who has been convicted by the Court under Subsection (1) shall be reported by the Appropriate Authority to the respective State Medical Council for taking necessary action including the removal of his name from the register of the Council for a period of two years for the first offence and permanently for the subsequent offence.
	The name of the registered medical practitioner who has been convicted by the Court under Subsection (1) shall be reported by the Appropriate Authority to the respective State Medical Council for taking necessary action including the removal of his name from the register of the Council for a period of two years for the first offence and permanently for the subsequent offence.

	Following the PNDT Amendment Act, 2002 notified w.e.f. 14-2-2003, the period of two years for the first offence has been enhanced to five years. It is submitted that even if for the sake of arguments it is presumed that all other conditions for the applicability of Section 23(2) of the PNDT Act, 1994 to the petitioner are satisfied, the infliction of the enhanced penalty of removal for five years instead of two on the petitioner by purporting to apply the amended provisions of Section 23(2) of the PNDT Act 
	Following the PNDT Amendment Act, 2002 notified w.e.f. 14-2-2003, the period of two years for the first offence has been enhanced to five years. It is submitted that even if for the sake of arguments it is presumed that all other conditions for the applicability of Section 23(2) of the PNDT Act, 1994 to the petitioner are satisfied, the infliction of the enhanced penalty of removal for five years instead of two on the petitioner by purporting to apply the amended provisions of Section 23(2) of the PNDT Act 

	(b) Though the petitioner has been convicted for violation of certain provisions of the PNDT Act, 1994 and the Rules made there under and he could have been punished with imprisonment for a term which may extend to three years and with fine which may extend to ten thousand rupees, but the Chief Judicial Magistrate instead of awarding the sentence, released the petitioner on probation under Section 12 of the Probation of Offenders Act. It is argued that it is settled law (ever since the judgment of the Apex 
	(b) Though the petitioner has been convicted for violation of certain provisions of the PNDT Act, 1994 and the Rules made there under and he could have been punished with imprisonment for a term which may extend to three years and with fine which may extend to ten thousand rupees, but the Chief Judicial Magistrate instead of awarding the sentence, released the petitioner on probation under Section 12 of the Probation of Offenders Act. It is argued that it is settled law (ever since the judgment of the Apex 


	under the same provisions i.e. Section 23(1) of the PNDT Act, 1994. Therefore, it is argued that the respondent-Medical Council has acted illegally and without jurisdiction while ordering removal of the petitioner’s name from the State Medical Register on the ground of his conviction under the PNDT Act which is grossly in violation of Section 12 of the Probation of Offenders Act, which reads as under:
	under the same provisions i.e. Section 23(1) of the PNDT Act, 1994. Therefore, it is argued that the respondent-Medical Council has acted illegally and without jurisdiction while ordering removal of the petitioner’s name from the State Medical Register on the ground of his conviction under the PNDT Act which is grossly in violation of Section 12 of the Probation of Offenders Act, which reads as under:
	under the same provisions i.e. Section 23(1) of the PNDT Act, 1994. Therefore, it is argued that the respondent-Medical Council has acted illegally and without jurisdiction while ordering removal of the petitioner’s name from the State Medical Register on the ground of his conviction under the PNDT Act which is grossly in violation of Section 12 of the Probation of Offenders Act, which reads as under:

	12. Removal of disqualification attaching to
	12. Removal of disqualification attaching to

	conviction.--Notwithstanding anything contained in any other law. a person found guilty of an offence and dealt with under the provisions of Section 3 or Section 4 shall not suffer disqualification, if any, attaching to a conviction of an offence under such law:
	conviction.--Notwithstanding anything contained in any other law. a person found guilty of an offence and dealt with under the provisions of Section 3 or Section 4 shall not suffer disqualification, if any, attaching to a conviction of an offence under such law:

	Provided that nothing in this section shall apply to a person who, after his release under Section, is subsequently sentenced for the original offence.
	Provided that nothing in this section shall apply to a person who, after his release under Section, is subsequently sentenced for the original offence.

	In this context, it is further argued that while both the Probation of Offenders Act and the PNDT Act, 1994 are Central laws, there is no provision in the PNDT Act which ousts or excludes the applicability of the Probation of Offenders Act or any provision thereof; and secondly no general non obstante clause under the PNDT Act with reference to any other law. On the other hand, not only Section 12 of the Probation of Offenders Act but both Sections 3 and 4 thereof as well (both of which are referred to in S
	In this context, it is further argued that while both the Probation of Offenders Act and the PNDT Act, 1994 are Central laws, there is no provision in the PNDT Act which ousts or excludes the applicability of the Probation of Offenders Act or any provision thereof; and secondly no general non obstante clause under the PNDT Act with reference to any other law. On the other hand, not only Section 12 of the Probation of Offenders Act but both Sections 3 and 4 thereof as well (both of which are referred to in S

	while upholding the dismissal from service of the appellant, convicted under Section 408 of the I.P.C. but released on probation, the Supreme Court has held as under:
	while upholding the dismissal from service of the appellant, convicted under Section 408 of the I.P.C. but released on probation, the Supreme Court has held as under:

	7. In our view, Section 12 of the Probation of Offenders Act would apply only in respect of a disqualification that goes with a conviction under the law which provides for the offence and its punishment. That is the plain meaning of the words
	7. In our view, Section 12 of the Probation of Offenders Act would apply only in respect of a disqualification that goes with a conviction under the law which provides for the offence and its punishment. That is the plain meaning of the words

	“disqualification, if any, attaching to a conviction of an offence under such law” therein. Where the law that provides for an offence and its punishment also stipulates a disqualification, a person convicted of the offence but released on probation does not, by reason of Section 12, suffer the disqualification.
	“disqualification, if any, attaching to a conviction of an offence under such law” therein. Where the law that provides for an offence and its punishment also stipulates a disqualification, a person convicted of the offence but released on probation does not, by reason of Section 12, suffer the disqualification.

	Thus, it is argued that the disqualification contemplated by Section 12 of the Probation of Offenders Act is something attached to the conviction which is flowing automatically from the conviction or which is a consequence or result of the conviction. In that situation, if a person is released on probation under Sections 3 and 4 of the Probation of offenders Act in lieu of the sentence for the said conviction, then he shall not suffer disqualification notwithstanding anything contained in any other law atta
	Thus, it is argued that the disqualification contemplated by Section 12 of the Probation of Offenders Act is something attached to the conviction which is flowing automatically from the conviction or which is a consequence or result of the conviction. In that situation, if a person is released on probation under Sections 3 and 4 of the Probation of offenders Act in lieu of the sentence for the said conviction, then he shall not suffer disqualification notwithstanding anything contained in any other law atta

	(c) Thirdly, it is argued that entirely without prejudice to ground (b) above, the expression "conviction" in Section 23(2) of the PNDT Act necessarily means and implies a conviction that is final and conclusive and not a conviction that is being impeached or still liable to be impeached by way of appeal or revision or other mode known to law. While referring to the decision of the Supreme Court in Dalip Kumar Sharma and Ors. v. State of Madhya Pradesh , learrted counsel for the petitioner argued that a con
	(c) Thirdly, it is argued that entirely without prejudice to ground (b) above, the expression "conviction" in Section 23(2) of the PNDT Act necessarily means and implies a conviction that is final and conclusive and not a conviction that is being impeached or still liable to be impeached by way of appeal or revision or other mode known to law. While referring to the decision of the Supreme Court in Dalip Kumar Sharma and Ors. v. State of Madhya Pradesh , learrted counsel for the petitioner argued that a con


	medical practitioner from the Medical Register of the State Medical Council under Section 23(2) of the PNDT Act, 1994 until the conviction under the PNDT Act becomes final and conclusive whose judgment has already been impeached by the petitioner by filing an appeal which is still pending for consideration in the Court. Hence, the removal of the name of the petitioner from the Medical Register is illegal and void.
	medical practitioner from the Medical Register of the State Medical Council under Section 23(2) of the PNDT Act, 1994 until the conviction under the PNDT Act becomes final and conclusive whose judgment has already been impeached by the petitioner by filing an appeal which is still pending for consideration in the Court. Hence, the removal of the name of the petitioner from the Medical Register is illegal and void.
	medical practitioner from the Medical Register of the State Medical Council under Section 23(2) of the PNDT Act, 1994 until the conviction under the PNDT Act becomes final and conclusive whose judgment has already been impeached by the petitioner by filing an appeal which is still pending for consideration in the Court. Hence, the removal of the name of the petitioner from the Medical Register is illegal and void.

	(d) That the State Medical Council acquires jurisdiction to act under Section 23(2) of the PNDT Act only if and when a medical practitioner registered with the Medical Council is convicted by a criminal Court under Section 23(1) of the Act or, alternatively under Sub-section (3) of Section 22 or Section 25 thereof. Unless and until the medical practitioner concerned is convicted under Sub-sections (1) of Section 23, Sub-section (3) of Section 22 or Section 25, no question of the Council acquiring jurisdicti
	(d) That the State Medical Council acquires jurisdiction to act under Section 23(2) of the PNDT Act only if and when a medical practitioner registered with the Medical Council is convicted by a criminal Court under Section 23(1) of the Act or, alternatively under Sub-section (3) of Section 22 or Section 25 thereof. Unless and until the medical practitioner concerned is convicted under Sub-sections (1) of Section 23, Sub-section (3) of Section 22 or Section 25, no question of the Council acquiring jurisdicti

	Since the petitioner was neither prosecuted nor charged nor convicted for any of the aforesaid offences under the Act, there being no other offence created or prescribed under the PNDT Act, the order dated 7-11-2005 passed by the Medical Council is a complete nullity in law. The provisions of Section 5 and Rules 9 and 10 (under which alone the petitioner was convicted by the trial Court) do not constitute offences in themselves, apart from and independently of Section 23(1) of the PNDT Act.
	Since the petitioner was neither prosecuted nor charged nor convicted for any of the aforesaid offences under the Act, there being no other offence created or prescribed under the PNDT Act, the order dated 7-11-2005 passed by the Medical Council is a complete nullity in law. The provisions of Section 5 and Rules 9 and 10 (under which alone the petitioner was convicted by the trial Court) do not constitute offences in themselves, apart from and independently of Section 23(1) of the PNDT Act.

	7. Learned Counsel for the petitioner submitted that in case the contention of the petitioner raised in ground (a) is accepted and it is held that the name of the petitioner cannot be removed from the State Medical Register for a period of more than two years, as the date of occurrence was 9 7-2002, in view of the provisions of Section 23(2) of the PNDT Act, 1994 existing prior to the amendment made by Act No. 14 of 2003, I.e. w.e.f. 14-2-2003, then this Court need not (o con sider and decide the contention
	7. Learned Counsel for the petitioner submitted that in case the contention of the petitioner raised in ground (a) is accepted and it is held that the name of the petitioner cannot be removed from the State Medical Register for a period of more than two years, as the date of occurrence was 9 7-2002, in view of the provisions of Section 23(2) of the PNDT Act, 1994 existing prior to the amendment made by Act No. 14 of 2003, I.e. w.e.f. 14-2-2003, then this Court need not (o con sider and decide the contention

	8. On the other hand, Shri B.S. Walia, learned Counsel for the Medical Council argued that the protection provided under Article 20(1) of the Constitution of India would not be available to the petitioner. According to him, the said protection is available only in respect of the criminal offences punishable under Section 23(1) of the PNDT Act, 1994 which provides for punishment by way of imprisonment for a term which may extend to three years and with fine which may extend to ten thousand rupees etc. Learne
	8. On the other hand, Shri B.S. Walia, learned Counsel for the Medical Council argued that the protection provided under Article 20(1) of the Constitution of India would not be available to the petitioner. According to him, the said protection is available only in respect of the criminal offences punishable under Section 23(1) of the PNDT Act, 1994 which provides for punishment by way of imprisonment for a term which may extend to three years and with fine which may extend to ten thousand rupees etc. Learne


	Besides this contention, learned Counsel for the respondent has also controverted the other arguments raised by the learned Counsel for the petitioner.
	Besides this contention, learned Counsel for the respondent has also controverted the other arguments raised by the learned Counsel for the petitioner.
	Besides this contention, learned Counsel for the respondent has also controverted the other arguments raised by the learned Counsel for the petitioner.

	9. After considering the arguments raised by the learned Counsel for the parties and going through the relevant provisions of the PNDT Act and the Rules made there under, and Article 20(1) of the Constitution of India as also considering the judgments referred during the course of arguments and other relevant judgments, we are of the opinion that the removal of the name of the petitioner from the State Medical Register for a period of five years following his conviction for the offences under the PNDT Act a
	9. After considering the arguments raised by the learned Counsel for the parties and going through the relevant provisions of the PNDT Act and the Rules made there under, and Article 20(1) of the Constitution of India as also considering the judgments referred during the course of arguments and other relevant judgments, we are of the opinion that the removal of the name of the petitioner from the State Medical Register for a period of five years following his conviction for the offences under the PNDT Act a

	10. Undisputedly, the alleged offence under the PNDT Act and Rules made thereunder was committed on 9-72002 for which the petitioner has been convicted under Section 23(1) and released on probation vide judgment dated September 24, 2004, and subsequently a penalty for removal of his name for a period of five years from the Medical Register has been imposed under Section 23(2) of the PNDT Act vide order dated 7-11-2005. It is also not disputed that at the time of commission of the alleged offence, the uname
	10. Undisputedly, the alleged offence under the PNDT Act and Rules made thereunder was committed on 9-72002 for which the petitioner has been convicted under Section 23(1) and released on probation vide judgment dated September 24, 2004, and subsequently a penalty for removal of his name for a period of five years from the Medical Register has been imposed under Section 23(2) of the PNDT Act vide order dated 7-11-2005. It is also not disputed that at the time of commission of the alleged offence, the uname

	11. In view of these facts, it is to be determined whether removal of the name of the petitioner from the State Medical Register for a period of five years by the Medical Council is in violation of Article 20(1) of the Constitution of India which provides as under:
	11. In view of these facts, it is to be determined whether removal of the name of the petitioner from the State Medical Register for a period of five years by the Medical Council is in violation of Article 20(1) of the Constitution of India which provides as under:

	20. Protection In respect of conviction for offences,--(1) No person shall be convicted of any offence except for violation of a law In force at the time of the commission of the act charged as an offence, nor be subjected to a penalty greater than that which might have been inflicted under the law in force at the time of the commission of the offence.
	20. Protection In respect of conviction for offences,--(1) No person shall be convicted of any offence except for violation of a law In force at the time of the commission of the act charged as an offence, nor be subjected to a penalty greater than that which might have been inflicted under the law in force at the time of the commission of the offence.

	12. The argument of the learned Counsel for the petitioner is that Section 23 of the PNDT Act, 1994 provides for the offences and the penalties under the said Act, This Section imposes two types of penalties for the contravention of any provisions of the PNDT Act and the Rules made thereunder, Sub-section (1) of Section 21 of the said Act provides that If a registered medical practitioner contravenes any provisions of the Act or Rules made thereunder, he shall be punishable with imprisonment for a term whic
	12. The argument of the learned Counsel for the petitioner is that Section 23 of the PNDT Act, 1994 provides for the offences and the penalties under the said Act, This Section imposes two types of penalties for the contravention of any provisions of the PNDT Act and the Rules made thereunder, Sub-section (1) of Section 21 of the said Act provides that If a registered medical practitioner contravenes any provisions of the Act or Rules made thereunder, he shall be punishable with imprisonment for a term whic

	13. On the other hand, it is the contention of the learned Counsel for the respondent-Council that the removal of the name of the medical practitioner on his conviction under Section 23(2) of the PNDT Act and the Rules made thereunder is not a punishment or penalty but it is a civil consequence which a medical practitioner would suffer on his conviction under the Act. Therefore, the protection of Article 20(1) of the Constitution of India will not be available to the petitioner and removal of his name for a
	13. On the other hand, it is the contention of the learned Counsel for the respondent-Council that the removal of the name of the medical practitioner on his conviction under Section 23(2) of the PNDT Act and the Rules made thereunder is not a punishment or penalty but it is a civil consequence which a medical practitioner would suffer on his conviction under the Act. Therefore, the protection of Article 20(1) of the Constitution of India will not be available to the petitioner and removal of his name for a

	14. The aforesaid contention of the learned Counsel for the respondent-Council cannot be accepted. In our opinion, the removal of the name of the medical practitioner under Section 23 (2) of PNDT Act following his conviction for the offences under the said Act and the Rules made thereunder for a particular period is also
	14. The aforesaid contention of the learned Counsel for the respondent-Council cannot be accepted. In our opinion, the removal of the name of the medical practitioner under Section 23 (2) of PNDT Act following his conviction for the offences under the said Act and the Rules made thereunder for a particular period is also


	a penalty provided under the said Act, If various provisions of the PNDT Act are examined, it appears that Chapter VII of the Act deals with offences and penalties under the PNDT Act. The whole of Section 23 is a penal provision, attracting the rigour of Article 20 of the Constitution as is apparent from the title of Section 23 itself i.e. Offences and Penalties.
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	a penalty provided under the said Act, If various provisions of the PNDT Act are examined, it appears that Chapter VII of the Act deals with offences and penalties under the PNDT Act. The whole of Section 23 is a penal provision, attracting the rigour of Article 20 of the Constitution as is apparent from the title of Section 23 itself i.e. Offences and Penalties.

	15. It is well settled that the law which imposes additional punishment to that prescribed when a criminal act was committed is ex post facto and a change in law that alters a substantial right can be ex post facto even if the statute takes a seemingly procedural form. It is the duty of the Court to interpret the penal laws in a manner that they do not have ex-post-facto operation. The provision contained in Article 20 of the Constitution also recognises principles laid down under Article 11(2) of the Decla
	15. It is well settled that the law which imposes additional punishment to that prescribed when a criminal act was committed is ex post facto and a change in law that alters a substantial right can be ex post facto even if the statute takes a seemingly procedural form. It is the duty of the Court to interpret the penal laws in a manner that they do not have ex-post-facto operation. The provision contained in Article 20 of the Constitution also recognises principles laid down under Article 11(2) of the Decla

	11 (2) No one shall be held guilty of any penal offence on account of any act or omission which did not constitute a penal offence, under national or international law, at the time when it was committed. Nor shall a heavier penalty be Imposed than the one that was applicable at the time the penal offence was committed.
	11 (2) No one shall be held guilty of any penal offence on account of any act or omission which did not constitute a penal offence, under national or international law, at the time when it was committed. Nor shall a heavier penalty be Imposed than the one that was applicable at the time the penal offence was committed.

	7(1) No one shall be held guilty of any criminal offence on account of any act or omission which did not constitute a criminal offence under national or international law at the time when it was committed, nor shall a heavier penalty be imposed than the one that was applicable at the time the criminal offence was committed.
	7(1) No one shall be held guilty of any criminal offence on account of any act or omission which did not constitute a criminal offence under national or international law at the time when it was committed, nor shall a heavier penalty be imposed than the one that was applicable at the time the criminal offence was committed.

	(2) This article shall not prejudice the trial and punishment of any person for any act or omission which, at the time when it was committed, was criminal according to the general principles of law recognised by civilised nations.
	(2) This article shall not prejudice the trial and punishment of any person for any act or omission which, at the time when it was committed, was criminal according to the general principles of law recognised by civilised nations.

	16. The Supreme Court in People’s Union for Civil Liberties v. Union of India has recognised the principle that in view of the fact that India is a member of the United Nations Organisation and is also a signatory to the aforesaid conventions, it is almost an accepted proposition of law that rules of customary international law shall be deemed to be incorporated in the domestic law. It is also well settled that Article 20 of the Constitution is the most precious fundamental right which relates to the person
	16. The Supreme Court in People’s Union for Civil Liberties v. Union of India has recognised the principle that in view of the fact that India is a member of the United Nations Organisation and is also a signatory to the aforesaid conventions, it is almost an accepted proposition of law that rules of customary international law shall be deemed to be incorporated in the domestic law. It is also well settled that Article 20 of the Constitution is the most precious fundamental right which relates to the person

	17. As far as it is undisputed that there is no conflict to the proposition that Clause (1) of Article 20 of the Constitution prohibits Imposition of greater penalty for a prohibited act which might have been inflicted under the law in force at the time of commission of offence. In the present case, Section 23 of the PNDT Act provides for the penalties and offences committed under the Act. Sub-section (1) of Section 23 of the said Act provides that whosoever contravenes any of the provisions of this Act and
	17. As far as it is undisputed that there is no conflict to the proposition that Clause (1) of Article 20 of the Constitution prohibits Imposition of greater penalty for a prohibited act which might have been inflicted under the law in force at the time of commission of offence. In the present case, Section 23 of the PNDT Act provides for the penalties and offences committed under the Act. Sub-section (1) of Section 23 of the said Act provides that whosoever contravenes any of the provisions of this Act and


	medical practitioner shall be reported by the Appropriate Authority to the State Medical Council concerned for removal of his name from the Register of the Council for a period of five years for the first offence and permanently for the subsequent offence. In our opinion, the removal of the name of a medical practitioner from the Register of the Medical Council for a period of five years (before the amendment of two years) on his first conviction is in the nature of penalty imposed on him, due to his convic
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	18. From the reading of Article 20(1) of the Constitution of India, it is clear that in the said Article the word “penalty” has been used and not the “sentence/imprisonment”. Merely because Sub-section (1) of Section 23 of the PNDT Act deals with sentence/imprisonment to be imposed and Sub-section (2) of the said Section deals with the removal of the name of a medical practitioner from the State Medical Register on his conviction, does not make any difference. In both the situations, a penalty is provided w
	18. From the reading of Article 20(1) of the Constitution of India, it is clear that in the said Article the word “penalty” has been used and not the “sentence/imprisonment”. Merely because Sub-section (1) of Section 23 of the PNDT Act deals with sentence/imprisonment to be imposed and Sub-section (2) of the said Section deals with the removal of the name of a medical practitioner from the State Medical Register on his conviction, does not make any difference. In both the situations, a penalty is provided w

	19. In our opinion, the judgment cited by the learned Counsel for the respondent-Council in Hathising Manufacturing Co. Ltd. Ahmedabad’s case AIR 1960 SC 923 (supra) in support of his contention that the removal of the name of a medical practitioner from the State Medical Register on his conviction under the PNDT Act is not a punishment or a penalty, but is only a civil consequence which has flown from his conviction, is not applicable in the facts and circumstances of the present case. In that judgment, th
	19. In our opinion, the judgment cited by the learned Counsel for the respondent-Council in Hathising Manufacturing Co. Ltd. Ahmedabad’s case AIR 1960 SC 923 (supra) in support of his contention that the removal of the name of a medical practitioner from the State Medical Register on his conviction under the PNDT Act is not a punishment or a penalty, but is only a civil consequence which has flown from his conviction, is not applicable in the facts and circumstances of the present case. In that judgment, th

	It is true that the Amending Act which has introduced Section 25-FFF was passed in June 1957, and liability to pay compensation arises in respect of all undertakings closed on or after November 28, 1956. But, if liability to pay compensation is not a condition precedent to closure, by failing to discharge the liability to pay compensation and wages in lieu of notice, the employer does not contravene Section 25-FFF (1). If the statute fixes criminal liability for contravention of the prohibition or the comma
	It is true that the Amending Act which has introduced Section 25-FFF was passed in June 1957, and liability to pay compensation arises in respect of all undertakings closed on or after November 28, 1956. But, if liability to pay compensation is not a condition precedent to closure, by failing to discharge the liability to pay compensation and wages in lieu of notice, the employer does not contravene Section 25-FFF (1). If the statute fixes criminal liability for contravention of the prohibition or the comma


	the statute expressly so provides, an offence. The protection of Article 20(1) avails only against punishment for an act which is treated as an offence, which when done was not an offence. It is therefore not attracted to Section 25FFF.
	the statute expressly so provides, an offence. The protection of Article 20(1) avails only against punishment for an act which is treated as an offence, which when done was not an offence. It is therefore not attracted to Section 25FFF.
	the statute expressly so provides, an offence. The protection of Article 20(1) avails only against punishment for an act which is treated as an offence, which when done was not an offence. It is therefore not attracted to Section 25FFF.

	20. In our opinion, the aforesaid observations are not applicable in the present case. It has been clearly observed that If the statute fixes criminal liability for contravention of the prohibition or the command which is made applicable to transactions which have taken place before the date of Its enactment, the protection of Article 20(1) of the Constitution may be attracted, but Section 25-FFF (1) neither Imposes a prohibition nor a command. In the instant ease Sub-section (2) of Section 23 of the PNDT A
	20. In our opinion, the aforesaid observations are not applicable in the present case. It has been clearly observed that If the statute fixes criminal liability for contravention of the prohibition or the command which is made applicable to transactions which have taken place before the date of Its enactment, the protection of Article 20(1) of the Constitution may be attracted, but Section 25-FFF (1) neither Imposes a prohibition nor a command. In the instant ease Sub-section (2) of Section 23 of the PNDT A

	21. In view of the aforesaid discussion, this petition is partly allowed and the impugned order dated 7-11-2005 and the subsequent order passed by the Medical Council is modified and penalty of removal of the name of the petitioner from the State Medical Registrar is reduced to two years from five years.
	21. In view of the aforesaid discussion, this petition is partly allowed and the impugned order dated 7-11-2005 and the subsequent order passed by the Medical Council is modified and penalty of removal of the name of the petitioner from the State Medical Registrar is reduced to two years from five years.
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	IN THE COURT OF SHRI JAGJIT SINGH, HCS, SUB DIVISIONAL JUDICIAL MAGISTRATE: PALWAL: DISTRICT - FARIDABAD, HARYANA.
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	State through District Appropriate Authority cum Civil Surgeon, Faridabad.
	State through District Appropriate Authority cum Civil Surgeon, Faridabad.
	State through District Appropriate Authority cum Civil Surgeon, Faridabad.

	Versus
	Versus

	1. DDr. Anil Sabhani, Prop. M/s. Dr. Anil’s Ultra Sound Opp G.H. Palwal, Faridabad,
	1. DDr. Anil Sabhani, Prop. M/s. Dr. Anil’s Ultra Sound Opp G.H. Palwal, Faridabad,

	2. Sh. Kartar Singh Son of Sh. Lakhi Singh, Technician M/s. Dr. Anil Ultrasound, Opp G.H. Palwal, Faridabad, Resident of V.P.O. Maheshpur, District Faridabad.
	2. Sh. Kartar Singh Son of Sh. Lakhi Singh, Technician M/s. Dr. Anil Ultrasound, Opp G.H. Palwal, Faridabad, Resident of V.P.O. Maheshpur, District Faridabad.

	3. M/s. Dr. Anil Ultrasound, Opp. G.H. Palwal, Faridabad (H) through Dr. Anil Sabhani
	3. M/s. Dr. Anil Ultrasound, Opp. G.H. Palwal, Faridabad (H) through Dr. Anil Sabhani

	COMPLAINT UNDER PRE NATAL DIAGNOSTIC
	COMPLAINT UNDER PRE NATAL DIAGNOSTIC

	TECHNIQUE (REGULATIONAND PREVENTION OF
	TECHNIQUE (REGULATIONAND PREVENTION OF

	MISUSE) ACT. 1994 AND RULES, 1996.
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	Present: A.P.P. for the State / Complaint.
	Present: A.P.P. for the State / Complaint.
	Present: A.P.P. for the State / Complaint.

	Both accused on bail with Sh. R.A. Gupta, Advocate.
	Both accused on bail with Sh. R.A. Gupta, Advocate.


	CASE SUMMARY
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	The PCPNDT Act is a recent piece of legislation. Further, as observed by the Apex Court and various High Courts, there has been total in-action, apathy and lack of interest on the part of the Government in implementing the provisions of the Act. Hence, there are very few cases registered for violating the provisions of the Act. Out of these also, very few have reached a logical conclusion, even at the trial stage.
	The PCPNDT Act is a recent piece of legislation. Further, as observed by the Apex Court and various High Courts, there has been total in-action, apathy and lack of interest on the part of the Government in implementing the provisions of the Act. Hence, there are very few cases registered for violating the provisions of the Act. Out of these also, very few have reached a logical conclusion, even at the trial stage.

	The below mentioned case is one of the first of its kind of cases in which conviction for violation of various provisions and the rules under the Act was recorded and it was followed by a deterrent punishment.
	The below mentioned case is one of the first of its kind of cases in which conviction for violation of various provisions and the rules under the Act was recorded and it was followed by a deterrent punishment.

	This case was registered on the complaint of the District Appropriate Authority cum Civil Surgeon Faridabad as on the basis of three decoy patients sent to the ultrasound centre of the accused, it was established that accused No. 1 and 2 were indulging in the illegal act of sex determination and violating the provisions of the Act and the Rules framed thereunder. Hence with the help of the Task Force and three pregnant women acting as decoy patients by name, Mrs. Santosh, Mrs. Raveeta and Mrs. Madhu, a stin
	This case was registered on the complaint of the District Appropriate Authority cum Civil Surgeon Faridabad as on the basis of three decoy patients sent to the ultrasound centre of the accused, it was established that accused No. 1 and 2 were indulging in the illegal act of sex determination and violating the provisions of the Act and the Rules framed thereunder. Hence with the help of the Task Force and three pregnant women acting as decoy patients by name, Mrs. Santosh, Mrs. Raveeta and Mrs. Madhu, a stin

	As both the accused pleaded not guilty, prosecution examined 9 witnesses and proved the incident of sending decoy patients for examination and of conducting the raid by the Task Force. Prosecution also relied upon various documentary evidences. In defense, accused examined 3 witnesses namely, decoy patients Mrs. Madhu, Mrs. Santosh and Santosh's husband Mr. Sohan Pal. All of them disowned the statements recorded by the Appropriate Authority and denied the occurrence of any such incident. Several contentions
	As both the accused pleaded not guilty, prosecution examined 9 witnesses and proved the incident of sending decoy patients for examination and of conducting the raid by the Task Force. Prosecution also relied upon various documentary evidences. In defense, accused examined 3 witnesses namely, decoy patients Mrs. Madhu, Mrs. Santosh and Santosh's husband Mr. Sohan Pal. All of them disowned the statements recorded by the Appropriate Authority and denied the occurrence of any such incident. Several contentions

	There are several plus points of the judgment which must be acknowledged and appreciated.
	There are several plus points of the judgment which must be acknowledged and appreciated.

	In the entire judgment the Court has consciously placed emphasis upon the Object and Reasons of the Act, the circumstances under which it was brought into existence and expressed concern for the continuously declining sex ratio due to the rampant misuse of scientific diagnostic techniques. What was more important was that the Court did not stop merely at expressing its concern but also handled the case in a very pragmatic and sensitive manner while appreciating evidence. In the end the Court by condemning t
	In the entire judgment the Court has consciously placed emphasis upon the Object and Reasons of the Act, the circumstances under which it was brought into existence and expressed concern for the continuously declining sex ratio due to the rampant misuse of scientific diagnostic techniques. What was more important was that the Court did not stop merely at expressing its concern but also handled the case in a very pragmatic and sensitive manner while appreciating evidence. In the end the Court by condemning t


	While appreciating the evidence on record the Court has, being aware of the different and typical nature of the case ignored minor contradictions pointed out by defence counsel in the statements of witnesses. The defence tried to cash in on the fact that there were inconsistencies in the evidence of prosecution witnesses with respect to the presence of Appropriate Authority along with the team conducting the sting ooperation. The Court held that the said fact was not of much importance as Appropriate Author
	While appreciating the evidence on record the Court has, being aware of the different and typical nature of the case ignored minor contradictions pointed out by defence counsel in the statements of witnesses. The defence tried to cash in on the fact that there were inconsistencies in the evidence of prosecution witnesses with respect to the presence of Appropriate Authority along with the team conducting the sting ooperation. The Court held that the said fact was not of much importance as Appropriate Author
	While appreciating the evidence on record the Court has, being aware of the different and typical nature of the case ignored minor contradictions pointed out by defence counsel in the statements of witnesses. The defence tried to cash in on the fact that there were inconsistencies in the evidence of prosecution witnesses with respect to the presence of Appropriate Authority along with the team conducting the sting ooperation. The Court held that the said fact was not of much importance as Appropriate Author

	The court also rejected the defence argument about absence of any written complaint against accused, by observing that when there were several oral complaints against the accused of violating the provisions of the Act, Appropriate Authority was not required to wait for written complaint and then to take action; on the contrary Appropriate Authority was bound, competent and was correct in investigating the oral complaints also.(Para 24-b)
	The court also rejected the defence argument about absence of any written complaint against accused, by observing that when there were several oral complaints against the accused of violating the provisions of the Act, Appropriate Authority was not required to wait for written complaint and then to take action; on the contrary Appropriate Authority was bound, competent and was correct in investigating the oral complaints also.(Para 24-b)

	The Court then placed reliance on the statements of the accused recorded by Appropriate Authority at the time of the sting operation. As per defence counsel, Appropriate Authority had no right to obtain such statements and the said statements being confessional in nature, cannot be used against the accused. However observing that these statements are in the handwriting of accused and were contemporaneous and corroborative piece of circumstantial evidence, the Court relied upon them to prove the guilt of acc
	The Court then placed reliance on the statements of the accused recorded by Appropriate Authority at the time of the sting operation. As per defence counsel, Appropriate Authority had no right to obtain such statements and the said statements being confessional in nature, cannot be used against the accused. However observing that these statements are in the handwriting of accused and were contemporaneous and corroborative piece of circumstantial evidence, the Court relied upon them to prove the guilt of acc

	The Court rejected defence argument about non joining of independent witnesses from the place at which the sting operation was conducted, by holding that it was not very material in the present case as the team had earlier taken precaution of including in its team Dr. Mini Vora who was not a doctor working for Government, but in fact a private doctor and was the Secretary of the Indian Medical Association, Faridabad.(Para 24-b)
	The Court rejected defence argument about non joining of independent witnesses from the place at which the sting operation was conducted, by holding that it was not very material in the present case as the team had earlier taken precaution of including in its team Dr. Mini Vora who was not a doctor working for Government, but in fact a private doctor and was the Secretary of the Indian Medical Association, Faridabad.(Para 24-b)

	The Court also appreciated the efforts taken by the prosecution team in bringing the accused to the book although the case was first of its kind, registered way back in 2001, and the Appropriate Authority had never played the role of an investigating agency like police. Even then they had completed the investigation to the best of their knowledge and capability.
	The Court also appreciated the efforts taken by the prosecution team in bringing the accused to the book although the case was first of its kind, registered way back in 2001, and the Appropriate Authority had never played the role of an investigating agency like police. Even then they had completed the investigation to the best of their knowledge and capability.

	At the same time the court has also brought to notice that, Appropriate Authority and his team, who had done a lot of hard work in preparation and subsequent sting at the clinic of the accused, did not show the same zeal at the time of conducting the trial. One of the reasons for the court to make such an observation was that no necessary steps were taken by the prosecution to prove the evidence of conversation between the accused, Mrs. Madhu, the witness and doctor Keval kumar inside the clinic which was r
	At the same time the court has also brought to notice that, Appropriate Authority and his team, who had done a lot of hard work in preparation and subsequent sting at the clinic of the accused, did not show the same zeal at the time of conducting the trial. One of the reasons for the court to make such an observation was that no necessary steps were taken by the prosecution to prove the evidence of conversation between the accused, Mrs. Madhu, the witness and doctor Keval kumar inside the clinic which was r

	The best part of the judgment is the appreciation of the evidence of 3 defence witnesses, who were initially the witnesses for prosecution but at the time of trial, were examined by the accused as their witnesses. This appreciation of evidence was done in a proper and sensitive manner.. The Court understood and put on record the circumstances under which these three witnesses came to depose in favour of the defence instead of prosecution. The evidence of the two defence witnesses namely, Mrs. Santosh and Mr
	The best part of the judgment is the appreciation of the evidence of 3 defence witnesses, who were initially the witnesses for prosecution but at the time of trial, were examined by the accused as their witnesses. This appreciation of evidence was done in a proper and sensitive manner.. The Court understood and put on record the circumstances under which these three witnesses came to depose in favour of the defence instead of prosecution. The evidence of the two defence witnesses namely, Mrs. Santosh and Mr


	appreciation of their evidence, prosecution could get over this obstacle in reaching to conviction of the accused who had made every effort to escape from the clutches of law, even to the extent of winning over crucial prosecution witnesses. (Para 24-C)
	appreciation of their evidence, prosecution could get over this obstacle in reaching to conviction of the accused who had made every effort to escape from the clutches of law, even to the extent of winning over crucial prosecution witnesses. (Para 24-C)
	appreciation of their evidence, prosecution could get over this obstacle in reaching to conviction of the accused who had made every effort to escape from the clutches of law, even to the extent of winning over crucial prosecution witnesses. (Para 24-C)

	The Court has in this respect brought to the notice of the prosecution the need to take care of such witnesses who by going against all odds tried to help prosecution with its case but then they were not cared for by the prosecution and hence became easy prey for the accused to use them as their witnesses instead of the witnesses of the task force members.
	The Court has in this respect brought to the notice of the prosecution the need to take care of such witnesses who by going against all odds tried to help prosecution with its case but then they were not cared for by the prosecution and hence became easy prey for the accused to use them as their witnesses instead of the witnesses of the task force members.

	In a nutshell, this judgment excels in all respects and is a major victory for prosecution. It shows that if there is genuine interest and hard work, accompanied with sincere efforts, the laudable Object of the Act can be achieved with success.
	In a nutshell, this judgment excels in all respects and is a major victory for prosecution. It shows that if there is genuine interest and hard work, accompanied with sincere efforts, the laudable Object of the Act can be achieved with success.


	JUDGMENT
	JUDGMENT
	JUDGMENT

	1. The present case was initially filed as a complaint by the District Appropriate Authority cum- Civil Surgeon, Faridabad against accused on the grounds that the complainant has been appointed as the ‘Appropriate Authority’ under 17 (2) of the Pre Natal Diagnostic Technique (Regulation and Prevention of Misuse) Act, 1994 (hereinafter referred as ‘PNDT Act’) vide Haryana Govt. Gazette Notification No:1/19/88 2 HB II 97 dated 18.09.1997 for the district and is presently posted as Civil Surgeon District Farid
	1. The present case was initially filed as a complaint by the District Appropriate Authority cum- Civil Surgeon, Faridabad against accused on the grounds that the complainant has been appointed as the ‘Appropriate Authority’ under 17 (2) of the Pre Natal Diagnostic Technique (Regulation and Prevention of Misuse) Act, 1994 (hereinafter referred as ‘PNDT Act’) vide Haryana Govt. Gazette Notification No:1/19/88 2 HB II 97 dated 18.09.1997 for the district and is presently posted as Civil Surgeon District Farid

	2. It was further submitted that on 11.10.01 the complainant directed Dr. C.Paul, SMO, Incharge G.H. Ballabgrah cum Team Incharge PNDT to conduct raid along with PNDT team members Dr. Rekha Mishra and Dr. Kewal Kumar visited Palwal on 2.10.2001 with decoy ptient Mrs. Santosh and her husband Sohal Pal and Dr. Anil conveyed to her about female foetus after performing ultrasonography and charged Rs.1350/-. Again the team visited him on 5.10.2001 with a new patient Raveeta wife of Shiv Kumar, who was told about
	2. It was further submitted that on 11.10.01 the complainant directed Dr. C.Paul, SMO, Incharge G.H. Ballabgrah cum Team Incharge PNDT to conduct raid along with PNDT team members Dr. Rekha Mishra and Dr. Kewal Kumar visited Palwal on 2.10.2001 with decoy ptient Mrs. Santosh and her husband Sohal Pal and Dr. Anil conveyed to her about female foetus after performing ultrasonography and charged Rs.1350/-. Again the team visited him on 5.10.2001 with a new patient Raveeta wife of Shiv Kumar, who was told about

	3. Since from the visits of the above persons, it was established that Dr. Anil Sabhani had indulged in illegal unethical and unsocial act of determination of sex of foetus of pregnant women with ulterior motive and was violating the provisions of PNDT Act. It was decided that a Task force be prepared to nab the accused while doing ultrasonography on pregnant woman and catch him red handed. In pursuance to this on 11.10.2001 the complainant visited Palwal along with three decoy volunteer patients and their 
	3. Since from the visits of the above persons, it was established that Dr. Anil Sabhani had indulged in illegal unethical and unsocial act of determination of sex of foetus of pregnant women with ulterior motive and was violating the provisions of PNDT Act. It was decided that a Task force be prepared to nab the accused while doing ultrasonography on pregnant woman and catch him red handed. In pursuance to this on 11.10.2001 the complainant visited Palwal along with three decoy volunteer patients and their 


	routine normal ultrasound and in the presence of Dr.Kewal Kumar while Dr. Anil Sabhani performing routine ultrasound on Mrs. Madhu he asked her about her children and suggested her that he could also tell the sex of her foetus, if she makes an additional payment of Rs. 1200/- to him for this purpose. The decoy patient Mrs. Madhu accepted the suggestion of Dr. Anil stating that she already had two daughters. Rs.1200/- was paid by Dr. Kewal Kumar to accused Kartar Singh, who returned Rs.300/- to Dr. Kewal . D
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	4. After this on receiving information from Dr. Kewal Kumar, the entire team consisting of Dr. C.Paul, Dr.Mini Vohra, Dr. Rekha Mishra, Dr. Sneh Lata, Sh.G.L. Singhal, Sh. Praveen Arora, Biologist, Dr. Sanjeev Bhagat, M.D. and Dr. B.S. Sharma, MO reached ultrasound center accompanied by video camera of Sanjay and Bijender Ahlawat press correspondent. The team gave its introduction and directed Dr. Anil Sabhani to produce the record of ultrasonography and he produced some files and registers, which were take
	4. After this on receiving information from Dr. Kewal Kumar, the entire team consisting of Dr. C.Paul, Dr.Mini Vohra, Dr. Rekha Mishra, Dr. Sneh Lata, Sh.G.L. Singhal, Sh. Praveen Arora, Biologist, Dr. Sanjeev Bhagat, M.D. and Dr. B.S. Sharma, MO reached ultrasound center accompanied by video camera of Sanjay and Bijender Ahlawat press correspondent. The team gave its introduction and directed Dr. Anil Sabhani to produce the record of ultrasonography and he produced some files and registers, which were take

	5. Vide letter of the complainant dated 12.10.2001 the registration granted to Dr. Anil Sabhani ultrasound center was suspended and Dr. Anil Sabhani vide letter dated 12.10.2001 was asked to produced record of ultrasonography prior to 1.10.2001 for purpose of inspection which were not produced by him. Complainant vide letter dated 15.10.2001 issued show cause notice to both the accused, but no reply was received from any of the accused till filing of the complaint and no records were produced by the accused
	5. Vide letter of the complainant dated 12.10.2001 the registration granted to Dr. Anil Sabhani ultrasound center was suspended and Dr. Anil Sabhani vide letter dated 12.10.2001 was asked to produced record of ultrasonography prior to 1.10.2001 for purpose of inspection which were not produced by him. Complainant vide letter dated 15.10.2001 issued show cause notice to both the accused, but no reply was received from any of the accused till filing of the complaint and no records were produced by the accused

	6. On filing of the complaint, vide order dated 12.02.2002, the court ordered the summoning of the accused as the present complaint was made by a public servant in the discharge of his duty and there was no necessity of recording evidence in terms of section 200 Cr. P.C. The accused were summoned for offence punishable
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	under section 23 of the PNDT Act.
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	7. Accused in pursuance of the summons and warrants appeared before the court and the complainant was asked to lead its pre charge evidence.
	7. Accused in pursuance of the summons and warrants appeared before the court and the complainant was asked to lead its pre charge evidence.

	8. In pre charge evidence, the complainants led their evidence and on the basis of the same charge against the accused for the commission of offence, punishable under Section 23 of the PNDT Act was framed vide order dated 23.3.2005, to which they pleased not guilty and claimed trial.
	8. In pre charge evidence, the complainants led their evidence and on the basis of the same charge against the accused for the commission of offence, punishable under Section 23 of the PNDT Act was framed vide order dated 23.3.2005, to which they pleased not guilty and claimed trial.

	9. In its entire oral evidence, prosecution examined PW 1 Dr. B.S. Dahiya, Director General Health, PW 2 Dr. G. Paul, Deputy CMO, Faridabad, PW 3 Dr. Rekha, PW 4 Dr. Snehalata, PW 5 Dr. Kewal Kumar, PW 6 Dr. Parveen Kumar Arora, Biologist, PW 7 Dr. B.S. Sharma, PW 8 Dr. Mini Vohra, Pw 9 Girdhari Lal Singhal and in documentary evidence, the prosecution placed reliance upon the following documents :-
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	10. The point of determination in this case was whether the prosecution has successfully proved that the accused in a raid conducted at their ultrasound center were found conducing sex determination of foetus and were found not explaining the side effect by not obtaining written consent and was communicating to the patients the sex of foetus by words and signs and used ultrasound center for conducting sex determination and conducted the same in violation of the provisions of the Act and also failed to maint
	10. The point of determination in this case was whether the prosecution has successfully proved that the accused in a raid conducted at their ultrasound center were found conducing sex determination of foetus and were found not explaining the side effect by not obtaining written consent and was communicating to the patients the sex of foetus by words and signs and used ultrasound center for conducting sex determination and conducted the same in violation of the provisions of the Act and also failed to maint
	10. The point of determination in this case was whether the prosecution has successfully proved that the accused in a raid conducted at their ultrasound center were found conducing sex determination of foetus and were found not explaining the side effect by not obtaining written consent and was communicating to the patients the sex of foetus by words and signs and used ultrasound center for conducting sex determination and conducted the same in violation of the provisions of the Act and also failed to maint

	11. To prove the point of determination PW1 complainant I stepped into the witness box and deposed about being posted as Civil Surgeon and Appropriate Authority, Faridabad in October, 2001 and having filed the complaint Ex. PW. 1/A. He also deposed that on 11.10.2001 he had authorized Dr. C. Paul along with other members to conduct a raid at the Sabhani Clinic Ultrasound Centre of accused Anil Sabhani, who is also a radilogist. He further deposed that this center was registered under the PNDT Act without an
	11. To prove the point of determination PW1 complainant I stepped into the witness box and deposed about being posted as Civil Surgeon and Appropriate Authority, Faridabad in October, 2001 and having filed the complaint Ex. PW. 1/A. He also deposed that on 11.10.2001 he had authorized Dr. C. Paul along with other members to conduct a raid at the Sabhani Clinic Ultrasound Centre of accused Anil Sabhani, who is also a radilogist. He further deposed that this center was registered under the PNDT Act without an


	It was further deposed by the witness that during the investigation by the team, it was found that accused Dr. Anil Sabhani had conducted sex determination upon one Madhu and had also disclosed the sex of the foetus being female in the womb and this was in utter violation of the PNDT Act and Rules and there was neither any consent not receipt given by the accused. It was further deposed that prior to this raid earlier also accused Dr. Anil Sabhani conducted ultrasonography on one Santosh on 2.10.2001 and al
	It was further deposed by the witness that during the investigation by the team, it was found that accused Dr. Anil Sabhani had conducted sex determination upon one Madhu and had also disclosed the sex of the foetus being female in the womb and this was in utter violation of the PNDT Act and Rules and there was neither any consent not receipt given by the accused. It was further deposed that prior to this raid earlier also accused Dr. Anil Sabhani conducted ultrasonography on one Santosh on 2.10.2001 and al
	It was further deposed by the witness that during the investigation by the team, it was found that accused Dr. Anil Sabhani had conducted sex determination upon one Madhu and had also disclosed the sex of the foetus being female in the womb and this was in utter violation of the PNDT Act and Rules and there was neither any consent not receipt given by the accused. It was further deposed that prior to this raid earlier also accused Dr. Anil Sabhani conducted ultrasonography on one Santosh on 2.10.2001 and al

	PW 2 deposed that on 11.10.2001 he was directed by the then Civil Surgeon, Faridabad to inspect and check the ultrasound center of the accused and he along with his team members and three decoy patients Mrs. Madhu, Mrs. Santosh and Mrs. Raveeta cam to Palwal. The witness sent Dr. Kewal Kumar along with decoy patients as attendant of Madhu to ultrasound center of for ultrasonography and he was also directed to give a signal to the witness, if the accused Dr. Anil Sabhani does the sex determination of foetus 
	PW 2 deposed that on 11.10.2001 he was directed by the then Civil Surgeon, Faridabad to inspect and check the ultrasound center of the accused and he along with his team members and three decoy patients Mrs. Madhu, Mrs. Santosh and Mrs. Raveeta cam to Palwal. The witness sent Dr. Kewal Kumar along with decoy patients as attendant of Madhu to ultrasound center of for ultrasonography and he was also directed to give a signal to the witness, if the accused Dr. Anil Sabhani does the sex determination of foetus 

	On the request of witness the accused Dr. Anil Sabhani showed the relevant record and when asked as to whether he had done sex determination, he refused, but on cross questioning of the decoy customer and his technician in presence of the team members and on hearing his voice from the tape recorder and on seeing the currency notes recovered from his technician which he had accepted as money for doing the sex determination, accused Dr. Anil Sabhani accepted his offence. A spot memo was prepared at the spot a
	On the request of witness the accused Dr. Anil Sabhani showed the relevant record and when asked as to whether he had done sex determination, he refused, but on cross questioning of the decoy customer and his technician in presence of the team members and on hearing his voice from the tape recorder and on seeing the currency notes recovered from his technician which he had accepted as money for doing the sex determination, accused Dr. Anil Sabhani accepted his offence. A spot memo was prepared at the spot a

	PW 4 deposed that she was a member of the raiding party on 11.10.2001 and visited Palwal along with team members. Dr. Kewal Kumar along with decoy patient Mrs. Madhu visited the hospital of the accused while witness and others stood outside the clinic. Dr. Kewal Kumar gave a signal to them and they reached inside and Mrs. Madhu told them that Dr. Anil Sabhani had told her with respect to the foetus of her as female. In the presence of the witness the currency notes were recovered from accused Kartar Singh a
	PW 4 deposed that she was a member of the raiding party on 11.10.2001 and visited Palwal along with team members. Dr. Kewal Kumar along with decoy patient Mrs. Madhu visited the hospital of the accused while witness and others stood outside the clinic. Dr. Kewal Kumar gave a signal to them and they reached inside and Mrs. Madhu told them that Dr. Anil Sabhani had told her with respect to the foetus of her as female. In the presence of the witness the currency notes were recovered from accused Kartar Singh a


	PW 5 deposed that on 2.10.2001 he along with Dr. Rekha and patient Mrs. Santosh wife of Sohan Pal went to clinic of Dr. Anil Sabhani to get her ultrasound done. The patient was disclosed about her foetus as female and Rs.1350/- were charged from her. On 5.10.2001 he along with Dr. Rekha and patient Raveeta wife of Shiv Kumar went to Palwal and got her ultrasound conducted at Dr. Anil ultrasound Centre and she was disclosed as breech foetus. On 11.10.2001 he along with the District Appropriate Authority and 
	PW 5 deposed that on 2.10.2001 he along with Dr. Rekha and patient Mrs. Santosh wife of Sohan Pal went to clinic of Dr. Anil Sabhani to get her ultrasound done. The patient was disclosed about her foetus as female and Rs.1350/- were charged from her. On 5.10.2001 he along with Dr. Rekha and patient Raveeta wife of Shiv Kumar went to Palwal and got her ultrasound conducted at Dr. Anil ultrasound Centre and she was disclosed as breech foetus. On 11.10.2001 he along with the District Appropriate Authority and 
	PW 5 deposed that on 2.10.2001 he along with Dr. Rekha and patient Mrs. Santosh wife of Sohan Pal went to clinic of Dr. Anil Sabhani to get her ultrasound done. The patient was disclosed about her foetus as female and Rs.1350/- were charged from her. On 5.10.2001 he along with Dr. Rekha and patient Raveeta wife of Shiv Kumar went to Palwal and got her ultrasound conducted at Dr. Anil ultrasound Centre and she was disclosed as breech foetus. On 11.10.2001 he along with the District Appropriate Authority and 

	PW6 deposed that on 11.10.2001 he was a member of the raiding team which included Dr. Rekha, Dr. C. Paul, Dr. Kewal Kumar and Dr. C. Paul went inside and he was told that on receiving a signal he should come inside. When the ultrasonography was done inside the witness along with other team members went inside and the record of ultrasound center was taken into custody and a spot memo was prepared and three currency notes of Rs.500/- each were recovered from accused Kartar Singh. Some registers and books of t
	PW6 deposed that on 11.10.2001 he was a member of the raiding team which included Dr. Rekha, Dr. C. Paul, Dr. Kewal Kumar and Dr. C. Paul went inside and he was told that on receiving a signal he should come inside. When the ultrasonography was done inside the witness along with other team members went inside and the record of ultrasound center was taken into custody and a spot memo was prepared and three currency notes of Rs.500/- each were recovered from accused Kartar Singh. Some registers and books of t

	PW 7 deposed that on 11.10.2001 at about 11:00 A.M. as per the orders of Dr. B.S. Dahiya Civil Surgeon, Faridabad, he was a members of Team of Dr. C. Paul made under the PNDT Act for raiding the ultrasound center. As per their programme Dr. Kewal Kumar, Dr. Rekha and patient Mrs. Madhu, who was pregnant went to the ultrasound center of the accused Dr. Anil Sabhani and if accused prompted them for sex determination, a signal was to be given to other team members by Dr. Kewal Kumar. After the sex determinatio
	PW 7 deposed that on 11.10.2001 at about 11:00 A.M. as per the orders of Dr. B.S. Dahiya Civil Surgeon, Faridabad, he was a members of Team of Dr. C. Paul made under the PNDT Act for raiding the ultrasound center. As per their programme Dr. Kewal Kumar, Dr. Rekha and patient Mrs. Madhu, who was pregnant went to the ultrasound center of the accused Dr. Anil Sabhani and if accused prompted them for sex determination, a signal was to be given to other team members by Dr. Kewal Kumar. After the sex determinatio

	PW 8 deposed that on 11.10.2001 she was present along with Dr.B.S. Dahiya, Dr. C. Paul, Dr. C. Paul was the in-charge of raiding team along with Dr. Rekha Mishra, Dr. Snehlata, Dr. Kewal Kumar and Shri Bijender and they went to raid the ultrasound center as complaints had been received about the accused conducting sex determination of pregnant women. Dr. Kewal Kumar took along with him one decoy patient Mrs. Madhu to get her ultrasonography done. Dr. Kewal Krmar accompanied Mrs. Madhu be attendant and he wa
	PW 8 deposed that on 11.10.2001 she was present along with Dr.B.S. Dahiya, Dr. C. Paul, Dr. C. Paul was the in-charge of raiding team along with Dr. Rekha Mishra, Dr. Snehlata, Dr. Kewal Kumar and Shri Bijender and they went to raid the ultrasound center as complaints had been received about the accused conducting sex determination of pregnant women. Dr. Kewal Kumar took along with him one decoy patient Mrs. Madhu to get her ultrasonography done. Dr. Kewal Krmar accompanied Mrs. Madhu be attendant and he wa


	members admitted having taken the money for special checkup and to determine the sex of the patient. The admission of the accused is Ex. PW. 3/B and bear the signatures of the witness.
	members admitted having taken the money for special checkup and to determine the sex of the patient. The admission of the accused is Ex. PW. 3/B and bear the signatures of the witness.
	members admitted having taken the money for special checkup and to determine the sex of the patient. The admission of the accused is Ex. PW. 3/B and bear the signatures of the witness.

	PW 9 deposed that on 11.10.2001 he was posted as ASDC at Faridabad and on the same day along with Dr.C. Paul and his team went to Palwal at Anil Ultrasound Centre where a raid was conducted. Dr. C. Paul was the in-charge of the raiding team consisting of Dr. Rekha Mishra, Dr. Snehlata, Dr. Bhagat, Dr. Praveen Kumar, Dr. Mini Vohra and Bijender Alhawat and others along with a video camera. This raiding team had been prepared on the directions of the Chief Medical Officer Dr. Dahiya. The raid team was prepare
	PW 9 deposed that on 11.10.2001 he was posted as ASDC at Faridabad and on the same day along with Dr.C. Paul and his team went to Palwal at Anil Ultrasound Centre where a raid was conducted. Dr. C. Paul was the in-charge of the raiding team consisting of Dr. Rekha Mishra, Dr. Snehlata, Dr. Bhagat, Dr. Praveen Kumar, Dr. Mini Vohra and Bijender Alhawat and others along with a video camera. This raiding team had been prepared on the directions of the Chief Medical Officer Dr. Dahiya. The raid team was prepare

	12. On the basis of the statement of these witness, who have clearly deposed about the initial visit of patient with the team members to the ultrasound center of the accused, where he disclosed the foetus of their sex to them and later on the raid conducted by the entire team at the ultrasound center of accused where he was found having conducted sex determination of patient Mrs. Madhu and also on the basis of the record taken into custody, which was not prepared by the accused as per the requirement of the
	12. On the basis of the statement of these witness, who have clearly deposed about the initial visit of patient with the team members to the ultrasound center of the accused, where he disclosed the foetus of their sex to them and later on the raid conducted by the entire team at the ultrasound center of accused where he was found having conducted sex determination of patient Mrs. Madhu and also on the basis of the record taken into custody, which was not prepared by the accused as per the requirement of the

	13. The learned defence counsel cross examined the witnesses of the prosecution and argued that the accused have been falsely implicated in this case due to some personal motive of the raiding team and the accused have never conducted any sex determination upon any patient. It was argued by the learned defence counsel that the Act provides for complaint to be received on which the ultrasound center could have been checked, but there is no written complaint produced by the prosecution to show about any compl
	13. The learned defence counsel cross examined the witnesses of the prosecution and argued that the accused have been falsely implicated in this case due to some personal motive of the raiding team and the accused have never conducted any sex determination upon any patient. It was argued by the learned defence counsel that the Act provides for complaint to be received on which the ultrasound center could have been checked, but there is no written complaint produced by the prosecution to show about any compl

	14. It was further pointed out that PW 2 in his examination in chief has deposed about recording statement of decoy patient at the spot itself whereas PW 1 has deposed that the same were recorded in his office. PW 2 admits that PW 1 was a member of the raiding team, which was denied by PW 1, PW 2 also deposed that decoy patients were only known to him 8-10 days prior to the raid and it was argued that his shows the arrangement made by the team to fabricate a false case against the accused. PW 2 further admi
	14. It was further pointed out that PW 2 in his examination in chief has deposed about recording statement of decoy patient at the spot itself whereas PW 1 has deposed that the same were recorded in his office. PW 2 admits that PW 1 was a member of the raiding team, which was denied by PW 1, PW 2 also deposed that decoy patients were only known to him 8-10 days prior to the raid and it was argued that his shows the arrangement made by the team to fabricate a false case against the accused. PW 2 further admi


	deposed that patient Mrs. Madhu was introduced to on 11.10.2001 whereas earlier he has deposed about having known the patient for more than one year. She further deposed that the Chief Medical Officer gave approximately Rs.1400/- to Mrs. Santos whereas PW 2 has deposed otherwise. This witness further deposed that there was no written complaint about the accused.
	deposed that patient Mrs. Madhu was introduced to on 11.10.2001 whereas earlier he has deposed about having known the patient for more than one year. She further deposed that the Chief Medical Officer gave approximately Rs.1400/- to Mrs. Santos whereas PW 2 has deposed otherwise. This witness further deposed that there was no written complaint about the accused.
	deposed that patient Mrs. Madhu was introduced to on 11.10.2001 whereas earlier he has deposed about having known the patient for more than one year. She further deposed that the Chief Medical Officer gave approximately Rs.1400/- to Mrs. Santos whereas PW 2 has deposed otherwise. This witness further deposed that there was no written complaint about the accused.

	15. The learned defence counsel further pointed out to the cross examination of PW 4 and argued that PW 4 is merely deposing about hear say evidence as proceedings allegedly having taken place inside the clinic were not in her presence. This witness deposed about Dr. B.S. Dahiya being with the Task Force, which is denied by PW1 Dr. B.S. Dahiya. IT was further deposed by this witness that Dr. Dahiys gave currency notes to Dr. C. Paul, which were signed by Dr. C. Paul, but PW 3 deposed otherwise. She further 
	15. The learned defence counsel further pointed out to the cross examination of PW 4 and argued that PW 4 is merely deposing about hear say evidence as proceedings allegedly having taken place inside the clinic were not in her presence. This witness deposed about Dr. B.S. Dahiya being with the Task Force, which is denied by PW1 Dr. B.S. Dahiya. IT was further deposed by this witness that Dr. Dahiys gave currency notes to Dr. C. Paul, which were signed by Dr. C. Paul, but PW 3 deposed otherwise. She further 

	16. Apart from this the leaned defence counsel has also placed reliance upon the defence witnesses examined by the accused which included the decoy patients Madhu as DW 1, DW 2 Santosh, DW 3 Sohal Pal and by way of documentary evidence reliance was placed upon an affidavit of Mrs. Madhu Ex. D 1, affidavit of Mrs. Santosh Ex. D 2 and that of Sohal Pal Ex. D 3.
	16. Apart from this the leaned defence counsel has also placed reliance upon the defence witnesses examined by the accused which included the decoy patients Madhu as DW 1, DW 2 Santosh, DW 3 Sohal Pal and by way of documentary evidence reliance was placed upon an affidavit of Mrs. Madhu Ex. D 1, affidavit of Mrs. Santosh Ex. D 2 and that of Sohal Pal Ex. D 3.

	17. In the defence DW 1 deposed that she had come to the court to depose as a witness about 10-11 months back, but on that day her statement was not recorded and she had given one affidavit Ex.D 1. She further deposed that about 3-4 years back the doctors of Government Hospital had brought her from her house and told her to get her free ultrasound done and free treatment. They took her to several Hospital including Siri Ram Hospital and her ultrasound was done in B.K. Hospital and she was told that one more
	17. In the defence DW 1 deposed that she had come to the court to depose as a witness about 10-11 months back, but on that day her statement was not recorded and she had given one affidavit Ex.D 1. She further deposed that about 3-4 years back the doctors of Government Hospital had brought her from her house and told her to get her free ultrasound done and free treatment. They took her to several Hospital including Siri Ram Hospital and her ultrasound was done in B.K. Hospital and she was told that one more

	DW 2 meanwhile deposed that about 11 months back she had given one affidavit Ex D 2 and she never got her ultrasound done from the ultrasound center of the accused and never enquired about sex of foetus and statement was not recorded before the Chief Medical Officer although her signatures were obtained on blank papers. She had never come to Palwal. She was told about her foetus by the doctor of B.K. Hospital and she had been brought to Palwal to create a scene at the ultrasound center of accused and on the
	DW 2 meanwhile deposed that about 11 months back she had given one affidavit Ex D 2 and she never got her ultrasound done from the ultrasound center of the accused and never enquired about sex of foetus and statement was not recorded before the Chief Medical Officer although her signatures were obtained on blank papers. She had never come to Palwal. She was told about her foetus by the doctor of B.K. Hospital and she had been brought to Palwal to create a scene at the ultrasound center of accused and on the


	DW 3 was the husband if DW 2 and deposed that he had given one affidavit Ex. D in this court. He along with his wife and been brought by Government doctors of B.K. Hospital on the pretext of getting them treated free and getting ultrasound done and they were asked to say that the ultrasound had been done by the accused whereas ultrasound of his wife was done in B.K. Hospital. They never got recorded any statement in the office of the Chief Medical Officer and their signatures were obtained on blank papers.
	DW 3 was the husband if DW 2 and deposed that he had given one affidavit Ex. D in this court. He along with his wife and been brought by Government doctors of B.K. Hospital on the pretext of getting them treated free and getting ultrasound done and they were asked to say that the ultrasound had been done by the accused whereas ultrasound of his wife was done in B.K. Hospital. They never got recorded any statement in the office of the Chief Medical Officer and their signatures were obtained on blank papers.
	DW 3 was the husband if DW 2 and deposed that he had given one affidavit Ex. D in this court. He along with his wife and been brought by Government doctors of B.K. Hospital on the pretext of getting them treated free and getting ultrasound done and they were asked to say that the ultrasound had been done by the accused whereas ultrasound of his wife was done in B.K. Hospital. They never got recorded any statement in the office of the Chief Medical Officer and their signatures were obtained on blank papers.

	18. Pointing out to the discrepant statements made by the witness examined and the fact that the recorded version was never put to the accused and the fact that the decoy patients Mrs. Madhu and Mrs. Santosh along with Sohal Pal were not supporting the alleged prosecution case and they had also deposed that they were never a part of the raiding team and were only joined to fabricate a false case against the accused, it was argued by the learned defence counsel that the circumstances clearly show that accuse
	18. Pointing out to the discrepant statements made by the witness examined and the fact that the recorded version was never put to the accused and the fact that the decoy patients Mrs. Madhu and Mrs. Santosh along with Sohal Pal were not supporting the alleged prosecution case and they had also deposed that they were never a part of the raiding team and were only joined to fabricate a false case against the accused, it was argued by the learned defence counsel that the circumstances clearly show that accuse

	19. Statements of the accused were record under section 313 Cr.P.C. wherein they have submitted that a false case has been fabricated upon them and they deserve to be acquitted. In their defence evidence the accused have examined D W 1 Madhu, DW 2 Santosh and DW 3 Sohan Pal and in documentary evidence, the accused placed reliance upon affidavit of the aforesaid witness Ex. D 1 to Ex. D 3.
	19. Statements of the accused were record under section 313 Cr.P.C. wherein they have submitted that a false case has been fabricated upon them and they deserve to be acquitted. In their defence evidence the accused have examined D W 1 Madhu, DW 2 Santosh and DW 3 Sohan Pal and in documentary evidence, the accused placed reliance upon affidavit of the aforesaid witness Ex. D 1 to Ex. D 3.

	20. It is pertinent to note here that the present case registered on the basis of a complaint was one of the earlier cases registered under the Pre conception and Pre Natal Diagnostic Techniques (Prohibition of Sex Selection) Act. 1994 (here in after to be referred as the Act). In the past Pre Natal diagnostic centers sprang up in the urban areas of the country using pre natal diagnostic techniques for determination of sex of the foetus. Such centers became very popular and their growth was tremendous as th
	20. It is pertinent to note here that the present case registered on the basis of a complaint was one of the earlier cases registered under the Pre conception and Pre Natal Diagnostic Techniques (Prohibition of Sex Selection) Act. 1994 (here in after to be referred as the Act). In the past Pre Natal diagnostic centers sprang up in the urban areas of the country using pre natal diagnostic techniques for determination of sex of the foetus. Such centers became very popular and their growth was tremendous as th

	22. The object and reasons for which the present Act was formulated were as follows:-
	22. The object and reasons for which the present Act was formulated were as follows:-

	To prohibit pre natal diagnostic techniques for determination of sex of the foetus leading to female foeticide . Such abuse of Techniques is discriminatory against the female sex and affects the dignity and status of women. A legislation is required to regulate the use of such techniques and to provide deterrent punishment to stop such inhuman act.
	To prohibit pre natal diagnostic techniques for determination of sex of the foetus leading to female foeticide . Such abuse of Techniques is discriminatory against the female sex and affects the dignity and status of women. A legislation is required to regulate the use of such techniques and to provide deterrent punishment to stop such inhuman act.

	i. prohibition of the misuse of pre natal diagnostic techniques for determination of sex feotus, leading to female foeticide;
	i. prohibition of the misuse of pre natal diagnostic techniques for determination of sex feotus, leading to female foeticide;

	ii. prohibition of advertisement of prenatal diagnostic techniques for detection or determination of sex;
	ii. prohibition of advertisement of prenatal diagnostic techniques for detection or determination of sex;

	iii. permission and regulation of the use of prenatal diagnostic techniques for the purpose of detection of specific genetic abnormalities disorders;
	iii. permission and regulation of the use of prenatal diagnostic techniques for the purpose of detection of specific genetic abnormalities disorders;

	iv. permitting the use of such techniques only under certain conditions by the registered institutions; and
	iv. permitting the use of such techniques only under certain conditions by the registered institutions; and

	v. punishment for violation of the provisions of the proposed legislation.
	v. punishment for violation of the provisions of the proposed legislation.


	23. It is also pertinent to note that being the first of its kind cases under the Act and having been registered on the basis of the complaint filed by the District Appropriate Authority there never was the role of any prosecuting agency as such like police or some other organizations related to the prosecution agency to investigate the case and conduct investigation or record statements of witnesses or visit the site. All this work was done by the complainants, which was a team of doctors under the Distric
	23. It is also pertinent to note that being the first of its kind cases under the Act and having been registered on the basis of the complaint filed by the District Appropriate Authority there never was the role of any prosecuting agency as such like police or some other organizations related to the prosecution agency to investigate the case and conduct investigation or record statements of witnesses or visit the site. All this work was done by the complainants, which was a team of doctors under the Distric
	23. It is also pertinent to note that being the first of its kind cases under the Act and having been registered on the basis of the complaint filed by the District Appropriate Authority there never was the role of any prosecuting agency as such like police or some other organizations related to the prosecution agency to investigate the case and conduct investigation or record statements of witnesses or visit the site. All this work was done by the complainants, which was a team of doctors under the Distric

	24. The present Act came into force in view of the declining sex ratio between the male and female child in India and the sex ratio in Northern India is getting worse day by day. The child sex ratio in Punjab has fallen from 793 in 2001 to 776 in 2003 and in Haryana from 820 to 807 during this period. Himachal Pradesh, Uttar Pradesh, Rajasthan, Gujarat and Bihar are the other states where the child sex ratio is worse and declining further.
	24. The present Act came into force in view of the declining sex ratio between the male and female child in India and the sex ratio in Northern India is getting worse day by day. The child sex ratio in Punjab has fallen from 793 in 2001 to 776 in 2003 and in Haryana from 820 to 807 during this period. Himachal Pradesh, Uttar Pradesh, Rajasthan, Gujarat and Bihar are the other states where the child sex ratio is worse and declining further.

	(a) The learned defence counsel in the present case has cross examined the witnesses of the prosecution at length and tried to bring to notice the discrepancies in the statements of the witnesses and some minor contradictions here and there. It is to be noted that the present case although triable as a criminal case, but still the handling of the case under this Act can not be replica of what is seen or looked for in other criminal cases such as cases relating to hurt or injury. In cases relating to hurt or
	(a) The learned defence counsel in the present case has cross examined the witnesses of the prosecution at length and tried to bring to notice the discrepancies in the statements of the witnesses and some minor contradictions here and there. It is to be noted that the present case although triable as a criminal case, but still the handling of the case under this Act can not be replica of what is seen or looked for in other criminal cases such as cases relating to hurt or injury. In cases relating to hurt or

	(b) From the perusal of the evidence on the file and cross examination conducted by the learned defence
	(b) From the perusal of the evidence on the file and cross examination conducted by the learned defence

	counsel on the witnesses of the prosecution some things became very clear and the same are as follows:-
	counsel on the witnesses of the prosecution some things became very clear and the same are as follows:-

	There was a team of doctors and other members which had raided the clinic of the accused; There was the presence of the decoy patients along with the said team;
	There was a team of doctors and other members which had raided the clinic of the accused; There was the presence of the decoy patients along with the said team;

	The team raided the clinic of the accused and questioned him;
	The team raided the clinic of the accused and questioned him;

	There were some admissions made by the accused in writing and in secretly recorded audio tape before the team. With the above points in mind, the arguments of the learned defence counsel can not to be looked into. The major thrust of the arguments of the learned defence counsel was with regard to contradiction in the statements of the witnesses. It was argued that some witnesses have deposed about the presence of Civil Surgeon cum Appropriate Authority, Faridabad in the raiding team while he himself has den
	There were some admissions made by the accused in writing and in secretly recorded audio tape before the team. With the above points in mind, the arguments of the learned defence counsel can not to be looked into. The major thrust of the arguments of the learned defence counsel was with regard to contradiction in the statements of the witnesses. It was argued that some witnesses have deposed about the presence of Civil Surgeon cum Appropriate Authority, Faridabad in the raiding team while he himself has den

	The learned defence counsel had also argued that about the handing over the currency notes being stated differently by the different witnesses. It was argued that as per PW 1 he paid Rs.1800/- for decoy patient Madhu whereas the other witnesses have deposed that the money was given by PW 1 to Dr. C.Paul. Here it is pertinent to note that PW 1 has only deposed about having given Rs.1800/- ‘for’ decoy patients Madhu and it was never deposed by him that he had given any money ‘to’ patient Madhu. It was always 
	The learned defence counsel had also argued that about the handing over the currency notes being stated differently by the different witnesses. It was argued that as per PW 1 he paid Rs.1800/- for decoy patient Madhu whereas the other witnesses have deposed that the money was given by PW 1 to Dr. C.Paul. Here it is pertinent to note that PW 1 has only deposed about having given Rs.1800/- ‘for’ decoy patients Madhu and it was never deposed by him that he had given any money ‘to’ patient Madhu. It was always 
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	PW 1 to Dr. C. Paul and he signed that same and he gave them to Dr.Kewal Kumar, who was acting as the attendant of patient Madhu and who used the said currency notes in the clinic when demand was made by the accused of sum of Rs.1200/- to report about the sex of the foetus of patient Madhu.
	PW 1 to Dr. C. Paul and he signed that same and he gave them to Dr.Kewal Kumar, who was acting as the attendant of patient Madhu and who used the said currency notes in the clinic when demand was made by the accused of sum of Rs.1200/- to report about the sex of the foetus of patient Madhu.
	PW 1 to Dr. C. Paul and he signed that same and he gave them to Dr.Kewal Kumar, who was acting as the attendant of patient Madhu and who used the said currency notes in the clinic when demand was made by the accused of sum of Rs.1200/- to report about the sex of the foetus of patient Madhu.

	It was further the argument of the learned defence counsel that there was never any written complaint against the accused and this has also been deposed by the witnesses and thus there was no ground to raid the clinic of the accused and he was never dong any illegal act. Hence a perusal of the statements of the witnesses recorded shows that it has been deposed by PW 1 himself that there was several oral complaints with regard to the accused indulging in sex determination in his clinic and as provided under 
	It was further the argument of the learned defence counsel that there was never any written complaint against the accused and this has also been deposed by the witnesses and thus there was no ground to raid the clinic of the accused and he was never dong any illegal act. Hence a perusal of the statements of the witnesses recorded shows that it has been deposed by PW 1 himself that there was several oral complaints with regard to the accused indulging in sex determination in his clinic and as provided under 

	It was further argued by the learned defence counsel that some witnesses who deposed, have only deposed on the basis of hear say evidence and the actual alleged occurrence had not taken place in their presence. This was in context to the case of prosecution and that on the exact date of raid Dr. Kewal Kumar along with patient Madhu and her husband had gone to the conversation that tool place inside the clinic could not, has been known first hand to the persons waiting outside. This contention and arguments 
	It was further argued by the learned defence counsel that some witnesses who deposed, have only deposed on the basis of hear say evidence and the actual alleged occurrence had not taken place in their presence. This was in context to the case of prosecution and that on the exact date of raid Dr. Kewal Kumar along with patient Madhu and her husband had gone to the conversation that tool place inside the clinic could not, has been known first hand to the persons waiting outside. This contention and arguments 

	It was further argued by the learned defence counsel that witness PW 3 has deposed about presence of police along with the team while others have denied this and this is a major contradiction, but the same can only be said to be a minor contradiction and expect for PW 3 no other witness deposed about presence of police with the raiding team and neither was this question asked to other witnesses.
	It was further argued by the learned defence counsel that witness PW 3 has deposed about presence of police along with the team while others have denied this and this is a major contradiction, but the same can only be said to be a minor contradiction and expect for PW 3 no other witness deposed about presence of police with the raiding team and neither was this question asked to other witnesses.

	It was further argued by the learned defence counsel that the witnesses have laid a great thrust on a tape recorded conversation between the accused and Dr. Kewal Kumar and patient Madhu inside the clinic since the same has not been proved as per law. The learned defence counsel although argued about this tape recorder conversation, but even the prosecution could prove this tape recorded conversation as per procedure laid down by the law. To prove this conversation which was the material evidence with the p
	It was further argued by the learned defence counsel that the witnesses have laid a great thrust on a tape recorded conversation between the accused and Dr. Kewal Kumar and patient Madhu inside the clinic since the same has not been proved as per law. The learned defence counsel although argued about this tape recorder conversation, but even the prosecution could prove this tape recorded conversation as per procedure laid down by the law. To prove this conversation which was the material evidence with the p

	Here it is important to say that the prosecution which was mainly consisting of the appropriate authority and his team members has not shown except for some members the same zeal that was shown when they formed a task force to check the violations of the Act and raided the clinic of the accused. Till the filing of the complaint, a lot of hard work went in the preparation and subsequent raid at the clinic of the accused but a perusal of the case file shows that some how the sing went missing after the filing
	Here it is important to say that the prosecution which was mainly consisting of the appropriate authority and his team members has not shown except for some members the same zeal that was shown when they formed a task force to check the violations of the Act and raided the clinic of the accused. Till the filing of the complaint, a lot of hard work went in the preparation and subsequent raid at the clinic of the accused but a perusal of the case file shows that some how the sing went missing after the filing

	The learned defence counsel has also argued that the witnesses are laying great importance to confessional statement Ex. PW 3/B where as per prosecution both the accused have admitted about having violated the provisions of the Act and having conducted sex determination on the foetus of
	The learned defence counsel has also argued that the witnesses are laying great importance to confessional statement Ex. PW 3/B where as per prosecution both the accused have admitted about having violated the provisions of the Act and having conducted sex determination on the foetus of


	patient Madhu and where accused Dr. Anil admitted having accepted money for sex determination. It was argued that this so called confessional statement cannot be taken into consideration at all the Appropriate Authority had no right to obtain this statement and the same cannot be used as evidence against the accused. As earlier discussed, there was no opportunity in this case for any agency to conduct the investigation and what ever was best thought at the relevant time was done by the members of the raidin
	patient Madhu and where accused Dr. Anil admitted having accepted money for sex determination. It was argued that this so called confessional statement cannot be taken into consideration at all the Appropriate Authority had no right to obtain this statement and the same cannot be used as evidence against the accused. As earlier discussed, there was no opportunity in this case for any agency to conduct the investigation and what ever was best thought at the relevant time was done by the members of the raidin
	patient Madhu and where accused Dr. Anil admitted having accepted money for sex determination. It was argued that this so called confessional statement cannot be taken into consideration at all the Appropriate Authority had no right to obtain this statement and the same cannot be used as evidence against the accused. As earlier discussed, there was no opportunity in this case for any agency to conduct the investigation and what ever was best thought at the relevant time was done by the members of the raidin

	It is important to note that Ex. PW 3/B is in the hand of the accused themselves and this fact is also not denied by the accused and this document cannot be simply brushed aside by saying that the same is not admissible in evidence, when it is in the hand of the accused and accused have also failed miserably in showing any witness motive on the part of the members of the raiding team for raiding the clinic of the accused. The present documents is a circumstantial and corroborative evidence of the prosecutio
	It is important to note that Ex. PW 3/B is in the hand of the accused themselves and this fact is also not denied by the accused and this document cannot be simply brushed aside by saying that the same is not admissible in evidence, when it is in the hand of the accused and accused have also failed miserably in showing any witness motive on the part of the members of the raiding team for raiding the clinic of the accused. The present documents is a circumstantial and corroborative evidence of the prosecutio

	Another argument put forward by the learned defence counsel was with regard to the place of raid being a busy place and non joining of any independent witness from the public at large. The joining of any witness from the public who were present at the spot was not very material in the present case as the raiding team had taken a pre caution of joining Dr. Mini Vohra in its team, who was not a doctor working for the government, but in fact was private doctor was the secretary of the Indian Medical Associatio
	Another argument put forward by the learned defence counsel was with regard to the place of raid being a busy place and non joining of any independent witness from the public at large. The joining of any witness from the public who were present at the spot was not very material in the present case as the raiding team had taken a pre caution of joining Dr. Mini Vohra in its team, who was not a doctor working for the government, but in fact was private doctor was the secretary of the Indian Medical Associatio

	(c) The learned defence counsel also had with him three witnesses examined as defence witnesses i.e. Mrs. Madhu, Mrs. Santosh and Sohan Pal who were initially the witnesses of the prosecution and were not examined by them as their witnesses, but were examined by the accused as their defence withnesses. It is pertinent to mention that Mrs. Madhu and Mrs. Santosh were two of the alleged decoy patients whith the taks force and Sohan Pal was the husband of Mrs. Madhu, who accompanied the task force on the alleg
	(c) The learned defence counsel also had with him three witnesses examined as defence witnesses i.e. Mrs. Madhu, Mrs. Santosh and Sohan Pal who were initially the witnesses of the prosecution and were not examined by them as their witnesses, but were examined by the accused as their defence withnesses. It is pertinent to mention that Mrs. Madhu and Mrs. Santosh were two of the alleged decoy patients whith the taks force and Sohan Pal was the husband of Mrs. Madhu, who accompanied the task force on the alleg


	of these witnesses recorded on oath at any stage on the basis of which they could on oath at any stage on the basis of which they could be termed turning hostile, but there are some similar circumstances in the present case also. As per prosecution, after they had conducted the raid at the clinic of the accused, the raiding team had recorded the statements of these witnesses, which is Ex. PW. 2/F and Ex. PW.2/G being statement of Santosh and Madhu and in these statements, these witnesses had supported the c
	of these witnesses recorded on oath at any stage on the basis of which they could on oath at any stage on the basis of which they could be termed turning hostile, but there are some similar circumstances in the present case also. As per prosecution, after they had conducted the raid at the clinic of the accused, the raiding team had recorded the statements of these witnesses, which is Ex. PW. 2/F and Ex. PW.2/G being statement of Santosh and Madhu and in these statements, these witnesses had supported the c
	of these witnesses recorded on oath at any stage on the basis of which they could on oath at any stage on the basis of which they could be termed turning hostile, but there are some similar circumstances in the present case also. As per prosecution, after they had conducted the raid at the clinic of the accused, the raiding team had recorded the statements of these witnesses, which is Ex. PW. 2/F and Ex. PW.2/G being statement of Santosh and Madhu and in these statements, these witnesses had supported the c

	A perusal of cross examination of DW 2 shows that she denied her presence on 11.10.2001 at the clinic of the accused where as in her examination in chief says that she was made to create a scene on 11.10.2001 by the team members and on the same lines was her affidavit Ex. D 2 on which she was placing reliance. It is also pertinent to note that shese witnesses have stated in their cross examination that they were brought to depose in the witness box by the accused and this shows that why these witnesses were
	A perusal of cross examination of DW 2 shows that she denied her presence on 11.10.2001 at the clinic of the accused where as in her examination in chief says that she was made to create a scene on 11.10.2001 by the team members and on the same lines was her affidavit Ex. D 2 on which she was placing reliance. It is also pertinent to note that shese witnesses have stated in their cross examination that they were brought to depose in the witness box by the accused and this shows that why these witnesses were

	A perusal of the testimony of these defence witnesses shows that although initially these witnesses had joined the task force members for a very noble cause and the circumstances also required the presence of such witnesses to expose the violation and practice of the accused there was the necessity of pregnant woman on whom the accused could conduct the sex determination and he could be caught.A perusal of the statements of the witnesses shows that PW 3 had arranged for these decoy patients, but persuing th
	A perusal of the testimony of these defence witnesses shows that although initially these witnesses had joined the task force members for a very noble cause and the circumstances also required the presence of such witnesses to expose the violation and practice of the accused there was the necessity of pregnant woman on whom the accused could conduct the sex determination and he could be caught.A perusal of the statements of the witnesses shows that PW 3 had arranged for these decoy patients, but persuing th


	seem to have been left in the lurch and thus they became easy prey for the accused to use them as his witnesses instead of being the witnesses of the task force members. Here the need arises to take care of such witnesses who by going against all odds tried to help the prosecution with its case which was for noble cause and then none cared to look back at these witnesses and the circumstances in which they were maintaining themselves. The above observation would show that the testimony of these defence witn
	seem to have been left in the lurch and thus they became easy prey for the accused to use them as his witnesses instead of being the witnesses of the task force members. Here the need arises to take care of such witnesses who by going against all odds tried to help the prosecution with its case which was for noble cause and then none cared to look back at these witnesses and the circumstances in which they were maintaining themselves. The above observation would show that the testimony of these defence witn
	seem to have been left in the lurch and thus they became easy prey for the accused to use them as his witnesses instead of being the witnesses of the task force members. Here the need arises to take care of such witnesses who by going against all odds tried to help the prosecution with its case which was for noble cause and then none cared to look back at these witnesses and the circumstances in which they were maintaining themselves. The above observation would show that the testimony of these defence witn

	(d) Having a look at the case of prosecution in its entirety some thing that come forward and are to be looked at is that the sex ratio in India and more so in the states of Punjab and Haryana has always been a matter of concern but this concern sounded a red alert when the state entered the 21st century with a sex ratio of 776 per 1000 and 807 per 1000 respectively. A question that can be asked is as to where the missing girls are? The obvious answer is that they have either been eliminated even before the
	(d) Having a look at the case of prosecution in its entirety some thing that come forward and are to be looked at is that the sex ratio in India and more so in the states of Punjab and Haryana has always been a matter of concern but this concern sounded a red alert when the state entered the 21st century with a sex ratio of 776 per 1000 and 807 per 1000 respectively. A question that can be asked is as to where the missing girls are? The obvious answer is that they have either been eliminated even before the

	When ever a person goes to the ultrasonologist for determination of the sex of the foetus, the act is not alone of the persons like the accused, but equal role is also played by the patient and his family members. On the mere instigation of the person like the accused no same person would agree to abort their child until time they have an interest in the termination of the pregnancy. The persons like the the accused cannot force any person to know the sex of the child till the said person is also interested
	When ever a person goes to the ultrasonologist for determination of the sex of the foetus, the act is not alone of the persons like the accused, but equal role is also played by the patient and his family members. On the mere instigation of the person like the accused no same person would agree to abort their child until time they have an interest in the termination of the pregnancy. The persons like the the accused cannot force any person to know the sex of the child till the said person is also interested

	(e) A perusal of the complaint of the prosecution shows that to nab the accused a great effort was put in by the task force members as a result of which they initially visited the clinic of the accused with decoy patient Santosh and were conveyed a female foetus by the accused. To further certify the act of the accused, the team members visitied the clinic on 5.10.2001 with patient Raveeta and she was disclosed having male foetus on 8.10.01 and charged the fees amounting to Rs. 1200/- By verifying the act o
	(e) A perusal of the complaint of the prosecution shows that to nab the accused a great effort was put in by the task force members as a result of which they initially visited the clinic of the accused with decoy patient Santosh and were conveyed a female foetus by the accused. To further certify the act of the accused, the team members visitied the clinic on 5.10.2001 with patient Raveeta and she was disclosed having male foetus on 8.10.01 and charged the fees amounting to Rs. 1200/- By verifying the act o


	“5. Writeen consent of pregnant woman and prohibition of communicating the sex of foetus:-
	“5. Writeen consent of pregnant woman and prohibition of communicating the sex of foetus:-
	“5. Writeen consent of pregnant woman and prohibition of communicating the sex of foetus:-

	(1) No person referred to in clause (2) of section 3 shall conduct the pre-natal diagnostic procedures unless:
	(1) No person referred to in clause (2) of section 3 shall conduct the pre-natal diagnostic procedures unless:

	2. He has explained all known side and after effects of such procedures to the pregnant woman concerned;
	2. He has explained all known side and after effects of such procedures to the pregnant woman concerned;

	3. He has obtained in the prescribed form her written consent to undergo such procedures in the language which she understands; and
	3. He has obtained in the prescribed form her written consent to undergo such procedures in the language which she understands; and

	4. A copy of her written consent obtained under clause (b) is given to the pregnant woman”
	4. A copy of her written consent obtained under clause (b) is given to the pregnant woman”

	A perusal of the records taken into custody from the accused, however, shows the violations of this section as some ultrasound report cards taken into custody from the spot show that the requirement of Act has not been met at all by the accused and during their entire defence, the accused have also failed to prove or show that there was no violation of this section by them. There was also violations of section 4(1), 4(2) and 4(3) of the Act to maintain proper record by the ultrasound center and the patient 
	A perusal of the records taken into custody from the accused, however, shows the violations of this section as some ultrasound report cards taken into custody from the spot show that the requirement of Act has not been met at all by the accused and during their entire defence, the accused have also failed to prove or show that there was no violation of this section by them. There was also violations of section 4(1), 4(2) and 4(3) of the Act to maintain proper record by the ultrasound center and the patient 

	“29 Maintenance of Record:
	“29 Maintenance of Record:

	(1) All records, charts, forms” reports, consent letters and all the documents required to be maintained under this Act and the rules shall be preserved for a period of two years or for such period as may be prescribed.
	(1) All records, charts, forms” reports, consent letters and all the documents required to be maintained under this Act and the rules shall be preserved for a period of two years or for such period as may be prescribed.

	Provided that, if any criminal or other proceedings are instituted against any genetic clinic, the records and all other documents of such center, laboratory or clinic shall be preserved till the final disposal of such proceedings.
	Provided that, if any criminal or other proceedings are instituted against any genetic clinic, the records and all other documents of such center, laboratory or clinic shall be preserved till the final disposal of such proceedings.

	(2) All such records shall, at all reasonable times, be made available for inspection to the appropriate authority or to any other persons authorized by the appropriate authority in this behalf.
	(2) All such records shall, at all reasonable times, be made available for inspection to the appropriate authority or to any other persons authorized by the appropriate authority in this behalf.

	Rule 9 of the Act was also violated by the accused along with section 29 with regard to nonmaintenance of proper records and the accused also did not maintain proper records as required under Form-F. The entire records of the accused taken into custody show that Form-F has not at all been maintained by the accused, which contains a declaration of the pregnant woman and declaration of the person conducting ultrasonography which mentions in the declaration that the woman did not want to know the sex of her f
	Rule 9 of the Act was also violated by the accused along with section 29 with regard to nonmaintenance of proper records and the accused also did not maintain proper records as required under Form-F. The entire records of the accused taken into custody show that Form-F has not at all been maintained by the accused, which contains a declaration of the pregnant woman and declaration of the person conducting ultrasonography which mentions in the declaration that the woman did not want to know the sex of her f

	(f) A perusal of the testimony of the witnesses also shows that there have been admissions of the act of the accused at several places. What PW-2Dr.C.Paul deposed in his examination-in-chief about the raid at the clinic of the accused and disclosing of sex of foetus by the accused and also the recovery of currency notes has not at all been denied in the cross-examination of the witnesses which would amount to its admission. The accused also admitted to the document Ex.PW.3/B being in their own hand during c
	(f) A perusal of the testimony of the witnesses also shows that there have been admissions of the act of the accused at several places. What PW-2Dr.C.Paul deposed in his examination-in-chief about the raid at the clinic of the accused and disclosing of sex of foetus by the accused and also the recovery of currency notes has not at all been denied in the cross-examination of the witnesses which would amount to its admission. The accused also admitted to the document Ex.PW.3/B being in their own hand during c


	to him that only a sum of Rs. 300/- was paid for patient Madhu and only a normal ultrasound was conducted by the accused upon patient Madhu, which she was trying to deny in her testimony in the witness box. All the witnesses who were the members of the task force have deposed in one breath about the admissions made by the accused in their presence as also the recovery of currency notes and for the sake of repetition accused have failed miserably to show any ulterior motive of the part of any of the witness 
	to him that only a sum of Rs. 300/- was paid for patient Madhu and only a normal ultrasound was conducted by the accused upon patient Madhu, which she was trying to deny in her testimony in the witness box. All the witnesses who were the members of the task force have deposed in one breath about the admissions made by the accused in their presence as also the recovery of currency notes and for the sake of repetition accused have failed miserably to show any ulterior motive of the part of any of the witness 
	to him that only a sum of Rs. 300/- was paid for patient Madhu and only a normal ultrasound was conducted by the accused upon patient Madhu, which she was trying to deny in her testimony in the witness box. All the witnesses who were the members of the task force have deposed in one breath about the admissions made by the accused in their presence as also the recovery of currency notes and for the sake of repetition accused have failed miserably to show any ulterior motive of the part of any of the witness 

	25. The above detailed observations and the circumstantial and corroborative piece of evidence and the records taken into custody from the accused clearly proves the point of determination of the prosecution about the accused having been found contravening the provision of Section 6 (a) and 6 (b) of the Act when a raid was conducted at their clinic and further the accused having been found conducting PNDTprocedure in violation of section 5 (1) and 5 (2) of the Act and using ultrasound center for conducting 
	25. The above detailed observations and the circumstantial and corroborative piece of evidence and the records taken into custody from the accused clearly proves the point of determination of the prosecution about the accused having been found contravening the provision of Section 6 (a) and 6 (b) of the Act when a raid was conducted at their clinic and further the accused having been found conducting PNDTprocedure in violation of section 5 (1) and 5 (2) of the Act and using ultrasound center for conducting 


	Sd/-
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	Sd/-


	Announced: Sub Divisional Judicial Magistrate
	Announced: Sub Divisional Judicial Magistrate
	Announced: Sub Divisional Judicial Magistrate

	Dt: 25.3.2006 Palwal. 25.3.2006
	Dt: 25.3.2006 Palwal. 25.3.2006


	JUDGEMENT CONTINUED:
	JUDGEMENT CONTINUED:
	JUDGEMENT CONTINUED:


	Present : APP for the State/Complainant
	Present : APP for the State/Complainant
	Present : APP for the State/Complainant

	Both convicts in person with Sh. R.A. Gupta, Advocate
	Both convicts in person with Sh. R.A. Gupta, Advocate


	ORDER OF SENTENCE
	ORDER OF SENTENCE
	ORDER OF SENTENCE


	1. Arguments on the point of quantum of sentence heard. Convict Dr. Anil Sabhani has stated that he is the sole bread earner of the family with an old mother and small children to look after. He is doctor by profession and not a previous convict and a lenient view to taken against him. Convict Kartar Singh has meanwhile stated that he is not a previous convict and has old parents and small children to look after. He is the sole bread earner of the family and a lenient view taken against him. The learned cou
	1. Arguments on the point of quantum of sentence heard. Convict Dr. Anil Sabhani has stated that he is the sole bread earner of the family with an old mother and small children to look after. He is doctor by profession and not a previous convict and a lenient view to taken against him. Convict Kartar Singh has meanwhile stated that he is not a previous convict and has old parents and small children to look after. He is the sole bread earner of the family and a lenient view taken against him. The learned cou
	1. Arguments on the point of quantum of sentence heard. Convict Dr. Anil Sabhani has stated that he is the sole bread earner of the family with an old mother and small children to look after. He is doctor by profession and not a previous convict and a lenient view to taken against him. Convict Kartar Singh has meanwhile stated that he is not a previous convict and has old parents and small children to look after. He is the sole bread earner of the family and a lenient view taken against him. The learned cou

	2. I have heard the convict, their counsel as also the learned APP for the State. The convicts have prayed for a lenient view against them, but in my considered view they could not deserve the leniency prayed for. As earlier discussed due to the illegal acts of the persons like the convicts the sex ratio is declining day by day in the country and in the State and because of the persons like the convicts the day is not far when there would be no girl child around. In the present case, the convicts orally con
	2. I have heard the convict, their counsel as also the learned APP for the State. The convicts have prayed for a lenient view against them, but in my considered view they could not deserve the leniency prayed for. As earlier discussed due to the illegal acts of the persons like the convicts the sex ratio is declining day by day in the country and in the State and because of the persons like the convicts the day is not far when there would be no girl child around. In the present case, the convicts orally con


	“If the doctor tell us to come and get the report on Monday, we know it’s a boy. Friday means a firl,” says Sarla, proud mother of three strapping boys in Kamal’s Chonchda village. Her neighbour’s doctor adopted a slightly different modus operandi signature in red ink to indicate a girl child and blue for a boy. “No words are exchanged. It’s an unspoken thing and one doesn’t even have to ask,” she says. If the doctor doesn’t’t oblige, some tout does.”
	“If the doctor tell us to come and get the report on Monday, we know it’s a boy. Friday means a firl,” says Sarla, proud mother of three strapping boys in Kamal’s Chonchda village. Her neighbour’s doctor adopted a slightly different modus operandi signature in red ink to indicate a girl child and blue for a boy. “No words are exchanged. It’s an unspoken thing and one doesn’t even have to ask,” she says. If the doctor doesn’t’t oblige, some tout does.”
	“If the doctor tell us to come and get the report on Monday, we know it’s a boy. Friday means a firl,” says Sarla, proud mother of three strapping boys in Kamal’s Chonchda village. Her neighbour’s doctor adopted a slightly different modus operandi signature in red ink to indicate a girl child and blue for a boy. “No words are exchanged. It’s an unspoken thing and one doesn’t even have to ask,” she says. If the doctor doesn’t’t oblige, some tout does.”

	3. It is further to be seen that Haryana’s infamously skewed sex ratio is not just about numbers though they are quite horrific 861 per 1000 males as per the 2001 census it’s also about attitudes. Combined with ultrasound technology that motorable roads, electricity and extensive urbanization have brought only closer home, this has translated into a dearth of brides. The statistics speak for themselves: 36.24% of men between 15 and 44 years of age ( the so-called reproductive or marriageable age) were tabul
	3. It is further to be seen that Haryana’s infamously skewed sex ratio is not just about numbers though they are quite horrific 861 per 1000 males as per the 2001 census it’s also about attitudes. Combined with ultrasound technology that motorable roads, electricity and extensive urbanization have brought only closer home, this has translated into a dearth of brides. The statistics speak for themselves: 36.24% of men between 15 and 44 years of age ( the so-called reproductive or marriageable age) were tabul

	4. The convicts together have indulging in a very serious crime. To kill a person who may have the opportunity to defend himself is a very serious offence, but even more serious is the offence where a person kills someone who is not even in a stage to defend himself. The determination of sex by persons like the convicts lead to the above reality where on determining the sex of the foetus as female the same is killed in a cruel manner. The act of the convicts is to be condemned and in my considered view the 
	4. The convicts together have indulging in a very serious crime. To kill a person who may have the opportunity to defend himself is a very serious offence, but even more serious is the offence where a person kills someone who is not even in a stage to defend himself. The determination of sex by persons like the convicts lead to the above reality where on determining the sex of the foetus as female the same is killed in a cruel manner. The act of the convicts is to be condemned and in my considered view the 

	Announced in open court: Sub Divisional Judicial Magistrate Dated 28th March 2006 Palwal 28.3.2006
	Announced in open court: Sub Divisional Judicial Magistrate Dated 28th March 2006 Palwal 28.3.2006


	NOTE: This judgment contains forty-nine pages and each page has been signed by me.
	NOTE: This judgment contains forty-nine pages and each page has been signed by me.
	NOTE: This judgment contains forty-nine pages and each page has been signed by me.


	Sub Divisional Judicial Magistrate Palwal 28.3.2006
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	IN THE COURT OF THE METROPOLITAN MAGISTRATE, 41ST CoURT, SHINDEWADI (DADAR), MUMBAI
	IN THE COURT OF THE METROPOLITAN MAGISTRATE, 41ST CoURT, SHINDEWADI (DADAR), MUMBAI
	IN THE COURT OF THE METROPOLITAN MAGISTRATE, 41ST CoURT, SHINDEWADI (DADAR), MUMBAI

	C. C. No. 10169/MS/2004
	C. C. No. 10169/MS/2004

	Decided on 14/08/2009
	Decided on 14/08/2009


	Mumbai Municipal Corporation (Through Legal Assistant of G/N - Ward) -Vs-
	Mumbai Municipal Corporation (Through Legal Assistant of G/N - Ward) -Vs-
	Mumbai Municipal Corporation (Through Legal Assistant of G/N - Ward) -Vs-

	1. Chhaya Rajesh Tated, Aged 42 yrs.
	1. Chhaya Rajesh Tated, Aged 42 yrs.

	2. Shubhangi Suresh Adkar, Age 62 yrs. Hon’ble Judge :R. V. Jambkar.
	2. Shubhangi Suresh Adkar, Age 62 yrs. Hon’ble Judge :R. V. Jambkar.

	Appearance : Ld. Adv. Mr. Engineer for Complainant,
	Appearance : Ld. Adv. Mr. Engineer for Complainant,

	Ld. Adv. Ghate for accused accused No.1.
	Ld. Adv. Ghate for accused accused No.1.

	Ld. Adv. Vedak for accused No.2.
	Ld. Adv. Vedak for accused No.2.


	CASE SUMMARY
	CASE SUMMARY
	CASE SUMMARY

	This is the first case of conviction recorded under the Act in the State of Maharashtra and was given wide publicity by the media, which it deserved, for the purpose of creating awareness and sensitization among the general public and the doctor community.
	This is the first case of conviction recorded under the Act in the State of Maharashtra and was given wide publicity by the media, which it deserved, for the purpose of creating awareness and sensitization among the general public and the doctor community.

	The facts of this case are peculiar and they pertain to the publication of an advertisement in the weekly magazine in connection with selection of the sex of foetus. In the weekly magazine, the Lokprabha dated 19/11/2004 and 03/12/2004 one advertisement was released by accused No. 1 to the effect that,
	The facts of this case are peculiar and they pertain to the publication of an advertisement in the weekly magazine in connection with selection of the sex of foetus. In the weekly magazine, the Lokprabha dated 19/11/2004 and 03/12/2004 one advertisement was released by accused No. 1 to the effect that,


	fdef cwa ! xa 2 am, 4 wt afdrra (di 12 V 6) ST. ntt vtvs (\$Taz faod)
	fdef cwa ! xa 2 am, 4 wt afdrra (di 12 V 6) ST. ntt vtvs (\$Taz faod)
	fdef cwa ! xa 2 am, 4 wt afdrra (di 12 V 6) ST. ntt vtvs (\$Taz faod)

	It. Zgj hT_, gzT ^dxg_Ta, xmxa n.
	It. Zgj hT_, gzT ^dxg_Ta, xmxa n.

	24464985 gT_. - nta~TOTa,
	24464985 gT_. - nta~TOTa,

	ATajIMIX 2341180.
	ATajIMIX 2341180.

	On 27/11/2004 P.W. No. 1 Dr. Kanchan after coming to know about the said advertisement, carried out an inspection of Shri Maternity and Nursing Home and found that no board was displayed there stating that sex of the foetus will not be determined. “’’.Further, the registration certificate was not displayed and register of cases was also not maintained. Hence both, accused No. 1 Dr. Chhaya Tated who has issued the advertisement and accused No. 2 Dr. Adkar who was owner of the said
	On 27/11/2004 P.W. No. 1 Dr. Kanchan after coming to know about the said advertisement, carried out an inspection of Shri Maternity and Nursing Home and found that no board was displayed there stating that sex of the foetus will not be determined. “’’.Further, the registration certificate was not displayed and register of cases was also not maintained. Hence both, accused No. 1 Dr. Chhaya Tated who has issued the advertisement and accused No. 2 Dr. Adkar who was owner of the said


	Nursing Home were prosecuted for the contravention of the provisions u/s 22 (3) and Rules 6 (2), 4 (1), (2), 9 (1) of the Act.
	Nursing Home were prosecuted for the contravention of the provisions u/s 22 (3) and Rules 6 (2), 4 (1), (2), 9 (1) of the Act.
	Nursing Home were prosecuted for the contravention of the provisions u/s 22 (3) and Rules 6 (2), 4 (1), (2), 9 (1) of the Act.

	Taking into consideration seriousness of the matter, the Court adopted the procedure laid down for warrant triable cases. Both the accused pleaded not guilty. Prosecution examined 4 witnesses in support of its case; whereas accused No. 1 examined herself in support of her defence that she has
	Taking into consideration seriousness of the matter, the Court adopted the procedure laid down for warrant triable cases. Both the accused pleaded not guilty. Prosecution examined 4 witnesses in support of its case; whereas accused No. 1 examined herself in support of her defence that she has

	actually communicated to issue the advertisement "want a child?” and not "want a son?” (ey go4?
	actually communicated to issue the advertisement "want a child?” and not "want a son?” (ey go4?

	and not eyx I3T;?) However there was mis-communication between her and her witness Sunil Patni. Moreover when she came to know that the advertisement was published in the magazine, she immediately informed the said publisher to issue a corrigendum which was accordingly published in Lokprabha magazine dated 31/12/2004.
	and not eyx I3T;?) However there was mis-communication between her and her witness Sunil Patni. Moreover when she came to know that the advertisement was published in the magazine, she immediately informed the said publisher to issue a corrigendum which was accordingly published in Lokprabha magazine dated 31/12/2004.

	The Court considered in detail the entire evidence on record, appreciated it in proper perspective and held that the defence raised by accused No. 1 was clearly an after thought. Both the accused were therefore held guilty for all the offences alleged against them and convicted and sentenced separately on each count to suffer R.I. for 3 years and to pay fine of Rs. 10,000/- each in default R.I. for further 3 months. (Para 20 & 32)
	The Court considered in detail the entire evidence on record, appreciated it in proper perspective and held that the defence raised by accused No. 1 was clearly an after thought. Both the accused were therefore held guilty for all the offences alleged against them and convicted and sentenced separately on each count to suffer R.I. for 3 years and to pay fine of Rs. 10,000/- each in default R.I. for further 3 months. (Para 20 & 32)

	The Judgment is positive in several aspects, like appreciation of evidence, adopting deterrent approach while imposing punishment considering the serious nature of the offence and also having regard to the object of the Act, the status of the accused in society as doctors and therefore expected to follow the law and not to commit the breach there of.
	The Judgment is positive in several aspects, like appreciation of evidence, adopting deterrent approach while imposing punishment considering the serious nature of the offence and also having regard to the object of the Act, the status of the accused in society as doctors and therefore expected to follow the law and not to commit the breach there of.


	JUDGMENT
	JUDGMENT
	JUDGMENT

	Per Hon’ble Mr. R. V. Jambkar.
	Per Hon’ble Mr. R. V. Jambkar.

	Charge : For the Offence Punishable u/s. 22(3) and Sec.23 for contravening provisions of Rules 4(1) (2), 6(2) 9(1) of Pre Natal Diagnostic Techniques Act, 1994 (Amended as The Pre-Conception & Pre-Natal Diagnostic Techniques (Prohibition of Sex Section) Act, 2003.
	Charge : For the Offence Punishable u/s. 22(3) and Sec.23 for contravening provisions of Rules 4(1) (2), 6(2) 9(1) of Pre Natal Diagnostic Techniques Act, 1994 (Amended as The Pre-Conception & Pre-Natal Diagnostic Techniques (Prohibition of Sex Section) Act, 2003.

	(Here-in-after referred as “P.N.D.T. Act”.)
	(Here-in-after referred as “P.N.D.T. Act”.)


	JUDGMENT (Delivered on 14/8/2009 )
	JUDGMENT (Delivered on 14/8/2009 )
	JUDGMENT (Delivered on 14/8/2009 )

	1. Accused - above named - are facing trial for the offence Punishable u/s. 22(3) and Sec.23 for contravening provisions of Rules 4(1) (2), 6(2), 9(1) of Pre Natal Diagnostic Techniques Act, 1994 (Amended as The PreConception & Pre-Natal Diagnostic Techniques (Prohibition of Sex Section) Act, 2003.
	1. Accused - above named - are facing trial for the offence Punishable u/s. 22(3) and Sec.23 for contravening provisions of Rules 4(1) (2), 6(2), 9(1) of Pre Natal Diagnostic Techniques Act, 1994 (Amended as The PreConception & Pre-Natal Diagnostic Techniques (Prohibition of Sex Section) Act, 2003.

	2 . The scenario of prosecution’s case unfurled during trial as;
	2 . The scenario of prosecution’s case unfurled during trial as;

	(a) On 27/11/2004 P.W.N0.1 Dr. Kanchan Shrikant Banavalkiar was serving as Medical Officer, Health Department, G/N - Ward, M.M.C., Mumbai. On that day, she received one letter from Deputy Director, Health Service, Bombay Circle in which Deputy Officer, Health asked her to take action against advertisement published by accused No.1 in weekly magazine “Lokprabha”, November 2004 in connection of selection of sex of baby. So, immediately, she carried out inspection of “Shree Maternity and Nursing Home, Dadar al
	(a) On 27/11/2004 P.W.N0.1 Dr. Kanchan Shrikant Banavalkiar was serving as Medical Officer, Health Department, G/N - Ward, M.M.C., Mumbai. On that day, she received one letter from Deputy Director, Health Service, Bombay Circle in which Deputy Officer, Health asked her to take action against advertisement published by accused No.1 in weekly magazine “Lokprabha”, November 2004 in connection of selection of sex of baby. So, immediately, she carried out inspection of “Shree Maternity and Nursing Home, Dadar al


	and Nursing Home” which belongs to accused No.2 Dr. Adkar.
	and Nursing Home” which belongs to accused No.2 Dr. Adkar.
	and Nursing Home” which belongs to accused No.2 Dr. Adkar.

	(b) At the time of inspection, accused No.2 Dr. Adkar was present in the Nursing Home in the capacity of owner of said Nursing Home. Complainant made inquiry with her. During the course of inquiry, accused No.2 disclosed that accused No.1 Tated used to visit the Nursing Home on every second and fourth Sunday from Aurangabad. To that extent, accused No.1 gave written statement to complainant which is placed on record vide (Exh.P-5). Thereafter, P.W.N0.1 prepared panchnama in presence of two panchas, recorded
	(b) At the time of inspection, accused No.2 Dr. Adkar was present in the Nursing Home in the capacity of owner of said Nursing Home. Complainant made inquiry with her. During the course of inquiry, accused No.2 disclosed that accused No.1 Tated used to visit the Nursing Home on every second and fourth Sunday from Aurangabad. To that extent, accused No.1 gave written statement to complainant which is placed on record vide (Exh.P-5). Thereafter, P.W.N0.1 prepared panchnama in presence of two panchas, recorded

	(c) My Ld. Predecessor Mrs. Karnik issued process against both the accused for the offence punishable u/s. 22(3), Rules 6(2), 4(1) (2), 9(1) of Pre Natal Diagnostic Techniques Act, 1994 (Amended as The Pre Conception & Pre-Natal Diagnostic Techniques (Prohibition of Sex Section) Act, 2003. In sequel, both the accused appeared before the court and were released on bail. It appears from record that, looking into seriousness of matter, it came to be disposed off by way of adopting procedure laid down for warra
	(c) My Ld. Predecessor Mrs. Karnik issued process against both the accused for the offence punishable u/s. 22(3), Rules 6(2), 4(1) (2), 9(1) of Pre Natal Diagnostic Techniques Act, 1994 (Amended as The Pre Conception & Pre-Natal Diagnostic Techniques (Prohibition of Sex Section) Act, 2003. In sequel, both the accused appeared before the court and were released on bail. It appears from record that, looking into seriousness of matter, it came to be disposed off by way of adopting procedure laid down for warra

	(d) Complainant / Prosecution examined P.W.N0.1 Dr. K.S. Banavalkiar (Exh.P-4) in the capacity of complainant, P.W.N0.2 Dr. D.G. Rathod (Exh.P-9) in the capacity of Medical Assistant, P.W.N0.3 Ramakrishnan T.K. Kunhappan Kunnath (Exh.P-15) on the point of proving of advertisement, P.W.N0.4 Vijay B. Padhey (Exh.P-22) in the capacity of Managing Director of P.Y. Padhey Publicity Private Ltd. Apart from these oral evidence, prosecution relied upon documentary evidence i.e. statement of accused No.1 recorded by
	(d) Complainant / Prosecution examined P.W.N0.1 Dr. K.S. Banavalkiar (Exh.P-4) in the capacity of complainant, P.W.N0.2 Dr. D.G. Rathod (Exh.P-9) in the capacity of Medical Assistant, P.W.N0.3 Ramakrishnan T.K. Kunhappan Kunnath (Exh.P-15) on the point of proving of advertisement, P.W.N0.4 Vijay B. Padhey (Exh.P-22) in the capacity of Managing Director of P.Y. Padhey Publicity Private Ltd. Apart from these oral evidence, prosecution relied upon documentary evidence i.e. statement of accused No.1 recorded by

	(e) Statement of accused U/Sec. 313 of Cr. P. C. came to be recorded individually vide (Exh.P-26 and 27 respectively). In defiance, accused No.1 took the defence of miscommunication and relied upon the explanation given by her to Vijay Padhey dt.19/11/2004 (Exh.P-24) and corrigendum (Exh.P-19). To the buttress, she got examined herself u/s. 315 of Cr.P.C. and relied upon the oral evidence of D.W.N0.2 Vijay Patni on the point of proving of her defence of miscommunication.
	(e) Statement of accused U/Sec. 313 of Cr. P. C. came to be recorded individually vide (Exh.P-26 and 27 respectively). In defiance, accused No.1 took the defence of miscommunication and relied upon the explanation given by her to Vijay Padhey dt.19/11/2004 (Exh.P-24) and corrigendum (Exh.P-19). To the buttress, she got examined herself u/s. 315 of Cr.P.C. and relied upon the oral evidence of D.W.N0.2 Vijay Patni on the point of proving of her defence of miscommunication.

	(f) Perused oral and documentary evidence. Read memorandum of argument filed on record. Heard Ld. Adv. Mr.Engineer for complainant and and Ld. Defence counsel Mr.Ghate for accused No.1 and Mr.Vedak for accused No.2. Thereon following points arises for my determination to which I have recorded my findings thereon for the reasons discussed thereunder -
	(f) Perused oral and documentary evidence. Read memorandum of argument filed on record. Heard Ld. Adv. Mr.Engineer for complainant and and Ld. Defence counsel Mr.Ghate for accused No.1 and Mr.Vedak for accused No.2. Thereon following points arises for my determination to which I have recorded my findings thereon for the reasons discussed thereunder -

	Points Findings
	Points Findings

	1 ) Does prosecution proved that in the month of November 2000, at Weekly
	1 ) Does prosecution proved that in the month of November 2000, at Weekly

	Magazine “Lokprabha” accused No.1 published advertisement about selection of sex of baby before conception at Shree Maternity and Nursing Home, Dadar and thereby committed an offence punishable u/s.22(3) of Pre Natal Diagnostic Techniques Act, 1994 (Amended as The Pre Conception & Pre-Natal Diagnostic Techniques (Prohibition of Sex Section) Act, 2003?
	Magazine “Lokprabha” accused No.1 published advertisement about selection of sex of baby before conception at Shree Maternity and Nursing Home, Dadar and thereby committed an offence punishable u/s.22(3) of Pre Natal Diagnostic Techniques Act, 1994 (Amended as The Pre Conception & Pre-Natal Diagnostic Techniques (Prohibition of Sex Section) Act, 2003?


	...Proved.
	...Proved.
	...Proved.

	2) Does the prosecution further proved that in the aforesaid period and place, both accused did not get registered the Nursing Home in Form -A and thereby committed an offence punishable u/s. 23 for contravening the provisions of Rule 4(1)(2) of the P.N.D.T. Act ?
	2) Does the prosecution further proved that in the aforesaid period and place, both accused did not get registered the Nursing Home in Form -A and thereby committed an offence punishable u/s. 23 for contravening the provisions of Rule 4(1)(2) of the P.N.D.T. Act ?

	....Proved.
	....Proved.

	3) Does the prosecution further proved that in the aforesaid period and place accused failed to display the duplicate certificate of registration in Form-B to conduct pre-natal diagnostic tests or procedure, depending on the availability of place, equipments and qualified employees (no and standard maintained by such laboratory separate sentence and thereby committed an offence punishable passed) u/s.23 for contravening the provisions of Rule 6(2) of P.N.D.T. Act ?
	3) Does the prosecution further proved that in the aforesaid period and place accused failed to display the duplicate certificate of registration in Form-B to conduct pre-natal diagnostic tests or procedure, depending on the availability of place, equipments and qualified employees (no and standard maintained by such laboratory separate sentence and thereby committed an offence punishable passed) u/s.23 for contravening the provisions of Rule 6(2) of P.N.D.T. Act ?

	..Proved.
	..Proved.

	4. Does the prosecution further proved that in the aforesaid period and place accused failed to maintain a register showing serial order, names and address of patients given genetic counseling, subjected to pre-natal diagnostic procedure or tests, the name of their spouse or father and the date on which they reported for counseling and thereby committed an offence punishable u/s. 23 for contravening the provision of Rule 9(1) of the P.N.D.T. Act ?
	4. Does the prosecution further proved that in the aforesaid period and place accused failed to maintain a register showing serial order, names and address of patients given genetic counseling, subjected to pre-natal diagnostic procedure or tests, the name of their spouse or father and the date on which they reported for counseling and thereby committed an offence punishable u/s. 23 for contravening the provision of Rule 9(1) of the P.N.D.T. Act ?

	...Proved.
	...Proved.

	5 ) What order ? As per final order.
	5 ) What order ? As per final order.


	REASONS
	REASONS
	REASONS


	As to point No. 1 :
	As to point No. 1 :
	As to point No. 1 :

	3. At the out set, before marshaling of evidence, I would like to reproduce the provisions of Sec.22 of P.N.D.T Act, which reads thus;
	3. At the out set, before marshaling of evidence, I would like to reproduce the provisions of Sec.22 of P.N.D.T Act, which reads thus;

	Sec.22 : Prohibition of advertisement relating to preconception and prenatal determination of sex and publishment for contravention.
	Sec.22 : Prohibition of advertisement relating to preconception and prenatal determination of sex and publishment for contravention.

	(1) No person, organization, Genetic Conselling Centre,Genetic Laboratory or Genetic Clinic including clinic, laboratory or centre having ultrasound machine or imaging machine or scanner or any other technology capable of undertaking determination of sex of the foetus or sex selection shall issue, publish, distribute, communicate or cause to be issued, published, distributed or communicated any advertisement, in any form, including internet, regardingfacilities of pre-natal determination of sex or sex selec
	(1) No person, organization, Genetic Conselling Centre,Genetic Laboratory or Genetic Clinic including clinic, laboratory or centre having ultrasound machine or imaging machine or scanner or any other technology capable of undertaking determination of sex of the foetus or sex selection shall issue, publish, distribute, communicate or cause to be issued, published, distributed or communicated any advertisement, in any form, including internet, regardingfacilities of pre-natal determination of sex or sex selec

	(2) No person or organization including Genetic Counseling Centre, Genetic Laboratory or Genetic Clinic shall issue, publish distribute, communicate or cause to be issued, published, distributed or communicated any advertisement in any manner regarding pre-natal determination or pre-conception selection of sex by any means whatsoever, scientific or otherwise.
	(2) No person or organization including Genetic Counseling Centre, Genetic Laboratory or Genetic Clinic shall issue, publish distribute, communicate or cause to be issued, published, distributed or communicated any advertisement in any manner regarding pre-natal determination or pre-conception selection of sex by any means whatsoever, scientific or otherwise.

	(3) Any person who contravenes the provisions of sub section(1) or sub section(2) shall be punishable with Imprisonment for a term which may extent to three years and with fine which may extent to ten thousand rupees.
	(3) Any person who contravenes the provisions of sub section(1) or sub section(2) shall be punishable with Imprisonment for a term which may extent to three years and with fine which may extent to ten thousand rupees.

	EXPLANATION:For the purpose of this section, ‘advertisement’ includes any notice, circular, lable, wrapper or any other document including advertisement through internet or any other media in electronic or print form and also includes any visible representation made by means of any hoarding, wall painting, signal, light, sound, smoke or gas.
	EXPLANATION:For the purpose of this section, ‘advertisement’ includes any notice, circular, lable, wrapper or any other document including advertisement through internet or any other media in electronic or print form and also includes any visible representation made by means of any hoarding, wall painting, signal, light, sound, smoke or gas.

	4. In order to prove the advertisement, alleged to have been published by accused No.1 in Lokprabha Weekly Magazine dt. 19/11/2004 and 3/12/2004, which are at (Exh.P-17 and P-18 respectively), prosecution got
	4. In order to prove the advertisement, alleged to have been published by accused No.1 in Lokprabha Weekly Magazine dt. 19/11/2004 and 3/12/2004, which are at (Exh.P-17 and P-18 respectively), prosecution got


	examined P.W.N0..1 Dr. K.S. Banavalikar (Exh.P-4). According to her evidence that upon receiving the letter from Public Health Department, dt. 6/12/2004 ( Article-F ), she carried out inspection of Shree Nursing Home, Dadar and verified the said fact from accused No.2 Dr. Adkar, who is the owner of Shree Nursing Home. According to the statement of accused No.2 (Exh.P-5), that accused No.1 Tated used to join Shree Nursing Home on every second and fourth Sunday from Aurangabad. This fact is also duly proved b
	examined P.W.N0..1 Dr. K.S. Banavalikar (Exh.P-4). According to her evidence that upon receiving the letter from Public Health Department, dt. 6/12/2004 ( Article-F ), she carried out inspection of Shree Nursing Home, Dadar and verified the said fact from accused No.2 Dr. Adkar, who is the owner of Shree Nursing Home. According to the statement of accused No.2 (Exh.P-5), that accused No.1 Tated used to join Shree Nursing Home on every second and fourth Sunday from Aurangabad. This fact is also duly proved b
	examined P.W.N0..1 Dr. K.S. Banavalikar (Exh.P-4). According to her evidence that upon receiving the letter from Public Health Department, dt. 6/12/2004 ( Article-F ), she carried out inspection of Shree Nursing Home, Dadar and verified the said fact from accused No.2 Dr. Adkar, who is the owner of Shree Nursing Home. According to the statement of accused No.2 (Exh.P-5), that accused No.1 Tated used to join Shree Nursing Home on every second and fourth Sunday from Aurangabad. This fact is also duly proved b

	5. Prosecution examined P.W.N0.2 Dr. Mr. D.G. Rathod (Exh.P-9) who on 27/11/2004 was accompanied with P.W.N0.1. P.W.N0.2 deposed before the court that during the course of their inspection, they prepared panchnama. Panchnama is placed before court vide (Exh.P-6).
	5. Prosecution examined P.W.N0.2 Dr. Mr. D.G. Rathod (Exh.P-9) who on 27/11/2004 was accompanied with P.W.N0.1. P.W.N0.2 deposed before the court that during the course of their inspection, they prepared panchnama. Panchnama is placed before court vide (Exh.P-6).

	6. Further, prosecution examined P.W.N0.3 Ramakrishnan T.K. Kunhappan Kunnath (Exh.P-15) in the capacity of publisher of Lokprabha Magazine. According to his evidence that prior to 19/11/2004 he received D.T.P. Material by accused No.1 through P.Y. Padhye, Publicity Pvt. Ltd. Accordingly, he released the advertisement in Lokprabha magazine on 19/11/2004 and 3/12/2004. Thereafter, he also published corrigendum given by accused on 31/12/2004.
	6. Further, prosecution examined P.W.N0.3 Ramakrishnan T.K. Kunhappan Kunnath (Exh.P-15) in the capacity of publisher of Lokprabha Magazine. According to his evidence that prior to 19/11/2004 he received D.T.P. Material by accused No.1 through P.Y. Padhye, Publicity Pvt. Ltd. Accordingly, he released the advertisement in Lokprabha magazine on 19/11/2004 and 3/12/2004. Thereafter, he also published corrigendum given by accused on 31/12/2004.

	7. Further, prosecution examined P.W.N0.4 V.B.Padhye (Exh.P-22). According to his evidence that he is in well acquaintance with accused No.1 since 15 years and in the month of October first week accused No.1 Chhaya Tated requested him to release the advertisement in weekly magazine Lokprabha for the month of November, December and January and provided ready D.T.P.(Dest Top Printing) material. Accordingly, he send it to the publisher of Lokprabha magazine, pursuant to which, Lokprabha magazine released adver
	7. Further, prosecution examined P.W.N0.4 V.B.Padhye (Exh.P-22). According to his evidence that he is in well acquaintance with accused No.1 since 15 years and in the month of October first week accused No.1 Chhaya Tated requested him to release the advertisement in weekly magazine Lokprabha for the month of November, December and January and provided ready D.T.P.(Dest Top Printing) material. Accordingly, he send it to the publisher of Lokprabha magazine, pursuant to which, Lokprabha magazine released adver

	8. Now, let us see the advertisement which were released by accused on 19/11/2004 and 3/12/2004, which reads thus;
	8. Now, let us see the advertisement which were released by accused on 19/11/2004 and 3/12/2004, which reads thus;

	Advertisement dt.19/11/2004:
	Advertisement dt.19/11/2004:

	“_CJT hdT?’
	“_CJT hdT?’

	fdes cwa ! xa 2 am, 4 wt afddra di 12 V 6. ST. ntt vtvs; \$raz ■faoZ,
	fdes cwa ! xa 2 am, 4 wt afddra di 12 V 6. ST. ntt vtvs; \$raz ■faoZ,

	It. ZgJ hT_, gzT ^dzg_ra, xrxa n. 24464985 gT_ - nta~TOTa, ATenix 2341180
	It. ZgJ hT_, gzT ^dzg_ra, xrxa n. 24464985 gT_ - nta~TOTa, ATenix 2341180


	Advertisement dt.3/12/2004:
	Advertisement dt.3/12/2004:
	Advertisement dt.3/12/2004:

	“_CJT hdT?’ j^YTaUgdfM
	“_CJT hdT?’ j^YTaUgdfM

	{dfe cwa ! xa 2 ar, 4 wt afddra
	{dfe cwa ! xa 2 ar, 4 wt afddra

	di 12 V 6, ST. NTT VTVS ;\TT ftoZ,
	di 12 V 6, ST. NTT VTVS ;\TT ftoZ,

	It. xfgj hr_, gZT wxgdta, xrxa n. 24464985
	It. xfgj hr_, gZT wxgdta, xrxa n. 24464985

	gr_ - nta~TOTa, ATaj~ix 2341180
	gr_ - nta~TOTa, ATaj~ix 2341180

	9. In the light of aforesaid advertisements, accused No.1 got examined herself, as defence evidence vide (Exh.P- 29) and took the defence of miscommunication. According to her, that she completed her graduation in Homeopathic branch and in order to carry out her practice, she use to release advertisements in Lokprabha magazine as well as in other newspapers. For that purpose, she use to supply information of advertisement on
	9. In the light of aforesaid advertisements, accused No.1 got examined herself, as defence evidence vide (Exh.P- 29) and took the defence of miscommunication. According to her, that she completed her graduation in Homeopathic branch and in order to carry out her practice, she use to release advertisements in Lokprabha magazine as well as in other newspapers. For that purpose, she use to supply information of advertisement on


	telephonic message to one Sunil Patani. Thereafter, Sunil Patani i.e. D.W.N0.2 use to provide that information to D.T.P. operator and thereafter it goes to P.W.N0.4 Padhye for its advertisement.
	telephonic message to one Sunil Patani. Thereafter, Sunil Patani i.e. D.W.N0.2 use to provide that information to D.T.P. operator and thereafter it goes to P.W.N0.4 Padhye for its advertisement.
	telephonic message to one Sunil Patani. Thereafter, Sunil Patani i.e. D.W.N0.2 use to provide that information to D.T.P. operator and thereafter it goes to P.W.N0.4 Padhye for its advertisement.

	10. She further deposed that never she supplied the information in order to release the advertisement dt.19/11/2004 and 3/12/2004. On the contrary, when she was giving telephonic information to Sunil Patani that time, he listen “want a son”, instead of “want a child” and got prepared the D.T.P. material from concern and supplied it to Shri. Padhye. So, it is telephonic miscommunication in between accused No.1 and D.W.N0.2 Sunil Patani.
	10. She further deposed that never she supplied the information in order to release the advertisement dt.19/11/2004 and 3/12/2004. On the contrary, when she was giving telephonic information to Sunil Patani that time, he listen “want a son”, instead of “want a child” and got prepared the D.T.P. material from concern and supplied it to Shri. Padhye. So, it is telephonic miscommunication in between accused No.1 and D.W.N0.2 Sunil Patani.

	11. Further she deposed that on 17/11/2004 somebody informed her in respect of advertisements dt. 19/11/2004 published in Lokprabha Magazine which issue was came into market for sale, immediately, she informed the said fact to P.W.N0.4 Padhye on telephonic message and wrote one letter to him and send it by hand delivery with someone .Similarly, she also communicated this fact to Additional Director, Health Department, Pune in written form on 7/12/2004.
	11. Further she deposed that on 17/11/2004 somebody informed her in respect of advertisements dt. 19/11/2004 published in Lokprabha Magazine which issue was came into market for sale, immediately, she informed the said fact to P.W.N0.4 Padhye on telephonic message and wrote one letter to him and send it by hand delivery with someone .Similarly, she also communicated this fact to Additional Director, Health Department, Pune in written form on 7/12/2004.

	12. In order to prove the defence of miscommunication, accused No.1 Tated relied upon the testimony of D.W.N0.2 Sunil Patani (Exh.P-35). According to his evidence, that since 10 years he is acquainted with accused No.1 on account of his business relations with accused No.1. At some occasion, when he used to come at Mumbai for his business purpose, that time accused No.1 used to supply the material of D.T.P. for advertisement thereafter he used to supply that material to Padhye Publicity Pvt. Ltd. He further
	12. In order to prove the defence of miscommunication, accused No.1 Tated relied upon the testimony of D.W.N0.2 Sunil Patani (Exh.P-35). According to his evidence, that since 10 years he is acquainted with accused No.1 on account of his business relations with accused No.1. At some occasion, when he used to come at Mumbai for his business purpose, that time accused No.1 used to supply the material of D.T.P. for advertisement thereafter he used to supply that material to Padhye Publicity Pvt. Ltd. He further

	13. The sum and substance of the defence taken by accused No.1 is concern, I would like to point out that in order to substantiate the defence of miscommunication, apart from these oral evidence accused No.1 relied upon the letter given by her to P.W.N0.4 Padhye, which is placed before court vide (Exh.P-24). Now, let us see the contents of letter, which reads thus;
	13. The sum and substance of the defence taken by accused No.1 is concern, I would like to point out that in order to substantiate the defence of miscommunication, apart from these oral evidence accused No.1 relied upon the letter given by her to P.W.N0.4 Padhye, which is placed before court vide (Exh.P-24). Now, let us see the contents of letter, which reads thus;

	Letter (Exh.P-24): 19@11@2004 IfV fdOZ ZT?Z,
	Letter (Exh.P-24): 19@11@2004 IfV fdOZ ZT?Z,

	ggh zzaV / fd. fd. ziztc dit _t d.t.p. ~?dz Kut-ztct hd?’Ag fEedr ^ZM'ig \izda giJidc
	ggh zzaV / fd. fd. ziztc dit _t d.t.p. ~?dz Kut-ztct hd?’Ag fEedr ^ZM'ig \izda giJidc

	hv. nav \izda <zmih$sz Pict ATfU azZ hd?’ EdOt mhz _czt hdT? Ag feEzi
	hv. nav \izda <zmih$sz Pict ATfU azZ hd?’ EdOt mhz _czt hdT? Ag feEzi

	d.t.p. ~zfdui-'iH$sz HadZ Kvc AifU naana Vt d.t.p. v_^ih$S aHwv atuz fXCt. ht d.t.p.
	d.t.p. ~zfdui-'iH$sz HadZ Kvc AifU naana Vt d.t.p. v_^ih$S aHwv atuz fXCt. ht d.t.p.

	_t adV: nifhCTht zmht ATfU fed' Ag mHSM HTht ksc h zct ajXm Aznfjv hTV. HTau zTndfht azZ d.t.p. ~zdZ KVazT hazT ATfU naana v^hTci _#zt AiTfigid zct z xtizvt Aiuzht fXazT hTazT.zU
	_t adV: nifhCTht zmht ATfU fed' Ag mHSM HTht ksc h zct ajXm Aznfjv hTV. HTau zTndfht azZ d.t.p. ~zdZ KVazT hazT ATfU naana v^hTci _#zt AiTfigid zct z xtizvt Aiuzht fXazT hTazT.zU

	rndf Ag cZT^ZTHSZ fgEzi dHSM Eh$C OTU ATfU Vft MHSMt D.T.P. hTd Ag ATOtZv H$YtM pTC ZTht. ZldiMT AH hT ■fXdTiT AH hTVT. cZT_£ VT ~IOkId CdHa ATCT AgTdT. HTC $UMI Vat ZCT \TZ ATadda AinazT oifhaid1_?z HThTVat mHSm nttc zazid zct cjV atc. ztP zhVTm \$tz sizd HRVat hazct Agaziz zct V^hTCT czm \tz HaVT atct ziht. *hUZ ato AiazT~TXhZ zupzzt ozhzhs h nz zt
	rndf Ag cZT^ZTHSZ fgEzi dHSM Eh$C OTU ATfU Vft MHSMt D.T.P. hTd Ag ATOtZv H$YtM pTC ZTht. ZldiMT AH hT ■fXdTiT AH hTVT. cZT_£ VT ~IOkId CdHa ATCT AgTdT. HTC $UMI Vat ZCT \TZ ATadda AinazT oifhaid1_?z HThTVat mHSm nttc zazid zct cjV atc. ztP zhVTm \$tz sizd HRVat hazct Agaziz zct V^hTCT czm \tz HaVT atct ziht. *hUZ ato AiazT~TXhZ zupzzt ozhzhs h nz zt

	EHXZ ZSZSTv fCh? ZTZfdV ATh. ia ^hUO ZT cTzdZT ZTfgHCZT proof reader Z ‘_CZT hdT?’ Ag feEzi
	EHXZ ZSZSTv fCh? ZTZfdV ATh. ia ^hUO ZT cTzdZT ZTfgHCZT proof reader Z ‘_CZT hdT?’ Ag feEzi

	f^zziM ht OTfhaiV ~toct hztz RdidZTg hdt hTVT. zzzTfzV czczTHSZht Vt mHSZ zoats pct Agidt.
	f^zziM ht OTfhaiV ~toct hztz RdidZTg hdt hTVT. zzzTfzV czczTHSZht Vt mHSZ zoats pct Agidt.

	*\ *\r%rsrs rs*\*\*\*\ *\ rs*\
	*\ *\r%rsrs rs*\*\*\*\ *\ rs*\

	AgT. ZTZ ZTZZ hT MHTM OTfhaTV AfO~TV hTC ZZ Ag CTHZZTCT VTZSVTZ ZTifdZ.
	AgT. ZTZ ZTZZ hT MHTM OTfhaTV AfO~TV hTC ZZ Ag CTHZZTCT VTZSVTZ ZTifdZ.

	ATnCt fdZdTgs ST NTZT Oz
	ATnCt fdZdTgs ST NTZT Oz


	14. On close scrutiny of the contents of letter and oral evidence adduced by accused No.1, I found major inconsistency between them because,as per the letter xh.P-24),it is to be seen that at the relevant time accused No.1 misplaced her telephone diary so, she could not communicate this fact to P.W.N0.4 Padhye by telephonic message. Thereby, she wrote this letter (Exh.P-24) and send it to P.W.N0.4 Padhye by hand delivery with the help of one person. The said episode appears to be false simply for the reason
	14. On close scrutiny of the contents of letter and oral evidence adduced by accused No.1, I found major inconsistency between them because,as per the letter xh.P-24),it is to be seen that at the relevant time accused No.1 misplaced her telephone diary so, she could not communicate this fact to P.W.N0.4 Padhye by telephonic message. Thereby, she wrote this letter (Exh.P-24) and send it to P.W.N0.4 Padhye by hand delivery with the help of one person. The said episode appears to be false simply for the reason
	14. On close scrutiny of the contents of letter and oral evidence adduced by accused No.1, I found major inconsistency between them because,as per the letter xh.P-24),it is to be seen that at the relevant time accused No.1 misplaced her telephone diary so, she could not communicate this fact to P.W.N0.4 Padhye by telephonic message. Thereby, she wrote this letter (Exh.P-24) and send it to P.W.N0.4 Padhye by hand delivery with the help of one person. The said episode appears to be false simply for the reason

	15. Furthermore, I would like to point out that as per the evidence of P.W.N0.4 Padhye that, he is in acquaintance with accused No.1 since 15 years and he is having commercial relations with her. In this scenario, it is necessary for the court to scrutinize the oral and documentary evidence placed on record by defence witness and P.W.N0.4 Padhye with great care and caution. In sequel, while assessing the evidentary value of this letter, I would like to point out that, as per the evidence of accused No.1, it
	15. Furthermore, I would like to point out that as per the evidence of P.W.N0.4 Padhye that, he is in acquaintance with accused No.1 since 15 years and he is having commercial relations with her. In this scenario, it is necessary for the court to scrutinize the oral and documentary evidence placed on record by defence witness and P.W.N0.4 Padhye with great care and caution. In sequel, while assessing the evidentary value of this letter, I would like to point out that, as per the evidence of accused No.1, it

	16. Furthermore, I would like to point out that as per the evidence of D.W.N0.2 Patani that while receiving information of advertisement, he listened “want a son”, instead of “want a child”. So, he got prepared D.T.P. material and supplied it to P.W.N0.4 Padhye. Similarly, D.W.N0.2 also placed his affidavit before the court vide (Exh.P-36), which is prepared by him before notary in which he retreated the same contentions. On this point, assuming for a moment, that this defence adopted by accused No.1 is tru
	16. Furthermore, I would like to point out that as per the evidence of D.W.N0.2 Patani that while receiving information of advertisement, he listened “want a son”, instead of “want a child”. So, he got prepared D.T.P. material and supplied it to P.W.N0.4 Padhye. Similarly, D.W.N0.2 also placed his affidavit before the court vide (Exh.P-36), which is prepared by him before notary in which he retreated the same contentions. On this point, assuming for a moment, that this defence adopted by accused No.1 is tru

	17. Furthermore, on perusal of (Exh.P-36), it is to be seen that at the time of preparation of affidavit, D.W.N0.2 stated before notary that he saved the contents of advertisement given by accused No.1 Chhaya Tated to him and as per the requirements of accused No.1, he used to supply that ready material to P.W.N0.4 Padhye. From this recitals, it is to be seen that already those advertisements were saved by D.W.N0.2 and upon the instructions from accused No.1 and as per her requirements, he used to supply th
	17. Furthermore, on perusal of (Exh.P-36), it is to be seen that at the time of preparation of affidavit, D.W.N0.2 stated before notary that he saved the contents of advertisement given by accused No.1 Chhaya Tated to him and as per the requirements of accused No.1, he used to supply that ready material to P.W.N0.4 Padhye. From this recitals, it is to be seen that already those advertisements were saved by D.W.N0.2 and upon the instructions from accused No.1 and as per her requirements, he used to supply th

	18. On this point, Ld. Defence Counsel vehemently argued that it is only part of miscommunication between accused No.1 and D.W.N0.2 Patani. When accused No.1 came to know about the fact of advertisement, immediately she published one corrigendum in Lokprabha magazine dt. 31/12/2004 (Exh.P-19). Now, let us see the contents of corrigendum (Exh.P-19) and its comparison with disputed advertisement (Exh.P-17), which reads thus;
	18. On this point, Ld. Defence Counsel vehemently argued that it is only part of miscommunication between accused No.1 and D.W.N0.2 Patani. When accused No.1 came to know about the fact of advertisement, immediately she published one corrigendum in Lokprabha magazine dt. 31/12/2004 (Exh.P-19). Now, let us see the contents of corrigendum (Exh.P-19) and its comparison with disputed advertisement (Exh.P-17), which reads thus;


	Corrigendum (Exh.P-19) Advertisement (Exh.P-17) dt. 31/12/2009 dt.19/11/2004.
	Corrigendum (Exh.P-19) Advertisement (Exh.P-17) dt. 31/12/2009 dt.19/11/2004.
	Corrigendum (Exh.P-19) Advertisement (Exh.P-17) dt. 31/12/2009 dt.19/11/2004.

	_CJT hdT?
	_CJT hdT?

	{def cwal
	{def cwal

	xa 2aT, 4WT afddTa di 12 V 6 st.wt vtvs (\Taz faoZ)
	xa 2aT, 4WT afddTa di 12 V 6 st.wt vtvs (\Taz faoZ)

	It.zfgj hT_, gzT zdzzzR, xmxa n._~B 24464985 gT_. - n1a~iOTa, Aid mix 2349980 "_c hd?’ E,dO1 _zlc Ahiiv "_cji hdT’ Ag Nine ZC. zg zgYiaUT Z hTUT-'TZT AWdT zgYTTUT hTcZ ZD zf|d nU Z hTUT-AT HgggTRt
	It.zfgj hT_, gzT zdzzzR, xmxa n._~B 24464985 gT_. - n1a~iOTa, Aid mix 2349980 "_c hd?’ E,dO1 _zlc Ahiiv "_cji hdT’ Ag Nine ZC. zg zgYiaUT Z hTUT-'TZT AWdT zgYTTUT hTcZ ZD zf|d nU Z hTUT-AT HgggTRt

	z^YTaUnd fdgz hTfzATzfWH zzMia . st. ntyt ztVs hTfzATzfWH Vk _~B xa XgTT / MTwT afddTT ATazT~Tx xa gT_ / _zi 2341180
	z^YTaUnd fdgz hTfzATzfWH zzMia . st. ntyt ztVs hTfzATzfWH Vk _~B xa XgTT / MTwT afddTT ATazT~Tx xa gT_ / _zi 2341180

	19. On going through the contents of corrigendum and while comparing it with advertisement dt.19/11/2004 (Exh.P-17), it is to be seen that accused No.1 made three major changes in corrigendum dt.31/12/2004. She changed the heading of advertisement i.e. “want a child”, instead of “want a son”, similarly, in corrigendum she failed to mention her degree and address of Shree Nursing Home along with its phone number. On this point, I would like to point out that in earlier advertisement dt.19/11/2004 (Exh.P-17) 
	19. On going through the contents of corrigendum and while comparing it with advertisement dt.19/11/2004 (Exh.P-17), it is to be seen that accused No.1 made three major changes in corrigendum dt.31/12/2004. She changed the heading of advertisement i.e. “want a child”, instead of “want a son”, similarly, in corrigendum she failed to mention her degree and address of Shree Nursing Home along with its phone number. On this point, I would like to point out that in earlier advertisement dt.19/11/2004 (Exh.P-17) 

	20. On this point, I hold that accused No.1 is not skilled person of Allopathy side because according to her evidence that she has completed graduation in Homeopathic side. If it was so, then question arises as to whether Homeopathy degree provides any such type of treatment. To that extent, the burden is shifted upon accused No.1 but, she could not rebut it. On the contrary, the advertisement dt. 19/11/2004 (Exh.P-17) and 3/12/2004 (Exh.P-18), it is to be seen that she tried to personate herself as a forei
	20. On this point, I hold that accused No.1 is not skilled person of Allopathy side because according to her evidence that she has completed graduation in Homeopathic side. If it was so, then question arises as to whether Homeopathy degree provides any such type of treatment. To that extent, the burden is shifted upon accused No.1 but, she could not rebut it. On the contrary, the advertisement dt. 19/11/2004 (Exh.P-17) and 3/12/2004 (Exh.P-18), it is to be seen that she tried to personate herself as a forei


	21. Furthermore, Ld. Defence Counsel for accused No.l also raised objection in his memorandum of argument by submitting therein that at the time of inspection P.W.No.1, was not having any valid authority to carry out inspection under the P.N.D.T act. Despite this she acted and prepared panchnama. So, her act is an ultra virus. In order to ascertain the answer of this question, I have taken the assistance of oral evidence adduced by P.W.N0.1 (Exh.P-4), in which she categorically deposed that the then D.M.C. 
	21. Furthermore, Ld. Defence Counsel for accused No.l also raised objection in his memorandum of argument by submitting therein that at the time of inspection P.W.No.1, was not having any valid authority to carry out inspection under the P.N.D.T act. Despite this she acted and prepared panchnama. So, her act is an ultra virus. In order to ascertain the answer of this question, I have taken the assistance of oral evidence adduced by P.W.N0.1 (Exh.P-4), in which she categorically deposed that the then D.M.C. 
	21. Furthermore, Ld. Defence Counsel for accused No.l also raised objection in his memorandum of argument by submitting therein that at the time of inspection P.W.No.1, was not having any valid authority to carry out inspection under the P.N.D.T act. Despite this she acted and prepared panchnama. So, her act is an ultra virus. In order to ascertain the answer of this question, I have taken the assistance of oral evidence adduced by P.W.N0.1 (Exh.P-4), in which she categorically deposed that the then D.M.C. 

	22. So far as involvement of accused No.2 Dr. Adkar is concerned, Ld. Defence Counsel Mr.Vedak for accused No.2 submitted that whatever the practice carried out by accused No.1 at Shree Nursing Home was not having any concern with accused No.2, because accused No.2 allowed her to carry out her practice as Homeopathic Expert. So, she does not covered under the provision of Sec.22 of the P.N.D.T. Act. On this aspect, I failed to understand the argument advanced by Ld. Defence Counsel simply for the reason tha
	22. So far as involvement of accused No.2 Dr. Adkar is concerned, Ld. Defence Counsel Mr.Vedak for accused No.2 submitted that whatever the practice carried out by accused No.1 at Shree Nursing Home was not having any concern with accused No.2, because accused No.2 allowed her to carry out her practice as Homeopathic Expert. So, she does not covered under the provision of Sec.22 of the P.N.D.T. Act. On this aspect, I failed to understand the argument advanced by Ld. Defence Counsel simply for the reason tha

	“Genetic Counseling Centre” means an institute, hospital, nursing home or any place, by whatever name called, which provides for genetic counseling to patients;
	“Genetic Counseling Centre” means an institute, hospital, nursing home or any place, by whatever name called, which provides for genetic counseling to patients;

	“Genetic Clinic” means a clinic, institute, hospital, nursing home or any place, by whatever name called, which is used for conducting pre-natal diagnostic procedures;
	“Genetic Clinic” means a clinic, institute, hospital, nursing home or any place, by whatever name called, which is used for conducting pre-natal diagnostic procedures;

	EXPLANATION:
	EXPLANATION:

	For the purposes of this clause, “Genetic Clinic”includes a vehicle, where ultrasound machine or imaging machine or scanner or other equipment capable of determining sex of the foetus or a portable equipment which has the potential for detection of sex during pregnancy or selection of sex before conception, is used;
	For the purposes of this clause, “Genetic Clinic”includes a vehicle, where ultrasound machine or imaging machine or scanner or other equipment capable of determining sex of the foetus or a portable equipment which has the potential for detection of sex during pregnancy or selection of sex before conception, is used;

	23. On going through the definition of Genetic Counseling Centre, it is to be seen that any nursing home or any place by whatever name called, came to be used for counseling to the patients is called, ‘Genetic Counseling Centre’ and as per Sec.4 of the P.N.D.T. Act it is necessary for every Genetic Counseling Centre to get it registered under the P.N.D.T. Act.
	23. On going through the definition of Genetic Counseling Centre, it is to be seen that any nursing home or any place by whatever name called, came to be used for counseling to the patients is called, ‘Genetic Counseling Centre’ and as per Sec.4 of the P.N.D.T. Act it is necessary for every Genetic Counseling Centre to get it registered under the P.N.D.T. Act.

	Sec.4 reads thus;
	Sec.4 reads thus;

	4. Regulation of pre-natal diagnostic techniques: On and form the commencement of this Act-
	4. Regulation of pre-natal diagnostic techniques: On and form the commencement of this Act-

	(1) no place including a registered Genetic Counseling Centre or Genetic Laboratory or Genetic Clinic shall be used or caused to be used by any person for conducting pre-natal diagnostic techniques except for the purposes specific in Cl.(2) and after satisfying any of the conditions specified in Cl.(3);
	(1) no place including a registered Genetic Counseling Centre or Genetic Laboratory or Genetic Clinic shall be used or caused to be used by any person for conducting pre-natal diagnostic techniques except for the purposes specific in Cl.(2) and after satisfying any of the conditions specified in Cl.(3);

	(2) no pre-natal diagnostic techniques shall be conducted except for the purposes of detection of any of the following abnormalities, namely;
	(2) no pre-natal diagnostic techniques shall be conducted except for the purposes of detection of any of the following abnormalities, namely;

	(i) chromosomal abnormalities.
	(i) chromosomal abnormalities.

	(ii) genetic metabolic diseases;
	(ii) genetic metabolic diseases;

	(iii) haemogloginopathies;
	(iii) haemogloginopathies;


	(iv) sex-linked genetic diseases;
	(iv) sex-linked genetic diseases;
	(iv) sex-linked genetic diseases;

	(v) congenital anomalies;
	(v) congenital anomalies;

	(vi) any other abnormalities or diseases as may be specified by the Central Supervisory Board;
	(vi) any other abnormalities or diseases as may be specified by the Central Supervisory Board;

	(3) no pre-natal diagnostic techniques shall be used or conducted unless the person qualified to do so is satisfied for reasons to be recorded in writing.
	(3) no pre-natal diagnostic techniques shall be used or conducted unless the person qualified to do so is satisfied for reasons to be recorded in writing.

	(i) age of the pregnant woman is above thirty five years;
	(i) age of the pregnant woman is above thirty five years;

	(ii) the pregnant woman has undergone two or more spontaneous abortions or foetal loss;
	(ii) the pregnant woman has undergone two or more spontaneous abortions or foetal loss;

	(iii) the pregnant woman had been exposed to potentially teratogenic agents such as drugs, radiation, infection or chemicals.
	(iii) the pregnant woman had been exposed to potentially teratogenic agents such as drugs, radiation, infection or chemicals.

	(iv) the pregnant woman or her spouse has a family history of mental retardation or physical deformities such as, spasticity or any other genetic diseases.
	(iv) the pregnant woman or her spouse has a family history of mental retardation or physical deformities such as, spasticity or any other genetic diseases.

	(v) any other condition as may be specified by the Board.
	(v) any other condition as may be specified by the Board.

	24. In present case, while assessing evidence against accused No.2, I hold that accused No.1 and accused No.2 are having cordial relations with each other, accused No.1 was practicing in Shree Nursing Home, which belongs to accused No.2. Under these circumstances, whether is it possible to place reliance upon the defence taken by accused No.2 in connection with her non involvement in the said crime? The rational answer of this question goes into negative simply for the reason that in present case accused No
	24. In present case, while assessing evidence against accused No.2, I hold that accused No.1 and accused No.2 are having cordial relations with each other, accused No.1 was practicing in Shree Nursing Home, which belongs to accused No.2. Under these circumstances, whether is it possible to place reliance upon the defence taken by accused No.2 in connection with her non involvement in the said crime? The rational answer of this question goes into negative simply for the reason that in present case accused No

	25. As to Point No.2 and 3:
	25. As to Point No.2 and 3:

	Both the points are interlinked so discussed with each other. To that extent, let us see the provisions of Rule 4(1)(2) of the P.N.D.T. Act which reads thus;
	Both the points are interlinked so discussed with each other. To that extent, let us see the provisions of Rule 4(1)(2) of the P.N.D.T. Act which reads thus;

	4. Registration of Genetic Counseling Centre, Gentic Laboratory and Genetic Clinic - (1) An application for registration shall be made to the Appropriate Authority, in duplicate, in Form A, duly accompanied by an Affidavit containing-
	4. Registration of Genetic Counseling Centre, Gentic Laboratory and Genetic Clinic - (1) An application for registration shall be made to the Appropriate Authority, in duplicate, in Form A, duly accompanied by an Affidavit containing-

	(i) an undertaking to the effect that the Genetic Centre / Laboratory/ Clinic/ Ultrasound Clinic/ Imaging Centre / Combination thereof, as the case may be, shall not conduct any test or procedure, by whatever name called, for selection of ‘sex’ before or after conception or for detection of sex of foetus except for diseases specified in Section 4(2) nor shall the sex of foctus he disclosed to any body; and
	(i) an undertaking to the effect that the Genetic Centre / Laboratory/ Clinic/ Ultrasound Clinic/ Imaging Centre / Combination thereof, as the case may be, shall not conduct any test or procedure, by whatever name called, for selection of ‘sex’ before or after conception or for detection of sex of foetus except for diseases specified in Section 4(2) nor shall the sex of foctus he disclosed to any body; and

	(ii) an undertaking to the effect that the genetic centre / Laboratory /clinic combination thereof as the case may be shall display prominently a notice that they do not conduct any technique test or procedure etc. by whatever name called for detection of sex of foetus or for selection of sex before or after conception.
	(ii) an undertaking to the effect that the genetic centre / Laboratory /clinic combination thereof as the case may be shall display prominently a notice that they do not conduct any technique test or procedure etc. by whatever name called for detection of sex of foetus or for selection of sex before or after conception.

	(2) The Appropriate Authority, or any person in his office authorized in this behalf, shall acknowledge receipt of the application for registration, in the acknowledgment slip provided at the bottom of Form A, immediately if delivered at the office of the Appropriate Authority, or not later than the next working day if received by post.
	(2) The Appropriate Authority, or any person in his office authorized in this behalf, shall acknowledge receipt of the application for registration, in the acknowledgment slip provided at the bottom of Form A, immediately if delivered at the office of the Appropriate Authority, or not later than the next working day if received by post.


	26. After going through the provision of Rule 4 of the said Act, it is to be seen that it is necessary for every Genetic Counseling Centre to get it registered before the appropriate authority because Genetic Counseling Centre is a process, where qualified Genetic Counselor will conduct genetic test, evaluate family history to know where the patients are passing some diseases from one generation to another. In present case, without having any qualification to run genetic counseling center, both the accused 
	26. After going through the provision of Rule 4 of the said Act, it is to be seen that it is necessary for every Genetic Counseling Centre to get it registered before the appropriate authority because Genetic Counseling Centre is a process, where qualified Genetic Counselor will conduct genetic test, evaluate family history to know where the patients are passing some diseases from one generation to another. In present case, without having any qualification to run genetic counseling center, both the accused 
	26. After going through the provision of Rule 4 of the said Act, it is to be seen that it is necessary for every Genetic Counseling Centre to get it registered before the appropriate authority because Genetic Counseling Centre is a process, where qualified Genetic Counselor will conduct genetic test, evaluate family history to know where the patients are passing some diseases from one generation to another. In present case, without having any qualification to run genetic counseling center, both the accused 

	27. As to point No.4:
	27. As to point No.4:

	It has come in the evidence of P.W.N0.1 and P.W.N0.2 that at the time of inspection both the accused failed to produce the registers showing names and addresses of men and women to whom they tendered the services of counseling. To that extent, first of all, I would like to point out that, it is unauthorized genetic counseling centre, established by both the accused. Under this circumstance, it is not expected from them to maintain the register with intend to create evidence against them. So, there might be 
	It has come in the evidence of P.W.N0.1 and P.W.N0.2 that at the time of inspection both the accused failed to produce the registers showing names and addresses of men and women to whom they tendered the services of counseling. To that extent, first of all, I would like to point out that, it is unauthorized genetic counseling centre, established by both the accused. Under this circumstance, it is not expected from them to maintain the register with intend to create evidence against them. So, there might be 

	28. As to point No.5:
	28. As to point No.5:

	Cumulative effect of the aforesaid discussion and the findings thereon goes to suggest that in present case prosecution duly succeed to prove the guilt against accused for the offence punishable u/s.22(3) and 23 for contravening Rules 6(2),4(1)(2),9(1) of P.N.D.T. said Act. So, I have recorded my findings on Point No.4 in the affirmative. My findings constrained me to pause here to hear the accused on the quantum of sentence.
	Cumulative effect of the aforesaid discussion and the findings thereon goes to suggest that in present case prosecution duly succeed to prove the guilt against accused for the offence punishable u/s.22(3) and 23 for contravening Rules 6(2),4(1)(2),9(1) of P.N.D.T. said Act. So, I have recorded my findings on Point No.4 in the affirmative. My findings constrained me to pause here to hear the accused on the quantum of sentence.

	Date: 14/8/2009.
	Date: 14/8/2009.

	Mumbai .
	Mumbai .

	(R. V. Jambkar)
	(R. V. Jambkar)

	Metropolitan Magistrate,
	Metropolitan Magistrate,

	41st Court, Shindewadi,
	41st Court, Shindewadi,

	Dadar, Mumbai.
	Dadar, Mumbai.


	JUDGMENT RESUMED
	JUDGMENT RESUMED
	JUDGMENT RESUMED

	29. On the quantum of sentence, accused No.1 submitted that she belongs to middle class family and bread and butter of her children is depend upon her earning. So, she prayed for imposing minimum fine. Accused No.2 submitted that she is senior citizen and aged around 62 years. So, she prayed for imposing minimum fine.
	29. On the quantum of sentence, accused No.1 submitted that she belongs to middle class family and bread and butter of her children is depend upon her earning. So, she prayed for imposing minimum fine. Accused No.2 submitted that she is senior citizen and aged around 62 years. So, she prayed for imposing minimum fine.

	30. Heard Ld. Defence counsel Mr. Ghate for accused No.1 and and Mr.Vedak for accused No.2. They also retreated the same contention.
	30. Heard Ld. Defence counsel Mr. Ghate for accused No.1 and and Mr.Vedak for accused No.2. They also retreated the same contention.

	31. While considering the quantum of sentence, court has to consider the mitigating and aggravating circumstance. Accused in the case at hand are doctors. Admittedly, they are reputed persons from the society. Society looks towards them as their ideal persons and when such persons have committed the offence which is coming within ambit of not only heinous but also against the existence of the society. Because, by their act they have encouraged to the society for determination of sex of female with a view to
	31. While considering the quantum of sentence, court has to consider the mitigating and aggravating circumstance. Accused in the case at hand are doctors. Admittedly, they are reputed persons from the society. Society looks towards them as their ideal persons and when such persons have committed the offence which is coming within ambit of not only heinous but also against the existence of the society. Because, by their act they have encouraged to the society for determination of sex of female with a view to


	female foetus. So, definitely, it come within the ambit of aggravating form of circumstance. Under such circumstances, they are not entitled for leniency.
	female foetus. So, definitely, it come within the ambit of aggravating form of circumstance. Under such circumstances, they are not entitled for leniency.
	female foetus. So, definitely, it come within the ambit of aggravating form of circumstance. Under such circumstances, they are not entitled for leniency.

	32. Similarly, P.N.D.T Act views the offence committed under this act very seriously which makes every offence
	32. Similarly, P.N.D.T Act views the offence committed under this act very seriously which makes every offence

	under this act is cognizable, non-bailable and non-compoundable. The Legislature want to protect the dignity and status of women. In this context Parliament introduced this act which never permit for showing leniency while passing sentence thereon. Therefore, I proceed to pass following order.
	under this act is cognizable, non-bailable and non-compoundable. The Legislature want to protect the dignity and status of women. In this context Parliament introduced this act which never permit for showing leniency while passing sentence thereon. Therefore, I proceed to pass following order.


	ORDER
	ORDER
	ORDER


	1. Accused 1. Chhaya Rajesh Tated and 2. Shubhangi Suresh Adkar are hereby convicted u/s. 248(2) of Cr.P.C. of the offence punishable U/Sec. 22(3) for contravening the provisions of Sec.22(1)(2) and for the offence punishable u/s.23 for contravening the provisions of Rules 6(2), 4(1) (2), 9(1) of Pre Natal Diagnostic Techniques Act, 1994 (Amended as The Pre Conception & Pre-Natal Diagnostic Techniques (Prohibition of Sex Section) Act, 2003.
	1. Accused 1. Chhaya Rajesh Tated and 2. Shubhangi Suresh Adkar are hereby convicted u/s. 248(2) of Cr.P.C. of the offence punishable U/Sec. 22(3) for contravening the provisions of Sec.22(1)(2) and for the offence punishable u/s.23 for contravening the provisions of Rules 6(2), 4(1) (2), 9(1) of Pre Natal Diagnostic Techniques Act, 1994 (Amended as The Pre Conception & Pre-Natal Diagnostic Techniques (Prohibition of Sex Section) Act, 2003.
	1. Accused 1. Chhaya Rajesh Tated and 2. Shubhangi Suresh Adkar are hereby convicted u/s. 248(2) of Cr.P.C. of the offence punishable U/Sec. 22(3) for contravening the provisions of Sec.22(1)(2) and for the offence punishable u/s.23 for contravening the provisions of Rules 6(2), 4(1) (2), 9(1) of Pre Natal Diagnostic Techniques Act, 1994 (Amended as The Pre Conception & Pre-Natal Diagnostic Techniques (Prohibition of Sex Section) Act, 2003.

	2. Both the accused are hereby sentenced to suffer R.I. for three years for the offence punishable u/s. 22(3) for contravening the provisions of Sec.22 of P.N.D.T Act and do pay fine amount of Rs.10,000/- (Ten Thousand only) each. In default of payment of fine, they shall suffer R.I. for three months.
	2. Both the accused are hereby sentenced to suffer R.I. for three years for the offence punishable u/s. 22(3) for contravening the provisions of Sec.22 of P.N.D.T Act and do pay fine amount of Rs.10,000/- (Ten Thousand only) each. In default of payment of fine, they shall suffer R.I. for three months.

	3. Both the accused are hereby sentenced to suffer R.I. for three years for the offence punishable u/s. 23 for contravening the provisions of Rule 4(1)(2) of P.N.D.T Act and do pay fine amount of Rs.10,000/- (Ten Thousand only) each. In default of payment of fine they shall suffer R.I. for three months.
	3. Both the accused are hereby sentenced to suffer R.I. for three years for the offence punishable u/s. 23 for contravening the provisions of Rule 4(1)(2) of P.N.D.T Act and do pay fine amount of Rs.10,000/- (Ten Thousand only) each. In default of payment of fine they shall suffer R.I. for three months.

	4. Both the accused are convicted for the offence punishable u/s. 23 for contravening the provisions of Rule 6(2), but no separate sentence passed for the same.
	4. Both the accused are convicted for the offence punishable u/s. 23 for contravening the provisions of Rule 6(2), but no separate sentence passed for the same.

	5. Both the accused are hereby sentenced to suffer R.I. for three years for the offence punishable u/s. 23 for contravening the provisions of Rule 9(1) of P.N.D.T Act and do pay fine amount of Rs.10,000/- (Ten Thousand only) each. In default of payment of fine they shall suffer R.I. for three months.
	5. Both the accused are hereby sentenced to suffer R.I. for three years for the offence punishable u/s. 23 for contravening the provisions of Rule 9(1) of P.N.D.T Act and do pay fine amount of Rs.10,000/- (Ten Thousand only) each. In default of payment of fine they shall suffer R.I. for three months.

	6. Accused shall surrender their bail bonds, if any for undergoing the sentence.
	6. Accused shall surrender their bail bonds, if any for undergoing the sentence.

	7. All sentences shall run concurrently.
	7. All sentences shall run concurrently.

	8. Copy of Judgment be delivered to both the accused, free of costs, forthwith.
	8. Copy of Judgment be delivered to both the accused, free of costs, forthwith.

	Date:14/8/2009.
	Date:14/8/2009.

	Mumbai.
	Mumbai.

	(R. V. Jambkar)
	(R. V. Jambkar)

	Metropolitan Magistrate,
	Metropolitan Magistrate,

	41st Court, Shindewadi,
	41st Court, Shindewadi,

	Dadar, Mumbai. Rgz.
	Dadar, Mumbai. Rgz.
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	IN THE COURT OF JUDICIAL MAGISTRATE (F.C.) AT - PAROLA, DISTRICT JALGAON
	IN THE COURT OF JUDICIAL MAGISTRATE (F.C.) AT - PAROLA, DISTRICT JALGAON
	IN THE COURT OF JUDICIAL MAGISTRATE (F.C.) AT - PAROLA, DISTRICT JALGAON

	(Presided over by S. P. Naik- Nimbalkar,
	(Presided over by S. P. Naik- Nimbalkar,

	Judicial Magistrate (F. C.), Parola)
	Judicial Magistrate (F. C.), Parola)

	Regular Criminal Case No. 5/2006
	Regular Criminal Case No. 5/2006

	Decided on 27.07.2010
	Decided on 27.07.2010


	5 (4)
	5 (4)
	5 (4)


	The Appropriate Authority,
	The Appropriate Authority,
	The Appropriate Authority,

	Dr. Sambhaji Patil -Vs.-
	Dr. Sambhaji Patil -Vs.-

	Dr. Prashant Navnitlal Gujrathi
	Dr. Prashant Navnitlal Gujrathi


	The Pre Conception and Prenatal Diagnostic Techniques (Prohibition of Sex Selection) Rules 1996 - Rule 9 (4) punishable under Section 23 and 25 of The Pre Conception and Prenatal Diagnostic Techniques (Prohibition of Sex Selection) Act 2003
	The Pre Conception and Prenatal Diagnostic Techniques (Prohibition of Sex Selection) Rules 1996 - Rule 9 (4) punishable under Section 23 and 25 of The Pre Conception and Prenatal Diagnostic Techniques (Prohibition of Sex Selection) Act 2003
	The Pre Conception and Prenatal Diagnostic Techniques (Prohibition of Sex Selection) Rules 1996 - Rule 9 (4) punishable under Section 23 and 25 of The Pre Conception and Prenatal Diagnostic Techniques (Prohibition of Sex Selection) Act 2003


	CASE SUMMARY
	CASE SUMMARY
	CASE SUMMARY

	This judgment comes after a full fledged trial conducted in the Court of Judicial Magistrate First Class at Parola, Dist. Jalgaon. It is one of those early decisions which are an encouragement for the prosecution. In this case the accused was prosecuted u/s 23 and 25 of the Act for contravention of Rule 9 (4) of the Act, for non maintenance of record and for failure to submit the record which was to be the maintained as per Form-F, of his sonographic clinic, before Appropriate Authority at the time of inspe
	This judgment comes after a full fledged trial conducted in the Court of Judicial Magistrate First Class at Parola, Dist. Jalgaon. It is one of those early decisions which are an encouragement for the prosecution. In this case the accused was prosecuted u/s 23 and 25 of the Act for contravention of Rule 9 (4) of the Act, for non maintenance of record and for failure to submit the record which was to be the maintained as per Form-F, of his sonographic clinic, before Appropriate Authority at the time of inspe

	The court considered in detail the relevant provisions, like Section 4 (3) Section 29 (2) Rule 10 (1A), Rule 11 in their proper perspective, casting the bounden legal duty on the accused to produce and show the record to inspecting Authorities. The court elaborately dealt with the various pleas taken by the defence including the challenge to competence of Appropriate Authoritiy to file a complaint for non compliance with procedure of seizure, the conduct of accused and held accused guilty for offence u/s 23
	The court considered in detail the relevant provisions, like Section 4 (3) Section 29 (2) Rule 10 (1A), Rule 11 in their proper perspective, casting the bounden legal duty on the accused to produce and show the record to inspecting Authorities. The court elaborately dealt with the various pleas taken by the defence including the challenge to competence of Appropriate Authoritiy to file a complaint for non compliance with procedure of seizure, the conduct of accused and held accused guilty for offence u/s 23

	While awarding the sentence, the Court dealt with the object of the Act and as to how non maintainance of form-F amounts to contravention of provisions of Section 5 and 6 within the meaning of Section 4 (3) of the Act, making the offence more serious and grave. The court has considered the need for imposing deterrent punishment in view of declining sex ratio particularly in the said Taluka and status of the accused as Doctor by profession, , casting further responsibility upon him to obey the law. The Court
	While awarding the sentence, the Court dealt with the object of the Act and as to how non maintainance of form-F amounts to contravention of provisions of Section 5 and 6 within the meaning of Section 4 (3) of the Act, making the offence more serious and grave. The court has considered the need for imposing deterrent punishment in view of declining sex ratio particularly in the said Taluka and status of the accused as Doctor by profession, , casting further responsibility upon him to obey the law. The Court

	In this case for the first time the Proviso to Section 4(3) of the Act and its effect was discussed. Failure of the Accused in discharging the burden shifted upon him by this Proviso was one of the factors resulting in his conviction.
	In this case for the first time the Proviso to Section 4(3) of the Act and its effect was discussed. Failure of the Accused in discharging the burden shifted upon him by this Proviso was one of the factors resulting in his conviction.


	The Court also took note of Section 28(1)(a) of the Act while rejecting the contentions of the defence that complaint was not filed by the Police or before the Police. The Court also rightly rejected the various contentions about improper procedure of search, seizure and sealing, which are routinely raised in various proceedings. (Para 52)
	The Court also took note of Section 28(1)(a) of the Act while rejecting the contentions of the defence that complaint was not filed by the Police or before the Police. The Court also rightly rejected the various contentions about improper procedure of search, seizure and sealing, which are routinely raised in various proceedings. (Para 52)
	The Court also took note of Section 28(1)(a) of the Act while rejecting the contentions of the defence that complaint was not filed by the Police or before the Police. The Court also rightly rejected the various contentions about improper procedure of search, seizure and sealing, which are routinely raised in various proceedings. (Para 52)

	The most important part of the judgment is that the court has directed the copy of judgment to be given to the Appropriate Authority through Civil Surgeon, Jalgaon for reporting the name of accused to the State Medical Council for taking necessary action against him as per Section 23 (2) of the Act. .(Para 75) It is reported that now the Civil Surgeon has already taken necessary action
	The most important part of the judgment is that the court has directed the copy of judgment to be given to the Appropriate Authority through Civil Surgeon, Jalgaon for reporting the name of accused to the State Medical Council for taking necessary action against him as per Section 23 (2) of the Act. .(Para 75) It is reported that now the Civil Surgeon has already taken necessary action

	The Credit for the success of the case to some extent also goes to Assistant Public Prosecutor for bringing sufficient oral and documentary evidence on record by examining the complainant, panch and Medical Officer and by proving Panchnama and Authority Letter.
	The Credit for the success of the case to some extent also goes to Assistant Public Prosecutor for bringing sufficient oral and documentary evidence on record by examining the complainant, panch and Medical Officer and by proving Panchnama and Authority Letter.

	This Judgment is thus, on all fronts a step forward.
	This Judgment is thus, on all fronts a step forward.


	JUDGMENT
	JUDGMENT
	JUDGMENT

	Per Shri S. P. Naik- Nimbalkar,
	Per Shri S. P. Naik- Nimbalkar,

	Judicial Magistrate (F. C.), Parola
	Judicial Magistrate (F. C.), Parola

	(Delivered on 27th July 2010)
	(Delivered on 27th July 2010)

	Mr. Sambhaji. R. Jadhav, Ld. A. P. P. for complainant.
	Mr. Sambhaji. R. Jadhav, Ld. A. P. P. for complainant.

	Mr. U. B. Misar, Ld. Advocate for accused.
	Mr. U. B. Misar, Ld. Advocate for accused.

	1) Accused Dr. Prashant Navnitlal Gujrathi, resident of Parola is charged for the contravention of Rule 9 (4) under The Pre Conception and Prenatal Diagnostic Techniques (Prohibition of Sex Selection) Rules 1996 (Hereinafter ‘Rules 1996’ for short) punishable under Section 23 and 25 of The Pre Conception and Prenatal Diagnostic Techniques (Prohibition of Sex Selection) Act 2003 (Hereinafter P. C. P N. D. T. Act 2003 for short).
	1) Accused Dr. Prashant Navnitlal Gujrathi, resident of Parola is charged for the contravention of Rule 9 (4) under The Pre Conception and Prenatal Diagnostic Techniques (Prohibition of Sex Selection) Rules 1996 (Hereinafter ‘Rules 1996’ for short) punishable under Section 23 and 25 of The Pre Conception and Prenatal Diagnostic Techniques (Prohibition of Sex Selection) Act 2003 (Hereinafter P. C. P N. D. T. Act 2003 for short).

	2) The summation and summarization of the complainant’s case may be stated as under:
	2) The summation and summarization of the complainant’s case may be stated as under:

	Complainant Dr. Sambhaji Patil, Medical Officer, Rural Hospital, Parola was appointed as the appropriate authority under Section 17 of the P C.P. N. D. T. Act 2003, by the Maharashtra Government.
	Complainant Dr. Sambhaji Patil, Medical Officer, Rural Hospital, Parola was appointed as the appropriate authority under Section 17 of the P C.P. N. D. T. Act 2003, by the Maharashtra Government.

	3) Accused Dr. Prashant Gujrathi runs Shriji Hospital at Parola, which is a sonography clinic. Civil Surgeon, Jalgaon has sanctioned this sonography centre as an ultra sonography centre. Dr. Minal D. Khalane, radiologist, Dhule operates the sonography machine at the aforesaid Shriji Hospital, Parola.
	3) Accused Dr. Prashant Gujrathi runs Shriji Hospital at Parola, which is a sonography clinic. Civil Surgeon, Jalgaon has sanctioned this sonography centre as an ultra sonography centre. Dr. Minal D. Khalane, radiologist, Dhule operates the sonography machine at the aforesaid Shriji Hospital, Parola.

	4) On 11-12-2005, complainant Dr. Sambhaji Patil along with Dr. Mrs. Kavita Sontakke, Medical Officer, Civil Hospital, Jalgaon has inspected the sonography centre of the accused. They demanded the requisite record to be maintained under the P. C. P. N. D. T. Act, 2003 to the accused. Accordingly, accused had handed over one register and registration certificate to the complainant. It was revealed during this inspection that the Form F register, consent forms of pregnant women willing to undergo sonography a
	4) On 11-12-2005, complainant Dr. Sambhaji Patil along with Dr. Mrs. Kavita Sontakke, Medical Officer, Civil Hospital, Jalgaon has inspected the sonography centre of the accused. They demanded the requisite record to be maintained under the P. C. P. N. D. T. Act, 2003 to the accused. Accordingly, accused had handed over one register and registration certificate to the complainant. It was revealed during this inspection that the Form F register, consent forms of pregnant women willing to undergo sonography a

	5) Thereafter, the present complaint was filed on 3-1-2006 for contravention of Rule 9 (4) constituting for an offence punishable under Section 23 and 25 of the P C. P N. D. T. Act, 2003. As per order on Exh. 1 dated 3-1-2006 of my Hon’ble learned pre-decessor the then Judicial Magistrate (F. C.), Parola, process was issued in the form of summons against the accused for contravention of Rule 9 Punishable under Sections 23 and 25 of the P C. P N. D. T. Act 2003.
	5) Thereafter, the present complaint was filed on 3-1-2006 for contravention of Rule 9 (4) constituting for an offence punishable under Section 23 and 25 of the P C. P N. D. T. Act, 2003. As per order on Exh. 1 dated 3-1-2006 of my Hon’ble learned pre-decessor the then Judicial Magistrate (F. C.), Parola, process was issued in the form of summons against the accused for contravention of Rule 9 Punishable under Sections 23 and 25 of the P C. P N. D. T. Act 2003.


	6) The accused has appeared on 10-1-2006 and was released on bail vide order dated 10-1-2006 on Exh.6 i. e. the bail application.
	6) The accused has appeared on 10-1-2006 and was released on bail vide order dated 10-1-2006 on Exh.6 i. e. the bail application.
	6) The accused has appeared on 10-1-2006 and was released on bail vide order dated 10-1-2006 on Exh.6 i. e. the bail application.

	7) As the case is filed as private complaint otherwise than on police report, the evidence before charge came to be recorded. Prosecution has examined as many as three witnesses as follows.
	7) As the case is filed as private complaint otherwise than on police report, the evidence before charge came to be recorded. Prosecution has examined as many as three witnesses as follows.

	1) The Appropriate Authority, complainant P. W. No.1 Dr. Sambhaji Rawan Patil at Exh. 22.
	1) The Appropriate Authority, complainant P. W. No.1 Dr. Sambhaji Rawan Patil at Exh. 22.

	2) Panch witness P. W. No. 2 Baliram Mahadu Walunj Wani at Exh. 25.
	2) Panch witness P. W. No. 2 Baliram Mahadu Walunj Wani at Exh. 25.

	3) Medical Officer, Civil Hospital, Jalgaon, P.W.No.3 Dr. Mrs. Kavita Satish Sontakke at Exh. 26 in capacity of member of the inspecting party.
	3) Medical Officer, Civil Hospital, Jalgaon, P.W.No.3 Dr. Mrs. Kavita Satish Sontakke at Exh. 26 in capacity of member of the inspecting party.

	The accused has cross-examined P. W. No. 2 Baliram and P. W. No. 3 Dr. Mrs. Kavita Sontakke wholly. Whereas, cross-examination of P. W. No. 1 Dr. Sambhaji Patil was partly taken before charge and in lieu of order below Exh. 38 dated 22-1-2010, P. W. No. 1 Dr. Sambhaji Patil was again cross-examined by the accused.
	The accused has cross-examined P. W. No. 2 Baliram and P. W. No. 3 Dr. Mrs. Kavita Sontakke wholly. Whereas, cross-examination of P. W. No. 1 Dr. Sambhaji Patil was partly taken before charge and in lieu of order below Exh. 38 dated 22-1-2010, P. W. No. 1 Dr. Sambhaji Patil was again cross-examined by the accused.

	8) Along with the above mentioned oral evidence, the prosecution has filed the following documentary evidence.
	8) Along with the above mentioned oral evidence, the prosecution has filed the following documentary evidence.

	1) Panchanama dated 11-12-2005 at Exh. 23.
	1) Panchanama dated 11-12-2005 at Exh. 23.

	2) Letter of Additional Director, Family Welfare, Health Services,Mother and Child Development and School Health Department, Pune at Exh. 24.
	2) Letter of Additional Director, Family Welfare, Health Services,Mother and Child Development and School Health Department, Pune at Exh. 24.

	3) Learned Additional Public Prosecutor, Jalgaon has filed evidence close pursis vide Exh. 36. Prosecution has also placed seized register Article A and copy of registration certificate Article B, on record.
	3) Learned Additional Public Prosecutor, Jalgaon has filed evidence close pursis vide Exh. 36. Prosecution has also placed seized register Article A and copy of registration certificate Article B, on record.

	9) Considering the oral and documentary evidence on record, as per order below Exh. 1 dated 15-12-2009, the charge for the contravention of Rule 9 (4) of ‘Rules 1996’ punishable as an offence under Sections 23 and 25 of the P. C. P. N. D. T. Act, 2003 was framed by me against the accused on 15-12-2009 vide Exh. 33. I have explained the contents of the charge i. e. the particulars of the offence in Marathi, to the accused. The accused understood the same. He has pleaded not guilty to the offence. Hence, the 
	9) Considering the oral and documentary evidence on record, as per order below Exh. 1 dated 15-12-2009, the charge for the contravention of Rule 9 (4) of ‘Rules 1996’ punishable as an offence under Sections 23 and 25 of the P. C. P. N. D. T. Act, 2003 was framed by me against the accused on 15-12-2009 vide Exh. 33. I have explained the contents of the charge i. e. the particulars of the offence in Marathi, to the accused. The accused understood the same. He has pleaded not guilty to the offence. Hence, the 

	10) The statement of accused under Section 313 of Code of Criminal Procedure, 1973. (Hereinafter for short Cr. P. C.) was recorded vide Exh. 42 on 23-2-2010. He has denied the entire incriminating evidence against him. The accused has filed the following documents during his statement vide Exh. 42, as follows.
	10) The statement of accused under Section 313 of Code of Criminal Procedure, 1973. (Hereinafter for short Cr. P. C.) was recorded vide Exh. 42 on 23-2-2010. He has denied the entire incriminating evidence against him. The accused has filed the following documents during his statement vide Exh. 42, as follows.

	1) Letter dated 31-12-2005 given by the accused to Civil Surgeon, Jalgaon at Exh. 32A.
	1) Letter dated 31-12-2005 given by the accused to Civil Surgeon, Jalgaon at Exh. 32A.

	2) The monthly reports filed at Cottage Hospital, Parola of December 2005, November 2005, October 2005, September 2005, August 2005, July 2005, June 2005, May 2005, April 2005 from Exh. 45 to 53 respectively.
	2) The monthly reports filed at Cottage Hospital, Parola of December 2005, November 2005, October 2005, September 2005, August 2005, July 2005, June 2005, May 2005, April 2005 from Exh. 45 to 53 respectively.

	Along with these documents, the accused has also filed the F form registers from Articles 1 to 7 and registers in Format F from Articles 8 to 14.
	Along with these documents, the accused has also filed the F form registers from Articles 1 to 7 and registers in Format F from Articles 8 to 14.

	11) In view of the above rival facts and evidence filed on record by the prosecution as well as the accused, the following points arise for my determination and I have given my findings against each of them for the reasons recorded below.
	11) In view of the above rival facts and evidence filed on record by the prosecution as well as the accused, the following points arise for my determination and I have given my findings against each of them for the reasons recorded below.

	Points Findings
	Points Findings

	1) Whether the prosecution proves that accused Dr. Prashant Navnitlal Gujrathi failed to submit the record which was necessary to be maintained by his sonography clinic in respect of each man or woman subjected to any Prenatal Diagnostic Procedure/Techniques/Test, as specified in Form F,
	1) Whether the prosecution proves that accused Dr. Prashant Navnitlal Gujrathi failed to submit the record which was necessary to be maintained by his sonography clinic in respect of each man or woman subjected to any Prenatal Diagnostic Procedure/Techniques/Test, as specified in Form F,


	annexed to the P. C. P. N. D. T. Act, 2003, before the complainant Dr. Sambhaji Patil on 11-12-2005 at Shriji Hospital, Parola, Taluka Parola, District Jalgaon and has contravened the Rule 9 (4), framed under ‘Rules 1996’ and thereby committed an offence punishable under Sections 23 and 25 of the P. C. P N. D. T. Act, 2003 ?.
	annexed to the P. C. P. N. D. T. Act, 2003, before the complainant Dr. Sambhaji Patil on 11-12-2005 at Shriji Hospital, Parola, Taluka Parola, District Jalgaon and has contravened the Rule 9 (4), framed under ‘Rules 1996’ and thereby committed an offence punishable under Sections 23 and 25 of the P. C. P N. D. T. Act, 2003 ?.
	annexed to the P. C. P. N. D. T. Act, 2003, before the complainant Dr. Sambhaji Patil on 11-12-2005 at Shriji Hospital, Parola, Taluka Parola, District Jalgaon and has contravened the Rule 9 (4), framed under ‘Rules 1996’ and thereby committed an offence punishable under Sections 23 and 25 of the P. C. P N. D. T. Act, 2003 ?.

	... Yes
	... Yes


	2) What order ?.
	2) What order ?.
	2) What order ?.


	As per final order
	As per final order
	As per final order


	REASONS
	REASONS
	REASONS


	12) As to point No. 1 :
	12) As to point No. 1 :
	12) As to point No. 1 :

	Submissions of both Ld. Counsels :
	Submissions of both Ld. Counsels :

	I have heard the arguments advanced by learned A. P. P. Mr. S. R. Jadhav and learned advocate Mr. U. B. Misar for the accused. Learned A. P. P. Mr. S. R. Jadhav has submitted that P. W. No. 1 Dr. Sambhaji Patil is the appropriate authority with reference to Section 2 (A) and Section 17 of the P. C. P. N. D. T. Act, 2003. The letter in this context of Additional Director, State Government is duly proved. P. W. No. 2 Baliram Walunj Wani has proved the panchanama and seizure of register from the clinic of accu
	I have heard the arguments advanced by learned A. P. P. Mr. S. R. Jadhav and learned advocate Mr. U. B. Misar for the accused. Learned A. P. P. Mr. S. R. Jadhav has submitted that P. W. No. 1 Dr. Sambhaji Patil is the appropriate authority with reference to Section 2 (A) and Section 17 of the P. C. P. N. D. T. Act, 2003. The letter in this context of Additional Director, State Government is duly proved. P. W. No. 2 Baliram Walunj Wani has proved the panchanama and seizure of register from the clinic of accu

	13) On the contrary, learned advocate Mr. U.B. Misar for the accused has heavily attacked all submissions of prosecution and has argued at length. He has submitted that the delay of filing the complaint from 11-122005 till 3-1-2006 suggests the concoction of this complaint. He has further submitted that P. W. No. 1 Dr. Sambhaji Patil is not an appropriate authority within the meaning of Section 17 of the P. C. P. N. D. T. Act, 2003. The letter of Additional Director, State Government filed at Exh. 24 is no
	13) On the contrary, learned advocate Mr. U.B. Misar for the accused has heavily attacked all submissions of prosecution and has argued at length. He has submitted that the delay of filing the complaint from 11-122005 till 3-1-2006 suggests the concoction of this complaint. He has further submitted that P. W. No. 1 Dr. Sambhaji Patil is not an appropriate authority within the meaning of Section 17 of the P. C. P. N. D. T. Act, 2003. The letter of Additional Director, State Government filed at Exh. 24 is no

	14) Learned advocate Mr. U. B. Misar for the accused has also placed his reliance on:
	14) Learned advocate Mr. U. B. Misar for the accused has also placed his reliance on:

	1) Vijay Bhagwan Shetty Vs. State of Maharashtra and another, 2009 (2) Mh. L. J. (Cri.) 143.
	1) Vijay Bhagwan Shetty Vs. State of Maharashtra and another, 2009 (2) Mh. L. J. (Cri.) 143.

	2) Bhalchandra Namdeo Shinde Vs. State of Maharashtra, 2003 Bom. C. R. (Cri.) 133.
	2) Bhalchandra Namdeo Shinde Vs. State of Maharashtra, 2003 Bom. C. R. (Cri.) 133.

	3) Naba Kumar Das Vs. State of West Bengal, 1974 Cri. L. J. 512.
	3) Naba Kumar Das Vs. State of West Bengal, 1974 Cri. L. J. 512.

	I have gone through the above mentioned case laws. It would be proper to elaborate the aforementioned arguments along with the produced authority case laws at the relevant part hereinafter.
	I have gone through the above mentioned case laws. It would be proper to elaborate the aforementioned arguments along with the produced authority case laws at the relevant part hereinafter.

	15) Non-disputed facts :
	15) Non-disputed facts :

	At the outset, before proceeding further, it would be proper to lay down the facts which are not disputed by accused on record. This ‘non disputed’ facts which are gathered from the evidence on record as well as the statement of accused recorded under Section 313, Cr. P. C. vide Exh. 42 may be listed as follows.
	At the outset, before proceeding further, it would be proper to lay down the facts which are not disputed by accused on record. This ‘non disputed’ facts which are gathered from the evidence on record as well as the statement of accused recorded under Section 313, Cr. P. C. vide Exh. 42 may be listed as follows.


	1) Accused Dr. Prashant Gujrathi is a registered medical practitioner and runs ‘Shriji’ Hospital at Parola which is a sonography clinic.
	1) Accused Dr. Prashant Gujrathi is a registered medical practitioner and runs ‘Shriji’ Hospital at Parola which is a sonography clinic.
	1) Accused Dr. Prashant Gujrathi is a registered medical practitioner and runs ‘Shriji’ Hospital at Parola which is a sonography clinic.

	2) P. W. No. 1 Dr. Sambhaji Patil along with other members has inspected ‘Shriji’ Hospital, Parola on 11-12-2005.
	2) P. W. No. 1 Dr. Sambhaji Patil along with other members has inspected ‘Shriji’ Hospital, Parola on 11-12-2005.

	3) Accused Dr. Prashant Gujrathi was present at the time of this inspection.
	3) Accused Dr. Prashant Gujrathi was present at the time of this inspection.

	Except aforementioned facts, all other facts are disputed by the accused.
	Except aforementioned facts, all other facts are disputed by the accused.

	16) Nature of the offence and burden on prosecution :
	16) Nature of the offence and burden on prosecution :

	At this juncture, it would be proper to lay down the burden which the prosecution is facing in this trial. As mentioned earlier, the offence is filed for the contravention of Rule 9 (4) ofthe ‘Rules 1996’ which constitutes for an offence punishable under Sections 23 and 25 of the P. C. P. N. D. T. Act, 2003. Rule 9 (4) of ‘Rules 1996’lay down that every genetic clinic to maintain record in respect of each man or woman subjected to any prenatal diagnostic procedure/techniques/test, and shall be maintained as
	At this juncture, it would be proper to lay down the burden which the prosecution is facing in this trial. As mentioned earlier, the offence is filed for the contravention of Rule 9 (4) ofthe ‘Rules 1996’ which constitutes for an offence punishable under Sections 23 and 25 of the P. C. P. N. D. T. Act, 2003. Rule 9 (4) of ‘Rules 1996’lay down that every genetic clinic to maintain record in respect of each man or woman subjected to any prenatal diagnostic procedure/techniques/test, and shall be maintained as

	17) Proviso to Section 4 (3) ofthe P. C. P. N. D. T. Act, 2003 mentions that the person conducting ultra sonography on a pregnant woman shall keep complete record thereof in the clinic in such manner, as may be prescribed and any deficiency or inaccuracy found therein shall amount to contravention of the provisions of Section 5 or Section 6 unless contrary is proved by the person conducting such ultra sonography.
	17) Proviso to Section 4 (3) ofthe P. C. P. N. D. T. Act, 2003 mentions that the person conducting ultra sonography on a pregnant woman shall keep complete record thereof in the clinic in such manner, as may be prescribed and any deficiency or inaccuracy found therein shall amount to contravention of the provisions of Section 5 or Section 6 unless contrary is proved by the person conducting such ultra sonography.

	18) Section 5 of the P. C. P. N. D. T. Act, 2003 lays down that written consent of pregnant woman has to be obtained before conducting the prenatal diagnostic procedure and no person including the person conducting prenatal diagnostic procedure shall communicate the sex of the foetus by words, signs or in any other manner. Section 6 prohibits the determination of the sex of the foetus. So, by virtue of proviso to Section 4 (3) any deficiency or inaccuracy found in the record of genetic clinic would amount t
	18) Section 5 of the P. C. P. N. D. T. Act, 2003 lays down that written consent of pregnant woman has to be obtained before conducting the prenatal diagnostic procedure and no person including the person conducting prenatal diagnostic procedure shall communicate the sex of the foetus by words, signs or in any other manner. Section 6 prohibits the determination of the sex of the foetus. So, by virtue of proviso to Section 4 (3) any deficiency or inaccuracy found in the record of genetic clinic would amount t

	19) Further Rule 10 (1A) of the ‘Rules 1996’ creates an obligation on any person conducting ultra sonography/ image scanning on a pregnant woman of giving a declaration on each report that she does not want to know the sex of the foetus. Neither it is detected or disclosed to anybody.
	19) Further Rule 10 (1A) of the ‘Rules 1996’ creates an obligation on any person conducting ultra sonography/ image scanning on a pregnant woman of giving a declaration on each report that she does not want to know the sex of the foetus. Neither it is detected or disclosed to anybody.

	20) Form F contains detail 19 entries specifying the details about the genetic clinic, patient, patient’s history, duly signed by the Gynaecologist/Radiologist/Director of the clinic. Form F also provides for declaration of pregnant woman with her signature or thumb impression, that she does not want to know the sex of her foetus. It also contains the declaration of Doctor/person conducting ultra sonography/image scanning that he/ she have neither detected nor disclosed the sex of foetus to anybody in any m
	20) Form F contains detail 19 entries specifying the details about the genetic clinic, patient, patient’s history, duly signed by the Gynaecologist/Radiologist/Director of the clinic. Form F also provides for declaration of pregnant woman with her signature or thumb impression, that she does not want to know the sex of her foetus. It also contains the declaration of Doctor/person conducting ultra sonography/image scanning that he/ she have neither detected nor disclosed the sex of foetus to anybody in any m

	21) Considering the aforesaid legal provisions, the complaint Exh. 1 and the charge at Exh. 33, the prosecution is burdened in this case to prove that accused Dr. Prashant Gujrathi has failed to submit the complete record of any man/woman subjected to prenatal diagnostic techniques/procedure/test which was obligatory on him to be maintained as specified in Form F, Annexed to ‘Rules 1996’. Prosecution has to prove the above fact beyond all reasonable doubts by leading cogent, convincing and clinching evidenc
	21) Considering the aforesaid legal provisions, the complaint Exh. 1 and the charge at Exh. 33, the prosecution is burdened in this case to prove that accused Dr. Prashant Gujrathi has failed to submit the complete record of any man/woman subjected to prenatal diagnostic techniques/procedure/test which was obligatory on him to be maintained as specified in Form F, Annexed to ‘Rules 1996’. Prosecution has to prove the above fact beyond all reasonable doubts by leading cogent, convincing and clinching evidenc

	22) Prosecution’s evidence :
	22) Prosecution’s evidence :

	At the cost of repetition, it is necessary to state that in the complaint Exh. 1, Para No. 3, it is particularly mentioned that, P. W. No. 1 Dr. Sambhaji Patil and P. W. No. 3 Dr. Mrs. Kavita Sontakke have demanded
	At the cost of repetition, it is necessary to state that in the complaint Exh. 1, Para No. 3, it is particularly mentioned that, P. W. No. 1 Dr. Sambhaji Patil and P. W. No. 3 Dr. Mrs. Kavita Sontakke have demanded


	the record from the accused. At that time, accused has handed over one register and registration certificate of sonography centre to the complainant. The Form F register, declaration of pregnant woman undergoing ultra sonography were not found at the sonography clinic.
	the record from the accused. At that time, accused has handed over one register and registration certificate of sonography centre to the complainant. The Form F register, declaration of pregnant woman undergoing ultra sonography were not found at the sonography clinic.
	the record from the accused. At that time, accused has handed over one register and registration certificate of sonography centre to the complainant. The Form F register, declaration of pregnant woman undergoing ultra sonography were not found at the sonography clinic.

	23) P. W. No. 1 Dr. Sambhaji Patil has categorically stated in his chief examination Exh. 22 that accused Dr. Prashant Gujrathi was not having the consent form of patients, declarative form of doctor in F format. Instead of F Form, he was having a simple notebook. P. W. No. 3 Dr. Mrs. Kavita Sontakke has also categorically deposed that the Form F Register at the clinic of Dr. Prashant Gujrathi was not as per the prescribed format. The addresses of pregnant mothers were incompletely written. The entry regard
	23) P. W. No. 1 Dr. Sambhaji Patil has categorically stated in his chief examination Exh. 22 that accused Dr. Prashant Gujrathi was not having the consent form of patients, declarative form of doctor in F format. Instead of F Form, he was having a simple notebook. P. W. No. 3 Dr. Mrs. Kavita Sontakke has also categorically deposed that the Form F Register at the clinic of Dr. Prashant Gujrathi was not as per the prescribed format. The addresses of pregnant mothers were incompletely written. The entry regard

	24) Therefore, the evidence of P. W. No. 1 Dr. Sambhaji Patil and P. W. No. 3 Dr. Mrs. Kavita Sontakke is in tune with the contents of complaint Exh. 1. The fact in the complaint that the Form F Register as prescribed under Rule 9 (4) and Form F were not found at the genetic clinic of the accused, is supported through the evidence of P. W. No. 1 Dr. Sambhaji Patil and P. W. No. 3 Dr. Mrs. Kavita Sontakke.
	24) Therefore, the evidence of P. W. No. 1 Dr. Sambhaji Patil and P. W. No. 3 Dr. Mrs. Kavita Sontakke is in tune with the contents of complaint Exh. 1. The fact in the complaint that the Form F Register as prescribed under Rule 9 (4) and Form F were not found at the genetic clinic of the accused, is supported through the evidence of P. W. No. 1 Dr. Sambhaji Patil and P. W. No. 3 Dr. Mrs. Kavita Sontakke.

	25) In the searching cross-examinations of both the above witnesses, there is no suggestion given by the accused that he has maintained the Form F Register in the prescribed format as per Form F and was possessing the same at the time of inspection and he was ready and willing to show the same to the inspecting party. A mere suggestion appears in the cross-examination of P. W. No. 1 Dr. Sambhaji Patil (page No. 5, para No. 4, Exh. 22) that ‘accused had maintained all the documents as per Rules’. It is denie
	25) In the searching cross-examinations of both the above witnesses, there is no suggestion given by the accused that he has maintained the Form F Register in the prescribed format as per Form F and was possessing the same at the time of inspection and he was ready and willing to show the same to the inspecting party. A mere suggestion appears in the cross-examination of P. W. No. 1 Dr. Sambhaji Patil (page No. 5, para No. 4, Exh. 22) that ‘accused had maintained all the documents as per Rules’. It is denie

	26) No suggestion in the above context is given either to P. W. No. 3 Dr. Mrs. Kavita Sontakke. A mere suggestion appears on page No. 3, para No. 4, Exh. 26 in the cross-examination of P. W. No. 3 Dr. Kavita Sontakke that she has deposed falsely that Form F Register was not maintained in the prescribed format by the accused. This is also denied by the said witness. So, except this evasive denial, there is nothing in the cross-examination of both these witnesses which would shake their testimony on this aspe
	26) No suggestion in the above context is given either to P. W. No. 3 Dr. Mrs. Kavita Sontakke. A mere suggestion appears on page No. 3, para No. 4, Exh. 26 in the cross-examination of P. W. No. 3 Dr. Kavita Sontakke that she has deposed falsely that Form F Register was not maintained in the prescribed format by the accused. This is also denied by the said witness. So, except this evasive denial, there is nothing in the cross-examination of both these witnesses which would shake their testimony on this aspe

	27) Defence of accused :
	27) Defence of accused :

	Against the above fact, the accused has replied in his statement recorded under Section 313, Cr. P. C. vide Exh. 42 to question Nos. 2 and 3 that P. W. No. 1 Dr. Sambhaji Patil has not introduced him with anybody. The accused had asked about his identity. But P. W. No. 1 Dr. Sambhaji Patil has not shown his identity card to him. In answer to question No. 17, the accused has further replied that he is ready to file all registers with consent form. Accordingly, he has filed Article 1 to 14 on record. So, in t
	Against the above fact, the accused has replied in his statement recorded under Section 313, Cr. P. C. vide Exh. 42 to question Nos. 2 and 3 that P. W. No. 1 Dr. Sambhaji Patil has not introduced him with anybody. The accused had asked about his identity. But P. W. No. 1 Dr. Sambhaji Patil has not shown his identity card to him. In answer to question No. 17, the accused has further replied that he is ready to file all registers with consent form. Accordingly, he has filed Article 1 to 14 on record. So, in t

	28) On this point, learned advocate Mr. U. B. Misar has argued that P. W. No. 1 Dr. Sambhaji Patil was not having any identity card with him to show that he was the appropriate authority. Further, he has submitted that there was no document regarding the appointment of P. W. No. 1 Dr. Sambhaji Patil as an appropriate authority under the Act. Therefore, it was natural conduct of accused Dr. Prashant Gujrathi of not showing his record. Learned advocate Mr. U. B. Misar has submitted that why should the accused
	28) On this point, learned advocate Mr. U. B. Misar has argued that P. W. No. 1 Dr. Sambhaji Patil was not having any identity card with him to show that he was the appropriate authority. Further, he has submitted that there was no document regarding the appointment of P. W. No. 1 Dr. Sambhaji Patil as an appropriate authority under the Act. Therefore, it was natural conduct of accused Dr. Prashant Gujrathi of not showing his record. Learned advocate Mr. U. B. Misar has submitted that why should the accused


	29) While dealing with this defence, it is necessary to see the complaint Exh. 1 which specifically states that P. W. No. 1 Dr. Sambhaji Patil has visited the clinic of accused on 11-12-2005. P. W. No. 1 Dr. Sambhaji Patil and P. W. No. 3 Dr. Mrs. Kavita Sontakke have also stated that they have visited ‘Shriji’ hospital and Prashant Nursing Home on 11-12-2005 at or about 5.00 to 5.30 P. M. This fact is not shattered in the crossexaminations of both these witnesses. So, the vist is proved.
	29) While dealing with this defence, it is necessary to see the complaint Exh. 1 which specifically states that P. W. No. 1 Dr. Sambhaji Patil has visited the clinic of accused on 11-12-2005. P. W. No. 1 Dr. Sambhaji Patil and P. W. No. 3 Dr. Mrs. Kavita Sontakke have also stated that they have visited ‘Shriji’ hospital and Prashant Nursing Home on 11-12-2005 at or about 5.00 to 5.30 P. M. This fact is not shattered in the crossexaminations of both these witnesses. So, the vist is proved.
	29) While dealing with this defence, it is necessary to see the complaint Exh. 1 which specifically states that P. W. No. 1 Dr. Sambhaji Patil has visited the clinic of accused on 11-12-2005. P. W. No. 1 Dr. Sambhaji Patil and P. W. No. 3 Dr. Mrs. Kavita Sontakke have also stated that they have visited ‘Shriji’ hospital and Prashant Nursing Home on 11-12-2005 at or about 5.00 to 5.30 P. M. This fact is not shattered in the crossexaminations of both these witnesses. So, the vist is proved.

	30) It has further come in the cross-examination at para 4, page 5, Exh. 22, that wife of P. W. No. 1 Dr. Sambhaji Patil has dispensary by name Shri. Sai Hospital at Parola. Shri. Sai Hospital was started in the year 20032004. As the medical practice of P. W. No. 1 Dr. Sambhaji Patil was not procuring, he has shifted his clinic in Gajanan Colony. There are several suggestions in Para No. 4, Exh. 22 which suggest the previous acquaintance of P. W. No. 1 Dr. Sambhaji Patil and accused Dr. Prashant Gujrathi. 
	30) It has further come in the cross-examination at para 4, page 5, Exh. 22, that wife of P. W. No. 1 Dr. Sambhaji Patil has dispensary by name Shri. Sai Hospital at Parola. Shri. Sai Hospital was started in the year 20032004. As the medical practice of P. W. No. 1 Dr. Sambhaji Patil was not procuring, he has shifted his clinic in Gajanan Colony. There are several suggestions in Para No. 4, Exh. 22 which suggest the previous acquaintance of P. W. No. 1 Dr. Sambhaji Patil and accused Dr. Prashant Gujrathi. 

	31) In the cross-examination, at para 4, the accused has suggested to P. W. No. 1 Sambhaji Patil that he was
	31) In the cross-examination, at para 4, the accused has suggested to P. W. No. 1 Sambhaji Patil that he was

	appointed as a Medical Officer to Cottage Hospital, Parola on temporary basis. This would go to show that accused had knowledge that P. W. No. 1 Dr. Sambhaji Patil was attached to Cottage Hospital, Parola,
	appointed as a Medical Officer to Cottage Hospital, Parola on temporary basis. This would go to show that accused had knowledge that P. W. No. 1 Dr. Sambhaji Patil was attached to Cottage Hospital, Parola,

	was known to the accused. Therefore, despite this knowledge, it is difficult to gather why the accused has not shown the record of his genetic clinic to him.
	was known to the accused. Therefore, despite this knowledge, it is difficult to gather why the accused has not shown the record of his genetic clinic to him.

	32) Secondly, accused Dr. Prashant Gujrathi was legally bound under Section 29 (2) to show all such record to P. W. No. 1 Dr. Sambhaji Patil. In this connection, it would be proper to lay down Section 29 (2) of the P. C. P. N. D. T. Act, 2003 as follows:
	32) Secondly, accused Dr. Prashant Gujrathi was legally bound under Section 29 (2) to show all such record to P. W. No. 1 Dr. Sambhaji Patil. In this connection, it would be proper to lay down Section 29 (2) of the P. C. P. N. D. T. Act, 2003 as follows:

	“All such records shall, at all reasonable times, be made available for inspection to the Appropriate Authority or to any other person authorised by the Appropriate Authority in this behalf’. (emphasis supplied).
	“All such records shall, at all reasonable times, be made available for inspection to the Appropriate Authority or to any other person authorised by the Appropriate Authority in this behalf’. (emphasis supplied).

	33) Accused Dr. Prashant Gujrathi was also legally bound to show his record to the inspecting party by virtue of Rule 11 framed under the ‘Rules 1996’. It would be proper to lay down Rule 11 as follows.
	33) Accused Dr. Prashant Gujrathi was also legally bound to show his record to the inspecting party by virtue of Rule 11 framed under the ‘Rules 1996’. It would be proper to lay down Rule 11 as follows.

	“Facilities for inspection.- (1) Every Genetic Counselling centre, Genetic Laboratory, Genetic Clinic, Ultrasound Clinic, Imaging Centre, nursing home, hospital, institute or any other place where any of the machines or equipments capable of performing any procedure, technique or test capable of pre-natal determination of sex or selection of sex before or after conception is used, shall afford all reasonable facilities for inspection of the place, equipment and records to the Appropriate Authority or to any
	“Facilities for inspection.- (1) Every Genetic Counselling centre, Genetic Laboratory, Genetic Clinic, Ultrasound Clinic, Imaging Centre, nursing home, hospital, institute or any other place where any of the machines or equipments capable of performing any procedure, technique or test capable of pre-natal determination of sex or selection of sex before or after conception is used, shall afford all reasonable facilities for inspection of the place, equipment and records to the Appropriate Authority or to any

	(emphasis supplied).
	(emphasis supplied).

	34) So, on facts as well as law, the defence of accused that he has not shown the record to P. W. No. 1 Dr. Sambhaji Patil as he was stranger do not gather any force. On the contrary, it suggests that P. W. No. 1 Dr. Sambhaji Patil had inspected the clinic of accused on 11-12-2005 and at that time, the accused has not made available to him the record which was necessary to be maintained by him as specified in Rule 9 (4) and Form F.
	34) So, on facts as well as law, the defence of accused that he has not shown the record to P. W. No. 1 Dr. Sambhaji Patil as he was stranger do not gather any force. On the contrary, it suggests that P. W. No. 1 Dr. Sambhaji Patil had inspected the clinic of accused on 11-12-2005 and at that time, the accused has not made available to him the record which was necessary to be maintained by him as specified in Rule 9 (4) and Form F.

	35) So, the subsequent question which emerges from the above defence is that whether accused had maintained and possessed the record from Articles 1 to 14 on the date of inspection or not. So, let us consider Articles 1 to
	35) So, the subsequent question which emerges from the above defence is that whether accused had maintained and possessed the record from Articles 1 to 14 on the date of inspection or not. So, let us consider Articles 1 to


	7 first. Articles 1 to 7 is the record in respect of pregnant women. It consist oftwo parts. First declaration given by pregnant woman and secondly, declaration of Doctor/person conducting utra sonography/ image scanning. Article 1 starts from 7-9-2003 and Article 7 ends on 4-12-2005. The dates on Article 1 are overwritten and scribbled for first 19 forms. There is no counter signature for this overwritting and scribbling. The name of Radiologist/ Gynaecologist along with the stamp (necessary as per form) i
	7 first. Articles 1 to 7 is the record in respect of pregnant women. It consist oftwo parts. First declaration given by pregnant woman and secondly, declaration of Doctor/person conducting utra sonography/ image scanning. Article 1 starts from 7-9-2003 and Article 7 ends on 4-12-2005. The dates on Article 1 are overwritten and scribbled for first 19 forms. There is no counter signature for this overwritting and scribbling. The name of Radiologist/ Gynaecologist along with the stamp (necessary as per form) i
	7 first. Articles 1 to 7 is the record in respect of pregnant women. It consist oftwo parts. First declaration given by pregnant woman and secondly, declaration of Doctor/person conducting utra sonography/ image scanning. Article 1 starts from 7-9-2003 and Article 7 ends on 4-12-2005. The dates on Article 1 are overwritten and scribbled for first 19 forms. There is no counter signature for this overwritting and scribbling. The name of Radiologist/ Gynaecologist along with the stamp (necessary as per form) i

	36) None of the Form F in Articles 8 to 14 contains the name of Radiologist or Gynaecologist/Director of the Clinic who has conducted the ultra sonography on the pregnant woman. There is no reason assigned by the accused as to why the name of Gynaecologist/Radiologist/Director of Clinic and registration number is left blank on all these forms. Through this record, the name of the persons conducting ultra sonography, image scanning or director or owner of the genetic clinic/ultra sound clinic/imaging centre 
	36) None of the Form F in Articles 8 to 14 contains the name of Radiologist or Gynaecologist/Director of the Clinic who has conducted the ultra sonography on the pregnant woman. There is no reason assigned by the accused as to why the name of Gynaecologist/Radiologist/Director of Clinic and registration number is left blank on all these forms. Through this record, the name of the persons conducting ultra sonography, image scanning or director or owner of the genetic clinic/ultra sound clinic/imaging centre 

	“ Any person conducting Ultrasonography image scanning on a pregnant woman shall give a declaration on each report on ultrasonography/ image scanning that he/she has neither detected nor disclosed the sex of foetus of the pregnant woman to any body. The pregnant woman shall before undergoing ultrasonography/ image scanning declare that she does not want to know the sex of her foetus”.
	“ Any person conducting Ultrasonography image scanning on a pregnant woman shall give a declaration on each report on ultrasonography/ image scanning that he/she has neither detected nor disclosed the sex of foetus of the pregnant woman to any body. The pregnant woman shall before undergoing ultrasonography/ image scanning declare that she does not want to know the sex of her foetus”.

	37) With reference to the above Rule 10 (1A), the documents at Articles 1 to 14 do not reveal the name of the person giving such declaration and therefore, they are incomplete within the meaning of Rule 10 (1A) read with Form F Annexed with ‘Rules 1996’.
	37) With reference to the above Rule 10 (1A), the documents at Articles 1 to 14 do not reveal the name of the person giving such declaration and therefore, they are incomplete within the meaning of Rule 10 (1A) read with Form F Annexed with ‘Rules 1996’.

	38) The accused has adduced these documents in his statement vide Exh. 42. It is needless to say that they were not shown to any of the prosecution witnesses during their cross-examinations. It is not suggested during the lengthy cross-examinations of P. W. No. 1 Dr. Sambhaji Patil and P. W. No. 3 Dr. Mrs. Kavita Sontakke that accused had maintained Articles 1 to 14 at the time of inspection and he has possessed the same at the relevant date, time and place. On the contrary, P. W. No. 1 Dr. Sambhaji Patil a
	38) The accused has adduced these documents in his statement vide Exh. 42. It is needless to say that they were not shown to any of the prosecution witnesses during their cross-examinations. It is not suggested during the lengthy cross-examinations of P. W. No. 1 Dr. Sambhaji Patil and P. W. No. 3 Dr. Mrs. Kavita Sontakke that accused had maintained Articles 1 to 14 at the time of inspection and he has possessed the same at the relevant date, time and place. On the contrary, P. W. No. 1 Dr. Sambhaji Patil a

	39) The accused has not examined himself to show that Article 1 to 14 were maintained by him or that it is the complete record maintained as per Rule 9 (4) and he has possessed it on the date of inspection. Neither the accused has examined the concerned persons whose signatures are appearing on the forms from Articles 1 to 14. It was necessary because accused has not stated anywhere (in the cross or in his statement Exh. 42) that he has signed the forms in Articles 1 to 14. Accused has not examined any preg
	39) The accused has not examined himself to show that Article 1 to 14 were maintained by him or that it is the complete record maintained as per Rule 9 (4) and he has possessed it on the date of inspection. Neither the accused has examined the concerned persons whose signatures are appearing on the forms from Articles 1 to 14. It was necessary because accused has not stated anywhere (in the cross or in his statement Exh. 42) that he has signed the forms in Articles 1 to 14. Accused has not examined any preg

	40) Let us also view this situation from the point of view of a prudent man. It is difficult to infer as to what had restrained or prohibited the accused from showing Articles 1 to 14 to the inspecting party, if he had maintained them at his sonography clinic. What prejudice at the most would have been caused to the accused if he had shown such important documents to the inspecting party?. But answers to these questions are not given by the accused. So, the fact of not showing the record to the inspecting p
	40) Let us also view this situation from the point of view of a prudent man. It is difficult to infer as to what had restrained or prohibited the accused from showing Articles 1 to 14 to the inspecting party, if he had maintained them at his sonography clinic. What prejudice at the most would have been caused to the accused if he had shown such important documents to the inspecting party?. But answers to these questions are not given by the accused. So, the fact of not showing the record to the inspecting p

	41) Accused has filed one letter at Exh. 32A. This letter is written to Civil Surgeon, Jalgaon stating that some persons have inspected his sonography clinic. But they have not given any written orders. Therefore, he has not produced any record before them. But he is ready to produce the record to Civil Surgeon. This letter is of 31-12-2005. The inspection is of 11-12-2005. What prevented the accused from filing such record to the Civil Surgeon for 20 days is also not explained by him.
	41) Accused has filed one letter at Exh. 32A. This letter is written to Civil Surgeon, Jalgaon stating that some persons have inspected his sonography clinic. But they have not given any written orders. Therefore, he has not produced any record before them. But he is ready to produce the record to Civil Surgeon. This letter is of 31-12-2005. The inspection is of 11-12-2005. What prevented the accused from filing such record to the Civil Surgeon for 20 days is also not explained by him.


	42) Accused has filed the monthly reports sent to Cottage Hospital, Parola from Exh. 45 to 53. But this case is filed for non maintenance of Form F Registers and not for non filing of monthly reports. Therefore, filing of monthly reports and non maintenance of Form F Register are two different facts which can not be misled with each other.
	42) Accused has filed the monthly reports sent to Cottage Hospital, Parola from Exh. 45 to 53. But this case is filed for non maintenance of Form F Registers and not for non filing of monthly reports. Therefore, filing of monthly reports and non maintenance of Form F Register are two different facts which can not be misled with each other.
	42) Accused has filed the monthly reports sent to Cottage Hospital, Parola from Exh. 45 to 53. But this case is filed for non maintenance of Form F Registers and not for non filing of monthly reports. Therefore, filing of monthly reports and non maintenance of Form F Register are two different facts which can not be misled with each other.

	43) Therefore, considering the entire above discussion summarily, it may be stated that the defence of accused is not probable. Firstly, because it has come on record that P. W. No. 1 Dr. Sambhaji Patil was not a stranger to the accused. Secondly, there is no cross-examination of any of the prosecution witnesses that accused possessed Articles 1 to 14 on the date of inspection. Thirdly, by virtue of Section 29 (2) and Rule 11 accused was legally bound to show this record (if he was having so) to the inspect
	43) Therefore, considering the entire above discussion summarily, it may be stated that the defence of accused is not probable. Firstly, because it has come on record that P. W. No. 1 Dr. Sambhaji Patil was not a stranger to the accused. Secondly, there is no cross-examination of any of the prosecution witnesses that accused possessed Articles 1 to 14 on the date of inspection. Thirdly, by virtue of Section 29 (2) and Rule 11 accused was legally bound to show this record (if he was having so) to the inspect

	44) Other objections of accused :
	44) Other objections of accused :

	a) Complainant is not an appropriate authority :
	a) Complainant is not an appropriate authority :

	Learned advocate Mr. U. B. Misar has objected that P. W. No. 1 Dr. Sambhaji Patil is not an appropriate authority under the P. C. P. N. D. T. Act 2003. He has no authority to file this complaint. He has attacked the letter Exh. 24. As per him, Section 17 of the P. C. P. N. D. T. Act 2003 lays down the procedure for appointment of the appropriate authority. As per Section 17 (3) of the P. C. P. N. D. T. Act 2003, the persons who may act as an appropriate authority have been enlisted. P. W. No. 1 Dr. Sambhaji
	Learned advocate Mr. U. B. Misar has objected that P. W. No. 1 Dr. Sambhaji Patil is not an appropriate authority under the P. C. P. N. D. T. Act 2003. He has no authority to file this complaint. He has attacked the letter Exh. 24. As per him, Section 17 of the P. C. P. N. D. T. Act 2003 lays down the procedure for appointment of the appropriate authority. As per Section 17 (3) of the P. C. P. N. D. T. Act 2003, the persons who may act as an appropriate authority have been enlisted. P. W. No. 1 Dr. Sambhaji

	45) In view of the above rival contentions, we need to analyse Section 17 (3) of the P. C. P. N. D. T. Act 2003. It states that the officers appointed as appropriate authorities for whole of the State shall be the persons as enlisted in Section 17 (3) (a) of the P. C. P. N. D. T. Act, 2003. But, it is specified in Section 17 (3) (b) that-
	45) In view of the above rival contentions, we need to analyse Section 17 (3) of the P. C. P. N. D. T. Act 2003. It states that the officers appointed as appropriate authorities for whole of the State shall be the persons as enlisted in Section 17 (3) (a) of the P. C. P. N. D. T. Act, 2003. But, it is specified in Section 17 (3) (b) that-

	“ When appointed for any part of the State or the Union Territory, of such other rank as the State Government or the Central Government, as the case may be, may deem fit”.
	“ When appointed for any part of the State or the Union Territory, of such other rank as the State Government or the Central Government, as the case may be, may deem fit”.

	46) On bare perusal of above provision, it can be ascertained that for any part of the State, officer of such other rank can be appointed. Therefore, Section 17 (3) (b) of the P. C. P. N. D. T. Act, 2003 itself is an answer to the objection raised by the accused that Dr. Sambhaji Patil is not the person of the rank as enlisted in Section 17 (3) (a) of the P. C. P. N. D. T. Act, 2003. In view of Section 17 (3) (b) of the P. C. P. N. D. T. Act, 2003, it is for the State Government to determine any other offic
	46) On bare perusal of above provision, it can be ascertained that for any part of the State, officer of such other rank can be appointed. Therefore, Section 17 (3) (b) of the P. C. P. N. D. T. Act, 2003 itself is an answer to the objection raised by the accused that Dr. Sambhaji Patil is not the person of the rank as enlisted in Section 17 (3) (a) of the P. C. P. N. D. T. Act, 2003. In view of Section 17 (3) (b) of the P. C. P. N. D. T. Act, 2003, it is for the State Government to determine any other offic

	47) Accordingly, letter Exh. 24 is issued by Additional Director Health Services and Family Welfare, Mother and Child Development and School Health Department, Pune. The letter is issued on 21/26th July 2001 to all Civil Surgeons in Maharashtra. This letter is issued for the enforcement of the Prenatal Diagnostic Techniques Act, 1994.The second paragraph of this letter mentions that the Public Health Department, Mantralaya, Mumbai have issued notifications dated 11-9-1997 and 9-12-1997 declaring all the Civ
	47) Accordingly, letter Exh. 24 is issued by Additional Director Health Services and Family Welfare, Mother and Child Development and School Health Department, Pune. The letter is issued on 21/26th July 2001 to all Civil Surgeons in Maharashtra. This letter is issued for the enforcement of the Prenatal Diagnostic Techniques Act, 1994.The second paragraph of this letter mentions that the Public Health Department, Mantralaya, Mumbai have issued notifications dated 11-9-1997 and 9-12-1997 declaring all the Civ

	48) Therefore, on the basis of this letter Ex. 24, it can be ascertained that the appointment of appropriate authority is done on the basis of the notifications dated 11-9-1997 and 9-12-1997 of the State Government. It has remained intact in the evidence of P. W. No. 1 Dr. Sambhaji Patil that he was working as Medical Officer at Parola from 2003 to 31-1-2006. He has admitted in the cross-examination, page No. 5, para No. 4, Exh. 22 that he was appointed on temporary basis. But the letter at Exh. 24 nowhere 
	48) Therefore, on the basis of this letter Ex. 24, it can be ascertained that the appointment of appropriate authority is done on the basis of the notifications dated 11-9-1997 and 9-12-1997 of the State Government. It has remained intact in the evidence of P. W. No. 1 Dr. Sambhaji Patil that he was working as Medical Officer at Parola from 2003 to 31-1-2006. He has admitted in the cross-examination, page No. 5, para No. 4, Exh. 22 that he was appointed on temporary basis. But the letter at Exh. 24 nowhere 


	on temporary basis shall not act in capacity of an appropriate authority at the Taluka level. Therefore, in view of Section 17 (3) (b) of the P. C. P. N. D. T. Act 2003 and letter at Exh. 24, it is ample clear that P. W. No. 1 Dr. Sambhaji Patil can act as an appropriate authority as he was a Medical Officer at Parola at that time.
	on temporary basis shall not act in capacity of an appropriate authority at the Taluka level. Therefore, in view of Section 17 (3) (b) of the P. C. P. N. D. T. Act 2003 and letter at Exh. 24, it is ample clear that P. W. No. 1 Dr. Sambhaji Patil can act as an appropriate authority as he was a Medical Officer at Parola at that time.
	on temporary basis shall not act in capacity of an appropriate authority at the Taluka level. Therefore, in view of Section 17 (3) (b) of the P. C. P. N. D. T. Act 2003 and letter at Exh. 24, it is ample clear that P. W. No. 1 Dr. Sambhaji Patil can act as an appropriate authority as he was a Medical Officer at Parola at that time.

	49) Learned advocate Mr. U. B. Misar for the accused has also attacked on the letter at Exh. 24 on the grounds that the same is not duly proved. Learned A. P. P. has resorted to Sections 78 and 79 of the Evidence Act and has counter submitted that the letter is proved.
	49) Learned advocate Mr. U. B. Misar for the accused has also attacked on the letter at Exh. 24 on the grounds that the same is not duly proved. Learned A. P. P. has resorted to Sections 78 and 79 of the Evidence Act and has counter submitted that the letter is proved.

	50) The letter Exh. 24 is directed to all Civil Surgeons to do the needful in context of program to be initiated under the Prenatal Diagnostic Techniques Act, 1994. In this context, it has been directed to form a Vigilance Committee at Taluka level and the appropriate authority for this Vigilance Committee would be the Medical Officer at Taluka level. Therefore, the recitals of these documents itself bring out that these are certain orders which are given by department of a State Government to its employees
	50) The letter Exh. 24 is directed to all Civil Surgeons to do the needful in context of program to be initiated under the Prenatal Diagnostic Techniques Act, 1994. In this context, it has been directed to form a Vigilance Committee at Taluka level and the appropriate authority for this Vigilance Committee would be the Medical Officer at Taluka level. Therefore, the recitals of these documents itself bring out that these are certain orders which are given by department of a State Government to its employees

	51) Hence, the objection of accused that it is a secondary evidence can not gain ground as the original of this letter i. e. Exh. 24 is filed on record by P. W. No. 1 Dr. Sambhaji Patil. So, this objection of accused is negated with reference to the above discussion.
	51) Hence, the objection of accused that it is a secondary evidence can not gain ground as the original of this letter i. e. Exh. 24 is filed on record by P. W. No. 1 Dr. Sambhaji Patil. So, this objection of accused is negated with reference to the above discussion.

	52) b) Complaint not filed to police or by police :
	52) b) Complaint not filed to police or by police :

	Learned advocate Mr. U. B. Misar for accused has also objected the complaint on the ground that it was not filed to police. During the arguments, Section 28 of the P. C. P. N. D. T. Act, 2003 was pointed out to him by me. Section 28 of the P. C. P. N. D. T. Act, 2003 lays down that other than an appropriate authority, a person or a social organization, nobody is entitled to file such complaint. Therefore, police have no role to play for enforcing the provisions of P. C. P. N. D. T. Act, 2003. In view of Sec
	Learned advocate Mr. U. B. Misar for accused has also objected the complaint on the ground that it was not filed to police. During the arguments, Section 28 of the P. C. P. N. D. T. Act, 2003 was pointed out to him by me. Section 28 of the P. C. P. N. D. T. Act, 2003 lays down that other than an appropriate authority, a person or a social organization, nobody is entitled to file such complaint. Therefore, police have no role to play for enforcing the provisions of P. C. P. N. D. T. Act, 2003. In view of Sec

	53) In this context, learned advocate Mr. U. B. Misar for accused has placed his reliance on Vijay Bhagwan Shetty (cited supra). In the said case, Hon’ble Bombay High Court has set aside the order of learned Sessions Judge of approving the order of committal of a case under Electricity Act, 2005 by learned Judicial Magistrate First Class. The reasons for setting aside this order were registration of F. I. R. was illegal, further action taken on the basis of said F. I. R. was erroneous. The Deputy Executive 
	53) In this context, learned advocate Mr. U. B. Misar for accused has placed his reliance on Vijay Bhagwan Shetty (cited supra). In the said case, Hon’ble Bombay High Court has set aside the order of learned Sessions Judge of approving the order of committal of a case under Electricity Act, 2005 by learned Judicial Magistrate First Class. The reasons for setting aside this order were registration of F. I. R. was illegal, further action taken on the basis of said F. I. R. was erroneous. The Deputy Executive 

	54) In the present case, it is held earlier that the State Government can appoint officer of any other rank as an
	54) In the present case, it is held earlier that the State Government can appoint officer of any other rank as an

	appropriate authority. Accordingly, letter Exh. 24 was issued. Also, in view of Section 28 (1) (a) of
	appropriate authority. Accordingly, letter Exh. 24 was issued. Also, in view of Section 28 (1) (a) of

	the P. C. P. N. D. T. Act, 2003 the present complaint may be filed. Hence, due to major variance of facts and above reasons the ratio and reasons recorded by Hon’ble Bombay High Court in Vijay Bhagwan Shetty (cited supra), with great respect and regards, are not applicable to this case. Accordingly, the objection of accused also goes with.
	the P. C. P. N. D. T. Act, 2003 the present complaint may be filed. Hence, due to major variance of facts and above reasons the ratio and reasons recorded by Hon’ble Bombay High Court in Vijay Bhagwan Shetty (cited supra), with great respect and regards, are not applicable to this case. Accordingly, the objection of accused also goes with.

	55) c) Non followance of search, seizure and sealing procedure as contemplated in the Act.
	55) c) Non followance of search, seizure and sealing procedure as contemplated in the Act.

	The accused has objected the seizure panchanama Exh. 23 on the grounds that the inspecting party has not followed the procedure for seizure as contemplated under Rule 12 of the ‘Rules 1996’. It is admitted that panch witness P. W. No. 2 Baliram Walunj Wani and other witness S. D. Chopade were both employees of Cottage Hospital, Parola. It is further admitted that the list of seized documents prepared in duplicate is not placed on record. It has come in the cross-examination of P. W. No. 1 Dr. Sambhaji Patil
	The accused has objected the seizure panchanama Exh. 23 on the grounds that the inspecting party has not followed the procedure for seizure as contemplated under Rule 12 of the ‘Rules 1996’. It is admitted that panch witness P. W. No. 2 Baliram Walunj Wani and other witness S. D. Chopade were both employees of Cottage Hospital, Parola. It is further admitted that the list of seized documents prepared in duplicate is not placed on record. It has come in the cross-examination of P. W. No. 1 Dr. Sambhaji Patil


	56) It is also necessary to state that P. W. No. 1 Dr. Sambhaji Patil has stated in his chief examination that Articles A and B were left at sonography clinic of the accused. Then, he called accused Dr. Prashant Gujrathi in this context and then, the brother of accused Dr. Gujrathi has produced Article A and B before Dr. Sambhaji Patil at Cottage Hospital on the same day at 11.30 P. M. This part is not appearing in the complaint Exh. 1. So, we have to assess the impact of this non followance of procedure on
	56) It is also necessary to state that P. W. No. 1 Dr. Sambhaji Patil has stated in his chief examination that Articles A and B were left at sonography clinic of the accused. Then, he called accused Dr. Prashant Gujrathi in this context and then, the brother of accused Dr. Gujrathi has produced Article A and B before Dr. Sambhaji Patil at Cottage Hospital on the same day at 11.30 P. M. This part is not appearing in the complaint Exh. 1. So, we have to assess the impact of this non followance of procedure on
	56) It is also necessary to state that P. W. No. 1 Dr. Sambhaji Patil has stated in his chief examination that Articles A and B were left at sonography clinic of the accused. Then, he called accused Dr. Prashant Gujrathi in this context and then, the brother of accused Dr. Gujrathi has produced Article A and B before Dr. Sambhaji Patil at Cottage Hospital on the same day at 11.30 P. M. This part is not appearing in the complaint Exh. 1. So, we have to assess the impact of this non followance of procedure on

	57) It is necessary to state that in the deposition of P. W. No. 1 Dr. Sambhaji Patil, it has come on record that the seized documents were left at the clinic of accused. Therefore, the documents which were produced by brother of accused at 11.30 P. M. were not verified that they were the same seized and left documents or not. Neither there is a separate seizure list of the documents nor the same is done after production of documents by brother of the accused. So, this act of P. W. No. 1 Dr. Sambhaji Patil 
	57) It is necessary to state that in the deposition of P. W. No. 1 Dr. Sambhaji Patil, it has come on record that the seized documents were left at the clinic of accused. Therefore, the documents which were produced by brother of accused at 11.30 P. M. were not verified that they were the same seized and left documents or not. Neither there is a separate seizure list of the documents nor the same is done after production of documents by brother of the accused. So, this act of P. W. No. 1 Dr. Sambhaji Patil 

	58) Therefore, as there is no seizure in this case, the document at Article A can not be looked into. The objections of accused in this regard sustains.
	58) Therefore, as there is no seizure in this case, the document at Article A can not be looked into. The objections of accused in this regard sustains.

	59) But, the case of prosecution is not based on the seized documents Articles A and B. At the cost of repetition, it is necessary to mention again that complaint Exh. 1, para No. 3 mentions that the complete record necessary to be maintained by the accused was not found at the sonography centre. Which means that the accused has failed to submit the complete record as specified in Form F. Therefore, the charge under Exh. 33 is also framed accordingly that the accused has failed to submit the Form F Register
	59) But, the case of prosecution is not based on the seized documents Articles A and B. At the cost of repetition, it is necessary to mention again that complaint Exh. 1, para No. 3 mentions that the complete record necessary to be maintained by the accused was not found at the sonography centre. Which means that the accused has failed to submit the complete record as specified in Form F. Therefore, the charge under Exh. 33 is also framed accordingly that the accused has failed to submit the Form F Register

	60) Learned advocate for the accused has built his argument on this preconceived notion that non followance of of seizure procedure of Articles A and B would amount to inadmissibility of Articles A and B in evidence which would in the alternative prove that no such seizure has taken place. But the case of prosecution right from the complaint is not that Article A is an incomplete register (Para 3, Exh. 1, complaint). But the case is for the non submission or non production of the record by the accused. Ther
	60) Learned advocate for the accused has built his argument on this preconceived notion that non followance of of seizure procedure of Articles A and B would amount to inadmissibility of Articles A and B in evidence which would in the alternative prove that no such seizure has taken place. But the case of prosecution right from the complaint is not that Article A is an incomplete register (Para 3, Exh. 1, complaint). But the case is for the non submission or non production of the record by the accused. Ther

	61) Therefore, the case laws in this context-
	61) Therefore, the case laws in this context-

	Bhalchandra Namdeo Shinde Vs. State of Maharashtra, 2003 Bom. C. R. (Cri.) 133 and Naba Kumar Das Vs. State of West Bengal, 1974 Cri. L. J. 512 would not be attracted in this case. Because this case is not based only upon the seized documents. Hence, merely by attacking the seizure procedure and by showing that the seizure was faulty, accused would not be entitled for its benefit.
	Bhalchandra Namdeo Shinde Vs. State of Maharashtra, 2003 Bom. C. R. (Cri.) 133 and Naba Kumar Das Vs. State of West Bengal, 1974 Cri. L. J. 512 would not be attracted in this case. Because this case is not based only upon the seized documents. Hence, merely by attacking the seizure procedure and by showing that the seizure was faulty, accused would not be entitled for its benefit.

	62) d) Delay in filing complaint :
	62) d) Delay in filing complaint :

	The raid is conducted on 11-12-2005. The complaint is filed on 3-1-2006. There is no explanation for delay appearing on record. We have to see the possibility of concoction or deliberation behind this delay. All such suggestions are otherwise denied by P. W. No. 1 Dr. Sambhaji Patil. There are no concomitant circumstances on record which would raise doubt that the complaint is filed with an ulterior motive to harass the accused deliberately. The complaint is filed by P. W. No. 1 Dr. Sambhaji Patil in capaci
	The raid is conducted on 11-12-2005. The complaint is filed on 3-1-2006. There is no explanation for delay appearing on record. We have to see the possibility of concoction or deliberation behind this delay. All such suggestions are otherwise denied by P. W. No. 1 Dr. Sambhaji Patil. There are no concomitant circumstances on record which would raise doubt that the complaint is filed with an ulterior motive to harass the accused deliberately. The complaint is filed by P. W. No. 1 Dr. Sambhaji Patil in capaci


	63) e) Non recording of statements :
	63) e) Non recording of statements :
	63) e) Non recording of statements :

	As stated earlier, this is a private complaint filed otherwise than on police report. It has to be dealt with the procedure from Section 244 to 247 as contemplated in the Code of Criminal Procedure. Therefore, the private complainant has not recorded the statements can not be a major lacuna to doubt with his case.
	As stated earlier, this is a private complaint filed otherwise than on police report. It has to be dealt with the procedure from Section 244 to 247 as contemplated in the Code of Criminal Procedure. Therefore, the private complainant has not recorded the statements can not be a major lacuna to doubt with his case.

	64) Summary :
	64) Summary :

	The gist of entire above discussion, in the form of summary may be stated as follows:
	The gist of entire above discussion, in the form of summary may be stated as follows:

	65) P. W. No. 1 Dr. Sambhaji Patil and P. W. No. 3 Dr. Mrs. Kavita Sontakke have deposed in tune with the complaint Exh. 1. The fact of failure on the part of accused to produce Form F Register and consent forms of pregnant women is established on record by their evidence.
	65) P. W. No. 1 Dr. Sambhaji Patil and P. W. No. 3 Dr. Mrs. Kavita Sontakke have deposed in tune with the complaint Exh. 1. The fact of failure on the part of accused to produce Form F Register and consent forms of pregnant women is established on record by their evidence.

	66) The defence of accused was twofold. First, he came with a defence that complainant was a stranger to him. Therefore, he has not produced his record before him. But these defence could not withstand the test of actuality. As from the cross-examination, the previous acquaintance of the accused and complainant was revealed. The legal obligations on the accused casted by Section 29 (2) of the P. C. P. N. D. T. Act 2003 and Rule 11 of the ‘Rules 1996’ bisected his defence. Then, by filing Articles 1 to 14, a
	66) The defence of accused was twofold. First, he came with a defence that complainant was a stranger to him. Therefore, he has not produced his record before him. But these defence could not withstand the test of actuality. As from the cross-examination, the previous acquaintance of the accused and complainant was revealed. The legal obligations on the accused casted by Section 29 (2) of the P. C. P. N. D. T. Act 2003 and Rule 11 of the ‘Rules 1996’ bisected his defence. Then, by filing Articles 1 to 14, a

	67) In the result, the evidence of prosecution is inspiring and can be acted upon. The prosecution is successful in proving that the accused has contravened Rule 9 (4) framed under ‘Rules 1996’ and thereby has committed an offence punishable under Sections 23 and 25 of The Pre Conception and Prenatal Diagnostic Techniques (Prohibition of Sex Selection) Act 2003. Therefore, I answer point No. 1 in the affirmative.
	67) In the result, the evidence of prosecution is inspiring and can be acted upon. The prosecution is successful in proving that the accused has contravened Rule 9 (4) framed under ‘Rules 1996’ and thereby has committed an offence punishable under Sections 23 and 25 of The Pre Conception and Prenatal Diagnostic Techniques (Prohibition of Sex Selection) Act 2003. Therefore, I answer point No. 1 in the affirmative.

	68) As point No. 1 has got its finding in the affirmative, before sentencing the accused to any punishment, I pause here to hear him on the point of sentence.
	68) As point No. 1 has got its finding in the affirmative, before sentencing the accused to any punishment, I pause here to hear him on the point of sentence.

	Date: 27/7/2010 (S. P. Naik-Nimbalkar)
	Date: 27/7/2010 (S. P. Naik-Nimbalkar)

	Judicial Magistrate (F. C.) Parola
	Judicial Magistrate (F. C.) Parola

	69) Heard the accused on the point of sentence. He has submitted that he do not accept this punishment. He has submitted to hear advocate Mr. T. K. Patil on his behlf. Learned advocate Mr. T. K. Patil has submitted that accused is not a habitual offender. The theory of reformation be applied while imposing punishment. Chance of reformation be given to the accused. Learned A. P. P. Mr. S. R. Jadhav is absent when called for repeatedly.
	69) Heard the accused on the point of sentence. He has submitted that he do not accept this punishment. He has submitted to hear advocate Mr. T. K. Patil on his behlf. Learned advocate Mr. T. K. Patil has submitted that accused is not a habitual offender. The theory of reformation be applied while imposing punishment. Chance of reformation be given to the accused. Learned A. P. P. Mr. S. R. Jadhav is absent when called for repeatedly.

	70) While fixing the quantum of sentence, the nature of offence is necessary to be looked into. As stated earlier, this case is for non maintenance of Form F Register and consent forms leading to the contravention of Rule 9 (4) of the ‘Rules 1996’. At the cost of repetition, it is necessary to mention again that proviso to Section 4 (3) of the P. C. P. N. D. T. Act, 2003 lays down that any such deficiency or inaccuracy would lead to a further contravention of provisions of Section 5 and 6. Sections 5 and 6 
	70) While fixing the quantum of sentence, the nature of offence is necessary to be looked into. As stated earlier, this case is for non maintenance of Form F Register and consent forms leading to the contravention of Rule 9 (4) of the ‘Rules 1996’. At the cost of repetition, it is necessary to mention again that proviso to Section 4 (3) of the P. C. P. N. D. T. Act, 2003 lays down that any such deficiency or inaccuracy would lead to a further contravention of provisions of Section 5 and 6. Sections 5 and 6 

	71) Secondly, the legislative intent behind the enactment of P. C. P. N. D. T. Act, 2003 can be gathered from the statement of object and reasons as follows: “ It is proposed to prohibit prenetal diagnostic techniques for determination of sex of the foetus leading to female foeticide. Such abuse of techniques is discriminatory
	71) Secondly, the legislative intent behind the enactment of P. C. P. N. D. T. Act, 2003 can be gathered from the statement of object and reasons as follows: “ It is proposed to prohibit prenetal diagnostic techniques for determination of sex of the foetus leading to female foeticide. Such abuse of techniques is discriminatory


	against the female sex and affects the dignity and status of woman. A legislation is required to regulate the use of such techniques and to provide deterrent punishment to stop such any inhuman act”.
	against the female sex and affects the dignity and status of woman. A legislation is required to regulate the use of such techniques and to provide deterrent punishment to stop such any inhuman act”.
	against the female sex and affects the dignity and status of woman. A legislation is required to regulate the use of such techniques and to provide deterrent punishment to stop such any inhuman act”.

	72) So, the legislature itself has emphasized
	72) So, the legislature itself has emphasized

	the need for imposing deterrent punishment while dealing with such offenders.
	the need for imposing deterrent punishment while dealing with such offenders.

	73) Thirdly, the social circumstances relating to such offences are also necessary to be considered. The declining child sex ratio particularly in this taluka is the indicator of such misuse of technological progress.
	73) Thirdly, the social circumstances relating to such offences are also necessary to be considered. The declining child sex ratio particularly in this taluka is the indicator of such misuse of technological progress.

	74) Fourthly, the accused is a doctor by profession. The faith and health of society rest with him. He is educated and a professional. Therefore, more responsibility casts upon him to obey and abide with law.
	74) Fourthly, the accused is a doctor by profession. The faith and health of society rest with him. He is educated and a professional. Therefore, more responsibility casts upon him to obey and abide with law.

	75) Therefore, considering the nature of offence, the legislative intent, social circumstances and educational qualifications of accused, I am not inclined to prefer a lenient view in this case. Hence, the operative order as under-
	75) Therefore, considering the nature of offence, the legislative intent, social circumstances and educational qualifications of accused, I am not inclined to prefer a lenient view in this case. Hence, the operative order as under-
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	Accused Dr. Mr. Prashant Navnitlal Gujrathi, Age- Adult, R/o. Parola, Tal. Parola, Dist. Jalgaon is hereby convicted for the offence under Section 23 and 25 of The Pre Conception and Prenatal Diagnostic Techniques (Prohibition of Sex Selection) Act 2003 for the contravention of Rule 9 (4) framed under The Pre Conception and Prenatal Diagnostic Techniques (Prohibition of Sex Selection) Rules, 1996 and in view of Section 23 (1) of the The Pre Conception and Prenatal Diagnostic Techniques (Prohibition of Sex S
	Accused Dr. Mr. Prashant Navnitlal Gujrathi, Age- Adult, R/o. Parola, Tal. Parola, Dist. Jalgaon is hereby convicted for the offence under Section 23 and 25 of The Pre Conception and Prenatal Diagnostic Techniques (Prohibition of Sex Selection) Act 2003 for the contravention of Rule 9 (4) framed under The Pre Conception and Prenatal Diagnostic Techniques (Prohibition of Sex Selection) Rules, 1996 and in view of Section 23 (1) of the The Pre Conception and Prenatal Diagnostic Techniques (Prohibition of Sex S
	Accused Dr. Mr. Prashant Navnitlal Gujrathi, Age- Adult, R/o. Parola, Tal. Parola, Dist. Jalgaon is hereby convicted for the offence under Section 23 and 25 of The Pre Conception and Prenatal Diagnostic Techniques (Prohibition of Sex Selection) Act 2003 for the contravention of Rule 9 (4) framed under The Pre Conception and Prenatal Diagnostic Techniques (Prohibition of Sex Selection) Rules, 1996 and in view of Section 23 (1) of the The Pre Conception and Prenatal Diagnostic Techniques (Prohibition of Sex S

	The existing bail bond of accused stands surrendered.
	The existing bail bond of accused stands surrendered.

	The documents at Articles 1 to 14 as well as muddemal property Article A and B be given to the accused, after the appeal period.
	The documents at Articles 1 to 14 as well as muddemal property Article A and B be given to the accused, after the appeal period.

	Right of appeal is vested with the accused against this Judgment and Order and the same is explained to him in his Mother tongue i. e. Marathi.
	Right of appeal is vested with the accused against this Judgment and Order and the same is explained to him in his Mother tongue i. e. Marathi.

	Copy of this Judgment and Order be given free of cost to the accused forthwith as per Section 363 (1) of the Code of Criminal Procedure, 1973.
	Copy of this Judgment and Order be given free of cost to the accused forthwith as per Section 363 (1) of the Code of Criminal Procedure, 1973.


	Copy of this Judgment be given to the Appropriate Authority through Civil Surgeon, Jalgaon for reporting the name of accused to the State Medical Council for taking necessary action against him as per Section 23 (2) of The Pre Conception and Prenatal Diagnostic Techniques (Prohibition of Sex Selection) Act 2003.
	Copy of this Judgment be given to the Appropriate Authority through Civil Surgeon, Jalgaon for reporting the name of accused to the State Medical Council for taking necessary action against him as per Section 23 (2) of The Pre Conception and Prenatal Diagnostic Techniques (Prohibition of Sex Selection) Act 2003.
	Copy of this Judgment be given to the Appropriate Authority through Civil Surgeon, Jalgaon for reporting the name of accused to the State Medical Council for taking necessary action against him as per Section 23 (2) of The Pre Conception and Prenatal Diagnostic Techniques (Prohibition of Sex Selection) Act 2003.

	Dictated and pronounced in open Court.
	Dictated and pronounced in open Court.

	(S. P. Naik-Nimbalkar)
	(S. P. Naik-Nimbalkar)

	Date: 27/7/2010 Judicial Magistrate (F. C.) Parola
	Date: 27/7/2010 Judicial Magistrate (F. C.) Parola
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	X^MdiJidatc nfVdd)fZd_ 1996’’ d gdrctV ’’ggdkuind ATfU nsdgd fZdHVk (fcg fZdstda nfVdd) fZd_ 1996’’ M HC_ 3(1), 9, 1o(1-E), 17(1)(2), 18 ' VagXtd C„KZ dTCZ nt.EZ.st.Zt. di'dlid HC_ 23 d 25 AvJv fejgmk ghi.
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	CASE SUMMARY
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	This Judgment is unique because in the first place it is written in the local language "Marathi" which is a very difficult task considering the fact that the Act and the Rules framed there under are in English and they contain several technical words and medical terms. Secondly, the Judgment elaborately explains in the language of the locals the object and reasons of the Act, the importance of the Act and why the strict implementation of the provisions of the Act, including im,plemnetation of technical and 
	This Judgment is unique because in the first place it is written in the local language "Marathi" which is a very difficult task considering the fact that the Act and the Rules framed there under are in English and they contain several technical words and medical terms. Secondly, the Judgment elaborately explains in the language of the locals the object and reasons of the Act, the importance of the Act and why the strict implementation of the provisions of the Act, including im,plemnetation of technical and 

	This Judgment is equally of importance because sensitivity and awareness to the ground reality, which is the hallmark of good judicial decision making process, are found reflected in this Judgment. The Judgment is detailed in analysis of the facts, evidence, application of law, the reasoning and imposition of punishment. It is for the first time in this case that Accused is convicted
	This Judgment is equally of importance because sensitivity and awareness to the ground reality, which is the hallmark of good judicial decision making process, are found reflected in this Judgment. The Judgment is detailed in analysis of the facts, evidence, application of law, the reasoning and imposition of punishment. It is for the first time in this case that Accused is convicted


	and punished for violating the code of conduct laid down in Rule 18 which is to be observed by the persons working in Genetic Clinics, Genetic Laboratories, etc.
	and punished for violating the code of conduct laid down in Rule 18 which is to be observed by the persons working in Genetic Clinics, Genetic Laboratories, etc.
	and punished for violating the code of conduct laid down in Rule 18 which is to be observed by the persons working in Genetic Clinics, Genetic Laboratories, etc.

	It is a case of a sting operation. The facts of the case are to the effect that on the reliable information that Accused is conducting activities relating to the pre-natal diagnosis techniques in his clinic, which was not registered under the Act and was disclosing the sex of the foetus to pregnant women, complainant - Appropriate Authority with the support of Advocate Varsha Despande, sent to the clinic of the Accused a six months pregnant lady by name Kavita Lokhande as decoy client with marked currency n
	It is a case of a sting operation. The facts of the case are to the effect that on the reliable information that Accused is conducting activities relating to the pre-natal diagnosis techniques in his clinic, which was not registered under the Act and was disclosing the sex of the foetus to pregnant women, complainant - Appropriate Authority with the support of Advocate Varsha Despande, sent to the clinic of the Accused a six months pregnant lady by name Kavita Lokhande as decoy client with marked currency n

	On the basis of evidence of various witnesses referred above, the Court found that the Clinic of Accused was not registered under the Act. He had also not obtained requisite training or experience of running such Clinic and yet he was conducting therein activities relating to pre-natal diagnostic techniques of sex detection and communicating the same to the pregnant lady. It was also proved that Accused had not maintained record, nor obtained consent from the pregnant woman - Kavita Lokhande and further he 
	On the basis of evidence of various witnesses referred above, the Court found that the Clinic of Accused was not registered under the Act. He had also not obtained requisite training or experience of running such Clinic and yet he was conducting therein activities relating to pre-natal diagnostic techniques of sex detection and communicating the same to the pregnant lady. It was also proved that Accused had not maintained record, nor obtained consent from the pregnant woman - Kavita Lokhande and further he 

	All the defences taken by Accused from even denying ownership of the Clinic, use of sonography machine, conducting of such activities and even factual details to the extent possible were rejected by the Court with sound reasoning. The case law cited before it was also distinguished on factual aspects. The plea of Accused for leniency was rejected considering that though Accused belonged to the noble profession of medicine, he was indulging into abhorrent practice of sex selection only to satisfy his greed f
	All the defences taken by Accused from even denying ownership of the Clinic, use of sonography machine, conducting of such activities and even factual details to the extent possible were rejected by the Court with sound reasoning. The case law cited before it was also distinguished on factual aspects. The plea of Accused for leniency was rejected considering that though Accused belonged to the noble profession of medicine, he was indulging into abhorrent practice of sex selection only to satisfy his greed f

	It is the first case in which the accused was held guilty for as many as nine offences and he was punished with full sentence, i.e., to undergo three years imprisonment and fine of RS.10,000/- on each count. This is for the first time that the Court has rightly invoked and applied all the provisions under the Act in proper spirit keeping in mind the object and reasons of the Act, explaining them in the Judgment in the language which public at large can understand. The Judgment is really an eye opener to the
	It is the first case in which the accused was held guilty for as many as nine offences and he was punished with full sentence, i.e., to undergo three years imprisonment and fine of RS.10,000/- on each count. This is for the first time that the Court has rightly invoked and applied all the provisions under the Act in proper spirit keeping in mind the object and reasons of the Act, explaining them in the Judgment in the language which public at large can understand. The Judgment is really an eye opener to the
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	XeniSZI Aiainhdl CSaidd Z_x hTantzCd iRiddMl Jld Z_ZT-AlR CdiaT d HEfddT ClISCi fxCCT gTZiJTOt AhdiC OR HOZ OR HSCOT glihrdidt dxt dda Het hTdt. rdlZda ST. Odd xedTtZt fodStCT cnaldd z_x dzddihtdidddT Ahdie gixa He hdi. rdizda f\$'Txlzl aMwfld g_TMd mfYdzat d gaHiat dfHe glh~igl~d fddiafdHO HOZ AlMfdded gxa dHia ^dldiedi_d xilC HCt hTdt.
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	r'lZda zikd dk gditYdnazdZt f\dStd ^%frf\$Hrez ddedizda gxa Jhdidt xie ddz Aiaintidgsx nt.EZ.Sr.QET. HEldkld HCA 3(1), 5, 6, 29(1)(2) dgd St. EZ.St.QSt. fZdHld HCA 3(1), 9, 1°(1-E), 17(1)(2), 18 AdJd JSdHZtdT Egg nixfdci hidT. rdWU AiainlZ ^ddediod hoa aihle'iZda adz orfdzida glsu'id Aic Aih. rdizda ATaTntfdosx xifiain dda dzddgdf fHdixtziHd gaidi(B.0t. gt) ZTxfdodid AicT. rdZda_ip dk gdTfYdzazdZt xifiain (diO) TZeiUt 39 soiu dda hezz Aiaintci cdh=di dlddldR^d diMZ d g_OidZ gTfZdCT Agdl rdZt Jh H$~C ZgZ IQC
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	AiXeinoiU xlfiaNiH«d xo^dt heoz ge gdiatd xifiain TZeiUt 60 eziO dda heoz atMzt rdhdi dlddldR^d diMZ d g_OldZ gUde AgdT rdiZt JOT ZlH~C HEOZ IQCT dlcfdOdidt fdZd^ Het hTdt. rdlZda f\$'lxt^'i cdfad gjixiaidt gTj ZTxdZ f\$'lxtMi gaidT ox HEaddd atct hldT. rdizda \ElOxTat nfHd gfhdM h$c_ 313 AdJd Aiaintd odio (zxxhx) TZeiUt 53 n_iU ZTxfd'Jdd Aie hid. Aiaintci odidiwU dzuddit As. dfT XeniSZt rdTZTHeidt ziJut HC hTdt nad AiaintZt gxa HerdziJut gU
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	Z HOdigi rdTZT AS. dfT XeniS d ^dalZt gxa HOOT d$g_^d \$gfdc Aih.
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	f\$dTXt njid date h$wz d xadiE,dOida1c c^y gTj gai^didaZ _t iictc _xX ddia h$oz rdTd H$iauigfhd
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	fZ^d$f iictcyRiU Xd Aih.
	fZ^d$f iictcyRiU Xd Aih.
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	1. f\$dTXt djiZ fg^x H$e Aih H$id H$t, AiainlZ! fxZid$ 09/09/2005 aiOt gnat 3.00 diOdio xa^dn ztOT JTxt/OidiSt, dh. H$ais, fOdhT gidiai dfWe add:o TOdZ-^didt hTantzcz^d (O"ZQEtd$ txbZtd$) St. E;Z.St.QEt. h^i'yi AdJd ZTxUt z H$adi g^rgd TZxtz dkgiZijTOt hT^mmi dina h$oz nt.EZ.St.Q^. H$ldWld H$ez 3(1) d C^dZ H$OZ H$CZ 23 AdJd fOjgZlk J^hT H$CT Aih ?
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	2. f\$dTxt zjiZ fg^x H$e Aih H$id H$t, AiainlZ! c^idd zgx fxdet, dit d TRHiUt H$fddT ZxH$zia eiiSdt (Sd$Td fdoZg) zgzT-Ot z«d elt g_^ z ddT giZiJi\t zfe^ dT ngdgd fZxiz dkioT dina
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	H$OZ H$fddT clIS^dl JzT_ed _CZT Agedid rdTZT d rdi^dl ZlddiBHlZl ATJZ dt.E^.St. Q^. H$ldWld H$e_ 5 (1)(2) d 6 dgd nt.EZ.St.QEt. fZdRld H$e_ 10(1-E) d C„dZ H$OZ nt.EZ.St. Q^. HTid^ld H$ez 23 AdJd fojgdld J^hT H$CT Aih ?
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	3. f\$dixt zjiZ fg^x H$e Aih H$id HEt, AiainlZl cnaidd zgx fxdet, dit d TRHiUt zt.E^.St.QEt. H$idwid H$e_ 29(1)(2) d nt.EZ. St.QEt. fZdzTd H$ez 9 d 17(1)(2) AdJd AidldHE AgCC xadlEdO
	3. f\$dixt zjiZ fg^x H$e Aih H$id HEt, AiainlZl cnaidd zgx fxdet, dit d TRHiUt zt.E^.St.QEt. H$idwid H$e_ 29(1)(2) d nt.EZ. St.QEt. fZdzTd H$ez 9 d 17(1)(2) AdJd AidldHE AgCC xadlEdO


	mQ, z_Z (wg), Ahdtc, gozog, di'uidl czcy RdC Ztht dgd zt.EZ.St.
	mQ, z_Z (wg), Ahdtc, gozog, di'uidl czcy RdC Ztht dgd zt.EZ.St.
	mQ, z_Z (wg), Ahdtc, gozog, di'uidl czcy RdC Ztht dgd zt.EZ.St.

	Qt di'uiAdRd zgfcz (Zxiz d$g_ zfdddtd Agedididdd EaRt d jdlzg z$ch ctdCC Z^hd d r'loXll nt.EZ.St.Qt. dl'UId HCE 29(1)(2) d zt.EZ.St.Qt. IZ'Eid HCE 9 d 17(1)(2) dT davxfd c„kz d$az zt.EZ.St.Qt. di'uid htce 23 AdEd fejgzd j^t Hct Ath ?
	Qt di'uiAdRd zgfcz (Zxiz d$g_ zfdddtd Agedididdd EaRt d jdlzg z$ch ctdCC Z^hd d r'loXll nt.EZ.St.Qt. dl'UId HCE 29(1)(2) d zt.EZ.St.Qt. IZ'Eid HCE 9 d 17(1)(2) dT davxfd c„kz d$az zt.EZ.St.Qt. di'uid htce 23 AdEd fejgzd j^t Hct Ath ?

	: ......RTdZgWf.
	: ......RTdZgWf.

	4. fzdtxt zjiZ fg^X HC Ath H$id Ht, ATgTztZt czgxd z_x fXdet, dit d (RdiUl OZQtH fdbZtH dlcldU'IdOdTzt.EZ.St.Qt (Z'EId HCE 3(1) AdEd Aldfd AgCC fgjU Z ddt OZQtd$ fdbZtdT MicdZ zt.EZ.1S.Qt (Z'_iM htce 3(1) dT da^Zld c„kz hzz zt.EZ.1S.Qt. di'uid htce 23 AdEd fgjgzd Rht HCT Ath ?
	4. fzdtxt zjiZ fg^X HC Ath H$id Ht, ATgTztZt czgxd z_x fXdet, dit d (RdiUl OZQtH fdbZtH dlcldU'IdOdTzt.EZ.St.Qt (Z'EId HCE 3(1) AdEd Aldfd AgCC fgjU Z ddt OZQtd$ fdbZtdT MicdZ zt.EZ.1S.Qt (Z'_iM htce 3(1) dT da^Zld c„kz hzz zt.EZ.1S.Qt. di'uid htce 23 AdEd fgjgzd Rht HCT Ath ?

	:.........RTdZgWf.
	:.........RTdZgWf.

	5. fz$'TXt zjtZ fg^X HC ATh Hid Ht, AiamlZt czaizd z_x fXdet, dit d (Rh^iUI, zt.EZ.St.Qt (Z'Eid htce 18 _Ytc z_x djHtddddt (Z(d_e' z Otzgdr gxa dadXtM c„kz htzz zt.EZ. St.Qt. dl'UId d$CE 23 AdEd lejgzid E^hT HCT ATh ?
	5. fz$'TXt zjtZ fg^X HC ATh Hid Ht, AiamlZt czaizd z_x fXdet, dit d (Rh^iUI, zt.EZ.St.Qt (Z'Eid htce 18 _Ytc z_x djHtddddt (Z(d_e' z Otzgdr gxa dadXtM c„kz htzz zt.EZ. St.Qt. dl'UId d$CE 23 AdEd lejgzid E^hT HCT ATh ?

	:.........RTdRgWf.
	:.........RTdRgWf.

	6. dRUdT ATXe ? .............AfdE ATXWZtA
	6. dRUdT ATXe ? .............AfdE ATXWZtA


	IZdfM H>KUI__igl
	IZdfM H>KUI__igl
	IZdfM H>KUI__igl

	5. IZdTxt zjTZ A^zttdzex E^hT Igd dgu'IdgldT IldcZHlU EH$U 5 gTjXigZT ezWda dRTgC ATh. IZdTxt
	5. IZdTxt zjTZ A^zttdzex E^hT Igd dgu'IdgldT IldcZHlU EH$U 5 gTjXigZT ezWda dRTgC ATh. IZdTxt

	d zt.EZ.St.Qt. dl'UlAdEd fddhT g_(dd zZYd$^ ST. (dciggld ~l~<ld dTXd (g.gT.HT.2) dtdt gTj IZeiUl H$. 31, dgHtd AfYdTlg ST. Odd XcdlZ' XeziS (g.gT.HT.3) dtdt gTj 1Z.HT. 33, As. Act XrdlOtaid OTYd (g.gT.d.1) dtdt gTj fZ.d. 18, Sddd fdoZg dEddt Zxfd$gTa CTiS (g.gT.H$.4) dtdt gTj fZ.HT.48 d zd gTjXK zetd g_gd zdK (g.gT.HT.5) dtdt gTj 1Z.H$.51 zETR ZTXfddTd AlCt ATh. fZdTxt zjTZ CTgdd ETfid gTjfgdTd ilClcyHIU dRRXTzdt Eg^ -dl'lC'lH«d gTXg HCT ATh. ACT OTYdd ddTU (1Z.H$.19), dZddT CiSd- ddTU (1Z.HT.34), Hctg OTYd
	d zt.EZ.St.Qt. dl'UlAdEd fddhT g_(dd zZYd$^ ST. (dciggld ~l~<ld dTXd (g.gT.HT.2) dtdt gTj IZeiUl H$. 31, dgHtd AfYdTlg ST. Odd XcdlZ' XeziS (g.gT.HT.3) dtdt gTj 1Z.HT. 33, As. Act XrdlOtaid OTYd (g.gT.d.1) dtdt gTj fZ.d. 18, Sddd fdoZg dEddt Zxfd$gTa CTiS (g.gT.H$.4) dtdt gTj fZ.HT.48 d zd gTjXK zetd g_gd zdK (g.gT.HT.5) dtdt gTj 1Z.H$.51 zETR ZTXfddTd AlCt ATh. fZdTxt zjTZ CTgdd ETfid gTjfgdTd ilClcyHIU dRRXTzdt Eg^ -dl'lC'lH«d gTXg HCT ATh. ACT OTYdd ddTU (1Z.H$.19), dZddT CiSd- ddTU (1Z.HT.34), Hctg OTYd

	6. fZTdtxt zj^ dk ggd$l(l dHTtC gThd, It. ATg. EZ.RSHT d Algizld dk dHTtC gThd, It. E_.Qt.dTXd dTZT _t fdaddzu EH? Kdc dgd gz^ XadEdO^ gE_zU AdCTHZ H$C ATh.
	6. fZTdtxt zj^ dk ggd$l(l dHTtC gThd, It. ATg. EZ.RSHT d Algizld dk dHTtC gThd, It. E_.Qt.dTXd dTZT _t fdaddzu EH? Kdc dgd gz^ XadEdO^ gE_zU AdCTHZ H$C ATh.

	Hr_td) 1 V 5 ~l~v:-
	Hr_td) 1 V 5 ~l~v:-

	7. Czg^ Z_x gd E^ EH$_H$TSt IZzStd AgddT_i rdt^dT (Z^Hrfl^'I H$KU(__igd1 zZgld^dl dIiU'|H$gldT _t gXg gd E^dt^dT fZ^drftdt HilgufEEIgl EH$f_dtgrdT Xd ATh. zt.EZ.St.Qt. ht d$^ dgfZdS d$gR AtfU
	7. Czg^ Z_x gd E^ EH$_H$TSt IZzStd AgddT_i rdt^dT (Z^Hrfl^'I H$KU(__igd1 zZgld^dl dIiU'|H$gldT _t gXg gd E^dt^dT fZ^drftdt HilgufEEIgl EH$f_dtgrdT Xd ATh. zt.EZ.St.Qt. ht d$^ dgfZdS d$gR AtfU


	Zd$T AACW iCJIIW JATdT jAAv dZddTW KUianX nddACT ATiT dTCWATSt dZWV ATCT ATh. ATaVtd AATOAZTV _CJTM hdT ht YTCUT in ndfnTgZ YSS AdCt ATh. ' hWATAi _Cf~T~V AXATd hTD CTJC. 'Tgi ZdOTV _Cfzr ATad, fSTdit ATfU AVt AR»Yi H$nWT dTTV JedT. _CZT AW STdrA h ATaVtd ATATfOdT d gT^fVd$ ^ddaYv ZdtZ W ZTht. AThfOdTd rdT_i faddTdt AW H$_t hTV JCt. AW ATaVTV 0 V 6 dT ddTJTVtC Xa 1000 _cT_TJ 927 _Ct aA n_TU ATh. ht nfafaYVt AfYd$ fdd$S pTCt AAVt nu, AZH$ AATO AYTaH$TZt APT YTVH dWTfdA^ didit CATaW dT_i XPTVc adt AwM n_TU H$
	Zd$T AACW iCJIIW JATdT jAAv dZddTW KUianX nddACT ATiT dTCWATSt dZWV ATCT ATh. ATaVtd AATOAZTV _CJTM hdT ht YTCUT in ndfnTgZ YSS AdCt ATh. ' hWATAi _Cf~T~V AXATd hTD CTJC. 'Tgi ZdOTV _Cfzr ATad, fSTdit ATfU AVt AR»Yi H$nWT dTTV JedT. _CZT AW STdrA h ATaVtd ATATfOdT d gT^fVd$ ^ddaYv ZdtZ W ZTht. AThfOdTd rdT_i faddTdt AW H$_t hTV JCt. AW ATaVTV 0 V 6 dT ddTJTVtC Xa 1000 _cT_TJ 927 _Ct aA n_TU ATh. ht nfafaYVt AfYd$ fdd$S pTCt AAVt nu, AZH$ AATO AYTaH$TZt APT YTVH dWTfdA^ didit CATaW dT_i XPTVc adt AwM n_TU H$
	Zd$T AACW iCJIIW JATdT jAAv dZddTW KUianX nddACT ATiT dTCWATSt dZWV ATCT ATh. ATaVtd AATOAZTV _CJTM hdT ht YTCUT in ndfnTgZ YSS AdCt ATh. ' hWATAi _Cf~T~V AXATd hTD CTJC. 'Tgi ZdOTV _Cfzr ATad, fSTdit ATfU AVt AR»Yi H$nWT dTTV JedT. _CZT AW STdrA h ATaVtd ATATfOdT d gT^fVd$ ^ddaYv ZdtZ W ZTht. AThfOdTd rdT_i faddTdt AW H$_t hTV JCt. AW ATaVTV 0 V 6 dT ddTJTVtC Xa 1000 _cT_TJ 927 _Ct aA n_TU ATh. ht nfafaYVt AfYd$ fdd$S pTCt AAVt nu, AZH$ AATO AYTaH$TZt APT YTVH dWTfdA^ didit CATaW dT_i XPTVc adt AwM n_TU H$

	ATfu nfadA atjtv nww vczv faddTdt Aw igd d$At pCCt fxAV. Jw dzht xphTv oat XatZ w
	ATfu nfadA atjtv nww vczv faddTdt Aw igd d$At pCCt fxAV. Jw dzht xphTv oat XatZ w

	jdTV fdHTA %CT AACT Vat dTC fCj JUTcVa AfYd$ KAaCC ATTiZ dV. AfCdSW ddiTV YAaW dTC fCd JUTcVAW _^TCT EH zfdZ n^fZATu pTCT ATh. jAYTaUnd d jAYTaUTZVa WZ jAfCJ ATii d fZdS HW dV AA VdkTZ dTCT d$TaUTAV ATh.
	jdTV fdHTA %CT AACT Vat dTC fCj JUTcVa AfYd$ KAaCC ATTiZ dV. AfCdSW ddiTV YAaW dTC fCd JUTcVAW _^TCT EH zfdZ n^fZATu pTCT ATh. jAYTaUnd d jAYTaUTZVa WZ jAfCJ ATii d fZdS HW dV AA VdkTZ dTCT d$TaUTAV ATh.

	8. AZ 1980 ZVa ATYfZH daHfd VdkTZTV ATS dXC KSC. dT ZdaW ddiTV ATYfZH daH VdkTZTdT JATdHYd jAfCd fddXcA HAP ATfU adt jA ATilZ jAaTV H$aU dTASt ATSdT AATUTV gandTJ Aa$ pTCT. AfkATAQfAA ATfU AeSTATZTATHt dTAait nAVtnd fZXTZ Vd ht diavfdH jaTVc Agdfed$ XTd (fdf$Vt) PTYWATSt OJAAV dRaCt OTVTV. ATd ATaVTV JCt VtA df JATdaWVtC dTid fCj eTY^dTATSt ATfU rdTZVa fCd fZxTZ d$aodTAT5t dT VdTdT ga^fTJ d$aodTV dV ATh. AZ 1991 ^dT dZJUZHY? XeTVtC CTd$A»dVc faddTd matu ATfu _cfdt Aw d$At pTedid fA^: ptc. tm H$TiTV XeAaTVtc
	8. AZ 1980 ZVa ATYfZH daHfd VdkTZTV ATS dXC KSC. dT ZdaW ddiTV ATYfZH daH VdkTZTdT JATdHYd jAfCd fddXcA HAP ATfU adt jA ATilZ jAaTV H$aU dTASt ATSdT AATUTV gandTJ Aa$ pTCT. AfkATAQfAA ATfU AeSTATZTATHt dTAait nAVtnd fZXTZ Vd ht diavfdH jaTVc Agdfed$ XTd (fdf$Vt) PTYWATSt OJAAV dRaCt OTVTV. ATd ATaVTV JCt VtA df JATdaWVtC dTid fCj eTY^dTATSt ATfU rdTZVa fCd fZxTZ d$aodTAT5t dT VdTdT ga^fTJ d$aodTV dV ATh. AZ 1991 ^dT dZJUZHY? XeTVtC CTd$A»dVc faddTd matu ATfu _cfdt Aw d$At pTedid fA^: ptc. tm H$TiTV XeAaTVtc

	h OTaV (NdT A^vIZ) hTA CTJC ATfU AATOTVht rdTdt AT^dVT dTTCt.
	h OTaV (NdT A^vIZ) hTA CTJC ATfU AATOTVht rdTdt AT^dVT dTTCt.

	9. AZ 2001 ^AT OZJU^^dT fZ^H$^ ChTZ _C ATfU _CfAYtC KAaCedT fCd JUTcdaTAi YTddTdT hATaT aT^k nTditda aiuhIzm JAtagu oiud,CTJCT. dT dAacw fCd jUTrdaidi aW fCd-fZdd a^vI'mi dmna _CfZT Zh; d$a°dTATStdH$CT OTV ATh h AfYd$ anhAd gr ATC. ATaVTV AIAlfOH$ H$nWT dx d$aodTAT5t ATfU ATgfZd$ AYTaUT KSdZ ATU^dTATSt d$TdX H$au'|dl EH$ hfVhTA ATh. ATA^dT XATV fST dXt, dTCfddTh nfddY ATfU AVt nfddY d$TdX d$aodTd ATC AThV. AA d$TdX dWZ dT H$AWT gUAd dX pTedT AA ZTht. AaV dT d$TdPTAi AAT AYTzT ATiT YTCudTA fZf^dVnd AXV pTCt 
	9. AZ 2001 ^AT OZJU^^dT fZ^H$^ ChTZ _C ATfU _CfAYtC KAaCedT fCd JUTcdaTAi YTddTdT hATaT aT^k nTditda aiuhIzm JAtagu oiud,CTJCT. dT dAacw fCd jUTrdaidi aW fCd-fZdd a^vI'mi dmna _CfZT Zh; d$a°dTATStdH$CT OTV ATh h AfYd$ anhAd gr ATC. ATaVTV AIAlfOH$ H$nWT dx d$aodTAT5t ATfU ATgfZd$ AYTaUT KSdZ ATU^dTATSt d$TdX H$au'|dl EH$ hfVhTA ATh. ATA^dT XATV fST dXt, dTCfddTh nfddY ATfU AVt nfddY d$TdX d$aodTd ATC AThV. AA d$TdX dWZ dT H$AWT gUAd dX pTedT AA ZTht. AaV dT d$TdPTAi AAT AYTzT ATiT YTCudTA fZf^dVnd AXV pTCt 

	WTdfd^dTATSt nt.EZ.St.st. d$TdXT d$ad ATJ nSC. nt.EZ.St.st. d$TdXT hT dJidT nd$TadT AIAlfOH$ d$TdXT
	WTdfd^dTATSt nt.EZ.St.st. d$TdXT d$ad ATJ nSC. nt.EZ.St.st. d$TdXT hT dJidT nd$TadT AIAlfOH$ d$TdXT

	ATh. dT d$TdPTAi H$di adt-fdaTYt ATATfdd$ ^ddhTaTCT ATiT YTVCT OTV ZTht Va dT d$TdPT^dT AT^'AIVZ da^ VdkTZTdT dina ZfVd$Vw ATYTad pTCT nTfhO AAT ATJh, dTATSt da^ VdkTZTda fZddU SdJdTd H$TA hT d$TdXT d$aVT. fd$dhZT hT d$TdXT adt-fdaTYt, fkdTd AfaVcdd ZIH^iaUI-dl dT AYTZT ATiT YTC^dTATSt
	ATh. dT d$TdPTAi H$di adt-fdaTYt ATATfdd$ ^ddhTaTCT ATiT YTVCT OTV ZTht Va dT d$TdPT^dT AT^'AIVZ da^ VdkTZTdT dina ZfVd$Vw ATYTad pTCT nTfhO AAT ATJh, dTATSt da^ VdkTZTda fZddU SdJdTd H$TA hT d$TdXT d$aVT. fd$dhZT hT d$TdXT adt-fdaTYt, fkdTd AfaVcdd ZIH^iaUI-dl dT AYTZT ATiT YTC^dTATSt

	SO 7
	SO 7

	dad$^ VdkTZTda fZddU atu^ata nTYT^d xVT.
	dad$^ VdkTZTda fZddU atu^ata nTYT^d xVT.


	1o. ngVtnd fzXiz ngVind ozfd$d fddVt fddT hq.i~TC1h$ fddVt fUd jug^ivlc fddVt oav: odd fddT TCd gdfdv fddVtd fzXiz d rdidT duUdT TCd ft«HigiRl d viva adt dUdT dUniv apt x^^nldig nfVdd dzudidt vavx dT dzdpiv dzddTV AiC ATh. dzht fdfp^ nfafaWVt gTsedig, d’RCUl oddVt fddT
	1o. ngVtnd fzXiz ngVind ozfd$d fddVt fddT hq.i~TC1h$ fddVt fUd jug^ivlc fddVt oav: odd fddT TCd gdfdv fddVtd fzXiz d rdidT duUdT TCd ft«HigiRl d viva adt dUdT dUniv apt x^^nldig nfVdd dzudidt vavx dT dzdpiv dzddTV AiC ATh. dzht fdfp^ nfafaWVt gTsedig, d’RCUl oddVt fddT
	1o. ngVtnd fzXiz ngVind ozfd$d fddVt fddT hq.i~TC1h$ fddVt fUd jug^ivlc fddVt oav: odd fddT TCd gdfdv fddVtd fzXiz d rdidT duUdT TCd ft«HigiRl d viva adt dUdT dUniv apt x^^nldig nfVdd dzudidt vavx dT dzdpiv dzddTV AiC ATh. dzht fdfp^ nfafaWVt gTsedig, d’RCUl oddVt fddT

	OZRtd$ g_nxez d$X fddT OZfUd CdkQAT fddT OZfUd XdlllZI dTP ngVtnd fzXIZ Vd ATfU AeQ.igHdi\i dT VdTdT dTP fCjfzXH dkudig d$C Pdd ZTht. Vgd dUdVt _fhCCI fddT fddT ZTVdTfdTZT fddT
	OZRtd$ g_nxez d$X fddT OZfUd CdkQAT fddT OZfUd XdlllZI dTP ngVtnd fzXIZ Vd ATfU AeQ.igHdi\i dT VdTdT dTP fCjfzXH dkudig d$C Pdd ZTht. Vgd dUdVt _fhCCI fddT fddT ZTVdTfdTZT fddT

	A-d dTuihT °ddVlci fO^dT duTd TCd VTSt gfzU, Wo fddT AndjnU drsdU, A-d ztzTZ gfzU hi dT dmiliclc XsZtd AnaTY RafddTV ATCT ATh. AedigVdi\lgR»di fZXIZ VdTdT dAT d$CZ dUCd ATil d$CT OTA Pd$V. *hUOd d-HICI dUia dii _CdT ATh dX _CJT h dTi^Pdd. dTCTd TCd fZXIZ ThUVTV. d$TUVhT d$QdO^hT ANedICI hdT AgCedl BdddT dlildl' fZdS dAV d Zdd AgCedl BdddT
	A-d dTuihT °ddVlci fO^dT duTd TCd VTSt gfzU, Wo fddT AndjnU drsdU, A-d ztzTZ gfzU hi dT dmiliclc XsZtd AnaTY RafddTV ATCT ATh. AedigVdi\lgR»di fZXIZ VdTdT dAT d$CZ dUCd ATil d$CT OTA Pd$V. *hUOd d-HICI dUia dii _CdT ATh dX _CJT h dTi^Pdd. dTCTd TCd fZXIZ ThUVTV. d$TUVhT d$QdO^hT ANedICI hdT AgCedl BdddT dlildl' fZdS dAV d Zdd AgCedl BdddT

	diiidi dUniv d$adV, V^hT dT nfddci dUCd fZds orv. d^Vd gdTzid gcJd hd aavtv
	diiidi dUniv d$adV, V^hT dT nfddci dUCd fZds orv. d^Vd gdTzid gcJd hd aavtv

	adtduTdT dUniV d$CT OlVT. AedigV'dAT d$Ct OTV AgCedT nrdd$ fRddUt -“duTd TCd pTYdida dXt ATh ATfU V ddddXpta ATh. h dOt d aWTfZd$ UAV RSdAP fchTC dC mfhd AgT \Cd CIdU AfZdTd d$C dc. dinThl Aeoigics dfeddt dTxUT ATfU _eTd dHdui-di ATawimizi rdTZT d$RedT xdiiiz d
	adtduTdT dUniV d$CT OlVT. AedigV'dAT d$Ct OTV AgCedT nrdd$ fRddUt -“duTd TCd pTYdida dXt ATh ATfU V ddddXpta ATh. h dOt d aWTfZd$ UAV RSdAP fchTC dC mfhd AgT \Cd CIdU AfZdTd d$C dc. dinThl Aeoigics dfeddt dTxUT ATfU _eTd dHdui-di ATawimizi rdTZT d$RedT xdiiiz d

	sTdoaTzi dfez fdd$C didt _rf%VT XU dddd$iad$ d$C.
	sTdoaTzi dfez fdd$C didt _rf%VT XU dddd$iad$ d$C.


	11. dUdauind ATfU n^rnd fZxiz VdTdT d$idXeta din^ d$TurdihT V^hdt Agdfed$VVd cxddCCI faWVt Oet fhglU'ifCdi, siD)-g fg^Td, o-h^: fd$dT O-dOiV XTf cxihauiW Aia^d do: z OJiU, digia»di A3dfed$ fd$dT ddi^dT fCdigi KTVd$ RaUT^dT dQt, Xlf td$dT A-d eiatiad$ fd$dT dTdfgd$ dQT '^dldT C„1, dT dTIdWT^dT dTdxUd$ dcdTV d$C^CT ATh, dlglRT d$aVT dA ed$C. Xg^ d®xTd gidl'd Va, ddTVTc eiat1ad$ fd$dT dizfgd)
	11. dUdauind ATfU n^rnd fZxiz VdTdT d$idXeta din^ d$TurdihT V^hdt Agdfed$VVd cxddCCI faWVt Oet fhglU'ifCdi, siD)-g fg^Td, o-h^: fd$dT O-dOiV XTf cxihauiW Aia^d do: z OJiU, digia»di A3dfed$ fd$dT ddi^dT fCdigi KTVd$ RaUT^dT dQt, Xlf td$dT A-d eiatiad$ fd$dT dTdfgd$ dQT '^dldT C„1, dT dTIdWT^dT dTdxUd$ dcdTV d$C^CT ATh, dlglRT d$aVT dA ed$C. Xg^ d®xTd gidl'd Va, ddTVTc eiat1ad$ fd$dT dizfgd)
	11. dUdauind ATfU n^rnd fZxiz VdTdT d$idXeta din^ d$TurdihT V^hdt Agdfed$VVd cxddCCI faWVt Oet fhglU'ifCdi, siD)-g fg^Td, o-h^: fd$dT O-dOiV XTf cxihauiW Aia^d do: z OJiU, digia»di A3dfed$ fd$dT ddi^dT fCdigi KTVd$ RaUT^dT dQt, Xlf td$dT A-d eiatiad$ fd$dT dTdfgd$ dQT '^dldT C„1, dT dTIdWT^dT dTdxUd$ dcdTV d$C^CT ATh, dlglRT d$aVT dA ed$C. Xg^ d®xTd gidl'd Va, ddTVTc eiat1ad$ fd$dT dizfgd)

	fdd$VfdT eTdKu'igiRl dT VdTdT dina d$aVi UBc. AeT duIVTc fdd$Vt (XIf) dT AgdTfed$ Agsed$ViV fd$di
	fdd$VfdT eTdKu'igiRl dT VdTdT dina d$aVi UBc. AeT duIVTc fdd$Vt (XIf) dT AgdTfed$ Agsed$ViV fd$di

	d$TQfdd$ BfVhTgTeT OisCedl Agsed$ViV fd$dT dUfCdiet gdfYd Agsed$ViV. did dT VdTdT dA^ dUfCd fZdSIgiRI d$aVT duia ziht. Vg^ dUdVt dfhci 35 dfTnjT Afdd$ ddidt Agc, VTd rdind 2 Td$dT 3 Vrd$Ii Zgfdd$ dUniV PTC Ag^lC, fd$dT Vt AdT§5d YTd$TXIdd$ APT agldzi^dl, ATfdTw, fd$aUTrgOz^dT fd$dT ggdT^dT gnd$Td ATCt AgC, fd$dT rdT dfhC^dl d$QdTV PldTad^ fdd$Vt ATfU/fd$dT amaQIfgdl fd$dT
	d$TQfdd$ BfVhTgTeT OisCedl Agsed$ViV fd$dT dUfCdiet gdfYd Agsed$ViV. did dT VdTdT dA^ dUfCd fZdSIgiRI d$aVT duia ziht. Vg^ dUdVt dfhci 35 dfTnjT Afdd$ ddidt Agc, VTd rdind 2 Td$dT 3 Vrd$Ii Zgfdd$ dUniV PTC Ag^lC, fd$dT Vt AdT§5d YTd$TXIdd$ APT agldzi^dl, ATfdTw, fd$aUTrgOz^dT fd$dT ggdT^dT gnd$Td ATCt AgC, fd$dT rdT dfhC^dl d$QdTV PldTad^ fdd$Vt ATfU/fd$dT amaQIfgdl fd$dT

	a-^ AZdTfpd$ ATOTaidi ifVhig AgC Va apt fdfpBr dfafaWVTd dT dTidPizgia dT VdTdT dina d$aVT dA ed$C. ddidT p®xtv gididd Va datCndT d$TUVt apT dfafaWVt cxudCt, d$T rdigi dUdVt dfhCT fd$dT dU dTzT YTd$T n'lhdUdldl PddVT ATh, Va APT faWVTd ngdnd fZxiZ dldUdl d$aVT dVTV. Va AldTdTOT gia»dl dldUdl dT duidt did VmgudlglR! ATfU nAd^d VdlgUTglRT ^dTnd$ ndTUTda dinaedl OTVTV. did rdidT dina dUfCd fZdSIgiRI d$aVT dUia ziht.
	a-^ AZdTfpd$ ATOTaidi ifVhig AgC Va apt fdfpBr dfafaWVTd dT dTidPizgia dT VdTdT dina d$aVT dA ed$C. ddidT p®xtv gididd Va datCndT d$TUVt apT dfafaWVt cxudCt, d$T rdigi dUdVt dfhCT fd$dT dU dTzT YTd$T n'lhdUdldl PddVT ATh, Va APT faWVTd ngdnd fZxiZ dldUdl d$aVT dVTV. Va AldTdTOT gia»dl dldUdl dT duidt did VmgudlglR! ATfU nAd^d VdlgUTglRT ^dTnd$ ndTUTda dinaedl OTVTV. did rdidT dina dUfCd fZdSIgiRI d$aVT dUia ziht.


	12. n'g^ fZxiZ dldUdl d$aUT^dT dpdrld odidglfdd^lg gdfYd dUdVt dfhC^ gdVt KU ATdddd$ ATh.
	12. n'g^ fZxiZ dldUdl d$aUT^dT dpdrld odidglfdd^lg gdfYd dUdVt dfhC^ gdVt KU ATdddd$ ATh.
	12. n'g^ fZxiZ dldUdl d$aUT^dT dpdrld odidglfdd^lg gdfYd dUdVt dfhC^ gdVt KU ATdddd$ ATh.

	dT didUtd glfd Xddo: d$Id AThV h fVCT dTj? APt gdVt KUdTV AiCt nfhO. fVZ fXCedT gdVrndTdt n^ rdT HfhCCI XU ATd2dd$ ATh. gdidlV dhrdid ^hUO fVdt gdVt ATfU fVCTgTddiV ATC^Ct dlfhVt fVCT gdOC rdid UTfd XU ATd2dd$ ATh. EITPT dpd$^ odTdgfdd$lX APT didUdT d$aVTZT gdfYV dfhC'dt gdVt KvCTZTht td$dT V fdbztd$ zTXUrdd ZgC Va didUt dd$IdXPra RaV. d^ APT dldUXa^dH rdTdpd$Td odTdgifdd$TCT duid TCd g_OC Vat rdTZ V d$TUICT PTZVT d$TdT Zd. cnaidd Z_X d$CedT aiaV d$iaUTgTRT dT dldUdl ZTxUTh^V dpd$^ odidgifdd$ICT d$aVT ddiV.
	dT didUtd glfd Xddo: d$Id AThV h fVCT dTj? APt gdVt KUdTV AiCt nfhO. fVZ fXCedT gdVrndTdt n^ rdT HfhCCI XU ATd2dd$ ATh. gdidlV dhrdid ^hUO fVdt gdVt ATfU fVCTgTddiV ATC^Ct dlfhVt fVCT gdOC rdid UTfd XU ATd2dd$ ATh. EITPT dpd$^ odTdgfdd$lX APT didUdT d$aVTZT gdfYV dfhC'dt gdVt KvCTZTht td$dT V fdbztd$ zTXUrdd ZgC Va didUt dd$IdXPra RaV. d^ APT dldUXa^dH rdTdpd$Td odTdgifdd$TCT duid TCd g_OC Vat rdTZ V d$TUICT PTZVT d$TdT Zd. cnaidd Z_X d$CedT aiaV d$iaUTgTRT dT dldUdl ZTxUTh^V dpd$^ odidgifdd$ICT d$aVT ddiV.
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	"\ ^ r\ rs *\ *\ *\ rs *\ ^ '-rs rs* *\ rs *\ '-rs rs

	h 1 o'|dg|fH$IH$S AgO AMfH> ATh. 'iRldl' gTZTCioZQ: 1ZiZT gSATCioZQ: o'|dg|fH$HI !ti AcRigTZTZTZg gA'CMI ZaXHJii Odd AiC ATh. Al OTJT HixUTH>d AgC da AlT MIMWI IICIC TRztUT HZdT XV1V HTgUv ZTxUt pC ATh. ^UHI oZfQ! dggglCZ gdT gald^ld 'U|-X| dZiOz HTEgiCZ gQg *hudz gaWT, ^1^, IfZ 1!zT A^z Ag ZZUdhT TRzTU. dZiOz GbZTz *hUo Ag Z>ldhT GbZTz, «$JU|C, glfJh 1!zT A^z Z>ld1hT oTZT ziuzi^l ZTZTZ AlilCI oTUTg, ^zt fRzrUT zgzqZ Tzxtz Zdor, czzra He ordid. OZfQH$ CflaxA ^huo aI y^mii- 1!zt aI ZTZT, fOW oZfQz fpbZlHi d\
	h 1 o'|dg|fH$IH$S AgO AMfH> ATh. 'iRldl' gTZTCioZQ: 1ZiZT gSATCioZQ: o'|dg|fH$HI !ti AcRigTZTZTZg gA'CMI ZaXHJii Odd AiC ATh. Al OTJT HixUTH>d AgC da AlT MIMWI IICIC TRztUT HZdT XV1V HTgUv ZTxUt pC ATh. ^UHI oZfQ! dggglCZ gdT gald^ld 'U|-X| dZiOz HTEgiCZ gQg *hudz gaWT, ^1^, IfZ 1!zT A^z Ag ZZUdhT TRzTU. dZiOz GbZTz *hUo Ag Z>ldhT GbZTz, «$JU|C, glfJh 1!zT A^z Z>ld1hT oTZT ziuzi^l ZTZTZ AlilCI oTUTg, ^zt fRzrUT zgzqZ Tzxtz Zdor, czzra He ordid. OZfQH$ CflaxA ^huo aI y^mii- 1!zt aI ZTZT, fOW oZfQz fpbZlHi d\

	ZZYiaUIztTZxiZ Hiamg CZziZTd ATUdTgA IHC Ag hTdZThT (ZTJdC) cn!$au AZUMI glZiZlTl ATfU ^HZ gQgZI Id g_|tl ATh.
	ZZYiaUIztTZxiZ Hiamg CZziZTd ATUdTgA IHC Ag hTdZThT (ZTJdC) cn!$au AZUMI glZiZlTl ATfU ^HZ gQgZI Id g_|tl ATh.

	13. SzTz fZQZg zgddT CIS hr gdUzl SfjXgf gTjxia AgeX|_i <ziAI gTjz gZZU AdClZZ H$ag Aigizz ATh. zrizdr CTIS^i gTjnzTU fxZTz 09/09/2005 go xza 2.3° trodrz xa^zH VI t lc oTZZ AKlgMl foZZ-^ZTdT hK-ngCZk glZZl\)oxdzZCz fZxTZ H>au'IH>^^dT ZChidT. CMil Zifgdr cis hl _ih''|Mi zaTxa h^. rx|til akn1^'| h!agdc_^' a^ hoa dge5|_i Hi^mcsaz H:$TtVT
	13. SzTz fZQZg zgddT CIS hr gdUzl SfjXgf gTjxia AgeX|_i <ziAI gTjz gZZU AdClZZ H$ag Aigizz ATh. zrizdr CTIS^i gTjnzTU fxZTz 09/09/2005 go xza 2.3° trodrz xa^zH VI t lc oTZZ AKlgMl foZZ-^ZTdT hK-ngCZk glZZl\)oxdzZCz fZxTZ H>au'IH>^^dT ZChidT. CMil Zifgdr cis hl _ih''|Mi zaTxa h^. rx|til akn1^'| h!agdc_^' a^ hoa dge5|_i Hi^mcsaz H:$TtVT

	afoaoaz^g zrx H$az gvct h^. c|Zd< xn^ 3.15 ZT0V^ xa^^H AKlnldl hlagtzcz^g gtz zglcz ^ZxHlH>0dT gMftgg an^ Hi^mCsac! gTfzvC h^. rX|y_|U ld OTYzZ Hi^mCsaoti
	afoaoaz^g zrx H$az gvct h^. c|Zd< xn^ 3.15 ZT0V^ xa^^H AKlnldl hlagtzcz^g gtz zglcz ^ZxHlH>0dT gMftgg an^ Hi^mCsac! gTfzvC h^. rX|y_|U ld OTYzZ Hi^mCsaoti

	nMltgl anz fxc h|v. rdHda aknIZi H:$TZVT cisc a^_«z ~|C|tZ az^ gTZ^^z$^ m|mui z$ct h^. r'|gil AKlnlZl Z$TZVT CISC gh| ZTh^Z^ ZZ AgZ gXa ZZ _CZT AZe5|M g|I^ldC h|V. rd|gil AKlnlZl Z$TZVT C|1SC| gjl^ldC h^ Z$T, ^ZTZT ZZTCZ lZXH|~|~d ZTha H$U|C|hl gTX ZZ. rd|gil AKNlZl Z$TZVT CISC ZHZ|\)1 Hie5|~|~d HigZZC fChZ fXCT h^. Z$TZVT ClSdCnarZV Z_X HlllHi gTje^ ggzd g|j ld oTZzZT fXCT A|h. ld oTZz^zT gTj:nzTg vT xTCv zfhCT ftz$^ ZSi, ' gaWzt
	nMltgl anz fxc h|v. rdHda aknIZi H:$TZVT cisc a^_«z ~|C|tZ az^ gTZ^^z$^ m|mui z$ct h^. r'|gil AKlnlZl Z$TZVT CISC gh| ZTh^Z^ ZZ AgZ gXa ZZ _CZT AZe5|M g|I^ldC h|V. rd|gil AKlnlZl Z$TZVT C|1SC| gjl^ldC h^ Z$T, ^ZTZT ZZTCZ lZXH|~|~d ZTha H$U|C|hl gTX ZZ. rd|gil AKNlZl Z$TZVT CISC ZHZ|\)1 Hie5|~|~d HigZZC fChZ fXCT h^. Z$TZVT ClSdCnarZV Z_X HlllHi gTje^ ggzd g|j ld oTZzZT fXCT A|h. ld oTZz^zT gTj:nzTg vT xTCv zfhCT ftz$^ ZSi, ' gaWzt

	A^zj AgZ gxa gaz| zfhC^ glxVlH^au z$aoz^ fzfzz cmm a|~tTd. cn^ Z_x gaz| gZ 2003 z^ gt.xZ.ST.zt Hi|'^|AvZV zgTZz H$au'|M z$rz z$atz AgZ ^zTZ«g As. zzT Xcnit, z$fgvT Cit, g$crg 'ozz, ~~c \ajg 1^zrXT c|gd*M| gz|tl A|h. fXzTC 09/09/2005 gt.EZ.ST. QT z$^AzZv g_f^
	A^zj AgZ gxa gaz| zfhC^ glxVlH^au z$aoz^ fzfzz cmm a|~tTd. cn^ Z_x gaz| gZ 2003 z^ gt.xZ.ST.zt Hi|'^|AvZV zgTZz H$au'|M z$rz z$atz AgZ ^zTZ«g As. zzT Xcnit, z$fgvT Cit, g$crg 'ozz, ~~c \ajg 1^zrXT c|gd*M| gz|tl A|h. fXzTC 09/09/2005 gt.EZ.ST. QT z$^AzZv g_f^

	ZTfYz$^ zw| fgohtC gOZ g^ st. ftC|ga|t ixt t st. ogv xe^iS^'l ftZVTzaZ Z^ zrXt z^|z«g
	ZTfYz$^ zw| fgohtC gOZ g^ st. ftC|ga|t ixt t st. ogv xe^iS^'l ftZVTzaZ Z^ zrXt z^|z«g

	ZitZVT ZT ZZZVt ZfhC^ZT ZZTCZ IZXHIHialdTSHTZ H$g ^h^Z nixlgu'IM RaC hid. AiamlM Z^
	ZitZVT ZT ZZZVt ZfhC^ZT ZZTCZ IZXHIHialdTSHTZ H$g ^h^Z nixlgu'IM RaC hid. AiamlM Z^

	ZTXT 'W tozZ-^z^ Z^ hTantoC Arh. Ict otzz t z$fdzT CTIS Txzth$ 09/09/2005 a^ xn^ 3.00 V 4.00 ztov^ xa^^H A^ntz cn^ Z_x hTantzcz^g ZC Agvr a^ azT^zr hTagdcz^ghoa ZOhV ^hUZ Hi^mcSaZ agiZT wT~tZ KvC hid. ag^ 15 V 20 fZZl^iZ! a^ hTantzcz^g a^ Agvr Ict
	ZTXT 'W tozZ-^z^ Z^ hTantoC Arh. Ict otzz t z$fdzT CTIS Txzth$ 09/09/2005 a^ xn^ 3.00 V 4.00 ztov^ xa^^H A^ntz cn^ Z_x hTantzcz^g ZC Agvr a^ azT^zr hTagdcz^ghoa ZOhV ^hUZ Hi^mcSaZ agiZT wT~tZ KvC hid. ag^ 15 V 20 fZZl^iZ! a^ hTantzcz^g a^ Agvr Ict

	OTYZZT aglZT ZifgZT CilS^'I ZZTz«g_CZT ATh THtT _CZT ATh gl~l~d MIZUT Z$a^ AZeglM gTfZdC hid. agidil AiaintZt zZICz fZx^caTzT an^ iM zv Agegi_i gxa azzrz HitniCsaoxi ozt
	OTYZZT aglZT ZifgZT CilS^'I ZZTz«g_CZT ATh THtT _CZT ATh gl~l~d MIZUT Z$a^ AZeglM gTfZdC hid. agidil AiaintZt zZICz fZx^caTzT an^ iM zv Agegi_i gxa azzrz HitniCsaoxi ozt

	H^augig gTfZzC hTV. aginziU st. ztxz gzfzz grfYzi^ g^ gTZT aOifZ-ATq:agZ zraTcr fxCC n:zfggg ang Icr orzzZ AiainlM zr^q^saozi ozt h$c hid. az^ ec otzz t zttzvt ctis hT Aiaml^gi hTantzczYrc AgntSt^gl ztoct Agcazr grugZi^^zi z$z-gTzeg ZC hid. gxa z$z-gTZ«g g^ZTzrt
	H^augig gTfZzC hTV. aginziU st. ztxz gzfzz grfYzi^ g^ gTZT aOifZ-ATq:agZ zraTcr fxCC n:zfggg ang Icr orzzZ AiainlM zr^q^saozi ozt h$c hid. az^ ec otzz t zttzvt ctis hT Aiaml^gi hTantzczYrc AgntSt^gl ztoct Agcazr grugZi^^zi z$z-gTzeg ZC hid. gxa z$z-gTZ«g g^ZTzrt

	zfeZ rzCCT hTdfT. vw AiaiZiZi zzzvT zTigdr ciiSMi gTZTZT^ zi^Hoxia gHZi\g zizul z$CT hTdfT.
	zfeZ rzCCT hTdfT. vw AiaiZiZi zzzvT zTigdr ciiSMi gTZTZT^ zi^Hoxia gHZi\g zizul z$CT hTdfT.


	cdizda AKNlzl d$fddT CTIS d dCT OTYdCT gifJdC hd HT, d$fddT CIISdl JgT_d ghT gf^didf jg
	cdizda AKNlzl d$fddT CTIS d dCT OTYdCT gifJdC hd HT, d$fddT CIISdl JgT_d ghT gf^didf jg
	cdizda AKNlzl d$fddT CTIS d dCT OTYdCT gifJdC hd HT, d$fddT CIISdl JgT_d ghT gf^didf jg

	Agz gxa jg _cjt Aih. rfdit aknIzI H$fdvT CTISdf fnOS d adhadTjggYtc gTXTdRXdf fanTQ ddia d$az fXcT hldT.
	Agz gxa jg _cjt Aih. rfdit aknIzI H$fdvT CTISdf fnOS d adhadTjggYtc gTXTdRXdf fanTQ ddia d$az fXcT hldT.

	14. fdcggd diXdw gadnaiU d IXztht 26/06/2004 aiolmgz IXztht 08/06/2006 aioladd giara
	14. fdcggd diXdw gadnaiU d IXztht 26/06/2004 aiolmgz IXztht 08/06/2006 aioladd giara

	dW fddhTOdd fdf%cgd$ nXTda dddad AgZ nt.EZ. St.Qt. AdJd cdidt fddhT g_fdd nTfYddat
	dW fddhTOdd fdf%cgd$ nXTda dddad AgZ nt.EZ. St.Qt. AdJd cdidt fddhT g_fdd nTfYddat

	fZ'fdd HCT hldt. g_fdd nTfYdTFdTzt ddUdXud fdfdd dTld H$a!d'!d Agedld f\dTXtZt gUC ATh. g_fdd nTfYHTT^'TZt dZUddudt ddd H$a!d'!dl Aihd dldldd nt.EZ. St.Qt. dddXT d fZdaT_£d fdadd dUz fXCC ATh. fXzTH 09.09.2005 aioT goai nt.EZ.St.Qt. aadm' AvJv xavt gfadlaYtc gxad A"?:. dfT XenTS d g|_lfOH$ dl'ddTeCT OTYdZt f\dTXT fdCIgaid 'IXdgf~d ddf HCT hfdtHT, gidTg fddhdTZYc fdfdd fOddUt dgd OidlS! dfWc Aiaml^dl XdI1|UdIH£d jgfCd fzXTUTdt dldU! HddT Oid. cdldil AS. dff XeniS d dcT OTddZt AiainMi Xdiiiudiaed dnigUt azar 
	fZ'fdd HCT hldt. g_fdd nTfYdTFdTzt ddUdXud fdfdd dTld H$a!d'!d Agedld f\dTXtZt gUC ATh. g_fdd nTfYHTT^'TZt dZUddudt ddd H$a!d'!dl Aihd dldldd nt.EZ. St.Qt. dddXT d fZdaT_£d fdadd dUz fXCC ATh. fXzTH 09.09.2005 aioT goai nt.EZ.St.Qt. aadm' AvJv xavt gfadlaYtc gxad A"?:. dfT XenTS d g|_lfOH$ dl'ddTeCT OTYdZt f\dTXT fdCIgaid 'IXdgf~d ddf HCT hfdtHT, gidTg fddhdTZYc fdfdd fOddUt dgd OidlS! dfWc Aiaml^dl XdI1|UdIH£d jgfCd fzXTUTdt dldU! HddT Oid. cdldil AS. dff XeniS d dcT OTddZt AiainMi Xdiiiudiaed dnigUt azar 

	hTdt. r'lMHlU f\dTXt fdCIgaid dTXdZt dfZg Jlhdldl dnigUt-zX dau'IH.aidT ndfdge Odd d OFdT- du'iH$aidT nde and Ag eh$u viz homa add as:. dff xeniS d ecT OTYd dTZT fXc hid. gXa dnigUT- aXw ndfdeg addiasd w addMi 15 d nzig' addMi 20 Ztqt Agz gXa ZTOd z~a f\$dTXtz Zfx H$a$z ddC h^. rd^fdafXzTH 09.09. 2005 a^Xnat 2.30 d 03.00 diod^ Xa^^iz ^. dff Xenis, ecT OTYd, diJg jThH$ H$fddT CTIS: d rdfd X^ ghd$Tat zTO oid^ dfWc Aiaid^di hTantocg^d JC h^. rz^fda ec OTdddT f\$dTXTcf a^ h^ H$S, ATainT hTantocg^d hoa ZThtd d a
	hTdt. r'lMHlU f\dTXt fdCIgaid dTXdZt dfZg Jlhdldl dnigUt-zX dau'IH.aidT ndfdge Odd d OFdT- du'iH$aidT nde and Ag eh$u viz homa add as:. dff xeniS d ecT OTYd dTZT fXc hid. gXa dnigUT- aXw ndfdeg addiasd w addMi 15 d nzig' addMi 20 Ztqt Agz gXa ZTOd z~a f\$dTXtz Zfx H$a$z ddC h^. rd^fdafXzTH 09.09. 2005 a^Xnat 2.30 d 03.00 diod^ Xa^^iz ^. dff Xenis, ecT OTYd, diJg jThH$ H$fddT CTIS: d rdfd X^ ghd$Tat zTO oid^ dfWc Aiaid^di hTantocg^d JC h^. rz^fda ec OTdddT f\$dTXTcf a^ h^ H$S, ATainT hTantocg^d hoa ZThtd d a

	dt g^hT H$ac. cdizda gidz^iil 5.00 diod^ Xa^diz dcT dTddZt f\$dTXT fdcigaid dTXdci H$a$z
	dt g^hT H$ac. cdizda gidz^iil 5.00 diod^ Xa^diz dcT dTddZt f\$dTXT fdcigaid dTXdci H$a$z

	gTJdC hfd d$T, Aiaml^dl dd^saz dnTgUT-\5T iadH$ia$Z AKldzl JdddT H$fddT CllSdl gTZ^f\$T dldUl H$a$Z rdT^df Jgfged _CJT Agedld gfUdC hfd. rdldil f\$dfXt fdCIgaid dTXdCT dlZXIi gijudid A^ h^ H$T, Aiamldl JgTCJ fZXTU H^audldl d^ JTnfZd ddUdld gfjz gHJl\$ldI Ahd^ fChU fXCT hidf. rdldil f\$dTXt fdCIgaid dTXdCT 4$H^K gju^id A^ h^ h$t, AKTntZt ndfdge iadH$ia$z rdldldd fXCt Z^hdt. rd^fda f\$dTXt fdCIgaid dTXdZt dOUTawit dn^Ut d oat H»audIH»aidT
	gTJdC hfd d$T, Aiaml^dl dd^saz dnTgUT-\5T iadH$ia$Z AKldzl JdddT H$fddT CllSdl gTZ^f\$T dldUl H$a$Z rdT^df Jgfged _CJT Agedld gfUdC hfd. rdldil f\$dfXt fdCIgaid dTXdCT dlZXIi gijudid A^ h^ H$T, Aiamldl JgTCJ fZXTU H^audldl d^ JTnfZd ddUdld gfjz gHJl\$ldI Ahd^ fChU fXCT hidf. rdldil f\$dTXt fdCIgaid dTXdCT 4$H^K gju^id A^ h^ h$t, AKTntZt ndfdge iadH$ia$z rdldldd fXCt Z^hdt. rd^fda f\$dTXt fdCIgaid dTXdZt dOUTawit dn^Ut d oat H»audIH»aidT

	addr^dT ddtz s:t. Odd XeniscT AfYd$^ fXC hid. rdiyaiu s:t. Odd Xen^ _TO O,idiS! dW dzzTawit o^ Aiamlzl fXccT gizji4$1di Ahd^ Oa d$a^ giz jia$1 _etz fgc d$cT hidt dgd gTjd^ ddiu ZTXfdC hid. rdldil ST. Odd XWSZ Aiamld^SZ JOTCJ fZXIZIH^aldT iXCedl ZdfdgO a$MdI^dI ZTQT OZ d$edT h^. rdIZda S:T. Odd XeniS dTZT HCdT H$lddlhldl Ahd^ i4$dlXl fdCIgaid dlXdd^S gTXa H$CT
	addr^dT ddtz s:t. Odd XeniscT AfYd$^ fXC hid. rdiyaiu s:t. Odd Xen^ _TO O,idiS! dW dzzTawit o^ Aiamlzl fXccT gizji4$1di Ahd^ Oa d$a^ giz jia$1 _etz fgc d$cT hidt dgd gTjd^ ddiu ZTXfdC hid. rdldil ST. Odd XWSZ Aiamld^SZ JOTCJ fZXIZIH^aldT iXCedl ZdfdgO a$MdI^dI ZTQT OZ d$edT h^. rdIZda S:T. Odd XeniS dTZT HCdT H$lddlhldl Ahd^ i4$dlXl fdCIgaid dlXdd^S gTXa H$CT

	h^. f\$dTXt fdcigaid dTXdZt gXa o$iddihl^di Ahdicidl fzdaiyaiu nSdiiU!' d$CT h^. gXa H$iddihl^di Ahdiciyaiu Aiaidozi giziji\$l getzdt ZTxUT d$CCT z^adt, jdfcz fzX^ dodT o^ zgedididddi \$ch$ hTaatzcd dihaic diog d gTz^i\$T _etodi cidCbi z^hdT, Aiaidodi “gizji\$lad” Ag feju z^hd, Aiamlodi e^zfdfhd qj nziund z^hd, Aiamlodi e\$ afoaoa z^hd, eigzici n^FdCedT _Tfgd$ Ahd^Tdt \$tBc Z^hdt, Aiadlodi nt.EZ.St.Qt. H^ld^ldl nadtd$f Z^hdt. AO^H$fa Cnaidd Z_X gOdT AgdTZTg^XT Aiamlzl dTfddT CTISd gIZ JI4$l He^Z^ia JZTCJ fZ
	h^. f\$dTXt fdcigaid dTXdZt gXa o$iddihl^di Ahdicidl fzdaiyaiu nSdiiU!' d$CT h^. gXa H$iddihl^di Ahdiciyaiu Aiaidozi giziji\$l getzdt ZTxUT d$CCT z^adt, jdfcz fzX^ dodT o^ zgedididddi \$ch$ hTaatzcd dihaic diog d gTz^i\$T _etodi cidCbi z^hdT, Aiaidodi “gizji\$lad” Ag feju z^hd, Aiamlodi e^zfdfhd qj nziund z^hd, Aiamlodi e\$ afoaoa z^hd, eigzici n^FdCedT _Tfgd$ Ahd^Tdt \$tBc Z^hdt, Aiadlodi nt.EZ.St.Qt. H^ld^ldl nadtd$f Z^hdt. AO^H$fa Cnaidd Z_X gOdT AgdTZTg^XT Aiamlzl dTfddT CTISd gIZ JI4$l He^Z^ia JZTCJ fZ


	15.
	15.
	15.


	16.
	16.
	16.


	ed didd^T gTjnRTU gOT r'lZt H$fdVT CTISw J^fCJ pXIZMI MIMUlZda~T%a'dZ gXa MQROIOd
	ed didd^T gTjnRTU gOT r'lZt H$fdVT CTISw J^fCJ pXIZMI MIMUlZda~T%a'dZ gXa MQROIOd
	ed didd^T gTjnRTU gOT r'lZt H$fdVT CTISw J^fCJ pXIZMI MIMUlZda~T%a'dZ gXa MQROIOd

	g_(Md rtTY+mhi \Xzaia RiUdt TXCT hidT. r'lZda st. o'd Xenisz dQRTzwiT 'd? dadfawdTMT nsviUt
	g_(Md rtTY+mhi \Xzaia RiUdt TXCT hidT. r'lZda st. o'd Xenisz dQRTzwiT 'd? dadfawdTMT nsviUt

	H$CT htdT. r'idil ST. 0'S XeniSZ AKTWT MQROIOd IdMKUl H$CT AgdT AKNHl HRddT CIISMI J^fCd fzXTZTMt MIMUl HOZ rdi^dl JrTr'' _CJT AgediM gJ r'lOIOd nM^Re OS' Ode'IM H$~C H$c hid. r'ldil O'd Xeniszl AialnMi sioh<_Y? cnaidd z_x nMidge or'mi ztqt aknhI h$tt? !Xe'ic|OH OR HO'T hTr'T. <dldil ST. O'd Xeniszl AKNImI gT%TOt RgTz d OORT^WildOc THIS OR HOZ r'TOTOd RMHIRI d" H$CT hTdT. cT ST. O'd XeniSZl gSTC dl'dlhl H$CT hidt. HdddT CTISW gTjnRTU gOT AiainlZl r'dT J^fCd MImUT de'Hda r'TZT OTha 'd? ST. O'd XeniSci CraTOd
	H$CT htdT. r'idil ST. 0'S XeniSZ AKTWT MQROIOd IdMKUl H$CT AgdT AKNHl HRddT CIISMI J^fCd fzXTZTMt MIMUl HOZ rdi^dl JrTr'' _CJT AgediM gJ r'lOIOd nM^Re OS' Ode'IM H$~C H$c hid. r'ldil O'd Xeniszl AialnMi sioh<_Y? cnaidd z_x nMidge or'mi ztqt aknhI h$tt? !Xe'ic|OH OR HO'T hTr'T. <dldil ST. O'd Xeniszl AKNImI gT%TOt RgTz d OORT^WildOc THIS OR HOZ r'TOTOd RMHIRI d" H$CT hTdT. cT ST. O'd XeniSZl gSTC dl'dlhl H$CT hidt. HdddT CTISW gTjnRTU gOT AiainlZl r'dT J^fCd MImUT de'Hda r'TZT OTha 'd? ST. O'd XeniSci CraTOd

	Ztst d ajdasa or HC hid. Aiainl^'i hanTscR'' jdfcd PxiuimI mimUT hid Age'iM As. df Xeniszl
	Ztst d ajdasa or HC hid. Aiainl^'i hanTscR'' jdfcd PxiuimI mimUT hid Age'iM As. df Xeniszl

	gnJdr'idOZ gXa HgR?' SH" HgHRTdT Ale'IM HRddT CTlSZt gTJdC ATh. ST. O'd XORTSW gTjdRTO g'1 gz 1996 ngz oC 2006 n'd d 10ehT a$^UTC, gidiai 'W dgHT' AfYd$Tat nxida on'ad hid. f\$'Tx1 Tdcgaid ixd goT gz 2005 ngz 10^hT ee' T^H$rgd$, gidiai i nxida H$i'ad hid. oszt TXzth$ 09.09.2005 aidt osct Agz r'lfXde! xnaT 04.30 dTOdio xa^^iz f\$'Tx1 Tdcgaid 'ixdZt st. o'd XeniScT OTcidZ oidiST Iwc AiaXnlM I^rz-^'Tdt hianldCR'' did? nt.EZ.ST.Qt. H$i'X'idJd
	gnJdr'idOZ gXa HgR?' SH" HgHRTdT Ale'IM HRddT CTlSZt gTJdC ATh. ST. O'd XORTSW gTjdRTO g'1 gz 1996 ngz oC 2006 n'd d 10ehT a$^UTC, gidiai 'W dgHT' AfYd$Tat nxida on'ad hid. f\$'Tx1 Tdcgaid ixd goT gz 2005 ngz 10^hT ee' T^H$rgd$, gidiai i nxida H$i'ad hid. oszt TXzth$ 09.09.2005 aidt osct Agz r'lfXde! xnaT 04.30 dTOdio xa^^iz f\$'Tx1 Tdcgaid 'ixdZt st. o'd XeniScT OTcidZ oidiST Iwc AiaXnlM I^rz-^'Tdt hianldCR'' did? nt.EZ.ST.Qt. H$i'X'idJd

	^AA A r A *\rs*\ *\^**\**\*\>A
	^AA A r A *\rs*\ *\^**\**\*\>A

	gXa hTgTTQCdT ddTgUT d$a$Z H$T'dThT H$aCTdT ATXe 1XCT hTdT. r'lyRIU ST. O'd XeniS h Aiaini^'l
	gXa hTgTTQCdT ddTgUT d$a$Z H$T'dThT H$aCTdT ATXe 1XCT hTdT. r'lyRIU ST. O'd XeniS h Aiaini^'l

	onaTdd z_x hTanldCR'' Jc Agdi dW As. dfT XeniS, eci ot", H$1ddT CTIs d H$cg ordd hda hid. r'ldil H$1ddT CTlSZt ST. O'd XeniSCTgTRdC hid d$T, r'l^'l 1dZdTda$Z AiainiZl ndldge OdZ gTZTJTOat geTZZ r'i^RI J^TM"! MIMUT d$a$Z C'i^'l J'Tg'' _CT Age'Td giUdC hid. r'lZda ST.
	onaTdd z_x hTanldCR'' Jc Agdi dW As. dfT XeniS, eci ot", H$1ddT CTIs d H$cg ordd hda hid. r'ldil H$1ddT CTlSZt ST. O'd XeniSCTgTRdC hid d$T, r'l^'l 1dZdTda$Z AiainiZl ndldge OdZ gTZTJTOat geTZZ r'i^RI J^TM"! MIMUT d$a$Z C'i^'l J'Tg'' _CT Age'Td giUdC hid. r'lZda ST.

	O'd XenlSZt H$1ddT CtIS, H$CTg OTYd, ^CT OTY^, dOTDJSa gd' OTgC d Aiainl^'l gidU'idO^Z r'ld O'TZ ZIXldChid. eCT dTYd d H$1ddT CTlSZt g'dT ST. O'd XenSZT r'ld "TZ ZIXlde'IM gTJdC ATh.
	O'd XenlSZt H$1ddT CtIS, H$CTg OTYd, ^CT OTY^, dOTDJSa gd' OTgC d Aiainl^'l gidU'idO^Z r'ld O'TZ ZIXldChid. eCT dTYd d H$1ddT CTlSZt g'dT ST. O'd XenSZT r'ld "TZ ZIXlde'IM gTJdC ATh.

	st. O'd XenlSZt ecT orddd O'TZ (TZ.H$. 19), H$1ddT cTISd O'TZ (TZ.H$.34), H$cig orddd O'TZ (TZ.H$.35) d gd' oTgcd o'tzt (1Z.H$.36) date add:dt d gXa gTjXiaidl ght ATiiZ rdTgYTc gdd$a OaTOa Age'Td gTTJdC ATh. r'IMy_lU eCT dTYd d H$1ddT cTISZt g'dT r'i^RI hnaldd Z_X O'TZTdatC add:dt ght AiilZ ^dTgYTc gdd$a OaTOa AgedlM gTTJdC ATh.
	st. O'd XenlSZt ecT orddd O'TZ (TZ.H$. 19), H$1ddT cTISd O'TZ (TZ.H$.34), H$cig orddd O'TZ (TZ.H$.35) d gd' oTgcd o'tzt (1Z.H$.36) date add:dt d gXa gTjXiaidl ght ATiiZ rdTgYTc gdd$a OaTOa Age'Td gTTJdC ATh. r'IMy_lU eCT dTYd d H$1ddT cTISZt g'dT r'i^RI hnaldd Z_X O'TZTdatC add:dt ght AiilZ ^dTgYTc gdd$a OaTOa AgedlM gTTJdC ATh.

	ST. O'd XeniS^RI gTjyRTO r'TZt Aialnl^RI H$e OTdgRYZ OTJg JIhH$I^'I J^^ fZXHIH$a1dT IXCe'I
	ST. O'd XeniS^RI gTjyRTO r'TZt Aialnl^RI H$e OTdgRYZ OTJg JIhH$I^'I J^^ fZXHIH$a1dT IXCe'I

	*\ * *\*\ ♦^♦*\**\Ars*\**\ *\AArs*\
	*\ * *\*\ ♦^♦*\**\Ars*\**\ *\AArs*\

	ZTQT OR d$O$Z ^dTdT dMZTRT Via H$CT hTdT. r'Hda ST. O'd XeniSZl H$1ddT CTISHSZ AiainlZl IXCCT gTZTJTOTdT Ahdic OR H$CT hTdT. r'lZda ST. O'd XenSZT AiaNT^'I hianTQCMT dOTgUT H$CT hTdT r'ldil ST. O'd XeniSZI 1XgZ ATChid H$T, AiainlZl E\$ ZZ^'TR'' aHTSRdc z^hd dgd rt.er.ST.qt.
	ZTQT OR d$O$Z ^dTdT dMZTRT Via H$CT hTdT. r'Hda ST. O'd XeniSZl H$1ddT CTISHSZ AiainlZl IXCCT gTZTJTOTdT Ahdic OR H$CT hTdT. r'lZda ST. O'd XenSZT AiaNT^'I hianTQCMT dOTgUT H$CT hTdT r'ldil ST. O'd XeniSZI 1XgZ ATChid H$T, AiainlZl E\$ ZZ^'TR'' aHTSRdc z^hd dgd rt.er.ST.qt.

	H$i'WTddd gTZidroT d$acTH$atdT rto Age'iOiOddl h^jxrX d ZTxUT rriurr ATainddi z^hd. AiainZT
	H$i'WTddd gTZidroT d$acTH$atdT rto Age'iOiOddl h^jxrX d ZTxUT rriurr ATainddi z^hd. AiainZT

	r'i^RI htadToCR'' Jdfcd IZXTZ HO'T did ZTht AgT \$CH$ CTdCT Z^hdT dgd Rt.E;R.ST.'Q:T. H$I'X'IMl
	r'i^RI htadToCR'' Jdfcd IZXTZ HO'T did ZTht AgT \$CH$ CTdCT Z^hdT dgd Rt.E;R.ST.'Q:T. H$I'X'IMl

	gadTd$T RdCt z^hdt r'Hda st. O'd XenSzT Aiainl^'i gizTJTO _e^ZMi rmztrt via h$ct hidi. r'Hda st. O'd Xeniszi or hct dadM"! iXT via d$a^ ^dTdT eh$ nv AiainlcT XdZ r'Tda nd iRiicOiOd ATaindT ght OdCT hidt. r'lzvast. o'd XorTSZT Aiainl^'ihTgrTocfaWd AgCedi fRiH^dldi jto zrzt ATS nTR d$O$Z OdCT hTdT. r'TRda ST. XenlSZT OR H$CCT ROtZ d gd AhdTC f\fTXt TdCigaid IXdCT 1XCT hidT. r'TRda fOfTXT TdCigaid IXdZT rTTc H$l'dThT H$CT hTdT. nd gTjXTa neid RdTa^dT gTjnRTO g'dT
	gadTd$T RdCt z^hdt r'Hda st. O'd XenSzT Aiainl^'i gizTJTO _e^ZMi rmztrt via h$ct hidi. r'Hda st. O'd Xeniszi or hct dadM"! iXT via d$a^ ^dTdT eh$ nv AiainlcT XdZ r'Tda nd iRiicOiOd ATaindT ght OdCT hidt. r'lzvast. o'd XorTSZT Aiainl^'ihTgrTocfaWd AgCedi fRiH^dldi jto zrzt ATS nTR d$O$Z OdCT hTdT. r'TRda ST. XenlSZT OR H$CCT ROtZ d gd AhdTC f\fTXt TdCigaid IXdCT 1XCT hidT. r'TRda fOfTXT TdCigaid IXdZT rTTc H$l'dThT H$CT hTdT. nd gTjXTa neid RdTa^dT gTjnRTO g'dT


	St. ozv xeRisZt cztzt 1Xzth$ 09.09.2005 atOt Oidrst dfWc akiRMi hTaOooRsz Rd truz dlddlO hd. AtatntZt czOot hTaRtscRsz gTZtJFRT Helz^ta zJddT oTisM! dRtgUt z$oz czOdt rrTrsz rcjt atr fzor rcJT atr h gtfzdeztdTdd st. ozv xeRiszt akiRI^i hTaRtscRsz yts sthcT hidT. cztOit st. Odd XentSZt neTd Rdia d xg Rd grjxta ddc^aigM gRj akIRTzi fXOet Rdfdge ORZddt ztst OR d$OZ cZtdt OR RdZIRI ddta d$CT RTdT. cZTdiT OR ZTCeZT ZTSddt HRTdRdT ZTX d$OZ dCd ATO RTdt. gXa OR HCet RdfdgA XRZTRSZ ART aRZMI 15 d RATg XRZddt 50 ZTS
	St. ozv xeRisZt cztzt 1Xzth$ 09.09.2005 atOt Oidrst dfWc akiRMi hTaOooRsz Rd truz dlddlO hd. AtatntZt czOot hTaRtscRsz gTZtJFRT Helz^ta zJddT oTisM! dRtgUt z$oz czOdt rrTrsz rcjt atr fzor rcJT atr h gtfzdeztdTdd st. ozv xeRiszt akiRI^i hTaRtscRsz yts sthcT hidT. cztOit st. Odd XentSZt neTd Rdia d xg Rd grjxta ddc^aigM gRj akIRTzi fXOet Rdfdge ORZddt ztst OR d$OZ cZtdt OR RdZIRI ddta d$CT RTdT. cZTdiT OR ZTCeZT ZTSddt HRTdRdT ZTX d$OZ dCd ATO RTdt. gXa OR HCet RdfdgA XRZTRSZ ART aRZMI 15 d RATg XRZddt 50 ZTS
	St. ozv xeRisZt cztzt 1Xzth$ 09.09.2005 atOt Oidrst dfWc akiRMi hTaOooRsz Rd truz dlddlO hd. AtatntZt czOot hTaRtscRsz gTZtJFRT Helz^ta zJddT oTisM! dRtgUt z$oz czOdt rrTrsz rcjt atr fzor rcJT atr h gtfzdeztdTdd st. ozv xeRiszt akiRI^i hTaRtscRsz yts sthcT hidT. cztOit st. Odd XentSZt neTd Rdia d xg Rd grjxta ddc^aigM gRj akIRTzi fXOet Rdfdge ORZddt ztst OR d$OZ cZtdt OR RdZIRI ddta d$CT RTdT. cZTdiT OR ZTCeZT ZTSddt HRTdRdT ZTX d$OZ dCd ATO RTdt. gXa OR HCet RdfdgA XRZTRSZ ART aRZMI 15 d RATg XRZddt 50 ZTS


	17. AATRHta, CRgXd ZRX gd gTjXtatzt aRRRA gtfJdO Ath HT, dQZT fXziZT 09/09/2005 aTOT XRtaddit HTO oidrSt/JtXT dWtc akiRT^i fOdz-^tdt hTaRtscRd dsOt Agz aziOit AtaTRtZt d$fddT Ctis tT
	17. AATRHta, CRgXd ZRX gd gTjXtatzt aRRRA gtfJdO Ath HT, dQZT fXziZT 09/09/2005 aTOT XRtaddit HTO oidrSt/JtXT dWtc akiRT^i fOdz-^tdt hTaRtscRd dsOt Agz aziOit AtaTRtZt d$fddT Ctis tT
	17. AATRHta, CRgXd ZRX gd gTjXtatzt aRRRA gtfJdO Ath HT, dQZT fXziZT 09/09/2005 aTOT XRtaddit HTO oidrSt/JtXT dWtc akiRT^i fOdz-^tdt hTaRtscRd dsOt Agz aziOit AtaTRtZt d$fddT Ctis tT

	zRddT sdrtd fdQZgdt gTZtJT^ _fe^ dtdUt d$ZZ rti^ZI RRfR^d RCZt Agetd gTfZdC hTd. ^h^Z C^tZd ZRX g^ gTjXtatdt Rtfld$ gTj RTg, gRR> d fdZdTghdg RTR Agetd fXgZ td d$f h RthU Atdfd$ Ath. AiaiRl^zi dkdH$lc gthdtZt c^tzv zrx RTdht gijXraTdt fXd cc^ dRigUt dxct Ath. c^tzv zrx dQZtaWi h RTO oidist tW Ath td$dT JTXt tW Ath ZlOIdd dR$tdd AtCt Ath. tdtdd AtatRTd dk dfH$C gthdtZt 'd-didlX d$CT Ath d$T, OidTSt d RTXT h xT^T Jid dZdZiT AgeZIRi dQZtaWitdT iZlZddl hid ZthT. dtadfdd$dR^d AtatRTd hiaRlXC AadtrdTR^dd ZgetRi C
	zRddT sdrtd fdQZgdt gTZtJT^ _fe^ dtdUt d$ZZ rti^ZI RRfR^d RCZt Agetd gTfZdC hTd. ^h^Z C^tZd ZRX g^ gTjXtatdt Rtfld$ gTj RTg, gRR> d fdZdTghdg RTR Agetd fXgZ td d$f h RthU Atdfd$ Ath. AiaiRl^zi dkdH$lc gthdtZt c^tzv zrx RTdht gijXraTdt fXd cc^ dRigUt dxct Ath. c^tzv zrx dQZtaWi h RTO oidist tW Ath td$dT JTXt tW Ath ZlOIdd dR$tdd AtCt Ath. tdtdd AtatRTd dk dfH$C gthdtZt 'd-didlX d$CT Ath d$T, OidTSt d RTXT h xT^T Jid dZdZiT AgeZIRi dQZtaWitdT iZlZddl hid ZthT. dtadfdd$dR^d AtatRTd hiaRlXC AadtrdTR^dd ZgetRi C

	hid H$T, RTO JTXt dW c^Tzd zrx fRiz$dTda AtatRTdt xrocT RRtad atr. AtaTRTZt g;^XT JTXT dW rzidt CRaTzdZRX JIRRMIZd fRid$d H$.560 AgeZTd d$dC d$C ATh. Rad AtatRT^ZT ddldlRRIU RTO JTXt dWTc rZT^ZT CRaTZd ZRX fRid$dTdaTc BRKdlR^Z rZTd hTaOdC Zg;Z rZTd aTRd da ATh. AtatRT^ZT dk dfH$C gThdTZt rO dzdTdtx 0$ct ATh H$T, cRarzd zrx BRiadlR^Z AtatRTd hTaRTsc Agezid xOfd^ztd$aTdT st. Odd dTXd d fR$zTXT fdCIgaid dTXdZt gXa BRKdl^ZI AkT=ztd dZTO ZTxfdCC ZTht. troz CRatZd ZRX fRiz$dTdaTc RRiadTR^z AtatRTd hraRtsc Agezid 
	hid H$T, RTO JTXt dW c^Tzd zrx fRiz$dTda AtatRTdt xrocT RRtad atr. AtaTRTZt g;^XT JTXT dW rzidt CRaTzdZRX JIRRMIZd fRid$d H$.560 AgeZTd d$dC d$C ATh. Rad AtatRT^ZT ddldlRRIU RTO JTXt dWTc rZT^ZT CRaTZd ZRX fRid$dTdaTc BRKdlR^Z rZTd hTaOdC Zg;Z rZTd aTRd da ATh. AtatRT^ZT dk dfH$C gThdTZt rO dzdTdtx 0$ct ATh H$T, cRarzd zrx BRiadlR^Z AtatRTd hTaRTsc Agezid xOfd^ztd$aTdT st. Odd dTXd d fR$zTXT fdCIgaid dTXdZt gXa BRKdl^ZI AkT=ztd dZTO ZTxfdCC ZTht. troz CRatZd ZRX fRiz$dTdaTc RRiadTR^z AtatRTd hraRtsc Agezid 


	ST.Odd xemiS d nd gTjXTa neTd ndTazT ananu gtfddC at! HtT, doziaWiT AiarntM {Odz-^diVt htadQc Ath. crodd zgx gd gTjxta AiainMi hTantecgsd dedigi cdtZT Aia'idd {Odz-^diVt hTfanzc AadWdlg-d AgedTdTdd nddj gTfhdT AgedTd ThUdt dfc. MXMl CgOdd Z_X gTjXKMi CCQ
	ST.Odd xemiS d nd gTjXTa neTd ndTazT ananu gtfddC at! HtT, doziaWiT AiarntM {Odz-^diVt htadQc Ath. crodd zgx gd gTjxta AiainMi hTantecgsd dedigi cdtZT Aia'idd {Odz-^diVt hTfanzc AadWdlg-d AgedTdTdd nddj gTfhdT AgedTd ThUdt dfc. MXMl CgOdd Z_X gTjXKMi CCQ
	ST.Odd xemiS d nd gTjXTa neTd ndTazT ananu gtfddC at! HtT, doziaWiT AiarntM {Odz-^diVt htadQc Ath. crodd zgx gd gTjxta AiainMi hTantecgsd dedigi cdtZT Aia'idd {Odz-^diVt hTfanzc AadWdlg-d AgedTdTdd nddj gTfhdT AgedTd ThUdt dfc. MXMl CgOdd Z_X gTjXKMi CCQ

	vmUIxa^^H Agt HdudThT gOgra xaziEddida atct ztht HTT, ^didaz gtO dX dWTc digndidd fgid$d H$.56o da ATaTntd fOdu-'^didt htantec zgedid fxgz dfc. f\$'TXi^'i cnaTdv zgx grjXTatZt ananu giddC ATh HTT, ATaTnt h stdoa Agg d d^Hdd °ddgid H$adtd. ATaTnt^dT dk dfHc gihdiZ f\dixNdT gtAxtaT^dt ddcet ccq dnigidaz ana hid H?t, Aiam h Stdza AgedTd adTZT H$~c ATh. nav Atatni^dT ddldiyglU d gaH$ia! XdldTgd' ddHd AfYddd Agedigi cdtd ITOdt htantoc Aadlcdgd AgU
	vmUIxa^^H Agt HdudThT gOgra xaziEddida atct ztht HTT, ^didaz gtO dX dWTc digndidd fgid$d H$.56o da ATaTntd fOdu-'^didt htantec zgedid fxgz dfc. f\$'TXi^'i cnaTdv zgx grjXTatZt ananu giddC ATh HTT, ATaTnt h stdoa Agg d d^Hdd °ddgid H$adtd. ATaTnt^dT dk dfHc gihdiZ f\dixNdT gtAxtaT^dt ddcet ccq dnigidaz ana hid H?t, Aiam h Stdza AgedTd adTZT H$~c ATh. nav Atatni^dT ddldiyglU d gaH$ia! XdldTgd' ddHd AfYddd Agedigi cdtd ITOdt htantoc Aadlcdgd AgU

	efd ZthT. ng _t dW zgx H$a B^Ndt HTT, gaH$iai xdiiMizYc d^Hdd AfYHT-dtZT iioJt d^Hdd °ddgid HZdt ddt. ThUZ f\$dtxt^dT CTOdd Z_X gTjXTaTZt giZldediygiU gtO dTXt/oidTSt dWtc hXXt^^d
	efd ZthT. ng _t dW zgx H$a B^Ndt HTT, gaH$iai xdiiMizYc d^Hdd AfYHT-dtZT iioJt d^Hdd °ddgid HZdt ddt. ThUZ f\$dtxt^dT CTOdd Z_X gTjXTaTZt giZldediygiU gtO dTXt/oidTSt dWtc hXXt^^d

	AKNld IIOJI fddU-^dtdT ZTdtd hiantoc Agedid ThUdt dfc. AKmld htantoc dX d OidlSIM hXXt_%'d Agedigi f\$dtXTZT rdt^dT dH$iaT_^d (fZ.H?.1) g^XT Aiaidld htantoc ddi dtXT fdTdi OidlST
	AKNld IIOJI fddU-^dtdT ZTdtd hiantoc Agedid ThUdt dfc. AKmld htantoc dX d OidlSIM hXXt_%'d Agedigi f\$dtXTZT rdt^dT dH$iaT_^d (fZ.H?.1) g^XT Aiaidld htantoc ddi dtXT fdTdi OidlST

	dW Agedid Z_X HTCC Zgg gxa htawC h O^dX/dlxT dW Agedid ZgX H$C ATh. *hUZ Aiamld
	dW Agedid Z_X HTCC Zgg gxa htawC h O^dX/dlxT dW Agedid ZgX H$C ATh. *hUZ Aiamld

	htantoc dtXT dW ATh td$di oidtST dW ATh dT didl'di oiad^ Chtnih z d$avt oidtST d ztXt^dT hxXtz^'d
	htantoc dtXT dW ATh td$di oidtST dW ATh dT didl'di oiad^ Chtnih z d$avt oidtST d ztXt^dT hxXtz^'d

	Aiamld hliandc AadlrdlH^d Agedld ThU^ dBc. d OidTST hdT xt^htdlHddlddl ddddidl A^edT
	Aiamld hliandc AadlrdlH^d Agedld ThU^ dBc. d OidTST hdT xt^htdlHddlddl ddddidl A^edT

	vat Aiamld hianlxccnatzv z_x xT^ did^dihxXTda Agedi_i cna'ifd z_x fH$ad$ti fdgddldi fq^dtxTd H$WZTda d$Tu^ fdqa!d nPauiH hTuia zthT. gxa fH$ad$ti fdgdd1_i _iidd Aialnld htanToc Afadrdiged
	vat Aiamld hianlxccnatzv z_x xT^ did^dihxXTda Agedi_i cna'ifd z_x fH$ad$ti fdgddldi fq^dtxTd H$WZTda d$Tu^ fdqa!d nPauiH hTuia zthT. gxa fH$ad$ti fdgdd1_i _iidd Aialnld htanToc Afadrdiged

	Zgedldl fZ^d$f d$TTdt dUTa ZthT. _TO dixT dWTc dlHddldd f_id$d H$. 56o g^d Aiainld O:tdZ-^dTdt
	Zgedldl fZ^d$f d$TTdt dUTa ZthT. _TO dixT dWTc dlHddldd f_id$d H$. 56o g^d Aiainld O:tdZ-^dTdt

	htanToc Ag;z dW cnatxd zgx kout KSedid f\$dTXiZl gTxa H^Cedi gTjn<i°didazan^ hid. AiaidZl h$~c H$c ATh H$T, ddddil St.Odd XenSZT Oh d$cCT gTZtdTOT gfeZ rdl^dl add:d gICH$ld1 ATh. rdWHIU Aiamlzi ggdztTdTda giZidTO gfez x^did atccT ATh. ^huz dddddi) Aiaml^di hiadxcg^d cnaifd zgx giZidi\$l gfez cnc®d Agedid ThUdt dBc. Aiaid^di dk dfH$c gThdTZT 'xdtdTX H$ct ATh H$T, AtainZ d'dH$Td ATfYd$Tat dT Ziddg'YZ ad^NTfZdrdT KdZ ITOdT ddH$ld oddgld d$a°dTdT fZUd Kdedlgi rdtzT gTZldTOT gfeZ iaXT H$ZZ RdCT htdT. AiamlZl gTZ
	htanToc Ag;z dW cnatxd zgx kout KSedid f\$dTXiZl gTxa H^Cedi gTjn<i°didazan^ hid. AiaidZl h$~c H$c ATh H$T, ddddil St.Odd XenSZT Oh d$cCT gTZtdTOT gfeZ rdl^dl add:d gICH$ld1 ATh. rdWHIU Aiamlzi ggdztTdTda giZidTO gfez x^did atccT ATh. ^huz dddddi) Aiaml^di hiadxcg^d cnaifd zgx giZidi\$l gfez cnc®d Agedid ThUdt dBc. Aiaid^di dk dfH$c gThdTZT 'xdtdTX H$ct ATh H$T, AtainZ d'dH$Td ATfYd$Tat dT Ziddg'YZ ad^NTfZdrdT KdZ ITOdT ddH$ld oddgld d$a°dTdT fZUd Kdedlgi rdtzT gTZldTOT gfeZ iaXT H$ZZ RdCT htdT. AiamlZl gTZ

	gTxa Htct ZthT. ThUZ AiaidZ! gz 1999 ntgz cnaixd zgx gtZidTOT gfezdT dina Htct zgz gxa gfez Hdi d'dH?^ AfYdnaT dT ZTd?a^ad^NTfzdrdT KdediZdaitOdT d'dH?^ °ddgid H?audiH?a1dTlaXT htzz RdedTd ThUdt dUTa ZthT. AiaiZ^dl dk gaH?ia1 dd?^ glhdld dfdldlXIMHIU AiamlZl gTZidTO gfez gz 1999 g^g laXT dTCT rdidi! gxa gTzTdTOT gfezdT ZTxUT drag dndwiz ddZdnad? z^hd. Aiaidd dk dfd$C gThdTZT ddcngTU d$CedT dfdldlXIdldd gT dW ZgX d$a hP^Ndt d$T, nt.Z;Z.St.Qt. drlddld d$cg 18(3) Addd gxa nT.EZ. St.Qt. dTTdXT Agctg^d Aiedinigz
	gTxa Htct ZthT. ThUZ AiaidZ! gz 1999 ntgz cnaixd zgx gtZidTOT gfezdT dina Htct zgz gxa gfez Hdi d'dH?^ AfYdnaT dT ZTd?a^ad^NTfzdrdT KdediZdaitOdT d'dH?^ °ddgid H?audiH?a1dTlaXT htzz RdedTd ThUdt dUTa ZthT. AiaiZ^dl dk gaH?ia1 dd?^ glhdld dfdldlXIMHIU AiamlZl gTZidTO gfez gz 1999 g^g laXT dTCT rdidi! gxa gTzTdTOT gfezdT ZTxUT drag dndwiz ddZdnad? z^hd. Aiaidd dk dfd$C gThdTZT ddcngTU d$CedT dfdldlXIdldd gT dW ZgX d$a hP^Ndt d$T, nt.Z;Z.St.Qt. drlddld d$cg 18(3) Addd gxa nT.EZ. St.Qt. dTTdXT Agctg^d Aiedinigz
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	AEZ ZTEUt nZfUTE UTETCETZU AfEZ E$C AAE. nZd AIZNlZl cETCT OdfQE fEbZtETd ZTEUtnE UTETCETZSE AfEZ E$C ZTht. ^hgZ AfZTntZt cETUT OZfQE$ fEbZtE$Mt g_(Md nTfYdTFETES ZfEUt E$ct ZACTd ThUET 1c. AIZNlZl cETUT OZfQH fEbfZETdt ZfEUt E$Ct ZAETZT gC gi^iJJl\^l zfeZkjZ dddET ClSMt eECe fZEfUTMt MTMUt EC cETUT EzTz^E _CET AAeETM gTfJdC hTE. EAht nt.EZ.St.Qt. dZEZTAdEE OZfQH fEbftE ZTEUt E$CC AAC dZtht ngdtnd fZETU EETdT dfTZ EC EZdEt zfhC^I
	AEZ ZTEUt nZfUTE UTETCETZU AfEZ E$C AAE. nZd AIZNlZl cETCT OdfQE fEbZtETd ZTEUtnE UTETCETZSE AfEZ E$C ZTht. ^hgZ AfZTntZt cETUT OZfQE$ fEbZtE$Mt g_(Md nTfYdTFETES ZfEUt E$ct ZACTd ThUET 1c. AIZNlZl cETUT OZfQH fEbfZETdt ZfEUt E$Ct ZAETZT gC gi^iJJl\^l zfeZkjZ dddET ClSMt eECe fZEfUTMt MTMUt EC cETUT EzTz^E _CET AAeETM gTfJdC hTE. EAht nt.EZ.St.Qt. dZEZTAdEE OZfQH fEbftE ZTEUt E$CC AAC dZtht ngdtnd fZETU EETdT dfTZ EC EZdEt zfhC^I

	EzTzd _CET ATh fHdT _cEt ATh hET dTdtdT ICTA EC nfEdfYd ATh. nZd ATZmtZt nt.EZ.St.Qt. EZEZtAeEE cETUT OZfQH fEbZtE$Mt ZTEUt EZ HCm ZTht ET3CQ ZTEUt Z ECET OZfQE fZblZETZSE ATZTEmZ ZfeZM ATYTZ EZdETCTISCT EZTzYtC fCETM fZETZ E$C hTd. AkiMM cETCT OZfQdT fEdHEdl nt.EZ.St.Qt/EEEZTAdEd ZTEUt EdfedTE ceTzT ngfEgd fZETZEETMT (ATZlEmn _fez) EZUdtht MTdUt EZEEfETZtdTCnZTE E$ZdTEUTZ ZTht. ^hgZ ATZmtZt nt.EZ. St.Qt. E$!'W!M EC 3(1) ME„EZ E=$ZZ E$CZ 23 AdEd E^ E:$eETE ThUET 1c.
	EzTzd _CET ATh fHdT _cEt ATh hET dTdtdT ICTA EC nfEdfYd ATh. nZd ATZmtZt nt.EZ.St.Qt. EZEZtAeEE cETUT OZfQH fEbZtE$Mt ZTEUt EZ HCm ZTht ET3CQ ZTEUt Z ECET OZfQE fZblZETZSE ATZTEmZ ZfeZM ATYTZ EZdETCTISCT EZTzYtC fCETM fZETZ E$C hTd. AkiMM cETCT OZfQdT fEdHEdl nt.EZ.St.Qt/EEEZTAdEd ZTEUt EdfedTE ceTzT ngfEgd fZETZEETMT (ATZlEmn _fez) EZUdtht MTdUt EZEEfETZtdTCnZTE E$ZdTEUTZ ZTht. ^hgZ ATZmtZt nt.EZ. St.Qt. E$!'W!M EC 3(1) ME„EZ E=$ZZ E$CZ 23 AdEd E^ E:$eETE ThUET 1c.

	18. ATZmtM dk EE$tC Alh~i^1 'EdtETE E1^ ATh E^, AKlnlM hTfZTQC ZAeETZi d rETZt HlUdhl EZtCz
	18. ATZmtM dk EE$tC Alh~i^1 'EdtETE E1^ ATh E^, AKlnlM hTfZTQC ZAeETZi d rETZt HlUdhl EZtCz

	tZETZ E1^ ZAeETZi OzfQE$ fEbfZE$^ET AkZ^E d AZrfds; hTd ZThtd. nt.EZ.St.Qt. E:ZEZTAdEd E1^
	tZETZ E1^ ZAeETZi OzfQE$ fEbfZE$^ET AkZ^E d AZrfds; hTd ZThtd. nt.EZ.St.Qt. E:ZEZTAdEd E1^

	OzfQE$ fddfZE^CT ZtEUt E$ZZ dYZETZE^ AAeETZi ATZmtZt EZi ATzrEm$t ZetZ ET®ETZ«E RE^ETE$ZtdT
	OzfQE$ fddfZE^CT ZtEUt E$ZZ dYZETZE^ AAeETZi ATZmtZt EZi ATzrEm$t ZetZ ET®ETZ«E RE^ETE$ZtdT

	ZTEUt e$zu ateeee$ ZTht. ThUz ATZmttEzeE nt.EZ.St.Qt. E^EzrAdZd ETTUETht e^ fA^^ hTd.eE^d
	ZTEUt e$zu ateeee$ ZTht. ThUz ATZmttEzeE nt.EZ.St.Qt. E^EzrAdZd ETTUETht e^ fA^^ hTd.eE^d

	ZAeETET 'EdtdTE AIZNlM dk dtE$C AIh~iZl E$CT ATh. ET3C^, dk AZEZZt dtE$C AThkT^ET 'EdldlEWZIU AIZnIM htfzZQC OzfQE$ fEbfZE$^ET AkZ^E AZTfES; hTd AAeEI_i rETZt nt.EZ.St.Qt. EZEZTAdEd ZTEUt E$ZU ATE2EE$ hTd. AIZIMIM d^ dfE$C AIh~iZl EZtCEZTU E$CeET 'Ed1dIEI~I~d Zt EW Z_E E$E hf^NdT E$t, EQZMEit AIZintM dT®ETZ^E ATZlETOt zfeZ AAeEIM E^dlEdOIdZlc CZC®Y ATj gZIo'IdZZ AZh^ hTd. Zt EindtM zze E$C ATh E$t, ATZmtZt ATZlETOt zfezkTZ E$fEET CtiSw EzTMt mimu! e$zz zeT^et ezTz^e
	ZAeETET 'EdtdTE AIZNlM dk dtE$C AIh~iZl E$CT ATh. ET3C^, dk AZEZZt dtE$C AThkT^ET 'EdldlEWZIU AIZnIM htfzZQC OzfQE$ fEbfZE$^ET AkZ^E AZTfES; hTd AAeEI_i rETZt nt.EZ.St.Qt. EZEZTAdEd ZTEUt E$ZU ATE2EE$ hTd. AIZIMIM d^ dfE$C AIh~iZl EZtCEZTU E$CeET 'Ed1dIEI~I~d Zt EW Z_E E$E hf^NdT E$t, EQZMEit AIZintM dT®ETZ^E ATZlETOt zfeZ AAeEIM E^dlEdOIdZlc CZC®Y ATj gZIo'IdZZ AZh^ hTd. Zt EindtM zze E$C ATh E$t, ATZmtZt ATZlETOt zfezkTZ E$fEET CtiSw EzTMt mimu! e$zz zeT^et ezTz^e

	_CET AAeEIM rETZT ATfEdC hTd. AHEI4$1 ZfeZ h nAfEnd IZeTZ EE AAZ rETETZ EE^ IZeTZ E$ZdT Ed AAeEI~I~d AIZIMIMI dTE ZTht. Zt.EZ.St.Qt. E$TEET d tZEZTZ^E ZZhEZ Z_E E$C ATh E$t, AHEI4$1
	_CET AAeEIM rETZT ATfEdC hTd. AHEI4$1 ZfeZ h nAfEnd IZeTZ EE AAZ rETETZ EE^ IZeTZ E$ZdT Ed AAeEI~I~d AIZIMIMI dTE ZTht. Zt.EZ.St.Qt. E$TEET d tZEZTZ^E ZZhEZ Z_E E$C ATh E$t, AHEI4$1

	zfezkrz nEtcE fzErz E$zdT ee zrht. ATZTErot zfezMT nAdtnd fzErz EeTz^e AZide hTET. t^uz AiZintZt ATZlETOt zfeZMT eZ^ tZErZTE$ZtdT dTEZ E$eETA ZeTmT OZfQE$ fEbfZE$ ET AkZ^E AZlde hTET tE$dT ZTht h nihZ ATd2EE$ ATh. kZfQE$ fEbZtE^Mt AkT nt.EZ.St.Qt. EEEZTd E$CZ 2 (St) Z«E fECt ATh. AEZ AknZTU kZfQE$ fEbfZE$ ThU^ E$Tudht fEbfZE$, hlZnldC tE$dT ETTUEht fOEZU E$t, OW nAdtnd fZETZ nfE$ET (nt- ZTQC STEkffzQE$ z'iTaOZ) E$Ct OTE. T^UZ AiZiZIM fEbfZE$ 1E$dT hTfZTQC AfZErdTZ^E ZAeETd jflE YZC dZtht rETZt nAdtnd tZETZ 
	zfezkrz nEtcE fzErz E$zdT ee zrht. ATZTErot zfezMT nAdtnd fzErz EeTz^e AZide hTET. t^uz AiZintZt ATZlETOt zfeZMT eZ^ tZErZTE$ZtdT dTEZ E$eETA ZeTmT OZfQE$ fEbfZE$ ET AkZ^E AZlde hTET tE$dT ZTht h nihZ ATd2EE$ ATh. kZfQE$ fEbZtE^Mt AkT nt.EZ.St.Qt. EEEZTd E$CZ 2 (St) Z«E fECt ATh. AEZ AknZTU kZfQE$ fEbfZE$ ThU^ E$Tudht fEbfZE$, hlZnldC tE$dT ETTUEht fOEZU E$t, OW nAdtnd fZETZ nfE$ET (nt- ZTQC STEkffzQE$ z'iTaOZ) E$Ct OTE. T^UZ AiZiZIM fEbfZE$ 1E$dT hTfZTQC AfZErdTZ^E ZAeETd jflE YZC dZtht rETZt nAdtnd tZETZ 


	hhu'ih,OvtHcct mimUI Ht giHiji\$l ziezdigext zzidehrvT. Aiainlzl HfddT ciiSM z4fcz
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	tZxiz h*mthwt gtzlrizz ziezMi dtza da'izi gxa zztcz HxizidaidT dinacc hrwoc h AkinlM OZrQ.H$ AZa'lM ThUdT fc. AkinlZ! r'MI OzfZH$fxbfZ^ nt.EZ-St.Qt. h$i'^iavJv
	tZxiz h*mthwt gtzlrizz ziezMi dtza da'izi gxa zztcz HxizidaidT dinacc hrwoc h AkinlM OZrQ.H$ AZa'lM ThUdT fc. AkinlZ! r'MI OzfZH$fxbfZ^ nt.EZ-St.Qt. h$i'^iavJv

	zziMd nrfYHiT-iH5S: ZixUt Hau AWd hTV. nt.EZ.SI.Qt. dmiM hcz 3(1) AdJd aknIzi crd OZQh fdbfZHMt ZixUt da'ifedi' zgtdgd tzxiz ddtdT dtza HadT 'ura zrht. zgdlzd tzxiz ddtzed nt.Ez.St.Ot. dmiM hcz 2(d) AdJd zgdtgd tzxiz ntHr d ngVtgd tzxiz mimUImi zzide hTVT. zgdtgd tzxiz mimUIM! gkT zt.EZ. St.Qt. dmiM hcz 2 ( H ) zed fXCCt Ath. gxa gtzztu ngVtnd tZxiz mimUihe' grzrawja HaMid' 'umi gd mimwimi zzide hdT. ^hgz gtzraizz zRhak zztcz tzxiz z h$cvt crodd zgx c'l^zed zgx de'izziU bvc mimwi dar vatht gxa mimwimi zzide
	zziMd nrfYHiT-iH5S: ZixUt Hau AWd hTV. nt.EZ.SI.Qt. dmiM hcz 3(1) AdJd aknIzi crd OZQh fdbfZHMt ZixUt da'ifedi' zgtdgd tzxiz ddtdT dtza HadT 'ura zrht. zgdlzd tzxiz ddtzed nt.Ez.St.Ot. dmiM hcz 2(d) AdJd zgdtgd tzxiz ntHr d ngVtgd tzxiz mimUImi zzide hTVT. zgdtgd tzxiz mimUIM! gkT zt.EZ. St.Qt. dmiM hcz 2 ( H ) zed fXCCt Ath. gxa gtzztu ngVtnd tZxiz mimUihe' grzrawja HaMid' 'umi gd mimwimi zzide hdT. ^hgz gtzraizz zRhak zztcz tzxiz z h$cvt crodd zgx c'l^zed zgx de'izziU bvc mimwi dar vatht gxa mimwimi zzide

	clISM zdtcz tzxiz H$az c'hdi zztzed gczT AZe'iM c'Tz gTfzvc hd. ^hgz AkinIZl nt.EZ.St.Qt. dl'YIM H$cz 5 d 6 M C„KZ H$aZ H$CZ 23 AdJd tejgzid JhT de'M ^hUdl dBc.
	clISM zdtcz tzxiz H$az c'hdi zztzed gczT AZe'iM c'Tz gTfzvc hd. ^hgz AkinIZl nt.EZ.St.Qt. dl'YIM H$cz 5 d 6 M C„KZ H$aZ H$CZ 23 AdJd tejgzid JhT de'M ^hUdl dBc.

	19. A^ntM vk dtH$c gihdTZt gxdtdix h$ct Aih H$t, Sdrld fdQzg d$fddT cilSM yfdkindidatc aQ^nzzada tx.i5/o9/2oc5 t tedH$T ziacci Agz gxa yfdkinz txzld$ 09/09/2005 a^ dd^ H^e'iM xdfdc Aih. nfdkrz^ (fZ.32) A^c^z^^z ans: H$t, gxa nfdkin^idOc aomnada txzld$ 15 g^Qda 2005 mt tedH$T ziacci Aih. tz^zTXt fdcigaid 'ixdZt r'i^zi cco: dz^Ut xa^'iz gTfzdc Aih H$t, ^dTZt tdZTH 15/09/2005 a^H$fddT ciiSM zfdklZ^ (fZ.H$.32) t^hZ KdZ {Xzid$ 16/09/2005 a^ ecT OTYdcTzg txc hid. tz^zTXt fdcigaid 'ixdZt r'i^zi cco: dnizUIxa^^n gT
	19. A^ntM vk dtH$c gihdTZt gxdtdix h$ct Aih H$t, Sdrld fdQzg d$fddT cilSM yfdkindidatc aQ^nzzada tx.i5/o9/2oc5 t tedH$T ziacci Agz gxa yfdkinz txzld$ 09/09/2005 a^ dd^ H^e'iM xdfdc Aih. nfdkrz^ (fZ.32) A^c^z^^z ans: H$t, gxa nfdkin^idOc aomnada txzld$ 15 g^Qda 2005 mt tedH$T ziacci Aih. tz^zTXt fdcigaid 'ixdZt r'i^zi cco: dz^Ut xa^'iz gTfzdc Aih H$t, ^dTZt tdZTH 15/09/2005 a^H$fddT ciiSM zfdklZ^ (fZ.H$.32) t^hZ KdZ {Xzid$ 16/09/2005 a^ ecT OTYdcTzg txc hid. tz^zTXt fdcigaid 'ixdZt r'i^zi cco: dnizUIxa^^n gT

	KdZ aSHatdT dz^ut-z$t ^huz nMdige az^ d 01^1-'^ iMldOdT z^ az^ Ag e^ dtz hd^ azY txc htd. cz^ zzx H^e'izziu I4$'ixl idcigaid drxd h gadnigulMdil azszu g^d^ H$t, KQZM fXdet d$fddT cliSM ztdkizd d'^ H$aZ KdZ ZzfXczad r'IZd<CcQ: dnigUlXa^^H dQZMZda txz1d$
	KdZ aSHatdT dz^ut-z$t ^huz nMdige az^ d 01^1-'^ iMldOdT z^ az^ Ag e^ dtz hd^ azY txc htd. cz^ zzx H^e'izziu I4$'ixl idcigaid drxd h gadnigulMdil azszu g^d^ H$t, KQZM fXdet d$fddT cliSM ztdkizd d'^ H$aZ KdZ ZzfXczad r'IZd<CcQ: dnigUlXa^^H dQZMZda txz1d$

	15/09/2005 a^ d$fddT cliSM zfdkizd d^ H$aZ tXztd$ 16/09/2005 aSHfadT zg fXe'lM
	15/09/2005 a^ d$fddT cliSM zfdkizd d^ H$aZ tXztd$ 16/09/2005 aSHfadT zg fXe'lM

	gtzd^.tz^'TXt fdcizaid drxd h tdahT ea' tdtd$rgd$ dWT gzfMd ztfYd$^ ^hudz dfas: dgH$k AtYd$^ Athd. ThUZ AigztZtd$fddT cliSM z^tcz tzx^ H^au'iMt KQZT tXztH 09/09/2005 a^KSct A^T^ tz^'TXt fdcizaid 'IXdZt ecTOTYdcT tXztd$ 16/09/2005 a^ Q;ZH$atdT Zg IXa'lMr d^ ZZ^ ZQUCt zrht. AiOm^'i htaztQczed d$fddT c^Sci txztH 09/09/2005 a^Sht' tdQzg ^huz QzH$atdT ziRdc
	gtzd^.tz^'TXt fdcizaid drxd h tdahT ea' tdtd$rgd$ dWT gzfMd ztfYd$^ ^hudz dfas: dgH$k AtYd$^ Athd. ThUZ AigztZtd$fddT cliSM z^tcz tzx^ H^au'iMt KQZT tXztH 09/09/2005 a^KSct A^T^ tz^'TXt fdcizaid 'IXdZt ecTOTYdcT tXztd$ 16/09/2005 a^ Q;ZH$atdT Zg IXa'lMr d^ ZZ^ ZQUCt zrht. AiOm^'i htaztQczed d$fddT c^Sci txztH 09/09/2005 a^Sht' tdQzg ^huz QzH$atdT ziRdc

	AgdTZT d gxa Q;z z;^ pia'iZda txztd$ 15/09/2005 a^ tS$dt 16/09/2005 a^ tz$'TXt ect OTYdcT ATctztd hiaztQczed Qz^atdT zg Hludht JihE d$tau zrht. dZht tz$'Txt fdcizaid ''txd zwz gtzd^
	AgdTZT d gxa Q;z z;^ pia'iZda txztd$ 15/09/2005 a^ tS$dt 16/09/2005 a^ tz$'TXt ect OTYdcT ATctztd hiaztQczed Qz^atdT zg Hludht JihE d$tau zrht. dZht tz$'Txt fdcizaid ''txd zwz gtzd^


	HS, fxzTH$ 16/09/2005 atOt H$fdvr eTiSM nfVkm^ wa H-wd cdfxt _ifhVt ztht nav cdtZv gxa did gf Age'iM gtwrv. didaz f\$'tXi {dcrgaid 'ixdZt Aigntet gxa Hvzyz diMldu'iH$OdT d dot fZ_tu H$<u'|H$0dT OtfUdndH$ iTQt gfj XU'IMI ZdcZ %edtd *hUv dfe. f\$'tX1 fdClg<ld 'IXdgKlI w fefjv d w nxtdatc HiuVlhl ^ddvt aknIw zfagQezsd Qn HwZva gxa Qzvgv ciJUia ng z Xv Qn htuvr^df ng XBc. nav f\$xfxt fdcrgaid dtxdZt Hdi Aiainlci gxa HgzYZ KZXtf goudtHgv AtTW nfhedt gfjgt fdgjd d ItQt gfj XUdfdf ZW Her Ath. Aigntd Vk dfe gfhdtZt
	HS, fxzTH$ 16/09/2005 atOt H$fdvr eTiSM nfVkm^ wa H-wd cdfxt _ifhVt ztht nav cdtZv gxa did gf Age'iM gtwrv. didaz f\$'tXi {dcrgaid 'ixdZt Aigntet gxa Hvzyz diMldu'iH$OdT d dot fZ_tu H$<u'|H$0dT OtfUdndH$ iTQt gfj XU'IMI ZdcZ %edtd *hUv dfe. f\$'tX1 fdClg<ld 'IXdgKlI w fefjv d w nxtdatc HiuVlhl ^ddvt aknIw zfagQezsd Qn HwZva gxa Qzvgv ciJUia ng z Xv Qn htuvr^df ng XBc. nav f\$xfxt fdcrgaid dtxdZt Hdi Aiainlci gxa HgzYZ KZXtf goudtHgv AtTW nfhedt gfjgt fdgjd d ItQt gfj XUdfdf ZW Her Ath. Aigntd Vk dfe gfhdtZt
	HS, fxzTH$ 16/09/2005 atOt H$fdvr eTiSM nfVkm^ wa H-wd cdfxt _ifhVt ztht nav cdtZv gxa did gf Age'iM gtwrv. didaz f\$'tXi {dcrgaid 'ixdZt Aigntet gxa Hvzyz diMldu'iH$OdT d dot fZ_tu H$<u'|H$0dT OtfUdndH$ iTQt gfj XU'IMI ZdcZ %edtd *hUv dfe. f\$'tX1 fdClg<ld 'IXdgKlI w fefjv d w nxtdatc HiuVlhl ^ddvt aknIw zfagQezsd Qn HwZva gxa Qzvgv ciJUia ng z Xv Qn htuvr^df ng XBc. nav f\$xfxt fdcrgaid dtxdZt Hdi Aiainlci gxa HgzYZ KZXtf goudtHgv AtTW nfhedt gfjgt fdgjd d ItQt gfj XUdfdf ZW Her Ath. Aigntd Vk dfe gfhdtZt

	hOw etiSw nfendidge aQnnnada IXzTh 15 gsda 2005 mt Igxdz ztez gxa nfeRd rVdlXdgt wa Hwdtdv ITQt gtj 1xet Agevdt gddv ztHtav dv ztht. ^hUZ H$di feTxlw gtjzYte cnaldv Z_X ldgdd1_i fetxl njfdt g^U H$g iTQt d dZidQt AZWdl fed HEW dUR Ztht. vght dOfe etiSw nlVktndizYte z_x HztHredtd Ztot 1xzfH 09.09.2005 aTOt AigntHSZ oz Hwd get OTYd, dddv etis, st. Odd Xgnts d nd gtexta ngtv ndtaZt awns gtfee Ath. dtavidd$Vz«d 1\$dTxt Ideigard vxdZt fxztv 09.09.2005 aTOt doUdnOf nldktndTzYte z_x Hvtdriedt ndldgg z$qdiedt Ztot g
	hOw etiSw nfendidge aQnnnada IXzTh 15 gsda 2005 mt Igxdz ztez gxa nfeRd rVdlXdgt wa Hwdtdv ITQt gtj 1xet Agevdt gddv ztHtav dv ztht. ^hUZ H$di feTxlw gtjzYte cnaldv Z_X ldgdd1_i fetxl njfdt g^U H$g iTQt d dZidQt AZWdl fed HEW dUR Ztht. vght dOfe etiSw nlVktndizYte z_x HztHredtd Ztot 1xzfH 09.09.2005 aTOt AigntHSZ oz Hwd get OTYd, dddv etis, st. Odd Xgnts d nd gtexta ngtv ndtaZt awns gtfee Ath. dtavidd$Vz«d 1\$dTxt Ideigard vxdZt fxztv 09.09.2005 aTOt doUdnOf nldktndTzYte z_x Hvtdriedt ndldgg z$qdiedt Ztot g

	dv ZTht. nav^addgdt gaWtedt nTIH$iai_i g_^dd nTdtd$at=dtZT ATdedt ^ddgfdtd$ dTddTfda^X HTiddfht H-ardt etzv ATh. ^hUZ g_1dd nTdtd$t=dtxra rdtw dsHrld ^ddgfd aaCw dtddTzt dfd1dudTd$atdf nt.Ez.St.Qt. H^dwtAddd zd~atz^d H$ew Hnddfhtz^d ^ov RdZ rdizt gg'idi z$tdxt xdZ 1ZxTf gfSUdTg dt^d H$audid H$rd H$ag gfh1Od$ ATh. ^hUZ nTdtdz=dtZt Rdew 1Had$Te ^odTv zzdxT
	dv ZTht. nav^addgdt gaWtedt nTIH$iai_i g_^dd nTdtd$at=dtZT ATdedt ^ddgfdtd$ dTddTfda^X HTiddfht H-ardt etzv ATh. ^hUZ g_1dd nTdtd$t=dtxra rdtw dsHrld ^ddgfd aaCw dtddTzt dfd1dudTd$atdf nt.Ez.St.Qt. H^dwtAddd zd~atz^d H$ew Hnddfhtz^d ^ov RdZ rdizt gg'idi z$tdxt xdZ 1ZxTf gfSUdTg dt^d H$audid H$rd H$ag gfh1Od$ ATh. ^hUZ nTdtdz=dtZt Rdew 1Had$Te ^odTv zzdxT

	xdZ ATaTntzt nUv: 1Zxtf H$ara xg dfjd hfUia ZTht. Agf nfafaWOtz^d xavfEdOidate cne®d gd gTj naio'idi 1ddTa H$a^ ATaTntZt j^hT H$et tH$df ZTht dididvdi 1Z^d$d hetu dfjd htBe. H^fddf etis, ger OTYd, st. odv xgnts d ngfv ndtaZt doZdidv dd:fdd gTj 1xet Agz rdfdt gTj Rtg, an^ d ^d^dlglhdg nid Ath. ^hUZ 1\'fxt zjiedt cnatzv z_x gd gfjxtaTZt gtfzdedTnzfg d^ad1dH$dz^d AtaintZt H^iddf eTiSdt gtZtvz$t zgtzxta zdtez 1Zxtz H-audtdt dozt dSwd ThUvt dfe.
	xdZ ATaTntzt nUv: 1Zxtf H$ara xg dfjd hfUia ZTht. Agf nfafaWOtz^d xavfEdOidate cne®d gd gTj naio'idi 1ddTa H$a^ ATaTntZt j^hT H$et tH$df ZTht dididvdi 1Z^d$d hetu dfjd htBe. H^fddf etis, ger OTYd, st. odv xgnts d ngfv ndtaZt doZdidv dd:fdd gTj 1xet Agz rdfdt gTj Rtg, an^ d ^d^dlglhdg nid Ath. ^hUZ 1\'fxt zjiedt cnatzv z_x gd gfjxtaTZt gtfzdedTnzfg d^ad1dH$dz^d AtaintZt H^iddf eTiSdt gtZtvz$t zgtzxta zdtez 1Zxtz H-audtdt dozt dSwd ThUvt dfe.


	2o. AiaidtM vk dHte gihdizl 'Rdldix H$et at? H$t, fXzivi 19.10.2005 gogdt daldddidkiT eigziz addgdt gadizr dt.Ez.St.ot. H$raktAJ Vdiggt d okt Hzzdid AfdH$ia fXe Agz cdiddf gxa AfdHza addgdt gadizr z^hV. gxa Hgkdte dozt fXztH$ 09.09.2005 got Thgod vdarw z_x ergz-fzgd Afadccllked 'u'indl dSedlki gXa %kkeg addgdt gaWzt H$cct H$l'dlhl ~H$l'Xela AgedlMI ddVtdTV AKIdM Vk dH$te glh~iZl H$ct at?. AKIdM Vk dH$te glh~lZl dfledklT H$eedt dddMIXMMd kt dW z_x H$e B^Ndt H$t, gxa %kkeg get odd d H$fdVT CtiSzt rdt^dt addgd
	2o. AiaidtM vk dHte gihdizl 'Rdldix H$et at? H$t, fXzivi 19.10.2005 gogdt daldddidkiT eigziz addgdt gadizr dt.Ez.St.ot. H$raktAJ Vdiggt d okt Hzzdid AfdH$ia fXe Agz cdiddf gxa AfdHza addgdt gadizr z^hV. gxa Hgkdte dozt fXztH$ 09.09.2005 got Thgod vdarw z_x ergz-fzgd Afadccllked 'u'indl dSedlki gXa %kkeg addgdt gaWzt H$cct H$l'dlhl ~H$l'Xela AgedlMI ddVtdTV AKIdM Vk dH$te glh~iZl H$ct at?. AKIdM Vk dH$te glh~lZl dfledklT H$eedt dddMIXMMd kt dW z_x H$e B^Ndt H$t, gxa %kkeg get odd d H$fdVT CtiSzt rdt^dt addgd
	2o. AiaidtM vk dHte gihdizl 'Rdldix H$et at? H$t, fXzivi 19.10.2005 gogdt daldddidkiT eigziz addgdt gadizr dt.Ez.St.ot. H$raktAJ Vdiggt d okt Hzzdid AfdH$ia fXe Agz cdiddf gxa AfdHza addgdt gadizr z^hV. gxa Hgkdte dozt fXztH$ 09.09.2005 got Thgod vdarw z_x ergz-fzgd Afadccllked 'u'indl dSedlki gXa %kkeg addgdt gaWzt H$cct H$l'dlhl ~H$l'Xela AgedlMI ddVtdTV AKIdM Vk dH$te glh~iZl H$ct at?. AKIdM Vk dH$te glh~lZl dfledklT H$eedt dddMIXMMd kt dW z_x H$e B^Ndt H$t, gxa %kkeg get odd d H$fdVT CtiSzt rdt^dt addgd

	g«xt rdtzt Aiainl^'i OzfQd$ idezldkeg dis otha Vdiggt d okt H>ediM T?gvr dgia zrht. gxa %gkeg
	g«xt rdtzt Aiainl^'i OzfQd$ idezldkeg dis otha Vdiggt d okt H>ediM T?gvr dgia zrht. gxa %gkeg

	Aiainl^'i kzfQd$ fvefzdked dis otha kzfQd$ fvefzdTdt Vdiggt d okt HZddTdt did-dikt st. odd XeniSzl ggfMd dTfdHAt fddtXt fdeigaid dtxd^dt Aide d nadizklz He at?. dt. Ez.St.Qt. fzdid H$e_ 12 aJ ggfdV dTfdHAt Bda AfddMiei OkfQd$ fvektHAeg dis otha dkfQd$ fvefzd$dt Vdiggt d okt h$<u'iM AfdH$ia X^evA. gkfdv dkdHddTzt craidv zgx Vdiggt d oktd AfdH$ia Hlurdiht AfddMiei el adwkeg XT ddzddaH AgediM dt.Ez.St.ot. H$idXT d fzdkTkeg z_x H$ee zrkt. fXztH 04/01/2007 got khiai^ eigziz dkav H$ee dtaddd$ Hr.dfdVt 20 06/d.H$.
	Aiainl^'i kzfQd$ fvefzdked dis otha kzfQd$ fvefzdTdt Vdiggt d okt HZddTdt did-dikt st. odd XeniSzl ggfMd dTfdHAt fddtXt fdeigaid dtxd^dt Aide d nadizklz He at?. dt. Ez.St.Qt. fzdid H$e_ 12 aJ ggfdV dTfdHAt Bda AfddMiei OkfQd$ fvektHAeg dis otha dkfQd$ fvefzd$dt Vdiggt d okt h$<u'iM AfdH$ia X^evA. gkfdv dkdHddTzt craidv zgx Vdiggt d oktd AfdH$ia Hlurdiht AfddMiei el adwkeg XT ddzddaH AgediM dt.Ez.St.ot. H$idXT d fzdkTkeg z_x H$ee zrkt. fXztH 04/01/2007 got khiai^ eigziz dkav H$ee dtaddd$ Hr.dfdVt 20 06/d.H$.

	VTSt Afddriaidt Aidfd$dT ztht. fXzTd$ 19/10/2005 a^t^dt dPadddrixia dt.Ez.St.Qt. H$iddiA^ dzido: H$g (Sdtd H$g) addgdt gaWzt d$audig d$Rht dfVddtV ziht. daV eigziz tXztdi 19/10/2005 aiol^di dtadddr^id dt.Ez.St.ot. diid^iMt d^ d dUdgAkedo^Ut k^r^atdr addgdt gaWet dzido: d$g H$audId$a1dT gkTfdS: d$az dMtg gkkt fXet h^. dt/Ez.St.ot. drlddl^dl AkedOIdgikeg ktaStV-ktaV addgdt gaWet gkifda d$az ddz ~zidot Hrg draod^atVa giki^z dood^aVT eigziz fXzTd$
	VTSt Afddriaidt Aidfd$dT ztht. fXzTd$ 19/10/2005 a^t^dt dPadddrixia dt.Ez.St.Qt. H$iddiA^ dzido: H$g (Sdtd H$g) addgdt gaWzt d$audig d$Rht dfVddtV ziht. daV eigziz tXztdi 19/10/2005 aiol^di dtadddr^id dt.Ez.St.ot. diid^iMt d^ d dUdgAkedo^Ut k^r^atdr addgdt gaWet dzido: d$g H$audId$a1dT gkTfdS: d$az dMtg gkkt fXet h^. dt/Ez.St.ot. drlddl^dl AkedOIdgikeg ktaStV-ktaV addgdt gaWet gkifda d$az ddz ~zidot Hrg draod^atVa giki^z dood^aVT eigziz fXzTd$

	19/10/2005 a^ dfadddr HrlTedlki rdlddPaddgdt gaWet d^do: Hrg d$audldl Afdd$tazgedlM T^TVi dg^ ztht. Vght dt.Ez.St.ot. d$I'dIAdgd diurdlht VaVXtd C„dz pledizVa gkfdV dTfdd$tat adV: tdldT rdldldV Vdda dTk pledizVa kd^ d$az -dldiedlkeg VH$ta XTI^ d$a e^V^. T^Tz gXa HAkeg geXT
	19/10/2005 a^ dfadddr HrlTedlki rdlddPaddgdt gaWet d^do: Hrg d$audldl Afdd$tazgedlM T^TVi dg^ ztht. Vght dt.Ez.St.ot. d$I'dIAdgd diurdlht VaVXtd C„dz pledizVa gkfdV dTfdd$tat adV: tdldT rdldldV Vdda dTk pledizVa kd^ d$az -dldiedlkeg VH$ta XTI^ d$a e^V^. T^Tz gXa HAkeg geXT

	dlfdVT eilsMt Aiaidlz kgfek fzXITIdt glkijldPl kf^izxiadldgt Hredldt pledizVagkfdV dTfdHT^
	dlfdVT eilsMt Aiaidlz kgfek fzXITIdt glkijldPl kf^izxiadldgt Hredldt pledizVagkfdV dTfdHT^

	fdrdtXt fdeigaid dTXdzt gza Hrg AfdHldta^dT -didiedikeg Xtie H$ediM t^tvi dBe. gkfdV dkdH$^ tdrdfXtzt AfdH$v Hreedt st. odv XediSzt Aiaidt^di kZfQHl IvefzHiked Vd^ut d okt H$az gTjv^ ddig ztXfde at?. t^jz gXa Hrgkeg d AfdH$v AfdHz^zt Aiaidt^di kZfQd tvefzHidt Vd^ut d
	fdrdtXt fdeigaid dTXdzt gza Hrg AfdHldta^dT -didiedikeg Xtie H$ediM t^tvi dBe. gkfdV dkdH$^ tdrdfXtzt AfdH$v Hreedt st. odv XediSzt Aiaidt^di kZfQHl IvefzHiked Vd^ut d okt H$az gTjv^ ddig ztXfde at?. t^jz gXa Hrgkeg d AfdH$v AfdHz^zt Aiaidt^di kZfQd tvefzHidt Vd^ut d

	okt H$az gkfdv difdHza^dTzt ^did^dikeg A^dtfdaev dt.E;z. St.ot. h$i'^ia^ vha Xtie H$ediM T^TdT dBe.
	okt H$az gkfdv difdHza^dTzt ^did^dikeg A^dtfdaev dt.E;z. St.ot. h$i'^ia^ vha Xtie H$ediM T^TdT dBe.


	21. akHMi dk ddTTc gihdizl dddtdrx Htct at? dTT, st.Odd xenrSzt gTjXiaiM ~ru zixidC zgz gxa ~ru eci OTYdzt ZTXdc at?. nav gt dW zgx d$a B^NdT dTT, dnig AfYdrMizl add:M sadTjgged gTjxiaiM ddiu ZTxIdu'iM dYz zht. dnig AfYdnat ctmi gijudingiu (is+Qez) hdaidsz gx gTjxiaiM ddiu fc?z K^edTdid. dfds nCg AfYddat ctmi aidoa htsz gTjxiaiM ddiu fc?z Kd aavt. st. Odd XemiSzl ansnU gTiddC at? HtT, rdiMggj d ctmi gijudingiu ((S+Qez) ecT OTYdzt gTjxiaiM ddiu ZTXdc hid. ^h^z st. Odd XemiSzl ecT OTYdMT gTjxiaiM ddiu ZiXd^d^
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	21. akHMi dk ddTTc gihdizl dddtdrx Htct at? dTT, st.Odd xenrSzt gTjXiaiM ~ru zixidC zgz gxa ~ru eci OTYdzt ZTXdc at?. nav gt dW zgx d$a B^NdT dTT, dnig AfYdrMizl add:M sadTjgged gTjxiaiM ddiu ZTxIdu'iM dYz zht. dnig AfYdnat ctmi gijudingiu (is+Qez) hdaidsz gx gTjxiaiM ddiu fc?z K^edTdid. dfds nCg AfYddat ctmi aidoa htsz gTjxiaiM ddiu fc?z Kd aavt. st. Odd XemiSzl ansnU gTiddC at? HtT, rdiMggj d ctmi gijudingiu ((S+Qez) ecT OTYdzt gTjxiaiM ddiu ZTXdc hid. ^h^z st. Odd XemiSzl ecT OTYdMT gTjxiaiM ddiu ZiXd^d^

	Addd AAedigi AXC d'lUIMI endin' d$C_ 162 Addd nddT ThUz d$avi dUTC ZThT. AlOm^di Vk dldTC gThdTZT rdiM daTc 'dvldixiglddM Aixautd gdT^ -di'ic'iZT “1994 aiOt ging dTTQ d$gg (fdTfgzc) 85, sida+Qiao. at\ EZ\igg-8 -fdao- fXnd ghioz’’ dT dTgged zgx Htcct HTidXT (gidQez) xiic d$CT at?. cna^ zgx d$gg«d ATxaUTdgdT^ -didicdizl zgx d$c at? H$t, d$iurdihl idie^ d^iddiged vnig d$audiM aTYh$^ TdTe^ aTYh^^tict TXC Adedig VT aTYh$^ gexT niiCg AfYd$i-di^di” gkged dVT. rdidngiU fdfe^ d$iddiged vn^ AfYd$^rTzT j^t xtic hiudin
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	d$fddT CTIS, eCT OTYd, d$C^ OTYd d AOd d^C^dT ddlUICI A^ntfdaex J^hT fg^X d$aud^atdT ThUz JThd YadT dd zgC dathtd$fddT CTIS d eCT OTYdzT rdT^dT ddlUingiU ^dldlCdigedddTdd ATj fXCT ATh. Th^z d$fddT C^, eCT OTYd, ST. Odd XeniSd f\$dfXT fdCIddd dTXdzt -dldlCdigedfXCCT g1fid$ gTj Aia'Nlfdaex j^st fgex d$audid$aldT gd^ t?Uz jThd YadT 1c.
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	22. Aiaml-di dk d1d$c gihdT^dT d+rldixingiU d$fddT CTiSfed^ hva d$UTht kozm nfdjxef gTjx^ zgz rdTMT gTj Ed$Td adan^ at?. gt dW zgx d$a hl^NdT d$T, ecT OTYdM gTjngTU d$fddT CTiSMT
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	dTg^diged dCT hidT d rdldil Aldnlzl rd^ d dTfddT CIISCTgiiddCC h^ HtT, dTiddT CllS^dlggig^d gCdT ATh. ThUz dTiddT CilSgidd ecT OTYd ht g^XT KOzot yrdjxef gTjX^ Adedld ThU^ dBc. Aldmld dk dldTC dlhdizl d+dldix dTCT ATh HtT, ecT OTYdz dt xfCd gfhCT fddT^ gSi, g^^ dT addgdt gaWMt A^dj Agedioi dTTdXTndt Aarlrdiged aav^ gexi rdTzt gxa dTTdxTndt naid
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	-didicdi ged giXa z dTedigi “g^^ na^ AiYfzdgiM d$cg 114, cXihau-Ot’’ A^dd ax: dTTdXTndt nd^ rdTMfdaex AgedlM jihd YCUdldl fdzdt dTCt ATh. gt dW zgx d$a hl^NdT HtT, ecT OTYd, dTfddT C^, f\TdTxt fdcigaid dTXd d hda gijx^^dT gTj na^^az an^ hid HtT, dfT XeniS d ecT OTYd ht xiCd gfhcT addgdt gaWged ht^ aaz dfT XeniS ht nt.x;z^.St.Q:t. HTidgrAddd awTinv (Oehiarald g„Hi<gfgdt g^ ged gxad at?. cdiongiu Kozodit f\TdTxt fdcigaid dTXd h g^ dW
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	dWTc fOehT giZI-d dJUICZd d^Hd AfYddat ThUZ Hildad AgedTd ATarM H$~c Hi Aih. ^hUZ dQZddil f\$'TXl fdCIgaid diXd h gTdig (Oeh'IH$ddT g_1Md nrlYddat AgZ cdTzf Af^HidfardT gxa dHia -dTdicdIZd XTIi HedTd ThUdT dfc. AKiniHI HifddT CIISMI gTZ\dTZT HiedTZda fXiiT HigHA XadTdOTda CZcY Zgedidi dddldlX Alg-lld dk dfHi gihdTZT HiT Aih. ZT dW Z_X Hid Bf^NdT
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	His, Aiainlzl HifddT CilsMl ginijidTl Hidz rdi-ci zziZd _cjt Agedid gTJdedTZda fXCcT Hignna AQiH-c-A da Aih. gXa Hignnaddz ans hd ht, Aiainlzl dozdiT HifddT ciiSMl gTZTJTZT Hit Agz cdidif cdTdOZQh fdbfZHi AZdTcdTZd hTd. Alg-lld dk dfHi gTkdTZT “ 2o1o gf.ATa.Xi.O. 3247, eidiaiz aiBHa/zTdH$a -fddo- aoz ath UTdi’’ dT HigZd AixaUld z~B co -h'ichI zgx HiiT
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	HiTdXTXTIi HidZ TdfdTX HiT Hl, ZTadld ggdT AfYfZdZd Hid 25 d 26 AdJd AKNldl HidCt-OdTd (h-zaz) nadT ^huz rdTMIdd^x dinadT dura ziht. cnaTzd zgx HgZYTc h$tbtmt ATxa Hdz ZT dW zgx Hid kf^NdT Hil, cnaTzd z_x HigzYtc hwz d gxa loedTzYtc hyziza RTg dzzdd Agedigi cHadd
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	Z_X HigzYtC HiTdXT gxa IQidiZYTi fdgJd d dJidT HWZTiT iTJ HiadT dUTa Ziht. AldintZl J-hT Higi
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	HiedldlddMI HiTUdThtHidCT-OdTd gxa HigZd XTIi HaZdTd ATC^ ZihT. rdTdZZiU ST. Odd XOZTS h “ZTadtd naTdT AfYfZdzTd HiCZ 24 d 26’’ A^Jd ZifCg AfYHiTaT AgedTd ^hUdT dUTa Ziht. ST. Odd XeniScT Hidi OzfQHi IzbfzHidT dZTgut Hidz ozt Hiacid AfYHiTa gZfdd 5T1YHiT='TZT fXC a^ rdTzT
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	ATainZT AQH HiaCTd AfYHiTa ZlhTd. rdTdZZIO gZfdd ZTfYHiTaT d ST. Odd XOZTSCT gddt HiaCTd fHidT AiainlcT H/idSlZ^d RdJdTd HTudhT AfYHiTa zgz d dkfHid AfYHiTaT Aihd. ^h^z gZfdd nTfYHoat d st. Odd XenSZT diOdat HidZ ATainHiSZ gMJI^dl nna fc^ ddedTd dUTa ZThT. dgd ST. Odd
	ATainZT AQH HiaCTd AfYHiTa ZlhTd. rdTdZZIO gZfdd ZTfYHiTaT d ST. Odd XOZTSCT gddt HiaCTd fHidT AiainlcT H/idSlZ^d RdJdTd HTudhT AfYHiTa zgz d dkfHid AfYHiTaT Aihd. ^h^z gZfdd nTfYHoat d st. Odd XenSZT diOdat HidZ ATainHiSZ gMJI^dl nna fc^ ddedTd dUTa ZThT. dgd ST. Odd

	xenSzT diOdatz gMJidiidi nna fChZ ddedididd AiainlHl dHna g^XT HiCcT zihT. AeinHiia, AiainlHl dQZddit HifddT cXISdl giZiyidil HidZ rdididd fChZ fXC^CT HigZZC (AfQHC-A) AialnUddeX naidT
	xenSzT diOdatz gMJidiidi nna fChZ ddedididd AiainlHl dHna g^XT HiCcT zihT. AeinHiia, AiainlHl dQZddit HifddT cXISdl giZiyidil HidZ rdididd fChZ fXC^CT HigZZC (AfQHC-A) AialnUddeX naidT
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	ddT dTdidd gTfJdC Aih. AiaidZl HifddT cXIS^di fXCedT gTZTdrfif nna (aIQhc-a) da AraTn^ ghl Agz rdTzl add: gXa gTZTdT\ifdT nna fChz fXedTd 14$'!X1^'i gT^XTaizl gTfJdC Aih. AiaidZl HifddT CIISMl gTZlzm HiedTZda gXa gMJIdildl HigZZC HifddT CTIS d ACT OTYdd gZj fXC^ hidT. ^h^Z gTZTJizifdT Higsda AiaidZl fc^ fXedTdidd Act OTdd d HifddT CtiSZT fXC^cf gTj grd Agedid JThd
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	YadT dBc. rdldyZIU gXa gTzTJTZifdT HigSkT ATaTnlHiSZ OZ HiedTd OZl glfhCld diXlddZ (AQfHic-S) fXgz dd. gXa oz HicedT zifhci^di diXld! z^ fZiTedTdidd AiaidZl rdida ghl Hicf Aih. diadfdHidZ«d AlddHiSZ gXa gTzTdTZifdT HigSda/fanTd OZ HiaCTd ATcT ZgdT da rdiZl rdididd gddldlcTd dHna
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	23. AiaXnl^dl dk dfHic glhdi^dl dddTdTXTZZIA EHiTht ndZITdida gZfdd gdYHiTaT d rdT^dTkia AfYHid HicedT AfdHiFdTdt ght Ziht. nddlge dn^ OZ HiedTd ndZITdida (fz.Hi.37) d OZ HicedT gTfhrdTd diXTda (AofHic-sT) gZfdd gifYdii-diHl aIYh-v Hicc AfYHiTaT st. odd XeniS d XTz n;d gTjXiaTdt ght Aih. rdldnZlU HifddT cXIS^dl z1dkTZdTda (fz.Hi.32) HifddT d gZfdd ZTfdHiI-dId1 ght Aih. Hidi
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	gTZTRtRR Rfez^i oRT RdZRdida gRfdd nTYTHtat d cdi^iZa AfYdd HCdt AfYdFdidT ghT ZihT. nd gxa gtZRTRd Rfez oRgdt ndZFdtda (fZ.H$.52) Xtz no gTjxiaidl ghT Ath. ariRIZ! ddtd ddct ztht d$T, st. Odd XensZ cdddt hraRTocRYz gnnlJi^ _fez or HtC z^hVt. slodd Xenis, f\dtXT fdcigaid dtxd d no gTjxta neiv ndtazT gtZTRtRR _fez oRTot Roziri d Aklnldsz ndfdgo end or dedidi RdZiRT fg?d dC Ath. ThRZ oRT RdZRdTRd ZRX dedlRRIU fXztd 09/09/2005 aTO dZZZda ST. Odd
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	xentszT akirih^sz dRddt craso rrtCr iZxMiH$aidT fXCc ndfdge and, giziji\$1di d^gw/Mz d gIZRIR$l RfeZ pdtXT gRhcd OR dedld ThUdt dfC. AKIRIH^sZ OR d$Cedt gl!hcdMI dtXT st. Odd XenisZl fg^x d$CT ATh. cdidyRiu dRddt cilsd nfdktRd f\ftXT fdcigaid dtxd d dRddt CtiszT fg^x d$C ATh. AKIRI^dldk dfH$C gthdiZT 'XdldlXd$Ct ATh HR, 3WndiZ h addd gTjXK ZthTd dRZU d rTXT/ OidsT dWtc afhdteT zthtd. netd ndia h doc Aiamld OZfQd$ fdbfZd faWd Agcedt RtdtRfYc afhdtpT ZgedTRi d addd gTjXTa Zgedld ThUdl dUtZ ZihT. AtaMd dk dfH$
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	cwq: dn^UT Xa^^iz AgT dhudrhT ROH$a Xadido^ a^ zihT H$T, ^didaz rdtZT IQt gTj fXedid fXgz
	cwq: dn^UT Xa^^iz AgT dhudrhT ROH$a Xadido^ a^ zihT H$T, ^didaz rdtZT IQt gTj fXedid fXgz

	dBc. ThgZ cna^ ZRX gd RMZiR fg^X AgZ rdidYTc ROH$a ~aida Agedld ThUdT 1c. Aiainld
	dBc. ThgZ cna^ ZRX gd RMZiR fg^X AgZ rdidYTc ROH$a ~aida Agedld ThUdT 1c. Aiainld

	dk dfH$c gthdTZT “2090(2) ER.Ed.EC.O. 990, XiXigihd -fda^X- aoz a^ Rhiai^’’ dt HrgR^d AIXaUld R1 -dldicdizl ZRX dTCCT d1^^ (gldQez) Xtic d$d$Z 'ddldiX d$CT Aih d$T, ggfdd
	dk dfH$c gthdTZT “2090(2) ER.Ed.EC.O. 990, XiXigihd -fda^X- aoz a^ Rhiai^’’ dt HrgR^d AIXaUld R1 -dldicdizl ZRX dTCCT d1^^ (gldQez) Xtic d$d$Z 'ddldiX d$CT Aih d$T, ggfdd

	nTdtHT^ d rdi^dlddlz AfYd$d d$Cedt d$TUrdThT AfYdr^TiCt nT.EZ..st.Q;t. HrldYIAdddg^Jil^ _fe^
	nTdtHT^ d rdi^dlddlz AfYd$d d$Cedt d$TUrdThT AfYdr^TiCt nT.EZ..st.Q;t. HrldYIAdddg^Jil^ _fe^

	OR d$adT dd ZihT. cna^ ZgX HrgR^d ATXaUtd R1 -dldlCdlzl ZgX HCdt HrldYIdl AiXa d$d$Z
	OR d$adT dd ZihT. cna^ ZgX HrgR^d ATXaUtd R1 -dldlCdlzl ZgX HCdt HrldYIdl AiXa d$d$Z

	RT 'W zrx d$a hf^Ndt d$T, cna^ zrx H$Cedt H$idYid HarYTc htwz d gXa io:ediRYtc d$wzi_«d Rtg d\T^ AgedIRi CrT^ ZRX dTgRYtC d$^ gXa HTgRYtC dJidt d$WZ^ C^ d$adt dUC ZihT. cna^ zrx d$gR«d zrx d$C Ath d$T, g_(dd nRYd$i-dici OZfQd$ 1dcfZd$RYtc gtz^iRTT _fez or d$adt dua ZihT. crC^ zrx H$idYidi Atxa d$az RT dW zrx d$a hf^Ndt d$T, gxa izedtR^d st. odd XenisZT Aiainld dZfQd$ fdcfzH$R«d d$fddt cilsd zdfcz fzx^ H$audiH$aldTdtdaCCT gtztji^ Rfe^ or d$CT Ath. st. odd Xenisci a^rToT gtZiji\Ti Rfe^ or H$audid AfYdr^ gRfdd
	RT 'W zrx d$a hf^Ndt d$T, cna^ zrx H$Cedt H$idYid HarYTc htwz d gXa io:ediRYtc d$wzi_«d Rtg d\T^ AgedIRi CrT^ ZRX dTgRYtC d$^ gXa HTgRYtC dJidt d$WZ^ C^ d$adt dUC ZihT. cna^ zrx d$gR«d zrx d$C Ath d$T, g_(dd nRYd$i-dici OZfQd$ 1dcfZd$RYtc gtz^iRTT _fez or d$adt dua ZihT. crC^ zrx H$idYidi Atxa d$az RT dW zrx d$a hf^Ndt d$T, gxa izedtR^d st. odd XenisZT Aiainld dZfQd$ fdcfzH$R«d d$fddt cilsd zdfcz fzx^ H$audiH$aldTdtdaCCT gtztji^ Rfe^ or d$CT Ath. st. odd Xenisci a^rToT gtZiji\Ti Rfe^ or H$audid AfYdr^ gRfdd


	24. akHMi Vk dfdc AihdiZ “2002 qfA_ dTo Htaa (fHfAxc) i7i8,ATfef ~tya -fdaex- aoo ata AdA^e” _d ArxaUtd gdid ^i'ic'iZI x_x Htcct Hidxr (Adoex) xric H$cx 'xvldix H$ct at? HZ, AiainlZl dCcr jhT fdvtht dfda d fxdx adanidi aact vatht Hdi Adi ge'iM atyk AiainVi XTft YavT dv xgx a'xvIh^ Ae'inT ordX Aiainlfdaex jst fAex H$aU AidfH at?. cnalx-v x_x Haas' ArxaUtd gdid -di'ic'iZ! x_x dec yi'yimi ATxaH$ax At dW x_x H$a ff%vT HS, Axa loedixs-d fAdTxt fdcigaid drxd, st. odv xeniS, ecT orYd, d$fdvr CTiS d nerv xdradt ATH
	24. akHMi Vk dfdc AihdiZ “2002 qfA_ dTo Htaa (fHfAxc) i7i8,ATfef ~tya -fdaex- aoo ata AdA^e” _d ArxaUtd gdid ^i'ic'iZI x_x Htcct Hidxr (Adoex) xric H$cx 'xvldix H$ct at? HZ, AiainlZl dCcr jhT fdvtht dfda d fxdx adanidi aact vatht Hdi Adi ge'iM atyk AiainVi XTft YavT dv xgx a'xvIh^ Ae'inT ordX Aiainlfdaex jst fAex H$aU AidfH at?. cnalx-v x_x Haas' ArxaUtd gdid -di'ic'iZ! x_x dec yi'yimi ATxaH$ax At dW x_x H$a ff%vT HS, Axa loedixs-d fAdTxt fdcigaid drxd, st. odv xeniS, ecT orYd, d$fdvr CTiS d nerv xdradt ATH
	24. akHMi Vk dfdc AihdiZ “2002 qfA_ dTo Htaa (fHfAxc) i7i8,ATfef ~tya -fdaex- aoo ata AdA^e” _d ArxaUtd gdid ^i'ic'iZI x_x Htcct Hidxr (Adoex) xric H$cx 'xvldix H$ct at? HZ, AiainlZl dCcr jhT fdvtht dfda d fxdx adanidi aact vatht Hdi Adi ge'iM atyk AiainVi XTft YavT dv xgx a'xvIh^ Ae'inT ordX Aiainlfdaex jst fAex H$aU AidfH at?. cnalx-v x_x Haas' ArxaUtd gdid -di'ic'iZ! x_x dec yi'yimi ATxaH$ax At dW x_x H$a ff%vT HS, Axa loedixs-d fAdTxt fdcigaid drxd, st. odv xeniS, ecT orYd, d$fdvr CTiS d nerv xdradt ATH

	dU AThfOd Arh. ^h^x fAdTxt aaw ATAxiai^di atAaYTc PHXdii fdAxvtgi rdTdt ata lot
	dU AThfOd Arh. ^h^x fAdTxt aaw ATAxiai^di atAaYTc PHXdii fdAxvtgi rdTdt ata lot

	AAedid jfhv Yax Axa ata xCAv H$avr dma xrht. fAdTxtXt xric dec dH>ia1_ed x_x H$ediy_iU dTavfdH$VA«d dQZT dSedl~l~d fAdTxt AAW Ad ATAxTarXt EH$Xd$r^dT ATjer AAYV ata fxcr ATh. AiaiAMi vk dfHc grhdTXt fAdTxt aaw cnaTdv x_x gd ATAxiaidl fxd cco vAiAUt ddx gex c'w cco vnigUIxa^dH aat HTUvTht dofa xavidkida a^ xrht H$t, ^d^ax rdTxt Aiainlzi ITodT HA_ed A$gfd^d^tavr lot ATA fxedld fxgx dfc. t?UZ fA$dTxt AAT^dT Ad ATAxiaidl ATA RTA, aAS> d
	AAedid jfhv Yax Axa ata xCAv H$avr dma xrht. fAdTxtXt xric dec dH>ia1_ed x_x H$ediy_iU dTavfdH$VA«d dQZT dSedl~l~d fAdTxt AAW Ad ATAxTarXt EH$Xd$r^dT ATjer AAYV ata fxcr ATh. AiaiAMi vk dfHc grhdTXt fAdTxt aaw cnaTdv x_x gd ATAxiaidl fxd cco vAiAUt ddx gex c'w cco vnigUIxa^dH aat HTUvTht dofa xavidkida a^ xrht H$t, ^d^ax rdTxt Aiainlzi ITodT HA_ed A$gfd^d^tavr lot ATA fxedld fxgx dfc. t?UZ fA$dTxt AAT^dT Ad ATAxiaidl ATA RTA, aAS> d

	fd2dlAhVg A^ AAedld t?UVT dfc. ZcT OTYd d H$fdVT cllS^dl VniAUlxa^^H xadldO^ A^
	fd2dlAhVg A^ AAedld t?UVT dfc. ZcT OTYd d H$fdVT cllS^dl VniAUlxa^^H xadldO^ A^

	ATh H$t, rdTZt ~tS d fda fRHTUt gexr At.EX^.St.Qt. H^ldYlAddd ~ZldQt H$A (SHTd H$A) H$audl~l~d H$TddTht H$ct AAX tdT H$AA«d rdTXt ATA fxCt ATh. AaV _t dW X_x H$a ^t^NdT H$S, ZcT OTYd d H$fdVT CTit hdT addAdt AaWkia At.EX.St.Qt. d^idYi^di d^ Axcdk^Utd$atvT ~x^ H$aa H$ax eigxiCT _xv d$atv AThV. AAldQt HAA d^a^dldldd eiAXlZ addAdt AaWTXT AOd A^xr fxet ATh. ^hUX eCT OTYd d d$fdVT C^SXt ^va STXQarfdaex At.EX.St.Q>t. d^ldYlAVdd H$Aa d^edld jfhv YaC vatht d$di rdT d$iauidax eCT OTYd d d$fdVT AiainlPda^x Axa lot H$
	ATh H$t, rdTZt ~tS d fda fRHTUt gexr At.EX^.St.Qt. H^ldYlAddd ~ZldQt H$A (SHTd H$A) H$audl~l~d H$TddTht H$ct AAX tdT H$AA«d rdTXt ATA fxCt ATh. AaV _t dW X_x H$a ^t^NdT H$S, ZcT OTYd d H$fdVT CTit hdT addAdt AaWkia At.EX.St.Qt. d^idYi^di d^ Axcdk^Utd$atvT ~x^ H$aa H$ax eigxiCT _xv d$atv AThV. AAldQt HAA d^a^dldldd eiAXlZ addAdt AaWTXT AOd A^xr fxet ATh. ^hUX eCT OTYd d d$fdVT C^SXt ^va STXQarfdaex At.EX.St.Q>t. d^ldYlAVdd H$Aa d^edld jfhv YaC vatht d$di rdT d$iauidax eCT OTYd d d$fdVT AiainlPda^x Axa lot H$

	oTYd, dfT xeniS, d$fddr C^, fA$dTxt fdCigaid drxd d st. odv xen^dt A^ntA^ doXd nd^qx d$TuVtht x2_Xt XAedigi rdTXt AiainlPda^x ITQt H$a d$ax ITQt ata x^d^ HTudht Jihd h$^ xrht. AiainT^xi ddidinxiu dfT xeATsXt doxxva AiainiCi Ae^ ATxUt d$Ct s^. nav AiainlZl Aa x fxadrgi dfT xen^ Axa ITQt H$a H$Ct Arh. nav _t dW xqx d$a ff^Ndr H$t, fA$dTxt aa^ gd ATAxiai^di vnigUIxa^^H aat d$TuvTht AkH$a xavido^ a^a xrht d$t, ^d^ax dfT xeniSZ! aiPnIct Ae^ ATxUt d^edid fxgx dfC. dfT xeniS d eCT oTYdfdaex Hdi ^va d$rht faQx-ATna
	oTYd, dfT xeniS, d$fddr C^, fA$dTxt fdCigaid drxd d st. odv xen^dt A^ntA^ doXd nd^qx d$TuVtht x2_Xt XAedigi rdTXt AiainlPda^x ITQt H$a d$ax ITQt ata x^d^ HTudht Jihd h$^ xrht. AiainT^xi ddidinxiu dfT xeATsXt doxxva AiainiCi Ae^ ATxUt d$Ct s^. nav AiainlZl Aa x fxadrgi dfT xen^ Axa ITQt H$a H$Ct Arh. nav _t dW xqx d$a ff^Ndr H$t, fA$dTxt aa^ gd ATAxiai^di vnigUIxa^^H aat d$TuvTht AkH$a xavido^ a^a xrht d$t, ^d^ax dfT xeniSZ! aiPnIct Ae^ ATxUt d^edid fxgx dfC. dfT xeniS d eCT oTYdfdaex Hdi ^va d$rht faQx-ATna

	H$avT HTTUvTht ATf1d$ d HxxxTAdt a^ •'|'ic'ih«' Arxa H$cr xrht. ^SUX A^AXt dvCcT xqx
	H$avT HTTUvTht ATf1d$ d HxxxTAdt a^ •'|'ic'ih«' Arxa H$cr xrht. ^SUX A^AXt dvCcT xqx

	dd^ ITor d AAldOt AAedld t?UvT dfc.
	dd^ ITor d AAldOt AAedld t?UvT dfc.
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	dQZddSt ddddT CTIS hT giidd dZddT HgedMI ddTd AKIMHI ddCT ZThT. dt3CZ, dZddT CTIS d Bda gd gtjXiatZT *narnU gtfZdC ATh ds, dQzMdiT aknIhT <dhdi OzfQ.H$ fzblzdgd gVzi\) gfezsta zgddt dfddT CtlSd dZfCz fZdtZ HAT rdi^'l ZZfgd gCZT AgediM cdtzt d ^CT OTYdCT gtfZdC hTV. ATaTnZT grZtzTnX fantQ: TXct aact vathT V gXa gTZtztnX fantOgd dfddT Ctis^zt zzfgd gCZt AgedTdt did TZfdMVM fChZ Xuta ZThT. AiainlZl ddTd ddCT ATh dX, cdTd OHiOd fdbfZH$ AadtcdtHd zgz cdtzt d$YthT gtztzidt zfezdT cnztz Hct zthT. Egg AratnTzT mcdt
	dQZddSt ddddT CTIS hT giidd dZddT HgedMI ddTd AKIMHI ddCT ZThT. dt3CZ, dZddT CTIS d Bda gd gtjXiatZT *narnU gtfZdC ATh ds, dQzMdiT aknIhT <dhdi OzfQ.H$ fzblzdgd gVzi\) gfezsta zgddt dfddT CtlSd dZfCz fZdtZ HAT rdi^'l ZZfgd gCZT AgediM cdtzt d ^CT OTYdCT gtfZdC hTV. ATaTnZT grZtzTnX fantQ: TXct aact vathT V gXa gTZtztnX fantOgd dfddT Ctis^zt zzfgd gCZt AgedTdt did TZfdMVM fChZ Xuta ZThT. AiainlZl ddTd ddCT ATh dX, cdTd OHiOd fdbfZH$ AadtcdtHd zgz cdtzt d$YthT gtztzidt zfezdT cnztz Hct zthT. Egg AratnTzT mcdt
	dQZddSt ddddT CTIS hT giidd dZddT HgedMI ddTd AKIMHI ddCT ZThT. dt3CZ, dZddT CTIS d Bda gd gtjXiatZT *narnU gtfZdC ATh ds, dQzMdiT aknIhT <dhdi OzfQ.H$ fzblzdgd gVzi\) gfezsta zgddt dfddT CtlSd dZfCz fZdtZ HAT rdi^'l ZZfgd gCZT AgediM cdtzt d ^CT OTYdCT gtfZdC hTV. ATaTnZT grZtzTnX fantQ: TXct aact vathT V gXa gTZtztnX fantOgd dfddT Ctis^zt zzfgd gCZt AgedTdt did TZfdMVM fChZ Xuta ZThT. AiainlZl ddTd ddCT ATh dX, cdTd OHiOd fdbfZH$ AadtcdtHd zgz cdtzt d$YthT gtztzidt zfezdT cnztz Hct zthT. Egg AratnTzT mcdt

	fdCTgatd dTXdZ gmnu ATfZdC ATh dT, dQZddSt AKNMdi OgfQd fdbTZdZSd gTZTZTnX d$gJdTd$gVT did AgCTdTddd fejU Z^hd, ‘gd’ nXggd addS RdC Z^hd, dgfCz fZXTZ d$C Old ZACdTdddT \Cd
	fdCTgatd dTXdZ gmnu ATfZdC ATh dT, dQZddSt AKNMdi OgfQd fdbTZdZSd gTZTZTnX d$gJdTd$gVT did AgCTdTddd fejU Z^hd, ‘gd’ nXggd addS RdC Z^hd, dgfCz fZXTZ d$C Old ZACdTdddT \Cd

	CTdCT z^hdT, nt.Ez^.st.zt. dzdztdt gadtdz z^hdT, gtZrzTnX ZTxUT dCCT z^hdT, ergzfdhd
	CTdCT z^hdT, nt.Ez^.st.zt. dzdztdt gadtdz z^hdT, gtZrzTnX ZTxUT dCCT z^hdT, ergzfdhd

	QfzZd dHTUdd Z^hd, eigzig nTRfdCCt gggd AhdTCTdt dt^C Z^hdt. fddfXt fdCTgatd dTXd d ST. Odd XenTSMT cnaTdd zgX HTiid gTj ItQT AgediM xadrddidz^ fXgz Xd zrht. AraTnlzT g*Xt dzZddit
	QfzZd dHTUdd Z^hd, eigzig nTRfdCCt gggd AhdTCTdt dt^C Z^hdt. fddfXt fdCTgatd dTXd d ST. Odd XenTSMT cnaTdd zgX HTiid gTj ItQT AgediM xadrddidz^ fXgz Xd zrht. AraTnlzT g*Xt dzZddit

	CnaTdd ZgX dQdtdt gVdT dCT AgediM d$WZ dC ZThT fddT r'ididd ddTd ddCT ZTht. Egg dQZddst AITNlM OZfzd$ "fdbfzd$g^d CqaTdd Z_X dZdT AgedlM ^hUdT dfc. nt.EZ^.ST.Qit. fzdHTd d$C_ 3 AdJd dzfdd$ "fdbfzd$g^d giZijl\$l gf^HMI CqdTz d$aodTd$atdT Aldfd$ AgCC Teju d Qfzz ATatntzt KdC AgedlM XadTddid^$Z TXgZ dd ZthT. ^hgZ AiZTqtzt nt.EZ;. ST.Qt. fzdHTd d$C_ 3(1) d C„KZ dddtd ThUdT dfc. cnatdd z_x d.ediygiu AratntZt rdi^di OZ1zd$ 1zbfzd$ged nt.Ez^.ST.Qt. d$id^iM d$c_ 29(1)(2) d nt.Ez^.ST.Qit. TzdgTd d$c_ 9 A^Jd dTudht a
	CnaTdd ZgX dQdtdt gVdT dCT AgediM d$WZ dC ZThT fddT r'ididd ddTd ddCT ZTht. Egg dQZddst AITNlM OZfzd$ "fdbfzd$g^d CqaTdd Z_X dZdT AgedlM ^hUdT dfc. nt.EZ^.ST.Qit. fzdHTd d$C_ 3 AdJd dzfdd$ "fdbfzd$g^d giZijl\$l gf^HMI CqdTz d$aodTd$atdT Aldfd$ AgCC Teju d Qfzz ATatntzt KdC AgedlM XadTddid^$Z TXgZ dd ZthT. ^hgZ AiZTqtzt nt.EZ;. ST.Qt. fzdHTd d$C_ 3(1) d C„KZ dddtd ThUdT dfc. cnatdd z_x d.ediygiu AratntZt rdi^di OZ1zd$ 1zbfzd$ged nt.Ez^.ST.Qt. d$id^iM d$c_ 29(1)(2) d nt.Ez^.ST.Qit. TzdgTd d$c_ 9 A^Jd dTudht a

	CidC z^hd d nt.EZ^.ST.Qt. d$TdWTdt gad!d$T RdCT z^hdt. ^hgz ATaTntZT nt.EZ^.ST.Qit. fzdgid d$c_ 18(1) (2) d c„Kz XddTd ThUdT fc. rdiMygiu ATaTntZt d$fddT CTISdt gTzTdTOS gfezsTa Tzxtz
	CidC z^hd d nt.EZ^.ST.Qt. d$TdWTdt gad!d$T RdCT z^hdt. ^hgz ATaTntZT nt.EZ^.ST.Qit. fzdgid d$c_ 18(1) (2) d c„Kz XddTd ThUdT fc. rdiMygiu ATaTntZt d$fddT CTISdt gTzTdTOS gfezsTa Tzxtz

	d5dz rdi^dl dzTz^d _CZT AgedlM rdTZT gTfZdC hid. gTZTdTOS gf^H^ia dZ fZXTUTdt didUt d$au'Id$a1dT Aldfd$ AgCedl fejUlf^ldTdgXa didUt d$Ct hTdt. dgd ATaTntZt nt.EZ^.ST.Qt. d$TZXT d fZdZT^ZT Bda dadXtd C„dz d$zz nt. EZ-St.-Qt. fzdgTd d$C_ 18 A^Zd Z_z fXCedl fZdlgedlM OdZ d$C Z^hd. ^hgZ AiainlZl nt.EZ^.ST.'Qt. fzdgTd d$C_ 18 d C„dz dddTd fc. Aeidd^Ta, AfZdTdZ djTZ g'ddld
	d5dz rdi^dl dzTz^d _CZT AgedlM rdTZT gTfZdC hid. gTZTdTOS gf^H^ia dZ fZXTUTdt didUt d$au'Id$a1dT Aldfd$ AgCedl fejUlf^ldTdgXa didUt d$Ct hTdt. dgd ATaTntZt nt.EZ^.ST.Qt. d$TZXT d fZdZT^ZT Bda dadXtd C„dz d$zz nt. EZ-St.-Qt. fzdgTd d$C_ 18 A^Zd Z_z fXCedl fZdlgedlM OdZ d$C Z^hd. ^hgZ AiainlZl nt.EZ^.ST.'Qt. fzdgTd d$C_ 18 d C„dz dddTd fc. Aeidd^Ta, AfZdTdZ djTZ g'ddld

	ge'inT OTdZ ATaTntZT nt.Ez^.ST.QiT. d$id^iM d$c_ 3(1), 5, 6, 29(1)(2) d nt.Ez^.ST.'QT. Tzgid d$c_ 3(1), 9, 1o(1-E), 17(1)(2), 18 d C„Kz d$zz nt.EZ;. ST.QT. d$Id^IM d$C_ 23 AdZd Z^hT dddTd fg^X d$edlgi _t gXXT d$.1 d 5 d Crda htd$TaTWf Xd ATh.
	ge'inT OTdZ ATaTntZT nt.Ez^.ST.QiT. d$id^iM d$c_ 3(1), 5, 6, 29(1)(2) d nt.Ez^.ST.'QT. Tzgid d$c_ 3(1), 9, 1o(1-E), 17(1)(2), 18 d C„Kz d$zz nt.EZ;. ST.QT. d$Id^IM d$C_ 23 AdZd Z^hT dddTd fg^X d$edlgi _t gXXT d$.1 d 5 d Crda htd$TaTWf Xd ATh.

	cnatxd zgX dddtnztu Atatntfda^X j^t fg^X htd Age'igi _t AtaTnT d Tn$dtXt njtct Tejdtdd TXaddnu Ed$z KdC dgd ggU XadTdOtd gXgnd AdCTd$Z d$C ATh. AtaTnT d rdt^Zt dk dtd$C gthdtzt Tejdtdd gTfZdC ATh drt, AtatntdT gXa d$ggTYc nthCTd Z^hT A^ V g^ztfzd d$QdTgYtC gXZd AThd. rdtdnztu
	cnatxd zgX dddtnztu Atatntfda^X j^t fg^X htd Age'igi _t AtaTnT d Tn$dtXt njtct Tejdtdd TXaddnu Ed$z KdC dgd ggU XadTdOtd gXgnd AdCTd$Z d$C ATh. AtaTnT d rdt^Zt dk dtd$C gthdtzt Tejdtdd gTfZdC ATh drt, AtatntdT gXa d$ggTYc nthCTd Z^hT A^ V g^ztfzd d$QdTgYtC gXZd AThd. rdtdnztu


	Aiaint h c'i^i EH$_d dizidv odxvt Aihv. ^hgz Aiainlzi diztv-dizt fejT diaodidt fdzvt
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	Aiai'-ild vk dditc gihdzt dict Aih. xicco., f\dtxt rnm\ vk gadial dfHic gihdizl fejdidv gTJvc Hit, nt.EZ.St.QSt. dmidi cxxe cjiv KdZ zdtcz PxizMi g-h'idl gzaidrvt QUiu'iH^dvi Aiainlzi xdT z xiiPmt di'UH zgz fxcct nU fw Hiaidt. aiM d f^fiXt gjid feddidv dfac ^huU _t cjiv Kvc vgd gxa z^hxiet gdfYv gd nCdr glTc fddia dic Aih. nt.Ez.St.QSt. di'gMi nwidZ_^d ananU zgx H$c Aih Hit, gxa dndxT zdtcz fzxiz gfvdfYv diaz gxa dZdgddT vavxtd c„dz diaz zdtcz fzxiz dgUFdT o'ZVlCTH$STOV -diRta fw H$<u'iv didt HZCU xgl_d _CT
	Aiai'-ild vk dditc gihdzt dict Aih. xicco., f\dtxt rnm\ vk gadial dfHic gihdizl fejdidv gTJvc Hit, nt.EZ.St.QSt. dmidi cxxe cjiv KdZ zdtcz PxizMi g-h'idl gzaidrvt QUiu'iH^dvi Aiainlzi xdT z xiiPmt di'UH zgz fxcct nU fw Hiaidt. aiM d f^fiXt gjid feddidv dfac ^huU _t cjiv Kvc vgd gxa z^hxiet gdfYv gd nCdr glTc fddia dic Aih. nt.Ez.St.QSt. di'gMi nwidZ_^d ananU zgx H$c Aih Hit, gxa dndxT zdtcz fzxiz gfvdfYv diaz gxa dZdgddT vavxtd c„dz diaz zdtcz fzxiz dgUFdT o'ZVlCTH$STOV -diRta fw H$<u'iv didt HZCU xgl_d _CT

	d$CC H$fd fzxfzd va Aihd nav rdihtzjt oiav guianx Aih. zao zizfdodiHatvT z^hT d$aui^dt Aidntci
	d$CC H$fd fzxfzd va Aihd nav rdihtzjt oiav guianx Aih. zao zizfdodiHatvT z^hT d$aui^dt Aidntci

	xzt xiidz H$_t d gtid adanidt fejt d$avi fc. nav gxa H$gzdtc Aiatntzt d$CedT z-h'iz^d Aidntci
	xzt xiidz H$_t d gtid adanidt fejt d$avi fc. nav gxa H$gzdtc Aiatntzt d$CedT z-h'iz^d Aidntci

	fH$fddht xdT xtlfdvT ZUia ziht H$iau rZTzt gxa Z^hT rZTdt zao ZiZfdOdiHaXT H$CT zgz rdTzt gxa Z'hT deidt cicd gU d$aodid$avi H$ct Aih. AidntcT zd^ fzxiz diaudizigz nfvdd z cidedig v dld^'ized IH$vtdd zddvt zfhcid zd"tcz fzxiz H$az gczt-zzlw zdnivig ^hukd rzt^zT krzcT d$iautd;v Ravtc. Aidntzi xzt xiigz gtid adandt fejT diezig ^va sSrxoaTdt gw^xi zd^ fzxiz diaozidt ndrvt oizv hidz rdizi gxa z^hT diaozig n^ diezigiai htBc. akizict disiaiv d$sia feji diaz rdi^zigidvd ^vaht zdtcz fzxiz diaui^di gzikdiQdlzT yst f
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	Qt. H$i'^iA^ \1dXKl IQCi dilC HdZfZ rdMI gZIgU HTTdeidt fgdt d AIdZ AgdidZ rdiZt nt.EZ.

	St.Qt. h$i'wia^ xgat Hg xiicd hdjdCt Zgdt. euz ArZHt h nt.EZ.St.Qt. dmiAddf Jh htzutz
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	AQQC JJ AgCdiS EUdi dBc. HTtUrdIht guid fddIZ HTdg AiZi dldi HTTgdig d dSMI fejged ddi XnfdU' dPd d -didifdf hUR Ziht. nt.EZ..St.Qt. H$i'WiAdJf ggfdd mfYdrift h g*di deHTtd AfYHTTZt Agedigid ARd CNgif-d dIYdridCTd HTTddIht HTZdg H$dZdid. ZZf gdZ H>ggiZ»di gddgdl gzWZ nTiHTiZ Kfedi_i nt.EZ..St.Qt. H$i'WiA^ JJZifdZex H$gg dilC hdZ dZI eiZdt hid AIh. A^dYI H$di g_d|f mfYdi^didZ fdg~Z ZIhCdig nt.EZ.St. Qt HTdeidt dEd d dJedI nrddtZ ‘AgCddidUt HTZdid AiCt Zgdt. ^hUZ AIZnIzI nt.EZ.St.Qt. HTidWiZ ZgU fdCCt gnU HTT
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	gfezdi didiHTIdg RdZ rdIdTCndIZ H$Zdi d|C. AIZRTZI rdMI dZQtHT fdCZtHTdt ZtdUt HTCt Zgedigi rdIZI OR HCdI gIZidTO ZeiZdI didi Zddddi HTTdg ddudidi HTTUdrht AfYHTR ZIht. AIZRTZI gIZidTO getZ 6dudId^ZlfI nt.EZ.St.Qt. HTiddI d fOdgidSd Aidfd AgCedi H/iUrdIh! dZddfdl ndd H$cCt Ziht. cdIdygiU AIZNlcigtZrai\t getzdididifdedig rdIZI nt.EZ.St.Qt. Hndddidnd H-rZUdIdl n^ gZdiZdt
	gfezdi didiHTIdg RdZ rdIdTCndIZ H$Zdi d|C. AIZRTZI rdMI dZQtHT fdCZtHTdt ZtdUt HTCt Zgedigi rdIZI OR HCdI gIZidTO ZeiZdI didi Zddddi HTTdg ddudidi HTTUdrht AfYHTR ZIht. AIZRTZI gIZidTO getZ 6dudId^ZlfI nt.EZ.St.Qt. HTiddI d fOdgidSd Aidfd AgCedi H/iUrdIh! dZddfdl ndd H$cCt Ziht. cdIdygiU AIZNlcigtZrai\t getzdididifdedig rdIZI nt.EZ.St.Qt. Hndddidnd H-rZUdIdl n^ gZdiZdt

	fdedIgIZI h|c. AIZintCI giZidIzTl gelZdI didi fdedig rdi^dI^IZ n^ dOfCd fZdIZIdI HrZUdIdl
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	edddi ZIHrIZdIdd Ziht. dght AIZidlci nt.EZ.St.Qt. HTiddI d fZdZI^dI gd dZddfdt nddi HTedifedid Zdd: d dT®drg«d giZIJinri getZ RddI dUIZ Ziht. giZidIzTl getZ [dHTcdiZI gdZ getZdt fdH$t HTZdTZT nt.EZ. St.Qt. HTiddI d fZdHI^dI dZddtd nfddY A^ gdZ getZ IZdt HTZUT^didZ gdZ nfddY ZgedIdI dddtdid JEd YZdidUZ Ziht. nt.EZ.St.Qt. HTiddI A'lzdcdig^d dMId C^e d hdCjid Kdedig HT'iUrdIhl ^^dtZ gTZTJ'r^ getZ IZdt HTediZdZ rdiZt gdZ HTiddI d fZdgigYtC dZddfdt nddi HTZU dYZHTIZHT Agedid
	edddi ZIHrIZdIdd Ziht. dght AIZidlci nt.EZ.St.Qt. HTiddI d fZdZI^dI gd dZddfdt nddi HTedifedid Zdd: d dT®drg«d giZIJinri getZ RddI dUIZ Ziht. giZidIzTl getZ [dHTcdiZI gdZ getZdt fdH$t HTZdTZT nt.EZ. St.Qt. HTiddI d fZdHI^dI dZddtd nfddY A^ gdZ getZ IZdt HTZUT^didZ gdZ nfddY ZgedIdI dddtdid JEd YZdidUZ Ziht. nt.EZ.St.Qt. HTiddI A'lzdcdig^d dMId C^e d hdCjid Kdedig HT'iUrdIhl ^^dtZ gTZTJ'r^ getZ IZdt HTediZdZ rdiZt gdZ HTiddI d fZdgigYtC dZddfdt nddi HTZU dYZHTIZHT Agedid
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	^ZdIZId^z1fT cndiz HTZtd AgZ rdIZI gdZ giZIJinTl getdi didi HTIdg RdUdIdI HTiU^ A'fYHTIZ Ziht. AIZintZt JZi d^ZudId^ZlfT gIZIJI4Tl gglZdI dRZ HTedIgi gdZ gIZiETO getZ d^ZUdId^z1fTdRZCC
	^ZdIZId^z1fT cndiz HTZtd AgZ rdIZI gdZ giZIJinTl getdi didi HTIdg RdUdIdI HTiU^ A'fYHTIZ Ziht. AIZintZt JZi d^ZudId^ZlfT gIZIJI4Tl gglZdI dRZ HTedIgi gdZ gIZiETO getZ d^ZUdId^z1fTdRZCC

	CngTZU/getZ Agedid dlc. ^hUZ d^ZUdId^z1fT AIZNlZl dRZCCt giZIJinTl getZ ggfdd
	CngTZU/getZ Agedid dlc. ^hUZ d^ZUdId^z1fT AIZNlZl dRZCCt giZIJinTl getZ ggfdd

	nTYtdTrzt, gIdiZI di^di dT®drg«d ZTdUt Agcedi AfYHTd “dddlci fdHTt d^ZUdId^z1fTde diid d -didlldd hlc. ggfdd nTYtdTrZt gidIZI diZt OR g^HIC giZIJinTl gelZdI A'fYHTd d ZTdUt pICedI odddfci giddfZHT fCcidI^IZ nt. EZ.St.Qt. HTiddi d fZdgiw gd dZddfd niCZ HTZTZ fdHTt HTZIdt. rdiZdZ ggfdd nTYtdTrzt, gidIZI diZt gIZIJinTl getZ^dI fdHTtdt ZdHTg gZHrIZOgI HTZIdt. rdIdygIU gdZ d^dig^d dRZCC Zddt nddtge gTqd gZHTIZ OgI HTZTZ CdZtd g^gIC gedhIZ Agedigi VT Z^: HTZU dTid hIlC.
	nTYtdTrzt, gIdiZI di^di dT®drg«d ZTdUt Agcedi AfYHTd “dddlci fdHTt d^ZUdId^z1fTde diid d -didlldd hlc. ggfdd nTYtdTrZt gidIZI diZt OR g^HIC giZIJinTl gelZdI A'fYHTd d ZTdUt pICedI odddfci giddfZHT fCcidI^IZ nt. EZ.St.Qt. HTiddi d fZdgiw gd dZddfd niCZ HTZTZ fdHTt HTZIdt. rdiZdZ ggfdd nTYtdTrzt, gidIZI diZt gIZIJinTl getZ^dI fdHTtdt ZdHTg gZHrIZOgI HTZIdt. rdIdygIU gdZ d^dig^d dRZCC Zddt nddtge gTqd gZHTIZ OgI HTZTZ CdZtd g^gIC gedhIZ Agedigi VT Z^: HTZU dTid hIlC.

	_^T HTgTdT 6 ~Tdd:-
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	29. dZtC H^ZUfggrgT Cjid KdZ -didlldd h|C A^ gt ICtC ngie Aide nTZfd HTZtd AIh.
	29. dZtC H^ZUfggrgT Cjid KdZ -didlldd h|C A^ gt ICtC ngie Aide nTZfd HTZtd AIh.
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	7) AtaTnt st.zztvz v^uaiv zdtz dtzT “\to«iA zfVdr AfhVd vcz 248(2)’’ Add “ngV^d fzxtz Vd (PhIzyd xzddTztdatc zfddY) fZdz 1996’’ d AYtatv “zVYiauind ATfu ZAdzd fzxtz Vd (fcz fZdSIda nfVdd) fZdz 1996 d vcz 10(1) d lo(l-E)’’/“ngVnd fzxtz Vd (fdZtzd d xAZdtztdatc zfddY) VTdXT 1994’’ d AYtatV “dVdiaUind ATfU ZAdjV fZxtZ Vd (fCd fZdSda zfddY) VTdXT 2003 d VCZ 23’VdT JhdTAV Xtft YAZ 3 df AlZ VtatdtA d Add 10,000/- (d$.XhT hOTa Zdd) XSTdt fejT RTRIdU'ld dd ATh. AtatZtzt CZAdd Z_X XSTdt adVZ Z ZaedTA cdtZT EV zfhZT 
	7) AtaTnt st.zztvz v^uaiv zdtz dtzT “\to«iA zfVdr AfhVd vcz 248(2)’’ Add “ngV^d fzxtz Vd (PhIzyd xzddTztdatc zfddY) fZdz 1996’’ d AYtatv “zVYiauind ATfu ZAdzd fzxtz Vd (fcz fZdSIda nfVdd) fZdz 1996 d vcz 10(1) d lo(l-E)’’/“ngVnd fzxtz Vd (fdZtzd d xAZdtztdatc zfddY) VTdXT 1994’’ d AYtatV “dVdiaUind ATfU ZAdjV fZxtZ Vd (fCd fZdSda zfddY) VTdXT 2003 d VCZ 23’VdT JhdTAV Xtft YAZ 3 df AlZ VtatdtA d Add 10,000/- (d$.XhT hOTa Zdd) XSTdt fejT RTRIdU'ld dd ATh. AtatZtzt CZAdd Z_X XSTdt adVZ Z ZaedTA cdtZT EV zfhZT 
	7) AtaTnt st.zztvz v^uaiv zdtz dtzT “\to«iA zfVdr AfhVd vcz 248(2)’’ Add “ngV^d fzxtz Vd (PhIzyd xzddTztdatc zfddY) fZdz 1996’’ d AYtatv “zVYiauind ATfu ZAdzd fzxtz Vd (fcz fZdSIda nfVdd) fZdz 1996 d vcz 10(1) d lo(l-E)’’/“ngVnd fzxtz Vd (fdZtzd d xAZdtztdatc zfddY) VTdXT 1994’’ d AYtatV “dVdiaUind ATfU ZAdjV fZxtZ Vd (fCd fZdSda zfddY) VTdXT 2003 d VCZ 23’VdT JhdTAV Xtft YAZ 3 df AlZ VtatdtA d Add 10,000/- (d$.XhT hOTa Zdd) XSTdt fejT RTRIdU'ld dd ATh. AtatZtzt CZAdd Z_X XSTdt adVZ Z ZaedTA cdtZT EV zfhZT 

	8) AtaTnt st.zztvz vutd zdta dtZT “\to«iA zfVdr gfhVM vcz 248(2)’’ Add “zgVTnd fzxtz Vd (fVZtzd d x^nVTddatc zfddY) fZdz 1996’’ d AYtatv “zVYiauind ATfu ngd^d fzxtz Vd (fcz fZdStda zfddY) fZdz 1996 d vcz 17(1)(2)’’/“ngVtnd fzxtz Vd (fdZtzd d xadtztdatc zfddY) VTdXT 1994’’ d gYiatV “zVYRUinV ATfU dAd^d fzXTZ Vd (fCd fZdStda zfddY) VTdXT 2003 d VCZ 23’’ W d^h'IH^d XTft YAZ 3 df AlZ H$iaidlg d Add 10,000/- (A.XhT hdta Vdd) XSTdt fejT RTRIdU'Id dd ATh. AiaiVZ! CnaTdV Z_X XSTdt adVZ Z ZZedTA cdtZT EV ZfhZT ATYT 
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